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PREFACE 

Political thought may be broadly identified as thought about power formulated 
in a prescriptive rather than a descriptive vein: how should power be distrib
uted, to what uses should it be put? Of power there are innumerable types, but 
political thought is primarily concerned with just one: that exercised by the 
governmental agency above the level of family, village, and tribe that we know 
as the state. It is however difficult to think about the state without attention to 
the social order on which it rests, and it is quite impossible to do so without 
considering its relationship with other organizations coordinating human 
activities above the domestic and local levels. Of such organizations there arc 
many today, some nationwide and others international or global, but in a 
medieval context they were few and far between. Most associations in those 
days were local, and usually kin-based. Coordinating people's activities above 
the level of village or kin was difficult due to slow means of communication, 
poverty, local diversity, and lack of trust. It could be done by force: this was the 
typical manner in which the state established itself. But it could also be done, 
or assisted, by religion, which offered a common idiom, shared ideals and 
trust, and which was accordingly the main source of organization transcend
ing locality and kin apart from the state. In the Islamic world it was originally 
the source of the state itself. 

In part for this reason, the political thought of medieval Islam is diffi
cult to understand for a modern Western reader. One might fondly have 
assumed political thought to be a subject open to discussion at a high level 
of generality, for what could be more universal than power and the problems 
it begets? But as everyone knows, it is in fact highly context-bound, and that 
of the Muslims seems to a novice to be based on a particularly odd set of 
premises. It also appears to come in a particularly heavy encrustation of 
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strange-sounding names. The aim of this book is to make it intelligible to 
those who cannot get their mmds around it, and to advance the under
standing of those who already know what it is about. It is addressed to 
Western students of Islamic history, historians of adjacent periods and 
places (notably the classical world and medieval Europe), and, optunistically, 
the general public; and wherever possible, it asks questions of the type that 
preoccupy Western readers, in order to move from the familiar to the unfa
miliar. It is devoted to political thought in the broad sense, not just theory, 
and tries to bring out the tacit assumptions and unspoken premises without 
which one cannot understand the edifice of explicit theory on top. Some 
very general knowledge of classical and European history is presumed (for 
example, I do not take it upon myself to explain who Alexander the Great 
or Louis XVI were), but no knowledge of Islamic history ts reqtmed, though 
it would certainly be an advantage. All concepts have been glossed, and all 
persons, events, and historical developments have been Identified or summa
rized (or so at least I hope) on first encounter and/or in the index, which 
doubles as a glossary. I do take the liberty of adclressmg specialists in the 
footnotes, but non-specialist readers are free to skip them. Though readers 
with some background knowledge will find the book much easier than those 
with none, it should be accessible to all. 

Some conventions may be noted here. First, where double dates are gtven in 
the form 290/9o2L the first figure refers to the Muslim calendar and the sec
ond to the Christian. Muslim years usually begin Ill one Chnstian year and 
continue into the next: continuation Is indicated by 'f.', for example, 902f. 
stands for the relevant parts of 902 and 90'1. When only one date is given, it 
refers to the Christian calendar unless the contrary is specified. Secondly, I have 
opted for the term 'medieval', which some readers may dislike, because it can 
he used of both the Muslim world and the Latin West and because 'the form
;Hive period' docs not yield an adjective. The centuncs covered in thts book 
were not of course Ill the middle of anythmg, but the same IS true of their 
counterparts in the West: in both cases, the 'middle ages' are really the begin
ning. Thirdly, when I translate passages, refernng the reader to both the ongi
nal text and a translation, my own English version is not necessarily that of the 
translation, though it is often a modified version of It. I only follow other 
translators faithfully where no reference to the onginal text IS given. Finally, 
though thts is not a matter of conventions, I feel! must apologize for the inor
dinate number of references to publications of my own. Ongmally, the book 
was meant to be a short textbook codifying existing knowledge. There proved 
to be insufficient knowledge for that purpose, however, and as the book turned 
into a project of research, It inevitably came to build on earlier work of mine. 
I also wrote a fair number of articles on the way with the express purpose of 
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being able to refer to them instead of cluttering the book with details. This 
may not mollify the reader, but alii can say is that I sympathize. 

I should like to thank Maroun Aouad for much help and encouragement 
when I ventured into the alien field of falsa{a, and also for making me look 
at the rhetorical works, more often than not supplying xeroxes along with the 
references and patiently answering questions of every kind. To Mohsen 
Ashtiany I am indebted for help with Persian matters (along w1th my share of 
his delectable wit). I am also grateful to him, Tamima Bayhom-Daou, 
Anthony Black, Bernard Haykel, Carole Hillenbrand, Stephen Menn, and 
Lennart Sundelin for comments on the book, or parts of it, in various stages 
of completion, to Firuza Abdullaeva for finding the illustration on the cover, 
and to Michael Cook for characteristically helpful and incisive comments on 
what was meant to be the final draft. I must also extend further thanks to 
Carole Hillenbrand, who put the idea of writing this book into my head and 
graciously waited the many years it took me to complete it. 

Patricia Crone 

I 
.. .. .. 

THE BEGINNINGS 



CHAPTER 

1 

THE ORIGINS OF GOVERNMENT 

How did medieval Muslims think that humans had come to live under govern
ment? Differently put, how did they explain the origin of the state? The short 
answer is that they did not normally see government as having developed at all, 
but rather as having existed from the start. It is worth examining this answer 
in greater detail, however, for it brings out some of the most basic assumptions 
behind their political thought. It is to such fundamental concepts and ideas 
that this chapter is devoted. 

Terminology 

The word 'state' in modern parlance refers sometimes to a set of governmen
tal institutions which constitute the supreme political authority within a given 
territory (as when we grumble about the state and wish that It would wither 
away) and sometimes to a society endowed with such institutions, that is a 
politically organized society or polity (as in the expression 'nation state'). In 
the question of how the state originated, the emphasis is on the agency, but the 
two meanings are closely related. Medieval Muslims had no word for states in 
either sense, however. They saw themselves as governed by persons rather than 
institutions and would speak of a ruler, such as a caliph (/::.hal/fa) or king 
(mcdik), where we speak of the state in the first sense of the word; and they 
would identify the society of which the ruler was in charge as a nation (umma) 
or a religious community (milia), where we speak of states In the second sense 
of the word. (The term hhilil{a, caliphate, only referred to the caliph's office, 
not to his polity, though modern scholars freely use the word in both senses.) 
The Muslims did pick up from their Greek forebears the habit of describing a 
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politically organized society as a city (Greek fJO!is). They did not know that 
Greek cities had once been states themselves and that this was how the habit 
had originated. They simply continued it by using the word madlna in the 
same way that their counterparts in Europe would usc civitas, as a term for 
politics of any kind, in a close approximation to the modern word 'state' in the 
second sense. But madlna in the sense of polity was a fairly arcane usage in the 
Muslim world, confined to the philosophers and the few who read them. To 
everyone else, it just meant a City in the plain sense of the word. 

The concept of the state as an impersonal institution emerged in Europe 
from the sixteenth century onwards and eventually passed to the Middle East. 
ln the nineteenth century the Muslims gave it the Arabic name of dawla (Per
sian dow/at, Turkish dculet), and this is now the standard word in the Middle 
East for a state in both senses of the word. In pre-modern usage, however, 
dawla meant a turn of fortune (and of the stars in their spheres) and thus the 
era in which a particular dynasty held sway rather than the governmental insti
tutions or the polity of which it was in charge. 1 Hut though the pre-modern 
Muslims lacked the concept of the state, they certainly had governmental insti
tutions which conform roughly (if rarely precisely) to the modern definition of 
states in the first sense of the word and which held sway in units that we would 
identify as states in the second sense. How then did they explain their origin? 

Adam and Eve 

When medieval Muslims pondered the question why government exists, they 
formulated their answer in functional terms: rulers performed such and such 
roles for which there was a need thanks to the nature of human beings (sec 
below ch. q). They rarely addressed the histoncal question how rulers had 
developed or when they had first appeared, but it is clear from their creation 
myth that they did not share the medieval Western view of government as a 
secondary development of human history rooted in the Fall. They tacitly 
assumed government had existed even before the creation of mankind. 

The relevant part of their creation myth may be summarized as follows. 
When God had created heaven, earth, the angels, and the jilm (i.e. spirits), He 
created Iblis (the future devil), who was the first to receive power (mulh). 2 God 
made him ruler and governor of lower heaven and earth, as well as l~eeper of 
Paradise, or, according to another version, He made h11n judge among the jim1, 
who were the first inhabitants of earth and who had kings, prophets, religious 

For abbreviations, sec the bibliography. 
I. Cf. Lewis, Political tmrguap;e, cbs 2-3. 
2. Thus Tab., i, 78.w. 
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faith, long life, and blessings in abundance. The jim1 grew wicked and caused 
corruption on earth, whereupon Iblis sent an army agamst them and defeated 
them, which made him haughty; others say that Ib!Ts was a captive taken by an 
army of angels sent against them by God and that he became haughty because 
he grew up among the angels as a result of his capture; or, according to another 
version, Ibl!s was so successful a judge among the jinn that he grew haughty 
and started fighting them. In any case, God knew that Iblls was growing 
haughty and created Adam to bring out his true colours. !biTs duly refused to 
bow down to Adam, whereupon he was cast into the lowest Hell. God then cre
ated Eve, but she was subverted by Iblis in the form of a snake and both she 
and Adam ate of the forbidden fruit, whereupon they were expelled from 
Paradise. Eve was pumshed with menstruation, pregnancy, childbirth, and stu
pidity; Adam acci<.ientally brushed his head against heaven when he fell to 

earth (they do not simply walk out of Paradise in the Muslim version), and so 
he became bald; both suffered the indignity of having to defecate: Adam wept 
when he smelt the stench. Bur above all, they lost their freedom from work: 
they and their descendants now had to do all the "irksome ploughmg, plant
ing, irrigating, reaping, threshing, milling, kneading, sp111n111g, weaving and 
washing" which they had been spared in Paradise.; This was the crucial way in 
which the Fall affected the human condition. There was no forfeiture of 
immortality. Humans did not become more sinful than they had been from the 
start either, and human history did not turn into a story of Paradise lost and 
regained. In fact, many scholars denied that the Paradise from which Adam 
and Eve were expelled was Identical with that in which God's righteous 
servants would eventually find themselves:' 

Their fall notwithstanding, Adam and Eve continued to live a sub
Paradisical existence. Adam was God's deputy (hhall{a) on earth (cf. Q. 2: 30), 

where he had been given power and authonty (muff.?_ wa-sul(iin). Both he and 
his son Seth were also prophets through whom God revealed His law. When 
Adam died. he passed the leadership (riyiisa) to Seth, and thereafter each leader 
passed his deathbed instructions (wa?iyya) to his successor along with "the 
political governance and management of the subjects under his control" 
(s1yc'isat al-mulh wa-tad{;/r man ta(Jta yadayhi min ra'iyyatihi).' They lived a life 
of religious purity and piety, spending their time in worship of God without 
any impure thoughts or feelings of envy, hatred, or greecl.r' 

3· JUS, ii, 229 = Goodman, Case, 73; Tab., i, w3, 129. For the antecedents of this idea, 
see below, note ro. 

4- Cf. Milward!, A' liim a!-llulnut•rua, 78f,; Ibn Babawayh, I' tiqiid, 1 w = 81 (ch. 29). 

5· Tab., 1, r65.1. 
6. Thus YT, i, 5 (closely following the account 111 the Syriac Cal'c o/ '!/·eawres). 
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But when Cain killed Abel, he left the sub-Paradisical mountain on which 
Adam had settled to live somewhere else, where his descendants became 
'despots and Pharaohs' (jabclbim wa-{tmt ina), that is. godless tyrants.7 They 
invented musical instruments and took to entertaining themselves with music, 
wine-dnnkmg, and sexual promiscuity. This caused an ever-growing number of 
Seth's descendants to leave the sacred mountain in order to JOin the fun. Enoch. 
alias Idris, and his son Methuselah both fought holy war against the Cainites 
and enslaved some of them, but to no avail: hardly any of Seth's descendants 
were left on the mountain by Noah's time, so God sent the Flood and wiped 
out the entire sinful lot. After the Flood, Noah's sons dispersed to become the 
ancestors of mankind as we know it. 

The fundamental assumption behind these accounts is that all the power in 
the universe and all the physical and moral laws by which it is regulated reflect 
the same ultimate reality, God. God rules in the most literal sense of the word, 
appointing rulers, governors, judges, and deputies and ordering armies to be 
sent against insubordinate subjects. Divine government has always been and 
always will be, and it must necessarily manifest itself as government on earth. 
Adam represents the fullness of God's power on earth, and both the Sethians 
and the Cainites are envisaged as living in politically organized societies, as are 
the jinn who preceded them. Contrary to what medieval Christians said, coer
cive government did not develop among humans as a result of the Fall. All 
God's created beings were subject to His government, directly or through Inter
mediaries, whether they sinned or not, and divine government was certainly 
coercive. Of course God would not need to usc violence against His subjects if 
they would obey, but all have a tendency to rebel, for reasons which the myth 
leaves unexplained; there is nothing special about humans in this respect: God 
sent armies against unruly jilm long before humans had been created. Disobe
dience, nul'~iya, IS the Muslim word for what the Christians call sin, and the 
archetypal act of disobedience is Ibl!s' refusal to bow down to Adam, not 
Adam and Eve's eatinp, of the forbidden fruit, which only plays a limited role 
in the Muslim explanation of the human condition and none at all in the 
Muslim account of the orip,in of states. 

Right and zurong gouernmcnt (imiima and mulk) 

Government was an inescapable feature of the universe. But not all p,overnment 
was right, and sin certainly played a role in its corruption. The key event 
here is Cain's murder of Abel. Havinp, killed his brother, Cain left Adam's 
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community to found one of his own, in which his descendants came to be 
ruled by godless tyrants. As we have seen, the creation myth calls them jabiibira 
wa-{tmt ina, despots and Pharaohs. Another word for such rulers was mztli:il< 
(sing. mali/<.), kinp,s. Either way, they were rulers who seized power for their 
own ap,grandizement rather than the execution of God's will, turmnp, God's 
slaves (that is, human bcmgs) into slaves of their own and usmg their power for 
the satisfaction of private mterests rather than the fulfilment of collective 
needs. 

To call a man a king was not necessarily to denounce hlln. A malih was 
simply somebody who lorded it over others, especially one who did so sitting 
on a throne and wearing a crown. You could describe a ruler as a kinp, in neu
tral or flattering terms, but in the first centuries of Islam you could only do so 
as lonp, as you were speaking in a secular vein. As far as religious language was 
concerned, the only being to whom you could legitimately apply the awesome 
titles of king (malih) and despot (Jabhiir) was God. One could not question the 
overweening power of ultimate reality, but it was both presumptuous and 
rebellious for humans to claim such power for themselves, and those who did 
so merely branded themselves as kings in the sense of impwus tyrants. Yet claim 
it often did: the despots of the Cainitcs were wiped out 111 the Flood, but they 
reappeared in Pharaonic Egypt, to be followed by Greek, Roman, Byzantine, 
Persian, Indian, and many other kings. The vast majority of humans had been, 
and continued to be, governed by wrongful rulers of this kllld. 

There was also another form of corruption, though it docs not appear in 
the creation myth. After the Flood some people stopped having government 
altogether, as the Muslims knew from their own history: Islam had originated 
in a stateless society. The Muslims took no pride in this aspect of their past, at 
least not when they were religious scholars,x for in their VIew the absence of 
government in pre-Islamic Arabia reflected the failure of the pap,an Arabs to 
acknowledge God. As pagans, the Arabs had lived in Jtlhiliyya, Ignorance and 
barbansm, not in a state of aboriginal freedom and equality such as that which 
the Greeks and their Western epigones were apt to impute to tribal peoples. 
Without recognition of God's sole government there could be no proper 
relations among people, only tyranny or anarchy, with all the bloodshed, 
arbitrariness, and immorality that both implied. 

Adam embodied the alternative to tyranny and anarchy alike. His leader
ship had been inulma, religious and political leadership in accordance with 
God's will. As hhall(t1t allah (1 '1-arcf, God's deputy on earth, he had dispensed 
God's law among his offspring as they multiplied. This was what government 

8. For the attitude of specialists in tribal lore, see below, 26Sf. 
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should be and what it had remained among the Serbians down to the Flood. 
Thereafter right government had existed only sporadically, but it had been 
restored to the world by Mul.wmmad, the prophet who founded the Muslim 
polity, and it had been maintained (according to most Muslims) by his imme
diate successors, the first caliphs in Medina. It was their time which consti
tuted the golden age. As always, proper government was coercive. Like Adam's 
successors, Mul)ammad and the first caliphs had used institutionalized vio
lence: they imposed penalties, suppressed revolts, and conducted campaigns 
against infidels. But they always did so 111 accordance with God's law; their 
coercive power was wielded only against evil-doers. This was the essence of 
good government, and it was such government, not a pre-political stage of 
alleged freedom and equality, that the most Muslims hankered for and hoped 
to restore. 

The laru (shar', sharl'a) 

As the ruler of the universe, God issued laws. Adam had received a set of them; 
so had later prophets, most recently Mul)ammad, whose version was final. Liv
ing in accordance with God's law was the essence of religion. In the early cen
turies it was practically all there was to religion. There soon came to be so 
much more to it that some would have liked to jettison the law altogether, 
much as the early Christians had clone; but it remained the heart of Islam in all 
its forms.') The word shar' was often used to mean revealed religion in general. 

What medieval Muslims regarded as law included much that modern stu
dents have trouble recognizing as such. A traditional handbook of Islamic law 
will start with the 'ibtldiit, 'acts of service/worship', Ill that is to say the five 
daily prayers, the month of fasting, the annual alms tax, and the pilgrimage to 
Mecca once (or more) in a lifetime for those who were capable of making it. 
Dietary law (rules about permissible and prohibited food and drink) also 
formed part of the 'ihtlddt, though its positioning in the law books was 
unstable. None of this is law to a modern Westerner. 

Next, the manuals moved on to the mrt' tlmaftlt, 'mutual dealings', meaning 
people's relations with one another. Here they regulated marriage, divorce, 

9· Cf. below, ch. 15. 

ro. In the ancient Near East it was by labour services that humans did the will of the 
gods, who had created them as their slaves in order to save themselves the trouble of procur
ing their own food and housing. (From the dawn of history in Mesopotamia, it was unrenut
ting hard work that people saw as the distinguishing feature of human, or at least civilized, 
life.) This is the ultimate root of the Christian concept of worsh1p as 'liturgy' (from 
leitourgia, public service or works) and the Muslims concept of it as c ibiidiit. 
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inheritance, slavery and manumission, commerce, torts, crimes, war, taxation, 
and more besides, all of which the modern Westerner instantly recognizes as 
law on the grounds that rules of this type are enforced by the authorities. But 
the 'ibiidilt might also be enforced by the authorities (attending Fnday prayer 
or fasting in Rama<,1iin was not a matter of choice). Conversely numerous rules 
counted as law even though they lacked this feature, for the law extended into 
areas such as filial piety, the proprieties of clothing, behaviour at funerals, how 
to greet non-Muslims, and other matters that a modern Westerner would treat 
as purely moral, or as mere etiquette (and which in fact were not usually cov
ered in the legal manuals, but rather in separate works). What distinguished a 
law from other rules was not that it could be enforced by the authorities, but 
rather than 1t defined the moral status of an act in the eyes of God. The key 
question to which the law provided answers was how far doing something 
would assist or impede the journey to salvation, not whether it was allowed or 
forbidden in the here and now. Assessing the moral status of human acts was 
the work of the jurists (fuqah£1)). They classified human acts as either forbid
den or permitted, and, Within the latter category, as disapproved, indifferent, 
commendable or obligatory, trying to work out God's view of them on the 
basis of the Qur'iin and statements by the Prophet, plus some subsidiary 
sources. It was permitted to repudiate a wife, provided that the rules were fol
lowed, but it was not commendable; it was commendable to free a Muslim 
slave, but it was not obligatory; it was normally mdifferent whether one wore 
this type of clothing or that, provided that the rules of modesty were satisfied 
and no silk was worn by men, and so on. The jurists did take an interest in how 
far the moral assessments should be backed by coerCive power, but it was to 
God and His Prophet as represented in the here and now by the JUrists that the 
law owed 1ts authority, not to the rulers. 

Pro{Jhethood (nubuwwa) 

God revealed His laws to mankind by means of prophets. Adam, the first man 
on earth, was not just an imam but also a prophet, and the same was true of 
Mul)ammad. Prophets play a key role in Islamic political thought. 

A prophet (nab/) was a human being through whom God communicated 
with mankind, or more commonly with some subdivision of 1t (usually a peo
ple). He was not primarily someone who could predict the future, though he 
might be able to do that too; rather, he was a transmitter of God's wishes. 11 

r I. Predictive abilities came to be regarded as one of the ways in which the line of 
transmission was authentrcated. 
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Such mouthpieces were required because humans no longer knew God directly, 
as they had done in Paradise, and as the angels still did. Cut off from God, 
humans would corrupt His religion and government until nothing remained of 
either, but in His mercy God would respond by sending them a prophet to 
inform or remind them of the true way. Every time God selected a person for 
prophethood (nubuwwa), a window onto the unseen was opened up and a 
glimpse of ultimate reality was transmitted to the earth. After Muhammad's 
death the window was shut and so it would remain until the end of tllnes, but 
it had been opened many times before him, maybe as many as 124,000 times. 12 

Most of the 124,000 prophets before Mul~aimnad were merely sent to warn 
particular communities against their evil ways, but some brought a new ver
sion of God's law, and thus a new religion. The latter, numbering 315 at the 
most,u were prophets of the type called messengers (sing. msi:il). Messengers 
would found politics, for a law requires government for its realization. This is 
why they were of great political importance. 

Some 1,400 years ago God in His mercy sent a messenger to the Arabs. He 
chose Mul~ammad, a trader who was born in Mecca in c. po and who began 
to preach when he was about forty in response to periodic revelations brought 
by Gabriel. (Unlike Moses he did not speak to God directly, and he also dif
fered from Moses in receiving his revelation in instalments rather than all in 
one.) Some people converted, but most Meccans reacted with sneers, ridicule, 
and eventually persecution of Mul~ammad and his followers, many of whom 
were people in a weak position, such as slaves and freedmen who had no kins
men to defend them. When things became intolerable in Mecca, Muhammad 
and his followers emigrated to Medina. His emigration (hijm) took place in 
622, which later came to serve as the starting pomt of the Muslim calendar. 
When he arrived in his abode of emigration (dclr al-hijra), he set about form
ing a community (umma) there with himself as leader, and took to consoli
dating his position with caravan-raiding, military expeditions, and battles with 
the Meccans, whose city he conquered in 630. He died in Medina in 632, 
whereupon his followers began the conquest of the Middle East. This, In a 
nutshell, is the story of how the Muslim community was founded. 

Religion and fJOiitics 

Westerners do not normally have any problems with the first part of this story, 
which follows a familiar model: Mul~ammad was a prophet who preached to 

12. Tab., i, 152; Ibn Babawayh, l'tiqiid, L37 = 92 (ch. 35); cf. \'\fensinck, 'Muhammed 
unci die Propheten', 169ff. 

1.3. Wensinck, 'Muhammed und die Prophctcn', 171. 
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the meek and who was persecuted for his faith. But they usually react with 
bewilderment to the second half, in which he goes off to found a polity in 
Medina instead of suffering martyrdom. Since modern Christians (and ex
Christians) typically think of religion as something transcending politics and 
other mundane pursuits, Mul~ammad comes across to them as having abused 
religion to make a success of himself. This is why Western scholars have 111 all 
seriousness debated the absurd question whether he was sincere or not. 1·i 

Medieval Muslims did not generally see religion as above politics and other 
worldly affairs, but on the contrary as a prescription for their regulation. They 
granted that it could be abused, of course, and held numerous 'false prophets' 
to be guilty on that score. But they took the abuse to lie Ill the falsehood of the 
claims advanced by such prophets, not in the worldly use to which the claims 
were put, except in the sense that they resented the benefit that such prophets 
derived from them; for religion was actually meant to put things nght for peo
ple in this world no less than the next, and it stood to reason that the bearer 
of the true religion had to acquire political power in order to bnng this about. 
The more power you have, the more good you can do. Some prophets were 
assisted by worldly rulers, but others, such as Moses, David, Solomon, and 
Mul~ammad, acquired worldly power themselves. 15 In Nlecca, Muhammad had 
been constrained by the pagan power of Quraysh, but in Medina he had gained 
the power to execute God's law and to embark on warfare. 11

' God had allowed 
Mul~ammad to unite prophethood and kingship (in the flattering sense of great 
political power) so that he could accomplish his mission, see to the execution 
of the law, and overcome the infidels, as al-Tha'alibl (d. 429/ioiS) put it. 17 It is 
not that Mul~ammad was desirous of this world, the tenth-century Ismaili 
philosophers known as the Brethren of Sincerity explained, but God wanted 
Mul~aimnad's community to have religion and this world together; and when 
the Jews and Christians found this hard to understand, God sent down the 
story of David and Solomon, in whom kingship and prophethood had simi
larly been united without their prophethood being degraded thereby, so that 
the Muslims could argue their case with reference to them.iH 

14. The question was, howewr, put to them by their sources: it was Muslim freethinkers 
who first dismissed Mul~ammad as a trickster who abused religion for worldly ends (cf. 
below, r72f.). 

rs. Juwaynl, Ghiyiith, §267. 
r6. Milward!, N liim al-llulmu•tl!a, 3r6ff. 
17. Tha'iilibl, Chumr, 4 (where Adam, Joseph, David, Solomon, and Alexander arc said 

similarly to have combrned prophethoocl and kingship). 
r8./US, iii, 496. By the thirteenth century people wondered why Mul)ammad had not 

been more of a king: "If kingship and sovereignty have so many advantages, and arc means 
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All this is religious polemics, of course, here concerned with the moral 
status of power in the service of the truth. In terms of histoncal explanation
why and how things happen, whatever one's moral evaluation of them - the 
fact that Mul)ammad was a political prophet is clearly related to the stateless 
environment in which he was active. The Buddha and Jesus had both lived in 
societies in which political authority already existed so that it was possible, 
prudent, or positively liberating to leave politics alone. Both preached mes
sages which were largely about how to transcend politics along with everything 
else in this world: the Buddha is said to have been a prince who renounced his 
kingdom; Jesus was a carpenter who declared his kingdom to be not of this 
world. But Mulpmmad was active among warnng tribes and had to take polit
ical and military action if he was to accomplish his mission. The religion could 
not survive without communal embodiment, and the community could not 
survive without defence. Hence it had to have political organization. 

To put this point at greater length, in tribal Arabia all free males protected 
themselves and their dependents in cooperation with their kinsmen by threat
ening to avenge any injury inflicted on them: there were no other ways of insur
ing oneself against murder, assault, robbery, theft, and the like. It is true that 
some Arabs had been Incorporated in the Byzantine and Sasanid empires, in 
which there were armies and police, and that imperial subsidies had enabled 
others to develop petty kingdoms of their own, but most Arabs lived under 
conditions of self-help. Chiefs should not be envisaged as petty kings. Their 
role was to keep their tribes together by engaging in dispute settlement, help
ing the needy, and presiding over discussions of public 1ssucs in which all or 
most male adult tribesmen would participate and in which the cl11cf would 
formulate the consensus as he saw it emerge. Chiefs might or might not be 
military leaders too, bur they could neither coerce nor protect their fellow
tribesmen after the fashion of kings. Every tribesman defended himself and his 
dependents. 

The sources say that when Mulpmmad and l11S followers adopted their 
new religion, they severely tested the loyalty of their fellow-tribesmen and (in 
the case of slaves and freedmen) their masters and protectors, so that it was 
clear that the latter's cooperation would eventually be withdrawn. That would 
have left the Muslims in the position of outlaws, and as such they probably 
would not have survived for long. But M ul)ammad hoped that another tribe 
could be persuaded to adopt them, and those of Yathrih (the later Medina) did 
eventually agree to afford them protection, apparently because statelessness in 

for drawing near and gaining closeness to God, then why was the kingship of this world not 
given to the Prophet in the same perfection that it was given to Solomon?" (Daya, God's 
Bondsmen, 406). 
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their case manifested itself 111 the form of endless feuds: they wanted peace and 
hoped that a man of God could provide it. They did not offer him protection 
as a host to a guest, but rather joined Mul)ammad's followers to form a new 
community in Medina in which all members defended one another as if they 
were kinsmen. It could be said that Mul:ammad created a new tribe, a super
tribe of believers; bur it was led by a prophet with powers unknown to tribal 
chiefs. "Whenever you disagree about something, the matter should be referred 
to God and Mul)ammad," as Mul:ammad laid down in the document gener
ally known as the Constitution of Medina. 19 Muhammad was the ultimate 
decision-maker. His community was a politically organized society, if only in 
a minimal sense. By claiming divine authority he had created an embryonic 
state. 

Thanks to the environment in which it originated, Islam was thus embod
ied in a political orgamzation almost from the start: the 1111111111 was a con
gregation and a state rolled together. Christians ongmarcd w1th dual 
membership. As believers they belonged to the church and were administered 
by the clergy; as citizens they belonged to the Roman empire and were ruled by 
Caesar. Islam originated without this bifurcation. As believers and as citizens 
they were members of the ttmma and ruled by the Prophet, thereafter by his 
successors. 

Thanks to Mul)ammad's career, Muslims came to think of prophets as the 
paradigmatic founders of states. Far from being assumed normally to tran
scend political organization, messengers of God were assumed normally to 
create it. The well-known fact that pagans also had politics was not normally 
perceived as a problem 111 th1s connection. The tenth-century Ismaili philoso
pher Abti Ya'qub ai-Sijistanl observes that kingdoms are to he found all over the 
world whereas prophcthood has only flourished in a small part of it, but he 
nonetheless insists that kingship arises by usurpation of leadership established 
by a prophet. This was indeed how k111gsl11p arose in the Islamic world, but it 
is hard to see how it could account for the kmgdoms of the Indians, Chinese, 
Turks, Slavs, Africans and other peoples, to whom no prophets had been sent 
according to his own explicit statemcnt.20 It took the fourteenth-century Ibn 
Khaldun to pmnt out, in polemics against the philosophers, that in purely his
torical terms it was kings rather than prophets who were the paradigmatic 
founders of states: most of the world's inhabitants had rulers even though they 
had not received any prophets; and contrary to what the philosophers said, 

19· Ibn Hisham, Sira, I, 50). ro; tr. Wcnsmck, Muhammad illld the .Jetl'S o( Medina, s6. 

20./thb<it, !72, '74· 
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authority could be established without religious law, for people in power could 
and did devise injunctions of their own.21 In short, the philosophers had been 
wrong to generalize on the basis of the Muslim experience. But Ibn Khaldun 's 
ability to sec the formation of his own polity as an exception to the norm was 
highly unusual. 

Res tal h1g the question 

We are now in a position to restate the question with which we began. How did 
medieval Muslims imagine the state to have originated? Clearly, the question is 
misformulated. As medieval Muslims saw it, government was the inseparable 
companion of monotheism, and since humans had originated in a monotheist 
polity, the problem was not how they had come to live in states but rather why 
government had so often been corrupted thereafter, or disappeared altogether. 
The answer was that human disobedience repeatedly caused things to go 
wrong so that God had to send messengers to set things right again. But why 
had God implanted this propensity for disobedience in human beings, or 
indeed all his creatures? And why did He send messengers to some people and 
not to others? Such questions seem to have been regarded as beyond human 
understanding. The problematic fact that some people had government even 
though they had not received prophets was normally left as a loose encl. 

The unusrwlnature of the jJamdigm 

But Ibn Khaldun was right: most polities in history have indeed been founded 
by men who accumulated power from below rather than by prophets who 
received it from above. Consequently, most polities in history have also been 
characterized by a distinction between the political and religious spheres rather 
than by their fusion. There was no fusion of the religious and the political 
spheres in the complex societies of the Middle East that the Muslims were to 
conquer, nor had there been as far back as people could remember. It is true 
that Hellenistic kings and, following them. the Byzantine and the Persian 
emperors were credited with power over all things material and spiritual, but 
the fusion was limited to the ruler; it did not obtain in the society beneath him. 
Thus the subjects of Hellenistic kings were not expected to worship the same 
gods or to follow the same laws, except in the area pertaining to the shared 
government; and though both the Byzantines and the Persians did expect 

21. Muqaddima, 48, 212 = i, 93, _190; cf. Nagel, Staat wul Glaulien~genzdnschafi, ii, 
Ioo; below, 268. 
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religious uniformity, they had to cope with an ecclesiastical orgamzation dis
tinct from their governmental agency beneath them. In Sasamd Iran, the two 
agencies were held to be twms; in the Byzantine case, they were unrelated part
ners. Either way, they were separate, despite the monarch's fullness of power. 
What is so striking about early Muslim society is precisely that it started out 
without such a separation. The monarch's fullness of power here reflected a 
complete fusion of the religious and the political all the way through: there was 
no religious community separate from the politically orgamzed society, and no 
ecclesiastical hierarchy separate from the political agency. One has to go all the 
way back to the ancient Ncar East to find a situation comparable to that of 
early Islam. The Sumerians may have started their history with temple com
munities ruled by priests alone. But that was thousands of years ago by 
Mul)ammad's time, nobody in the Middle East remembered it, and modern 
scholars usually deny it. 22 

The fusion (as opposed to blurnng) of political and religious communities 
has not in fact been common in the history of complex societies at all, be it in 
the Middle East or elsewhere. Complex societies are usually much too differ
entiated in social, economic, intellectual, and cultural terms to tolerate the 
incorporation of all their interests in a single structure; and their rulers are 
usually much too coercive and rapacious for their subjects to have any desire to 
entrust them with the ultimate meaning of their lives. The Muslims were soon 
to find this out for themselves. The simplicity of Mul)ammad's all-purpose 
community matched the undifferentiated nature of the tribal society Ill which 
he was active. Like everyone else in the Middle East, the Arabs were affected by 
the Hellenistic concept of kings as endowed with a fullness of power. 
('Hellenistic' here is a shorthand for a mixture of ancient Ncar Eastern, 
Persian, and Greek ideas.) It shows in their conception of the caliphY But 
there is only one real precedent for their all-purpose community in Middle 
Eastern history, and that is the federation of Israelites that Moses took out of 
Egypt for the conquest of Palestine (which he, like Mul)ammad, did not live to 
sec). Moses was a prophet and statesman like Mul~ammad, and he is also the 
paradigmatic prophet in the Qur'an. 

Wittingly or unwittingly, Mul)ammad was a new Moses. Like him, he 
united scattered tribes in the name of God and led them on to conquest 
(though for one reason or another the conquest contmued far beyond Palestine 
this time round). Moses was an mspiration to many people, but his admirers 
were not usually able to Imitate h1111 in any literal way since they lived under 

22. Cf. Crone, 'The li·ihe and the State', sSff. 

2). cr. below, _H, 40f. 
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such utterly different conditions. This was where Mul)ammad differed. He 
could and did re-enact J\lloses' career. Thanks to the astomshing military suc
cess of the people he united, an antique model of prophetic state formation 
developed by a minor tribal people of the ancient Near East thus acquired par
adigmatic status in the complex society of the medieval Middle East in which 
Islamic civilization took shape. 

It is this starting point which gives Muslim political thought so different a 
character from that of its counterpart in the West. The Christians, as noted 
already, started with the conviction that truth (cognitive and moral) and polit
ical power belonged to separate spheres. Ultimately, of course, both originated 
with God, but they had appeared at different points in history, they regulated 
different aspects of life, and though they had to be coordinated for the com
mon good, they could not be fully identified. The Muslims started with the 
opposite conviction: truth and power appeared at the same times in history 
and regulated the same aspects of life, more precisely all of them. It was a con
viction that the post-conquest developments were soon to make untenable, but 
which was nonetheless difficult to give up. The result was an intense debate 
along utterly new lines dictated by the unusual starting point. In medieval 
Europe, where religious authority and political power were embodied in dif
ferent institutions, the disagreement over their relationship took the form of a 
protracted controversy over the relationship between church and state. But in 
the medieval Middle East, religious authority and political power were embod
ied in a single multi-purpose institution, Mul)ammad's umma. Here, then. the 
disagreement took the form of a protracted controversy over the nature and 
function of the leadership of the umma, that is the imamate. 

CHAPTER 

2 

THE FIRST CIVIL WAR AND SECT 

FORMATION 

The reader is warned that there arc a lot of names, dates, and Arabic terms in 
this chapter. The first four caliphs, the first civil war. and its aftermath form 
part of the elementary vocabulary without which one cannot even begin to 
understand what medieval Muslims said about government. What follows is an 
attempt to serve the requisite knowledge in as short and simple a manner as 
possible. 

The succession to the Pro{Jhet 

We saw in the previous chapter that the leader of Mul)ammad's community 
(umma) was called the imam. The dictionaries define an Imam as somebody to 

be imitated, whether head of state or not. A simple prayer leader was an imam: 
you stood behind him and did as he did in performing the ritual prayer. Other 
righteous leaders were imams too: one modelled oneself on what they said and 
did. Great scholars, for example, came to be known by that title. But the head 
of state was the supreme Imam. His imitators were not merely a small group 
of people at prayer or a ma1or school founded by a great scholar, but rather the 
entire community of believers, the entire umma. At some point his leadership 
was dubbed 'the great imamate' (al-inu1ma al-kulm11c u::;nu1) to distinguish it 
from leadership of other types. 1 Unless otherwise specified. the imamate 
always means the great imamate in this book. 

r. Th~: ~:arli~:st att~:stations known to m~: ar~: Abu Ya'lii, ;\(,/.:.lim, z+-IO; !Hqilliin!, 
'Jimtliid, dl3.-4; Naysabur!, lmiima, 6o.r2, 61.2. 
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The first imam was the Prophet himself.2 When he died in 632, the imamate 
passed to Abu Bakr (632-4), an early convert and emigrant from Mecca who 
was of the same tribe as the Prophet- the tribe known as Quraysh. We arc told 
that he was elected at a public meeting at the initiative of another compan
ion, 'Umar; some sources describe his election as a kind of coup.1 When 
Mul)ammacl died, we are told, his Medincsc supporters, known as the Helpers 
(An~ilr), wanted to dissolve their union with Quraysh by electing a ruler of 
their own: "we'll have our leader and Quraysh can have then·s," they said. But 
'Umar got wind of their plans and foiled them by gatecrashmg their meeting 
and pushing through the election of Abu Bakr as leader of the undivided 
community in a sequence of events which came to be known as 'the Day of the 
Portico' (yawm al-saql(a). Whatever the truth of all this, Abu Bakr's position 
as leader of the community did not rest on prophethoocl, so he had to identify 
it in other ways and he is said to have adopted the title of hhallfa (caliph), 
meaning deputy or successor. One would assume this title to have stood for 
hhall(at alliih, 'deputy of God', the expression that God uses of Adam and 
David in the Qur'iln (2:20; 38:26) and which is attested for the caliphs from the 
64os or 6sos onwards:1 But the religious scholars deny it. According to them, it 
stood for ldwll(at msi:il a !liTh, 'successor of the messenger of God', a more 
modest title which no caliph is on record as having used until the early 'Abbasid 
period (750 onwards), except for Abu Bakr, who is said by the scholars to have 
adopted it in this version. The scholars, who emerged in the course of the cen
tury after Abu Bakr's death, disliked the grander title. They also denied that 
the caliph of their own time should be accepted as a guide in religious matters. 
Presumably, their insistence that the more modest form of the title was the 
original one reflects their attempt to cut the caliphs clown to size (which will 
figure prominently in what follows). It has to be said, however, that modern 
scholars usually accept the scholars' claim at face value.' 

Abu Bakr was succeeded by the above-mentioned 'Umar (634-44), who was 
also an early convert of Quraysh. This time there was no crisis. Abu Bakr had 
designated 'Umar as his successor, and/or 'Umar's standing was such that his 
succession was a foregone conclusion. He called himself mnlr a!-tmt)minln, 
'Commander of the Faithful', which became a standard title of the imam along 
with khalrfa (however completed). The sources also credit 'Umar with the 

2. Cf. Kumayt, 1-liisimijjiil, 1 :46; BF, 454.9; Ibn al-Muqaffa' in Kurd 'All, Ras(/'il, 11 T.-'); 

Jiil)i'?, 'Maqiilat al-zaydiyya wa '1-rafit.la ', Rasii'il, iv, 321. -

3· Cf. Madelung, Succession, ch. 1. 

4· The first caliph known to have used it is 'Uthman (644-56) cf. Crone and 1-Iinds, 
God's Caliph, 6ff. 

5. For all this, sec Crone and Hinds, God:, Caliph, ch. 2. 
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byname of ai-Faruq, a loanword from Aramaic meamng 'redeemer'. There is 
some additional evidence that 'Umar was once cast in a messianic role, but tra
dition has forgotten about it and it plays no role in later political thought.6 

'Umar's byname is accordingly explained as an Arabic word meanmg a person 
good at distinguishing right from wrong, and when the messiah reappears, he 
docs so under the native Arabic label of al-mahd/.7 It was under 'Umar that the 
conquest of Syria, Egypt, Iraq and Iran was achieved. Much wealth and 
numerous captives were brought to Medina. Among them was an Iranian slave 
who developed a personal grievance against 'Umar. In 644 'Umar was stabbed 
by this slave and died after having instructed the main contenders for the 
succession, of whom there arc usually said to have been six, to choose a 
caliph from among themselves. This method of election, known as sln-:trii (con
sultation), was designed to prevent the contenders from fi)!;hting it out among 
themselves.~ 

Armed conflict was narrowly avoided when the members of the sht-:irii 
agreed on 'Uthman (644-56), yet another Qurashl'J and early convert. But it was 
under him that things began to go seriously wrong. Large numbers of Arab 
tribesmen had now settled in Syria, Egypt, and Iraq. The provmces had not so 
far played a role in high politics in Medina, but it was above all among the 
Arabs in the provinces that there was dissatisfaction With 'Uthman, and in 656 
delegates from Egypt and Iraq went to Medina to complain of l11S methods of 
government. They ended up by killing him. This act split the commumty clown 
the middle, with reverberations that continue to this day. 

The killing of 'Uthmiln was a deed of the same order as the execution of 
Charles I in the English Civil War, or of Louis XVI in the French Revolution. 
Unlike the two European kmgs, 'Uthman was not subjected to a formal tnal, 
and his killers did not proceed to abolish the monarchy either: msteacl they ele
vated Mul)ammad's cousin, 'All, to the throne. But the fact that disgruntled 
subjects should have claimed the nght to take the life of their monarch was as 
shocking to the early Muslims as it was to the later Europeans. 111 By what right 
had they acted? The answer took the form of an intense debate, not over the 
relative rights of rulers and subJects, but rather over the moral status of 
'Uthmiin himself: if 'Uthmiin had been a rightly guided imam, the rebels had 

6. Except perhaps in al-Mukhtilr's revolt; cf. below, ch. 7· 
7· Cf. Crone and Cook, 1-lagarism, s; Bashear, 'The Tide "Filruq'"; U', s.v. 'mahdl'; 

Donner, 'La question du messiamsme'; below, ch. 7· 
S. El', s.v.; Crone, 'Shiinl as an Elective Institution'. 
9· This is the normal Arabic form, not 'Qurayshl', a medieval varianr used by modern 

scholars on the assumption that the reader would find 'Qurashl' confusin)!;. 
ro. For the Europeans, sec Walzer, Regicide and Reuolution. 
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been wrong to kill him; but if he had forfeited h1s imamate by his 'innovations' 
(a&dath), as his misdeeds were usually called, then the rebels had been entitled, 
or indeed obliged, to remove him by force, inasmuch as he had refused to abdi
cate. The vast majority of Muslims adopted what one might call a royalist 
position: 'Uthman had remained a legitimate ruler till the end; it had been 
wrong to kill him; he should now be avenged and a new caliph elected by con
sultation (shz-:trii). Adherents of this position were known as 'Uthmanls or shlcat 
cuthman, 'Uthman's party. The rebels adopted the opposite position: 'Uthman 
had violated the law in a manner incompatible with h1s status as imam and had 
been killed as a wrongdoer (::;;iiliman), not as somebody wronged (ma::;;lz""immz); 
'AI! was now the legitimate imam and everyone ought to obey him. Adherents 
of this position were known as 'AiawTs or shlcat cAll, 'All's party. 11 

'All's caliphate is co-terminous with the first civil war (656-61). He began 
by leaving Medina for Iraq, where he established himself at Kufa and defeated 
a section of the 'Uthmanls in the so-called Battle of the Camel in 657. The lead
ers of these 'Uthmanls were two distinguished Companions of the Prophet, 
Tall)a and ai-Zubayr, both of whom fell in the battle, and Mul)ammad's widow 
'A'isha, who was sent back to Medina. But 'All could not defeat the other sec
tion of 'Uthmanls, which was headed by Mu'awiya b. Abl Sufyan, a Qurash! of 
the same Umayyad lineage as 'Uthman. Mu'awiya lacked the distinction of 
early conversion, but as a kinsman of 'Uthman's he was well placed to demand 
vengeance for him; and having long been governor of Syria, he had a good 
power base. In 658 he met 'All in the famous battle at ~iffln in northern 
Mesopotamia, which the Syrians claimed to have won, 12 but which the Iraqis 
say they would have won if the Syrians had not cleverly called a halt to the 
fighting by hoisting Qur'ans on their lances, signalling that the dispute should 
be submitted to arbitration. The Iraqi tradition further claims that the call for 
arbitration split 'All's party into two: when he accepted the call for arbitration 
some remained loyal to him, but others left his camp. protesting that "judge
ment belongs to God alone" (Iii ~JUhma i//ii /i 'l/iih). These dissenters came to be 
known as Kharijites. Whatever the truth of all this, the Kharijites proved to 

be 'All's downfall: he was assassinated by one of them 111 66I. His follow
ers then paid allegiance to his son al-I-:-Iasan, but al-l:-lasan stepped down 
when Mu'<1wiya claimed the caliphate, and in 661, the so-called 'year of unity' 
(ct1m al-jmmta), Mu'<1wiya was generally recognized as caliph. He moved the 
capital to Syna and founded the Umayyad dynasty, which lasted down to 750. 

Muslims arc today divided into Kharijitcs (less than I percent), Shl'itcs 
(c. :ro percent), and Sunnls, an amalgamation of earlier groups (close to 90 

IT. For all this, sec El', s.v. ''Uthmamyya'. 
n. Sec the references in Crone and Hinds, God's Caliph, 69, note 67; add Tab., ii, r 39f. 
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percent), and the key issue that divides them is the legitimate leadership of the 
Muslim community after the Prophet's death: who was entitled to the ima
mate? This was endlessly discussed with reference to the participants in the 
first civil war, and eventually the caliphs before it too. so that by the t11nc 
the sources available to us began to be compiled (roughly a century after the 
events), the histoncal events had been through too many polemical mills to be 
retrievable today. (In fact, all narratives relating to pre-Umayyad history in this 
book are g1ven without commitment to their historical truth unless the con
trary is specified.) But why did the events get to be so disputed? How did the 
succession to Mul~ammad come to generate sects? That is the question to 
which the rest of this chapter IS devoted. 

The imamate and saluation 

A modern reader has trouble seeing how the c1vil war could generate sects, for it 
comes across as a purely political conflict: the protagonists were rivals for power; 
no disagreement over religious doctrine was involved, except perhaps in the 
opaque case of the Kharijites. For this reason it is commonly said that the par
ties, or at least 'All's party, only acqmred a religious dimension at a later stage. u 
But this is difficult to accept. More probably, we should correct our modern per
spective. It is perfectly true that the civil war did not confront the participants 
with a choice between different articles of faith or concepts of spirituality, but 
this does not mean that it was purely political. On the contrary, It went to the 
heart of religion as understood by Muslims at the time in that it confronted 
them with a fatal uncertainty over the whereabouts of the path to salvation. 

To understand this, it helps to envisage the community (umma) as a cara
van. The early Muslims saw life as a journey through a perilous desert in which 
one could all too easily go astray and perish. To survive, one needed to band 
together under the leadership of a guide (imiim al-hudii, hildl, mahdl) who 
knew the right paths, often called the paths of guidance (maniihij or subul a/
hudt"ilal-rushdlal-mshad), that is the right things to do: the terms szmna (nor
mative custom), slm (exemplary behaviour), and sluzrrca (Islamic law) are all 
derived from roots to do with travelling and roads. 

The imam performed two tasks indispensable for the achievement of sal
vation. First and most fundamentally, he gave legal existence to the umma. 
Without him there was no caravan, only scattered travellers; they became a 
community by their agreement to travel under him. Hence one could not be a 

13. E.g. Sanhoury, Cali/;11, 7411.; and, most recently, Hahn, Sh{a Islam, 6, 16 (at first the 
Shl'itcs were "merely a party in the struggle for power"; there "was no relig10us aspect to 

Shl'ism prior to 68o"). 
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member of the Muslim community without declaring allegiance to its leader: 
in the Prophet's days one converted to Islam by paying allegiance to him (with 
a handclasp), be it in person or via tribal delegates; thereafter one remained a 
member of the umnza by paymg allegiance to his successor, in person or via his 
governors. The Prophet is credited with the statement that "he who dies with
out an imam dies a pagan death." 1'1 Nobody could achieve salvation without 
an imam (or at least agreement that there ought to be one), for there was no 
community without such a leader, or in other words there was no vehicle of 
salvation. Thus we are told that when the Prophet died, the Muslims hastened 
to elect a new imam because they did not want to spend a smgle day without 
being part of a community (janul'a). 1s For all that, both the Kharijites and the 
Shrites combmed living without an imam with a strong sense of being the only 
saved, apparently by deeming agreement on the obligation to establish a true 
imamate, if and when it should prove possible, sufficient for the creation of a 

community, a saving vehicle. 1" 

The second task of the imam was to lead the way. He did not simply cause 
the caravan to exist: he also guided it to its right destination. An imam was 
'somebody to be imitated', as the dictionaries say: one went where he went and 
expected to prosper together with him in this world and the next. For a true 
imam was an imclm al-lnultl, an imam of guidance who could be trusted to 
show his followers the right paths. He was compared to way-marks, lodestars, 
the sun, and the moon for his ability to show the direction in which one should 
travel. 17 Without him one would not know where to go. He knew better than 
anyone else because he was the best person of his time: it was his superior 
merit that made people follow him. His guidance was seen as pnmarily legal, 
or in other words he declared what was right and wrong, for it was by living in 
accordance with God's law that people travelled to salvation. The coercion he 
might use to prevent people from straying from his caravan, or sowing dissen
sion in it, was part of his guidance too, for anyone who strayed from the right 
path was lost and everyone would perish if the caravan broke up. His duty was 
to get people into the caravan and to make sure they stayed there without 
raising trouble or trying to go off on their own. This done, he could lead them 
along the right track until they reached their destination. Everyone who 
travelled with him would be saved, everyone else was lost. 

r4. E.g. Ibn Sa'd, v, 107 (B, 144) (cited by Ibn 'Umar to make Ibn Mutl" pay allegiance to 

Ya;~.ld I); Ibn Ahl Shayba, xv, no. r8<J<J7, d. 19047; Ibn I)anbal, !vltts1wd, iv, <)6. 

rs. Tab., i, r824-16. 

r6. Cf. further below, 287. 
17. Cf. Crone and Hinds, Gods Caliph, 34ff, (Umayyad), 82 ('Abbiisid; add Azdi, 

Maw~i/ 427, on al-Mu'ta~im: aqiima "1-imiimtt lllillliim "1-lmdtl). 
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A tme imam was the opposite of an imilm al-cfa/ii/, an imam of error, some
body who claimed to be a rightful leader, but who was actually illcgitimate and 
who would thus take his caravan to Hell. If you paid allegiance to a false imam, 
you were doomed, for you would necessarily end up in the same place in the 
hereafter as the man whose caravan you had chosen to join. Anyone who jomed 
the wrong caravan became an unbeliever (/:cii(lr), for there was only one com
munity of believers. It travelled under the one and only imam of gLHdance rep
resenting the one and only God. All this was generally agreed. But who was the 
imam of guidance when 'Uthman was killed? How could one he sure that one 
was travelling to Paradise rather than to Hell? That was the problem raised by 
the first civil war. 

Fitna 

"The imam ['Uthman] Ibn 'Affiin has been killed and the Muslim cause has 
been lost. The paths of guidance have become dispersed," the poetess Layla 
Akhyaliyya complained: not knowmg where to go when 'Uthmiin was killed, 
the believers had gone in different directions, inevitably meanlllg that some of 
them had gone astray. 1H Where was one to go? "Which party shall I deem infi
del and which believing?," as a young man asked himself with reference to the 
followers of 'AI! and Mu'iiwiya."' If 'Uthman had remamed an imam of guid
ance till the end, he had been unlawfully killed and his position was Ill 

abeyance until he had been avenged and a new caliph elected; 'All was in 
that case an imam of error leading a party of infidels who had condemned 
themselves to Hell by murdering a caliph and supporting a usurper. 211 But if 
'Uthmiin had fallen into error, he had forfeited the caliphate and been lawfully 
executed for his refusal to mend his ways or step down; 'All was 111 that case 
the true imam and it was his opponents who were "calling to hellfire". 21 But 
maybe 'All had forfeited the caliphate as irrevocably as had 'Uthman, by 
accepting the call to arbitration at ~iffln. This is what the Khariiites claimed: 
after all, it showed that he doubted his own entitlement to the officeY In that 
case, both 'Uthman and 'All had turned into unbelievers. In short, to choose 
one's leader was to choose one's vehicle of salvation. It was because the civil 

r8. Zubayr h. Bakkiir, !vi 11/l'af/;rqiyytll, 5 r 1, no. )26. 
19. Ibn Sa'tl, vii, r, 82 (B, 1 !.f). 
2.0. Cf. MM, v, rM., (iii, §rn.f), where Mu';"iwiya asks I:lujr's followers to repent of their 

/.wji·. 
21. l-Ienee l:lujr saw renunciation of allegiance to 'Ali as leading ro d~tl,/ni/ al-niir (MM, 

v, 17 (iii, §1774)). 

22.. Thus rhe Najdi)')'a (cf. Crone, 'Statement hy the Najdiyy;l Khiirijites'. 6)). 
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war forced people to make up their minds about the whereabouts of this vehi
cle that it was known as (ana, test or trial: God was testing the believers to sec 
how manv of them would come out of it with their sense of guidance mtact. 

The first civil war (656-61) was soon followed by a second, in which the 
sons took over from their fathers. Mu'awiya was succeeded by his son Yaz!d I 
in 68o. The latter's caliphate was contested by a son of al-Zubayr's, 'Abdallah, 
and also by a son of 'All's, 1-:Jusayn (for some reason no son of Tall)a 's 
appcarcd).21 'Abdallah b. al-Zubayr, who ensconced himself in Mecca, refused 
to pay allegiance to YazTd I and, when Yaz!d died prematurely at the end of 
68:;, claimed the caliphate for himself. 'Uthman's party thus split into two. Just 
as .''Alawl' had come to mean an adherent of 'All and later his kmsmen- to 

the exclusion of the Kharijitcs, so ''Uthmiinl' now came to mean an adherent 
of 'Uthmiin and his Umayyad relatives to the exclusion of those who supported 
the Zubayrids.n 'All's son, al-Ijusayn, set off for Kufa in 68o in the expectation 
of Kufan support against Yazld I, to be cut down by Umayyad troops at Kar
balii'. To Shl'itcs, this became an event of almost the same importance (though 
not the same meaning) as the crucifixion of Jesus to Christians. When Yazld I 
died in 68 :;, the Kufans repented of having left al-1-:-lusayn in the lurch. Some of 
them (kn<;wn as the Tawwiibun, 'Penitents') marched off on a suicidal mission 
against the Syrians. Others stayed in Kufa. where they accepted the leadership 
of a rebel by the name of al-Mukhtiir, who proclaimed another son of 'All's 
by the name of Mul)ammad b. al-1-:Janafiyya to be the messiah (mahdi)Y 
Meanwhile the Khiirijites were busy rebelling in Arabia and Iran under leaders 
of their own. Like the first civil war, the second was won by the Umayyads 
in Syria, now represented by 'Abel al-Malik (685-70')), whose troops defeated 
and killed Ibn al-Zubayr in Mecca in 692. 

So once again the believers were afflicted with fitna. "Until now we have 
been brethren with the same religion and community ... if the sword is used 
... we will be an unn1w and you will be an ttmma," a supporter of ai-1-:Jusayn 
told a supporter of the government. 26 "I am a friend (wall) of ('Uthmiin) Ibn 
'Affiin in this world and the next, and a friend of his friends. an enemy of his 

2.3. One of Taiba's sons, Miisii, was held by some to be the messiah (mahdi); but instead 
of se~king a political role, he reacted to the /rt1111 by wtthdrawing from human society (Ibn 

Sa\1. v, rwf. (B, r6z.); Nu'aym b. I~Iammad, Fita11. SS (S, §4or)). 
2.4- Cf. E/', s.v. ''Uthmaniyya'. Eventually, of course, 'Alawl came to mean a descendant 

of 'All's rather than an adherent of lHs, the Iauer bemg known as a Shl'ite; and in scholarly 
circles, 'Uthmanl came to mean an adherent of the three-caliphs thesis, nor a devotee of the 

Umayyads. 
2.5. Cf. below, 77f. 
2.6. Tab., ii, 33 1.7. 
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enemies," Ihn ai-Zubayr declared in the course of negotiations with 
Khiiriiites,27 who had hoped for a different response. They told him that he 
should "treat as an enemy him who was the first to institute error and make 
innovations, and to depart from the Judgement of the book (i.e. 'Uthmiin); if 
you do that, you will satisfy your Lord and save yourself from painful chas
tisement"; he would forfeit his life in the next world if he did not, they saidY 
"What do you say of Mu~'ab (b. ai-Zubayr)?," other Khiiriiites asked of Basran 
troops with reference to Ibn ai-Zubayr's brother and governor of Iraq; "is he 
your friend (wall) in this world and the next ... arc you his fncnds (awliycn 
in life and death ... ? What do you say about 'Abel ai-Malik? ... arc you quit 
of him in this world and the next ... arc you his enemies In life and dcath?"29 

To the Khiirijitcs, neither the Zubayrids nor the Umayyads were nghtly guided. 
In the same vein the famous exegete, Ibn ai-'Abbiis, reputedly declared the 
Zubayrids and the Umayyads alike to "call to hellfire".\11 One's Imam ll1 this 
world was still one's imam in the next. Choosing him was still to choose one's 
vehicle of salvation. 

A((il iat ion and dissociatron 

The first civil wars thus split the community into nval communities (ummas). 
Since each was seen by its members as a vehicle of salvation, each was a poten
tial sect, and its members would certainly do their best to insulate themselves 
in social terms: having chosen their umma (or, as time passed, been born into 
it), they would publicly declare their loyalty to its Imam and his adherents and 
dissociate from everyone else. Thus Ibn ai-Zubayr would declare his loyalty for 
(wZilcl, tawed/a, also translated 'affiliate to', 'associate with') 'Uthmiin's party 
by declaring himself a friend (rua/1) of the latter, meaning that he accepted 
'Uthmiin as a true imam, supported his cause and had a relationship of loyalty 
and support (1ualiiya) with everyone else who did so. The Khiiriiitcs by contrast 
would dissociate from (tabarm>a min, also translated 'declare themselves quit 
of') 'Uthmiin's party. The people with whom one had tualilya were those with 
whom one would socialize. One would eat with them, sit With them in the 
mosque, intermarry with them, allow them to inherit from other members of 
one's community, accept inheritances from them, help and assist them, pray for 
forgiveness for them, and hope to sec them agam in Paradise: they formed one's 
commumty ll1 this world and the next. But those from whom one did /Jarii>a 

q. Ibid., ii, 'i 17.2.. 
2.~. Ib1d., ii, 51 ).to. 

2.9. Ibrd., ii, Sz.I.tl. 

_;o. BA, v, t9'if. 
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were not members of one's community, not believers, and not destined for 
Paradise, and one should not eat with them, sit with them in the mosque, 
intermarry with them, have relations of mutual inheritance with them, visit 
them, pray for forgiveness for them, greet them, or even smile at them. 11 One 
might well curse them. Mu'awiya's governor of Kufa would curse 'Ali and all 
the murderers of 'Uthman, and pray for forgiveness for 'Uthman and his party 
(shl'a);32 the adherents of 'Ali would curse 'Uthman or Mu'awiya, dissociate 
from them, and stay away from the Friday service and other public prayers led 
by Mu'awiya's governor.11 People suspected of Kharijism would be asked to 
curse the Khariiites: a young man in Basra refused to do so, just as he refused 
to declare himself 'alii din Mu'iituiya, 'a follower of Mu'awiya's religion', or 
better, 'in a state of obedience to Mu'awiya'.H When people declared them
selves to be 'alii drn fuliin, 'followers of the religion of so-and-so', they did not 
mean that they had opted for a particular set of religious doctrines associated 
with that person, though this is precisely what later Muslims took them to 
mean. To them, the usage came across as offensive: there was no separate 'reli
gion of 'All', all there was to 'All's religion was Mul)ammad's. 15 But when first
century Muslims declared themselves to be 'alii din (ulirn, they simply meant 
that they accepted the person in question as the true imam and his party as the 
saving community. The declaration was synonymous with one of allegiance 
(ruali1ya). "1, Ibn Shaddad, am in obedience to 'Ali ('alii din 'All) and not a 
friend (ruati) of 'Uthman b. Arwa," as an adherent of al-Mukhtar in Kufa 
declared, derisively identifying 'Uthman with reference to his mother rather 
than his father. 11' When a Syrian chief prepared for action to save the Umayyad 
house, he made a speech saymg, "I bear witness that if obedience to Yazid b. 
Mu'awiya (dl11 Yazid b. Mu'ilruiya) was right when he was alive, then it is still 
right today and his party are in the right too; and if Ibn al-Zubayr and his 
party stood for falsehood at that time, then he and his party still do so today."37 

People would constantly declare their communal stance. Others would know 
where they stood and socialize accordingly. It was by mechanisms of this kind 

31. For example Nasafi, Radd, ~Sf. Ibn Babawayh, 'Uyiill, ii, 2.02..7; Nagel, Rcchtleitlllr).!. 
rmd Ka/ifat, 2.68, citing '/'H, viii, L++ 

32.· Tab., ii, r r2.. 

33·Ibid., ii, 115, 147, 2.34. 
34- Abi '1-Aswad al-Du'all, Dltuiill, 92.ff., no ... p. 
3'i· Thus 'Ali himself in Madelung, StlccesstOII, 178, citing Ibn Durayd. Of the young 

man. i.n the previous note we arc similarly told that he would only declare himself to he 'alii 

d/11 llmlhlm. 

36. BA, v, 2.3.).2.. 

37· Tab., ii, 469.13· 
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that sects in the sense of bounded communities identified by different views on 
religious questions began to emerge. 

Needless to say, there must have been a good deal more to it than this 
schematized account suggests. The imtial outcome of the debate over the 
caliphs seems to have been a confusing welter of small groups with slightly dif
ferent views; amalgamation probably played as great a role In sect formation 
as splits. But whatever the details (which may prove beyond reconstruction), 
the reason why seemingly political disagreement led to the formation of sects 
is that the political leaders were religious guides and that their followers could 
not disagree about their identity without thereby assigning themselves to 

different vehicles of salvation. 

J'ast wliphs 

All Muslims needed to be sure that the community they travelled in was that 
founded by the Prophet himself: they would not otherwise he Muslims. They 
thus needed to know the genealogy of their community, In the sense of the 
legitimate succession of rightly guided leaders from the Prophet to their own 
time. In tracing this genealogy all focused their attention on the point at which 
the disagreement about the succession set in, or, as one might also put it, the 
point at which the genealogy branched out. (For what follows, see charts I 

and 2.) 
The Prophet was succeeded by Abu Bakr, who was succeeded by 'Umar, 

who was succeeded by 'Uthman: there does not initially seem to have been any 
disagreement about the succession up to here; it was the civil war that started 
the disputes. The earliest sources to survive present the civil war and aftermath 
as a conflict between shl'at 'Uthmiin and shl'at 'All, no more and no less: the 
'Uthmanis said that 'Uthman had remained a lawful caliph rill the end, the 
Kharijites and Shl'ires said that he had not; the issue was whether one should 
attach oneself to the Prophet via 'Urhman or 'Ali; that the first two caliphs had 
been legitimate imams was taken for granted.1s But the possible lines of 
descent soon multiplied. The Kharijites attached their community to the 
Prophet via Abu Bakr and 'Umar without recogmzing either 'Uthman or 'Ali as 
legitimate imams: though both had been rightly guided at the time of their 
accession, both had forfeited their imamate and indeed their status as believ
ers by their sins. The Murii'ites ('suspenders of judgement'), who appeared c. 
700 AD, also accepted Abu Bakr and 'Umar as legitimate caliphs, bur without 
pronouncing on the status of the two disputed caliphs who followed: It was no 

,11L Noted by Ibn Taymiyya, i\rlillhtl/ al-srm1U1, 1, 7· Sec further he low, 71 ff. 
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longer possible to establish whether 'Uthmiin or 'Ali had been right, they said; 
one should not affiliate to or dissociate from either of them. About the same 
time some Shl'ites began to argue that the Prophet himself had designated 'All 
as his successor: they thus traced their commumty to the Prophet directly via 
'All without going through Abu Bakr and 'Umar, let alone 'Uthmiin, rejecting 
all three as usurpers. In the early 'Abbiisid period the so-called Riiwandiyya 
(named after a member of the 'Abbiisid army) argued that the Prophet had des
ignated l11S uncle al-'Abbiis, from whom the 'Abbiisid caliphs descended, as his 
successor, and cast his descendants as what one might call 'imams in exile' 
down to their open assumption of power. In principle, they thus rejected all the 
caliphs from the Prophet's death in 6 32 down to the 'Ahbiisid revolution in 750 
as usurpers (though they were unwilling to say so in practice).1'1 Not long after 
the Riiwandiyya 's appearance there were people who proposed a compromise 
between the 'Uthmiinl and the 'Alawl positions: the nghtly guided imams after 
the Prophet had been Abu Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthmiin, mzd 'Ali. This was the famous 
four-caliphs thesis which spread at great speed during the ninth century to 
become the hallmark of all those Muslims who 'stuck to communal unity' 

(lazima al-jamZi' a). 

Jamii'l Muslims 

The Muslims who stuck to communal unity will be referred to in what follows 
as jamci'T Muslims. The reference is to all those who refused to form separatist 
communities under present or future imams of their own even though they 
might regard the ruling dynasty as sinful - in effect all those who were not 
Shl'ites or Khiirijites. By the eleventh century one would call them Sunnis. One 
cannot use that adiective, however, until they had coalesced as a single party 
endowed with a shared understanding of the Sunna of the Prophet and its 
implications. In the early centuries they were divided into hostile groups that 
had little in common apart from their high appreciation of communal togeth
erness, and for this reason there is no single word for them. They did form a 
single party for some fifty years, from the first civil war to c. 700, and in that 
period one can call them 'Uthmiinis. But then the Murji'ites appeared, followed 
by Partisans of J:Iadith and Mu'tazilites, while ''Uthmiinl' came to mean dif
ferent things. All these people remained something of a single party to their 
Shi'ite and Khiirijite opponents thereafter too, but this did not give them a 
name that we can use. The Shi'ites and the Kharijites often called those who 
were prepared to live under sinful rulers 'Murji'ites', at least from the ninth 

39· Cf. below, 92f. 
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century onwards. But this is confusing in that the Murji'ites were strictly speak
ing only one party committed to !mllcl'a and that the Traditionalists, the other 
major party, resented being bracketed with them. Moreover, the Mu'tazilites 
were probably not included in the appellation; and even if they were, they 
shared with the Traditionalists the feature of not wanting to be: they called all 
their non-Shl'ite and non-Khiirijite opponents 'Murji'ites.' ·Ill 

External observers could see that the various parties had something in 
common, but it was usually m a polemical vem that they grouped them 
together, and they always perceived their own parties as specwl. For this reason 
no term coined at the time is likely to help us. The use of the term !C/IIICt Twas 
pioneered by Hodgson half a century ago, when Islamicists routmely spoke of 
Sunnis from the first civil war onwards, or even from the tune of the Prophet. 
As the first to change established usage, he felt obliged to retain a reference to 
the Sunnis in his new expression, so he opted for jamcl'l-szmnl, regretfully not
ing that janul'l on its own would have been a better term:11 Now that it is gen
erally accepted that the formation of Sunnism was a protracted process, we 
can adopt the more accurate (and less cumbersome) form. Janul'l Muslims in 
this book are much the same people as the 'Murji'ites' of the Shi'ites and the 
Kharijites, but they include Mu'tazilite adherents of the four-caliphs thesis, and 
from the eleventh century onwards I shall replace the expression with 'Sunnis', 
except when I wish to include the Mu'tazilites. When I have to use English 
terms, I shall translate jamci'T as 'communitarian' or 'communalistic', refusing 
to sanction either by exclusive use since neither is very apt. The reader is asked 
to remember that in the context of this book a communitanan Is the opposite 
of sectarian, not of a believer in individual rights; the term stands for some
body who wanted to keep the caravan together, not for somebody who wanted 
to shore up the family. Similarly, communalism in this book has nothing to do 
with shared property, local autonomy, or devotion to ethnic and cultural sub
groups at the expense of the community as a whole; on the contrary, devotion 
to the community as a whole was precisely what commitment to the ftl/1/cl'a 

was about. 

I'resc11t Caliphs 

Initially, contemporary caliphs played the same role in the self-definition of the 
rival parties as those of the past. It was after all as a dispute about 

40. Cf. Crone and Zimmermann, Ep1stle, 245. 
41. Hodgson, Venl11re o( Islam, i, 27S. The better term is not 111 bet entirely without 

support in the sources; cf. YB, .'1)2.1): Its inhabitants arc not Kharijitcs (slmriil) but rather 
jamii'lyya. 
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contemporary claimants to the imamate that the first civil war had begun. 
Questions such as "what do you say about Mu'awiya?" or "what do you say 
about 'Abd ai-Malik?" were meant to elucidate whether contemporaries 
regarded these caliphs as imams of guidance, and at first sight things contin
ued unchanged after the second civil war. The notorious governor, al-l)ajjaj, 
professed to believe not only in the unity of God and the messengcrship of 
Mul)ammad, but also in obedience to the caliph ai-Walld I (705-15): "on this 
he would live, on this he would die, and on this he would be resurrected. "'12 

Adherents of the Umayyads continued to accept the caliphs of their own time 
as imams down to the end of the dynasty, and indeed beyoncl:n But for all that, 
it is clear that Muslim society was rapidly becoming too complex for the old 
fusion of the political and religious communities to be viable. In 744 civil war 
broke out again, provoked by the murder of the caliph al-Walld II in 744 and 
continuing as the 'Abbasid revolution that toppled the Umayyads in 750. The 
third civil war was yet another fitna, or test, of the believers, but a good num
ber of lvluslims now held that the best reaction was to lock one's door and stay 
at home until the candidates for power had fought it out: to choose one's caliph 
was no longer to choose one's vehicle of salvation; the caliph was no longer an 
imam in the original sense of the word. 

He thus ceased to matter for purposes of the genealogy of the community: 
he was a mere guardian of the community now, not a link in the history of the 
transmission of right guidance from the Prophet down to today. Most Muslims 
ceased to regard the Umayyads as such a link in the course of the Umayyad 
period and never really accepted the 'Abbasids in that role either; as they saw 
it, the transmission of right guidance had passed to the religious scholars. Only 
the Shl'ites continued to think that the ruler ought to be such a link, and would 
be if only he was chosen from among the rightful candidates. To the majority 
of Muslims, the debates about the genealogy of the community stopped 
involving the caliphs after M1r, when the Umayyads took over. 

The de-twliticizaticm o( the com1111111ity of belieuers 

That the caliph had ceased to define the community is neatly illustrated by the 
contrasting reactions to the Arabian and the Andalusian withdrawals of alle
giance to him, in 632 and 756 respecttvel)' When Mul)ammad died in 632, 
many Arab tribes stopped sending alms taxes to Medina. They did not all repu
diate Islam, but they were branded as apostates (murtadds) regardless, for they 

42. Crone and Hinds, God's Caliph, 41. 

43.Cf. Na~r b. Sayyar's poem in Dlnawarl, ;;59; 'L1b., r, 2Srs.1>; Azdl, 2~2..ro; /:/', s.v. 
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had ceased to be members of the Muslim community by their refusal to rec
ognize Mul)ammad's successor in Medina. A little over a century later, in 7S6, 
the ruler of al-Andalus, 'Abd ai-Ral)man I, stopped acknowledgmg the 'Abbasid 
caliph as his overlord by omitting mention of him in the Fnday oration. In 
principle the Andaluswns had thus also ceased to be members of Muhammad's 
community, and it would have been easy enough for the 'Abbilsids. to brand 
them as apostates. But it docs not seem to have occurred to them, or for that 
matter anyone else, to do so. One could now be a member of Muhammad's 
community without paying allegiance to Muhammad's successor. . 

This pomt of view is also attested in the.account, by the Kufan historian 
Sayf b. 'Umar (d. between 7!16 and !\o9), of the Arab conquest of Iran. On the 
eve of the battle of Qildis1yya (between 6 ~ 'i and 6 3 7), according to Sayf, the 
Arabs assured the Persians that they had no wish to conquer the11· land, only 
to bnng them to the truth; if the Persians would accept Islam voluntarily, 
the Arabs would go home, leaving them to rule themselves in alliance with 
Medina. "Choose Islam and we'll leave you alone on your land," they said; 
"we'll be loosely associated With one another, but your land will be yours and 
your affairs will be in your hands"; "we'll leave you with the Book of God and 
put you in charge of it on the understanding that you'll govern according to its 
laws. We'llleave your country and let you deal with its affairs as you please. ''-~· 1 
This IS apologetic, of course: it is directed agamst charges by the conquered 
peoples that the Arab conquests were motivated by worldly ambitions rather 
than a desire to spread the truth .. 15 But its interest here lies 111 the fact that by 
the later eighth century it was possible to imagine a world in wh1ch there were 
two sovereign Muslim states w1thm the community of believers. If the Persians 
had not been so stubborn, according to Sayf, an Arab and a Persian polity 
would have coexisted in amity, ruled by a successor of lvluhammad and a 
Khusraw respectively, travelling along the same paths of truth \~ithout amalga
mating in political terms. Others, too, were entertaining the 1dea of a Muslim 
world divided into a plurality of allied or federated states about this time:u' 
~here was only one community of believers, as all agreed even though they 
(hsagreed about its identity; hut as most Muslims now saw it, it was defined by 
its beliefs and its religious leaders, not by its politicalleadersh1p. 

By fixing the number of rightly guided caliphs at four, mainstream 
Muslims laid down that religious guidance could never be concentrated in the 
head of state again (cf. chs. 1.1, 16). As noted, the Shl'ites disagreed. But one 
section of them, the so-called Imamis (or lthna-'asharls, 'Twelvers') declared 

44· Tab., i, 2.2.40, 2.2.72, 2.2.So, cf. 2.2.71, 22Tl, 2.2.84-
45. C:f. below, 374-

.f6. Cf. ai-A~amm below, Ml. 
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their imam to have gone into hiding in 874, thereby in effect laying down that 
the religious guide could never become a head of state again (cf. further below, 
ch. 10). Most Kharijites and all Sh!'ites of the type known as Zaydls contmued 
to consider it possible to unite the two roles in a single man, but they never suc
ceeded in taking control of the Muslim world at large and such imamates as 
they succeeded in establishing on the fnnges were intermittent. \'\!ithin two 
centuries of the conquests, the vast majority of Muslims thus found themselves 
ruled by caliphs whom they did not consider to be embodiments of right and 
wrong. They might grudgingly recognize them as legitimate, accepting ~hem ~1s 
what one might call quasi-caliphs - caliphs without the epithet of Rashidun 
(rightly guided)-~"7 

- or they might positively denounce them as kings and 
tyrants, but either way they could not model themselves on them. For gmdance 
to salvation they had to look elsewhere. Their religious fate thus ceased to be 
bound up with that of the ruler. Even quasi-caliphs could be righteous; the 
same was eventually found to be true even of kings. But one could not assure 
oneself of salvation by paying allegiance to them. In short, the community 
ceased to be in the nature of a caravan which travelled along a single path 
under the leadership of a smgle religio-politicalleader to a single destination. 
One still had to choose one's community, but one no longer did so by paying 
allegiance to a caliph. 

The end o/ simf7licity 

By c. Soothe community of believers came in several rival versions a~1d had at 
least two different types of leadership within each version, one political and 
the others religious. The proliferation of the types of leadership was not .to 
stop there, for the caliphs soon came to coexist with kin.gs and sultans, "':'hi~e 
the religious scholars soon came to coexist with phdosophe.rs and Sufis 
(mystics) too. The simplicity of Mul)ammad's multi-purpose polity had gone. 

It is sometimes said that the schisms over the imamate arose because the 
Prophet had made no provisions for the succession, but this is difficult t~) 

accept. For one thing, no serious disagreement arose over the succession until 
'Uthman was killed. For another thing, the Muslims were unlikely to retain 
their simpk socio-political order and broad consensus on political and reli
gious matters when the bulk of them left Arabia for the fleshpots of Egypt, 
Syria, Iraq, and Iran. The very fact that the imam represented their worl.dly and 
otherworldly interests alike meant that all clashes of mterests were IIk~ly to 
display themselves in disputes about his identity and the nature of his office. It 
is to these disputes that we may ·now turn. 

47· Cf. below, 1)9· 

CHAPTER 
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THE UMAYYADS 

As the Roman expansion had undermined the Roman republic, so the Muslim 
conquest of the Middle East destroyed the patriarchal regime in Medina. In 
both cases, civil war was followed by the emergence of an increasmgly author
itarian monarchy. The Muslim counterpart to Augustus was Mu'awiya 
(66t-So), who moved the capital to Syria and founded the Umayyad dynasty 
(66I-7SO), under whom the embryonic state founded by the Prophet acquired 
a more developed form. But the developments unleashed by the conquests con
tinued to transform Muslim society, rapidly making the political organization 
of the Umayyads obsolete, their onentation outmoded, and the dynasty itself 
heartily disliked. Within three generations they had come to be denounced as 
impious survivors from the pagan past who had somehow managed to hijack 
the Islamic enterprise. They were ousted in the third civil war, more precisely 
that part of it known as the 'Abbasid revolution. But contrary to what many 
had hoped, the trend towards more authontarian government was not 
reversed. A fully-fledged, if shorrlived, empire emerged under the 'Abbasids 
(effectively 7so-S61; faineance 86J-r2sS). All the fundamental questions first 
raised under the Umayyads continued to be debated down to the effective end 
of the 'Abbasid empire some hundred years after the revolution. 

Legitimacy 

By what right did the Umayyads rule? An extraordinary amount of medieval 
Islamic political thought is devoted to legitimation of the dynasty in power, 
and this was so already in Umayyad times. 

[ 33 J 
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The Umayyads grounded their right to the caliphate in the legitimacy of 
'Uthman. He had been lawfully elected by consultation (shi:trii) and unlawfully 
killed, indeed martyred; h1s Umayyad kinsmen and avengers had taken over his 
position as imam of guidance.' 'All had never been a caliph, merely a rebel or 
imam of error whose family the Idolatrous Iraqis continued to worship as 
the Israelites had worshiped the golden calf.2 In short, the Umayyads were 
'Uthmanls who cast their accession as a Restoration: the royalists had won, the 
legitimate monarchy was back, the rebel interlude was over. 

In addition, every Umayyad ruler was a man of unsurpassed merit (al
af4al), indeed the best man alive (hhayr af-llils): 1 so numerous poets from the 
time of 'Abd al-Malik onwards assure us in the conviction that monarchy was 
government by the most virtuous individual. This was an idea with long roots. 
"Nothing can be found better than the rule of the one best man," as Herodotus 
had made the Perswn emperor Darius (d. 486 Be) declare. A man far superior 
to everyone else would have to be obeyed as king, or alternatively ostracized, 
as Aristotle (d. 322 Be) said. "Among human beings the highest merit means the 
highest position," as the Stoic philosopher Seneca (d. 65) succinctly put it, 
voicing what had by then become a Hellenistic commonplace. It was still cur
rent in late antiquity, and not just on the Greek side of the border:' When the 
philosopher Paul the Persian dedicated a treatise on logic to the Persian 
emperor Khusraw I (531-79), he addressed him as the best of men ({clue/ dc
gaure).5 But what if a man initially rejected as Inferior proved capable of mak
ing everyone obey him? One response would be to accept that he had the 
requisite merit after all and hence that his power was right. It appears to have 
been by some such reasoning from might to right that the Arabs came to terms 
with Mu'awiya. It was certainly how the court poets tended to think: the sheer 

r. Cf. Tab., i, 3243·5-12; Crone and Hinds, God:, Caliph. 3 rf.; Nadler, Umayyadcll
kali(cll, 6sff. 

2. Crone, Slm•es, 204, note _:;o; l'1b. ii, 177·f; Cook, 'Apocalypric Chronicle', 27. Cf. also 
the attitude to 'Ail in early 'Abhiisid Syria (van Ess, TG, i, 7of.). 

3· Crone and Hinds, God's Caliph, 30, notes 23, 2.4; Nadler, Unlll)')'ildl'llhalifi·ll, 77, 145, 

170, 175· 
4- Dvornik, l'olitica/l'hilosophy, i, 175 (erring Herodotus, iii, R1), and mdex, s.v. 'best 

man', theory of; Aristotle, l'olitics, 12~Lfa-h, cf. 12.HSa; Seneca, Lellcrs, no. ':JO. Cf. also 
Themistius, Ris(//a, 34, 36/')6f., roo, translated (if his iris) long after the rdea had surfaced 

on its own in Islam. 
5. Land, A11ecdota Syriaca, iv, I = r. 
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fact that the Umayyads had power showed that they deserved it; since God had 
indisputably raised them up, they had to have qualities which pleased Him/' 

The fact that the Umayyads saw their power as decreed by God has often 
been taken by modern Islamicists to mean that they supported determinism 
against the doctrine of free will (known as Qadarism) in an effort to deprive 
their subjects of a right to resist: God having decreed th;H they should rule, 
there was nothing the believers could do about it. 7 But although it is undoubt
edly true that the Umayyads were determinists, it has to he remembered that 
so were most of their enemies, be they Kharijites, Murji'ites, or Shl'ites. Since 
the political debate took place within a generally detenmnist ambience, the 
Umayyads had no reason to give much thought to the relationship between 
divine omnipotence and human action for purposes of iustifying their regime, 
nor do they seem to have done so. They simply took their success to mean that 
God was on their side. x "So long as He will have them to reign ... kings are 
armed with authority from God," as Calvin said, meaning that a particular 
ruler was to be obeyed so long as he had the power to impose obedience.'1 "God 
helps the strongest," as a popular maxim quoted by Luther more succinctly 
puts it.

10 
This is precisely what the Umayyads meant, and how early Muslims 

in general seem to have looked at things. The obvious determinist response was 
to deprive the Umayyads of their divine authority by defeating them, and a fair 
number of determinist rebels tried to do iust that. God eventually helped the 
strongest by toppling the Umayyads at the hands of Khurasanl revolutionaries 
whose views, if any, on determinism are unknown. But the fact that the 
Umayyads had expressed themselves in a determinist vein came in handy for 
the advocates of free will, who used it to discredit the determinist position, 
perhaps already in the Umayyad period and certainly in later times. This is 
what accounts for the modern impression that the Umayyads supported 
determinism in opposition to the doctrine of free will for politrcal reasons.'' 

6. Compare the story in which Sulaymiin takes the very misery of lepers ro prove that 
they deserve it: God would not otherwise have inflicted such a fate on thL·m (Conrad, 'First 
Islamic 1-losprral', 2.34f.). 

7· Thus Goldziher, 'f!Jeolog,)' ami Lall', 8c;f.; Watt, l'olitical Thought, :;S; 'God's 
Caliph', 570 (and elsewhere); van Ess, Lll'lschcn l:fadlt und Theolo,I!JI', 1 X r ff. (and else
where); but cf. now TG, i, q. Furrher references in Murad, ']a/Jr and Qad,n·', 117. 

R. Cf. Crone and Hinds, God's Caliph, 1 17f.; Crone and Zimmermann, E{mtlc, ch. <;; 

Nadler, Unwyyadcllk:.alifcn, I<J.f, 2.7<;; Murad, '/a!Jr and Ocular'. . 
<).Walzer, Re/!olutioll o/ the ,\'arnts, :;S. .. -· 

ro. Luther, 'Secular Authority', 40. 

rr. Cf. ai-.Jubba'l in van Ess, An/iinp,e, 2.41 f.; Zimmermann, review of !litfiingc, 44of. 
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Dynastic successtmt 

Shortly before his death Mu'iiwiya designated his son Yazld as his successor 
and made the leading men of the garrison cities pay allegiance to h11n. Wh~n 
Yaz!cl I died prematurely in 6S 3, the Syrian chiefs chose Marwiin I, from a dif
ferent branch of the Umayyad house, as his successor; and Marwiin I 111 h1s 
turn designated two sons as his successors, one as heir and one to spare. 
Though at times the presence of two heirs proved almost as problematic as 
none, this became standard practice for the rest of the Umayyad penocl. The 
Umayyads themselves took pnde 111 their dynastic succession. As their co~Jrt 
poets present it, 'Uthmiin's election by shtiril showed that the f(~under of the lm
eage was legitimate while the hereditary nature of the caliphate th~reafter 
showed that the Umayyacls were highborn rather than upstart rulers.'- But to 
the enemies of the dynasty, it was above all by their introduction of dynastic 
succession that the Umayyads condemned themselves. 

How much resentment M u'iiwiya 's designation of Yazld actually aroused 
at the time is difficult to say: the main opposition seems to have come from 
Qurashls in Medina (such as Ibn al-Zubayr and al-l~lusayn) who found them
selves excluded from consideration. But whatever the 1111t1al reaction, there IS 
110 doubt that the resentment· grew thereafter. Automatic succession withm ;~ 

single family was quite rightly seen as a first step towards the imperial form of
government which was to culminate under the 'Abbiisids. ~he sources for the 
Umayyad penod abound 111 calls for the election of the caliph, whether fr01~1 
among all Muslims, all Arabs, all Qurashls, or all members of the Pr~)phet s 
family, by consultation (shi:irii). Indeed, when Yazld Ill rebelle_d aga~n~t ai
Walld II to ascend the throne himself in 744, he too called !·or shura and 
volunteered to step down if a more meritorious candidate could be found. 

For all that, there arc two puzzling problems here. First, the Umayyad mode 
of succession continued under the 'Abbiisids, who sometimes designated one 
heir and sometimes two. The chroniclers accept this without demur, but 
nonetheless continue to blame the llmayyads in strident tones for rhc1r intro
duction of dynastic succession. Secondly, the Umayyad mode of succession 
was adopted by the Imami Shl'ires too, without the heir to sp~~r~;. bur Ill 

polemics against the Shl'itcs, the Sunnis will insist, not that the Sh1'1tes arc 
copying their mode of succession, but on the contrary that their own mode of 
succession is elective. 

The secondary literature usually copes with these problems by postulating 
that succession in early Islam was elective and that this is what Sunni law 

.1 2 • Crone and Hinds, God:, Caliph, 31. Cf. also the Umayyad claims in Kumayt, 
1-liiSimijjiit, no. 2:37. 
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preserves; hereditary succession was allegedly introduced by the Umayyads 
under Byzantine or Persian mfluence, u or alternatively by way of reversion to 
Arabian ideas, l·l in any case by way of departure from Islamic norms; the 
Sunnis learnt to live with it, but they always maintained a pnncipled stance 
against it, which they displayed by msisting on the elective nature of their own 
system and condemning the Umayyads for changing it. 

But this 1s not quire on target. It is certainly true that succession to high 
office in pre-Islamic Arabia was normally hereditary. Tribal chiefs, judges, and 
guardians of sanctuaries 1n pre-Islamic Arabia came from the same families for 
generations on end; the sources envisage Mul~ammad's own tribe of Quraysh 
as hereditary guardians of the Ka'ba. Ch1cfs were not necessarily followed by 
their sons, however, still less was there a rule of primogeniture; rather, the most 
suitable candidate from the chiefly family would be 'elected', 1n the sense that 
the person capable of assertmg his authority would be accepted. (God helped the 
strongest in pre-Islamic times as well.) There were not usually any formal pro
cedures, though there cannot he much doubt that the pre-Islamic Arabs were 
familiar with shzirii, the practice of letting rival candidates come to an agree
ment among themselves on the basis of estimates (acquired by consultation) of 
their relative support. 11 

Another component of the explanation is undoubtedly off target, however: 
we do not have to await the Umayyads for the pre-Islamic mode of succession 
to reappear in Islam. In a sense, the very first Muslims could be said to have 
used it. Abu Bakr, 'llmar and all s1x members of the shtiril, Including 'Uthmiin, 
were Qurashl emigrants to Medina. So too were all the contenders for the 
caliphate in the first civil war unleashed by 'Uthmiin's death, including 
Mu'iiwiya. Some Syrians arc said to have liked the idea of 'Ahd al-Ral~miin b. 
Khiilid b. ai-\X!alld as Mu'iiw1ya's successor: he too was a Qurashl, and the son 
of an emigrant to Medina. 16 So too were all ai-Jjusayn, Ibn ai-Zubayr, and the 
men considered eligible for the caliphate in Syria at the rime of Mu'iiwiya's 
designation of Yazld. 1

- With the exception of the Khiirijites, all northern Arabs 
continued to expect the caliph to be chosen from Quraysh thereafter, Is and 

1 ;. Tyan, Ca/i{tll, 24_i-S. 

q. Watt, Pol it teal Thott,l!,ht, ;9. 

1 <;./::!', s.v. Crone, 'Sinlrii as an F.lcctive Institution'. 
16.1\g!Jiillt, XVI, 197. 

17.lbid. xx, 2.12.. A Syrian chtcf who said that they could easily find ;1 rcplaccmem for 
Mu'iiw1ya specified that rhey could do so /i qall'mihi, 'in his tribe' (Tah., ii, 144). 

1 !LA north Arabtan participant in rhe revolt of Ibn al-Ash'arh Is adminedly said to 
have hoped that the latter would become caliph, but the reader is expected ro find it absurd 
(Tab., ii, 1 1 1 r ). A I arc Chnstian source alleges that non-Qurashl Yaz!d h. al-Muhallah 
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some had apparently formulated it as a doctrinal requirement by the mid
Umayyad period. 19 In short, it would appear that the Qurashl emigrants in 
Medina were regarded as the equivalent of a chidly family. They were the only 
kinsmen that the Prophet had left after cutting his ties with Mecca (where 
many genealogically closer relatives of his remained), and they were the men 
with whom he had come to Medina. Within this group the caliph would be 
chosen by one traditional procedure or other: Abu Bakr was 'elected'; <Umar is 
said to have been nominated by Abu Bakr, which may have been an innova
tion, but he may also have succeeded simply because he was the obvious suc
cessor/0 and the slnlrii which he 111 his turn appointed was another pre-Islamic 
procedure. 

Still, succession within a lineage is not quite what is normally understood 
by hereditary succession, and the lineage broadened to become an entire tribe 
as all Quraysh converted. But succession from father to son (or other close 
kinsman) appeared already in the first civil war. This war pitted Qurashllead
ers against each other. Obvwusly, these men were not going to regard their 
rivals as candidates for the succession; on the contrary, both they and their fol
lowers would have a strong interest in keeping the office within thetr own 
house. Accordingly, when <All was killed, hts followers elevated his son al
J:-Iasan to the caliphate. Towards the end of his life Mt{iiwiya similarly desig
nated his son as his successor. All this was repeated in the second civil war, 
when sons reappear in their father's shoes on the Umayyad, the <Alid, and the 
Zubaynd side alike. And when Yazld died a mere three years after hts acces
sion, the Syrian chiefs behind Mu<awiya 's regime reacted, like the Iraqi chtefs 
behind <All's, by elevating a kinsman of their deceased caliph to the throne, as 
has been seen. 

Three points follow from this. First, in a sense the imamate could be said 
to have been conceived as a hereditary institution from the start, but heredity 
did not determine the heir and thus did not exclude election. The Arabs com
bined heredity and election in much the same manner as the Franks of 
Merovingian Gaul, with whom they were contemporary. Secondly, the 
Umayyads narrowed down the group within which It was hereditary to their 

claimed the caliphate when he rebelled, but the claim is presumably wronp; (Marl b. 
Sulayman, 6~. t6). 

t'). When Jazlran Khiiriiites considered an alliance with Muprrif b. al-Mughlra 1n 
nl696f., they were up against the fact that the latter restricted the caliphate to Qurashls: 
thus Abu Mikhnaf (d. 157/774) in Tab., ii, <Jll-tff., and he may well be right, for the Shl'ite 
poet al-Kumayt (d. 12.M743) also knew that the caliphate was restricted to Quraysh (he took 
it to mean that the Prophet's family must have the best nght to it; Hiisimijjiil, no. 2:~~). 

20. Cf. Rotter, Biirgerkrieg, 7, 
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own family and replaced election within the group by designation, to be fol
lowed in this by the <Abbasids and some of the 'Alids. Th1rdly, the Umayyads 
were not the first to attempt succession from father to son, as the ill-starred 
reign of al-1-:Jasan shows; they were only the first to do so successfully. The rea
son why the sources continue to lambast them for thetr mtroduction of dynas
tic succession long after this institution had come to be taken for granted in its 
'Abbiisid form, or accepted as a positive article of faith by the Shl'ites, is not 
that people disliked the institution but rather that they disliked the Umayyads: 
the one point on which all enemies of the Umayyads could agree was that the 
imamate should never have been hereditary in their family. 

So much for the first problem. As regards the second, the reason why the 
Sunnis describe themselves as adherents of election (if;:_htiyiir), as distinct from 
those who made the office hereditary (maumit!Ja), is not that they were cling
ing to Islamic norms which had come to be violated in practice, but rather that 
they were trying to distinguish their own mode of succession from that of the 
Shl<ites .21 In tenth-century Sunni theory succession rested on a combination of 
heredity (within Quraysh) and either election or designation. The authors of 
this theory accepted dynastic succession withm the <Abbiistd family, even from 
father to son, without the slightest reluctance, whatever they might say about 
the Umayyads. They could not declare the imamate to be hereditary, however, 
without thereby appearing to agree with the Shl<ites that the imamate was a 
personal quality transmitted by descent rather than an office bestowed by the 
communityY Moreover, if the succession was hereditary in the narrow sense of 
passing from father to son, or other dose kinsman, as a matter of principle, 
not JUSt in mundane practice, then the caliphate had passed from the Prophet 
to his cousin, 'All, and his descendants, even though others had taken it 111 

actual fact, or alternatively It had passed to his uncle, al-'Abbiis, and his 
descendants: in the former case all actual caliphs other than <A]! had been 
usurpers, in the latter case 'All had been a usurper too, though all caliphs had 
been legitimate from the <Abbiisid revolution onwards. Since the Sunnis did not 
agree with either view they said that the imamate was electwe withm Quraysh. 
\X!hat they meant was, first, that Abu Bakr, <Umar, and <LJthmiin had been legit
in1ate caliphs even though they were not members of the Prophet's family (i.e. 
the Hiishinutes), and secondly, that the dynastic nature of the succession under 
the <Abbiistds was not of the slightest religious significance to them. 

21. Similarly Mikhail, Mmt'anli and Afier, 2.1. 
2.2. Cf. below, ch. r6, z.z.M. 
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The calitJhaf role 

The Umayyacls conceived their role as one of multi-purpose imams in the old 
style. As they saw it, the community of believers owed its legal existence to the 
imam, who guided it in what to us are both political and religious terms: he 
defended it against infidel enemies, sought to expand its domain, maintained 
internal order and formulated God's law as the ultimate authority on the right
eous behaviour that the believers should seck to adopt. In the past, God had 
used prophets to convey His message; now He was using another type of agent 
to administer it. The caliph was God's deputy or vicar on earth (khali {at alliih 
(1 arcfihi) with all the fullness of power that this implied.L1 

Like the assumption that the ruler had to be the best of men, this idea 
seems to be rooted in Hellenistic conceptions. The king was living law (nomos 
empsychos), as people said from Hellenistic to Byzantine times; he ought to be 
sinless and perfect in argument and deed, a certain Musomus (d. c. I2o) told a 
Synan king. It was his duty to Imitate God, so that his subjects could imitate 
him, as everyone agreed. "There is no need for any compulsiOn or menace ... 
when they see with their own eyes a conspicuous and shining example of virtue 
in the life of their ruler," the moral philosopher Plutarch (d. after 120) 

explained. 2•1 The king had been fashioned on the model of his maker; he was 
the image of God, the archetype of the true king, as the pagans said and the 
Christians started agreeing when Constantine convcrtedY He was living law 
in the sense of embodying and exemplifying the law, not in the sense of 
overruling it. On the contrary, he had to be ruled by God's law in order to rule 
legitimately himself. 21

' 

All this was close to the Muslim conception, except that they did not usu
ally believe in human images of God. It was as God's deputy (hhali{a), not as 
his image or 'after His likeness', that Adam had been created according to the 
Qur>an/7 and it was as God's deputy rather than His image that the caliph was 
expected to provide a model for imitation by his subjects. But like their Hel
lenistic predecessors, they saw their imam as living law and held him to display 
his legal insight, among other things, by adjudicating (cf. Q. 3X:25). Like them, 
too, they saw the ruler's position as depending on his relationship with God, 

23. Crone and Hinds, God's Caliph, ch. 3· 
2~. Dvornik, Politicall'hilosophy, ii, qS, 552f.; Hunger, l'rooi/1/0II, sSff. 
2). Ecphantus in Dvornik, l'olitic,lf Philosophy, 1, 25); Beskow, Rex Gloriae, 26' 

(Euscl1ius).; cf. also Baynes, 'Eusebius and the Christian Empire·. 
26. Themisrius in Dagron, 'Empire romain', IV)ff.; Aalders. 'Nomos Empsychos', 

322f. and note 28; Agaperos 111 Barker, Social and l'o!itical 'f1w11ght, 59 (cap. 37); Henry, 'A 
Mirror for Justinian', 301; Dagron, EmfJI'rcur ct pretre, 37· 

27. Q. 2:20, paraphrasing Gen. 1:26. 
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that is, his moral rectitude: leadership was a reflection of personal virtue rather 
than an office. "It is not wealth ... that makes a king, nor his purple cloak, nor 
his tiara and scepter ... nor numerous hop lites and myriad cavalry; not though 
all men should gather together and acknowledge him for their king, because 
virtue they cannot bestow on him, but only power," as Julian the Apostate (d. 
363) said. If a virtuous man seized power (mo11archia), his virtue would at once 
make it lawful sovereignty (l;asileia), as the eclectic philosopher Plutarch had 
put itJH It was thanks to this line of thought that the debate about 'Uthman 
had centered on his moral status rather than the relative nghts of rulers and 
subjects. It is thanks to the same view of thmgs that people would deny that 
the Umayyads were caliphs when they held them to be wrong, or that con
versely the Shl'ites came to view their imam as the ruler even though he did not 
have any political power, or agam (after the further inJection of such ideas by 
means of translations) that the philosophers would lllSISt that the true king 
was not "someone possessing a cavalcade, a retinue or a realm: what is meant, 
rather, is one truly deserving of kingship, even if nobody pays hlln any atten
tion. "2

'! Of course, the ruler's moral status displayed itself above all in his treat
ment of his subjects, so people did indirectly discuss such nghts as well. In fact, 
the relative rights of ruler and subjects figure prominently 111 the political 
debate of the Umayyad penod, but only in the sense that whenever moral eval
uations are spclt out in concrete terms, it turns out to be such nghts that are 
involved. 

It should be noted that court poetry also describes the llmayyad caliphs in 
terms that can only be characterized as messianic: they dispersed darkness, 
made the blind see, made the road plain, loosened burdens, healed sicknesses 
of the breast, slaked people's thirst, filled the earth With mercy, justice, and 
light; each one was a mahdi, a rightly guided deliverer from evil; some were 
even hailed as the Mahcli, the Redeemer.10 There was a Hellenistic traditiOn for 
casting the ruler as a saviour (sate r), but it was not meant in a transcendental 
sense and is unlikely to account for the Muslim conceptiOn. The significance 
of the messianic overtones will be taken up in Chapter 7· 

Exalted though his position was, the caliph was not credited with any per
sonal sanctity, nor was his court dommated by elaborate ceremon1al designed 
to assure people that they formed part of an eternal and 'profoundly correct' 
polity maintained directly by God. 11 He did fulfil a major cultic function as 
the leader, in person or through his governors, of the weekly l;nday prayer, and 

2ll. Dvornik, l'olitica/ PhilosofJhy, ii, 547• 662 (with oddly off-target comments). 
29. Nasir ai-Din Ti.1sl, J:thics, 192; cf. further below, ch. r+ 
30. Crone and Hinds, God's Caliph, 36f. 
31. Cf. Bowersock et al. (cds), Late A11tiquity, s.v. 'emperor'. 
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also of the annual pilgrimage (usually delegated to members of his family). 
But he owed this function to his position as head of the community, which was 
seen as coming together in its entirety on these occasions and whose together
ness he symbolized, not to any personal magic or charisma (bamlw). He had 
no physical inviolability, no special powers or healing touch, and no special rit
ual status either; on the contrary, he was subject to the same rules of purifica
tion, worship, and marriage as everyone else. He did play a promment role in 
prayers for rain,12 and the later Umayyad caliphs were the object of more 
extravagant claims than the first, in terms of their persons and their religious 
insight alike;11 but by and large the caliph remained an ordinary human being 
in the Umayyad penod. The redemptive overtones of his guidance notwith
standing, his role was conceived In a sober vein: as God's caravaneer, he kept 
the believers together in safety and order while leading them along the right 
path to their ultimate destination, no more and no less. The Umayyads con
stantly stressed the Importance of stickmg to the Jamil'a, the collective body or 
compact majority. "Satan is with the individual," as al-Walld I reputedly said;H 
scattering, dispersing, going separate ways and following individual whims (for 
which there was a rich vocabulary) meant going astray and perishing. One 
stuck to the jamii'a, and thus to the safe path, by obeying the Umayyad imams 
of guidance, who were way-marks and lodestars to their followers and who 
never tire of enjoining obedience ((ilea) in their official letters. 

The rise of the scholars 

The manner in which the Umayyads fulfilled their duties as religious guides 
strikes the reader from a Christian background as odd. Contrary to what one 
would expect, they did not create a hierarchy of officials charged with the def
inition, maintenance, and dissemination of right belief or practice. The same 
was to be true of the Shl'ite imams, though the latter's formal role as religious 
guides was more pronounced than that of the Umayyads. But then the Christ
ian church developed as a separate organi?.ation within the Roman empire; it 

32. Ringgren, 'Some Religious Aspects of the Caliphate', 740 (where one line seems to 
suggest that the caliph was a factor behind fertility in general); cf. E/', s.v. 'lsttsl~ii''. 

33· Cf. K. ai-'Uyt/11, iii, 101 (where Hishiim is told that caliphs were immune to plague, 
without however being convinced); Crone and Hinds, God:, Caliph, 56 (where the 
Marwiinids arc credited with superhuman ins1ght and immunity agamst minor m1stakes); 
Qadi, 'Religious Foundations', 250 (where the late Umayyad secretary 'Abel al-l:lamld b. 
Yal)yii credits them With ilhii111, divine inspiration; compare Ab\1 '1-.Jiirud on the Zaydl imam 
and Ibn al-Muqaffa' on the 'Abbas1ds, below, 104, 13of.). 

34· Tab., ii, 117R.r1. 
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modelled its own ecclesiastical hierarchy on the secular chain of command ll1 

the Roman empire, but it could not identify the two. Islam, by contrast, devel
oped by taking over from the empire, imposing its own chain of command, and 
the idea that religious authority could be channelled through a separate hier
archy of offices does not appear to have occurred to the early Muslims. Rather, 
they seem to have assumed that since the imam was the best man of his time, 
everyone would automatically follow him of his own accord, as everyone had 
followed Abu Bakr and 'Umar: one went where he went and did as he did, by 
following his kinsmen and governors and other local substitutes for him who 
were assumed to do as he did, too. There was no need for a separate hierarchy 
because right guidance was built into the power structure. 

In line with this, the Umayyads saw themselves as guiding the commumty 
by exemplifying the law In everything they did, in person or through their gov
ernors and Judges, rather than by issuing directives to a clergy. They did make 
explicit pronouncements on the law when they adjudicated disputes and 
answered questions submitted to them by petitiOners; they also sent legal 
instructions to judges on particular questions from time to tl!ne, and issued 
edicts on legal questions of a public nature, such as 'Umar Il's famous edict on 
the status of converts and other fiscal matters. But they did not appoint mm
isters to represent them among their subjects at large. 

The task of answering everyday questions thus fell to men outside the gov
ernment apparatus. Obviously, people could not travel to the Imam's residence 
every time they needed to know whether a particular form of prayer was valid, 
whether maintenance was owed to a former wife, whether a particular food 
could be lawfully eaten, or the like. They could turn to the governor, who was 
officially charged with teaching the religion,31 or to his deputy, the judge; and 
no doubt they did, espeCially for questions with a public angle. But neither the 
governor nor the judge was a local minister Intimately involved with the lives 
of his parishioners after the fashion of a village priest. Where such llltl!nate 
familiarity was desired, people would turn to local friends and neighbours cred
ited with a better understanding of the religion than the rest. The latter devel
oped into local scholars. They would answer questions on the basis of what 
they remembered upright men in the past to have done, what appeared right to 
them, or by second-guessing the imam's views, meaning that they would devise 
their own solutions and attribute them to him. The Umayyad caliphs them
selves would consult such scholars at times, regarding them as their memory 
bank, and they seem to have granted some of them official authorization to 

35· This emerges from statements attributed to 'Umar (Tab., i, 2.740.14, 2.742.2) and 
al-A~<1111111's 1mage of the Prophet's governors (Ps.-Niishi, §103). 
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issue legal responsa ({atwiis) .l6 Caliphs and scholars were not initially rivals. 
But this was to change when the Umayyad claim to legitimacy was rejected. 

Umayyad mulk 

The rejection of the Umayyads was commonly formulated as an accusation 
that they had perverted the caliphate (or imamate) by turning it into kingship 
(nzulk). We do not know when this accusation first appeared. It is often 
directed at Mu';1wiya, who is said to have effected the transformation by des
ignating his own son as his successor, or by introducing iails, bodyguards, 
forced labour and the like, or in ways unspecified.l7 But all these statements are 
clearly retrospective: the founder of the dynasty here stands for the Umayyads 
at large.lx Since our sources were compiled in 'Abbasid times, it has been sug
gested that their hostility to the Umayyads reflects 'Abbasid prejudice against 
the fallen dynasty, but this is unlikely to be right: the hostility to the Umayyads 
is too pervasive in the sources to reflect the change of dynasty. More probably, 
the denunciation of the Umayyads as mere kings began in Iraq in the mid
Umayyad period, when Umayyad government became more openly authoritar
ian than it had been in M u'awiya 's days and when scholars hostile to the 
regime emerged, to reject the Umayyad view of themselves as leaders of the 
vehicle of salvation.1~ 

The equation of kings with oppressive rulers, wh1ch the reader has encoun
tered before in thts book, had both tribal and monotheist roots.'10 The pre
Islamic Arabs conceived of public life as an arena of competition between free 
men, who would fiercely resist the encroachments of others while trying to 
accumulate more power than everyone else themselves:11 and their attitude to 
kings (multik, sing. mali!<-) was correspondingly ambivalent. On the one hand, 
a king was an insufferable tyrant. "Since the time of 'Ad we have thought well 

36. Cf. Crone and Hinds, God's Caliph, 5 If.; Dhahahl, 7/(i'rT/.ch, v, rRs, where Yazld b. 
Abii~Iabib (d. r2.S/745f.) is described as one of the three men appointed by 'Umar II to give 
rcsponsa in Egypt. 

37, Aghii1rl, xvii, 357; Yl~ ii, 276 (cf. 'Ahd ai-Malik b. l:lablh, 'llr'rTkh, no. 343); BA, iv, 
a, 12.5; Goldziher, MS, ii, 31 f. 

38. Cf. Saflna 's statement that "the Umayyads are the worst kings, and the first king was 
Mu'awrya" (in Ibn Abii Shayba, xrv, no. 17S54, and elsewhere). 

39· Schacht, lntroductio11, 2.3 (followed lw Lamhton, State cnul Goucmmc11t, 47); Crone 
and Hinds, God's Caliph, 2.3. 

40. Above, 7; Lewis, Political Langrtap,c, 55ff. 
4 r. For the coexistence of these attitudes, and an illuminaring comparison with modern 

America, sec Lindholm, 'Kinship Structure and Political Authority' and 'Quandaries of 
Command in Egalirari:m Societies'; much of it also 111 'l11c Islamic lviiddlc East, 10ff. 
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of capturing kings, killing them and fighting them," a pre-Islamic poet 
boasts; "we will tell you of the days long and glorious when we rebelled against 
the king and would not serve him," another echoes. When the poet ai
Tirimmal) al-Ta'! advised al-l:Iusayn, in 68o, to seek refuge the mountains of 
Aja, where "we held out against the kings of Ghassan, I-:·limyar, al-Nu'man h. 
ai-Mundhir and everybody altogether," he was expressmg, himself in a wholly 
.Phil! veinY But on the other hand, a king was also somebody to be admired, 
for there was nothmg more prestigious than being mu(i/C, obeyed by others 
rather than obedient to them. The kings of Kinda, 1-:Hra, and Ghassan were as 
respected and envied as they were resisted. 'King' could thus be a complimen
tary term no less than one of abuse. A pre-Islamic ruler hyperbolically identi
fies himself as "king of all the Arabs" 111 the famous Nemara mscript1on of 
328, and the term often appears in a flattering velll in Umayyad court poetry, 
and indeed 111 other contexts in which it is not implicitly or explicitly contrasted 
with rmilm or hhall(a:13 

The negative evaluation of kingship was further developed when the Arabs 
converted to Islam. This, one assumes, is when they came to equate It with the 
pursuit of private interests at the expense of public welfare (when kings enter 
a town, they corrupt it, as the Queen of Sheba notes in Q. 2T '14, though curi
ously the exegetes make nothing of this verse). The Prophet tdentified God as 
king and reserved all power for Him, thereby rendering all human use of it ille
gitimate unless it was used for God's ends. God was practically synonymous 
with the communit)' He was perceived as a higher authonty who had tmracu
lously intervened to regulate the competition between selfish human beings by 
setting the rules of the game, and He stood for the interests that the believers 
had in common.'"' Wherever God had a claim to someth111g, humans had none: 
th1s was why the idea of being governed by God struck the Muslims as so lib
erating. An imam or caliph was a ruler who recognized all power as God's and 
used it in accordance with His will, and government by such a person accorded 
with the wishes of his subiects, for all believers accepted God's rules. By con
trast, a king would treat his power as his pnvate property and use It to further 
his own mdividual interests (ahruir, whims), which necessarily meant that he 
had to subjugate other people by force, depriving them of their freedom to act, 
inasmuch as their interests would conflict With his. "I am not a king who will 

42.. Ahii Tammam, Hamasae Crrmina, i/r, J')); 'Amr b. Kulthi'rm in i\rhcrry (tr.), Scucn 
Odes, zo<;; Tab. ii, .JO+ Cf. also the Basran who boasted, in 684, of "how many a brutal and 
violent ryrant we have killed" (Tab. ii, 456); Arhamina, 'Tribal Kings', i(,f. 

4.1· Beeston, 'Ncmara and Elw', 3; also cited 111 Lewrs, Political i_,nr.~uap,e, q; Tyan, 
Cali(at, 3S2.f. 

4+ Sec furrhcr below, 39'· 
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enslave you, only a servant of God who has been offered a trust," as 'Umar is 
reputed to have said:'' In short, inulmal/::.hi/iifa stood for theocracy, government 
by God, whereas nnt/1\. stood for autocracy, government by selfish, arbitrary, 
and shortsighted human beings. 

Thanks to Islam, kingship came to be seen as both an infidel and a non
Arab institution. It must of course have been strongly associated with non
Arabs already in pagan times, by far the most famous kings being those of the 
Persians and the Byzantines; but non-Arabs were not branded as infidels in 
those days, and the Arabs themselves had been ruled by kings from time to 
time. The Muslim polity was however created without recourse to the Insti
tution, and the Muslims soon set out to defeat the kings of this world, with 
the result that kingship came to seem incompatible with both Islam and 
the Arab tradition. "Servants of God, a king in the Tihama!," a pre-Islamic 
Meccan, here cast as a proto-Muslim, indignantly exclaims in a story of how 
a Qurashl tried to have himself accepted as client king on behalf of the 
Byzantines in Mecca:16 "He has gone Christian!," the troops exclaim in equal 
indignation in a story of how the son of the conqueror of Spain was per
suaded by his Visigothic wife to wear a crown:'~ It was with good reason 
that Mu'awiya wore no crown:'x Kingship was illegitimate human self
aggrandizement which the Muslims had come to eliminate. 

On all this the Muslims of the Umayyad period were agreed. But God did 
not rule the believers directly, so who represented Him in the here and now? 
This was the question that became deeply contentious. The Umayyads claimed 
that they did, but their enemies held them to have forfeited their position by 
allowing private interests to override those of the community and generally 
allowing power to be used 111 the manner characteristic of the conquered 
nations before the coming of Islam. This was the force of the accusation that 
they had turned the caliphate into kingship- kingship like that of the Persians 
and Byzantines (hismuii, hirqa/ilqay~arl), as some addcci:''J But if the 
Umayyads had no right to the caliphate, who did, and with precisely what 
competence in matters of religious guidance? \'\!as it lawful to rebel against the 

45· Tab., i, z.3(>8. Cf. also Ibn Sa'd, iiilt, 2.2.1 (B, 306f.), where 'Umar is told that a caliph 
only takes what is due and spends it where It is meant to be spent, whereas a king oppresses 
people by arbitrarily taking from some and giving to others. 

46. Fiisl, Shi(<r al-g!Jilriim, ii, 171.-5. 

47· Al::.hbiir majnuta, 2.0; Ibn 'Idharl, Bayiin, ii, z.:~f. 

48. Cf. the Maronite chronicle in Hoyland, Seeing Islam as Others S11w It, 136. 
49·Aghiinl, xvii, 357; .Jiibi~., 'FI 'l-nabita', 111 his Ras,ril, ii, 10f.; cf. BA, 1v, a, 12.<;.17. 

Kisra (Khusraw), Hirqal (1-Ieraclius) and Qay~ar (Caesar) arc here generic terms for the 
Persian and Byzantine emperors. 
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head of state to enthrone the cleservmg candidate, or should one put up with 
oppressive government for the sake of communal togetherness? And if right 
guidance was not to be found with the head of state, where was one to look for 
it? These were the questions that Increasingly preoccupied people as the 
Umayyad period wore on, especially in Iraq, which had the largest concentra
tion of Arabs outside Arabia without being the centre of power. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The political thought of the first two centuries after the conquests, the subject 
of the chapters that follow, was dominated by the tribal tradition of the con
querors, especially that of the northern Arabs, to whom Mul]ammad and his 
first followers belonged. One of the most striking features of this tradition was 
its libertarian character: all adult males participated in political decision
making; nothing could be done without consensus. Modern scholars some
times characterize the tradition as 'democratic'. But it was not libertarian, let 
alone democratic, in the modern style. For one thing, it owed its character to 
the absence of a state, not to constitutional devices; and the tribal attitude to 
kings was ambivalent, as has been seen. 1 For another thing, tribesmen did not 
see themselves as endowed with individual rights against the groups to which 
they belonged. If they resisted kings, they submitted to the tyranny of kins
men.2 There was an immense premium on helping fellow-tribesmen ('cousins'), 
staying together with them, deferring to the majority view, and respecting con
sensus. Kinsmen hung together so as not to hang separately. 1 In short, the 
tribal tradition was not just libertarian, in the sense of opposed to overween
ing rulers, but also communitarian (or commtmalistic), in the sense of strongly 
attached to communal unity and solidarity.·' 

l. Above, 44ff. 
2. Cf. Gellner, Coll(liticms o/ Li/Jerty, 7f. 

3· Cf. the story of ai-Muhallab, a general of the mid-Umayyad period, who had a 
bundle of arrows brought to his sons on his deathbed: they could not break It, though they 
could break each arrow separately (Tab., ii, ro~h). 

4- Cf. Watt, I'hilosophy a11d Theolog,v, 17. 
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Part II Introduction 

Both the libertarian and the communitarian features are strongly in evi
dence in the political thinking of the Umayyad penod, above all among non
ShT'ites. There was a general presumption that power and fiscal resources 
would be shared by mformal means such as consultation, generosity, general 
accessibility of the caliph and his governors, and familiar forms of interaction 
between ruler and ruled. The tribesmen greeted the Umayyad concentration of 
power with endless demands for slnirii and calls for 'the Book of God and the 
Sunna of His Prophet', meanmg the entrenched norms of Arab/early Muslim 
society; they accused the Umayyads of monopolizing the revenues (fay'), and 
squandering them on women, wine, song, and sumptuous palaces; they 
charged them with ignoring local interests and oppressing local populations 
(notably the Iraqis), with arresting, tortunng, and killing people at will; they 
claimed that the Umayyads were reducing them to slaves; of one caliph, Yazld I 
(68o-3), they even said that he had forced defeated Medinese rebels to pay him 
allegiance on the understanding that they were slaves with whose lives and 
property he could do what he wished. 1 Of rebels there were many, for coming 
from a tradition of self-help, the early Muslims were generally activists. When 
systematization began, it was above all in Kharijism, Mu'taziiism. and 
Zaydism (below, chs 5, 6, 9) that activist attitudes were endorsed. 

The behaviour of the 'Abbasids was not significantly different from that of 
the Umayyads, but they were more careful about their public image, and they 
changed the nature of the political opposition by coming to power in the name 
of Shl'ism. Like everyone else, the Shl'ites wanted to replace tyranny with nght 
government, but they held right government to result from enthronement of 
the right lineage rather than the establishment of communal control, and the 
political debate now came to focus on the relative rights of 'Aiids and 
'Abbasids rather than those of rulers and subjects (chs 7-ro). The Kharijites 
and the Zaydls withdrew to the periphery; libertananism did make a striking 
appearance in the early ninth century with the Mu'tazilite anarchists, but their 
numbers were extremely small (ch. 6). The weightiest alternative to main
stream Islam and its 'Abbasid guardians was to be Imamism, also known as 
lthna-'asharite ('Twclver') Shl'ism (ch. ro). 

But if libertarianism disappeared, communalism continued. Appeals to 

jamii'a (communal unity and solidarity) were likewise extremely common in 
the Umayyad period.6 The caliphs and their governors would endlessly invoke 

5· Crone, 'SMirii as an Elective lnstiturion', 17f.; Crone and Hinds. God's Caliph, 59fl, 
13off.; Crone, 'The Qays and the Yemen', z.;f., .. p; Sudayf in Ibn Qutayba, Shi'r, 761; YT, ii, 

T<J<J; Tab. ii, 2.33.1, 37r.7, 475·9; Rotter, Biirger/.:.rieg, so (Yazld). 
6. Al-Muhallab fittingly meant l11s sons to see the ment of both iamtl'a and kinship 

solidarity (cf. above, note 3). 
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it in their demands for obedience; their subJects would do the same in polemics 
against sectarianism. The communal orientation was usually also strong 
among the sectarians themselves, as is clear from the importance they attached 
to walclya and bari'i'a, association with co-religionists and dissociation from 
everyone else. Their aim was to establish a new community of believers fiercely 
loyal to one another, but they did have to break up the existing ianu1a to do so. 
Most Muslims found this unacceptable. ]mnt1a was first formalized as a fun
damental value by the Murji'ites of the Umayyad and early 'Abbasid periods. 
We have met them already as the people who suspended judgement on the 
moral status of 'llthman and 'All, the two key figures of the first civil war.7 

One reason why they refused to pass judgement is preCisely that the question 
was extremely divisive. The Murji'ites also deemed all self-declared Muslims to 
be believers, however unacceptable their behaviour might be: even grave sinners 
remained members of the community of believers, they said, rqecting the sec
tarian (above all Kharijite) habit of declaring them to be infidels who could be 
freely killed. This too was an attempt to keep the community together.s There
after janu1a was enshrined as·a fundamental value in the system of the Tradi
tionalists, who forbade revolt in the name of it. The purslllt of rightly guided 
government (inulma) and communal solidarity (janu1a) had proved to be mutu
ally exclusive. Both the Kharijites and the Shl'ites deemed rightly guided gov
ernment to be more important than communal unity (though they envisaged 
such government in antithetical vems). More precisely, they could not see how 
those who rejected their conception of nght government could count as mem
bers of their community at all. The Traditionalists, sometimes known as 
proto-Sunnls, were those who took the opposite view. Communal unity was 
more important than right government; and the commumty was formed by 
acceptance of the guidance left behind by the Prophet, not by any religio
politicalleader in the here and now (ch. u). 

7· Above, z.;f. 
8. See further below, 38sff. 
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THE KHARIJITES 

The most prominent enemies of the Umayyads were the Kharijites, also known 
as l:farurls and Mul)akkima. Their origins are quite obscure. They arc identi
fied as those who seceded from 'All at Siffln in protest against his acceptance 
of the Syrian call for arbitration, but the story does not offer a satisfactory 
explanation of the issues between them and 'All, and contrary to what is often 
said, it was not with reference to their departure from 'Ail's camp that they 
were known as Kharijites ('those who go out'). 1 It may have been because they 
assembled at 1-;Iarlira' that they came to be known as 1-:-Iarurls, but this does not 
tell us much, and though they were indeed known as Mul)akkima because they 
were given to shouting 'judgement belongs to God alone' (hi f?uhma ilia li'l/ah), 
nobody knows what they meant by it. To the Ibas1Is, who are the only Khari
jite sect to survive to this day, they merely meant that any rule laid down in the 
Qur'an must be applied: humans cannot make their own decisions on ques
tions settled by God. But this is too banal to explain the programmatic nature 
of the slogan. It was so obviously right that the Khariiites must have meant 
something special by it, as 'All is said to have observed; in his view they meant 
that they did not want any government. But thts does not appear to be correct 
either, except later in the case of the Najdiyya.2 

r. It was a sdf-design~ition, probahlv coined with reference to Q. 4:100 (d. Crone and 

Zimmermann, Epistle, 275). 
2. BA, ii, 352, 36r, 377; Muharrad, Kiimil, iii, 93S (ed. Wright, 555); Nah,al-baliigha, 

1 14; !Al-l, ii, 307. Other interpretations arc proposed in Crone and Cook, Hagarrsm, 27, and 
Hawting, 'The Significance'. 
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_c~~~e point is clear, however. Of the rebels against 'Uthman, only the 

Khanptes retamed a clear conviction that it had been nght to kill him. The 
;1cc_oums of the first civil war abound in discussions of the question whether 
'Ali had been implicated in the killing (directly or by sheltering the killers) 
!1_remtsed on the 'Uthmanl assumption that this would be deeply embarrassing 
It It were tru~. 3 

But why should 'All's followers accept the 'Urhmanl premise? 
Of course 'A It had been on the right side: "'All's killing of 'Uthmiln was one of 
hts greatest acts of obedience to God," as some Shl'ites continued to say in 
agreement with the Khariiites:1 Where he had gone wrong was 1n accepting 
arbttratton With -people whom he should have fought until they e1ther reverted 
to God's command or were killed (cf. Q. 49:9).' This was how the Khariiites 
saw It: and~ to them, 'All's change of mind was paradigmatic of non-Kharijite 
behavior. 1 all)a and ai-Zubayr had been among the fiercest critics of 'Uthman 
while he was alive, yet they had demanded vengeance for him the moment he 
was killed;

6 
adherents of the Zubayrids declared themselves to be enemies of 

the caliph'Abd al-Malik (685-705) in this world and the next as long as they 
thought hlln a los:T, but they changed their tune the moment they heard that 
he was wtnnmg:/ people were forever sacrificing their pnnctples to the 
demands of power; only the Kharijites refused. One has to grant them that 
thts was true. Relentless Sunnification notwithstanding, It was only in the 
twentieth century that the Iba~ils began to express doubts about their own 
participation in the much maligned killing of 'Uthman.x 

. The Khar~ites were originally concentrated in Kufa, where they survived 
Into the 'Ahbastd penod, but their main home soon came to he Basra. In the 
second ci~~il war the Basran Kharijites produced two sub-sects, the Azanqa and 
the Na)dtyya (or Najadat), both of whom left Basra under their own Com
ma!ll~ers of the Believers to fight holy war against the infidels, meaning the 
Muslims who refused to JOin them. The Azariqa rampaged in fran and disap
peared after thetr suppression In ()99; the Naidiyya were matnly active in 
Arabta; they were suppressed in ()9:;, but survived for several centunes there
after. In the third civil war two further sects made the1r appearance, that is the 
~ufnyya, who had adherents In the Jazlra and North Afnca down to the tenth 
century or longer, and the lh;1\liyya, who survive m Oman and North Africa to 

3· Cf. Nagel, Rechtlct/1111,1!. 1111d 1\.ali/(11, 157fT 
+ Jai}i:(., 'R. fl '1-l)akamayn', . .f36, §44-

5: Cf. the poem, in Na~r h._Muziil)im, V?aq/at SJ(fin,2 '\ 11.1 (cited in Nagel, Rnhtlcitllnp, 
tmd /,afr(at, 1 59); Crone and Zimmermann, l:fJtstlc, 191. 

6. Sillim, J:pistlc, II, '9· 

7· Tab., ii, 821 f. 
8. Crone and Zimmermann, Epistle, 21 'i. 
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this day. These four 'mother sects' were divided over the status of non-Khiirijite 
Muslims, an issue that will be considered in chapter 21. The later Khiirijite 
sects (for there were to be many more) diverged over other theological ques
tions of no relevance to th1s book. All seem to have had much the same views 
on the imamate, however, though the Naidiyya were to develop a distinctive 
slant of their own. 

Past and fJrcsent imams 

According to the Khiirijites, Abu Bakr and 'Umar had been true imams of guid
ance (a view that the Na1diyya were to modify, without however in any way 
wishing to belittle their righteousness). 'Uthmiin and 'All had also started as 
legitimate caliphs, but both had violated God's rules and so forfeited their sta
tus as caliphs and Muslims alike, and all thetr followers had likewise lost their 
membership of the community of believers. Thereafter all so-called caliphs 
had been kings and tyrants (mulilh, jabiihim).'1 The only Muslims left were the 
Khiirijites, and the only true imams after 'Uthmiin and 'All's forfeiture of their 
position were those of the Khiirijites themselves. 

A true imam was both a political leader and a religious guide. This being 
so, the Khiirijites usually had to live without them. as a community of true 
believers under infidel rule. The Aziiriqa and Najdiyya emerged by denying 
that this was lawful. What they meant was not that a community devoid of an 
imam was bereft of guidance, but rather that no saving community existed at 
all under infidel sovereignty. One had to separate oneself from the infidels, 
meaning that one had to move to an abode of emigration (diir a/-hijm), there 
to establish a sovereign polity of one's own and wage holy war against the infi
dels left behind, as the Prophet had done when he emigrated from Mecca to 
Medina. It was in this spirit that the Aziiriqa and Najadiit left Basra for west
ern Iran and Arabia. The Ibiidls and the ~ufrls agreed that one had to establish 
a Muslim polity if one coukl, but denied that one forfeited one's status as a 
Muslim by living among the unbelievers. One had to affirm belief in the oblig
atory nature of the imamate and rebel in order to establish one if one could. It 
was not allowed to doubt God's command to "fight the insolent until they 
return to God's command" (Q. 49:9). But rebellion was not always possible, 
and in the meantime the believers could live under the kings of "their qmum", 
that is, non-Khiirijite Muslims, following their own law as expounded by 
their own scholars. The Khiirijites freely referred to their scholars and other 

<J.Ivlu!til< was the more common term at first, fii!Jilbira won out in later lba~,ll parlance 
(cf. ibid., z.S<J). 
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righteous people as imams, but they never accepted as 'great imam' a person 
who was not head of state. Thus, unlike the 1miimT ShT'ites, thev did not have 
a conttnuous line of tmams. " 

The rules pertaining to the imamate 

According to the Khiirijites, there was only one criterion of digibilitv for the 
office: merit. In itself this was not a startling proposition, given 'that tlw imam 
was generall~' equated with the most meritorious person of his time (al-afcfa/); 
hut t-hetr cleftnJtion of merit was unusual in that it excluded considerations of 
descent. According to them, Abu Bakr and 'Umar had been legitimate imams 
because they were the most pious and learned men of their time, no more and 
no less. The fact that they had been Qurashls was irrelevant, for merit had 
nothmg to do with ethnic ongm or tribal membership. Quraysh had no special 
clatm to the_Hnamate over and above other Arabs (still less did the Umayyads 
or the 'Abb~t~tds), and the Arabs had no spectal clatm over and above non
Arabs. Any free, male, adult Muslim of sound body and m1nd was eligible as 
caliph. whatever hts origins. Slaves were excluded from consideration (c;mtrary 
to what ts often stated), 111 and so were women. The cla 1m that a JazTran 
l~hiirijite by the name of Shablb (d. 697) regarded women as eligible is .. doubt
ful, and in any case, he did not set a trend. 11 Women and slaves were, however 
:ntitled, in some sects even obliged, to participate in holy war, and the source~ 
frequ~ntly mention female warriors among the Khariiite troops. (The more 
established the Ibii~ils became, the less they liked this.) 12 

If all free, male, adult Muslims were eligible for the caliphate, who were the 
electors? According to the Najdiyya, the election of an tmam required "a unan
Imous chotec by every stnglc I free, male, adult] member of the community"; 
but thetr pomt was that this was impossible: no unanimity could be obtained 
that way.u That apart, the subJect does not seem to have been discussed. The 
proposition that even a non-Arab could lead the community was, however, rad
Ical tn the extreme, for the Arabs of the Umayyad period viewed the idea of 
deferring to a non-Arab in much the same light as would anstocrats the idea 
of taking ord~rs from a serf. It was also more easily preached than practised. 
When the Azanqa elected a non-Arab tmam towards the end of thetr revolt, 

. JO. Cf. Crone, 'Ethiopian Slave'; for an explicit lhat.fi statemem that the imam must be 
free, see Abu lslJaq Ibrahim b. Qays, !vlul.:.hta~ar al-Khi~iil, I<J+ r. 

r r. Baghdadi. Farq, R9f. 

12. C:f. Crone and Zimmermann, Epts!le, 18of. 

I 3· Crone, 'Statemem by the Na,diyya Kharijites', 66f. 
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brge numbers went off under an Arab imam of their own. H Nonetheless, the 
Kharijites meant what they said, and all the imams of the ~ufrls and lbi1<Fs in 

North Africa from the 740s onwards were non-Arabs. 
Unlike all other Muslims, the Khiirijites rejected hereditary succession out

right, whether within a tribe or lineage or from father to son. The most meri
torious candidate was elected by the community and retained his position for 
as long as he retained his superior merit. He was Cod's deputy on earth, or so 
at least according to the lbaq!s," and he was entitled to unquestioned obedi
ence as long as this was the case. If he erred, the believers should ask him to 

repent, that is, to mend his ways. If he did, all was well; if not, he forfeited the 
imamate. If he then refused to resign of his own accord, the believers were 
obliged to depose hun by force and, if necessary, kill him, this being how they 
had dealt with 'Uthmi1n. Their account of 'lhhman endorsed the lawfulness, 

indeed obligatory nature, of rebellion and tyrannicide.
11
' 

The I<hiirijite uisio11 and its {life 

The overall effect of the Khiirijite tenets was to downgrade the position of the 
communal leader. He was not distinguished from the rest of the community by 
anything other than superior merit: he had no spec1al tribal status, no sacred 
descent, no residue of Prophetic blood in his veins. He was just a man like any 
other, as the lbaqls explicitly say. 1- If it is true that some Kharijites accepted 
women as imams, that too was meant in a downgrading vein. The vision is 
anti-authoritarian. The imam IS slightly raised above the rest of the believers 
by his superior merit, but this is a difference of degree, not of kind, and he is 
easily reduced to an ordinary believer again. For it is the believers who elect 
him, and though they must obey hun as long as his superior merit holds, it is 
also they who sit in judgement of him and who depose him if they deem his 

merit to have failed. 
In practice, then, he can only rule by formulating the general consensus, 

much as tribal chiefs had done. The balance of power is in the community's 

14. Mubarrad, Kiimil, iii, 1151 f (cd. Wright, 6il6); li\H, il', w--tf. Compare the Na)diyya 

who, when Naida is losing control, affirm that they will only take commands from an Arab 
(BA. xi, l4)). The followers of the.fazlran Khariiitc~:Jlil) b. Mus<HTil), later classified as~ufrl, 
arc prescn~cd as still taking for gr<lntcd Inli')li th<lt c111didatcs would be Ar,lbs (Tab., ii, ')illi). 

I). Cf. Crone, 'The Kh:Jriiites and the Caliphal Title', S<;f. (corrcctmgC:ronc and Hinds, 

God:< Caliph, 12). 
11i For an !bad! account of the rules, sec Abii 'l-1\llu'thir in !<ashif, ii, 177f. 
r
7

: Abii '1-Mu.'thir in Kashif, 1, 157.9; Shablh b. 'A\iyya 111 Crone and Zimmermann, 

Epistle, 241i. 
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favour, and for this reason the Khariiites have been described as 'democratic' . 15 

The Iba(fls did not see it that way: the Imam represented God in their view, 
not the people, who merely had to obey. But since it was the people (in the form 
of the scholars) who decided whether he represented God or not, It was in 
practice through them rather than him that God displayed His will. 

The Kharijites, then, did not cope with the imam's fullness of power by 
denying that he had religious authority. He was still authonzed to settle ques
tions of law and doctrine. He did of course do so in collaboration with schol
ars, and there was no sharp distmction between them: this 1s why living 
without an imam was perfectly possible as long as there were scholars. But he 
was the most mentorious scholar, just as he was the most mentorious states
man, so his authority overrode that of everyone else (as long as h1s supenor 
merit held). There was no separation of powers. The Khariiites continued to 
see the imam as a multi-purpose leader presiding over a multi-purpose com
munity. They merely cut him down to size, religwus authority, political power 
and all. 

For all its novel rejection of ethnic, tribal, and to some extent even gender 
distinctions, it was a conservative vision. As the Kharijites saw it, they were 
simply systematizing the principles behind the early caliphate in Medina, and 
so in effect they were: their beliefs fused Islam and the political egalitarianism 
of the Arab tribesmen. But the problem was precisely that the Muslims had 
ceased to be a small commumty of free tribesmen and that one could not rule 
a complex society stretching from what IS now Pakistan to Portugal on the 
assumption that nothing had changed. Almost all Muslims of the Umayyad 
penod regretted the loss of the old ways, and almost all were lookmg for a 
solution to the problem of how tyranny could be avo1ded. The Khariiite solu
tion had considerable appeal in those days, even in high circles. 1'' But on the 
crucial questions It dodged the issue. How can one ensure that a man receives 
unqualified obedience as long as he is meritorious without thereby depnvmg 
the community of the power it needs in order to depose him when he errs? 
Conversely, if it IS up to the community to decide whether the imam is right or 
not, how can one ensure that It will obey his orders? Who, moreover, is to 
decide whether a ruler has erred or not, how is disagreement among the decision
makers to be resolved, and by what procedures is he to be removed? The 
Kharijites offered no answers to these questions. 

More precisely, only the sub-sect of North African lbadls known as the 
Nukkar had something approaching a formal answer to the~e questions. The 

I X. E.g. Goldziher, nn'olo,l!,y <I lid Law, I 72.; J\tLlcdonald, /)cuelo/!111!.'111' 2 '· 

Iy. cr. Mubarrad, /Gimil, iii, 'J..f<Jf. (W, 'iii If.). 
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Nukkiir split off from the main body of Ibii~lis in the 7llos over the election of 
the second Rustumid imam in Tiihert, whom they would only recognize with 
the proviso that he was not to impose any decisions on people without the con
sent of a body of notables (presumably scholars and/or tribal leaders). 211 In 
other words, the compromise between the imam's need for unqualified obedi
ence and the community's need for protection against tyrants lay in some kind 
of joint rule between the two. But the lbii~l!s at large reacted to this eminently 
constitutionalist idea with horror. As they saw it, the community controlled 
the election and deposition of the imam, but had no share in ongoing govern
ment in between, for no real government would be possible at all if this were 
the case. Their solution was rather to rely on the informal distribution of 
power. The first lbii~ll imam in Tiihert, the founder of the Rustumid dynasty, 
was an Immigrant of Iranian origin chosen on the grounds that people would 
find it easy to obey him as long as he adhered to the truth because he was an 
outsider, and also easy to depose h1111 if he should stray because he had no local 
tribe behind him. 21 Though the Nukkiir split off after his death, everyone else 
apparently found the arrangement satisfactory: the imamate was continued in 
his family. In Oman the Ibii~l!s eventually developed a division of power 
between tribes who supplied electors and others who supplied imams, which 
had the same effect of putting shackles on the imam's power without subject
ing him to formal constitutional restraints. (These tendencies in the direction 
of hereditary succession do not seem to have caused doctrinal problems.) As 
for who was to decide whether the imam had violated the law or not, the infor
mal answer was scholars, notables, pious men. But the very fact that the answer 
was informal meant that there were no institutional procedures for singling 
them out or making them agree; and without such procedures, of course, they 
disagreed as much as anyone else. 

The Khiirijites, then, preserved communal participation in decision
making at the cost of restoring the disorder by which it had traditionally been 
accompanied. When N:qda b. 'Amir, the founder of the Najdiyya, did vanous 
things of which his followers disapproved, his followers demanded that he 
repent, which he did. But then a group of them regretted having asked him to 
repent and told him, "We were wrong to ask you to repent, for you are an 
imam. We have repented of it, so now you should repent of your repentance, 
and demand that those who asked you to repent should repent (of having 
asked you). If you don't, we will separate from you." So he went out and 

20. Rebstock, l/;."id it ell im Ma{!,rib, 16 ;IT (a/Iii )'<~qtfi dii11a iam<ra ma'liima); d. below, 27H. 
21. Cf. Ibn Sagh~r. 'C:hroniquc', '! = (, 1f. Compare the argument of l)irar and IJaf~ 

(below, 66). 
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(announced to the people that he) repented of his repentance. His followers 
then began to quarrel among themsclvcsY No wonder that some suspected 
the Khiirijites of meaning 'no government' with their slogan 'no judgement 
except God's' (/iif?uhma i/Li/i'l/iih).2 1 

The more complex Muslim society became, the less attracted It was by 
Khiirijism, and by the early 'Abbiis1d period the sect was disappeanng from the 
urban centres. It continued to flourish in the tribal countryside of the .Jaz!ra, 
where it seems to have functiOned as an Ideology of social banditry down to 
the tenth century. 2

•
1 It also survived in vanous parts of Iran down to the Seljuq 

invasions, above all in S!stiin, where a famous Imam by the name I:Jamza (fl. c. 
lloo) established roving bands of Khiirijites who kept the tax collectors of the 
cAbbiisids out of the Slstiin! countryside for some fifty years. 2' Above all, it 
flourished among the settled tribesmen of the Arabian peninsula and North 
Africa, where the Imam's religious authority allowed for a measure of political 
organization over and above the tribes, as it had in Mul)ammad's days, and gen
erated a higher degree of literacy and learning than might otherwise have been 
expected. ~ufr! and Ibii~il Imamates were established and re-established from 
the 740s down to the tenth century in the case of North Afnca, while !basil ima
mates flourished on and off from the 7 40s down to the eleventh century in the 
1-:-Ia~iramawt, and down to the I<)SOS in highland Oman. In North Africa the 
imamate was hereditary 1n the Rustumid family (nll-909), hut in Oman it 
remained elective. In the period 794-ll93 the imams came from one set of 
tribes, with the electors drawn from another, but outright dynasticism docs not 
seem to have prevailed for any length of time in Oman 111 the period covered by 
this book. The imamate established by 1-:-lamza in S!stiin was also elective. 26 The 
rulers of Oman arc still Ibiisils today, but they rule as secular sultans of Oman 
and Ivlascat, not as imams, and they treat Iba~iism as cultural heritage rather 
than as live religion. 

Doctrinal modifications 

Though they mostly had no imamate, the Ibii~ils also expencnced the opposite 
problem of having two, one In North Africa (the Rustumids, 77ll-909) and 
another in Oman (non-dynastic, 794-ll9o). From time to time there was also an 

22. Ash'arl, 92. 
2i. Cf. above, nore 2. 

24- Robinson, Empire 1111d Elites, ch. ) . 
2_). Madelung, Religious hellds, qff.; Bosworth, Sistiill, 37ff., S7ff. 
26. E/', s.v. 'Rustamids'; Crone and Zimmermann, Efnstle, 271, note i 1, and appendix 

2; \X!ilkmson, lm<~nwtc 'limlittoll, <J, 2o;ff. 
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imamate in the Hadramawt of which little is known down to the eleventh cen
tury. Given that ~h~re was only one God, one community of believers and one 
imam, one would have expected the two (or even three) imams to denounce 
each other as infidels and imams of error, for they were well aware of each 
other's existence. But there was not in fact any rivalry between them. Initially, 
the imams in North Afnca and Oman both deferred to the Basran leadership 
under which they had emerged, thereafter the physical distance between them 
was too great for them for either to have ambitions that impinged on the other; 
but relations remained friendly even when Imamates in Oman and the 
Hadramawt coexisted. The Oman Is coped by formally acknowledging that sev
~rai imams could coexist, provided that their jurisdictions were separate and 
that they did not use the title amlr al-mu)minln, Commander of the Believers, 
which was reserved for men who governed all the users of the qibla (i.e. all 
Muslims, Kharijite or non-Khariiite) after the fashion of Abti Bakr and 'Umar. 
The response of the North Africans docs not currently appear to be known, 
but unlike the Omanis and possibly all eastern Ihil<;lTs, the North Africans 
certamly did not renounce the title amlr a!-mu)mmlnY 

The S!stilnl J-lamza ai-Khilriil (c. Soo) is said also to have permitted the 
coexistence of tv~o imams as long as disagreement prevailed and there were 
enemies to be fought. 2x We arc not told why, but we know that he too allowed 

himself to be addressed as amlr al-mu)minln.2
'
1 

The Najdiyya 

By far the most radical doctrinal modification was that introduced by the 
Najdiyya, who famously claimed that the law did not oblige the community to 
have an imam, only to live by the book of God.lll We arc not told when they 
adopted this doctrine, but there cannot be much doubt that they did so after 
the suppression of their revolt in n/69z.f., when they had the choice between 
ceasing to be Najdites and modifying their doctrine. Having previously denied 
that one could be a Muslim under 'infidel' rule, they now accepted it. If there 
was no obligation to have an imam, there was also none to rebel in order to set 
one up: one could be a Najdite without committing oneself to emigration and 
holy war; one could live under illegitimate kings without endangering one's 

chances of salvation. 

2 7. Crone, 'The Kharijites and the C1liphal Title', SM. Cf. also Wilkinson, llllall/alc 

"1/·adition, r6.>-9· 
28. Shahrastanl, lv1ilal, 96. 
29. Baghdadi, Farq, 77.-4, -2. 
30. What follows rs based on Crone, 'Statement by the Najdiyya Kharijitcs'. 

But there was, or came to be, more to the Najdiyya's doctrine of the ima
mate: they denied that it had ever existed. They took as their starting pomt the 
widely accepted view that an Imam was someone on whom everybody agreed, 
which they equated with unanimous choice by every single member of the 
community, and made the obvious reJoinder that no such agreement is possi
ble. Even Abu Bakr had encountered opposition, as everyone knew: his election 
had been a kind of coup. It followed that the Compamons had not actually 
elected an imam, but rather an ordinary leader (m)is). Certainly, he had been 
righteous, but it was wrong to claim (as did the Sunnis and many Mu'tazilites) 
that the Companions had established a legal duty to have an imam by their 
agreement (iinu1) to elect one, for no imam had 111 fact been elected; and given 
that unanimous agreement was Impossible, ijm/f could 111 any case never be a 
source of law. All believers were entitled to their own opimon on legal questiOn 
on the basis of ijtihild, independent reasoning: all were "like the teeth of a 
comb" or "like a hundred male camels without a single female nding camel 
among them". This explained why unanimous agreement was Impossible. It 
also showed that the Imamate in the proper sense of the word was impossible. 
How could people defer to the opinions of someone no different from 
themselves? 

By the time the Najdiyya were saying all this (probably the ninth century), 
their target was clearly religious authonty: they did not want ;ln Imam to lay 
down the law for them, nor did they want to be hound by communal agree
ment. Every Najditc was a mu;tahui entitled to his own opi111on. They were 
perfectly willing to accept the desirability of government (in a hypothetical 
polity established by themselves): the 1/llf/filhids were free to appoint a leader 
(ra1s, amlr) to maintain internal and external order, provided that they would 
depose him, and if necessary kill him, if he strayed from the law. Here, as in 
Khilrijite doctrine In general, the ruler is simply the community's agent. But he 
was 11ot empowered to dispense law and doctnne, nor was anyone else. Every
body was responsible for his own road to salvation. NaJditc Islam was a do-it
yourself religion. 

Of all the libertarian visions that of the Najditcs was the most extreme, 
and also the most retrogressive. The Nag.liyya did not In principle recognize 
non-Najdites as Muslims (cf. below, chapter z.r). T() the question how the Mus
lims might avoid tyranny now that they had ceased to be a small community 
of tribesmen they responded by rcstonng them to freedom as a small commu
nity of Najclites. They could tolerate a high degree of Intellectual freedom 
because their society was small, probably face-to-face and thus likely to have 
enjoyed a high degree of consensus; and they could countenance a high degree 
of political freedom because they did not in practice have any polity of their 
own. As a solution to the problem how all Mul)ammad's followers might be 
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kept together in religious and political terms without recourse to tyranny their 
vision had nothing to offer. They purchased their freedom by opting out of 
Muslim society at large and renouncing the reality of power. As we shall see, 
Imami ShT'ism carried the same costs, but whereas ShT'ism shorn of politics 
still offered a holy family for veneration and speculation, Kharijism without 
politics was an ideology without its heart: the regulation of power was what it 
was first and foremost about. It is possible that the Na diyya survived into the 
eleventh century, though we do not know where; but t is not surprising that 

they disappeared. 

C'Ht\I'TEI\ 

6 

THE MU"rAZILlTES 

Among the neighbours of the Kharijites in Basra were devotees of rationalizing 
theology (kaliim) known as Mu'tazilites. They are said to have appeared in 
720s, and at least one of their doctrines (regarding the status of the sinner) 
plainly has its roots in the Umayyad period. But they remain shadowy down to 
about 8oo, when they emerge as a loose association of diverse people and pnn
ciples in Basra and Baghdad. Their school was systematized from the late ninth 
century onwards and flourished, above all in Iran, down to the mid-eleventh 
century. It suffered ll1 the so-called 'Sunni revival' and disappeared altogether 
as a school in its own right after the Mongol invasion. 

Unlike the Kh:1rijites, the Mu'tazilites had neither a communal genealogy 
nor a law of their own, meaning that they did not form a complete saving vehi
cle. Some Mu'tazilites were 'Uthmanls, as one would expect of Basrans who 
were not Kharijites; but most of them were fond of 'All, and In Baghdad they 
were often Zaydls (ShT'ites of the type described below, ch. 9). 1 All eventually 
accepted either the four-caliphs thesis or ShT'ite affiliation, probably in the 
course of the ninth century. This finalized their status as a mere school of 
thought rather than a sect of their own. 

As Basrans by origin, if not always domicile, the early Mu'tazilites gener
ally shared the libertanan outlook of the Kharijites.2 All held the imamate to 

r. The Baj!.hdadi Mu'tazilitcs typically continued to deem 'All more mcrirorious than 
the first three caliphs even after they had joined the four-caliphs consensus (cf. E/', s.v. 
''Uthmiiniyya ·,sec. 3). 

2. For documentation of what follows, sec Crone, 'Statcmcnr by the Najdiyya 
Khiiriiites', 71. For the libertarian outlook, sec above, ch. 4, or the index/glossary. 
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be elective; most agreed that it must be awarded to the most meritorious can
didate (the Baghdadi Mu'tazilites would accept a less mentorious man);

1 
and 

many of them denied that merit had anything to do wtth ethnic or tribal mem
bership: Arabs and non-Arabs, whether Qurash!s or other, were equally eligt
ble:1 Two ninth-century Mu'tazilites (l_)iriir and l~laf~) famously added that a 
non-Arab imam would be positively preferable because he would not have any 
tribe to support him and might therefore be easier than an Arab to depose, 
much as the Ibiid!s of North Africa had opted for a foreign imam on the 
grounds that he v~ould be easier to depose. Like the Khiirijites, the Mu'tazilites 
had no doubt that deposed he must be if he strayed from the law: one had to 

rebel against him if one could. In general, one had to take action, with the 
sword if necessary, when one saw the law being transgressed.' They were also 
at one with the Kharijites in that they retained the imam tn hts old multi-pur
pose role, casting him as a teacher of the law no less than a political leader.~> 
But the most striking convergence between the two ts that some M u'tazilites, 
like the Najdiyya, held that the believers could manage without any tmam at 

all. 

The mwnwtc as an optwnal msttllltton 

A number of ninth-century Mu'tazilites, including al-A~amm (d. Rt6 or R17), 
ai-Na?-?·iim (d. between X35 and X45), Hishiim al-Fuwa~! (d. X4os?), hts pupil 
'Abbiid b. Sulaymiin (cl. X7os?), and the so-called Mu'tazilite ascetics (~tl{iyyat 
al-mtltazila), denied that the imamate was prescribed by the law. Unlike prayer 
or pilgrimage, it was simply a human convention that could be dropped if tts 
utility was lost. With the possible exception of al-Na?-~-iim, they all thought 
that its utility had in fact been lost, at least under prevailing conditions. 

It had lost its utility by turmng tnto tyranny. Kingship was forbidden in 
Islam, as the ascetics pointed out: other religious communities had kings who 
enslaved their subJects, but neither the Prophet nor the first caliphs had been 

3· Meaning that they would accept A hi! Bakr and 'Umar as legltllllate even though they 

held 'All to have been the best candidate at the time, 
+To the references given1n Crone, 'Statement hy the Natdiyya Khariiites', 71, note 5+ 

add Ash'arl, 46r; Jal}i·~ in Madclung, Qtls1111, 42. 
~·For the North African lbii<Jis, see a hove ch. 5, note 21, For the sword, see Ps.-Nashi', 

§ro8·· Ash'arl, 4~1; Cook, Comlllillldill,l!, Rr,I!,!JI, ch. 9· 
. ~- Ps.-Nashi-, §85; al-A~amm implies the same 111 § 103, cf. Crone, 'Ninth-Century 

Muslim Anarchists', 18, note~<). 
7· \XIhat follows is based ;Hl Crone, 'Ninth-Century Muslim Anarchists', to which the 

reader is referred for doctm1cntation. · 
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kings; and if an imam were to develop into a king by ceasing to govern in 
accordance with the law, the Muslims would be legally obliged to fight him 
and depose him. But, they added, civil war split the communtty and led to 
more violation of the law without guaranteeing a better outcome, and imams 
did have a tendency to turn tnto kings; therefore the best solution was not to 
have them. AI-A~amm and, in slightly different ways, Hish:1m al-Fuwat! and 
'Abbiid b. Sulaymiin, took as thetr premise the fact that an im;llll was a ,;erson 
on whom all members of the community agreed: without such consensus, he 
would not be an imam at all. This was also the view of the Na1diyya, but 
unlike the Na1diyya, these Mu'tazilites did not infer that imams stmply could 
not exist. \~hat they said was rather that whereas the first caliphs had ruled 
with the requisite consensus, the community was now roo large or too sinful 
for rhis to be possible. Like most Muslims, AI-A~amm seems to have accepted 
the 'Abbiisids as quasi-imams, a pale reflection of the real thing, whereas 
Hishiim, 'Abhiid and the ascetics held the Muslims to be living without an 
imam in actual fact; 'Abbiid, probably echoing Hisham, even declared that 
there never could be a genuine imam again. This was more than the others 
were willing to say, but whether a genuine imamate could extst again or not, it 
seemed impossible to have it now; hence it was better to do without central 
government altogether. 

All these Mu'tazilites, then, were anarchists, if only tn the simple sense of 
believers in the viability of a society from which the state had been removed. 
None of them condemned the state on principle. All held it to be a legitimate 
institution when tts leadership was right, and all would have preferred to retain 
it under a proper imam. It- was only kingship that they rejected on princtple. 
But the imamate no longer seemed to be distinguishable from k111gship. That 
was why it had lost its utility, or indeed turned postttvcly unlawful. 

Doing without the tmam 

All the Mu'tazilite anarchists put some thought into the question how one 
might manage without an imam, and above all who would apply the law and 
dispense the so-called ~mdiid, penalties of death, amputation or lashlllg which 
only a public authonty could inflict; their very existence suggested that an 
imam was prescribed by the law. Thetr response vaned. Hisham al-Fuwatl seems 
to have recommended str<ughtforward recourse to self-help: d1e l~elievers 
should take the law into their own hands when they could. Others thought that 
the leaders of households, districts, towns, and tribes might maintain the law 
and apply the ~mdiid. In other words, public power could be dissolved in favour 
of patriarchs and other local leaders (or what one might more tdiomatically 
call domestic tyrants and local thugs). Still others came up with solutions 
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which abandoned anarchism in favour of the state in a radically different form. 
Thus some (apparently the ascetics) proposed to retain a modicum of public 
power by electing temporary imams when legal disputes arose or crimes were 
committed, or when the enemy mvaclecl; the imam would lose his position as 
soon as he had fimshed the job, just as an imam in the sense of prayer leader 
loses his authority the moment the prayer comes to an end. What they wanted 
was government by elected officials. AI-A~amm said that if you assembled peo
ple in sufficient numbers to minimize the danger of bias and collusion, then 
they could replace the imam for purposes of maintaining the law and applying 
the ~mdzid. In other words, he wanted government by assembly. 

AI-A~amm had another idea, too: one could have several imams in differ
ent places at the same time. One tmam for the entire community had been fine 
in the days of the first caliphs, he said, but nowadays there could no longer be 
real unanimity on any one man, and no real collaboration between the imam 
and local elites. Hence it would be better to have several imams, and this was 
perfectly lawfuL not because the imamate was a human convention that one 
could do with what one liked (as one would have expected him to say), but 
rather because there was a good Prophetic precedent: the governors appointed 
by the Prophet in Arabia had in effect been independent imams; each one had 
collected taxes, maintained order, conducted defence and taught people the 
law. All had of course acknowledged the single imam above them, that is, the 
Prophet, but when the Prophet died, the inhabitants of each provincial centre 
had inherited the right to appoint their own governors. In short, each provmce 
was now entitled to elect its own semi-independent ruler. Differently put, AI
A~amm proposed to replace the unitary caliphate with a federation. 

None of these proposals is spelt out 111 any detail. We are not told how the 
relationship between the leaders of households, districts, towns, and tribes 
should be envisaged, who would elect the temporary imams, whether there 
should be a single executive committee in the enttre caliphate or on the con
trary one in each province; or what would hold the federation together now 
that the Prophet had died. Nor are we told how the proposals might be imple
mented. It is nonetheless a remarkably inventive set of ideas, especially in view 
of the fact that its authors were not thinking in terms of a return to some puta
tive original condition. Unlike Western anarchists, they had not been brought 
up on the idea that humans had originated without states, nor were they 
trained to see the many tribes around them as preserving a primitive condition 
of freedom. They had no assurance whatever from either real or imagined his
tory that law, order and morality could be upheld in a society without coercive 
government. They simply reasoned their way to the conviction that it could. 

For all that, their proposals were as backward-looking as those of the 
Najdiyya. Neither could accept that the Muslim polity had acquired dimensions 
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so vast that political and intellectual egalitarianism had ceased to be viable: the 
Najdiyya preferred to keep their intellectual autonomy at the cost of remain
ing a tiny minority; the Mu'tazilite anarchists wanted their political participa
tion back at the cost of sacrificing the Imamate. But though it was possible to 

opt out of the wider community (jamii'a), the jamii'a itself could not be cleared 
of the authoritarian structures it had accumulated. Al-A~amm was right that 
the 'Abbasid empire was ripe for fragmentation, but not that participatory pol
itics could be restored: the caliphate split up under military leaders who were 
simply miniature versions of the autocrats he wished to replace. Kingship had 
come to stay. 

Later Mu'tazilites 

According to the Imam! scholar ai-Mufid (d. 4I)II022), the Mu'tazilites were 
always reviling the Imamls for their belief 111 an absent imam, yet they them
selves would freely admit that they had been without an tmam stnce the time 
of 'Ali and that this was unlikely to change in the foreseeable future.x In line 
with this the Mu'tazilite judge of Rayy, 'Abel ai-Jabbar (d. 4l,II02')), mentions 
as a matter of course that there was no imam in hts own time. Quasi-caliphs 
did not count.'1 He did accept some imams after 'Ali, and he was not an anar
chist, for he held the imamate to be prescribed by the law: the 1111111/il was liv
ing without it because it was impossible to fulfil the obligatiOn, not because the 
obligation could be dented. 111 But it is clear that the Mu'tazilites, or some of 
them, were still disinclined to come to terms with kingship. 

ll. McDermott, al-lvlufld, r 2 '· 

').For quasi-caliphs, sec rhc index/glossary. 

to.lvluglml, xx/1, )Of.; xxh., 145, q')f. (where he acknowledges al-l:Jasan, al-l:lusayn, 
'Umar II, Yazld Ill, Zayd b. 'All, Mul}ammad ai-Nafs al-Zakiyya, and his hrorhcr Ibrahim); 
cf. IAH, ii, 309 where the Mu'razilires only accept 'Uthm:in, 'Umar II, and Yazld Ill of the 
llmayyads {later caliphs arc nor discussed); McDcrmott, al-!viu(ld, r 24; Madelung, Qiisim, 
41. 'Ahd ai-.Jahb:ir's two-volume treatment of the imamate awaits a monograph. 
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THE SHl'ITES OF THE UMAYYAD PERIOD 

Both the Kharijites and the Mu'tazilite anarchists restated the libertarian 
aspect of the tribal tradition in Islamic form. With the Shl'ites, by contrast, we 
encounter a thinking that can only be described as authoritarian. All Shl'ites 
held the imam to be something more than an ordinary human being and 
explained his special status in terms of his kinship with the Prophet. Yet 
Sh!'ism also began among the conquerors, as has often been stressed, and the 
authoritarian style of thinking may well have tribal roots as well. For if the 
tribesmen of Arabia resisted kings, they also deferred to sanctity, as they 
showed when they accepted Mul~ammad (and on many later occasions too). 
Early Sh!'ism boiled down to the claim that power should be handed to a man 
of sanctity, defined as somebody more closely related to the Prophet than the 
Qurashls originally seen as constituting his family. A kinsman of the Prophet 
was bound to be rightly guided: it ran in the blood. It is an odd idea to a mod
ern reader, but it made sense in medieval times, and not only to tribesmen. In 
a world in which social roles were overwhelmingly allocated on the basis of 
descent it seemed self-evident that humans were replicas of their forebears: 
children everywhere tended to step into their parents' positions. The Shl'ites 
thought that things had gone wrong because the Prophet's descendants had not 

been allowed to step into his. 
This does not of course explain why some tribesmen should have opted for 

leadership by a man endowed with hereditary sanctity while others rqected 
heredity altogether. The answer may be that Shl'ism has its roots in the tribal 
tradition of the southern Arabs rather than that of the northerners.' Shl'ism 

r. Cf. Djait, 'Lcs Yamanitcs ,\ Kufa', I6'iff. 
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developed in Kufa, where a substantial part of the population hailed from 
South Arabia, whereas Kharijism developed in Basra, where the tribes were of 
northern, eastern, and mostly nomadic ongin, and this is unlikely to be acci
dental. Precisely where its significance is to be sought is another question. 
One suggestion would be that South Arabians had a penchant for holy 
men. They certainly did in the nineteenth century, when descendants of the 
Prophet functioned as holy men who either mediated between the tribes (in 
Sunnl l-:fa~lramawt) or actually ruled them (in Zaydl Yemen). This pattern can 
be traced all the way back to the tenth century and it IS generally assumed to 
be an islamized version of a pre-Islamic system. By contrast, no reverence for 
holy men as mediators or rulers is attested for north Arabia In either pre
Islamic or Islamic times.2 That inherited patterns of authority played a role in 
the Yemeni espousal of the Prophet's family has been suggested before, in a dif
ferent form. 3 But mherited patterns apart, it is also clear that the sheer mar
ginality of the South Arabians in the new polity played a role in drawing them 
to 'All, a potent symbol of victimhood, and this may well have been the most 
important factor In the early days:1 As things stand, all explanations are in the 
nature of guesswork. 

Hiishimite Shl'ism 

The first Shl'ites, or 'Alawls, as they were more often called, were distin
guished by their acceptance of 'All rather than 'Uthman as caliph, no more and 
no less.' They had no special views on 'Ali's predecessors or on the succession 
after his death, nor were they set apart from the Muslims at large by other 
political convictions. But all this was to change In the Umayyad period. We 
may start with the succession. 

When 'All died In 661, his adherents chose his son ai-Hasan as his succes
sor, presumably because they had acquired a vested inter~st In the Hashimite 
clan rather than because they held right guidance to be concentrated in 
the Prophet's lineage. Most of them seem to have accepted Mu'awiya when 

2. Crone, 'Tribes Without Samts" (in preparation; meanwhile sec fvlcccc~ll "J/·t~dc ,md the 
Rise of Islam, dLp1. and 'Ser1eam and Meccan ·rrade', 22.1ff.). 

.1· Cf. \'\fatt in various publications, most recently his FormaliL•e l'cnod, .p. 
+In Fus(ii\, which was settled by southerners without gomg Shl'itc, it was the 

sourherncrs who dommated. 
'i. Cf. Nashwiin, I So. Nashwiin adds that Jiilw. defined an carlv Shi'ite as somebody 

who gave priority to 'All over 'Uthmiin; this is only true if he meant someone who 
rqected 'Uthmiin 1n favour of 'All, not someone who Sll.llply held 'llthmiin to have been less 
meritorious than 'All. 
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al-Hasan abdicated in the same year, disillusioned by ai-J:-Iasan's behaviour and 
pro.bably inferring from Mu'awiya 's ability to make himself obeyed that he was 
the rightful imam.r' But they had to think again when Mu'awiya designated 
Yaz!d as his successor and thereby made it clear that the office would be kept 
in the Umayyad family. 

Like other opponents of Mu'awiya 's move, the 'Aiawls could reject the 
monopolization outright, either to assert the rights of Quraysh at large (as did 
Ibn al-Zubayr), or to strike out heredity altogether (as did the Kharijites); alter
natively, they could accept the monopolization with reference to a different 
clan. Many, perhaps most, 'Aiawls opted for the first solution and thereby fell 
into the category of what this book calls 'soft Sh!'ites', that is to say people 
who accepted 'All rather than 'Uthman as caliph (or who at least held that 
'All should have been caliph before 'Uthman), but who contmued to regard all 
Qurash!s as eligible for the caliphate. It was the natural stance for 'Aiawls to 

adopt, given that they accepted the legitimacy of Abu Bakr and 'Umar: for if 
the caliphate had not been reserved for the Prophet's family in the beginning, 
there was no reason to assume that It was so now. Soft Shl'ites were promment 
in Kufa and elsewhere down to the ninth century, when they disappeared in the 
four-caliphs consensus. But it was the alternative solution that became charac
teristic of Shl'ism proper: the Umayyad reservation of the office for a single 
clan of Quraysh was accepted, but the clan was identified as Haslmnite rather 
than Umayyad. The Umayyads had no claim to the caliphate at aiL it was 
asserted, nor did any other Qurashls apart from the Hashimites. 

It should be noted that when early Sh!'ites declared themselves loyal to the 
Prophet's family, they normally had the entire Hashimite clan in mmd, not iust 
'All's family They probably did regard 'All's family as special, for he had after 
all been caliph, and of the three Hashimites who rebelled in the Umayyad 
period, ai-1:-Iusayn in 68o, Zayd b. 'All in 740, and 'Abdallah b. Mu'awiya in 
744-7, the first two were direct descendants of 'All while the third was a 
descendant of his brother Ja'far (cf. charts .> and 4).- But the Sh!'ite poet ai
Kumayt (d. 743) venerates all the Hashimites in his Hiishimiyylt;x and when 
non-Hashimites rebelled in the hope of enthroning a member of the Prophet's 
family, they would simply call for al-ricfclmin iii msiil allilhlbmzl Hclslnmlahl al
bayt, 'the generally accepted member of the Messenger's kin/the Hashimites/ 
the (holy) family', apparently meaning that a shfml of Hashimite candidates 

6. Nawbakhtl, 2.1 (who belittles their number); above, :qf. 
7· There was a similar sense among non-Shl'ites that descendants of Abii Bakr and 

'llmar ought to have pride of place in a shiirii for the ckction of the most meritorious 
Qurashl (cf. Crone, 'Shrlrii as an Elective Institution', 2.1). 

8. Madclung, 'Hashim! Shl'ism'. 
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should be convoked so that they could choose the most meritorious member 
from among themselves. Even 'Aiid rebels might call to al-mfii rather than 
themselves, as 'Abdallah b. Mu'awiya is said to have done." There was no sense 
that any one Hashimite lineage had a monopoly on the caliphate, let alone that 
there already was what one might call a counter-imam, or 1111am in exile. In 
short, by the later Umayyad period a real (as opposed to a soft) Shl'ite was 
somebody who held, not only that 'AI! rather than 'Uthman had been the legit
imate caliph, but also that the Hashimites rather than the Umayyads had a 
hereditary monopoly on the caliphate. 

It was in the name of Hashimite Sh!'ism that the Khurasan!s toppled the 
Umayyads. But by enthroning, one branch of the Hashimite house they willy
nilly excluded the other from power, thereby splitting the house Into two; so 
the very success of the revolution subverted the creed in the name of wluch 
it had been conducted. Hashimite Shi'ism died with the participants li1 the 
revolution. 10 

The afJfJcarance of rafsi 

Some Shl'ites took to claiming that the Prophet's kinsmen had always had a 
monopoly on the caliphate. The Prophet had designated 'All as his successor 
at Ghad!r Khumm, they said, with the words "whoever accepts me as master, 
'All is his master too" (man /.umtu mazul,/lm f(l_c All mmul/ihu). 'All was the 
Prophet's wa~l. legatee, and should have been accepted as caliph already when 
the Prophet died, not in 6<;6. There was no room for non-HashimJte caliphs at 
any time, past, present or future. 

This was a radical view because it meant that Abu Bakr and 'Umar had 
been usurpers on a par with the Umayyads, and moreover that the vast 
majority of Companions (all but six of them according, to the !maims) had 
fallen into error by following the usurpers: the Prophet's guidance had passed 
to the few who had remained faithful to 'AI!, and from there to the few who 
were faithful to his family now. Adherents of this position were known as 
Riifi~l!s, m(cf being rqection of the venerable shaykhs Abu Bakr and 'Umar as 
illeg;itunate rulers, not JUst of the controversial 'Uthman. 

Ra(cf seems to have emerged in the 68os, perhaps also in response to 
Mu'awiya's designation of Yaz!d. There is no sign of It In the (admittedly 
biased) accounts of 1-:Jujr b. 'Ad!, an 'Aiaw! agitator executed by Mu'awiya in 
67 If., or the revolt of ai-J-:-lusayn against Yazld I in 68o: both episodes involve 

<).Crone, 'ai-Riljii', <)S (Ibn Mu'awiya). 
ro. Sec further below, ch. 8. 
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old-style cAiawTs versus cuthmanTs. 11 But cAIT is identified as the Prophet's lega
tee (rva~l) in the sources on ai-Mukhtar, who rebelled in Kufa in 685-7; 12 and 
ai-Mukhtar's 'Saba'iyya' (a derogatory term for Shl'ites) were duly accused of 
dissociating from "our righteous forebears", that 1s, the first caliphs and 
other Companions. I.' That "many Saba'iyya" (but not all of them) slandered 
Abu Bakr and cumar is also mentioned by the Iba<;ll Salim b. Dhakwan, here 
reflecting a source composed about 720. 1•1 A poem by the Shlcite Kuthayyir 
'Azza (d. 723) repudiates Abu Bakr, cumar, and cuthman alike;'' the first attes
tation of the Prophet's designation of 'All at Ghadlr Khumm comes in the 
l-Ic1shinnyytll of ai-Kumayt (d. n6/74_:;), 11

' and the first appearance of the term 
IZilfi<;IT comes in the account of Zayd b. cA IT's revolt in 7 40, on which occasion 
it is supposed to have been coined.'~ The reliability of every one of these refer
ences can be queried, but taken together they hardly leave much doubt that 
Rafi<;lism had emerged by the later Umayyad period, and perhaps already 
by the middle. 1

H The Kufan traditionist Layth b. Abl Sulaym (d. 760 or later) 
may just be right when he claims that the Shlcites never thought of putting 
'All before Abu Bakr and cumar when he was young (by which he meant that 
they were wrong now to do so); 1

'! but he must in that case have been very old 
when he died. 

In the course of the Umayyad period, Shlcism thus came to exist in two dif
ferent forms, one expressing a greater degree of alienation than the other. 
According to the one, the community had remained rightly guided until the 
first civil war, when the cuthmanl majority went astray but many followed 
cAll. According to the other, practically the entire community had gone astray 

1 T. The accounts are biased in that they come overwhelminp;ly from A btl Mikhnaf, a 

soft Shl'ite who tendentiOusly claimed that Zayd's followers did not include any R~if\lls (cf. 
below, liS). 

12. E.p;. Tab., ii, 61 1.1, 6_>8.<;, cf. 7-+7-1_1 (here Ibn ai-I;Ianafiyya rather than his father); 

BA,v,2rS.1r. 

'3· Tab., ii, 651.2. 
r 4- Crone and Zimmermann, Eptstlc, 1 d-: (Siilim, III, 97), 299. 

15. Kuthayyir, Dltuiltt, i, 269; Tab., ii, 1699f., where Zayd rs presented as rcjectlnp; 

Riifi<;l ism. 
16. Kumayt, Hilsimijjiit, 6:8-9; d. Madelunp;, 'I-Eishnnl Shl'ism', 8. 

1 7· Tab., ii, 1699f., wlu:re Zayd is presented as rcjcctinp; Riifit,lism. 

rS. Sec further Nap;cl, Ra/Jtleiltlllg und I<ali(at, 167ff.; van Ess, TG. 1, wSfl 

19. VanEss, TG, i, 237. Cf. also Damlrl in Goldziher, 'IkJtriip;e', -+-+-tn., where an old
style Shl'ite (min al-slii'a al-ii/il) is Identified as a person who favoured the Prophet's family 

without dcnip;rating the Companions; and compare 'Ahd ai-Jabbiir's chronology of hereti

cal innovanons: Khiirijism appeared first, then inti>, then free will, then mfif ("li1thblt, i, 2-+). 
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the moment the Prophet died, only a tiny number of Companions remaining 
faithful to 'All until he finally became caliph. 

lvlessi ani sm 

The Umayyad period was also characterized by strong messianic expectations, 
both among Shlcites and jam/fl Muslims (i.e. all those who did not opt out of 
the community by reserving their allegiance for current or future imams of 
their own). Only the Kharijites remained immune to them. Hut it was among 
the Sh!cites that such expectations were to play the greatest role. 

The Muslim mess1ah is known as the mahdi, 'the rightly guided one'. The 
term may not have had any messiamc or apocalyptic meantng by origm. It ts 
said to mean no more than 'rightly guided' when it 1s applied to the Prophet, 
the caliphs in Medina, 'All, al-I~usayn, and the general run of Umayyad 
caliphs.211 It has however been suggested that Islam origmated as an apocalyp
tic movcment.-'- 1 If th1s is correct, the chances arc that all the many terms to do 
with right guidance had an apocalyptic and/or messianic meaning from the 
start. That would still leave the question how and why the term mahdi came 
to be singled out from the rest, but it would have the merit of explaining why 
descriptions of guidance by caliphs described as nwhdi should have such 
strong redemptive overtones in Umayyad court poetry:22 the llmayyads would 
be trying to assure their subjects that the politico-religious salvation pr01111sed 
by the first leaders of the movement had now been effected, even though the 
end of history was still to come. Like the cAbhasid and the Fa~imid caliphs, 
they would be institutionalized messiahs, bearers of routmized redemption. 

If so, it will have been by way of resurgence of apocalyptic expectations 
that two Umayyad caliphs are described as the Mahdi in the sense of a unique 
figure whose coming had been predicted, not just as an 1nstituuonalizcd saviour. 
Sulayman (71S-17) was the Mahdi "predicted by priests and rabbts" according 
to the poet ai-Farazdaq, who praised him for removing all gnevances and mak
ing the crooked straight;21 and cumar II (717-20) was the Mahdi and "the 
scarred one" who would fill the earth with justice and who had been predicted 

20. E/', s.v. 'al-mahdl', 

21. Donner, 'Sources of Islamic ConceptiOns of War', 4:;fl, D. Cook, 'Muslim 

Apocalyptic and Jihiid'; ArJomand, 'Islamic ApocalypticJsm" (the strongest case); cf. also his 
'Messranism, Millcnialism and Revolution', 

22. Cf. above, 4' f. This presupposes that the apocalyptlclsm was mcss1anic, which 

Donner denies ('La question du messianisme'). I hope to return to the question elsewhere. 

2_,. Dltuiill, _127f. 
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in the Book of Daniel according to a number of sourccs.2·1 It is generally agreed 
that this should be connected with the fact that the first Muslim century was 
about to come to an end. The Prophet is supposed to have predicted that 
"There won't be anyone left on the face of the earth after the year roo" or 
alternatively that "Every community has a term and the term for my commu
nity is wo years";25 either the whole world would be destroyed or the Muslim 
community would. This was so widespread a belief that even the Chinese got 
to hear about it: "As regards these Arabs, they arc only supposed to be in power 
for a total of 100 years," the king of Samarqand told the Chinese emperor 111 

719 in an attempt to persuade him to lend him troops against them.2(, Sulaymiin 
came to the throne in All 96. It was a reasonable expectation that he would still 
be alive in All 100, but he died in t\11 99, so that it was 'Umar II who ruled in the 
fateful year. This must be why both caliphs were expected to be the Mahdi. If 
the Muslim community was scheduled for destruction, the Mahdi's role may 
have been to defer the disaster ("God would not pumsh them while you were 
among them," as Q. 8:33 says to Mul~ammad). At the very least he would have 
been expected to mitigate its everlasting consequences by rcducmg the sinful
ness of the community. If people expected a disaster so total that not a single 
human being would be left on earth, the next event would presumably be the 
resurrection and the Day of Judgement, for mainstream Islam does not really 
have the notion of an intervening millennium on earth. In that case, too, the 
Mahdi's role would be to put things right in order to save the believers from 
everlasting torment. Sensibly, neither Sulaymiin nor 'Umar made public refer
ence to the anticipated disaster, but Sulaymiin stepped into the Mahdic role by 
making a grand attempt to conquer Constantinople, a task associated with the 
Mahdi inl;IaclithY Realizing that he would not make it to the year 100, he des
ignated 'Umar II as his successor, presumably because the latter was not JUSt an 
Umayyad but also a kinsman and namesake of 'Umar al-Fiirliq. "We were 
telling each other that this matter will not come to an end until a man from 
'Umar's descendants with a mark on his face has taken charge of this commu
nity and followed the conduct (sim) of 'Umar," a report from 'Umar's son 
'Abdallah has it. 2x "You resemble 'Umar al-Fiirliq in respect of his sira," the 

24- Notably Ibn Qutayba, lvla<iirij; 362; Ibn Sa'd, v, 2.43, 245 (B, )>Of., 333); cf. also El', 
s.v. 'al-Mahdl'. 

25. Nu'aym b.l~lammad, Fitmr, 418 (S, §§q48, q86); cf. Bashear, 'Muslim Apocalypse', 
90ff. 

26. Hoyland, Seeing Islam, 331n. 

27. "The hour will not come until the city of Qay~adHeraclius is conquered" (Nu'aym 
b.l;Iammad, Fitan, 321 (§r:p8, cf. 318f./§§q1sff.)). 

28. Ibn Sa'tl, v, 2.4 3 (B, 3.:11). 
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poet al-.Jarir told 'Umar 11,29 who stepped into the Mahdic role by doing his 
best to fill the earth with justice, above all by fiscal reforms. 

Of 'Umar II it was later said that he had been a mujaddid, a renewer pre
dicted for the beginning of every century,111 or that he had been nghtly guided 
(mahdiyyan) Without being the Mahdi.11 Either way, he was something less 
than the apocalyptic redeemer, and communitarian (jmncl'i) Muslims took to 
denying that there was any such thing as a Mahcli at all: more precisely, the 
only Mahcli was Jesus, who would appear at the end of times to kill 
Antichrist and confirm the truth of Islam; he would not come to rule the 
Muslim community in a millennium before the resurrection. :2 Down to the 
twelfth century practically all messianism after the later Umayyad period was 
Shi'itc.11 

The first Shi'itc to Invoke the Mahdi was active in Kufa before 'Umar II. 
His name was ai-Mukhtiir (d. 687), and his preaching 1s generally regarded as 
seminal without anyone knowing precisely how it IS to be interpreted. He IS 

sa1d to be the first to have used the word in a messianic sense (on the assump
tion that it was not born with that sense), and he identified himself as the 
Mahdi's vizier (zuazir al-mahdi ), presumably with reference to Q.29:2o, where 
Aaron appears as the vizier of Moses. He took the two names to stand for pro
totypes. Moses stood for Mul~ammad, and Mulpmmad's part he took to be 
enacted now by Mul~ammad b. ai-1-;Ianafiyya, a son of 'All's (hy a slavegirl) 
who lived in Medina and is said to have been wary of his claims. The sources 
do not have him claim that Ibn ai-Ijanafiyya actually was the Prophet, whether 
by return from the dead or reincarnation, but they make much of the fact 
that Ibn ai-I:bnafiyya bore the Prophet's name, Mul~ammad, and tecnonym, 
Abu '1-Qiisim. (Thanks to ai-Mukhtiir, this came to be a standard requirement 
for the Mahdi.) Presumably, then, he was a new Mul~ammad 111 the same loose 
way in which 'Umar II was a new 'Umar. 

Aaron, on the other hand, normally stood for 'Aii,H hut he clearly did not 
do so in ai-Mukhtiir's scheme of things. Aaron's part as vizier to Moses was 

2'). Cited in Crone and Hinds, God:, Caliph, 1 14-

30. Cf. Friedmann, Prophecy Continuous, 'JSff.; Landau-Tasseron, 'Cvclical Reform' 
(whose findings go well wnh Friedmann's, despite her arguments agamsr it). 

31. Thus T;'iwus in E/', s.v. 'al-Mahdl', col. 12.:pb. 

32. Cf. E/', s.vv. 'al-mahdl', col. 12_qa; ''Isa b. Maryam', col. 84b. 

33· The main exceptions are the: political redc:emers who appc:ared 111 Syria after the 
'Abbasid revolurion under the name of 'the Sufyanl' (Madclung, 'The Sufyani'; 'Abu '1-
'Amaypr'). 

>+A famous tradition has Mul}ammad tc:II 'All that the1r rclationslup was like that 
between Aaron and Moses (Momcn, Introduction, 1 3). 
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enacted by al-Mukhtar himself. What was the pair to accomplish? There are 
passages in which ai-Mukhtiir calls his Mahdi rmiim al-hudcl and "the best man 
on earth today", implying that he saw him as the imam who would mauguratc 
the Hashimite dynasty. 15 But such passages arc few and far between, and there 
is no mention of future rulers in his summons or oaths of allegiance, be it 
under the label of imam, al-mjcl, the Mahdi, or Ibn al-f:-Ianafiyya 'sown name. 
The task with which ai-Mukhtar repeatedly associated himself in l11s pro
grammatic statements was vengeance for the Prophet's family and protection 
of 'the weak', accomplished by ruthless purges and (if by 'the weak' he meant 
non-Arabs) by the enrolment of slaves and freedmen in the rebel army.1~, What 
was to happen thereafter is never stated. One passage has his followers call 
adherents of the Zubaynds to "allegiance to the commander ai-Mukhtar and 
to making this matter shr-:in/111 the Messenger's family". 37 If the future ruler 
remained to be chosen, they can hardly have seen Ibn ai-I-:Ianafiyya as their 
imam, unless they regarded the shrlnl as a mere formality to endorse his 
position. 

Having purged Kufa of al-I-:Iusayn's killers, al-Mukhtar ceremoniously 
paraded a new Ark of the Covenant (trlblit) around the town, in the form of an 
empty stool of <Ail's transported on a mule, and appointed South Arabian 
devotees of his to serve as its guardians. It was, he explained, the equivalent of 
the tclbrit of the Israelites which had contained the legacy of Moses' and 
Aaron's families. 1x He also made obscure prophecies 111 rhymed prose, denying 
that he was a /.:Jihin (soothsayer) and claiming rather to be the fiiri:iq, presum
ably the Aramaic redeemer in whose role <Umar had once been cast.1~ Accord
ing to later accounts, his followers credited him with revelations brought by 
Gabriel, or he claimed to be a prophet himself;·111 one passage has an adherent 
identify him as infallible (mac~rlm):11 Was trying to transfer the characteristics 
of the Mahcli to himself? In any case, his Mahdi seems to have been some ver
sion or other of the Prophet in an apocalyptic role, more precisely in that of 
apocalyptic avenger of his own family and other victims of the Umayyad 
regime, primarily the South Arabian tribesmen (many of them converts from 

35.Tab., ii, 6o8 (= BA, v, 2.2.2.), 6rr. The hercsiogmphcrs take it for granted that al-
Mukhtar saw Ibn ai-I)anafiyya as 'All's successor (e.g. Nawhakhtl, Fimq, 2.1). 

36. On all tlHS, sec E/-', s.v. 'ai-Mukhtilr'. 

37· Tab., ii, 72.2.. 
38. Ibid., ii, 70); cf. BA, V, 2.42.. 

39· BA, v, z.36.3. 
40. N<1Wbakhtl, Fimq, z.r; Ibnl:lazm, Fa~!, iv, r84; similarly the Syriac Chronicle ad 12.>4 

in Brock, 'North Mesopotamia in the Late Seventh Cent~lry', 6411. . 

4r. Tab., ii, 62.8 .. 1. 
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Judaism, all marginalized by their inclusion in a polity founded by northern 
Arabs) and the non-Arab captives of Kufa:12 Whether the world, or at least the 
world as we know it, was to end is never stated, but one certainly gets the 
impression that a new era was to start. Unfortunately, the sources arc such that 
nothing can be said for certain. 

Things become a good deal clearer thereafter. By the 74os the Shl'ites had 
two quite different conceptions of the Mahdi. The first was the Mahdi as a 
bearer of routinized redemption, much like the caliph in power. Unlike his 
Umayyad competitor, this Mahdi had to be a member of the Prophet's family 
who bore the name of Mul)ammad; and unlike him, he would have to conquer 
his throne. This made him more of a redemptive figure than <Abel ai-Malik 
or 1-Iisham, but not much more. For example, the 1-:lasanid Mul)ammad b. 
<Abdallah (al-Nafs ai-Zakiyya) is said to have been recognized as the Mahdi by 
leading members of the Hashimite clan at a meeting held at Abwa' near 
Medina shortly before the <Abbasid revolution:!\ Since one cannot elect a 
redeemer by committee, all they can have meant by this was that al-Nafs ai
Zakiyya was the member of the Prophet's family destined to initiate Hashimite 
rule and that they were prepared to pay allegiance to him on that basis. Hav
ing been deprived of the imamate by the <Abbasids, al-Nafs al-Zakiyya duly 
rebelled at Medina in 762., along with his brother Ibrahim in Basra, calling 
himself Commander of the Faithful.+' He bore the Prophet's exact name an~! 
studiously imitated the Prophet's behaviour, hut he did so as a scholar familiar 
with the Prophet's sumw, not as Mul)ammad rediurvus, and apart from the 
fact that he was expected to initiate a new and better dynasty there was 
nothing messianic about his revolt. 

The second Mahdi was of an altogether more dramatic type. He too was a 
member of the Prophet's family, but he was dead or (h1s death having been 
denied) in hiding. He would come back from the dead, or out of hiding, to 
wreak terrible vengeance on the enemies of the Prophet's family, possess the 
earth and fill it with JUstice, usually as part of the grand eschatological drama 
at the end of times. Sometimes he would revive the dead as well, or some of 
them. He was not usually expected to found a caliphal dynasty, as opposed to 
putting an end to the world altogether, or at least the world as we know it, but 
there were many variations on the theme. Unlike mainstream Muslims, the 
Shl'ites clearly had a notion of a millennium on earth before the Day of Judge
ment. They expected a change of fortune (dawla) and a resurrection of 
some of the dead (m;'a), presumably meaning their saints, before the general 

42.. C:f. Dian, 'Les Yamanites ,\ Kufa', r(}<;, r68H. 

4.>· Nagel, 'Ein friilwr Bcncht', 2.5Sf. 

4+ He is thus addressed, e.g., in Tab., iii, z.or, 2.1 <;, 2.1 S. 
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resurrection, as polemics of the late Umayyad or the early 'Abbasid period 
inform us:15 

It was a characteristic of the second type of Mahdi that one could not have 
an imam while one awaited h1111. He was deemed to have taken the imamate 
with him when he died or went into hiding (though he could have deputies). 
Sh!'ites often called him al-qifim, the standing one, a term also used in sectar
ian circles of the pre-Islamic Near East of saviour figures who would not 'taste 
death':16 He barely figures outside Shl'ism. It was probably by way of polemics 
against this figure that non-Sh!'ites identified the Mahcli scheduled to appear 
at the end of times as .Jesus, denying that there could be others. 

However Ibn al-I~anafiyya may have been envisaged when he was alive, he 
became a Mahdi of this second type to some Sh!'ites when he died. He had 
gone into hiding in a cave on Mount Ra<:Jwa near Medina, they said, and he 
would not die, but would come forth one day to fill the earth with justice:'~ 
There were also Sh!'ites who cast al-Nafs al-Zakiyya as the Mahdi in this 
sense, apparently even while he was still alive. They predicted that he would 
possess the earth and engage in feats such as reviving seventeen men with the 
great name of God; when he was killed, they angrily declared that he had not 
actually been al-Nafs al-Zakiyya but rather a demon impersonating him. 
Other Kufans denied that he had died, claiming that he was hiding in a cave 
from which he would come forth as the qt'fim, Mahdi, and im~11n.·IX One could 
be the Mahdi in different senses to different people, indeed one could be the 
Mahdi to some and something else to others: for while some Shl'ites clanned 
that Ibn al-Hanafiyya had gone into hiding, taking the imamate with hun, oth
ers claimed that he had died, bequeathing the imamate to his son Abu H1shim, 
who had passed it to a brother of his, or to another 'Alid, or to an 'Abbasid:1'

1 

This last claim is said to have been the ticket with which the 'Ahbasids rose to 

power. 

Ghnluww ('Extrenzrsm') 

Al-Mukhrar's revolt is the first occasion on which we see non-Arab converts 
play a major role in a Sh!'ite movement; there were to be many thereafter. Since 
non-Arab Muslims were in general beginning to outnumber their Arab coun
terparts, this is not surprising, bur their contribution to the development of 

45· VanEss (eel.), Kit:ib al-ir,~,f, §7; the passage is translated in Cook, Dogma, rr. 
46. Crone and Cook, Hagarism, r6), note 49· 
47· Cf. El', s.v. 'Mul)ammad b. al-l:lanafiyya'. 
48. Ash'arl, Sf.; Nawbakhrl, Fimq, q-s. 
49· Nawbakhtl, Firm], 27ff. 
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ShT'ism has attracted particular attention, partly because they rapidly seem to 
have developed a particular affinity for ShT'ism (cf. below, R4f.), and partly 
because many of them were carriers of highly distinctive ideas which gave 
them great visibility to contemporaries and modern scholars alike. The ideas 
in question were Gnostic. 

Gnosticism is the name for a set of beliefs attested in the Near East from 
the first century AD onwards, and soon elsewhere as well. The beliefs rarely 
added up to a complete religion, hut were rather in the nature of a code which 
could be spelt out in any religious language, or a virus which could attack 
any established religion and subvert it to its own ends. Whne the code origi
nated is a moot point, but the primary language In which it appeared was 
J udeo-Ch nstian. 

Whatever the language used, the code was spelt out in an innumerable vari
ety of ways, reflecting small circles of sectarians devoid of overall leadership. 
The message was that the world was bad, that God (or the highest God) had 
nothing to do with its creation, that humans did not belong In It, and that they 
had to extricate themselves from it in order to get home. This was usuallv 
expressed in a cosmological myth depicting the creation of the world as th~ 
outcome of a cosmic error whereby divine light had been progressively encased 
in matter; human beings were sparks of the divine trapped in such matter, from 
which they must seek to escape to return to their divme ongins, typically by a 
life of abstention leading to reincarnation in successively higher forms (the 
idea of bodily resurrection was disgustmg). Most Gnostics operated with 
saviour figures, often cast as incarnations of the divine and/or prophets 
descending to awaken humans from their deep slumber by telling them where 
they came from and how they should return. One was saved hy such knowledge 
(Greek gnosis), or by following the bearer of knowledge, not hy the law, which 
they usually dismissed as mere shackles chaining humans to the corporeal 
world. Gnosticism was nothing if not a religion of alienation, and in line with 
this its adherents were much given to flouting established values, partly by rit
ual violation of the law (for which its adherents became so notorious that one 
never knows how much truth there is to the reports) and partly hy transvalua
tion of the key figures of the religion within which they were ;lctwe: the serpent 
was sacred, Judas was a hero, and so forth. 

In Egypt (where a large Gnostic library, collected by Christians, was found 
at Nag Hammadi in 1<J4.)), as also in Syrta, the Christian church enJoyed the 
backing of the state; accordingly, Gnosticism had been largely suppressed there 
by the time of the Arab conquests. But it was still rampant in Iraq (where the 
Mandaeans are among its modern survivors) and in Iran. Here it flourished In 
a bewildering variety of forms, shading off into Jewish and Christian esoteri
Cism of other kinds at one end of the spectrum and, at the other, blending with 
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originally pagan types of religiosity with which it shared the assumption that 
human beings could be incarnations or manifestations of the divine. It did not 
take long for Muslims to pick up the Gnostic virus. Almost invariably, it man
ifested itself within Riifi~ll Shl'ism, a religion of alienation focused on a holy 
family easily cast by Gnostics as bearers of saving knowledge, spurned by the 
masses who were too deeply sunk in Ignorance to recognize the truth. In its 
mixed. semi-pagan form, Gnosticism profoundly influenced what eventually 
became lmami Shl'ism. As the genuine article, it was a key ingredient in the 
grand religious synthesis known as Ismail ism; and it also generated a profusion 
of small sects notorious for their belief in things such as the incarnation of 
God in human beings (/;u/i:i/), continuous prophethood, the transmigration of 
souls (tamlsukh), denial of the resurrection, antmomianism, and transvalua
tion (such as that Abu Bakr and 'Umar were demons in rebellion against God, 
or that Gabriel was to be cursed for misdelivering the Qur'an to Mul;ammad 
rather than 'All). m Some sects of this type still survive today (for example the 
'Alm,vls of Syria). All sectarians of a Gnostic character. whether genuine or 
shading into something else, were dismissed by their many opponents msidc 
and outside Shl'ism as ghu!dt, or extremists." 

Gnosticism may conceivably have been a factor in the emergence of 
mf4 itself. but there are no unambiguous signs of it in al-Mukhtar's revolt. It 
is however unmistakable in the teaching reported, with whatever degrees of 
reliability, for Bayan and al-Mugh!ra (both executed by Khalid al-Qasri, i.e. in 
the nos), 'Abdallah h. Mu'awiya (d. 747), and Abu '1-Khanab (executed after 
the 'Abbasid revolution). By the mnth century its int1uencc was pervasive, 
especially in Iraq and Iran. 

Imamate tuitlmut caliphate 

It seems to have been the Riifi~lls in general and the Ghulat in particular who 
began to apply the title of imam to men who had never been, or even tncd to 

become, caliphs. Thus a poem by Kuthayyir 'Azza (d. 723), an extremist who 
is said to have believed in the transmigration of souls,52 has it that there were 

so. E.g. IT, s.vv. 'ghulilt', 'Ghurabiyya·, 'l)ullil', 'Man~liriyva', 'Mughlriyya', 
'Khanabiyya ', 'Tanasukh'. 

51. For a study of the term, see ai-Qat,IJ, 'Development of the Term Glmliit', The term 
glmluww (extremism) could be used whenever people were felt to go too far, just as taq{ir 
(falling short) could be used for the opposite, whatever the belief rnvolved; cf. Modarn:ssi, 
Crisis, 35f.; Daou, 'Conception', q; and the Khariiite examples 111 Crone and Zimmermann, 
Epistle. w r. 

52. Aghii11l, ix, 4; he also believed in m/a. 
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four imams of Quraysh, 'All and his three sons, meaning al-J~lasan, al-1:-Iusayn, 
and Mul)ammad b. al-1:-Ianafiyya. All four had indeed been associated With 
politics, but to a diminishmg degree: whereas 'All had been caliph till he died, 
al-l:bsan had soon abdicated in favour of an Umayyad, while al-Jjusayn had 
only rebelled and Mul;ammad b. al-I~lanafiyya had merely been named in 
somebody else's revolt. Yet Kuthayyir casts all four as the legitimate leaders of 
the community. As he sees it, the imam is defined by l11s personal quality (above 
all his descent), not by his political powcr.'3 

Other Ghulat of the Umayyad period applied the title of imam to 
Hashimitcs who had even less to do with politics than Kuthayyir's four. Thus 
various extremists arc said to have applied it to Mul;ammad al-Baqir (d. 715 or 
earlier) and his son.Ja'far al-?adiq, two 'Alid scholars devoid of political ambi
tion who lived Ill Medina. Unlike Kuthayyir, however, these cxrrcmists clearly 
did not sec their imam as a caliph Ill exile. Nor can they h~1vc seen him as a 
source of law, since they were as contemptuous of the law as rhcy were of pol
itics. In facr, they do not seem to have deferred to their alleged imam at all. 
What they meant was that Mul;ammad al-Baqir and/or Ja'far al-?acliq were 
bearers of saving knowledge which the many sunk Ill Ignorance wrongly 
assumed to be legal instruction, but which would liberate the few who recog
nized it so that they would be able to do what they liked sin would no longer 
touch them. To know the imam as he really was one had to accept the claims 
of some self-appointed missionary, typically a local man of humble origm such 
as Bayan. said to have been a dealer in straw. The latter preached the good news 
about Mul;ammad al-Baqir to the Kufans and thereby formed a sectanan 
circle of his own. 

lmilm was only one out of many terms with which scctanans would pick 
out their object of veneration. Mahdi, prophet, incarnation of God, carrier of 
God's spirit, vessel of divine light, all these and many other terms were also 
used, apparently in an indiscnminatc fashion. According to a poem by a 
Zayd! active in Iraq in the 740s-6os, some Rilfi~l!s said that .Ja'far al-?adiq was 
imam (or god) and others said he was a prophet, 1

'1 but Abi"i '1-Khanab' follow
ers said that Ja'far al-?adiq and his prccedessors were imams and prophets, 
messengers, and gods, casting Abu '1-Khanab as a prophet, too." 'Abdallah b. 
Mu'awiya's followers said that he was the imam, a prophet, God (mb/J), divine 
light, or a carrier of God's spirit.'<• The followers of Bayan al-Nahdl said that 

n. E.g. Baghdadi, J.irrq, 2~L 
q. Ibn (~urayha, '[(r'rl'llmul~htalil a/-(;adith, 7of; Baghdadi, l'arq, ::4o (i/tlh for imi/111), 

cf. van Ess, TG, i, 2'i2L for discusston and further references. 
'i'i. Ash'arl, 10f. 
,'i<l.lbid., 6; Nawhakhtl, hmq, 29. 
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Abu Hashim was the imam, qifim, and Mahdi who would come back and/or 
that he was a prophet, and that Bayan was the imam and/or prophet after his 
cleath;57 and so on. What mattered was that the Imam, messiah, or divine 
incarnation was a conduit of supernatural knowledge that poured into the 
local missionary, or whose position the local missionary could be seen as tak
ing over; either way, he served to authorize the local missionary to act as leader 
of a new cult. The local leader, too, would be known as imam, messiah, 
prophet or God, in much the same haphazard way. 

In other words, the Ghulat hijacked the term imam to apply it, alongside 
many other appellations, to their Gnostic saviour or other divine leader of the 
quasi-pagan type. They thus familiarized the Muslims with the concept of the 
imam as a spiritual guide who was fundamentally apolitical. 

Non-Arabs and Umayyad Shlcism'~ 

It is often suggested in the older literature that there was a special affinity 
between non-Arabs and Sh!cism 111 Umayyad times. The reasons given are not 
always good, and the idea has long been out of favour, but the observation 
seems to be correct. 

From the conquests onwards, converts of highly diverse origin had been 
brought together in a single polity, never having formed one before and having 
little in common apart from their belief in God and Mul)ammad. They needed 
some way to translate this belief into legitimation of their newfound political 
unity. Since they shared their belief in God with most inhabitants of the 
Middle East, they usually looked for this legitimation in the Prophet: the 
Prophet had been and gone, but a caliph from his kinsfolk, whether identified 
as Quraysh or just the I-lashimites, continued to rule them in his place, seeing 
to the preservation of his message and the execution of his law. The immense 
importance ascribed to succession within the Prophet's descent group by 
Shicites and non-Sh!cites alike did not just reflect belief in the hereditary nature 
of merit and other human characteristics, strong though that was, but also the 
fact that this group provided a much-needed language in which the political 
unity of utterly diverse groups in utterly different places could be articulated. 

The Umayyads were Qurash!s and thus kinsfolk of the Prophet in the 
wider sense. But they had come to power at a time when the polity consisted 
almost entirely of Arabs fresh from the peninsula and when God rather than 
the Prophet was seen as the source of the caliph's position. That God should 

57· Nawbakhtl, Firaq, 30; Ash'arl, sf. 
58. This section draws on and quores from Crone, '\Xfoodcn \'\!capons'; 'Shiirii as an 

Elective Institution', sec. vi; 'Mawii/1 and the Prophet's Family', 
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have chosen the Arabs for His mission was an excellent answer to the question 
why Arabs should form a smgle polity: this was indeed why the Arabs had 
come together in the first place. But it did nothing for the rapidly growing 
number of non-Arab Muslims, to whom it assigned the position of mere 
clients of the master race. 

On top of that there was massive prejudice against non-Arab Muslims. All 
coloma! rulers tend to despise the natives they have overrun, and most non
Arab l\1uslims owed their membership of the Muslim community to capture 
and enslavement. In practice too, then, they were clients of the master race. 
They were classified as nullutlfl, clients (of their manummers and/or the per
sons 'at whose hands' they had converted), and horror stones of their ill treat
ment in the Umayyad penod abound. The sins of the Arabs were laid at the door 
of the caliphs, whose Arab orientation was perceived as related to their ill
treatment of the Prophet's family: the latter were assumed to be the true uphold
ers of the universalist message of Islam; nuuutlfl and Hasl111nites were joint 
victims of narrow tribalism. Vengeance for al-Ijusayn meam vengeance for the 
non-Arabs of Kufa already 111 ai-Mukhtar's revolt,"J and a Riifi<;ll account of 
Umayyad policy dating from shortly after the cAbbiisid revolution endorses this 
view. Included in the book of Sulaym h. Qays, it presents cumar and Muciiwiya 
as so prejudiced against nuuuilfl that they would have preferred to kill them en 
masse, on the grounds that they were natural allies of the Prophet's family. 
Mt{awiya is made to declare that if it had not been for Ahti Baler and cumar, 
"we and this entire nation would have been maruclll of the Hiishnnites", and he 
111Structs his governor of Iraq to apply all the humiliating rules that cumar had 
supposedly devised regarding marnage, inhentance, stipends, appOintments, 
blood-money, and so forth to keep the mawclll in their place; hut the reader 
knows it to have been in vain, for cAl! had predicted that non-Arabs would 
come with black banners from Khurasan to kill the Umayyads under every 
star.611 

It was not just nzauhlfl who found the Umayyads constricting. Muslim soci
ety was fast outstnppmg the colonial organization they had devised in the 
aftermath of the conquest and which they could only tinker With thereafter if 
they were not to alienate the people on whom their power rested. The 
Umayyacl realm was a loose federation of semi-autonomous provinces mcreas
mgly dominated by Syrian soldiers of tribal ongin who struck most other 
Muslims as insufferable. It had no capital to symbolize Islamic unity, no centre 
that could be envisaged as the wellspring of Muslim power, no magnet draw
ing people together from all over the Muslim world, and no pan-Islamic 

59· Crone, 'Wooden Weapons', 176. 
6o. Sulaym, Kitiib, 739ff.; rr. Crone, 'Mall'ii/1 and the Prophet's Family', 
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aristocracy: all it had was provincial maf?,nates, local notables, tribal chiefs, 
sectarian leaders, scholars of greater or lesser renown, and Syrian soldiers 
everywhere. The more diverse the caliphate became in ethnic and cultural 
terms, the more people hankered for a focus, to find it in the Prophet; and the 
more important the Prophet became, the more the Umayyads looked like 

survivors from the Jahillyya. 

CHAPTER 

8 

The Umayyads fell in 750 to rebel troops from eastern Iran, more precisely 
Khurasan. The troops had been recruited by Iraqi dissidents who named them
selves and their Khurasani followers Hiishimiyya, adherents of Hashim's 
descendants, and who called for allegiance to the riqt1 of the Prophet's family. 
The sources claim that the term al-riqii was a mere cover for an 'Abbasid, but 
it seems more likely that it stood for a Hashimite to be elected by s/Ji:ml. (For 
the Hashimite clan, the reader may consult chart _); for its 'Abbas1d branch, 
chart 5 .) The main candidate of the J-lcls/Jimiyya seems ro have been the 
'Abbasid known as Ibrahim al-mulm, whose election they may indeed have 
regarded as a foregone conclusion: to that extent, the sources may be right 
when they claim that al-riqil was a mere cover name. Ibrahim died in the jail 
of the last Umayyad caliph, and attempts to get a shtirii of Hashimites together 
after the conquest of Iraq came to nothing when the 'Aiids refused to partici
pate.1 It was Impatient generals who elected Abl"1 ']-'Abbas (7~0-4), the first 
'Abbasid caliph. The revolution had raised strong messianic expectations of 
the apocalyptic type in Khurasan. Like ai-Mukhtar, the Hashimiyya saw the 
Mahdi as an avenger, and they too associated him with a vizier who organized 
the movement on his behalf. 2 The first caliph, Abu '1-'Ahbas, duly styled 
himself al-mahdi to indicate that the world had now been filled with justice. 
His regnal name ai-Saffal~ was apparently also messianic, and his successors 

1. Crone, 'ai-R!t.Ja'; d. Ibn Shahrashlih, Mmriiqib, iv, 2.49f., for categoncal lmaml state
mems that Abu Salama (or Ahii Muslim) offered the caliphate to Ja'hr ai-Sadiq and orher 

'A lids. 

2.. I.e. Ahli SaL1ma, wa;:Jr illlvlu(ill111111ild, who led the movemem from I<ufa. 
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certainly assumed messianic names (a!-Man~lir, ai-Mahdl, ai-Hadl, al-Rashld) to 

ram home the message that a blessed era (dmula nwbclraka) of exceptionally 
righteous imams had now begun.; 

The blessed era was focused on Iraq, henceforth the centre of the caliphate. 
Here the second 'Abbasid caliph, ai-Man~Lir (754-7.)), built Baghdad; it served 
as the headquarters of the Khuriisiinl troops and the Iraqi bureaucrats on 
whom 'Abbasid power rested, and rapidly developed into a cultural capital 
attracting talent from all over the Muslim world. There had been nothmg like 
it in Umayyad Syria. For all that, the 'Abbasids found it difficult to maintain 
control of their possessions. They were not able even to attempt to recover 
Spain, which seceded under an Umayyad prince in 7~6; by 8oo they had given 
up trying to rule North Africa directly; and in 81 1 a dynastic dispute between 
two sons of Harlin ai-Rashld (786-809) resulted in yet another civil war, which 
in the end cost them their direct control of Khuriisiin. The victorious son was 
al-Ma>mun (813-33), who was governor of Khuriisiin when the civil war broke 
out and who initially tried to rule the entire empire from there, spurmng the 
capital of his predecessors and completing his break with the past, in 816, by 
designating an 'Aiid as h1s successor. But Egypt, Syna and Iraq sank into chaos, 
the Baghdadis elected a counter-caliph, so either al-Ma>mun had to renounce 
the rest of the 'Abbasid empire or else he had to return to Baghdad. He chose 
to return, abandoning his plans for an 'Alid successor and eventually also his 
control of Khuriisiin, which soon after his return to Iraq acquired autonomy 
under a hereditary dynasty closely allied with the caliphal house. Back in Iraq, 
al-lvla>mun set about repairing the foundations of his authority, and in the last 
year of his reign he set up a famous, but ultimately unsuccessful, inquisition 
intended to bring the religious scholars under his control (cf. below, ch. u). 
His successor, ai-Mu'ta~im (833-42) tried to repair the foundations of his 
power in a very different way, by building up a retinue of freed slaves, mostly 
of Turkish origin, with wh1ch he hoped to make himself independent of other 
wJCiders of power, whether military (such as the commanders of the Khurasiinl 
troops brought to Iraq by ai-Ma>mun) or civilian (such as the scholars). But ai
Mu<ta~im's second successor, al-Mutawakkil (846-61), was assassmated by the 
Turkish slave soldiers, and thereafter they took over. This marked the effective 
end of the 'AbbiisJLi empire, though the 'Abbas1d caliphs stayed on, sometimes 
recovering limited power of one kind or another, down to 12:;8. 

3· Crone, Slaucs, (;); Dlirl, 'al-Fikra al-m;1hdiyya', 12.4; Lewis, 'Regnal Titles'. 
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Legitimacy 

One of the major difficulties the <Abbasids had to confront was that their very 
nse to power had undermined the ideology by means of which they had risen. 
The revolution had b~en conducted in the name of Hashimitc Shl'ism. In prin
Ciple, It had thus vmchcated the rights of the entire Hashimitc clan, and the rev
olutionaries may have had visions of caliphs drawn from whatever branch of 
the clan produced the best candidate at any given time. But it goes without 
say.ll1g that the first caliph, whoever he was going to be, would try to keep the 
caliphate 111 h1s own family, so that loyalty to him would rule out allegiance to 
the rest of tl.1e Hashimite clan. As it happened, the first caliph was an 'Abbasid. 
All lovers of the Prophet's family now had to decide whether to side with him 
or with the other Hashimites, known as the T;1libids after <AJI's father. (Sec 
ch~rts 3 and 6.) Faced with this choice, a fair number of Khurasiinl generals 
dnftedto the 'Aiid side, and in 762 the 'Alid Mul)ammad b. 'Abdallah (al-Nafs 
al-Zak1yya) dealt a mortal blow to Hashimite Shl'ism by rebelling along with 
h1s brother agamst the caliph al-Man~Lir, claiming the throne as the Mahdi.·' 
Henceforth one belonged to either 'All's party (shT'at 'Ali) or that of the 
<Abbasids (shT'at bani '1-'Abbtls). 

It IS this split which accounts for the common modern idea that the 
<Abbasids had cheated 111 the revolution: they were not Shl<itcs at all, it is said; 
they merely duped the adherents of 'All into supporting their cause. But this 
rests on the assumption that already before the revolution a Shi'itc was a sup
porter of the 'Aiids to the exclusion of other members of the Prophet's house, 
so that the slogan 'al-ricfii from the Prophet's family' would normally be taken 
to refer to an 'Alid: in other words, the leaders of the revolution actuallv had 
an 'Abbasid in mind, but they attracted followers of the 'AI ids by kccpmg ~ilent 
about this fact. Most IsLumcists probably sec it this way. Up to the 'Abbasid 
revolution, however, there is no reason to think that the Prophet's family meant 
anything other than the entire Haslmnite clan, after which the movement 1n 
Khurasiin was named. As the Mu'tazilite 'Abd al-.Jabbar (d. 102.<;) explains, 'At 
that t1111e the Hashimitcs were united, without disagreement or splits. The 
desccnd~nt~ of al-'Abbas, 'Ali, and 'Aqll and .Ja'far [<Ail's brothers/, and all the 
other Hash11111tes, were 1n agreement. They only came to disagree when sover
etgnty_ and kingshtp passed to the 'Abbasids, in the days of Abu Ja'far ai
Man~ur, ~hen well-known events took place between him and his Hasanid 
kmsmen.'' . 

4· cr. above, 79· 

5· 'Abd al-Jabbiir, "fi1thhlt, i, 17. 



Once the l-tishimite clan had split, however, there is no doubt that the rev
olution made 'Aiid Shl"ism a greater problem to the central government than it 
had been under the Umayyads, for by vindicating the rights of the ahl a!-!Jayt 
the Abbasids had inadvertently put wind in the sails of the 'Aiids: revolts on 
behalf of the 'A lids increased, and there was much more official persecution of 
the 'Aiids, too. The demise of Hashimite Shl'ism left the 'Abbasids in an ideo
logically weak position vis-~\-v1s the 'AI ids (or for that matter all Tali bids, but 
the 'Aiids overshadowed the rest): why was it descendants of ai-'Abbas rather 
than 'All who ruled? The new caliphs urgently needed to explain how they 
came to have a better right to the throne than their 'A lid cousins. 

This was more easily said than done, for 'All was a magnetic figure whom 
the Hashimiyya regarded as the only legitimate caliph to have ruled before the 
revolution. When a kinsman of the first 'Abbasid caliph made the inaugural 
speech on the latter's behalf in Kufa 111 7~0, he told the Kufans that "there has 
not been any caliph/imam among you since the Prophet died, apart from 'All 
b. Abl Talib and this Commander of the Faithful who is behind me/the one 
standin~ among you (i.e. Abu 'l-'Abbas)".6 In line with this, the caliph al
Mahdl (77')-8)) is credited with citing to a Khariiite the Prophet's statement 
that "who;ver.accepts me as master, 'All is his master too";~ and the testament 
of a prominent leader of the revolution who died in 78~ declared 'All to be the 
Prophet's legatee (wa~l) and heir to the imamate after him (wiirith al-imllma 
!Ja'dahu). On this occasion, however, al-Mahdl is said to have disapproved of 
rafcf (rejection of the first caliphs as usurpers),~ and ~1e is presented as doingso 
elsewhere as well," including in a vanant version of· the above story Ill wh1ch 
another dying veteran of the revolution asks him to show favour to his son; 
here the caliph objects that the son "is on the wrong track and at odds with our 
views and yours: he slanders the two s!hryhhs Abu Bakr and 'Umar and speaks 

6. Tab., iii, )7.8; MM, vi, 55 (iv, §22.7')). Another version has, "no caliph has ascended 

this pulpit of y<;urs since the time of the Prophet apart from the Commander of the Faith~ 
ful 'All b. Abl Tilib and the Commander of the Fanhful 'Abdallah b. Mul)ammad (I.e. Abu 

'!-'Abbas)" (Tal1., iii, 55·4; d. YT~ ii, 420; Azdl, Mall'~i/, I2..J). This could simply mean that 
'All and Abu '!-'Abbas were the only caliphs to have led the prayer in Kufa (the Umayyads 

who had done so being rqected as kings), but here too the prima Llcie sense is Riifit,ll. 

7· Azdl, !'vlaw;;il, 23ll. He may simply have meant that the Khiirijite was wrong to speak 

ill of 'All, understanding the tradition 111 the non-Riific,ll sense in which Jilmii'l Muslims 

would explain it in polem1cs against Shl'itcs. But It Is a striking statement even so, for ia111<1'1 
Muslims did not usually cite the tradition of their own accord. 

8. Tab., iii, 'i _)2., on ai-Qiisim b. Mujilshi' al-Tamlml. 
'>· Cf. the story 111 which the Kubn judge Sharlk h. 'Abdallah <11-Nakha'lls accused of 

mf{f(Wakl', Ahh!Jiir a/-qlf(fiih, iii, 1 '):;f.). 
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ill of them" -to which the dying veteran replies that "he is adhering to the 
stance we stood for and that we called to when we rebelled" . 10 

If 'AI! was the Prophet's legatee, the 'Abbasids needed an account of how 
the imamate had passed from him to them. They solved this problem by pos
tulating that 'All had been succeeded by his son Ibn al-J-:-Ianafiyya, the Mahdi 
of al-Mukhtar, who had passed the imamate to his son; this son, the aptly 
named Abu Hashim, had then bequeathed it to the 'Abbasids during a v1sit to 

Syria; he had been poisoned by the Umayyads, and when he realized what had 
happened to him, he was in a hurry to settle his affairs: the 'Abbasids lived at 
al-1-:lumayma in southern Syria and so were within reach, whereas the 'Aiids 
resided in Meclina. 11 (Sec chart 6.) The trouble with th1s story was not that it 
was painfully contrived (many modern Islam1cists have managed to believe it), 
but rather that it acknowledged the 'Alids as the pnmary cla1111ants to the 
caliphate and sought to counter them by malllpulation of an obscure figure 
associated with extremists. In a world teeming w1th 'Aiids of scholarly renown 
and lofty descent from 'All and the Prophet's daughter Fa\111U, the claim that a 
minor member of the family descended from a mere slave girl had alienated its 
collective nghts by a semi-acCidental bequest was not likely to carry general 
conviction. Abu Haslm11 was a hero to the Ghulat, who probably found it 
deeply significant that he sprang from a union of 'All w1th a non-Arab slave 
woman, and in whose circles he was invoked as a transmitter of divine power 
to various local leaders of humble origin, sometimes by bequest of the ima
mate, sometimes by other means. 1 ~ The story of h1s bequest to the 'Abbasids 
was all too rem1n1scent of attempts to elevate some lowly non-Arab to author
itative status, and any normal nose could discern the waft of cla1ms to divm
ity, prophecy, omnisCience, and the like with which such attempts tended to be 
associated. The armies of the new dynasty did in fact include many who con
strued Abu Hashim's bequest as a transfer of divine powers to their 'Abbasid 
imam. u It has even been suggested that the entire I-lashllllitc movement in 
Khurasan was founded and led by adherents of such icleas. 1·

1 But however the 
original relatiOnship between the Ghuliit of Iraq and the movement 1n Khurasan 

ro. Tab., iii, 517, on Ahti 'Awn 'Abd al-Malik b. Yaz!d. 
11. Nawbakhtl, Firaq, 2yf., 42f.; /~/', s.v. 'Abu Hashim' (Mosc11i); Sharon, Iliad. 

H,lllllcrs, 8--tf., ILiff. (trennng it as histoncal). 

12.. Nawhakhtl, Firaq, 28ff. 

I;. Ibid., 46; cf. below, <J--tf. 

q. Thus Lewis in /J', s.v. ''Abbiis1ds', col. r 5· Both Lewis and Sharon (Iliac/.:. fl,mllcrs, 

84) take the name of the: H~shnnite movement to rdc:r to Abu Hiishim rnthcr than Hiishim, 

the: <111Cestor of the: Hiishm1ite clan (cf. Nawhakhtl, 46, Firaq, with rden:ncc: to extremis! 
devotees of the 'Abbasids). 
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is to be envisaged. the 'AbbiisHJs could not base their claim to the caliphate on 

extremist ideas. 
Consequently, they tried to give up on 'AI! altogether. They had inherited 

the caliphate from their own ancestors, they said: the Prophet had bequeathed 
the imamate to his uncle al-'Abbi!s, not to his cousin 'AI!, and thereafter it had 
passed to ai-'Abbiis' descendants until it reached Abu ']-'Abbas, the first 
'Abbiisid caliph. The essence of this argument first appears in ai-Man~ur's cor
respondence with the rebel 'Aiid, Mul~ammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya (if it is 
authentic). AI-Man~ur here stresses the many virtues of al-'Abbiis, notably that 
he enjoyed the privilege of providing water for the pilgnms in Mecca (known 
as the srq/iya) and converted early to Islam, unlike Abu Tiilib, the Prophet's 
other uncle and progenitor of the 'Aiids; and it culminates in the ringing state
ment, regarding ai-'Abbiis, that "the legacy of the Prophet is his. the caliphate 
is in his descendants, and there is no nobility or merit in either .Jiihiliyya or 
Islam, in this world or the next. which ai-'Abbas has not inherited and passed 
on to his descendants" .I' But it is ai-Mahd! rather than ai-Man~ur who is sm
gled out as the sponsor of the 'Abbiisid claim to the caliphate by inheritance 
(tuiriitha) from ai-'Abbiis, as opposed ro by bequest (rua~iyya) from Abu 
Hashim; J(, or it was one Abu Hurayra ai-Riiwand! who proposed the doctrine 
of inheritance in the time of ai-Mahd!. 1

- Either way, it was now postulated that 
the imamate had passed from the Prophet to al-'Abbiis, and from there to the 
latter's descendants down to the revolution. (Sec chart 6.) This fits the infor
mation that ai-Mahcl! tried to de-emphasize 'All's rights to the caliphate 
towards the end of his life, but not that he tried to do so by recognizing Abu 
Bakr and 'Umar, for in principle the doctrine of inheritance from the 'Abbasid 
ancestor defined ellery caliph up to the first 'Abbasid caliph as a usurper, as the 
Imami Shl'ite hercsiographer al-Nawbakht! gleefully points out. 1

H But in prac
tice the doctrine seems to have been taken to mean that the 'Abbasids had an 
irrefutable claim to the caliphate 111 terms of ancestral merit which did not pre
clude acceptance of Abu Bakr and 'Umar, or for that matter 'AI! htmself, 
though it did preclude acceptance of the 'Aiids. Quite how this was achieved ts 
unclear. The chances arc that the doctrine of wirclt/Ja was seen as a claim to 
political leadership alone, not to the transmission of the Prophet's guidance. If 

15. Tab., iii, 212, 2qf. For a discussion of the correspondence, see Nagel, 'Ein friiher 

Bericht', 2.17ff. 
16. Nawbakhtl, Fimq, 45, cf. 42 (compare also Baghdadi, U$tll, 2S4f.); Qumml, 'L1(slr, 

65f.; AA, 165. 
. r7. Ps.-Nashi', §47; Ka'bl in 'Abd al-Jabb:lr, lv!u,e./ml, xxh, 177. 

1 R. He credits :-~1-M:-~hd! with an explicit identification of Abu Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthm:ln, 

and 'All as usurpers {.l!,hii~i!Ht/1 lllltfiltuaththiiHtlt). 
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so, the many !vluslims of a communitarian (jamii'l) persuasion likely to have 
been cheered by ai-Mahdfs disapproval of 'Aiid mf(f will no doubt have had 
the courtesy to overlook the faulty nature of his compromisc. 1

'J 

For all that, one caliph, the above-mentioned al-Ma'mun (81 ~-~)),went to 

the other extreme of gtving up on the 'Abbastds. He had come to power by 
defeating and killing his brother, the retgning caliph al-Amln (So9-1 )), who 
was backed by the descendants of the original revolutionary troops in 
Baghdad, including the Rawandiyya. TI11S made 'Abbas1d legitimism and 
Baghdad alike problematic for ai-Ma'mun, and it was 111 part for that reason 
that he stayed in Khurasan and designated an 'Aiid as his he1r, claimmg that 
this 'Alid was the most meritorious man of the time. The 'Aiid was 'AI! b. 
Musa, imam of the Imam! Sh!'ites (below, ch. 10), whom al-JV!a'mun must have 
hoped to rally to his stele. He gave the 'Aiid the name of ai-Ri<Jii, credited htm
self with a new mission (ai-da' wa al-thiiniya) 211 and changed the official colour 
of the dynasty from black to green, in effect doing a rerun of the Hiishimtte 
revolution with a new and better end: this time the ricfii raised up by the 
Khurasan!s came from the right branch of the Prophet's house. How the suc
cession was to be organized thereafter is not specified, possibly because ai
Ma'mun expected the world to come to an end, as a Shl'ite source claims. 21 In 
any case, the 'Abbastd establishment in Baghdad was outraged, the 'Aiid 
conveniently died, probably with a little help, and ai-Ma'mun went back to 

Baghdad, where he reverted to black though he remained a devotee of 'AllY· 
All 111 all, the 'Abbasid position from the 7Sos onwards seems to have been 

that they recognized Abtt Bakr and 'Umar as legitunate caliphs whether or not 
they held 'All to have been the most meritorious man ar the tunc of the 
Prophet's death, but rejected 'Uthman and the Umayyads, deeming the 
caliphate to belong to the Prophet's family from 'AI! onwards. There was little 
to distingmsh their position from that of the milder Zaydls, as will be seen (cf. 
ch. 9), though the 'Abbiisids were behaving more like Imami Shl'ites when they 
cast themselves as inhentors of the imamate from ai-'Abbas. But with or with
out the mheritancc doctrine, they insisted on thetr own mcmbcrshtp of the 
Prophet's family, claiming that since they rather than the 'A lids had conducted 
the revolt against the Umayyads, the caliphate now belonged to them. Here, 
too, they parted company with the Zayd!s, for though the latter also took the 

19. According to Nawbakhtl and Qumml, the adherents of the ll'iriithc~ doctrine kept 
their loyalty to their first Imams secret, since they were reluctanr ro impure Infidelity to their 
forebears (aslii(), or it was only in secret that they would brand them <1S unbelievers. 

20. Cf. Arazi and El'ad, 'Epitre', i, 29, 50. 

21. Madelung, 'New Documents,' i43· .H.'if. 
22. Cf. /·:1', s.v. 'ai-Ma'mun'. 
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imam to activate his rights by revolt, they did not usually deem him to have any 
rights unless he was an 'Aiid (or at least a ·plibid), nor did they think that the 
imamate would henceforth belong to the rebel's descendants. 2

; The 'Abbastds 
eventually parted company with all Sh!'ites in a more decisive way by recog
nizing 'Uthman as the third rightly guided caliph, thus ending up in the four
caliphs camp along with the vast majority of their subjects. Presumably, this 
happened in the ninth century, but the process awaits documentation. 2·' The 
one and only stable component of their position from beginning to end was 
that they were ahl al-bayt who had rendered themselves deserving of the ima
mate over and above all other kinsmen of the Prophet, whether 'A lids or plain 
Qurash!s, by bringmg about the blessed dawla. 

Iranian G/mliit 

Throughout the first century of their caliphate the 'Abbasids were plagued by 
problems caused by the Ghulat in the revolutionary armies, partly in Iraq and 
further west, but more particularly in Iran. The architects of the revolution had 
recruited a large number of Iranians whose native religious language was a 
mish-mash of Zoroastrian, Ma111chean, and Buddhist idioms and who, once 
they became Muslims, were prone to casting their imams as divine saviour 
figures. In Iraq the secretary Ibn al-Muqaffa' noted with concern that the 
Khurasanl troops included groups led by extremist leaders (m)s mufrit ghiilin); 
many commanders, he said, spoke in a manner suggesting that the caliph could 
make the mountains move and that people would pray with their backs to the 
qibla if he so commanded; there were people who professed to obey thetr 
imams without enquiring into what constituted obedience and disobedience to 

God on the grounds that they were not authorized to sit in judgement of those 
endowed with knowledgc.25 All this was dangerous, Ibn al-Muqaffa' said; rely
ing on people who might not share one's view was like riding on a lion. For this 
reason he hoped that the caliph would draw up a concise catechism or creed 
free of glmluww for the leaders of the army to memorize. 2(' 

2'\. Cf. below, <J<Jf., IOh. 

24. The four-caliphs thesis is sa1d to have been adopted already by ai-Man~ur, which 

cannot possibly be correct (e.g. Zubayr h. Bakkar, fvlllll'af/;lqivy/il, I<J9, no. I 13; TB, x, 'i'i.

h). We are also rold, again on Zubayrid aurhonty, that al-Rashld is sa1d to have inquired 

about the legitunacy of denigranng 'Uthman, to he told that Shl'ites, Khiirijites and other 

innovators engaged 111 it whereas the people of !•IIIIa'<~ defended him (Tab., iii, 7-flJ). That al
Rashld should have adopted the lil111ii'l view, as the reader IS obviously expected to Infer, is 

again unlikely (differently Zaman, Emerp,I'!ICe, 56-9). 

2) . .')a(Jii/Ja, I9+S, I<J).'\, I<Jh.R (1', §§, Io, 12, I-f). 

2h. Ibid., I<J4 (1', §§ro-I 1). 
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The men described by Ibn ai-Muqaffa' (who also knew the army to contain 
adherents of the opposite and equally dangerous view that the tmam had no 
greater authority than anyone else) 27 are said by others to have taken Abu 
Hashim's bequest to mean that their imam was God (a/liih), that nobody who 
did not know him knew God, that those who did know htm would not be 
touched by sin, that he knew everything, including their tnner thoughts, that 
Abu Muslim was a prophet sent by al-Man~ur, and the like. 25 They seem to 
have expected some kind of ultimate event to take place at the end of the 7<;0s. 
Around that time, black-clothed Iranians in northern Syria arc reporteti to 
have sold their possessions and jumped naked from the city walls m the expec
tation of going to heaven; others at Dabiq, also in northern Syna, proclaimed 
the caliph's son (sic) to be divine and went to Iraq, where they entered Basra by 
force to take money and captives;29 in Baghdad still others pu hlicly proclallned 
al-Man~ur to be divine, identified two Khurasanl generals as Incarnations of 
Adam and Gabriel, and proceeded to circumambulate ai-Man~ur's palace.30 

AI-Man~ur is said to have commented that he preferred heretical obedience to 
orthodox disobedience/' but he wisely had the heretics suppressed. Apart 
from being deeply offensive to normal Muslim sensibility, thctr behaviour was 
dangerous in that they were taking it upon themselves to define what the caliph 
was, claiming to know better than the caliph himself, much as other Ghulat 
were doing to Mul)ammad al-Baqir and Ja'far al-~adiq about the same time. 
The fact that the caliph sent troops against them in no way convmccd them 
that they were wrong. "AI-Ivlan~lir is our lord," they respondl'd (according to 

thetr descendants), "He is killing us as martyrs, just as He killed His prophets 
and messengers at the hands of whoever He wanted ... that ts His nght, He 
may do what He wants wtth His creaturcs." 12 Bemg divme ts nor an ad~antage 
if it is for other people to define your divine intentions. c 

This incident was soon over and done with, and thereafter the Rawandiyya 
in the caliph's troops seem to have kept their exaltation of the 'Abbastds 
under control. In the meantime, however, Abu Muslim's troops had been dis
banded, Abu Muslim lmnself having been assassinated by ai-Man~ur in 7'14, 
and the now unemployed soldiers went on to stir up revolts 1n Iran, where the 

27, Ibid., 1')6 (1', §I)). 

2.S. Nawbakhtl, Fimq, w, -f(,f., where they are first called Rawandiyva, next spuriously 
distinguished as two separate groups called 1-liishimiyya and Rawandivp. 

29. Theophanes, AM 62\0, 62~2 (tr. Mango and Scott, 'i9~, 'i97). 

.)o. Tab., iii, I29ff., where the R:iwandiyya incident IS dated All I )6, 117, or I-f I (the last 
being 7'iSf., the year under which it is narrated). 

H. Ibid., iii, I)2. 

_12. Nawbakhtl, Fimq, -17· 
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commotion rapidly spread. The leaders of these revolts came from, and 
recruited their followers in, the same kind of milieu as that from which the 
Riiwandl troops in Syria and Iraq had been drawn, that is to say village Iran 
and its local cult societies; and they too invoked the authority of - or identi
fied themselves as - divine incarnations, prophets, imams, or messiahs in a 
mixture of Shl'ite and pre-Islamic religious idioms. Unlike the Riiwandiyya, 
however, they used such Islamic idiom as they had mastered against the 
Muslims.u Their creeds were wild and woolly, but the supernatural was potent 
stuff, as the Prophet himself had demonstrated when he transformed back
woods Arabia into the greatest power on earth by claiming to be in contact 
with God. The Muslims had good reason to be alarmed: had the prophets suc
ceeded, Iran would have been lost to them. In an orderly world the supernatu
ral had to be carefully channelled and wrapped in insulating matenal, like 
electricity today, so as not to galvanize people who were meant to be politically 
inactive or run through live wires carelessly left behind by those who had used 
it to make power for themselves. Ghuliit everywhere tended to be religious 
amateurs drawn from the semi-literate world of villagers or petty urban people 
(such as smiths, watchmen, grocers, or tailors), and their tinkering with the 
wires of the supernatural was more often than not ineffective. The Iranian 
prophets too were eventually suppressed. But it was not until 8 )8 that the last 
of them, Biibak, was defeated in Azerbayjiin, and many of the religious 
communities they had founded survived for centuries. 

The< A!J!Jiisid contrilmtionH 

Though the 'Abbiisids owed some of their worst problems to the fact that they 
claimed membership of the Prophet's house, this was also the source of their 
greatest success: they made the political unity of the Muslims meaningful 
again. As Hiishimites, the 'Abbiisids were not perceived as Arabs at all, but 
rather as a sacred lineage elevated above all ethnic, tribal, regional, and local 
divisions.15 Unlike the Umayyacls, they rapidly came to be seen as endowed 
with personal sanctity;31

' they were more closely linked with the sanctuary 

33· For the past twenty years or so it has been customary to recast the Iranian prophets 
as members of the !raman elite and to deny or belittle their anti-Arab/Muslim animus. My 
reasons for not gomg along with this will be set out, I hope, in another publication. 

34- This section is based on Crone, 'Shiirii as an Elective Instltutwn', 26ff. 
35· Cf. Crone, 'Wooden Weapons', 1~0. 
36. Cf., in very broad brush-strokes, Al-J\zmeh, lvl11slim Kin,gship, 1 qff. 

The cAhhiisids and Shfc ism 

tooY As beneficiaries of a revolution they swept away the remains of the 
conquest federation, replaced the tribally orientated Syrians with Khuriisiinls 
sanctified by their services to the blessed dawla, and built Baghdad, a highly 
visible and immensely magnetic centre of power and culture. The caliphate 
thus became a truly supra-ethnic polity, a political organization in which peo
ple could have a sense of belongmg wherever they might hail from and with 
which they could identify. This was the great achievement of the 'Abbiisids 
which secured them survival, 111 however debilitated a form, down to 12~X; and 
this, one would assume, IS what modern scholars really have in mmd wh~n they 
say that the <Abbiis1ds 'granted equality' to Arab and non-Arab Muslims. 

The fwlitica! idiom'~ 

Changing though their relationship With Shl<ism was, the 'Abhilsids endowed it 
with a near monopoly on the idiom of political protest. Before the revolution, 
the debate between rulers and ruled had centered on communal nghts and gen
erally accepted norms. Now it came to focus on entitlement to the Imamate: 
was It by descent, bequest, designation, unsurpassed virtue, activism, or a mix
ture of all these things that the imam merited his unique position? Libertan
anism lost its appeal. Where the Khiirijites wanted autonomy, participation, 
and consensus even if it meant sacrificing the JCII1Iira, the maionty now wanted 
political unity under a leader aligned with the divme even at the cost of polit
ical freedom. This is probably why the 'Abbiisids were rarely denounced as 
kmgs even though they were worse autocrats than the Umayyads. Khiirijism, 
highly attractive to many in the Umayyad period, was now reduced to a mar
ginal status; and though it was precisely under the <Abbiisids that Mu'tazilite 
anarchism appeared, it was both shortlived and confined to small circles. 
Umayyad legitimism persisted in Syria, but even that came to he cast 1n a Shl<ite 
idiom, and the many demands for shfml with which the Umayyads had been 
confronted came an abrupt end: the ruler had to be a member of the ahl al
bayt; other Qurashls had ceased to matter as candidates. The Sunn1s stuck to 
the formulation that the caliphate belonged to Quraysh because they had 
enshrined it in f:-ladlth and needed it to preserve the legitimacy of the first three 
caliphs, not because they wished to keep Zubaynds or other Qurashls in 

37· The Umayyads tended to assign the leadership of the pilp,rimap,e to a member of 
their own family, but the early 'Abh:is1ds invariably did so, with the sole exception of al
Ma'mun who briefly appointed an 'Alid; and some 'Abbasid caliphs led the pilp,rimage in 
person tune and again (cf. the annual entnes in Khallfa b. Khayy:i\, "fil'ri/.:h, or the list 1n 
MM, ix, 54ff. (v, §§y;3off.), With the 'A lid in years 204, 205). 

_c;S. \'\/hat follows Is based on Crone, 'Sinlrii as an Elective Institmion ', sec. v1. 



reserve as candidates. In practice there could not he any question of replacing 
Hashumtes with Qurashls more distantly related to the Prophet, only with 
Hashimites more closely related to him. To the vast maJority of Muslims, in 

short, the alternative to 'Abbasids was 'Alids. 

CHAPTER 

9 

'THE ZAYDIS 

The 'Abhasicls forced the Shl'ites to put their own house in order. The imamate 
had been restored to the Prophet's house, the new caliphs said, but what if one 
disagreed? A clear alternative to the s/ii'at ban/ '1-'Abbils was needed, and the 
Zaydls were the first to develop it. 

The Zayd!s were named after Zayd b. 'All (d. 740), a great grandson of 'All 
who mounted an unsuccessful revolt against the Umayyads in Kufa in 740. 1 For 
the first hundred years or so after Zayd's death, and to some extent even there
after, the Zaydls should be envisaged as a multiplicity of small circles formed 
around teachers whose doctrines were sufficiently similar on certain points to 
constitute a trend, not as a party defined by a single set of shared beliefs. In the 
broadest possible sense, the term 'Zaydls' may have included soft- Shi'ites, that 
is people who accepted 'All rather than 'Uthman as caliph 111 the past without 
deeming the I-Eislmnites to have an exclusive right to the caliphate thereafter 
(though they might well have a preference for them).-'- Such people were rapidly 
being absorbed into the great majority, however, be it thanks to what one might 
call the 'Abbasid version of Zaydism1 or to the attractions of the four-caliphs 
thesis. Zayd!s arc usually envisaged as Shl'itcs of a somewhat harder variety. 

As such they had in common the fact that they vested the caliphate after 
'All's death in the Tiilibid branch of the Hiishimites to which 'A II belonged (see 
chart 3), but that still left room for a variety of stances. For example, there were 

I.Cf.E/',s.v. 
2. This is probably the sense in which Ibn Isl)iiq held most mu(lllddithiill to have been 

Zaydls (lhn al-Nadlm, Fihrist, 2::7.10; cf. ::::6.-4). Compare also below, norc:s ::o-+ 
3· Cf. above, 93f. 
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some who accepted the entitlement of all Ti!libids, not JUSt 'All's own descen
dants, and others who limited the candidates to 'All's descendants by Filtima, 
-the l:-Iasanids and l-;-lusaynids:1 All Zaydls in the classical sense were of the lat
ter variety, but they still did not have a unified stance. Of the several groups 
known to have emerged in the eighth century, the two most important ones 
were the Ban·ls (or Burris) and .Ji!rud!s, of which the former were 'weak' Zaydls, 
the latter 'strong,' as the lmilmls were to put it, meaning that the former 
accepted Abu Bakr and 'Umar as legitimate caliphs whereas the latter were 
Rilfi<;ils. 

Until the emergence of lmami Shl'ism (on which below, ch. IO), it would 
seems that the word Zaycll was applied by preference to weak Zayd!s (in addi
tion to the soft ShJ<ites mentioned above). Thus Abu Mikhnaf excluded the 
.Ji!rud!s from the ranks of Zayd's followers in his account of Zayd's revolt on 
the grounds that they rejected Abu Bakr and 'Umar: in his view, such Ri!fi<;ils 
belonged with the Shl'ites who came to be known as Imamis. He was being ten
dentious, but al-Jiil)i~ (d. S6Sf.), who had no axe to grind, similarly held ShJ<ites 
to be either Zaydls or Rilfislls. He characterized the former as those who would 
accept an inferior person (such as Abu Bakr or 'Umar) as caliph, that Is they 
were what we would call Batrl Zaydls (or even soft Shi'ites), and he implicitly 
identified the Rilfi91s with the Imam is.' Apparently, a Rilfisll Zaydl was a con
tradiction in terms to him. Yet that is precisely what the Ji!rud!s were. Presum
ably it is because the .Ji!rud!s were activists that they ended up by merging with 
the Zaydls rather than the Imamis (who were quietists, as will be seen). They 
must in fact done so already by al-Ji!l)i~' time, for classical Zaydism is generally 
held to have emerged with al-Qi!sim b. lbrilhlm (d. 246/S6o), a prolific writer 
who was a Jarudl even though he was not much of an activist.6 Since Barr! 
Zaydls, like their even softer peers, were susceptible to the attractions of the 
jmwtl fold, later Zaydism was largely, hut not wholly, .Ji!rudl in nature. 

4- For the former, known as the Talibiyya, st:e Madelung, Qiisim, 4711. One would 
assume Abii '1-Farai al-J~bahanl (d. 356/967), author of Maqtlti!ai-T'iili!Jiyyln, to have been 
a Zaydl of this varkty. 

5· For Ahii Mikhnaf, see below, r I7f. (he has the Rafi\lls opt for Ja'far al-~adiq as Imam). 
For Jiil)i?:, see his 'lstil)qiiq al-i mama' in hrs 1\asii'i/, iv, 207.5, 2 I off. 

6. Madelung, Q(/sim, 144f. Abrahamov strangt:ly denres his .Jariidism ('l~iisim,' 92ff.), 
though his own account leads to the same conclusion (d. S9f.). Note that the Zaydls include 
both Jiiriidls and Batrls in Ps.-Nashi' (§§r,4-S), probably rht: work of the Mu'tazilite .Ja'far b. 
l:larb (d. 2_:;MRso), as proposed by Madelung, 'Fri'rlw mu'razilirische H~iresiographie?' 
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The first caliphs 

As regards the past, both the Ji!rudls and the Batrls said that 'All had been the 
most meritorious man (a/-af(fa/) in his time, meaning that he ought to have 
been the caliph from the start. The Jarudls duly declared Abu Bakr and 'Umar 
to have been usurpers (and 'Uthmiln too, of course, but that went without 
~ayii~g). By the third/ninth-century they even claimed that the Prophet had 
Implicitly designated 'All as his successor. 7 By contrast, the Batrls adopted the 
newfangled idea to the effect that it was lawful to recognize a less meritorious 
man (al-mafcfii/) as caliph when there were good reasons to do so. Abu Bakr 
and 'Umar had in their view been legitimate imams even though they were infe
rior to 'All. The Prophet had not designated a successor, implicitly or other
wise; so the community had not gone astray, let alone turned infidel, by 
electing the first two caliphs. Some Batrls dissociated from 'Uthmiln, or even 
declared him an infidel, with reference to the last years of his reign, others 
suspended Judgement on him. H Both the IUfisll and the non-Rilfidl views arc 
represented in later Zaydism.'J . 

Singling out the immn 

As regards the present, both parties said that after 'All's death the imamate was 
reserved for his offspnng by Fatima. According to the Ji!rudls, the Prophet had 
designated 'All, who designated al-1-;-lasan, who designated al-1-;-lusayn, or alter
natively the Prophet had designated all three, but thereaftn designation came 
to an end. As for the procedures thereafter, the Ji!rud!s would seem originally 
to have held that the candidate had to be chosen by shiirii withlll the family 
and that he had to activate his rights by rebelling: this was how Muhammad 
ai-Nafs ai-Zakiyyya had emerged as the Imam. 10 But they soon dro 1~ped the 

7· The Prophet had designated him bi'l-1/'a~/ or by a 1w~~ kha/f rather rhan !trll (cf. 
Madclung, Qiismi, 45; van Ess, '/'G, i, 257f.; Daou, 'Concepnon', 79n.). 

S. Nawbakhtl, Fimq, '); Ps.-Nashi', §r,S; Ash'arl, 69, cf. 6S and Ka'bl in 'Abd al-Jabbar, 
Muy,/ml, xxh, 184 on the followers of Sulaymiin b. Jarlr al-Raqql, a Barr! to all 'intents 
and purposes, even though he is credited with a school of hts own (Madelung, Oiisim, 
6rff.). ' -

. '). Cf. Kohlbcrg, 'Some Zaydl Views on the Companions', 92ff., Haykcl, 'Order and 
Rtghreousness,' I 8 5 ff. 

IO. Cf. above, 79. I rake this to lie behind the odd formulation in Nawhakhtl, Fimq, I9: 
"henceforth it was s!JI/rii among their offspnng, so whoever among them rebelled and was 
qualified for the imamate, he would be the tmam" (similarly Ash'arl, (,7; Nashwan, HIIr 

a/J/11, 155). All Zaydls recognized ai-Nafs al-Zakiyya as a legitimate imam. , 
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requirement of family agreement, presumably because there were too many 
I-:hsanids and l:Iusaynids for them to come together in a shrlrii, so their classi
cal position was that any learned and meritorious descendant of al-1:-Iasan or 
ai-I:Iusayn who rebelled thereby became caliph. 11 Either way, the community 
had no say in the matter. 12 The Barris denied that 'All had been designated. 
Some accounts have them declare that the first caliphs were elected by sfnlril, 

meaning by the community, 13 but with the exception of Sulaymiin b. Jarlr ai
Raqql, they did not actually think that the community had anything to do with 
it either: according to them, too, any qualified candidate who rebdled thereby 
became imam. 1·

1 This was also how the later Zaydls saw it: any l·:bsanid or 
J-:Iusaynid endowed with legal learning, piety, courage, and political ability who 
called for allegiance to himself with a view to taking over government thereby 
became the imam. 1

' The view that he had to be more learned, pious, and gen
erally meritorious than everyone else persisted: were anyone other than the 
most virtuous (al-af4al) to seize power, Zaydl government would become mere 
kingship. But it was not unanimously accepted. 1

(' 

There was however an interesting slant to the Jiirudl position on the Imam's 
learning and to the Barr! position on his descent. As regards the imam's learn
ing, Abu 'I-Jiirud, the founding father of Jiirudism, is said to have argued that 
J-:lasanids and f:lusaynids were so numerous that it would be impossible to 

establish which one of them was the most meritorious at any given time. Hence 
they must all be equally meritorious. Babies or old men, all had complete 
knowledge of the religious precepts brought by the Prophet, and all had the 
same virtues once they were grown; for this reason any one of them who 
rebelled became the imam. 17 Among the later Zaydls this doctrine appears ro 
have been completely forgotten. Not even the Prophet had been born with 
learning, they would point out in polemics against lmiim!s.I~ 

u. Heresiop;raphers such as Ps.-Nashi' (§66) and Abu ·E11nmam (94 = l)o) duly omit tht.: 
reference to shiirii. 

12. Al-H1dl iti '1-l:faqq, Al;l<iim, i, 462.; cf. Qasim b. Ibrahim's polem1cs against ihhtiyiir 
(Madelung, Qiisim, 142.; Abrahamov, 'l~asim', Sl)ff.). 

13. Thus Shah Sar!jan and al-l:laiurlln Maddung, Qiisim, 6o. 
14- Nawbakhti, Pimq, 'i 1; Abu Tammam, Heresiography, l); = Sl). Sulayman b . .Jarlr (cf. 

above, note 8) said that the imam was elected by shiirii and that two men sufficed for tht.: 
election (Ash'arl, 68; Ka'bl in 'Abd al-.Jabbar, !vlug/ml, xxh, rS4). 

15. E.g. 'Alawl, Simi ai-1-Jiidi, 27; StTothmann, Staatsrecht, I O-ff. 
r6. Strothmann, Staatsrecht, 62, 7 r f. and 71, note 2., with ai-Qasim, ai-Utrush, and the 

sect known as the Mutarrifiyya in favour of al-a (<fa/. 
17. Ps.-Nashi', §67; Nawbakht!, Firaq, 49f. 
r8. Strothmann, Staatsrecht, 68. 
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As regards the Barr! doctrine on descent, it was impossible to accept Abu 
Bakr and 'Umar as legitimate caliphs without granting that non-'Aiicls were, or 
had once been, eligible for the imamate, if only as inferior candidates (sing. al
mafcfzi/). Some said that their eligibility had come to an end, 1

'
1 bur ai-J~lasan b. 

$iilib b. I:-Iayy (d. r<'>7/7S4), a founding father of Batnsm, IS reported to have 
acknowledged all Qurashls as candidatcs/11 or even all Qurashls and non
Qurash!s alike,21 though he had a preference for Fiipma's offspringY A grand
son of Zayd b. 'All by the name of Al:unad b. 'lsii agreed that a person of man
ifest nghteousness would be eligible even if he did not descend from ai-J~lasan 
or al-l:-lusayn, without specifying whether he had to be a Qurashl or not/' and 
ai-Jiil)i:;:, claims that some Zaydls rejected the genealogical pnnciple altogether, 
crediting 'AIT with superior merit regardless of his kinship with the Prophet, 
which makes it difficult to sec how they could justify a continued preference for 
'Aiids as imams (if mcleed they had one)Y Perhaps they held, like the Casptan 
imam Abu Tiilib al-Nii\iq (d. c. 101)), that if the Imam had been designated, 
descent was not a consideration whereas under other circumstances he must be 
a descendant of ai-I~Iasan or al-l;Iusayn.25 It is at all events unclear why this doc
trine should have mattered so much. In seventeenth-century Yemen, too, there 
were Zaydls who claimed that the imam could be of any ongm. The Khiirijite 
connotations of their statements notwithstanding, they were harbingers of 
Sunnification, and what they actually meant was probably that the Imam could 
be any Qurashl: they simply could not say this because to the locals 'Qurash!s' 
conjured up 'Umayyads' (i.e. enemies of God). 26 But the earlier statements 

19. Thus Sulayman h. Jarlr (Ps.-Nashi', §69). 
20. Ibn l~lazm, Fa~/, iv, 92f., citing a hook by Hisham b. al-l:lakam and noting that al

l~lasan b. l)ayy cites Mu';!w1ya and Ibn al-Zubayr as authorities. 
21. MM, VI, 2.4f. (iv, §2257); cf. van Ess, TG, 1, 2.50, who ITJCCts it. 
22. He wrote a book called K. im."illl<ll ll'llld 'Ali 111i11 Ft1(i11111 (Ibn al-Nad!m, Fihrist, 

2.27). 
2..'1· Madclung, Qiisim, ~2. 
24- 'Maqillat al-zaydiyya wa'l-rafiL.la' in his Ras<l'il, iv,:; r rff. ('Ali was superior in terms 

of time of conversion, ahstcnnon from worldly things, relig1ous 1ns1ght and rt.:adincss to 
fight in defence of Islam, these being the only cntcna of merit), :; 17 (they do not consider 
qarii/Jil or (1asa/; a source of ent1tlem<.:nt to the imamate and are only one among several 
Zaydl schools). As noted by Nagel (Rechtlcilllllg 1111d Kali{ill, 191, 1<J6), their argument IS 

similar to that of Bishr b. al-Ivlu'tamir, tht.: founder of the Baghdadi school of Mu'tazilitcs 
and a wdl-known Zayd!. 

25. Strothmann, Staatsrecht, 104 (line 'i of tht.: Arabic section). 
26. Haykd, 'Order and Righteousness', 42, on Al~mad h. ai-!Jasan ai-Jalal (d. 

ro84/r673); cf. 2.2.3ff. on the Umayyad connotations and in general on Sunnificanon; add 
lvlaqhall (d. 11oS/r696) in Crone, 'Ethiopian Slave', 6+ 
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must have had a different import. which cannot be established without 
knowledge of their context, currently unknown. 

The nature of the imamate 

Both the Jarudls and the Batrls saw the imam as a religious guide. According 
to Abu '1-Jarud, the law (al-~?a!iilwa'!-~?ariim) was what the Prophet's family 
declared it to be. The Prophet's family knew everything the Prophet had 
brought; indeed, whoever became an Imam would apparently know more than 
the Prophet, for as new problems arose the imam would receive the solution to 
them by ilhiim, divine inspiration. The community by implication knew noth
ing except insofar as they had it from the Prophet's descendants: ordinary peo
ple relied exclusively on I~adlth from them. TI11S was a typically Rilfi~ll view. 
The Barris by contrast said that religious knowledge was dispersed in the 
community: the Companions had not gone astray; they had passed on the 
Prophet's teaching to the Muslims at large, and both ordinary people and 
the cAiids had a share in it; one could learn from both. The Batrls would trans
mit f:Iadith from authorities other than the Prophet's family, and where no pre
cepts were known to exist, they would rely on ijtihiid and m)y, independent 
reasoning and sensible opinion.l' It- was on the whole the .Jarudl view that won 
out in later Zaydi doctrine, though there is no trace of ilhc/m in it. All learning 
was acquired from books, by hard work; and as the books piled up, the imam's 
freedom of decision was limited by the consensus of his forebears. But he was 
still the most learned descendant of the Prophet at the time, or at least he was 
learned enough to count as a muJtahid; and unlike the cAbbasid caliph and 
jamil'r scholars, he presided over a legal system devised by members of the 
Holy Family.2x 

Learning did not suffice to make a hhalrfat alliih, however. 2'1 He needed 
political power too. The vast majority of Zaydis agreed that nobody could be 
recognized as imam without makmg a da'[{!a and hhunlj, summoning people 
to allegiance and marching out to fight. 311 One was not obliged to obey a man 
who merely sat at home, neither commanding nor forbidding, as the Zaydis 
liked telling the Imamls; such a man was just an authority on legal matters 
(inu7nz a!-~Jtdiil wa'l-~Hm7m). One recognized the imam by the fact that he 

27.1's.-Nilshi', §67; Nawbakhtl, Firaq, so; cf. Maddung, Qiisim, 48ff. 
2.8. Strothmann, Staatsrecht, 6Sff. 
2.9. The Zaydls accepted the title, d. al-1-Eidl iii\ '1-l)aqq, A/7hiim, i, 462..3; Ibn al-Waiir, 

l-lidiiyal al-afkiir, fol. z.r7b (unknown to Crone and 1-linds, God:, Caliph, dl and note 6' 

thereto; I owe both references to Michael Cook). 
30. Cf. Shah-Sarljan and Jushaml in Madclung, Qiisim, 144, r88f. 
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commanded good and prohibited evil, an expression almost synonymous with 
the forcible establishment of righteous government ll1 Zaydl usage: the rebel 
who died at Fakhkh in 78(, was said to have died commanding good and pro
hibiting evil; any offspring of the Prophet's who commanded good and pro
hibited evil was God's caliph on earth; if an imam clauned not to have been 
ordered to wage holy war, apply the IJudtid, resist the oppressors and command 
good, what had he been ordered to do?, as a thirteenth-century Yemeni imam 
rhetorically asked.11 In short, there could be no such thmg as an Imam who did 
not engage in government. 

The Zaydis thus did not have a continuous line of imams from the Prophet 
to their own time. More often than not, they had to live their entire lives under 
illegitimate rule. This was possible as long as they n:coglllzed that loyalty 
(waliiya) to the imam, should he appear, was a fundamental duty. The Imamate 
was a fundamental principle of the religion (a~/ al-drn) on a par with the umty 
of God; without the Imamate the religion would turn into .Jilhiliyya again. But 
what this meant was that Islam would disappear if the mstitution did not exist 
as a moral obligation, not that all Muslims would die a pagan death for lack 
of allegwnce to an imam In their own time. The law remamed valid even under 
illegitimate government.12 

Other deuelotmzents 

In 864 the I~asanid ai-I~asan b. Zayd succeded in establishing a Zaydl statelet 
in Tabaristan. Neither he nor his brother and successor seems to have claimed 
the imamate, except perhaps in the limited sense of imams 'who call for the 
imam eliciting consent (al-imtlm al-mfii).'B The title of Imam was however 
adopted by al-l~asan ai-U~rush (d. 917), who established hunsclf among the 
Daylamls and the Gills on the Caspian coast, adopting the regnal name of al
Na~ir li'I-I~aqq. There continued to be a Zaydl imamate 111 the area down to 
ru6, with imams appearing sporadically thereafter. Anorher imamate was 
established in Yemen in 897 by Yal~ya, known as al-Hadi ila 'l-J:Iaqq (d. 9u), to 

continue, on and off, down to r962. (The Caspian Zaydls survived down to the 

3 r. Cook, Commanding Right, z.p.ff. and note 39; al-Qasim b. Ibrahim (who was how
ever more interested 111 the imam as an authority on law and doctnne than as a ruler) in 
Madclung, Q,lsim, 143 (cf. 15o); l's.-Nilshi', §66, on the Jarudls; Nawbakhtl, Fimq, 51, on 
the Batrls. 

32.. Strothmann, Staatsrccht, 9off.; Madclung, Qtlsim, 142.; Abrahamov, 'l~iisun', 88; 
Zayd (attrih.), Mainur, 236 (no. 853), cited in Cook, Commrmding Ri.l!,hl, 228. 

.'\.>· Cf. Madclung, Qiisim, 154f. 
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sixteenth century, when they accepted Imami Shlcism at the hands of the 
Safavids; the Yemeni highlanders arc still Zaydls today.} 

The foundation of these states did not generate more orderly rules of suc
cession, for they were not really states, though one has to call them that for 
purposes of shorthand; rather, they were areas In which the Zaydl rules of the 
game were generally acknowledged. The acknowledgement of the rules meant 
that imams kept appearing, but no attempt was made to develop a govern
mental apparatus which had to be passed on from one to the next. Some imams 
were followed by sons or brothers, but each Imam occupied a position that 
began and ended with himself. H A Zayd! state in the proper sense of the word 
only developed under the Qasiml imams of Yemen (1 :;98- r8 s 1), under whom 
dynastic succession made its appearance too; but the more these imams came 
to resemble traditional Muslim rulers, the more they distanced themselves 
from their Zaydl heritage, to rely on Sunnified scholars, and it was in Sunni 
terms that their dynastic succession came to be justified.15 

The establishment of the Caspian and Yemeni imamates did however mean 
that the Zaydls, like the Kharijites, passed from the problem of having no 
imam to that of having two. It was impossible for the two 'states' to ignore 
each other. There was much interaction between them; they even recognized 
the same imam on two occasions.11' But though there could be several imams 
in the restricted sense of callers to al-ricfd (or mtt~Jtasib imams, as the later 
Zaydls called righteous rulers who fell short of the fullnnamate) ,r there could 
only be one imam in the sense of the most meritonous (al-a(cfal}, for one 
claimant would invariably know more than the other, the ninth-century ai
Qasim b. Ibrahim had explained; and even if one denied that the imam had to 
be the most meritorious, cumar had said that two swords could not fit into a 
single scabbard. 1x There was much acnmonious discussion of who was, or had 
been, the imam at a particular time. But the Yemeni al-Man~ur bi'llah (d. 1003) 
squarely acknowledged that two imams could coexist, even in the same land as 
long as they were not actually in the same town.''' 

Their activism notwithstanding, the Zaydls were not immune to messianic 
dreams. There were .Jarudls in Kufa, Khurasan, the Caspian coast and perhaps 

34- Cf. Strothmann, Staatsrccht, pll 
3S· For all this, see Haykel, 'Order and Righteousness'. 

36. They were united under the Daylanu imam Abu Tiilib al-akhlr (d. 520/II2.6) and the 

Yemeni imam 'Abdallah h. IJanlZa al-Man~lir (d. 614/12.I7) (Madelung, Qiisim, 2.09f., 2.I6). 

37· Strothmann, Staatsrecht, 94ff. The term was eventually adopted hy the Ihiit.lls too 

(cf. Wilkinson, Imamate Tmditiol!, I6rf.). 

38. Madelung, Qiisim, 143f.; Abrahamov, 'l~iisim', 90n.; Strothmann, Staatsrccht, 9Sff. 

39· Madclung, Qiisim, 196. Compare Shahrastiinl, Mila/, I I) (echoed in lj!, Mmuiiqi(, 
viii, 353--(;). 
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elsewhere who cast their martyrs as saviour figures destined to come back to 

fill the earth with justice:10 A Yemeni Imam by the name of al-I-:-Iusayn al
cAyyanl, who took the regnal name of al-Mahdl li-dln allah (d. rm 3), was also 
believed to be the Mahdi who would fill the earth with justice. When he died, 
his brother and successor refrained from adopting the title of Imam because he 
expected the Mahdi to come back, and the Yemenis who shared his view 
formed a sect known as the 1-:-hisayniyya which survived into the fourteenth cen
tury:11 But to the vast majority of Zaydls, the imam could no more be absent 
than he could sit qwetly at home. A fourteenth-century scholar debited the 
very idea of an absent imam to ai-Ma)mun, who had supposedly Invented it to 
keep the living members of the Prophet's family inactiveY 

The Zaydi uision 

Zaydism may be described as the Shlcite answer to Khariiism in that it was 
activist and retained the Imam in his archaic role of multi-purpose leader, so 
that it worked best in tribal environments. Differently put, it was how political 
participation and autonomy could be preserved on the premise that the ruler 
had to be of the ah! a!-bayt. In the Zaydl view there was no reason to submit 
to wrongful government in order to keep the community together, as the ah! a!
sumza wa'l-,amdca said;13 for knowledge of right and wrong was not to be 
found in the community, or at any rate not in the community to the exclusion 
of the Prophet's family; nor did one have to abstain from action in order to 

protect the imam from danger, as the Imamis said, for the Prophet's family was 
large and potential imams were not in short supply. It was the insistence that 
the greatest religious authority must be head of state which kept the Zaydls 
distinct. Without it, the Barris turned into Sunnis, the Jarudls into Imamis. 

Unlike the Khariiites, the Zaydls made no attempt to belittle the imam ll1 

relation to the community. The Zaydl imam is distinguished from the believers 
he rules by his special descent. He has Prophetic blood in his vein and this is a 
difference of kind, not of degree. In the early JarudT vision his learning is also 
of a different kind, all members of the Prophet's family being born with it, and 
though this idea was abandoned, holy descent and holy knowledge continued 
to go together. The sayyids, as the descendants of the Prophet came to be 
known in Yemen, were religious specialists and governmellt servants, being 

40. MM, vii, I 17 (iv, §2.8oo); Ash'arl, 67. 
41. Madelung, Qiisrm, I99ff. (I have followed his vocalization of the nisl}{t, sometimes 

differently given). 

42.. Strothmann, Staatsrccht, 61f. 

43.Cf. below, li)f. 
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genealogically predestined for literacy; the tribesmen (qaliilis) were mostly 
illiterate agriculturalists and warriors who relied on the sayyids for instruction, 
mediation, spells and such other religious services as they might require, 
though the tribes did produce learned men too. 

Kharijism located religious authority within the tribes and formally 
empowered the scholars to elect and depose its hearer, whereas Zaydism 
located it outside the tribes and lacked formal rules regarding election and 
deposition: the imam manifested himself; the scholars' oath of allegiance was 
declarative rather than constitutive of his imamate. If he could not make him
self obeyed, he was not the imam: he was free to abdicate, and he could also 
be defeated, but he could not otherwise be deposed."1'1 Whether there is a struc
tural reason for the victory of the one in Oman, the other in Yemen is 
unknown. It was certainly associated with different behavior. Zayd! imams 
took their learning far more seriously than their Iba~l! counterparts. A fair 
number of 'Aiid rulers in the Caspian refrained from adopting the title of 
imam for lack of the requisite learning. A twelfth-century Yemeni claimed it in 
a limited sense because he only knew a third of the Qur'an by heart. One 
Caspian candidate whose learning was found to be defective was given a crash 
course before he received allegiance."15 There is no parallel to this in Iba~l! 

Oman or North Afnca. Many Zaycl! imams were outstanding scholars, lba~il 
imams rarely were: they simply relied on the scholars, much as the Yemeni 
imams were to do after the Sunnification of their regime."16 

On the other hand, the lha<;l!s would split over the election and deposition 
of Imams in a manner unknown ro the Zayd!s. 'The election of the Rustumid 
imam 'Abd al-Wahhab in North Africa in J7Ih88 was contested by the 
Nukkar, who dissociated from him and split off as a sect of their own. The 
deposition in 886 of the imam al-?alt b. Malik on grounds of senility split the 
lba~ils of Oman into two hostile parties, forcing everyone to dissociate from 
either the deposed imam or his successor, though it miraculously stopped 
short of producing rival sectsY In principle the Zayd! imams could have gen
erated comparable splits, for obedience to them was also conditional on their 
being right. "If we fulfil our obligations to you, you must fulfil yours to us; if 
we don't, you owe us no allegiance," the rebel at r:akhkh declared after outlin
ing his programme in 786. "If I contravene what is in it (the Qur'an) by so much 
as a single letter, you have no duty to obey me; rather, it is your duty to fight 

44- Strothmann, Staatsrecht, 61, 63. 
45· Madclung, Arahic Texts, 32.2 and Qiisim, 210. 
46. For the Sunnified pattern, sec Haykcl, 'Order and Righteousness', 75, 7Rff. 
47· Cf. Wilkinson, Imamate '[/'(lditioll, 166ff., 175f., ct passim. 
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me," al-I-lad! said in his dacu)({ about a century later."1x But of Zayd! tribesmen 
turnmg against their imam to depose or dissociate from hlln there does not 
appear to be any example (though there certainly are of Imams abdicating). 
Descendants of noted imams often refused to recognize the dacwa of more suc
cessful claimants, establishing petty dynasties of their own, and the political 
history of Zayd! Yemen is dominated by struggles between rival contenders."1

'J 

But no doctrinal parties ensued from them. All claimants seem merely to have 
waxed and waned in accordance with their popular support, and such sects as 
appeared in Zaycl! Yemen had nothing to do with the rights and wrongs of the 
contenders for power. 

The Zaycl!s held on for longer than the Kharijites in the Muslim heartlands. 
Like so many other residual groups, they were probably swept away by the 
Mongols. But Zaydism was no better suited as a political programme for the 
heartlands than its Khariiite counterpart. Its conception of the imam's office 
was too personal, its mode of succession too disorderly, and its activism too 
impracticable once an Imperial state apparatus had developed. Even without 
these apparent defects the Zaycl! imam was a poor alternative to the Umayyads 
and 'Abbasids as far as the problem of tyranny was concerned: he claimed the 
same political and religious competence as the former and buttressed it with 
descent more sacred than that possessed by the latter. Had a Zaydl1mam suc
ceeded in conquering the entire Muslim world, he would have proved no easier 
to bear than al-Ivla'mun (who practically was one). As a political doctrine, 
Zaydism owed Its protracted appeal in the heartlands to the widespread belief 
in the hereditary nature of righteousness. The 'Abbas1ds enthroned by the 
Hashimite revolution had proved no better than the Umayyads, but then they 
were not 'Aiicls, and one could still hope that an 'Alid would be different. The 
hope eventually faded. The unpalatable truth was that the pnce of civilization 
was submission to tyrants. The alternative was tribalism, with or Without 
religious beautification. 

48. Abu '1-Faraj, Maqiitil, 4_<;0.4; van Arcndonk, Delmts, 12'11. 
49· Cf. Haykel, 'Order and Righteousness', 24f., 79· 
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THI~ IMAMIS 

Like Zaydism, lmamism crystallized in the course of the eighth and ninth cen
turies, but it only acquired its classical form of Twelver Shl'ism in the tenth and 
early eleventh. (It could to that extent have been covered in part III of this book 
rather than here.) Unlike Zaydism, it was not a doctnne for export to the tribal 
world. It developed in Kufa, Qumm and Baghdad, and to a lesser extent in 
Medina, where its imams resided until 848, and it reflected the spiritual needs 
of townsmen who had come to terms with their own exclusion from politics; 
indeed, it could almost he defined as de-politicized Shl'ism. All in all, it dif
fered from Zayclism in four major ways. 

First, it was uniformly Riifiql. All lmamis believed 'All to be the Prophet's 
legatee (wa~l), claiming that the Prophet had publicly designated him as his 
successor and branding the first three caliphs as usurpers. They would rou
tinely vilify these caliphs (especially the first two) as well as the many Com
panions who had followed them, branding all of them as infidels or 
hypocrites. 1 Secondly, where the Zaycl!s held all 'All's offspring by Fatima to be 
eligible for the imamate, the Imamis narrowed down the candidates to a single 
line of l:Iusaynicls within which the office was passed down by bequest 
(wa~iyya}, also known as designation (na~~), from father to son, except that ai
J-:-Iasan had been succeeded by his brother al-l~usayn. Thirdly, their imam was 
an apolitical figure. He owed his position to designation, not to revolt, and his 
imamate was not invalidated by political impotence. All the Imams ought to 

have been caliphs and Commanders of the Believers, but only 'All had actually 

r. Cf. Kohl berg, 'Some Imam! Shl'l Views on the ,<;a&aba'. 
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held this position (for which reason he is always known as 11111/r al-mt.t)minln, 
Commander of the Faithful, in Imami sources); al-l:-!asan and al-I~usayn had 
enjoyed some political importance too, but all the remaining Imams were mere 
imams of al-l?aliil wa'l-l?cmlm, as the Zayd!s contemptuously put it, mere 
authorities on right and wrong. Fourthly, the religious role of the imam was far 
greater in Imam1sm than in Zaydism. As the Imamis saw it, humans would be 
doomed without a spiritual guide, but God had not left them in the lurch, for 
the world was not, and never would be, without an imam: even if there were 
only two people on earth, one of them would be the imam. 2 Unlike his Zayd! 
counterpart, the imam was divinely protected against error (ma' ~1-:im) and thus 
an infallible guide to Islamic law and doctrine. Indeed, to many he was the key 
to the secret meaning of things, the pillar of the umverse, and the axis of the 
creation. But for the Prophet and his family, God would not have created either 
the heavens or the earth, Paradise or Hell, Adam or Eve, the angels or anything 
else, it was said.l Recognition of the imams was a prerequisite for salvation 
according to all. The imams were gates to God; they were like Noah's Ark: 
whoever boarded was saved, whoever did not was drowned:1 

The (ormatio11 of /mamism 

The hisrory of Imamism as a separate branch of Shl'ism is generally assumed 
to start with Mul~ammad al-Biiqn· (d. c. 735) and .Ja'far al-~iidiq (d. 76')), whom 
the Imamis count as their fifth and sixth imams respectively and who generally 
figure as such in the secondary literature too. But though there cannot be much 
doubt that both men played a major role in the development of Shl'ism,1 it only 
seems to have been after Ja'far al-~1diq's death that one can speak of the 
Imamis as a separate sect. Both men were celebrated scholars. Being 'Aiids, 
they were regarded by most Muslims as particularly qualified to transmit 
Prophetic l:-Iad!th, and by most Shl'ites as potential candidates for the 
caliphate, but this did not make them different from other members of the 
Prophet's family who took to scholarship. The Imamis, however, postulated 
that both had been imams in actual fact, for all that neither had enjoyed polit
ical power or even tried to obtain it. Both had been what one might call imams 
in exile: imams without a political role, but still with political rights. What is 
more, the Imamis said, there had been an unbroken succession of such imams 
in exile from the Prophet's death until their own time (except that one of them, 

2. E.g. Nawhakhtl, Firaq, 90. 

'·Ibn Babawayh, J<tiq,/d, 1 iS = 9'i (ch. y;). 
4- Ibid., I19 = 96 (ch. :; ')). 
').Hodgson, '1-low did the Early Shi'a become Scctari,1n?'. 
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'All. had become the imam in power after waiting for twenty-four years).lt was 
this concept of a single line of hereditary imams, whether li1 exile or in power, 
that marked off the Imam1s from other Shl'ites. Precisely how and when it 
appeared is still uncertain, but a preliminary sketch may be attempted. 

Saviour-scholars 

In the mid-eighth century the idea of apolitical imams was current only among 
the Ghuliit, to whom 'imam', 'prophet', 'mahdi', 'god', and the like were 
so many terms for the same thing, as has been seen. The Ghuliit were earners 
of a wide range of ideas, mostly Gnostic, but shading off into Jewish and 
Christian esotcricism on the one hand and pagan ideas of cosmic kingship on 
the other, and all operated with a superhuman saviour figure. It seems to be 
this figure which lives on in the lmami imam, fused with a scholarly model.r' 
According to the Imamis, the Imam is the bearer of saving knowledge, and all 
those who do not recognize him will perish; but what the imam knows is the 
Qur'iin and I:Jad!th, two sources available to everyone. The two propositions 
are not so contradictory as they seem at first sight, for the Imamis did not 
think that the Qur'iin and l:hd!th were really available to everyone: their true 
wording had been lost and/or their true interpretation was not something that 
ordinary humans could work out for themselves; this was why the imams were 
indispensable. But even so, the tension between the two propositions was (and 
has remained) considerable. To some lmamis, the imams were simply 'right
eous and pious scholars' rutamii' abriir atqiycl'), who differed from ordinary 
scholars only in that they had perfect mastery of Mul)ammad's legacy and 
were divinely protected against error (mil?i:tm) ." Even that was sometimes 
denied,x making it difficult to sec what distinguished them from the scholars 
that Sunnis would call imams. Most Imamis understandably wanted the 
imams' knowledge to be commensurate with the central role ascribed to them 
and so endowed them with supernatural knowledge of all kinds, such as 
knowledge of the future and of all languages, including those of animals, 
claiming that they had books in which everything was written down, that 
angels talked to them, and so on. Some credited them with understanding of 
the esoteric meaning of the Prophet's teaching and cast its hidden message as 
the real key to salvation. There was always a tendency to veer into ghuluww. 

6. Cf. above, S 1. The m;ltcrial in J\mir-Moezzi, DiFIIII' Guide 111 Em·/v Shi<ism, is more 
reminiscent of cosmic kin).;ship ideas than of Gnosticism. 

7· Thus Hisham b. al-l)akam, al-Fasll h. Shadhan, and other muta/::.a//ims (Daou, 
'Conception', chs I-s). including lim Qiba (Modarressi, Crisis, I2...f, d. ;o for the phrase). 

8. Modaressi, Cris1s, 4"-· 
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The lmami leadership consistently opposed attempts to credit the imams with 
prophetic or divine status, but that apart, their views on the nature of the 
imams' knowledge have remained divided to this day.'1 

It was probably thanks to the input from the Ghulilt that there could be 
such a thing as an apolitical imam, for to everyone else an Imam who neither 
ruled nor claimed a saving role was just a great scholar, like the founders of 
Sunni legal schools. One would assume the reception of this input to have been 
effected between c. 730 and 8oo, for it was in that period that extremists were 
casting Mul)ammad al-Biiqir and Ja'far al-~iidiq (and ai-Man~iir) as imams, 
prophets, mahdis, and manifestations of the divine, for all that their objects of 
veneration seem to have regarded themselves as straightforward scholars, not 
as saviours of any kind. That the two 'Aiids saw themselves as ordinary schol
ars is not a view commonly found in the modern literature, but there 1s much 
to commend it. According to the Sunnis, both al-Biiqir and al-~iidiq had ja 1111tr 
(in later terminology, Sunni) pupils, who included luminaries such as al-Awzii'l, 
Abii J-:-Ian!fa, Sufyiin ai-ThawrT. Shu'ba b. al-l:Iajjiij, Malik and Ibn.JuraYJ. 111 This 
suggests that the teachers were differently perceived by their Jilllll"ft and their 
Riifi~ll pupils: the former regarded them simply as distinguished jurists and 
transmitters; the latter saw them as the sole transmitters of the Prophet's legacy 
or as imams, mahdis. prophets or divine incarnations, in any case the only 
source of religious guidance in their time. 11 But this in its turn presupposes that 
the teacher had not committed himself to a sectarian v1ew of h1s own position, 
for if he had seen himself as the sole source of religious guidance (not to men
tion as divine), he would have been known to h1s followers as the leader of a 
sect which regarded all jamttl Ivluslims as doomed to perdition. This was 
hardly something that he could have kept secret from h1s other pupils, and 1t 
defies belief that iami{/ Muslims should have sought religious Instruction from 
such a man. 

Sunn! dictionaries of traditionists routinely include entnes on Muhammad 
ai-Biiqir and Ja'far al-~iidiq, predictably claiming that both of them Jisowned 
mf4 and soberly listing the Compamons and Successors from whom they 
(especially ai-Biiq1r) transmitted l:lad!th, implying that neither of them saw the 
Prophet's family as the sole transmitters of the Prophet's legacy. 12 How much 
truth there is to this IS Impossible to say. What one can say is that the case is 

<).Ibid .. sof. 
ro.lbnl~lapr, ·t;z/;dh/f,, ii, 10~; IX, i'iO; cf. Lalani, ai-IMqir, IOI f., wnh more names. 
I I. Cf. Modarressi, Crisis, 29f. 

r2.lbnl~laiar, ·t:dulh/IJ, ii, IOl; IX, l<;of. Baqir is presented as a Medinese Junst like anv 
other, while opinions are divided over the permissibility of adducing Ja'far's tradition~. 
Musil ai-IG:pm and 'All ai-RitP are more marginal. 
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similar to that of Jabir b. Zayd (d. c. 720), whom the lba<;lis claim as their founder 
while the Sunnis list him as one of theirs, claiming that he disowned Iba<;iism. 
It is only of .Jabir's successors that we can say with some certainty that they 
were leaders of a sect of their own. 13 The disagreement over ai-Baqir and al
~adiq seems likewise to signal separation 1n the next generation. The concept 
of the imam as an apolitical figure dispensing saving knowledge of a severely 
scholarly type is fully attested in the work of Hisham b. al-l:bkam (d. c. 8oo).1-1 

Counter-caliphs 

Just as J acfar al-~adiq seems to have regarded himself as a straightforward 
scholar rather than an imam in the sense of saviour, so he seems to have stuck 
to the scholarly role without claiming to be the imam in the sense of ruler. Two 
of his sons ((Abdallah ai-Aft;al) and Musa al-Ka'[.im) supported the revolt of the 
f:Iasanid Mul)ammad b. cAbdallah, posthumously known as ai-Nafs al-Zakiyya, 
the Mahdi who proclaimed himself 11111/r a/-mu'min/11 in Medina in 762. 15 They 
clearly cannot have regarded their father as the legitimate caliph of the time. 
One would infer that he h1111sclf did not do so either. It is on grounds of pru
dence that he is said to have counselled against participation in ai-Nafs al
Zakiyya's revolt, 11

' not on the grounds that al-Nafs al-Zakiyya was trying to 

usurp his role, and there is no evidence that he regarded his sons as traitors. He 
is also said to have refused to participate in a sln7rii for the election of a caliph 
after the Hashimitc (in retrospect 'Abbasid) revolution, and his general reluc
tance to get involved in politics 1s well known. In what sense was he an imam, 
then? He plainly had all the right qualifications for the imamate, to Shlcites 
and jmni:lls alike, and he could have found plenty of people to fight for him if 
he had stepped forward to claim the imamate. People were tearing their hair 
out at his refusal to do so. 17 But the fact is that he did not. In retrospect, this 
seems to mean that he was an imam who refused to get involved with political 
power, but there cannot be much doubt that at the time it meant that he was 
no imam at all. The Zayd!s must be right when they assert that he shared their 
view of the imamate and did not claim it "in the way that the Imamis men
tion" . 1

H In fact, the Imamis themselves preserve a Zaydi-typc statement by him 

I 3· Cf. Crone and Zimmermann, E{Jistle, 502, _iO), _>o<;. 

14- Daou, 'Conception', ch. I. 

r 5· Abu '1-FaraJ, Maqiitil, 277. For his name, cf. (~. 1 8:7+ "why have you killed an inno-
cent soul (11a(sa11 zakiyyatmr) ?", 

r6. Ibn Biibawayh, 'Uyiill, i, 3 ro.-+ 

I7. Above, 87, note 1; Modarressi, Crisis, 7f. 

r8. Ibn Qiba, 'Naqt;l kitiib al-1shhad', §20. There are also lmami statements in which 

Ja'far seems to deny that he is the imam (Modarressi, Crisis, 8 and note 21 thereto). 
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in response to the 'Ahbasid revolution: go home, he told people who consulted 
him about how to react, "until you sec that we have a~reed on a man"; only 
then were they to w1eld arms on the family's bchalf. 19 Though the transmitters 
may not have noticed it, this statement (preserved because of its quietist 
message) is by a person who presumed there to be no 1mam at the time. 

In short, all Shicitcs in Jacfar al-?adiq's time would seem still to have been 
of either the Zaydi or the extremist type. The former operated with a large 
pool of candidates for the imamate (all Hashimitcs, all Talibids, all cAiids, or 
all descendants of al-f:-Iasan and al-l;-Iusayn) and held the imam to be singled 
out by revolt in combination with superior learning and/or agreement within 
the family, i.e. by shilrii (as attempted after the Hashimite revolution and as 
clanncd for al-Nafs ai-Zakiyya); they saw the imam as a pious and learned sov
ereign, not as an apolitical saviour. By contrast, the extremists would pick out 
individuals such as Ibn al-I·:bnafiyya, Mul)ammad al-Baqir, Jacfar al-?adiq or 
ai-Man~ur with reference to divine choice of one kind or another and sec them 
as spiritual saviours, with or without casting them as polincal rulers as well. 
Jacfar and his circles would seem to have seem Shl'ites of the first type. But the 
views characteristic of the second type were clearly exerting a pull, and it is 
not just in the conception of the imam that we see it: the Imamis call other 
Muslims the 'tlmma, the common people, and themselves the l:J;ii:?:?Cl, the elite, 
thereby revealing a conception of themselves as the cnli)!.htened few within a 
community, after the fash10n of Gnostics, as opposed to a community in their 
own right, with their own law and political leader, after the fashion of the 
Zaydis or Kharijites. 

Jacfar's son, Musa al-Ka'[.im (the seventh imam of the lmamis) docs seem to 

have regarded himself as an imam to be, for unlike h1s father, he was politically 
active. First he participated in al-Nafs ai-Zak1yya's revolt and next he began to 
levy regular contributions from his adherents, presumably to collect funLds for 
a new revolt. Many expected him to be the Mahdi destined to mauguratc 'Alid 
rulc. 211 Others expected h1s younger brother Mul;ammad to he that pcrson. 21 

The cAbbasids were sufficiently worried by Musa's activities to throw him into 
jail, where he died in 799· No revolt was ever staged, but the network of agents 
(wah/Is) contmued to operate, presumably on the grounds that the revolt 
would soon be staged by Musa's son, cAll (the future al-Ri~la). Musa thus turned 
his followers into a relig10us community with its own sovereign-to-be, Its own 
taxes, and its own hierarchy of administrators, who had nothmg to gain from 
political activities likely to ruin their lucrative positions and who took to 

19. Nu'manl, Ghayba, 1 H. 

20. lvlodarress1, Cnsis, 10, r ,f. 
21. Cf. van Ess, TG, 1, i26; iii, 1 '1; below, note 2'\. 
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providing religious services in the name of the imam, both locally and at the 
imam's residence, in order to ensure that the local constituencies remained 
willing to payY The more obvious it became that the sovereign-to-be would 
remain apolitical, the more strongly h1s saving role had to be stressed to justify 
his existence, allowing the second model to play a greater role. In short, it 
seems to be from Musil's time onwards that the lmamis acquired sectarian 
organization in the name of a politically qlllescent saviour-scholar. Whereas 
Musil had supported al-Nafs ai-Zakiyya 's bid for the caliphate, neither his suc
ccessor, 'All al-Ri~a, nor his other sons seem to have been among those who 
joined other people's rebellions; and when another son of Ja'far al-$;1diq, the 
above-mentioned M ul~ammad, rebelled in Medina in R 15, adopting the 
caliphal title and expressing the hope that he would be Mahdi and qii)im, his 
supporters were described as Jilrudls, that is Zaydls, suggesting that activist 
Rafi~ls and Imamis had parted ways. 21 

It has to be stressed that the lmamis were only some among many Shl'ites 
who counted J a'far al-~iidiq among then· heroes. According to the Mu'tazilite 
heresiographer Abu '1-Qasim al-Balkhi, also known as ai-Ka'bi (d. 1 r9/91 1 ), 
the biggest and most important section of the Ja'fariyya were the Fut;l~I)T1- (or 
Afpl~iyya),- those who held that .Ja'far's imamate passed to his son 'Abdallah 
al-Aft;al~ and that the imamate came to an end when 'Abdallah died shortly 
thereafterY One may well wonder whether these and other Shl'ites who 
allegedly stopped the imamate almost as soon as it had been formed actually 
operated with imams in the Imami sense at all. It seems more likely that .Ja'far 
was just a great scholar to them, deserving of particular reverence because of 
his Prophetic descent, but not a saviour figureY Under pressure to recast h1111 
and others as saviours, they will have kept themselves free of them by recourse 
to the idea that the imamate that everyone was foisting on Ja'far had passed to 

'Abdallah and disappeared with him. But however this may be, the scctanan 
organization developed by Musil proved capable of survival when 'All al-Rida 
was succeeded by a minor, who was succeeded by a minor in his turn. Just ~~s 
the imam was no longer required to wield political power, so he did not really 
have to be an adult scholar any more, his work having been taken over by cen
tral and local hicrachics of scholars and administrators. There was, in fact, no 
need for the imam to be present at all. 

22. Modarrcssi, Crisis, 12ff. 

23. Abu '1-Faraj, !vlaqiitil, 538[; Mufld, lrshiid, 432f. 

24. Balkhlm 'Abd al-Jabbar, !vlttglmr, xxh, 1 H 1.1. 

25. Cf. Modarrcssi, Crisis, _qf., on the Nawusiyya. 
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The caliphal mode of succession 

If it was the Gnostic or semi-pagan input that allowed for an apolitical imam, 
it was the caliphal mode of succession by a combination of heredity and 
dcslgnatJOnlhcquest (na~~lwa~iyya) that allowed for a stable sect. Unlike the 
Zaydls and the ghu/iit, the lmamis had a sovereign at all times, without requir
mg the candidate for the imamate to rebel and without recourse to the postu
lates of divine revelation, divine incarnation, or metempsychosis with wh1ch 
glm/iit would single out thc11· saviour figures.!.!' The continuous imamate also 
gave them a neat communal genealogy showing how nght guidance had been 
transmitted from the Prophet to their own time. (See chart 4.) 

All Rafi~ls accepted that the Prophet had designated 'All as his successor, 
and all saw al-Ijasan and al-Ijusayn as recipients of a tl'asiyva from the 
Prophet or 'All, too. But there the sequence ended according r'o- ~he Jarudls,27 

and the Kaysanls merely added Ibn ai-IjanafiyyaY That apart, the Idea of 
bequest is attested in attempts to legitimate non-'Alid imams: Abu Hashim is 
supposed to have bequeathed the imamate to the 'Abbasids and others; various 
'Alids arc supposed to have bequeathed it to local ghu/(it. But the interest here 
is in _the transfer, not in continuous sequences. The first complete sequence of 
apoht1cal imams outside Imamism comes in the presentation by or under al
Mahdi (ns-Ss) of al-'Abbiis' descendants as imams from the death of the 
Prophet to his own time. The sequence culminates 1n caliphs whose claim to 
power it is meant to legitimate; it is not really concerned w1th the transmissiOn 
of guidance, as noted alrcady. 2

" By contrast, the Imami sequence IS concerned 
with the transmission of guidance and displays no real interest 111 cla1ms to 

caliphal power. For all that, ir is a reasonable guess that al-Mahcll's sequence 
was meant to counter a Shl'itc one. "There must necessarily be a man in his 
place ... designated (man~tls ca!ayhi) by the previous imam," al-Nawbakht! 
says on the bas1s of an earlier lmami source, almost certalllly Hisham b. 
al-f:-Iakam (d. c. Xoo). 111 

There is corroborating evidence for this in Abu Mikhnaf's account of Zayd 
h. cAll's revolt. According to tillS historian, a Kufan who died 111 774, Zayd 
c~me to Kufa in n9, between four and six years after Mul~ammad al-Baqir had 
chcd. Had there been a regular succession of 1mams from father ro son, .Ja'far 

21i. But supcrnarural knowledge docs figure among the signs whereby the imam may be 
known in some works (e.g. Mufld, lrshiid, 44_1). . 

27. Cf. above, ro1. 

28. Cf. Kuthayyir, above, 8z.f. 

29. Cf. above, ch. 8, 92f. 

30. Nawhakhtl, Firaq, 17. 
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al-$ildiq would have taken over, but the Kufans did not apparently have an 
imam; they reacted to Zayd's arrival by paying allegiance to him when he 
decided to rebel. According to Abu Mikhnaf, however, some of them aban
doned Zayd when he refused to dissociate from the first two caliphs and 
accepted Ja'far al-$ildiq as their imam instead, claiming that he had a better 
right to the position after his father's death." This is tendentious: as noted 
already, Abu Mikhnaf was a Zaydl of the soft or weak variety who did not 
want his hero to have anything to do with 1Ufic_lls. 12 But he was clearly famil
iar with Riific_lls who cast Ja'far al-$ildiq as their imam in an apolitical sense on 
grounds of dynastic legitimism. He does not mention designation, nor docs he 
credit his Riific_ils with the view that one imam had taken over from the other 
ever since the Prophet's death. But if the Kufan Riific_lls endowed one line of 
'Aiids with a sole right to the imamate, this will soon have been supported with 
a claim to the effect that the line in question had always possessed It. Once 
again, then, the evidence takes us to Musil al-Kil::-:im 's time. 

The ghayba 

The de-politicization of the Imamis culminated 111 the disappearance of the 
imam in the late ninth century. The eleventh imam died in 874, almost certainly 
childless. He had a brother who was more than willing to succeed him, but the 
lmami leadership fiercely resisted his claims, invokmg the doctrine that the 
imamate was not supposed to pass from brother to brother after ai-1·:-Iasan and 
al-ljusayn. The deceased imam had an infant son who had gone IntO hiding 
(ghayba), they claimed. When the son failed to appear within the normal lifes
pan of a human being, it came to be agreed that he would remain in hiding 
until the end of time, when he would return as the Mahcli. It followed that his 
name was Ivlul)ammad.u The lmamis thus became Twclver-Shl'itcs. H Initially, 
the Imam was held to communicate with the believers through intermediaries 
known as sa{lrs, but the lines of communication were cut off (as people saw it) 
in 941. This marked the end of the 'lesser ghay/Ja' and the beginning of 'the 
greater ghay{;a' in which Imamis still find themselves today. The imam could 
still appear to the believers in dreams, and he was believed to move around 
invisibly among them, but nobody could claim to work on his orders. The 
Imamis thus made themselves wholly innocuous in political terms: they no 
longer had an imam to enthrone, and no political action could be presented as 

31. Tab., ii, r699f. 
32. Cf. above, 74, note 11. Similarly van Ess, TG, i, ; 11. 

.B· Cf. Arjomand, 'Imam i\bscondit11s', 10f. 
3+ Cf. Kohl berg, 'From lmamiyya to lthnii-'ashariyya '. 
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ordered by him. At the same time, messianism was neutralized by incorpora
tion as a doctrine about a future so indeterminate that it had no beanng on the 
present. All mahdis were problematic, if live because they would embroil the 
community in bloodshed and suppression, if dead or absent because their 
adherents would await their return instead of allowing the imamate to con
tinue. The lmamis now ruled out the first scenario by officially optmg for the 
sccond.15 

In lmamism as In Sunnism, religious leadership passed to scholars. More 
precisely, the leadership of scholars became undisguised, for how far the 
imams had ever possessed it is open to doubt. There were no 'Aiid scholars 
before Mul)ammad al-Biiqir and Ja'far al-~ildiq, and their ability to secure 
acceptance for their views was no greater than that of any other scholars; in 
fact, it must have been less, for they were objects of speculation rather than a 
source of instruction to the many who credited them with supernatural know
ledge. The wil~t1fa instituted by Musil ai-Kilz;im was used largely or wholly for 
the collection of funds rather than doctnnal policing. Two of the imams after 
him were minors; and of these, the first died young, while the second ended up 
under house arrest in Samarra, where his son remained, to die as the eleventh 
imam. All in all, then, they can hardly have functioned as ultimate leaders in 
practice. The imams (or their staff) did occasionally send directives to local 
scholars, but they do not seem to have taken It upon themselves to Issue 
encyclical letters for the settlement of controversial issues or definition of the 
faith on a regular basis. In practice, then, Imamism had always been domi
nated by local scholars who maintained doctrinal umty by reading each others' 
treatises, engaging in polemics, studying with each other, and developing a 
general consensus, much as did their jamifl counterparts. This was formalized 
when the imam disappeared. 

lmamism after the ghayba 

The disappearance of the imam greatly cased relations between the Imamis 
and the powers that be. In effect, the Imamis had adopted the Chnstian solu
tion of leaving politics to Caesar, who thereby acquired a certain legitimacy of 
his own. Things improved even further in the mid-tenth century, when western 
Iran and Iraq came to be ruled by the Buyids (94_~-10~~ in Iraq), for the Buyids, 
who hailed from Daylam on the Caspian coast, were Shl'itcs themselves. 

3S· Cf. Momen, lntrodllclron, 7<;; Sachcdina, lsla111ic Messwnis111 (though one may dis
agree with the view, p. 1, that "the essence of Shi'ite Islam is a chiliasrrc vrsion of history"); 
Ar,omand, 'The Consolation of Theology'; and •(;ayba' in Enc. 11"1111. 
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Originally they were almost certainly Zayd!s, but they veered to lmamism 
under exposure to it in Iraq, so that for the first time the Imamis experienced 
the pleasure of having political backing. The Biiyids patronized Imami schol
ars, officially celebrated Imami festivals, and rebuilt lmami shrines. On the 
basis of ambivalent formulations used by al-Tiisi (d. ro66) it has been suggested 
that the Imam1s repaid the Biiyids by accepting the concept of a just ruler who 
was not the imam.36 But neat though this would he in view of the parallel with 
Christianity, it docs not seem to he correct. As far as the jurists were con
cerned, Caesar ruled because things had gone wrong, not because he had been 
authorized to do so by the founder of the faith .. F He remained a sul(i"in jii'ir, 

an illegitimate rulcr,1x meaning a ruler who did not derive his authority from 
God or the Prophet and whose government thus could not embody divine law 
and morality, however pious or observant of the law he might be. 

His power was profane, then. 1
'
1 But it was not profane 111 the neutral sense 

of 'secular' or 'not sacred'. There was something positively wrong about it. It 
is true that the Biiyids and other kings sympathetic to Imamism did not claim 
the imam's position (unlike the Umayyads and the 'Abbasids), but there was no 
way round the fact that they owed their presence to a violation of God's order. 
The reader may retort that so too did Christian kings, according to the church
men of medieval Europe. But in their view, the violation had taken place back 
in Paradise, not on the earth as we know it. It was human nature as such that 
had been corrupted according to them, not a specific polity in the recent his
tory of the Christians themselves; the kings that God raised up by way of pun
ishment and remedy for the violation were thus perfectly legitimate. The 
Imamis might have found things easier if they had accepted some such view. for 
example in the form of the Gnostic diagnosis of a cosmic mistake behind the 
human condition. But this would have been difficult to square with the con
VIction that a sacred order had prevailed under the Prophet, and briefly also 
under 'AlT. The fact that it did not prevail now reflected the errors of recent his
tory, not the human condition. To the Imam1 junsts, kings were thus 
fundamentally illegitimate. 

36. Madelun12:, 'Treatise', 30; Sachedina, Just Ruler, 10off. 
37.lt was the imam's functiOn to "lead troops, fight oppressors, administer legal 

punishments (~add), protect the boundancs, sec that JUstice 1s done to the oppressed", 
but oppressive people prevented him from do111g so, as a treatise ascribed to the Sharif 
al-Murta<;la (d. 4361!044) puts it (Sachedina, 'Treatise on the Occultation', 120f.). 

3R. The term is not an assertion of practical wickedness, only of le!!:al status, as Calder 
rightly notes ('Legitimacy and Accommodation', 99). 

39· Cf. Calder, 'Judicial Authority', IO). 
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They were not necessarily wicked, however, and even if they were, one had 
to put up with them, for even government in contravention of God's law was 
better than none. "People must necessarily have a profane ruler (sul(ii11) when 
the imams of JUStice are absent," as the Imami secretary Ibn Wahb, writing in 
or after :ns/946f., declared; "for if they lacked both such a ruler (al-sul(iin) and 
imams they would cat one another." Even wrongful rulers did more good than 
harm, he added, citing 'All as saying that "government (nmlm) is 111dispensa
ble, whether pious or profligate" : 10 The Umayyads had been profligate, but 
they had conquered lands, distributed the booty, defended the borders, and 
kept the roads safe, as Ibn Abl '1-I:fad!d explained.·" One could even work for 
such a regime according to some, for Joseph had worked for Pharaoh:12 But 
Pharaonic legitimacy was at best expedient; it could never be shar'l, and there 
were times when non-cooperation was best: if the Umayyads had not found 
people to work as secretaries, tax collectors and soldiers for them, they would 
not have been able to deprive the imams of their nghts. as a tradition credited 
to J a'far al-~adiq pm it. 11 

When the last imam went into hiding, some held that the public order 
based on the SharT'a had practically ceased to exist: all the Imam's functions 
had lapsed, so that there was no moral basis for holy war (other than of the 
purely defensive type), the collection of taxes, the applicanon of the public 
penalties amdiid), or the conduct of public worship."'' Some did hold the 
imam's functions, or some of them, to have passed to others, but they saw 
them as having passed to the scholars, not to the kings. As deputies of the 
imams, the scholars were in a position to bestow sha/1 legitimacy on kmgs, 
but the legitimacy thus acquired by secular government was borrowed:'' Unlike 
the scholars, kings could not validate their status with reference to the Shar!'a 
111 their own right. In the long run, their JUrisdiction was undermmed by 
the transfer of the imam's powers to the scholars, as the Safavids and their 
successors were to find 111 modern times. . 

40. Ibn Wahb, Hurh,llr, 40;.-0; cf. l·:J\ supplemem, s.v. 'Ibn Wahl1. This emmently 
}ami1i VIew is first credited to 'All by Abii Mikhnaf (BA, ii, 177. cf. l'i2, ;61, against the 
Kh:1riiite Iii l;ukma illd li'lliih, taken to mean 'no government'). It later appears in the famous 
Imam! anrhology of 'All's sayings, the Nahj al-baliigha (probably compiled c. 4ooiiOoo), 
I 14, no. 40, quoted in IAH, ii, 307, where 'All also enumerates some functions of the ruler. 
For ;1 vanant version, see Ibn Ahii Shayha, Mu~amraf, xv, no. ll)lOl (/(. al-jita11). 

.p. IAH, iii, 209. 

42. Madclung, 'lh~atise', 22 = 2'i. 

45· Newman, Fomratn•e Period o{'fil'eiuer S/ii'ism, 17<;. 

-14- Below, 289ff. 

45· Cf. Calder, 'Legitimacy and Accommodatwn', the best treatment of the question. 
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The happy condominium between the Imamis and their Btiyicl rulers came 
to an end with the Seljuq invas10ns, for the Se]juqs, who entered Baghdad in 
10'\ 'i, were Sunnis; and though the Mongols who occupied Baghdad in 1251\ 

ex~~nded favours to the Imamis, the lmamis never again had political support 
on a major scale until the ~afavids turned Iran into a ShT'ite country by politi
cal decree in the sixteenth century. This development was to change the nature 
of Imamism, including its political doctrines, culminating in Khomeini's doc
trine of government by the most eminent jurist. But all that lies far beyond the 

scope of this book 

The lmami uision 

lmamism is a much more complicated belief-system, developed over much 
longer penods and reflecting much more differentiated societies, than either 
Kharijism or Zaydism. Like all complex systems of thought, it can be played in 
many ways. One hesitates, then, to offer something so simple as a summary of 
'the lmami vision'. But some obvious points can be made. 

Imamism hugely widens the gulf between the imam and his followers. 
There was only one family, indeed one lineage, from which he could come 
forth, and only one individual who could be him at any given time. After the 
ghayba he could no longer be begotten at all. He was created of a speCial sub
stance, endowed with divine light, divinely inspired (mufahham), protected 
against error (mc{~tlm), possessed of knowledge over and above that possessed 
by ordinary human believers, and eventually not a member of the ordinary 
human world at all. The gulf between the imam and his devotees is replicated 
in that between the lmamis and other J\lluslims. The former were af-/.:.hcl~~a, the 
elite; the latter were al-e c/mma, the masses, made "from the stinking mud of 
hell" :16 The imams were the possessors of knowledge and their followers were 
those who had acquired it; the rest of humanity were "scum". 

The Imami solution to Mul)ammad's multipurpose polity was thus to ele
vate the imam to a religious importance so overwhelming that he ceased to 

have anything to do with politics; politics was left in the hands of kings and 
amirs. The Imamis tended to separate the sacred and the profane, as Calder 
observes. But as seen already, this did not allow for an autonomous sphere of 
politics, for the fact that the imams ought in principle to have ruled stood in 
the way of full endorsement of the powers that be:':· Of shar'T government 
there were only two shortlived examples in lmami history, the Prophet's ten 

46. Kohlbcrg, 'Imam and Community', ,2. 
47· Calder, 'Judicial Authority', 107; above, 120. 
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years in Medina and 'Ali's five years as caliph in Kufa. The century of Buyid 
rule was quasi-legitimate and stimulated sufficient Interest in government for 
the Sharif ai-Rii<J! (d. 10 12) to include a letter of political advice In his cele
brated compilation of 'All's sayings and writings, the Na!JJ a/-ba!t"ig,ha:'H But 
illegitimacy was so fundamental a fact about political power that until the 
~afavids created an Imami state, the lmamis did not generally devote their 
thought to how to organize, manage, or change it, but rather to how to live 
with it. If their imams were about salvation, their politics were about 
accommodation. This showed itself in three fundamental values. 

The first is quietism. In pnnciplc the pre-ghayba lmamls were committed 
to the overthrow of the usurpers, and hopes for a political redeemer sometimes 
ran high, as has been seen. But in practice the Imamis can be defined as those 
Sh-f'ites who renounced political action. Hisham b. al-1-:Iakam (c. Xoo) laid down 
that it was forbidden to rebel without the imam's permission. Unauthorized 
revolt would endanger the imam's life, the lmamis said; what they actually 
meant was that it would endanger the commumty. No Imam after al-1-:-lusayn 
led or authorized a revolt, and when the twelfth went into hiding, revolt 
became doctrinally Impossible:'~ To the Zayd! charge that Imams sitting at 
home were just legal authorities, or worse, effete cowards sponging off the 
believers instead of getting up to fight the oppressors,'0 the lmamis responded 
that it was wrong to court self-destruction. People exposed themselves to 

unlawful danger when they went out in "a small band without experience of 
war or military training ... to meet an army trained In war who control the 
land, who are killing people, who are numerous, well armed, well-equipped, 
and who have supporters a hundred times more numerous than their troops 
among the common people, convinced that anyone who attacks them can be 
lawfully killed"." The lmamis were in a state of truce with their non-ShT'ite 
opponents, they said.52 Sh!'ites hankering for political action had to aban
don the lmami fold for Zaydism or (from the late ntnth century onwards) 
lsmailism. To be an !maim was to know that power was beyond reform. 

The second fundamental value is tm]I)')'Cl, precautionary dissimulation. 
Muslims arc allowed to hide or deny their faith under condinons of danger. A 
few activists rejected it, notably the Azariqa, who saw it as a cowardly way of 
evading one's duty to fight for the truth. Most Kh:1riiitcs and Sunnis accepted 

4S. The letter is translated in Chmick, Anthology, 6Sff. Sec funhcr hL·Iow, 1 \"2, note 2,. 

4Sl· Ash'arl, sS; Tlisl, Nihiiya, 297-2. 

\"0. Cf. above, IO), note 31; 'Abwl, Slr<~t,lf-1-liidl, 27f. 

sr.lhn Qiba, 'Naqsl kitab ;d-rshhad', §6r. 

52· Cook, Colllllllllldillp_ Rig,ht, 257. 
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it, if only under certain circumstances. But only the lmamis made it central to 
their faith. "Nine tenths of faith is taqiyya," .Ja'far al-~adiq is reputed to have 
said.'l Like political inactivity, taqiyya was enjoined as crucial for the protec
tion of the imam's life, and again its key function was to shield the lmam1s 
themselves from attack when they left the relative safety of their own quarters: 
"in concealment and silence lies security and protection for him and for us," as 
one Imami statement has it.5•1 Being suspected of Sh!'ism could have nasty 
consequences in staunchly Sunni areas. lmamis who saw the imams as 
possessors of esoteric knowledge also enJoined taqiyya to protect their secret 
wisdom from exposure to the uncomprehending masses (includi_I:g their own 
co-religiOnists), who might pervert it or denounce it as heretical.'' 

Finally, the Imamis developed their own conception of martyrdom, above 
all with reference ro al-1-:Iusayn's death at Karbala' in ()l\o. A martyr (shaliid) 
was a person killed in holy war against mfidels. A Sunni martyr died at the 
hands of non-Muslims, typically on the winning side and certamly on that of 
the solid majority, so that no sense of tragedy or pathos attached to his fare: he 
was a hero rewarded by Paradise. The infidels against whom Sh!'ite and 
Khariiire martyrs fell, on the other hand, were usually 'people of the qi/J!a' (i_.e. 
other-Muslims), and the Shl'ites and Kharijire martyrs themselves typically tell 
on rhe losing side, as members of an oppressed minority. Yet no sense of 
tragedy or pathos attaches to Kharijite martyrs ~ither: they were _staunch 
heroes who would Hinch at nothing in the path of C~od, not tragic VICtims of a 
vitiated world in which the forces of evil always win. The same Is true of Zaydl 
martyrs. But to the Imamis, a martyr was indeed a victim of an evil world, like 
al-Ijusayn, whose fate was a tragedy eliciting profound emotions of gnef and 
L)ity, and a sense of sinfulness in the survivors. The so-called Penitents report
~dly left Kufa to let themselves he slaughtered ~)y Umayyac~ t~(~Ops by way of 
atonement for their failure to assist al-1-;-Iusayn;'<• and later Sh1'1tes were to re
enact his martyrdom with self-flagellation, turnmg the violence they might 
have applied to the external world against themselves. Like Christiamry, 
Imamism was a religion that saw salvation as lymg with the losers. 

53· Kullnl, T<iifl, ii, 2.17; cf. Ncwnun, 1-'ormati<•c Period o/ Truclucr Shr'ism, r)?f. 

54· Nawbakhtl, Fimq, 9 r. 
~5- Kohlberg, 'Taqiyya in ShT'! Theology and Religion'. 
56. IT, s.v. 'Tawwiibun'. 

CHAPTER 

]1 

THE I;IADITH PARTY 

Scholars had appeared within all parties, in all Muslim settlements, 111 the 
course of the Umayyad period. By the late Umayyad/early 'Abbasid period 
some of them had come to form a party of their own under the label a~(Jiib ai
(Jad/th, 'adherents of J-:-lad!rh/reports', or 'I-;-Iad!th party', or, as the term is more 
commonly translated, 'Traditionalists'. Initially they seem to have been con
centrated in Iraq and the 1-;-liiaz, but they soon spread to Khurasan, Egypt, and 
elsewhere. 

The adherents of 1-;Iad!rh believed that the Prophet's practice (stnma) could 
be recovered from (uufith, 'traditions', that is short statements reporting the 
Prophet's solutions to legal or doctrinal problems as they had ansen in his 
time. Most a~(Jclb aHmdith were active compilers, teachers, and transmitters of 
such reports (mul;additlnin, 'traditionists'). 1 In the late Umayyad period l;adith 
reporting the practice of the Prophet, as opposed to that of a Companion or 
later figure, had great rarity value. They also had great popular appeal, for 

r. Some lslamicists usc the same word (usually 'tradiuontsts') 10 tr;lllslate mu(lilddithiill 
(transmmers of l:lad!th) and a~(;ti/J al-(mdllh (believers inl:ladlth as a source for the Muslim 
way of life). It has to he said that the cnttre terminology is unfortunate. !Jad!th ts labelled 
'tradition' because it is something handed down from the past, bur one normally assoctates 
tradition with customs rather than reports, and a traditionalist~ ts normally someone 
attached to venerable instittttions, nor someone who holds right practtce to he revealed in a 
certain type of literature. On both counrs the terminology invites confusion hetwecnl:ladlth 
(the literary genre) and Surma (the practices that the genre illustrates). The Traditionalists 
were, moreover, radicals when they first appeared. The terminology is however roo 
entn:nched in the literature to be changed. 

f I25] 
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they were typically transmitted orally, with just one transmitter per generation 
in the chain of authorities (iswld) attached to them, so that hearing one was 
almost like hearing the Prophet h1111self. The Muslim world was soon to be 
flooded with reports from the Prophet, but imtially, Prophetic traditions were 
in the nature of relics, which also induced a sense of direct contact, and the 
social prestige accruing from the possession of such treasured items was great. 
"If I were a bean-seller, you would think nothing of me- without these tradi
tions we would no better than greengrocers," as the Kufan al-A'mash (d. 
qS/765) reputedly said.2 The traditionists would travel far and wide to find 
their relics, display them with pride, pass on as many of them as they could, or 
alternatively hoard as many as they could in their pnvate collections, and 
inevitably they would also traffic in fakes and heavily restored items. (This, 
incidentally, is not why the authenticity of Prophetic l~adlth is disputed by 
many Islamicists, though participants in the debate often convey this 
impression by casting the debate as one about 'fabrications'.) 3 

Not all scholars who worked with J)ad!th had the same views on politico
religious or theological questions at first: some were Shl'ites, others Murji'ites, 
some believed in predestination, others in free will. But boundaries hardened 
in the ninth century. Some Traditionalists henceforth worked as members of 
Shl'ite sects; others died out (believers in free will henceforth expressed them
selves in halclm, rationalizing theology, alone); and still others grouped 
together as a~(Jiih a/-(Jirdith. Another name for this last group was ah/ a/-sunna 
wa'/-janzcta, roughly 'adherents of right practice and communal solidarity', or 
ahl al-sumra for short. This was a flattering self-description which many 
groups were to adopt without necessarily meaning very much by it. As used by 
the J-:Iad!th party, however, it appears to have been programmatic. 

Sumw 

Everyone knew that religious guidance was to be found in the Qur';'in and the 
Sunna, that is to say in the Book and the example set by upright men in the past 
(al-salaf). Looking in the Qur'an was easy enough, but how was the Stnma to 

2. Khatib, Shara( a~(Jii/J al-hadith, 1 .>5· no. 32.0. 
3· The assumption of the sceptics 1s rather that relics arc never authentic, whether 

accepted as such or not by those who revere them. Ti·aditions from the Prophet only begin 
to appear about a century after h1s death as ammumtlon 111 debates about law and doctrine: 
even if they had a startmg pomt 111 somcthmg the Prophet actually said or did, they had 
undergone so many changes in the course of transmission that unless the contrary can be 
shown, they arc best treated as evidence for the debates in wh1ch they were used rather than 
for the views of the figures to whom they were traced. 
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be found? The general assumption in the Umayyad period seems to have been 
that one knew the Sunna too primarily from the Qur'an: whatever the Qur'an 
commanded was what the Prophet and other upright men must have done; tra
dition supplied the context 1n which they had done ir:1 One could also infer the 
Sunna from the practice of upnght people in the present, for whatever they did 
must always have been right; the Sunna was good communal practice. There 
was a scattenng of 1-:-Iad!th from and/or about the Prophet and later righteous 
figures, but it seems only to have been in the later Umayyad period that such 
reports began to proliferate. 

The adherents of 1-:-Iad!th said that the Sunna was what the Prophet had 
said and done as recorded 111 J)adlth. It was not the example of upright men in 
general, only of one of them, and it was not to be found in the Qur'an or com
munal practice, but rather in a particular type of (initwlly oral) report about 
his rulings. Many would use I~adlth from the Compamons and later authori
ties as well, hut all held, or soon came to hold, that ProphetiC tradition over
ruled all other non-Qur'anic data when available; and all would stop short of 
using m)y, individual Judgement, dismissing it as arbitrary opinion. Their 
point was that all guidance was sealed in the past. The Prophet had been the 
last window onto God's will. The window was now shut for ever, not only in 
the sense that there would he no more scriptures, but also in the sense that 
there could be no further sources of Sunna. Contrary to what adherents of the 
Umayyads and the Hashimites claimed, no living being had, or ever would 
have, special access to God: the imam was no exception. And contrary to what 
everyone else said, no livmg beings could be presumed to perpetuate the 
Prophet's Sunna merely because they were upright, pious, learned, or clever: 
the scholars were no exception. All humans depended entirely on the book and 
other records that the Prophet had left behind for their authonty. Some believ
ers were endowed with better memories. higher reliability, and greater learning 
than others, but these were differences of degree, not of kind. Th1s IS not to 
deny that they were of vital importance: scholars knew so much more than 
other believers that they assumed the position of clergy 111 relation to them. But 
nobody had a pnvate line to the truth any more, let alone a monopoly on it. 
All were equidistant from God. 

This was the Traditionalist thesis, and it was a radical pruning exercise. 
It left no room for juristic reasoning, rationalizing rheology or (when it 
appeared) philosophy, let alone for ongoing revelation or other forms of super
natural knowledge after the Prophet's death as cla11ned by new prophets, 
Umayyad or Shl'ite imams, or (when they appeared) Sufi sa1nts. What was on 

4· This Is the still how the Prophet's Sunna is Identified hv the lhiil,ll Salim {later 
second/eighth century?) (Crone and Zimmermann, Epistle, 28f.). 
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the other side of the window could only be known from smJ{, authoritative 
information going back to the days when the window was open, meaning the 
Qur'iin and Prophetic 1-;Iadlth. 

It followed that religious authority rested entirely on knowledge (' ilm) of 
the Qur'iin and Prophetic I:-ladith, not on high office, descent from the Prophet, 
superior reasoning, or (when they appeared) claims to special friendship with 
God. This had radical implications in socio-political terms. The truth was dis
persed among the believers at large; the greengrocers of Kufa were more 
authoritative than the caliph if they had J-:Iadlth to offer along w1th their beans. 
It was perfectly possible for a caliph to possess religious knowledge too: 'Umar 
II was remembered (rightly or wrongly) as having tried to follow the Sunna in 
the Traditionalist sense. But the caliph was no different from any other Muslim 
in this respect, and knowledge of the Qur'iin and l:Iad!th could never be con
centrated in a single man, for anyone who cared to study them was free to do 
so. This was the doctrine by which the adherents of 1:-lad!th cut the imam down 
to size. He was not endowed with a divine fullness of power, only with the 
authority to regulate matters of this world. As successor of the Prophet, 
commander of the believers. and executor of Islamic law, he still occupied a 
position of central importance to the religion, but he was not authorized to 

define it. 
It was at the hands of the ljadlth party that the caliphs and the scholars 

became rivals. Like the Kharijites and Sh!'ites, the early 1-;Iadlth scholars were 
hostile to the Umayyads, in Kufa as soft Sh!'ites and Murji'ites, 111 Basra and 
Medina as 'Uthmiinls. But unlike the Kharijites and other Shl'ites, they all came 
to subscribe to a thesis which implied that no caliph, legitimate or otherwise, 
could claim religious authority any more. Whether this nnplication was appar
ent already in the Umayyad period is hard to say. Thanks to the generalumlata
bility of 1:-Iadith, all aspects of Traditionalist history before c. Xoo are highly 
uncertain, and it was only in the 1111d-ninth century that a caliph put their the
sis to the test (as will be seen). But it was probably in the later Umayyad period 
that the Traditionalists rejected the title khall{at alliih for its connotatwns of 
religious authority (lacking in other grandiloquent titles such as 'shadow of 
God on earth'), claiming that Abli Bakr and 'Umar had repudiated this version 
of the title in favour of l:.halifat msill allilh, successor of the messenger of God.' 
'Deputy of God' was a title suitable only for the prophets of whom it was used 

5· Cf. Crone and Hinds, God's Caliph, 20; above, 18, .-13f. The rulc:r was God's shadow 
(;;,ill allah) in the sense that God pr<lV!dcd shade (i.e. protcctwn) through hun (cf. Goldziher, 
'Ombre de Dieu', I_nf.). Later it was often taken to cast him in grander terms as a reflectiOn 
of God (cf. below, r53, note 30), but it docs nor figure in disputes over religious aurhonty. 
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in the Qur'iin, they said/' studiously avoiding identifyin)!.. the Qur'iinic khafl{a 
as the head of state;7 or alternatively, they belittled the significance of the title, 
claiming that any Muslim who commanded right and forbad wrong was God's 
deputy on earth.~ At some pmnt it was decided that the caliph was, or ought 
to be, a lllUJlahid, one endowed with sufficient legal learning to exercise inde
pendent judgement. If this was meant as a concession to the caliph, it was not 
much of one, for it reduced his voice to one among many: like other scholars 
endowed with the requisite learning, he was entitled to interpret the law, but he 
had no special prerogatives by virtue of his office. More probably, however, it 
was just meant to ensure that he was properly educated in the law so that his 
day-to-day decisions would remain within its bounds: the idea was that he 
would be able to interpret it for his own day-to-day purposes, much like a 
judge, not that the decisions he reached on the basis of ijt ihtld would have 
legislative force.') 

If Islam had been horn with an ecclesiastical hierarchy, the adherents of 
1:-Iadlth would have had as many obstacles to overcome to get their way as the 
Protestants of Reformation Europe, meaning that they might well have failed. 
But since the Umayyads had never developed an official hierarchy for the dis
semination of their views, there was not much they could do about the schol
ars' withdrawal of recognition of their authority, except 111 matters of direct 
relevance to government. They did have some leverage on judges and other 
government appointees, but no Traditionalist scholar accepted judicial 
appointment if he could avoid it. Clashes were most likely to arise 1n the field 
of public ritual and taxation, where the scholars had to defer to the authori
ties. For the rest, people continued to consult the scholars, who would no 
longer consult the caliphs or ascribe their views to them. 111 

6. Thus 'Umar II in Ibn 'Abd al-ljakam, S/rat, 46. 

7· Q;1<F, 'The Term "Khallfa'", i, 409,411 (with this and an alternative intcrprctarion). 
8. Cook, Comma1uli11,1!, 1\i,l!,ht, 3~L The idea that all humans an: dcpurics of God on 

earth by virtue of rhc1r dcsccnr from Adam (identified as h!Jal/(;11 ,dl.rh in Q. z.:_1o) seems 
firsr to he a nested in tenrh-century philosophical circles (Raghib, Dharl'11, '! 1 f.; cf. Idris, 'Is 
man the Viccgerenr of God?'). Early exegetes who Identified man as /.:.!Jal/(;1 saw humans as 
successors of the angels, the jilm, or earlier generations, nor as deputies of God (cf. Qa~!l, 
'The Term "Khallfa'", )'!Sff). 

').For a different view of the relationship between scholars and caliphs, sec Zaman, 
J:mergci/Ce, ch. 3· For an example of caliphal iitihiid, sec below, 22.<;, nore 1 ). 

10. According to Ibn I~Iazm, the Mcdinesc accepted legal decisions from/attributed to 

Umayyad caliphs as late as Yazld II, l-lisham and al-Walld II, bm the last Umayyad caliph to 
figure as an authority on law In a non-polemical context IS Hisham (Crone and Hinds, Gods 
Caliph, 47f., cf. 45). 
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The A~l)ilb al-1-;Iad!th and the cA!Jbiisids 

The cAbbasids came to power as imams entitled to unquestioned obedience in 
both religious and political terms. When the Prophet died, the knowledge 
which God had revealed to him passed to his family (citra, ah!!Jayt) in the order 
of genealogical proximity (al-aqmb fcT'!-aqra!J), not to anyone else, the leaders 
of the Hashin11tc movement in Khurasiln arc represented as agreeing in 129/746; 
the Prophet's family were the fount of relig10us knowledge and the recipients 
of the Prophet's legacy (nuldin al-cilm wa-a~~Jii{J mlriith mst71 alliih); nobody 
would want w transfer their obedience from them to other members of his 
family (can ahl al-bayt ilii ghayrihim milT citra! al-11i1b/), and the recipients of 
the Prophet's legacy could not he gainsaid. 11 Religious knowledge is here con
centrated in the Prophet's inner family, as the Rafi\lTs saw it, not dispersed In 
the community. 12 A similar concept of the imam's knowledge is attested Ill Ibn 
al-MuqaffaC, a secretary who began his career in the service of the Umayyads. 
As noted before, u he was worried by extremism among the Khurasanl troops. 
Many officers spoke as if the imam could change the qibla and make moun
tains move, he said; some saw the imams as entitled to unconditional obedi
ence, saying that it was not for their followers to sit in judgement on their 
orders, while others went to the opposite extreme of sccmg the imams as no 
more authoritative than anyone else. The one extreme here is clearly Shlcitc 
ghuluww, the other seems to be something close to Najditc Kharijism. By way 
of solution Ibn al-Muqaffa< asked the caliph to draw up a catechism for the 
officers to memorize, containing everything they needed to know. In another 
context he asked him to codify the law as well: from among the mass of con
flicting rules in current usc the imam was to ratify the ones he deemed best on 
the basis of divine inspiration (ra,yalm <1ll<uihl yulhimulm al/iih), and all later 
imams were to do the same. 1·1 His own moderate view of the imam's knowl
edge would thus seem to be that also attested for the late Umayyad secretary 
cAbcl al-I-;Iamld b. Yal)ya and the Zaydl Abu 'l-Jartid: all three credited the imam 
with a divine inspiration that made him the ultimate arbiter of right and 

n. Tab., ii. 1961. Riifi<oll though it is, it must have been written or revised with the doc

trine of al-'Abbiis' inheritance in mmd; cf. the polemical reference to other members of the 

Prophet's family and the mvocation of genealogrcal proximrty (al-aqm/; fir'l-aqm/;, a com

mon expression in connecnon with agnatic succession, in which an uncle, i.e. al-'Abbiis, 

would exclude a cousin, i.e. 'All). 

u. Cf. above, ro+ 

f3· Above, 94, notes 25, 26. 
14- .'Jabii/Jt7, 194-8, 208 (l't, §§IO-rS, 36). 
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wrong. 11 This suggests that the view was widespread. It was certainly shared 
by the devotees of the 'Abbasid house known as Rizamls. 1'' 

But the <Abhasids do not seem to have made much usc of their special 
knowledge. As far as law is concerned, they appear to have recognized the 
scholars' monopoly from the start. As regards theology, the caliph al-Ma'mun 
(8q-13) did try to assert his religious authority, but not along the lines rec
ommended by Ibn ai-Muqaffa\ In the last year of his reign he instituted a 
famous inquisition (mi~ma) designed to ensure that all Judges, Jurists, and well
known traditionists subscribed to the doctrine of the creatcdncss of the 
Qur'an, which had hccn propounded by rationalist thcolog1ans. 1- Contrary to 
what ts often stated. the measure was not an attempt to Impose Muctazilitc the
ology. For one thing, the doctrine of the crcatcdncss of dlC Qur';1n was not 
umquc to the Muctazilitcs, and though al-Ma'mtm appointed a Mu<tazilitc as 
chief prosecutor, he was not a Muctazilitc himself; his mentor seems to have 
been the Murji'ite Bishr al-Marlsl. For another thing, al-Ma'mlin only picked 
a single tenet for his Inquisition, not a complete system, so he was not trying 
to impose any one system at alJ. 1

H What his chmcc of a stngle, highly contro
versial rationalist doctrine shows is that the mil;na was tn the nature of a 
gauntlet flung at the I:-Iadlth party. It was not an attempt at permanent, insti
tutional control of people's beliefs. In fact, ordinary people were not targeted 
at all, presumably because they were expected stmply to follow their leaders. 
But It did attempt to force everyone Ill a posttion of authonty to accept a tenet 
derived from the rationalist theology favored by the courdy elite, and thus to 

concede that the ultimate authonty in matters of faith was the caliph. 
The milma was a failure. Some adherents of 1-ladlth bowed to pressure, oth

ers stauncl;ly resisted, most famously Ibn 1-;Ianb~l, but ctthcr way the scholars 
were too amorphous for the caliph to get a grip on them, and it was clear where 
popular sympathy lay. The inquisition was phased out on the acccsston of al
Mutawakkil (847-61). Splendidly arrayed courtiers would now wade through 
the puddles on the streets of Ibn 1-;Ianbal's humble quarter to lavish unsolicited 
favours on the spokesman of populist traditionalism. 1'' It vvas cffccnvely the 

15. Above, 42, note _n; below, IO.J-

16. Ps. Nashi', §54: the commumty had to have recourse to rhc rmam whenever dis

agreemenrs arose about rcligron, for Cod would make him rhink of the nght solution and 
inspire him with knowledge of it. 

17. Cf. E/', s.v. 'mibna', 

18. Van Ess, TG, iii, 157, r7Mf.. 178f. Other teners cropped up larer (such as the 

denial that God would be visible ro humans in the next world), bur rhey never gained much 
prominence. 

r<). Cook, Comnw1uli11g, Right, 112 and note 248 thereto. 
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end of the caliph as a religious authority in his own right. The overriding 
authority which the Rashidun had possessed, and which the Umayyads had con
tinued to claim for themselves, was now seen as dispersed in the community 
and expressed in scholarly agreement (ijmi1'). 211 

Contrary to what one might have expected, however, the scholars did not 
proceed to draw up a clear line of demarcation between their own and the 
caliph's jurisdiction. In fact, no definition of the two spheres of competence 
was ever attempted, at least not in the period covered in this book. The divid
ing line between the two jurisdictions remained not just fuzzy, but studiously 

unexplored. As a result, the role of later caliphs in the definition of orthodoxy 
depended less on theory than on politics. As allies of the I~Iad!th party they 
could, and did, take a leading role; as allies of others they were resisted, in so 
far as they tried. 

For example, when al-Mutawakkil abolished the Inquisition, he made 
l~lad!th transmission prevail (a;;.ham '1-rrtu{/ya (1 '/-(Jitdrth), ordering people to 
refrain from disputation and to practice taqlrd (blind acceptance),21 giving rich 
rewards to transmitters and jurists, and telling them to relate traditions in refu
tation of the Mu'tazilites and Jahmites.22 For good measure he demolished the 
tomb of ai-Ijusayn and prohibited visits there, flogged to death a hostel-owner 

accused of defaming Abu Bakr, 'Umar, and their daughters, meted out the 
same treatment to an Iranian pseudo-prophet in Samarra and to one of his 
followers, beheaded and burnt a Christian convert to Islam for reverting to 
Christianity, imposed a profusion of discriminatory rules on dhimmls, and had 
an Egyptian Sufi sent in fetters to Baghdad for interrogation.2'It was a good 
demonstration of what could be done under the Traditionalist rules. By con
trast, ai-Mu'ta(Jid did not get far with his attempts, such as they were, to replay 
the role of al-Ma'mun. In 2R4/X97 he decided to have Mu'awiya publicly 
cursed. AI-Ma'mun had planned to do the same back 111 his days as a quasi
ShT'ite imam, and ai-Mu'ta~iid now ordered the document drafted for al
Ma'mun to be fetched and rewritten for his own use. We arc given the complete 
text of the new version. It identified the Prophet's family as purified by God to 

serve as the fount of wisdom, the heirs of prophethood, and the locus of the 
caliphate, explicitly telling people that "God has guided you through us; we are 

20. Thus Crone and Hinds, God's Caliph, 93f. Differently Zaman, Emergence, ch. 3· 
21. Tab., iii. t412.r(,; MM, viii, 30)/v, §_H56. 
22. Ibn al-.Jawzl, Mllllliliill11, ed. 'Ata and 'Atil, xi, 207 (year 237). He did not appoint 

partisans of l)adlth as Judges (Melchen. 'Religious policies'), bur then it was well known 
that their hostile attitude to human reasoning made them unsuited for that position (cf. 
Milward!, A(1kiim, r r r/(,7 = 74f.; Abu Ya'la. A(1kiim, 6)). 

23. Tab., iii. r389f., '394· 1407, 1424ff., 1434; E/', s.v. 'Dhu '1-Nun Abu '1-Fayc,l'. 
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the ones who preserve God's command among you; we arc the heirs of themes
sengers of God and the upholders of God's rcligwn," and assunng them that 
"as long as you obey God's caliphs and imams of guidance you are on the path 
of faith and piety" _2-! In short, it espoused a Rafi91 rather than Jilmtl'l concept 

of religious knowledge. AI-Mu'ta~iid prepared for the publication of this 
document by banning story-tellers and other people from the streets and 
Friday mosques of Baghdad, forbidding people to gather for disputation and 
ordcnng the water carriers of Baghdad to stop invoking God's mercy on 
Mu'awiya. It would clearly have been an uphill battle, and he soon decided to 

leave Mu'awiya alone. 25 

In 40R/wr7 the caliph ai-Qadir resumed the alliance with the Traditional
ists, more precisely the l:bnbalites of Baghdad. He prohibited the discussion 
and teaching of Mu'tazilism, Rafi91 Sh!'ism and other things, and in the fol

lowing years he penodically summoned jurists, preachers and other notables to 
hear and sign long statements in support of Traditionalism which eventually 
came to be known as the Qadir! creed.21

' His measures were highly influential, 
not least because the powerful Turkish ruler, Mal~mud of Ghazna, cast himself 

as the executor of caliphal policies. By contrast, the caliph ai-Na~11· (575-622/ 
nRo-I22S) remained an eccentric when he made a last attempt to recover 
religious authority for the caliph. He presented hunself as a cross between a 

ShT'ite imam and a Sufi shayhh, and claimed to lead a mission of guidance 
(da'wa hiidiya) destmed to unite Sunnls and ShT'ites. Unlike ai-Ma'mun and 
ai-M u'tac:;lid, he played the populist card, too, by denounc!l1g the sciences of 
the Greeks, burning libraries and destroying philosophicalliterature. 2~ But his 
successors did not continue his efforts in such time as they had left before 
125R, when the Mongols put an end to the caliphate. . 

In practice, then, the caliphs continued to play a role In the definition of 
orthodoxy, hut only as the powerful (or at least prestigious) arm of the schol
ars, not as a divinely inspired institution set up to gmde them. As the spear
head of popular forces they could be highly mfluential; as leaders of an elite 
institution appointed to control such forces they had failed. In other words, the 
Traditionalists had successfully reduced the caliph to a purely executive role. 
They defined orthodoxy and he enforced it, or made others do so. 

24- Tab., iii, 216Mf. 

2s.lbid., iii, 216<;-78; Ibn al-.Jawzl, Mmzta;am, ed. 'A(il and 'Atii, xii, 371f. (year 284). 
Ibn Taghribirdl places the action against story-tellers and others in 279/8')2, clarming that 
al-Mu'ta~lid also had booksellers undertake under oath not to sdl any books of disputation 
(jadal) or philosophy (N11iiim, iii. 8o). 

26. Makdisi. lim <Aqll et Ia rl:sur,l!,ellce, 299ff; more briefly, id., lim< i\qil, Sff. 
27. EF, s.v. 'al-Na~ir', §§<;, 7. and the literature cited there. Cf. further below, 249f. 
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As the Traditionalists saw it, the Prophet's guidance was dispersed in the com
munity when he died, for he had passed his knowledge to his Companions, 
who passed it on to the next generation (known as the Successors), who passed 
it on to their pupils, and so on. Given this dispersal, it was by sticking together 
that the Muslims preserved I11S legacy. This was the doctrine with which the 
Traditionalists rationalized the intense feeling of communal loyalty that so 
many Muslims had evinced from the beginning. People had to stick together, 
lonesomeness was bad, from whatever angle one looked at it. "May God pre
serve us from isolation (al-wal;da)! The Prophet cursed anyone who spends the 
night alone," as an eleventh-century diarist wrote, shocked by the news that a 
lady of high social standing had died on her own Without anybody knowing 
about it. 2x It was not just at the level of the family that togetherness was a 
virtue . .Just as kinsmen had to hang together in order not to hang separately, so 
jamii'a (communal unity) had to be preserved against (urqa (schism) at all 
cost.'-" In practice the Traditionalists were often seen as schismatics themselves, 
not least for their habit of denouncing people who did not agree with them as 
infidels.30 But that was a habit they shared with others. Their commitment to 
communal unity went beyond that of others, with three major consequences. 

Companions 

First, all the Companions had to be accepted as rightly guided, so that their 
warnng adherents could be reconciled. It took the a~~Jiib aHmdit!J a while to 

reach this conclusiOn, for how could one declare one's loyalty to all the Com
panions when they had fought each other? If 'Uthman had been a rightly 
guided caliph, 'All could hardly have been one as well. Conversely, if 'Ali had 
been a rightly guided caliph, how could Companions such as Tall)a, al-Zubayr 
or Mu'awiya have been right to fight h1m? In the Umayyad period one had to 

choose between these caliphs. Many adherents of 1-)adlth, perhaps most of 
them, were 'Uthmanls, IH;t in the sense of adherents of the Umayyads but 
rather 111 that of people who held the rightly guided caliphate to have ended 
with 'Uthman. But others were soft Shl'ites. 11 At one extreme, then, the devo
tees of Hadith shaded off mto into Rafi~ils and at the other extreme they 
blended ~ith the Murji)ites, who suspended judgement on all the participants 

28. Makdisi, 'Autograph Diary', II, §2.+ 
29. Cf. the story cited above, note c;; Nagel, Rahtleittmp, tmd Kali/ill, 2)<Jff. 

)O. Cf. below, ch. 21, 'Muslims as Infidels'. 
~r. El', s.v. 'Uthmaniyya', §2; van Ess, TG, i, z.:;:;ff.; Ibn ai-Nadim, above, 9<J, nore 2.. 
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in the first civil war. Only their boundaries with the Khilrijites were perfectly 
clear. 

It is not known when or where it was first proposed that one should recog
nize both 'Uthman and 'Ali as rightly guided caliphs, and accept that all the 
Companions who had followed them had been rightly glllded too, but it was in 
the course of the ninth century that the four-caliphs thesis spread in Iraq. As 
for how one could possibly remain loyal to all the participants In a mortal con
flict, the answer was that one should suspend Judgement on the rights and 
wrongs of it, not in the sense that one should neither affiliate to nor dissociate 
from the participants as the early Murji)ites said, but rather in the sense that 
one should affiliate to all of them, on the grounds that it was not for later gen
erations to sit in JUdgement on people so favoured by God as the Companions. 
One should not elwell on their disputes or read about their quarrels. Only God 
knew the ultimate truth about them. Both sides had exerCised mdependent 
judgement (ijtih/id), it was also said, and those who do so are always right, in 
the sense that God will reward them for their efforts even if He deems them to 

be wrong in their views (humans cannot tell whether a result reached by ijtihiid 
is ultimately true or not). With this explanation the 'Uthmilnl Traditionalists 
accepted 'All as rightly glllded while the soft Shi'ites accepted 'Uthman, and the 
Murji)ites accepted both as rightly guided Instead of suspending judgement on 
them. The Mu'tazilites, who had mostly been soft Sh!'ites, generally accepted 
the four-caliphs thesis too. By the end of the ninth century practically all 
Muslims who were not outright Shi'ites or Khilrijites seem to have accepted the 
new, broad genealogy of the umma. 3'-

Quietism 

lust as one should not engage in sectarian arguments about the first civil war, 
~o one should refrain from participation in divisive conflicts over the leadership 
of the community in the present. The proper response to oppressive govern
ment was to endure It. Given that guidance was dispersed, it was more impor
tant to keep the commumty together than to ensure that Its ruler was just. 
Internal fi!,!;htmg was worse for the community, in terms of lives, property, and 
violations of the law, than tyranny could ever be; and even oppressive rulers 
were divinely ordained. Indeed, some said, they were raised up In order to pun
ish the believers for their sins (which was also how the Chnstlans of medieval 
Europe normally explained them). Hence one was not to take up arms against 

32. Ps.-Nashi', §§Io<)-11, 11.-1; van Ess, TG, ii, 4.1<J, 478; E/', s.v. ''llthmiiniyya', §.i; Crone 
and Zimmermann, Eptstlc, 2.2.<)f. 
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them, but rather to endure their oppression with fortitude, limiting oneself to 
passive resistance if one was ordered to disobey God. 13 One was to wage holy 
war under the leadership of the caliph "whatever his acts might be", perform 
the Friday prayer behind any ruler whether pious or reprobate, endure what
ever justice or oppression he might dispense, and not rebel with the sword 
against the amirs even if they were wrongfuL according to the creed of the ahl 
al-sunna wa'I-Jamii'a presented by Ibn 'Ukasha in Basra in 225/839f.H "Prayer 
behind every believer, whether pious or reprobate, is valid," others agreed. 15 

The Prophet had said that one was to obey the ruler "even if he be an 
Ethiopian slave" .36 "Commanding right and prohibiting wrong IS indeed a fine 
thing, but it is no part of the normative custom sumw to take up arms against 
your ruler (imam)," as a Companion of the Prophet was believed to have 
said.-17 "What do you say about a person who commands good and prohibits 
evil, with the result that people follow him and rebel against the januta?," Abu 
Mutt' asked Abu Ijanlfa, who is here cast as a quietist; he replies that it is 
wrong, on the grounds that it would cause greater evil than abstaining.1x 

Some held that one should even fight rebels (bughiit) whether the ruler they 
had rebelled against was righteous or not. First one should command them to 
do good and avoid wrongdoing, and next, if they did not respond, one should 
do battle against them: one would place oneself in the righteous party thereby 
even if the imam was a wrongdoer, they said.w According to others, however, 
one should only fight rebels if the ruler was just: tillS was the view of al-ShJfi'T 
(who was not quite a Tl·aditwnalist himself, but the legal school that bears his 
name is generally counted as such). Not even al-Shiifi'l said that one should 
join the rebels if the ruler was a wrongdoer, however.·10 The standard Tradi
tionalist view was that if a revolt broke out, one should remain neutral, abstain 

33· Cook, Commandilzg Right, 52.f. For the ruler as punishment, sec Abf1 Yf1suf, Khariii, 
82 (no. 24); J)asan ai-Ba~rl with reference to l-;lajjaj in Ibn Sa'd, vii/ 1, 120 (B, 164); the 

exegetes ad Q. 6:65, where Ibn 'Abbas identifies 'adhii/Jmz mi11 (iuuqikzn11 as evil rulers (also 

in Mawardl, Adah al-dwzyii, 139); Turttlshl, below, 156, note 43· 
34· Ibn 'Asakir, T!1'rlhh Jllildlnat Dimashq, ix, _:;oof, s.v. 'Umayya b. 'Uthman', 

35· Maghnlsawl, Shar(J al-(iqh al-ahbar, 27; tr. Wcnsmck, Creed, 192 (Fiqh Akbar II, 
§q); Abu Yf1suf, Khariii, 83 (no. 26): "Obey every amir, pray behind every imam, and do not 
slander any of my Compa111ons." 

36. Cf. Crone, 'Ethiopian Slave'. 

37· Cook, Commmzding Right, 52. The second half is also cited in Abu Yusuf, Khariii, 
83, no. 27. 

38. Abu Mufi', ai-Piqh al-a/Jsa(, 44; in Cook, Commamfi11g Right, 8. 
39· Abu Mu(i\ ai-Piqh al-a/;sa(, 44; Bida'iyya in Salim, I::fnstle, Ill, §§1o6-I:;; cf. Crone 

and Zimmermann, Epistle, 243ff. 

40. Abou El Fad!, 'Islamic Law of Rebellion', 17_). 
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from fighting and recognize the winner as caliph, provided that he was a 
Qurash1, or at least a Muslim. "It is part of their doctrine, and also that of 
other ashiib al-hadith, that they will treat as imam Ill every age whoever has 
establisi;ed con~rol over the domain (of Islam), provided that he is a man who 
formally professes the religion (yanta~1ilu ism al-milla), and they deem it 
obligatory to pray behind him and conduct holy war under him and allow hun 
to apply the l:mdtid penalties," a Mu'tazilite writing (probably) before 8~o 
observed with reference to Kufan and Basran traditionists, adding that they 
had a profusion of 1·:-IadTth in support of this view:11 One w1dely cited tradition 
was to the effect that in civil war ((itna) the person who sat quietly was better 
than the one who stood up, who was better than the one who walked, who was 
better than one who rode. "Be the servant of God who is killed rather than the 
one who IS the killer," another said. "We are with the Winners," as Ibn 'Umar 
(a favourite mouthpiece of 'Uthman1 traditwnists) was reputed to have 
declarcdY People who separated from the jamii'a died a pagan death, accord
ing to a Traditionalist version of the statement that "whoever dies without 
allegiance to an imam dies a pagan death.''-~1 The classicall~lad1th collections 
abound in quietist traditions. 

The attitude of the ljadlth Party struck the Ibaq1 Shablh b. 'Atiyya (c. 76os) 
as absurd: these people doubted God's injunction to "fight the insolent until 
they return to God's command"; they deemed the janzii'a to lie with their kings 
even though they admitted that these kings abandoned the book of God, the 
Sunna of the Prophet, and the example of the rightly guided caliph; they held 
that "God will strengthen this religion With men who have no share 111 after
life"; how anyone could say such things was beyond lmn:H There were also 
jamii'l scholars who disagreed with the Ijadlth party here. For example, most 
early Murji'ites, probably mcluding Abu 1-:-IanTfa, were activists who 'believed in 
the sword.'.15 There were even adherents of the I~lad1th party who favoured the 
idea of rebelling in the days of the mquisition, though Ibn Ijanbal was not 
among them. There was no warmth whatever in h1s own attitude to the caliph, 
but his obedience to him was total as long as he was not forced to disobey 
Goci:H' 

41. Ps.-Nashi', § 1 r 2. 

42. For these and other quietist traditions, sec Ps.-Nashi', § 19; Ibn Qutayba, Mukhtalif 
al-hadith 4' Abu Ya'la, Ahkiim, 7; Crone and Zimmermann, J:pzstlc, 247, 

, 43· E:g.' Muslim, Sa(Jf(J, v, 2.1 (K. al-zmiira, {;ii/J al-amr (i luziim ai-J<IIIItl'a), with other 

quietist traditions. 

44· Crone and Zimmermann, Epistle, 245-8. 

45· Ibid., 236ff. 
46. Cook, Comma11dilrg Ri.e,ht, 107, 1 1 3· 
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Quietism made sense because the imam no longer determined the believ
ers' otherworldly fate. One did not go where he went or expect to prosper with 
him in this world and the next if he was rightly guided, to perish with him if 
he was not. All aspects of the law, be they ritual, fiscal. commercial or other, 
remamed valid regardless of the ruler's moral status as long as he remained a 
member of the Muslim community. No believer who lived by the law was 
harmed by the ruler's sinfulness. just as no believer who transgressed the law 
would benefit from the ruler's justiccY "The Imam is (just) a shield behind 
which one fights and seeks shelter. If he orders fear of God and justice he gets 
the reward for it, and if he docs otherwise he gets the blame.''-~~ God, the real 
ruler of the community, was represented in the here and now by the Qur'iin and 
the Sunna of His Prophet, not by the caliph, as numerous exegetes went out of 
their way to show in their interpretation of Q. 4:s9 ("0 you who believe, obey 
God, the Messenger and those in command among you"). Just as they had 
refused to equate the Qur'iinic khall(a with the caliph, so they refused to read 
this verse as an injunction to obey the head of state. "Those in command 
among you" (i:ilti '1-antr) were the scholars, they insisted; some held them to be 
commanders of expeditions sent out by the Prophet, but the obvious interpre
tation that they were caliphs was avoided, though the Khiirijites and the Shl'ites 
took it for granted that the verse enjoined obedience to the imams:19 Even if the 
t1!ti 'l-amr were commanders, al-Shiifi'l said, the explanation was that the 
Arabs at the time of the Prophet needed inJunctions to obey, but the obedience 
enjoined upon them was not absolute; and if they disagreed with their com
manders. both parties were to submit their dispute to God and the Prophet 
(Q. 4:59; 33:36).50 One way or the other, then, the verse endorsed the supremacy 
of the Book and the Sunna. Rulers were merely appointed to protect the com
munity against external and internal enemies, appoint judges, patronize schol
ars, and so forth: this was how they served as shields. They did not function as 
waymarks and sources of light along the paths to salvation any more. Only the 
Riishidun had been such lodestars. 

47· Ibn Bana, l'ro{essio11 de frJi, 67f. = rz.7ff. 
48. Abu Yusuf, Khariij, 79 (no. 17); srmilarly 8z. (no. 24); and comp;lre B> (no. z.8), where 

Abu Bakr cites Q. s:ros, on how "he who goes astray docs not harm you as long as you arc 
rightly guided". 

49· Cf. Tabar!, Ta(,lr, ad 4:59 (where his personal opinion accords with the classical 
Sunni quietist view); Crone ;1nd Zimmermann, J:ptslle, 152. (ad Salim, Epistle, II, 38); 
'Aiawl, Simi ai-I-liidi, 22.; Tusl, Tibyii11, iii, z.y;; Nu'miln, Himma, 38 (sessron r); above, 

note 7· 

so. Shafi<i·, Risiila, 79f. r rz.ff. 
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Only the Riishidun, in other words, had been caliphs and imams in the full 
sense of the words; after them there was kingship." But the adherents of 1-;ladlth 
did not usually call the 'Abbiisids kings, for this would amount to a denial of 
their legitimacy as humble shields and serve to invite rebellion. In Traditional
ist termmology all holders of the caliphal office were caliphs and Imams, just 
not in the same sense. Any Qurashl who established himself as caliph was 
caliph, but there had only been five caliphs, as a summary of al-Shiifi'l's posi
tion puts it. 52 This sounds confusing, but the meaning IS perfectly clear. al
Shafi'l's five were true caliphs, holders of khilil(at al-nu!Jinl't{Jil (the fifth was 
'Umar II); the rest were quasi-caliphs, holders of hhilil(at al-mulh, or what 
Sanhoury calls 'irregular caliphs' 11

- in short, the normal caliphs of real life. 
The first three successors of the Prophet had been true caliphs because they 
were Companions of the Prophet who ruled in his city of Medina and enjoyed 
universal acceptance: it was on those grounds that the 'Uthmiinls deemed the 
true caliphate to have come to an end with the death of 'Uthmiin. The addition 
of 'All as the fourth spoilt the beauty of this argument and made it difficult to 

exclude Mu'iiwiya, for both he and 'All were Companions who had ruled out
side Ivlcdina after unanimity had come to an end. But then compromise solu
tions arc usually messy. 'All was accommodated as the last nghtly guided 
caliph,q whereas Mu'iiwiya retained his status as ordinary caliph or king, 
except to an extreme wing of mostly Baghdadi devotees of 1-;bdlth. Other Tra
ditionalists merely said that one had to respect Mu'iiwiya as a Companion. 
The only Umayyad caliph they were prepared to consider as rightly guided was 
'Umar II, who had followed the Prophet's Sunna in the only way possible for 
somebody who had not been his Companion, that is by looking for it in 
1-:fadlth. But though he appears on al-Shafi''T's list as the fifth, he was too 
different in kind from the first Riishiclun to be generally admitted. 

sr. A widely cited tradition had the Prophet predict that the caliphate would only last 
for thirty years (khiliifi7t al-llulmrull'a tha/iithr/11 smralal-l::hilii(a thaliitlnllr 'iiman thum11U1 
ya/::.rlnu !Ja<da dhiili/::.a mu/11..; cf. \XIcnsinck et al., Concorda11ces, s.v. 'khililfa'; also MM, v, 7 

(iii, §.r765); Ibn Kathlr, Nihiiya, xiii, 172..6, year 656, obituary of Musul'~rm). 
52.. 'Abbadl, '('a/Jaqiit, 17, Compare ai-Bilqillanl, who wrote books rn defence of the 

imamate of the 'Ahhilsrds, bur only rncluded the four Rilshrdun rn his 'J(rmhld (Ihish, 

AI-Baqillmri, 10, rs, '-)I f.). 
53· Sanhoury, Cali fat, 82., 2.1 off. et passim. 
S4· Some added al-l:iasan (thus Mas'udl and Ibn Kathlr above, note 'i 1 ). 
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Communal consensus 

Every single scholar ('d/im) was fallible, but collectively they united all the 
guidance dispersed in the community and thus could no more go astray than 
the Prophet himself: "my community will never agree on an error," as the 
Prophet was believed to have said. '5 Communal agreement (ijmii') was thus the 
ultimate test of the validity of doctrines, not endorsement by the ruler. 

Ijmcr is classically described as the third source of law, but it was only a 
source in the sense that it put doctrinal constructions to the test, eliminating 
some, endorsing others and thereby adding a new layer of accepted views, on 
which the next generations could build. Like most Muslim institutions, it was 
entirely lacking in formal procedures. It did not generate any synods, conciliar 
movements, proclamations of what had been agreed, official creeds, or the like. 
Nor, it should be added, was it used as an argument for the participation of 
scholars, let alone the masses, in the election of rulers or other political 
decision making. It was not a political doctrine at alL except in the sense 
that it reduced the ruler's voice to one among many as far as the validation of 
doctrines was concerned. 

The Traditionalist vision 

Unlike most of the political visions considered so far, that of the a~(Jiib al
badith had the merit of being realistic. The Traditionalists did not believe that 
complex society could manage without government. They found it deeply 
troublesome that government tended to be synonymous with tyranny, but they 
were not prepared to abandon civilization for the world of tribes. and they saw 
no other way of avoiding it. Since all rulers tended to be wrongful there was no 
point in engaging 111 deeply destructive civil war to replace one with another: 
tyranny had to be accepted as a fact of life. What one could do was to save the 
moral foundations of social life by withdrawing it from government control. 

The Traditionalists thus sacrificed the political autonomy of the first 
Muslims in order to preserve their social solidarity. It could also be said that 
they came to terms with two different kinds of tyranny, the ruler's in the polit
ical sphere and that of the community in religious matters. They would have 
been astonished by Ibsen's famous claim that "the compact majority is always 
wrong" (an eminently Riifiql sentiment).'<' ln their view it was precisely with 
the great majority (a/-satvt7d al-a':r,am) that the truth was always to be found. 

55· E.g. Ibn Abu Shayba, Mu~amwf~ xv. no. r9039· 

56. Cf. Kohlberg, 'In Praise of the Few'. 
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Individuals and petty groups setting off on their own would perish: wolves 
only took animals that strayed.'~ One reached one's destination by travelling 
in serried ranks along the well-trodden paths of earlier generations. The 
commumty could still be envisaged as a caravan, but it was now guiding Itself. 

'\7, lbnl~lanbal. lvlusnad, v, r9<i; cf. Nagel, Rechtlcilrmp, rmd 1\.,r/if.rt, 2.<iof. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Of all the visions developed in the first two centuries it can be said that their 
starting point is monotheism in combination with the tribal conceptions of the 
Arab conquerors. By the tenth century, this was no longer the case. Back in the 
early days the Arabs were conquerors who set the cultural tone, and as it hap
pened, the cultural traditions of the Syriac and Aramaic-speaking Jews and 
Christians who were their neighbours in Syria and Iraq blended imperceptibly 
with their own. The other native traditions, above all the Greek and the 
Persian, were not absent, bur it was only after the 'Abbasid revolution that they 
began to influence high cultural thinking on a major scale, and it was only in 
the tenth century that they acquired a dominant role. 

The main topics of debate also changed. In the first two centuries, the key 
issue in political thought was tyranny and how to avoid it, whether by reduc
ing the imam's power or on the contrary by sanctifying it. The debate reflected 
the relentless transformation of autonomous tribesmen into miserable sub
jects, which was all the more painful in that the victims were acutely conscious 
of what was happening to them and resisted with all the means at their dis
posal. By the end of the ninth century the transformation was a fait accomfJ!i. 

To most people, the ruler was now a remote figure, as inevitable, tyrannical, 
and uncontrollable as the weather with which he was sometimes compared. 

The ruler was particularly difficult to control because military and politi
cal power had been handed to outsiders. Muslim society, though highly differ
entiated in socio-economic terms, did not include a landed anstocracy or 
gentry (from whom the governors, generals, and other high officials of pre
modern empires were normally drawn); nor did the peasants, who formed 
some eighty percent of the population at a rough guess, supply the soldiers of 

r 145 1 
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the imperial armies (again in contrast with other empires). From the ninth cen
tury onwards, the main armies consisted of recently converted slaves and freed
men imported from tribal populations and other peoples outside the Muslim 
world, supplemented with free, homeborn troops of varying importance who 
were usually dominated by tribesmen as well. It was from their ranks that gen
erals and governors and other high officials were drawn. Educated Muslims 
could still participate in central government as secretaries and other bureau
crats, and many of them had experience of courts, having been patronized 
there. But they had no power independently of the ruler to whom they owed 
their position. All in all, it was clear that arbitrary government had come to 
stay, and political thought shifted to other issues. 

At the same time there was a distinct secularization of the political order. 
From the ninth century onwards. the political fragmentation of the Muslim 
world transferred power from the caliph to men who styled themselves amirs, 
kings, or sultans, first in the provinces and eventually in the capital itself. Gov
ernment was now in the hands of rulers who were not successors to the 
Prophet, merely wielders of brute force, and who did not rule the Prophet's 
polity, merely an arbitrary section of it which they had taken over by force of 
arms. Devoid of legal status and moral significance, they were rulers of the 
type that the Muslims had initially seen themselves as called upon to eliminate, 
and though they learnt to live with them, they could never sec them as intrin
sically Islamic. Their rise coincided with the transfer of military power to a 
foreign elite of slave soldiers and mercenaries, who could never become as inti
mately linked with Islam as the holy warriors and devotees of the Prophet's 
house on whom the polity had rested 111 Umayyad and early 'Abbiisid times, 
though people came to take them for granted too. In principle, the actual con
duct of politics was still based on the law, however profane the new rulers and 
their servants, but even that was becoming difficult to maintain. In short, gov
ernment had separated from religion, not in the sense that it had ceased to have 
anything to do with religion, but rather in the sense that it had acquired 
autonomous existence. It was no longer a mere branch of religion. 

Meanwhile, a new elite had risen on the civilian side, in the form of edu
cated laymen. In the first two centuries of Islam, the vast majority of educated 
people, poets apart, were scholars trained in sciences connected with the 
Islamic revelation in some way or other, such as Qur'iinic exegesis, J:Iad!th, 
jurisprudence, theology, philology, genealogy, or Arabian antiquities. Political 
thought was dominated by religious scholars (c rtfm11if) and theologians 
(mutalwllims). But by early 'Abbiisid times this was rapidly changing thanks to 
the growth of cities, the influx of converts, and the expansion of the court, and 
in the next three centuries the intellectual pioneers were what one might call 
professionals: secretaries, administrators, physicians, astrologers, and scientists, 
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in short people who owed their position to the mastery of non-shalT learning. 
It was first and foremost educated laymen who cultivated the Persian and the 
Greek traditions, and they were also prominent among those who wrote on 
government in the tenth and eleventh centuries. Their influence waned after the 
Seliuq conquests, and though they never disappeared, religious scholars and 
theologians predominated again towards the end of the penod covered in this 
book. 

From the mnth century onwards the increasing complexity of Muslim 
society generated a new Interest in the spiritual dimension of religiOn, and by 
the tenth century one of the key questions of political thought had come to be 
how the law and the social and political order based on It were to relate, not 
just to each other, but also to a spirituality far transcending social and politi
cal institutions. The main participants in this debate clown to c. 1 100 were the 
philosophers, the Ismailis, and the Sufis inside and outside Sunnism. There
after it became clear that the Sunnis were winmng, and the main debate was 
within Sunnism itself. 
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THE PERSIAN TRADITION AND 

ADVICE LITERATURE 

The Persian tradition was deeply alien to the early Muslim thought world. In 
religious terms it took the form of Zoroastrianism, a dualist or indeed poly
theist religion which had no prophet or scripture (it took a while for Zoroaster 
and the Avesta to be adapted to those roles) . 1 which expressed itself in mythol
ogy and priestly ritual, and which endorsed the oddest of marriage rules and 
burial customs. Manichaeism struck the Muslims as much more intelligible, for 
although it used Zoroastrian names, its conceptual world was .Judeo-Christian 
and its message Gnostic. Thus it was usually against Manichaeism rather than 
Zoroastnanism that Muslim polemics against dualist religions were directec!.2 
In political terms, the Iranians glorified the very kingship that the early Muslims 
regarded as offensive to God, calling their emperor by the blasphemous title of 
King of Kings (shlihclnshiih) and taking pride in their deeply inegalitarian 
socio-political organization. Even their language was unintelligible, being 
Indo-European rather than Semitic. 

For all that, the Persian tradition rapidly became a key component in 
Islamic culture. The Arabs conquered the Sasanid empire in its entirety, and 
eventually subdued the mdependent principalities of eastern Iran as well, so 
that the Iranians had no Iranian refuges to flee to. They formed the single 
largest ethnic group in the caliphate. They were also the only conquered peo
ple to have possessed an imperial polity and culture of their own, and they 

r. "\XIe have no kif(/{, 111r(iq and no 11<1hl 11111rsa/" (an Iranian in Tah., ii, 16:;6, year 
120/73S). Compare the usc of the word majiis to mean pagan. 

2. Cf. Monnot, l'e11scurs 111/ISIIflllilllS ct reli,l!,iolls mmie1111es, pp. ix, ro2ff. 
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were subdued complete with their aristocracy, the main bearers of their polit
ical ideals. Their political tradition was moreover strongly represented not just 
in Iran itself but also in Iraq, where the Sasanicl capital had been located and 
where the local Christians had participated in the running of the imperial 
administration, so all in all, it is not surprising that their political thought rap
idly came to affect the Muslims. It reached even the Umayyads m distant Syria, 
where the caliph Hisham (724-43) ordered the compilation and translation 
into Arabic of a book about Persian kings.3 But it was after the 'Abbasids 
moved the capital to Iraq that Persian culture began to resurface in earnest. 

Mirrors for princes'1 

Literature of advice (Arabic na~lf?a) was much appreciated in Iran and else
where in the Middle East, where it had been cultivated since ancient times, and 
it retained its popularity in Islam. It often took the form of a 'testament' 
(rua~iyya), that is to say advice passed by a father to h1s son, or by an older 
man to a member of the next generation, on his deathbed or on some other 
momentous occasion. Much advice literature in Sasanid Iran was addressed to 
kings and touched on problems of government, usually in a moralizing vein. 
Such works of advice are clubbed 'mirrors for princes' by modern Islamicists, 
and mirrors were produced Ill great quantities in the Muslim Middle East 
down to the nineteenth, or even the early twentieth, century.' The name of the 
genre is borrowed from medieval European history (Latin sfJecufa regis). It 
casts the advice as a mirror in which the prince would look at himself and try 
to improve his appearance, and this Idea is encountered on the Muslim side 
too, even though the term itself is not. "A loyal man may serve one as a mirror: 
by regarding him one may straighten one's habits and character," as an 
eleventh-century Turkish work puts It.1

' 

Mirrors overlapped with wisdom literature, works of etiquette, religious 
instruction, and above all ethics. Governance (siyiisa) was often said to be of 
three types: of the self (i.e. ethics), of the household (i.e. economics in its 

3· Mas'Udl, Tcmb/h, ro6. 
+For surveys, sec Lambron, 'Islamic Mirrors for Prrnces'; Fouchccour, Momlia; Leder, 

'Aspekte', and the works listed in Danishpazhouh, 'Bibliography on Covcrnmcnt and 
Sta tccraft', 2r 4ff. 

5· Lambton mentions one composed in 1909 ('Islamic Mirrors for I'rrnccs', 420). 

6. Yusuf, \Y!isdom, 222. On this work, sec Dankoff's introduction and lnalcik, 'Turkish 
and Iranian Political Theories'. 
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original sense of household management), and of cities/the masses (i.e. poli
tics).7 All mirrors spoke at lengd1 about the moral ideals to which the ruler 
should aspire; many included at least a modicum of political advice as well, 
and a few discussed governance of all three types. Whatever their focus, all 
made heavy use of proverbs, aphorisms, and other sententious statements, of 
which there were also separate collections. Some mirrors, if one can call them 
that, arc just compilations of aphorisms and/or anecdotes on the theme of 
rulership. But they could also take the form of historical chronicles, epic or 
didactic poetry, or collections of entertaining stories, or so at least in Persian. 

Some mirrors were written by rulers for their sons.~ More commonly the 
authors were courtiers, usually secretaries; but some were religious scholars. 
Though they wrote for kings (and sometimes viziers), it is clear that th<:ir read
ers were drawn from the entire educated elite. Their wisdom was general rather 
than technical even when they displayed a strong interest in statecraft. "This 
book is suitable for all and sundry, but more especially to kings," as the 
Turkish mirror cited above proclaims.'! Modern readers sometimes marvel at 
the popularity of the genre, for although it includes some masterpieces (espe
cially in Persian), many mirrors are banal and formulaic. But the same can be 
said of modern advice literature, which is also widely read ('how to succeed at 
business', 'how to achieve happiness', 'how to preserve your marriage', and so 
on). A steady stream of banalities seems to be what one gets when there is a 
strong market for concrete advice without anyone actually having any to give. 

All mirrors for princes treat government as a domam of its own. They usu
ally exhort the ruler to piety and remind him of the judgement to come, and 
some are very homiletic. Their key aim is always to make the king (or other 
reader) reflect on himself. But insofar as they touch on government, they see it 
as a fundamentally secular domain- something which should be regulated by 
religion, but which docs not form part of it. They appeal to authorities such as 
Sasanid kings, Greek philosophers, and sages of all kinds, not just the Prophet, 
Companions, and religious scholars; and their sense of justice is usually ex
pedient rather than shar'T. Their ultimate concern in matters of government Is 

7· These were the three branches of practical philosophy as defined hy Aristotelians (cf. 
El', s.v. 'tadh!r'). For their appearance in mirrors, sec al-\'(!azlr ai-Maghribl, Kitii/J al-siyilsa, 
56; NM (M), 1 r:;, r59, r<J3 (captions); Ibn Abl '1-Rahl', Su/iik, S1ff. 

S. Thus the IIJa~iyya of Tiihrr, the I'IIII<l/Uime of Siibiiktegm, the Qiihiis/Uime of Kay !Ci'lis. 
9· Ylisuf, Wisdom, 259. Compare the ttrle 'The Book of Counsel for Kings and Every 

Rich Man and Beggar' horne by one Arabic version of Pseudo-Ghaziill's NM, which even a 
Shl'ite scholar such as Ibn Tawlis had in his lihr;uy (Crone, 'Did al-Ghazall Wrtte a Mirror 
for Princes?', 175; Kohlberg, A Medie{la/ Muslim Scholar at Work, 373f.). 
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with what works. The ann of statecraft is prosperity, stability, and satisfaction 
in this world. What happens in the next is for other books to discuss. 

The main ll'or/.:.s 

Political advice first appears in the form of short testaments (1ua~iyyas) reput
edly addressed by early caliphs to their successors or govcrnors. 111 A Greek 
input was added in the later Umayyad period, when a secretary of the caliph 
Hisham (724-43) by the name of Salim edited a translation of letters suppos
edly sent by Aristotle to Alexander the Great on the topic of government. 
These were widely read, and one of them formed the basis of the Sirr al-asrc"ir, 
a work of political and other advice which gained huge popularity in medieval 
Europe under the title of Secreta Secretorum. A couple of other Greek pieces 
were translated later, notably the Oihonomos of Bryson (second century An') 
on household management, and a letter by Themistius (d. c. '88) to Julian the 
Apostate on government. 11 But the mirror genre rapidly came to be dominated 
by the Persian tradition. By the tenth century, Persians were associated with 
governance to such an extent that the Egyptian Ibn al-Daya felt compelled to 
defend the Greeks against charges of Inferiority in this field, which he did by 
offering three new testaments allegedly extracted (at least according to their 
title) from "the allegories of Plato's Republic". 12 

Persian works had begun to flood the market after the 'Ahbas1d revolution. 
The famous secretary Ibn al-Muqaffa' (d. c. qo/757) translated the ultimately 
Indian collection of animal fables, Ka/1/a wa-Drmrw, and composed two new 
works of ethico-political advice, the Adab al-kablr and the Yatlma.u (l-Ie is 
also famed for his epistle ai-Risiila fi '1-?ciiJclba, hut this work offers concrete 
advice on how to deal with a specific historical situation, not perennial WIS
dom, so one would not call it a mirror.) Several testaments by Persian kings 
were made available by unknown translators, l·l and numerous new works were 

10. Cf. Tab., i, 2.7-foff.; Ibn Sa\1, iiiiJ, 2.45f. (B, iii, 5_19) ('Umar to Ins governors and to 

his successor); BA, IV a, r 3, r S6; jal)i~, Baytlll, ii, 131 (Mu':.1wiya ro Ziyild and ro Yazld); Tab., 
iii, 443ff.. 1136ff. (ai-Man~lir to ai-M,lhdl, al-Ma'mlin to ai-Mu'u~im). 

1 r. See the bibliography, s.v. Gngnaschi, Manzalaou1, Ryan and Schmitt, Plessner, 
ThenliSti us. 

12. ibn al-Dilya, K. al-'ulnid a{-y{illlllli)'ya, 3f. Their alleged Platonic derivation is nor 
mentioned in the text. 

13. The Ado{J is extant, the Yat/ma lost except for quotations. 'Ahh;is, 'Na~.ra 1ad!da', 
sssff, thinks they arc two parts of the same work and shows the Ad,dJ Ll!-~ciJ!,Iiir not to be 
by Ibn ai-Muqaffa'. 

q.lbn al-Nad!m, Fihrist, 577 = Tl9f.; cf. 'Abbiis (eel.), 'Ahd Ardashlr; also Crignaschi, 
'Quelques specimens de Ia littcrature sassanide'. 
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composed by Iranians writing in Arabic. Tahir, the founder of the Tahirid 
dynasty in eastern Iran, wrote a tua~iyya to his son 'Abdallah on the latter's 
appointment as governor; 1

' the latter's son In turn, 'Ubaydallah b. 'Abdallah b. 
Tahir, wrote a Risiila fi'l-siyiisa al-mttltihiyya which is lost. 11

' Several other 
works on siyiisa were composed in the ninth cemury without surviving. 1

-

Sasanid books of courtly etiquette (sing. iflmu1me) were also translated and 
adapted for caliphaluse, IH and one such adaptation survives in the Boo/.:. of the 
Crown (Kitc1b al-tc1j) which has been falsely ascribed to al-.Jal~i~. 1 '1 

Among the mirrors written thereafter down to the Mongol invasion which 
are both extant and published one may mention those in Arabic by al-Wazlr ai
Maghribl (d. 41Rho27), ai-Tha'alibl (d. 429/w)S), ai-Mawardl (d. 4so/ro<;S), 
al-Muracll (d. 4R9/1096), al-Tur~ushl (d. s20/u26), and Ibn Abl '1-Rabl' (c. 
6so/12so?), plus works falsely ascribed to al-Tha'alibl and al-Mawardl. 211 The 
best known Persian works are by Kay IG'us b. Iskandar (wrote 4711/w~hf.), 
Pseudo-Ghazall (sixth/twelfth century?),21 and (Pseudo?-) Ni?A"lm al-Mulk (d. 
4Rslw92).22 But there were many more. As mentioned already, there is also an 
early mirror for princes in Turkish, the Kutadgu Bilig of Yusuf Kha~? I-;Iiijib, 
composed in 463/1069f. 

The genre was overwhelmingly janutl, eventually Sunni. The lmamis and 
the Ismailis did know a letter of political advice credited to 'AII,21 and the 
Ismaili judge ai-Nu'man composed a Kitab al-himma fi iiddb atbit al-a'imma 
which resembles a mirror, but it is a mirror for subjects rather than for princes 

15. Cf. Bosworth, 'Early Arabic Mirror for Princes'. 
r6. Ibn al-Nadlm. Fihrist, 1.'\1 = 256f. 
17. Cf. El'. s.v. 'Sahl b. Hirun' (Zakcri); E Rosenthal, 'Abu Zayd al-Balkhl on Politics', 

295f. For the possibility that one of Abu Zayd's works survives under a false ascription, sec 
the bibliography, s.v. 'Pscudo-IV!i:iwardl'. 

r8. One such is said to have been translated by Ibn al-Muqaffa' (Ibn ai-Nadim, Filn·ist, 

132 = 260). 
. 19. Its real author is probably a courtier by the name of Mul)ammad h. al-l:liirith ai

Taghlihi/Tha'labl who died in 2.5o/864 (Schoclcr, 'Kiriih ai-Tiig'). 
20. Sec rhe bibliography, s.vv. 
21. The first half of th1s work is by ai-Ghaziill. but nor a mirror; rhe second half IS a 

mirror, but cannot be his (cf. Crone, 'D1d al-Ghaziili Write a Mirror for Princes?'). 
22. For a discussion of its authentiCity, sec Glassen, Mitt/ere Wcg., 122ff.; Simldchlcva, 

'Siviisat-11iime Revisited'. 
. 2:;. For the lmami version, sec above, 12), note 48. For the Ismaili version, sec 

Nu'm~n, Da'ii)im, i, §1464ff.; rr. G. Salinger, 'A Muslim Mirror for Princes'. There is a com
parison of the two versions in Qii<,ll, 'Ei\nnid Political Document', who argues that the 
Jmami version is secondary. But note the corrective 111 Damshpazhouh, 'Bibliography on 
Government and Statecraft', 21'iff., and, on a different point, Hahn, Rdch!Emptrc, ch. ), 

note 72. 
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inasmuch as it is the former who are meant to look 111 It and improve their 
ways. It does not seem to have had any imitators. When lsmailis wrote on 
kings, they did so as philosophers, not as purveyors of commonsense wisdom 
(except in so far as the genres merged). Imamis employed by Sunni rulers wrote 
as if they were Sunms themselves. 2·1 

Ki11gs 

A century after an Arab had been killed 111 Spain for putting on a crown, under
stood as a sign that he had gone Chnstian, the 'Abbasid caliphs were bestow
ing crowns on favourite members of their Khurasanl troops In Iraq without 
anyone accusing them of having gone Zoroastrian. By the mid-tenth century 
most of the independent rulers who had taken over from the caliphs were using 
the royal title officially. The Buyid rulers of Iraq (94'\-10'\ ~) even took to call
ing themselves 'King of Kings' (sh11hil11shilh, mali!.:. al-mi.tltil~). and other rulers 
were soon to follow suitY Ivlirrors often use the terms 'imam' and 'king' 
interchangeably and apply them to any kind of ruler, whether caliph, amir, or 
sultan, but it is normally with amirs and sultans rather than the caliph that 
they are concerned. 

All mirrors are extravagant in their high praise of longs, whom they see as 
belonging to a spectal class of human beings, of the same rank as prophets. 21' 

God had singled them out and placed them in charge of the rest of mankind, 
endowing them With div111e effulgence ({arr-1 izadl), and ennobling thetr 
essence by allowmg them to receive a reflection of the Divine essenceY They 
shared their very appellation of king with God.2x "All men are made of earth, 
water, fire and air, but this kmg descends from the purest Sasaman stock," as 
the tenth-century Persian poet Rudakl said in praise of a Slstanl king. 29 Kings 
were God's deputies and His shadow on earth; w the righteous ones among 
them were proof of God's existence (so that mank111d could not plead 

24- Thus ai-Maghribl (on whom, see E/', s.v.). 

25. Busse, 'The Revival of Pcrs1an Kingsh1p'; Madelung, 'Assumption of rhe utle 
Shiihanshiih ·. 

26. Cf. Marlow, 'Kings, Prophets and 'Uiamii'', 106. 

2.7. NM (G), 45; cf. QN, 196; Tha':1libl, Adii/; al-mu!ti/.:., 29; Daya, God:, Bo11dsme11, )':1'\. 

28. NM (M), 62.; Af~lal al-Din Kirmiinl 111 Fouchecour, lvloralia, 411· . 
29.lvliidar-1 may, verse 40,111 Tiirr/.:.h-t S/stii11, 320.1 = 261. 

,>o. Tha'iilihl, ;\diih al-mu!ti/.:., 'il., 136 (§§73, 06(,), cf. 2.9; Mawardi, '!;tshll al-11a;ar, 202; 
NM. (M), 51; Ni\1/ (G), 77; Diiya, God's llollilsmetr, 395, 409; Fakhr ai-Din ai-Razl and A fda I 
al-Din al-Kirmanl in Fouchecour, J'v/oralia, 426-8, ~3.>· (For the mcan1ng of rhc kmg .as 
God's shadow (;ill a!liih), sec above, 128, norc <;). 
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ignorance of Him, ~mjja calii khalqihi);" one could have neither religion nor 
this world without them. 12 Charles I's statement that "a subject and a sovereign 
arc clean different things" would have struck all of them as entirely correct.11 

Like the Muslims of the first centuries, the mirror writers assume the high
est position and the highest merit to go together: kings were the noblest, the 
most intelligent, and the most meritorious of people; the general run of kings 
were more intelligent and virtuous than the most select of their subjccts. 1

·' Like 
imams, they were object of imitation for thetr subjects.15 But there were no 
legal qualifications for royal office, such as H1shimite, Qurashl, or Arab 
descent, for kings could not be elected: God raised up whomsoever He willed 
(cf. Q. 3:26). Nor could they be deposed: that too was for God, who would 
transfer their kingship to another house when they acted tyranically and 
disobeyed His law.16 If a king paid no heed to justice, his subjects would rebel, 
his kingdom would be laid waste, and his fortune would turn: this piece of 
wisdom, current already in the third millenium II<, was still valid.17 

Obedience 

The people that God would raise up against wrongdoing kings were typically 
foreign generals and tribal chiefs rather than their subjects, whose duty, as the 
mirrors see it, was simply to obey whoever proved to be in charge. In practice, 
this was more easily said than done. It mtght be possible to endure oppressive 
rulers, but some kind of action had to be taken when warlords or tribal 
invaders threatened a city, more often than nor without a ruler or governor 
being within reach. Mal~miid of Ghazna (d. tow) allegedly preferred his sub
jects to adopt a passive role even when they were on their own. When, in w;8, 
the inhabitants of Nishapur decided to surrender to the Scliuqs, deeming it 
impossible to hold out against them, the qiicfi of Nishapur supported this dect
sion with a story of Mal~miid's reaction to a similar event in the past. The 

31. Thus already Rlidak! in praise of the ruler of S!stan, verse 19 (cf. the reference above, 

note 29); similarly NM(M), _)2.. 
32. Tha';1libl, preface to his G/mmr, xlvii.4 (/;r-Ill din illii hi!Jim wa-lii dtnryii ilia 

111 a< a lm 111) • 
33· Cited in Walzer, Rep,icide and Reuolution, 17. The statement was made on the 

scaffold. 
34- Tha'alib!, Adiih al-mulii/.:., u, 6< (preface and §1 q). 

,~.NM (M),7t.t. 
:,6. NM (G), 46; SN, chs 1, §§ 1-3; 6, § 1; 49, §§ 1-2.; Ibn <li-Balkh! in Lambton, 'Internal 

Structure', 205. 
57· Driver and Miles, llt~hylonicm /.all's, i, ). 
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inhabitants of Ballch had resisted when the Qarakhanids occupied Ballch, he 
said, with the result that the city had been damaged; and when Mal~miid reoc
cupied it, he castigated the Balkhls for having taken to arms 111 defence. "What 
have subjects to do with war?" Mal~miid had said; "it was natural that your 
town should be destroyed and that they should burn down the property 
belonging to me, which used to bring in such revenues." He had gone so far as 
to declare that the Balkhls ought to pay him an indemnity for the losses, but he 
had forgiven them on condition that in future they would submit to whoever 
proved stronger at any given moment. The people of Nishapur duly did so 
now. They also saw to it that the story of Mal~miid's reaction was included in 
the official despatch to the reigning sultan, 1\llal~miid's son and successor, 
Mas'iid, on whom it had what one assumes was the desired effect: he refrained 
from punishing the mhabitants when he reconquered the ctty.3~ Squeezed 
between rival powers, the people of Nishapur had to survtve by their wits, and 
it seems unlikely that the qil4r's story was entirely accurate. "The sultan is far 
away; we can justify our conduct to him later," another notable had said, tak
ing it for granted that surrcndenng was contrary to the sultan's wishes. Maybe 
the trouble with the Balkhls' action was only that they had lost: when the 
inhabitants of Rayy clubbed together and successfully beat off the Biiyids, 
thinking that they would be better off under Mas'iid, they were pratsed for it. 19 

In any case, the locals had their own lives and property to thmk of when they 
were invaded, and whether they surrendered or resisted depended on their 
chances of holding off the enemy, 111 Nishapur as elsewhere:1" 

The mirrors do not discuss the finer points of the duty of obedience. 
Reflecting the ruler's point of view they merely stress it, with the problem of 
tyranny rather than external invasion in mind. Of the strong, tension between 
activism and quietism charactenstic of legal and theological writings on the 
imamate there is little trace in this literature. Mirrors routinely invoke the 
Qur'ilntc verse, "0 you who believe, obey God, the Messenger and those in 
command (uli:i '!-ann) among you" (4:s9), as an injunction ro obey rulers, 
seemingly unaware that many religious scholars had gone out of their way to 

avoid this interpretation of the verse:" The twelfth-century Sea of Precious 
Virtues, clearly written by a religious scholar, stands out by affirming that no 

38. Bosworth, Ghazl/(wids, 2)), citing Bayhaq!, Tiirl/.:.h, 729 . 

. ~9· Bayhaq!, Tiirl/.:.h, 44f. (drawn to my attention by lvlohsen Ashnany). 

40. C:f. Paul, Herrschet; Gemelllll'l'SI'It, Vermittler, rr7ff., for a good discussion of the 
whole ISSUe. 

41. Thus already Ps.-.Jal!'Z·· Tt!J, 2. = 27; also NM (lvl) ),'.; NM (G), 4'i· 104f.; Ibn Ab! 
'1-Rabl', Sulii/.:., 78; and many others; cf. also Marlow, 'Kings, Prophets and the 'lllam;1'', IOH. 

Cf. above, 138. 
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obedience is due to a ruler who acts against God and the Prophet; but even this 
work stresses that "we do not consider it permissible to draw the sword against 
a wrongdoing and unjust ruler so long as he docs not oppose the faith or 
(commit) impiety":12 A tyrannical ruler had to be endured as a punishment for 
sins, as al-Turtush! said:u He might inflict some damage, but the same was 
true of rain, cold, and other thmgs. which nonetheless did good as well. and 
on balance God did more good than bad through him, as authors of the most 
diverse kind agreed.+1 God had created the kmg to be such that "all men in the 
world are obliged to hold themselves in servitude and submission to h11n", Kay 
IG'lis reminded his son; the long had to treat his subjects in such a fashion 
that they would not "take out the ring of slavery from their ears", Ni?41m 
al-Mulk agreed:1' Still, one should not go so far as to deify kings after the 
fashion of the pre-Islamic Persians and others:11

' 

Goucnumcc 

Most mirrors think of governance (siyiisa) as the art of staying in the saddle. 
The king must ensure that his underlings do not conspire against lum, that 
brigands, robbers, rebels, and heretics do not evict him, that foreign rulers do 
not invade his lands, that nobody fleeces his sheep, and that generally speaking 
he is always in control. It rcqwred endless vigilance. The mirrors offer advice 
on bodyguards, armies, viziers, secretaries, tax-collectors, boon compamons, 
wives, nobles, and commoners, or on some of these things, usually with a view 
to how they should be managed: keep your bodyguard mixed to ensure that 
they stay loyal, recruit military units of diverse ethnic origin so that some can 
be played off against othcrs;r always choose people of noble birth for impor
tant positions;·IH treat nobles with love, the common people with a mixture of 

42.. Mcisami, Sea, 22.~, z.q; cf. Lambron, 'Islamic Mirrors', 4-;o. 

43· Lambton, 'Isbnuc Mirrors', 42.4- Cf. above, q<;f. .. 
4+ Ibn Qutayba, 'Uyiin, i, :;f., and Tha';1libl, Adii/J al-mulii/:~_, 'i7 (§99), both cmng 

Ibn al-Muqaffa''s Yatlma; Mawardi, Ada/J al-d~t~zyd, 1 .>7· q; al-Ma'arrl in Nicholson, 
'Meditations', no. r I); Ibn Wahb, above, r2 r, note 40; Fakhr al-Din al-Razl, K. al-ar/Ja'ln, 

-;2.8 and /iimi' al-'uliim in Lambton, State and Gouenzme11t 1 >5· 
. 45· QN, 196; SN, ch. 42., §2r, in Lambton, 'Dilemma', 'i9 (Darke opts for the milder 
"ring of service"). SubJects appear as slaves already rn l's.-Jahrz, 'J;/j, 76 = IO'\. 

46. Tha'o.1libl, Ada/J £11-mu/ii/:~_, :;6-X (§§r r-17). 

47· QN, 230; Murad!, Ishiira, 12.5. 
48. E.g. NM. (G), 86. 
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carrot and stick, and the lowly wrth measures inducing fear/1 never follow the 
advice of women or allow them to take charge;50 study history to learn from 
the experiences of past kings; know your heretics and all their wiles;'~ above 
all, keep yourself informed. "It is most important that you should keep your
self wcll-mformcd about the condition of the army, their pay and daily 
allowance," the Turkish ruler of Ghazna, Siibiiktcgin (d. ;X;I<J<J7), told his son, 
insisting that "every night before you have said your night prayer, you should 
have obtamcd detailed information about your country". ' 2 "It is incumbent 
upon the ruler to enquire mto the condition of the subJects and the army," 
Ni?.<'im al-Mulk concurs, lamenting the disappearance of the old mtelligcnce 
and postal system (baric!) and recommending the usc of spies In every con
ceivable disguise. The kmg must enquire into the condition of his appointees 
"in secret and in public" so as to stop them oppressing his sub)Ccts, he said; 
everyone who had an Important office had to have somebody over him to 
report on him in secret.51 One had to be on one's guard against foreign powers 
too. "You should always keep spies to bring you news of foreign kingdoms and 
armies and of distant cities," Siibiiktcgin advised. One should find out every
thing there was to know about ncighbounng kings, including their drinking 
habits and sexual preferences, others agreed.5

·
1 But the key problem was getting 

the king's own officials to obey. If the king's command was Ineffectual and his 
appointees ignored his writ, he was no different from anyone else and ruin 
would overwhelm his statc.55 

People keeping company with kings should also be circumspect, as many 
mirrors say. Never contradict a l<Ing, never feel safe with your patron, beware 
of everyone in power.51

' "If you are being fattened by someone, you may expect 
very qwckly to be slaughtered by him," as the Qii{;i/snilmc puts it. Remember 

49· Thus, e.g., Buzuqmihr 111 Iskilfl, Ltt!( al-tadbtr, 4; Ibn Wahh, /!urh.ln, 42.1 (citing 
Ps.-Arisrotle); Murad!, lshdra, Iss; Anlishirwiln cited by others in Rosenthal, 'Abu Zayd 
ai-B;1lkhl on Polincs,' 2.94 and note :;2.. 

so. SN, ch. 42., §r, with illustrations in the rest of the chapter; NM (G), 17rf.; l's.
Tha~1lihl, 7it!;(at al-ll'IIZtlr,l', 92.; Meisami, Sea, 2.95; d. the Prophet rn Ibn Qutayba, 'Uyiin, 
ii, 1. The destructiveness of female wiles is the ma)or theme of the Sild;ddlnlilmc of the 
twelfth-century ai-J.'-ahrrl al-Samarqandi (Fouch6cour, Moralia, 42. r-:;). 

51. Thus esp. Ni?jm ai-Mulk, SiydsatlliTI!Ie, who has much on the b.T{111/ menace (ch. 46). 
Tha'alihl is also concerned to warn mlcrs against Ismail is (Ada{; al-muliik, r(,Sff., §§45Sff.). 

52.. Nazim, '[',md-N,/mah', 616,62.0 = 62.'\, 62.7. Cf. Tiihrr in 'L1h., iii, IO'i'\. 

'i3· SN, 2.7 42.; Lamhton, 'Dilemma', 'i6, 6:;; cf. also Napn al-Din Raz·i in Lambton, 
'Jusuce', r rz.f. 

'>+ Nazim, 'l'and-Mimah', 62.0 = 6:.7; QN, 214, 2.3rff.; SN, ch. 2.1, §c.. 

55· QN, 22.8. 
sr;. Cf. Richter, Fiirstenspicgel, Sf., on Ibn al-Muqaffa''s Ada/; al-lwliir. 
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that money gained in government service is "more easily dissipated than the 
dust on the surface of the world"; never display your wealth to the world, but 
make sure that you pass some of it to your friends. If you become a boon com
panion, keep your eyes off the rulers' slaves. If you become a secretary, "com
mit no forgery for a tnvial object but (reserve it) for the day when it will be of 
real service to you." If you become a vizier, go wherever the king goes: "do not 
leave him alone, lest your enemies in your absence find the opportunity for 
slandenng you ... contrive that the people in close attendance upon him shall 
be your spies, informing you of every breath that he draws.,,- Be righteous, ful
fill your duties conscientiously, never be a traitor, but don't trust anyone and 
keep your ears to the ground. 

Justice 

If the mirrors view people in power with distrust and suspicion, they generally 
depict the masses as defenceless sheep. Only nobles and heretics are seen as 
potential rebels. Nobles arc particularly dangerous when their circumstances 
are straitened: one should fear the noble when he is hungry and dominated, the 
ignoble when he is sated and in control, as Ibn ai-Muqaffa' and others said, 
advising the ruler to look into the poverty of the good and the noble among his 
subjects (al-akhyiir, al-a~mlr) and remedy it. Tahir gives the same advtce to his 
son. A tenth-century ruler of Umayyad Spa111 is said to have made a point of 
seeking out impoverished nobles in Cordoba in order to assist them.sH 

But as far as the common people were concerned, it was the king's funda
mental duty is to ensure that justice prevailed. "The masses need only three 
things," the caliph ai-Man~ur is reputed to have said; "if someone is appointed 
to look into their laws so that justice is done among them, to make their roads 
safe so that they need not fear by night or day, and to strengthen their frontiers 
and outlying lands so that the enemy will not come upon them, then I will have 
done those things for them."59 Justice consisted in doing things in accordance 
with the rules, allowing people thctr due, taking only what they owed, and 
making sure that nobody else robbed them either. A just king compensated 
people for the losses they suffered as a result of his incompetence. Ziyiid h. 
Ablhi, Mu'iiwiya's governor of Iraq, told the Iraqis that they need not lock 
their doors at night and that he would pay them compensation for any loss 

57· QN, l<)f, I92.f.. 194, 2.0<), 2.1+ 
sS. Ibn al-Muqaffa', at-Ada/; al-lwliir, I I 6 (with Illllllerous parallels in 'Abbas, 'Na?.ra 

jacllda', 544; add Murad!, lshiira, 155); l~1b., iii, ro<;8.12.; Ibn Wahh, Burhiin, 42.>.-4; Marin, 
'Muslim Rdigious Practices', 884 (al-I)akam II). 

59· Tab., iii, 42.2.. 
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they incurred.w \Xfhen a woman informed Mal)mild of Ghazna that she had 
been robbed of her possessions while travelling through Kirman, he initially 
responded that the place was too remote for him to do anythtng about it. 
"What kind of shepherd are you if you cannot protect the sheep from the 
wolves?" she feistily replied, "look at me in my weakness, all alone, and you 
with all your army and power." Moved to tears, Mal)mud duly paid her 
compensation and promtsed to deal with the matter.1' 1 

Preventing authority from bemg abused was even more Important than put
ting down robbers. The JUSt ruler did not use public money for private pur
poscs,1'2 did not display partiality to high-ranking litigants against unknown 
ones, did not allow his underlings to fleece his subJects, and redressed the griev
ances of everyone who had been wronged by his officials. There was a special 
court for the redress of such wrongs (ma::;,cllim), and mirrors often stress that 
the ruler should attend it in person, or generally make himself available to the 
masses.1'1 The Sasanid kings would make themselves available to the public on 
the days of Mihrijiin and N awruz and hear petitions from everyone, without 
debarring anyone.1'·' 

The Sasanids were wise, we are commonly told, for JUstice led to prosper
ity. For one thing, giving people what was rightfully theirs kept them prosper
ous and easy to manage, whereas injustice caused peasants to leave, so that the 
revenues diminished, leading to political decline.65 "If you do not possess 
money, gold or wealth, nobody will obey you," as Siibiiktegm told hts son; "no 
person will ever obey another like himself, except when he ts in want and you 
provide for him. "1

'
6 For another thmg, kings were believed to have a decrsive 

influence on the natural order. They were like wellsprings determining the 
purity or impurity of the streams flowing from them. "If the k111g Intends jus
tice, plenty and blessings appear in his domains." Rain would come at the due 
time, springs and streams would fill up, crops would grow abundant, the roads 
would be safe, and the ktngdom would prosper. But if the k111g intended tllJUs
tice, famine and barrenness would appear. The rains would fail, famtne and 

6o. NM (G), 79; cf. Abu I-Iilal al-'Askarl, Acl'ii'il, ii, ;;X (fol. 16<;a). 
61. SN, ch. 10, §2.. Cf. Plurarch, IAI'es: Demetrius, 42.. 

62.. N M (G), 6X (where 'Umar exrinp11shcs a candle paid for by the treasury rhc moment 
a slaVl' conH:s to discuss domcsric matters), 69. 

6i.SN, ch. ;; ch. 6, §6; ch. 4X, §;; NM (G), ~'\f.; Ibn al-Jawzl, Shifcl', 67; Mcisam1, Sea, 

64- Ps.-Jal)i?.:, Tiii, 1 'i<)ff. 179ff.; NM (M), 2.1 1f.; almost idcnrically 111 SN, ch. 6, §§2.-;, 
and NM (G), 1o2.f. 

6<;. QN, 2.2.9; NM (G), <;6. 

66. Nazim, 'l'and-Niillltlh', ()r '\ = 62.+ Compare Murad!, lshilra, 1 '\6; people arc your 
slaves as long as rhcy have needs you can fulfil and your enemies as soon as they don't. 
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shortages would follow, highway robbery and unlawful killing would make 
their appearance, and the kingdom would be ruincd.1

'
7 With or without reper

cussions on the natural order. right religion and political stability went 
together. ~>H 

A kingdom depended on wealth, for without wealth one could not main
tain an army; and wealth could only be acquired by good government, which 
in its turn was synonymous with justice, as countless mirrors said.1

'
9 This was 

where the wisdom of the Persian kings displayed itself: they knew that the 
greater the prosperity of their realm, the longer they would rule. 711 They sur
vived for four thousand years because they ruled justly, never perpetrating any 
injustice or opprcssion.71 Even Pharaoh had avoided mjusticc: this was why 
God allowed him to remain in powcr.72 By contrast, the Umayyads fell because 
they were preoccupied with pleasures and delegated their affairs to others, who 
pursued their own Interests, with the result that the subjects were oppressed, 
their livelihood was destroyed, the treasury was emptied, and the troops 
stopped obeying because they were no longer paid. 71 Kingship could survive 
unbelief, but it could not survive injustice.7

'
1 

The eleventh-century Persian mnTors abound in vivid stories of people 
who abuse their authority: judges who appropriate money deposited With 
them, governors and other officials who appropriate land and other property 
they have set the1r eyes on, despoiling widows, peasants, and impoverished 
fishermen, soldiers who rape women, high dignitaries who do not repay their 
debts to merchants, viziers who oppress everyone and slam their victims into 
jail, getting away with it because they have the king's confidence, and so on. 
People travel long distances to have their cases heard, from Azerbaijan to 
Ctesiphon in one story, from Nishapur to Ghazna in another, only to be dcmed 
access or to find on their return that the verdict 111 their favour cannot be 

67. Lambton, 'Islamic Mirrors for Princes', 42.h 4)2, 4.>5, 4.>Sf., citing the Sea, ·rurtiishl 
and Fakhr al-Mudabbir. Sec also Al-Azmeh, Muslim Killp,shif>, 157, and, 1n general, Crone, 

Pre-l11dustrial Sooetrcs, 47f. 
6S. Lambton, 'Justtcc', 100. 
69. Naztm, 'Pmrd-Niinwh', 6qf. = 6q; Inalcik, 'Turkish and Iranian Political Theories', 

4ff.; Sadan, 'A "Closed-Circmt" Saying on Practical .Justice', 55off. 
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71. Nlvl (G), 46. 
72.. Lambton, 'Islamic Mirrors for Princes', 4.>5, 457, citing the Sea and Af<,ial al-dln 

Kirmiinl. 
73· Iskiifl, l"tt!( al-tadblr, 12. (another version in Shayzarl, Nah1, 76). 
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enforced, whereupon they set off again for the capital.7
' That people's lives 

were ruined by such things is openly acknowledged, but of course things 
always come out right in the anecdotes. In Ni?A.lm al-Mulk the happy endings 
arc told with a particularly cloying sentimentality reminiscent of the tone with 
which modern media will report, say, the successful airlifting of a child from a 
war-torn area for a lifesaving operation as if it somehow made up for all the 
atrocities of war. The unexpected rescue of an old woman or other hapless vic
tim from officwl oppression similarly allows Ni?jm al-Mulk to wipe a pious 
tear off his cheek and to reassure himself and his readers that everything is 
really all right. As a polished man of wealth and power, he did not actually like 
all these uncouth people crowding the streets around the ma:;ii/im court: it did 
not look good that there should be so many complainants. "The doors must be 
closed to such crowds," he said, suggesting ways of keeping the numbers under 
control.-6 

Moral aduice 

All mirrors devote much attention to moral advice. They often seem to be writ
ten on the assumption that political problems could be solved by moral pre
cepts.'7 Their function was to serve as medicine against the inevitable maladies 
of absolute power, not by a change of the political system, bm rather through 
an 1nncr conversion of the prince, as Dagron observes 111 connection with the 
Byzantine variety of the genre.~x Moral perfection was a key desideratum in a 
ruler in that virtue was required for justice. Besides, the moral outlook of kings 
was generally assumed to affect that of their subjects. Under the Influence of 
philosophy some even went so far as to define siyilsa as "the guidance by kings 
and imiims of their subjects ... to praiseworthy and acceptable actions and 
strong ways", thereby giving secular rulers the guiding role that the Sunni 
caliphs had lost.7

'J But even if one disagreed, it was obvious that at the very 
least kings needed self-control in order not to harm thc11· subJects. That the 
ruler must first learn to govern himself had been a common theme in Greek 
advice literaturc,xo and it remained prominent in Islam. "Unless the king first 
he truly king of himself, he cannot properly excrose kingship over others," as 

75· SN, chs 3-13, is about little else, but sec esp. ch. 4• §§5-2.1. 
76. Ibid., ch. 49, § 1. Compare Ni?jml 'Aru\ll's attitude to peasants scckmg redress in the 

Chahdr lvlaq<ila, anced. 6. 
77· Cf. Nagel, Staat 1111d Glau/)('lrgcmeillscha(t, ii, 95f. 
78. Dagron, Empereur ct prctrc, 38. 
79· Qudiima, Khariii, 42.7; Cited in 111 Rosenthal, 'Abu Zayd al-Balkhl on Politics', 2.97. 
So. Dvornik, l'olitrwl Philosophy, ii, 540, 543, 668, 713. 
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a thirteenth-century mystic put it.H 1 One could think of reason as the husband, 
the self as the wife, and the body as the house they shared: reason had to keep 
the self under control, so that it looked after the body as a well-controlled wife 
looked after the house; everyone knew what damage a dominant wife could 
do. Hl In more down-to-earth terms, the king should learn to keep his temper, 
remain calm and collected, listen before taking action, abstain from intoxicat
ing drinks, or at any rate from drinking too much, and keep his eyes and hands 
off his subjects' women.H 1 (If he had to sin, "at least let it be with a good wine 
... and a beautiful partner," Kay Kii'us counselled.)H4 All in all, the king should 
be just, truthful, respectful of the law, forbearing, forgiving, charitable to peo
ple known and unknown, a good horseman, courageous, intelligent, and atten
tive to the lessons of the past. He should also be generous and neither hoard 
nor economize. It helped to have a perfect physique and good looks. 

Ouera/1 

Few institutions in Islamic history provoked such conflicting views as kingship, 
and few were the object of such rapidly changing attitudes. Shortly before the 
cAbbiisid revolution the Ihii~l! Shahlb b. cAtiyya had affirmed that "intelligent 
people know that the imam is just an ordinary Muslim". ss This was indeed 
what he had been at first, to jcmufl Muslims and Ibiiqls alike. Since this view 
of him was enshrined in 1-:-Iadlth and other normative literature, everyone with 
a modicum of education had the wherewithal to deflate the puffed up picture 
of the ruler presented in the mirror literature, and some actually did so from 
time to time. According to the poet al-Macarrl (d. 449/1058), amirs and kings 
were just servants of the people they ruled, or mere hirelings, like htred slaves 
(the ultimate insult). "In terms of obligation to fulfil the laws and observe 
Islam the imam is like any other obligated person (mulwllaf)," the jurist al
Juwaynl (d. 478/w85) observed in a more straightforward vein; "he is merely a 
device for making people obey the Sharta." But al-Macarrl's delight in stnp
ping emperors of their illusory clothes was unusual, and ai-.Juwayn! was being 
brutal because he was discussing an emergency situation.s6 By their time, 
neither caliphs nor kings were normally regarded as ordinary humans. 

Sr. Diiya, God's Bcmdsmc11, 41 2.. 

h. Shayzarl, Nahi, 76. 
8 3· E.g. Yiisuf, Wisdom, so; Meisami, Sea, 2.9R; QN, 21 X, 222 

84- QN, 62. 

85. In Kashif, Siyar, ii, 358.7. 
86. Ma'arrl in Nicholson, 'Meditations', nos. 117-19; .Juwaynl, Ghiyiith, §488. Cf. 

below, 234ff. 
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Down to the mid-Umayyad period the caliphs are presented as being 
addressed and regarded in much the same way as everybody else. But special 
rules regarding conversation with, or in the presence of, the caliph are said to 
have been laid down under the caliph cAbd ai-Malik (68s-7o)).s-· The tone in 
official correspondence certamly becomes more formal; statements about the 
caliphs' minds and bodies become more grandiose,xs and by the early 'Abbiisid 
period the caliph's person had come to be regarded as sacred. By the tenth cen
tury the caliph had become a veritable "eptphany of sublimity", as Al-Azmeh 
calls it: one ktssed the ground before htm, perhaps the hem of his cloak or, for 
the privileged, his hand or foot; Saladin even kissed the ground where he had 
received caliphal greetmgs.x9 It was not just caliphs who ranked high on the 
scale of sublimity: kings did too, with similar effects. As usual, there were 
some who protested. Ibnl:hzm, for example, noted that the Umayyads had not 
obliged people to ktss their hands or their feet; the Fatimtd caliph al-f:'Iiikim 
forbade it, declaring it to he a Byzantine practice unseemly in Muslims; ai
Ghaziill declared prostrating to the ruler and kissing hts hand to he a grave 
sin.'10 But all courts worth the name now had elaborate ceremonial designed to 
emphasize the ruler's grandeur, and all those who worked 111, or were patron
ized by, courts had to come to terms with it. The sanctity of the first caliphs 
had lain in their perfect fidelity to shm.cl morality, not in any external pomp or 
ceremony, but then they had only existed in the ideal past. What prevailed now 
was kingship of a universal type: half brutal power and half theatre. 

The theatre owed something to the fact that rulers had come to be credited 
with a cosmic role, in the sense that they were believed to tnlluence the regu
larities of nature. Natural disasters would ensue if caliphs were killed, it was 
held, though there was plenty of experience to disprove tt. Both caliphs and 
kings were seen as having special access to the sources of life, health, energy, 
and well-being, in short of all the pagan desiderata which the great salvation 
religions had reduced to secondary tmportance.'11 The haste assumption 
behind these ideas ts that the regularities of nature depended on a moral order 
which it was the duty of the king to maintain. "When rulers act wrongly, the 
heavens dry up," a saytng ascribed to the Prophet had it.'12 The assumption was 

87. Ibn al-Tiqpqa, l:akhri', 167 (C, 97) = 1 1 X. 
88. Cf. above, 42., note 33· 

89. AI-A7.meh, Muslim Ki11gship, 14of. 
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pagan, not only in the sense that it pre-dated the rise of monotheism and 
placed a high premium on well-being in this world, but also In the sense that it 
idolized a single human being in a manner that Sunnis were normally qlllck to 
disown. Of course, many monotheists also believed the maintenance of moral 
order to be crucial for the proper functioning of the natural world, but they 
identified the moral order as God's law and, in the Islamic world at least, had 
mostly blamed misfortunes such as drought and earthquakes (or political 
reverses) on collective sins rather than those of the king alone. Numerous 
Sht<ites had objected when their imams were cast in a cosmic role, and some 
continued to do so. Yet the Sunnis do not seem to have been worried when 
similar ideas began to be attached to their rulers. Altogether, the changing con
ceptions of kingship testify to the fact that the sharp separation between God 
and man characteristic of monotheism was disappearing. Zoroastrianism, 
Gnosticism, and Neoplatonism (pagan or Christianized) had all conceived of 
divinity as graded - as a light ranging from unbearable intensity to a mere 
spark, for example- rather than as something concentrated in a single point. 
Now that most of the pre-conquest population found itself with111 Islam, this 
view of things was returning. 

Speaking of the patterns of royal aggrandizement common to the central
ized monarchies of early modern Europe, Walzer observes that "It is as if every 
king until the revolution preened himself before the same magic mirror and 
saw the same gratifying images: himself God's deputy, head and soul of the 
body politic, sole knower of the mysteries of state, father of h1s subjects, hus
band of the realm, healer, peacemaker, sovereign lord."'n Many other kings 
looked at themselves in that mirror, too, including those of the medieval 
Muslim world. They did not usually see the images of father or husband,'l-1 nor 
did Muslim kings have a healing touch, whereas they did have a decisive effect 
on the natural order that the kings of early modern Europe seem to have 
lacked. But both saw their rulers as God's deputies on earth and His in1age or 
shadow. God had raised them up and there was something divine about them, 
even though one should not go so far as to deify them. To early Muslims, kings 
were usurpers of God's power. To later Muslims, by contrast, they typified it. 

93· Regicide and Rc!'olution, 9· 
94- The closest one gets ro it is statements to the effect that the ruler will handle the 

affairs of his subJects "as fathers handle the affairs of their children" (Juwaynl, Ghiyiith, 
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THE GREEK TRADITION AND 

'POLITICAL SCIENCE' 

The Greek tradition was less opaque to the early Muslims than the Persian, 
having long been Chnstian, but its role in Islamic culture was nonetheless more 
marginaL largely thanks to the fact that the Arabs only succeeded in conquer
ing the eastern provinces of the Byzantine empire. Greeks were poorly repre
sented in the caliphate. The metropolitan elite remained outside it, and their 
number was limited even at a provincial level, for many Greeks left Syria and 
Egypt when the Arabs took over: unlike the Persians, they still had an empire 
to go to. Of the educated men, Greek or non-Greek, who stayed behind, few 
were as steeped in imperial culture as their Persian and Persiamzed counter
parts in Iraq, who had the Sasanid capital at their doorstep. Facility in Greek 
was of course required for a career in the local bureaucraCies, and Syrian 
bureaucrats did play a role 111 the transmission of Greek political Ideas under 
the Umayyads: it was a secretary of the caliph Hishiim (724-4_>) who translated 
the Pseudo-Aristotelian letters to Alexander into Arabic. 1 But the Syrian con
tribution was limited, and the Egyptians do not seem to have contributed at all. 
Paradoxically, it was overwhelmmgly in Iraq, not in the former Byzantine 
provinces, that Greek learning resurfaced, and it did so In response to caliphal 
demand rather than pressure from Greek or Hellenized converts. What the 
translators made available was moreover the legacy of the ancient Greeks 
(al-yunilniyyiln, literally the Ionians), not the culture of the contemporary 
Byzantines (al-riim, literally the Romans). Philosophy did survive in Byzantium, 
where it formed part of the training of a civil servant, but It was classified as 

1.Cf.above, l'il. 
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'external learning' in contrast with Christian theology, and professiOnal 
philosophers had all but disappeared by the time of the Arab conqucsts.2 The 
intellectual orientation of seventh-century Byzantium is best illustrated by 
the book that the Arabs are said to have found during a campatgn near 
Constantinople in the reign of Mu'iiwiya: it was an apocalypse attributed to 

Daniel and concerned with celestial omens.; If the story is true, it will have 
been the first Greek work that the Muslims translated. 

The translations 

The translation of Greek works began in earnest shortly after the 'Abbasid rev
olution and continued down to the tenth century, sponsored by caliphs, 
princes, courtiers, and other learned laymen. The original impetus was a desire 
for scientific and technological know-how, whether Indian, Persian or Greek. 
Philosophy (fa!safa) only began to be made available on a systematic basis in 
the mid-ninth century, when ai-Kindl (d. c. 252/866), tutor to a son of ai
Mu'ta~im, assembled a large circle of translators, scholars, and thinkers for 
that purpose:' 

The bulk of the philosophical translations were of Aristotle. Given that 
late antique and Islamic philosophy alike are often described as Neoplatonist, 
this may come as a surprise to the reader, but Ncoplatonism as taught in 
Athens (till 529) and Alexandria (till c. 6ro) was actually Platonizing Aris
totclianism. The bulk of the curriculum, after lengthy mtroductions, was 
devoted to Aristotle, and the Neoplatonist philosophers wrote extensive com
mentaries on his works, held to be in fundamental agreement with Plato's.' 
This predominance of Aristotle continued in Islam. With the exception of the 
Po!ittcs, of which only some excerpts were known, all Aristotle's extant works 
(and numerous spurious items) were translated, usually in full. By contrast, 
only some of Plato's works were made available, usually, perhaps always, In 
epitomes of late antique provenance made by amateurs such as doctors (above 
all Galen). These amateurs had emerged as the main bearers, along with 
astronomers/astrologers, of philosophical ideas in the Greco-Roman world 
when the number of professional philosophers dwindled, and they retained 

2. Burstein, 'The Greek Ti-adition', 49· 
3· Hoyland, Seei11g Islam as Others Sau• It, _no. 
+Endress, 'The Circle of ai-Kindl', esp. 64f.; cf. Gutas, Grech Thought. Ara/;j,· 

Culture, 3off. 
5· Cf. Sorabji (ed.), Aristotle Trmrs{ormcd.l do not know what sense to make of Mahdi, 

Al(ambi and the Formdatirm of Islamic l'oliticall'hilosophy, q. 
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this role in lslam.r' Of Plotmus (d. 269f.), the founder of Neoplatonism, the 
Muslims had only a paraphrase of extracts from the Enneads mistitled 'The 
Theology of Anstotlc' (Uthiilujiyya Aris(iitcllis), and the works of lamblichus 
(d. c. )2<;) do not seem to have reached them at all. They did better with 
Porphyry (d. c. 105) and Proclus (d. 484).7 Of philosophers before Plotinus, 
the above-mentioned Galen (d. c. 200) and the Aristotelian Alexander of 
Aphrodisias (fl. early thtrd century) were well represented; a couple of works 
by Plutarch were also translated. But the pre-Socratics, Cynics, Stotcs, Sceptics, 
and other minor schools were known only from collections of wise sayings, 
doxographies, and histories, except insofar as their doctrines had passed in the 
general culture of the pre-Islamic Ncar East, and from there to the Muslims.x 

The first Muslims to write on political subjects under philosphical influ
ence were ai-Kindl (d. c. 2<;2/866), ai-Sarakhsl (d. 286/899), and Abu Zayd al
Balkhl (d. 322/934).'' But their works (all lost) seem to have had greater 
affinities with advice literature and ethics than with the branch of learning 
known as a!_c i/1/1 a!-madanl, for which the literal translation ts 'the science 
relating to the city (in the sense of polity)', or more idiomatically, 'political 
science.' The founder of that science was ai-Fariibl (d. i '9/9<;0), active m 
Baghdad, Egypt, and Syria. Among the best-known philosophers mflucnced by 
him arc Ibn Slna (d. 428!to:17), active in eastern Iran, and Ibn Bajja (d. 
511iii39). Ibn Tufayl (d. 58!11 r85f.), and Ibn Rushd (d. 59'1/r 198), all active in 
Spain. Philosophical thinkmg about governance also flourished among the 
lsmailis, who had taken up the subicct independently of ai-Fariibl: the mam 
thinkers here arc Abu 1-:·latim ai-Riizl (d. 322/934), Abu Ya'qub ai-Sijistiinl (prob
ably d. after ;6o/97 r ), and the Brethren of Punty (wrote second half of 
fourth/tenth ccntury). 10 

A historian of mainstream Islam is apt to dismiss all philosophers as mar
ginal (except in so far as they had other strings to their bows), for mamstream 
Islam was shaped by religious scholars, who were prone to rejecting philoso
phers and lsmailis alike as heretical. One does not often encounter the philoso
phers or their 'political science' in sources written by these scholars. In fact, 

(;. Brague, 'Note sur Ia traduction arabe de Ia l'olitrque', wnh discussion of earlier 
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7, E/', s.vv. 'Burul~lus,' 'Furfiiriyiis', 

8. Gutas, 'l'rc-Piotinian Philosophy Ill Arabic', 

9· Rosenthal, 'Abu Zayd al-Balkhl on Polincs', 287ff., 296. For a helpful overview of the 
sources and an excellent bibliography, sec Daibcr, 'l'olincal Philosophy', 

IO. Cf. further below, ch. I<;. Daiber, 'Political Philosophy', S4Sf., sees the Ismail is as 

first and Fiiriibl as working under their influence (cf. further below, note 70). 
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one does not often encounter al-Eirab! anywhere at all. 11 But after al-Farab!'s 
time, attempts to fuse philosophy with the religious sciences began to be made, 
notably by al-'Amirl (d. 38d992) and Raghib al-I~fahan! (c. 4oo/IOw), 12 and 
though some rejected such efforts as attempts to undermine Islam from 
within, u there can be little doubt that the appeal of philosophy widened. Even 
religious scholars and theologians took to reading it, be it for purposes of 
instruction or refutation. By far the most famous theologian to study philoso
phy was al-Ghazal!, who was 1n effect a philosopher himself. He rC)ected key 
parts of its metaphysics as incompatible with Islam, and at a popular level he 
rejected the enttre metaphysical edifice, but even at a popular level he insisted 
that nothing was wrong with mathematics, natural science (some specific doc
trines apart), logtc, or for that matter writings on governance (sryiisiyyiit); on 
the contrary, he said, some of it was positively useful. l·l For all that, people con
tinued to condemn philosophy as a whole, now out of ignorance and now on 
suspicion that one thing would lead to another. To call a man a philosopher 
(faylasrl() was still to brand him as a heretic or infidel. 15 (Hence it was by pref
erence under the label of wisdom f~Ji/.unaj that philosophy was cultivated.) But 
the absorption of Greek philosophical ideas Into general Muslim culture con
tinued. It was particularly in Iran that the two heritages flowed together, and 
above all in works written in Persian (a language in which people felt freer to 

depart from established norms). But the amalgamation of the heritages can 
also be seen in works written in Arabtc, in Iran and elsewhere. The extent to 
which the philosophers contributed to political thought outside thetr own ctr
cles should become clear in chapter 1 7· Meanwhile, it may be noted that polit
ical thought of falsa/cl origin appears 111 a greater or lesser state of 
domestication in works by secretaries and courtiers such as Qudama b. Ja'far 
(d. 337/948), Ibn Wahb ai-Katib (wrote c .. Bs/946), al-Bayhaq! (d. 47olwn), 
and Ni?~1ml 'Arlisi! (d. after 547/ I 1 'i2), 11

' in mtrrors for princes such as that by 

I r. The only near-contemporary source to mention him is the Shi<ite Mas'ildl (d. 
.345/956); cf. Stern, 'Al-Mas'ildl and the Philosopher al-Farab!', 

r2.. Cf. El', s.vv. (the former in rhc supplement). 
I 3· Rowson, Muslim I'hilosofJher, 2.ff., ciring Tawl~Tdl, Imtii', ii, r 3-2.3. 
I4. Cf. his summary in his Mtmqtdh, wff. = 32.ff. On Ghazall's artitude ro philosophy 

important work is being done by E Griffe!. 
rs. Cf. l)assan-i ~abba!~ in Hodgson, Assasshts. 44-
r6. Cf. 1-liyari, 'Qudama b. (;~t'fars Behandlung dcr Politik'; Heck, Collslmctioll ol 

KIIOU!Iedge, ch. s; EF, Suppl., s.v. 'Ibn Wahb'; Meisami, I-listoriography, 8 rff.; Ni?~1ml 
'Ariit.ll, Chaluir Maqtila, wff. 
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the otherwise unknown Ibl Abl '1-Rabl' (wrote c. 6'io/u'io), 1
- and in the work 

of a heavyweight theologian such as Fakhr al-Din ai-Raz! (d. 6o6h 209). 15 

'Political Serena' 

What the philosophers called 'political science' (aiJ ilm al-madmrl) formed 
part of practical philosophy, traditionally divided into ethics (ahhlc1q), house
hold management (siydsatltad/iir al-manzil), and politics (sl)'ilSilt al-mudun, 
siyclsa 't1mmiyya, (ilm1nadanl). All three branches concerned themselves with 
the male aspiring to be in control, of himself in the first case, of his women, 
children and slaves m the second case, and of his co-religtonists in the third. In 
the third case, however, the control was envisaged as intcllccrual. 'Polittcal sci
ence' did not have much to do with what we know by that name today. Rather, 
its focus was on what Pico della Mirandola (d. 1494), the Florentine Neopla
tonist, called the 'dignity of man' (and to most faliisifa, this really did mean the 
male half of the species): man rising above the limitations imposed by his self 
and others, trying to elevate himself to the rank of the angels. Altogether, it is 
Renaissance Platonism that the reader should have in mind as the comparable 
phenomenon in Europe, not the medieval Latin political thought inspired by 

Aristotle's Politics. 19 

As the philosophers saw it, man's highest aim was to seck intellectual and 
moral perfection, by study and self-control, in order to purify his rattonal soul 
and enable it to survive the death of his body, so that he would live for ever as 
pure soul in blissful contemplation of the truth. This view was tied to an 
understanding of ultimate reality different from that of traditional Islam. It 
was the moral implications of metaphysics as understood hy the philosophers, 
and for this reason it is often with metaphysics that books on (ilm 1nadanl will 
start. Of the thirty-four chapters that make up al-Farabl's book on the virtu
ous city (al-madlna al-{c7tfila), for example, twenty-five arc concerned with 
God, cosmology, the soul, the intellect, virtue, and happllless; only the last 
nine are concerned with the communal setting in which vtrtue might be 
achteved.m His Siyiisa madaniyya ('Political/Communal Governance') is simi
larly organized. It is also at the end of his exposition of metaphysics that Ibn 
S!na places his chapter on communal organization and government in his 
Shi[c1> ('Healing') and Najiit ('Salvation'), Similarly, it was at the end of 

17. Cf. Brockel mann, GAL, Sup pl. i, 372., notmg the influence of Ibn Bu\liin and Bryson. 

There IS also much Thcmistius 1n this work. 
r8. On whom d. E/', s.v. 
19. For a good accounr, see Hodgson, Venture o( Islam, i, esp. 4I8f., 4."ff. 
20. Rosenthal, 'Politics Ill the Philosophy of Al-Farahi', [ sSf. 
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expositions of theology (haliim, u~ill a/-d/11) that the imamate was traditionally 
discussed. In philosophy as in theology, the 'political' chapters explain what 
the vision through the Window meant for humans seeking to live intellectually 
and morally upright lives as social beings. 

Christians, Jews. and Muslims Ill the period covered in this book all saw 
the aim of human life as living in accordance with a great truth about ultimate 
reality and the moral code with which it was associated. All focused their 
attention on the nature of this reality and code, seeking to discover and dis
semmate the true and the right, and all took an interest in government first and 
foremost for its ability to assist or obstruct this endeavour. In their capacity as 
religious scholars, philosophers, missionaries, clergymen, or rabbis, they had a 
professional interest in the government of human minds, or, as they would put 
it themselves, the government of souls, not in that of bodies, which was not 
under their control even when the coercive machinery that we call the state was 
their own. But a great deal of what they said about the true and the right had 
implications for the distribution of power even when It was not thought about 
the state. This is certainly true of 'political science'. For if the philosophical 
version of the view through the window was right, it would follow that it was 
the philosophers who ought to be revered as the most authoritative spokesmen 
of the truth and the attendant code. That was precisely what ai-Fiiriibl held 
them to be. 

AI-Fiiriibl was an Aristotelian who saw Aristotle through the Platonizing filter 
of the late Greek tradition. On the subject of 'political science' he went fur
ther, however: here his key source of inspiration was actually Plato himself. It 
part this may be because Aristotle's Politrcs was unavailable to him (he cer
tainly made heavy use of Aristotle's Nicomachaean F:thrcs); but it was hardly 
for that reason alone. 

Plato had written on politics in a utopian vein, discussing the ideal polity 
on the assumption that a polity was something which could be created by fiat 
on the basis of a design drawn up in advance. This assumption, which is so 
striking a feature of early Greek political thought, retlected the Greek coloniz
ing experience. From c. 750 IIC onwards the Greeks founded new settlements in 
Anatolia, southern Italy, and eventually in the Ncar East as well. Each colony 
was planned by a founder (oihrstes), who identified its site, divided the land 

21. For an introduction, see Mahdi, 'Alfarabi'; Enc. !Jwz., s.v. 'Fiiriibl' (Gutas, Mahdi, 
et al.). 
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into plots for the settlers, and held autocratic powers during the period of 
foundation; and each received a written code of law drawn up for It by a law
giver (llomotheti's), who might be identical with the founder. By Plato's time 
the Greeks had long been thinking of politics as human inventions and dis
cussed the best form of government in the context of new colonies. Plato's 
Retmblic is a thought experiment for a colony so ideal that even Plato granted 
that it was unlikely ever to be realized. He explored more realistic constitutions 
in his Laws and The Statesman without entirely abandoning his ideaiY 

Plato died in the fourth century 11<:. By the fourth century AD, the coloniz
ing movement had receded to the remote past. the city states were no longer 
polities, just cities, and the imperial government to which they had long been 
subjected had turned autocratic. Accordingly, political thought now went into 
administrative manuals and advice to rulers rather than blueprints for the best 
constitution; philosophy had come to concern itself with man in the abstract 
rather than with man the citizen, and Its focus was on the ethical systems 
whereby he could control his inner life.2 1 Though the philosophers of late 
antiquity were not as indifferent to politics as used to be thought/1 it was usu
ally educated layman rather than professional philosophers who would speak 
of constitutions and vaunt the Platonic philosopher king, in speeches, encomia, 
and advice for kingsY AI-Fiiriibl reversed this trend: a professiOnal philoso
pher, he read Plato mainly for the political thought that his predecessors had 
come to regard as secondary. 

The reason why ai-Fiiriibl was fascmated with this thought IS not that he 
had an interest in political experimentation. Rather, Plato's political thought 
was attractive to him because it seemed to share a number of Muslim presup
positionsY' As it happened, Islam had itself begun as a colonizing venture: the 
Prophet and his followers had migrated to Medina where the Prophet had 
founded a new polity and promulgated a new law. Moreover, the early 
Greeks shared the early Muslim view that membership of a particular polity 
(the city state in their case, Mul)ammad's umma in that of the Muslims) was a 

22. For all this, sec Dawson, Cities of the Gods, chs T-2, esp. 22., 7Iff. 
23. Burstein, 'The Greek Il·adition', 34f. 
24- The field has been transformed by the work of O'Meara (see the bibliography). 
25. Thus Dw Chrysostom, Them1st1us (a professional court philosopher), Synesius 

(Dvornik, index), Agapetus (in Barker, Social a11d l'olitzcal Thought, <;!1f.; Henry, 'Mirror', 

295), and, not least, the anonymous dialogue on political science (fieri politihi's epistemes) 
from .Justinian's time, wh~eh speaks of the philosopher long and "the true king' 111 terms 
reminiscent of Fariibl (hook v, ch. vii. 111 Barker, Social a11d l'olitical Thought, 71; cf. also 

O'Meara, 'The .Justinianic Dialogue'). 
26. Mahdi, 'Alfarabi', 1 !1 r. 
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precondition for human perfection/salvation. This gave ai-Eirabl the bridge 
between the two thought worlds he wished to connect. He deduced that 
Islamic history had two faces, the familiar one to be found in Muslim history 
books and another to be found in Plato, in which one could read of the Prophet 
as the lawgiver (tuiiql a!-mlmiis), the Sharl'a as the law (ntlmiis) or constitution 
(slra, siyiisa), the Muslim community as his polity (madi/1(7), and, not least, of 
the philosophers as the true legatees of its founder. In short, Plato enabled ai
Farabl to domesticate and legitimate philosophy as a Muslim science, while at 
the same time making a daring bid for philosophical leadership of the Islamic 
world. This was the project to which he returned time and again throughout 
his career. 

Philosophy and religion 

The two thought worlds that ai-Farabl wished to connect arc conventionally 
known as philosophy and religion, but it would be more accurate to call them 
two different types of religion (or alternatively two different types of philoso
phy). For the final goal of philosophy was knowledge of God, or knowledge of 
'things human and divine' and 'assimilation to God insofar as attainable for 
man', as every student at Alexandria was rold. 27 Ncoplatonists were moreover 
prone to envisaging ultimate knowledge of God as mystical union with Him. 
AI-Farabl was nor a Neoplatonisr, and there is no hint of mysticism m his 
work."H bur philosophy was certainly a religion to him too. It was a religion 
without revelation, however: humans could reason their way to the ultimate 
truth without supernatural help. It was this conviction that put philosophy on 
a collision course with religion, if by religion one means revelation which had 
to be taken on trust. 

They had in fact already collided by the time he wrote. The physician and 
philosopher Abu Bakr al-Razl (d. 31 3/925) had disn11Ssed revealed religion as 
false. There was only one saving truth, he had said, namely that of philosophy, 
and it was accessible to all men, elite and masses alike. God had given all 
humans the ability to find their way to salvation by ilhiim, literally divine inspi
ration, here meaning something like instinct: animals and humans alike knew 
what was good or had for them by virtue of it. Prophets were impostors 
who impressed people with their tricks and sleights of hand. In the same 
vein, an earlier philosopher, al-Sarakhs! (d. 286/l\99), had written a book on 
"the secrets of the charlatans", meaning the prophets,29 while the rationalist 

27. Wcsrcrink, 'AlcxanJ rian Commentators', 34 3, 344, 34h. 

28. Differently Corbin, Philosophic lslamiqlll', 22~f. 

29. Rosenthal, Sarabsl, 51. 
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theologian Ibn ai-Rawand! (d. c. 245/l\6o or 29lli912) had argued, behind the 
cover of the brahmans, that the miracles claimed by prophets were mere tricks 
and that revealed law should be rejected: either it accorded with reason, in 
which case it was superfluous, or else contradicted it, in which case it was 
wrong.10 

AI-Farabl did not want religion and philosophy to collide, so he had either 
to identify them or to subordinate the one to the other. In effect he did both. 
He said that both philosophy (falsafa) and religion (mil/a) gave you the truth, 
but that they did so in different versions, designed for different audiences. Phi
losophy, which had existed before religion, led you to thmgs as they really were 
by means of proofs based on demonstration (burhcln); religiOn represented the 
abstract truths of philosophy in symbols, images and similes that everyone 
could understand and secured acceptance for them by persuasion (rqmt ). For 
example, religion would describe the void as water or darkness. 11 The rela
tionship he postulated was rather like that between professiOnal and popular 
science today. It IS the same truth that they postulate, but professional science 
rests on mathematical demonstration, whereas populanzers resort to ;malo
gies, similes, and images drawn from the reader's everyday experience; the 
reader of popular science cannot actually check the arguments, but he can be 
swayed by the author's powers of persuasion. (The b1g difference, of course, IS 

that science has no saving role at either level and that accordingly, populariz
ers today do not have to operate With metaphors set in advance by organized 
religion, but can choose whatever they like.) According to al-1-:arabl, those who 
dismissed revealed religion as false were ignorant of its symbolic narure. 12 He 
did not think that all religions were equally good at representing the truth,n 
but neither did he think that one alone had got it right. There were many ways 
of depictmg the ultimate truth in symbolic and allegoncal form. All were 
approximations, none gave you access to things as they really were. It was only 
philosophy which allowed you direct knowledge of ultimate reality. 

Unlike religion, philosophy was unchanging. It always led you to the same 
universal truth wherever or whenever it was pursued, for ultimate reality never 
changed. But religions were designed for particular segments of humanity at 
particular places and tunes, so they came in many different versions and 
changed as one lawgiver abrogated his predecessor's version in favor of his 
own. Every lawgiver knew the absolute truth, but used religi<m to get elite and 

_)o. Kraus, 'Bcitriigc', 97 = 11 1 (no. _:;). 
H. Fiiriibl, ·ni(,~Tl. §56= §5'· 
~2. MF, ch. 17, §(,. 
.'13· Cf. Fiiriibl, Kitii/J al-l;unl(, §147 (pp. r.qf., rr. in Berman, 'Mallnonidcs, the Disciple 

of Alfiiriibl', 175f.). 
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masses together in a polity. Without religion there would be no polity and no 
salvation for the masses. But religion only offered a relative truth, and it was 
only by means of philosophy that one could escape from relativism. 

It is ai-E1rabl's belief in the universal nature of philosophy that accounts 
for his strangely context-free presentation. He names no names, apart from 
those of Plato and Aristotle, and hardly ever gives concrete examples of the 
religions, polities. constitutions, or other phenomena he describes. Unlike the 
Brethren of Purity or Ibn Rushd. he never explicitly identifies the lawgiver as 
the Prophet: one is free (indeed strongly encouraged) to envisage him as 
Mul~ammad, but one can also identify him as Moses or any other prophet 
familiar to Islam, or as a past or future philosopher. By the same token one is 
prevented from objecting when al-Farabl's model cannot be squared with the 
Islamic past as known from the history books. AI-Farahl did implicitly con
front the historical record of Islam in one of his works: if a nation receives a 
religion without knowing that it is a reflection of philosophy, he says, and phi
losophy only arrives later, then the result may be that there is religious opposi
tion to philosophy. l·l But no names are named here either. Whether or not 
Mul~ammad preached philosophy behmd the fac,:ade of popular religion is 
never stated. It is also rare for al-Farabl to use Muslim terminology, and when 
he does, he typically replaces the familiar sense with a philosophical one . .fiihi/1 
means ignorant, not of Islam, but rather of the nature of true happiness as 
defined by the philosophers . .f ihiid is war in defense of the perfect polity, again 
as defined by the philosophers, and not of the Muslim commumty. A malih IS 

a king in a new sense to which political power is incidental. Here and else
where, al-Farabl is using Muslim terminology to familiarize the reader with 
new concepts, much as astrophysicists do when they apply everyday terms such 
as 'big bang' or 'black hole' to unfamiliar cosmic phenomena (with such suc
cess, in their case, that their usage has become primary).l5 Sometimes he con
fuses his reader by using a word in its familiar sense as well. He is always 
operating at two levels, the familiar and the philosophical. and he will flit 
backwards and forwards between the two. leaving it to the reader to work out 
exactly where he is, in part no doubt for reasons of precaution: the philoso
phers have to speak in nddles (runulz) to filter out unworthy readers (such as 
hostile rulers and the mob), as he said, resummg a theme dear to the hearts of 
the late antique philosophers.16 This is not to say that he saw philosophy as an 

34· Ibid., §149 (p. 155, tr. in Berman, 'Maimonides. the Disciple of Alfiiriibl', 17M.); cf. 
Zimmermann, AI-Famhi:, Comme11tary, cxiv, note r. 

35· Cf. Kraemer, 'The .fihiid of the Faltisijir', 2.')_). 

36. Farah!, Talkhls, 4 and ]an{, S4 = 64, on Plato; cf. Plorinus on Plato in Wallis, 

Neoplat01rism, 17; others on Arrsrorle in Westerink, 'Aiexandrran Commentators', H3 (1, 9). 
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esoteric discipline or that he wrote in a code that only initiates could under
stand, so that the real meaning of what he is saying has to be sought between 
the linesY On the contrary, he speaks loud and clear on general points. But it 
is impossible not to sense a certain wariness when it comes to spelling out the 
concrete implications. What with his refusal to give examples, his flitting from 
one level to another, and the peculiar Arabic he constructed for philosophical 
use,1x he IS a difficult author to get into. The novice feels utterly disorientated 
by the absence of familiar landmarks. the high level of abstraction, and the 
cumbersome phraseology. AI-Fariibl would probably have responded that this 
is entirely as it should be. 

Philosophy and religio-political organization 

Al-Fariihi was greatly indebted to the late antique philosophers for l1IS view of 
religion as a popular version of philosophy.~'! As pagans, the philosophers had 
had to come to terms with Greek mythology, found in their revered Homer 
and elsewhere; thereafter, they had had to explain the relationship between 
philosophy and Christianity, sometimes as Christians trying to retain their 
philosophical beliefs (there were Christian Platonists already by the second 
century), and sometimes as pagans trying to accommodate the Christian world 
around them (the professional philosophers remained pagans down to the 
mid-sixth century). Whatever their religious affiliation, Pbtonists routinely 
combined philosophy with competing belief systems by distinguishing 
between two levels of truth. All peoples interested in metaphysics were 
assumed to operate with a high truth for the few (such as monotheism in a 
polytheist environment, rationalism in one of revealed religion) and to dis
seminate a vulgar version for the common people, expressed in myths, riddles, 
symbols, and allegories which the common people would take at face value, 
but which the philosophers would see as pointing to higher things:111 It was not 
just to screen the truth from the masses that the philosophers would speak in 
myths and riddles: they would also do so to educate them, at the level appro
priate to them. Plato, Aristotle, and other philosophers had all used myth to 

37· The thesis of Leo Strauss, followed by Mahdi and his students, notably Butterworth 

and Galston. 

_>S. Cf. Zimmermann, Al-l~rnr/;i:, Comme11tary, xlviiiff., cxxxiff. 

39· See, for example, O'Meara, 'Religion as Abbild dcr Philosophic'; d. Fiiriibl, 'Jir(J~t/, 

§56 §55, where he presents his own v1ews as simply those of the ancicnrs. 
40. Clement of Alexandria, Stromata, V, 4, 2.1, 4; V, 7, 41.1; et passim; Origen, Co11tn1 

Celstllll, I, 12; .Julian the Apostate, Sallusrius, Proclus, and Hierocks 111 O'Meara, 'Religion 

als Ahbild dcr Philosophic', )46ff. 'and note 29. 
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convey the truth to the common people, :1ccording to the Neopbtonists. The 
Hebrews, too, had told stories as if they were myths, though practised minds 
could see their hidden meaning, according to Eusebius, bishop of Caes:1rea (d. 
340); and when Moses prescribed the law for them, he formulated some of it 
in the form of symbols which contained a direct im:1ge of the divine realities. 
This was very much how the Muslim philosophers saw their philosophical 
predecessors and Mul)ammad as having proceeded, too.'11 In antiquity the rela
tionship between the two levels was sometimes perceived as effortless, some
times as tense, and there were also some who rqected the lower level as 
outright fraud. All these positions reappeared in Islam (and again in post
Renaissance Europe} :12 

But on one crucial point the Neoplatonist philosophers left al-Fariibl in the 
lurch. Though some of their views on the subject of government may have 
come in useful to him;u they had no reason to think deeply about the rela
tionship between their philosophy and the Roman empire in which they were 
trying to keep it alive. Both were pagan by origm. It was the Christians who 
had to think hard about the relationship between their own 'philosophy' and 
the empire, having started out indifferent or hostile to it; and if al-Farabl 
received any assistance on this topic, it will have been from them rather than 
the pagan Neoplatonists that he received it. Already Philo of Alexandria (d. 
after 41}, a Hellenized Jew much read by Christians, had cast Moses as the 
philosopher king cnv1saged by Plato.+1 Eusebius similarly presented Moses as 
a lawgiver (nomothetes) who gave the Jews a constitution (fJoliteia). that is a 
religious law which kept their crude natures under control while at the same 
time pointing to the ultimate truth in symbolic form:15 And according to a dia
logue on 'political science' by a sixth-century Byzantine official;16 God had 

41. Cf. above, note z6: Eusebius, l'mcp. Eumrg., vii, 8, 38; xii, 4, z; xii, 19,1; Abii IJiitim 
al-Riizl, A'lclm, 107; IUS, iv, 1 22..6, 1 32.· ), 1 <;7.ult.; Ibn Wahb al-Kiirib, Httrl11l11, 1 37f. (In his
torical fact, Plato did use myth, but to convey difficult ideas to his disciples, not to educate 
the masses or to screen the hrghcst trurh from them.) 

42. Sec the riveting discussion by Assmann, Mosl's the E,e,yptilllt, esp. chs _>-+ 
43· Notably their concept of philosophy as mcluding the care of inferiors, of legisla

tion as the outcome of contemplative union with the divine, ami of philosopher krngs as 
councillors to longs (cf. O'Meara, 'Ncoplawnisr Conceptions of the Philosopher King', 
z8lff., z86f). 

44- Runia, 'God and Man in Philo,' 54· 
45. Eusebius, l'racp. Emll,l!,., book vii, ch. 9· 1; below, 3:q. 
46. Cf. Barker, Social and l'olitrcal Thott,l!,ht, 6)ff.; O'Meara, 'The .Justinianic Dialogue·. 

Only fragments survive. The work, known as l'en politi/:ces epistemcs, Is presumably 
identical with the dialogue on politics (pen politikes) memioned by Photius. 
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devised political science as a divine form of discipline by wh1ch mankind, liv
ing in a colony (afJOika) sent out by Him from on High, could return to the 
mother-city, so that "the only sort of polity possible - the only way for the 
whole of the human race to attain salvation - 1s that ... philosophical and 
political authority should ... be united":1~ This was also al-Fi1riibl's view. With 
or without help from such thinkers, he saw that Plato's 1deal city was a polity 
spawned by philosophy just as Mul)ammacl's 11111ma was a polity spawned by 
Islam. He deduced that Plato's city and Mul)ammad's 1//1111111 were the two 
faces of the same sav1ng community and that the philosophers had ultimate 
responsibility for its gtudance_ 

The uirtuous city 

Al-Fiirabi starts his account of the virtuous city by noting that man cannot live 
without cooperation: nature has designed him for life in a 'City' (madina), here 
meaning simply a commumty. This was a well-rehearsed clichc;15 but he strikes 
out on his own by observmg that humans can cooperate for a variety of aims. 
They may form a city merely to procure the necessities of life, for example (he 
called such a city al-madlm1 al-cfariiriyya). They may also a11n for something 
over and above survival, in which case some aims will be better than others. 
People who cooperated for morally indifferent or reprehensible aims, such as 
power, wealth, or pleasure, formed imperfect cities of various kinds. By con
trast, people who cooperated for the highest aim, that is, true happiness (al
sc{c/da {1 '1-(mqlqa) - meaning happiness as understood by the philosophers
formed a virtuous polity (nuuflna facfila). True happiness, according to al
Fiiriibl, was intellectual and moral perfection in this world and Immortality of 
the rational soul in the next. Ultimate happiness (al-scNida al-qu?wi1}, wh1ch 
popularizers called Paradise, consisted in eternal contemplation, as pure mind, 
of ultimate reality. This could only be attained by philosophers. But there were 
lower degrees of happmess for those who accepted the guidance of the chJCf 
and achieved the virtue appropriate to their rank in the order of existence:19 All 

47· In Barker, Socral and l'olitical Thottght, 72., 74; cf. O'Meara, 'The Jusrinianic Dia
logue'. The tone of this work strongly supports Barker's translation of S()/eria as salvauon. 
By contrast, where Alcinous (c. 1 'iO) identifies politics as concerned w1rh rhc care of the city 
and Its sole ria (translated 'salvation' in O'Meara, 'Aspects', 6'if.), Dillon rakes ir to mean no 
more than 'preservation' (Httllilboo/::, 2., §_>, cf. the comments at p. 6o). 

48. Cf. below, Z'i9ff., >4 1. 

49· SM, 8 1 f. = 17f.; '[(r(J{i/, ~49 4 .'~· What people engage 111 here arc not 'polirical activ-
ities' ({wee Galston, 'Theoretical and Practical Dimensions', ror), merclv activities suitable 
for them as members of a commumty. 
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others were either annihilated when they died or destined to suffer eternal 
psychic pain. 10 

The founder of a virtuous city was a person endowed with an exceptional 
set of outstanding characteristics (twelve given by nature and six acquired by 
training), which enabled him to achieve contact with the active intellect (al-'aql 
al-fa" ell). God inspired him through the medium of the active intellect, as ai
Farabl also put 1t. This was the mechanics behmd prophethood. The inspira
tion (wa~Jy) activated h1s own acute intellect, as well as his imaginative power, 
enabling him to combine the role of philosopher, capable of understanding 
God's ordering of the universe, With that of religious preacher, able to formu
late his philosophical insights in language that the masses can understand. 
Such a man, the first or ultimate chief (al-ra1/s al-awwa/), 51 was imam, kmg, 
philosopher, and prophet alike. In short, he was Plato's lawgiver and the 
prophet of the Islamic tradition rolled together. 12 

So far, ai-Farabl has simply amalgamated two traditions, but he had to 
answer three further questions to bring the philosophical picture into line 
with that of Islam. First, as regards the territorial extent of the perfect 
polity, Plato had simply taken it for granted that it would be a city state. al
Farabl agreed that it could be a city, but added that it could also comprise an 
umma, presumably meaning a community such as that of Islam, and that it 
might also encompass the entire inhabited earth. This aligned the virtuous city 
with the Islamic ideal, but he may have found support for universalism 111 

Pseudo-Aristotle as welJ.B 
Secondly, Plato had not considered the question whether several virtuous 

c1ties could exist at the same time (he considered it unlikely that even one 
might be created). To al-Farabl, however, the fact that the truth had to be trans
lated into different symbols and metaphors for different people meant that 
there could be several virtuous nations and cit1es which all pursued the same 
kind of philosophical happiness under different. religious umbrellas. q But the 
philosophers in all these virtuous polities would really form a single elite. It 

so.lVIF, ch. 16, §§7-10; cf. Fakhry, Islamic l'hilosophv, 1z.Mf.; Davidson, Alfimr!JI, 
Auicemw, Cr Auerroes, ollllltellect, 56-H. 

51. The expression 1s defined in terms of authority 1n S!Vl, 79·3 ("the first leader in 
absolute terms is the one who does not need any man to lead him 111 any respect at all"), but 
it often seems to be used in a chronolog;~cal sense as well. 

sz.. Rahman, Prophecy in lslilln, 1 1ff.; Davidson, Alfimr!JI, At•1cemw, 0·· At'CITOes, 011 
llltellect, sSff. Compare Plotinus in O'Meara. 'Neoplatonist Conceptions of the Philosopher 
Kin!!,', 2.81 (where the umon is with the One rather than the active Intellect). 

53.MF, ch. rs, §z.; cf. Bielawski and Plezia, 'Lettn: d'Aristot.: ~~ Alexandr.:', xi, <;-8 
(p. r6 of the Arabic text); Stern, Aristotle 011 the World State. 

54· SM, Hsf. = 41. 
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may happen, he says, that there are several 'kings' (i.e. philosophically per
fected people) at the same time, either in a single city or 1n several nations 
(rmwm lwthlm); either way, they will function as a single king thanks to the 
identity of their aspirations and aims." One senses that this was the very form 
that he hoped the future would take: all educated people would form a single, 
universal elite united by philosophy above the confess1on;1l barners, while 
underneath the masses would pursue the1r own religious cults led by their 
diverse religious personnel, very much as had been the case (presumably 
unknown to al-Farabl) in the world of the Greek philosophers themselves. 

Finally, Plato did not give his city a history, but al-Farilhl had to sketch its 
further evolution to align it with the umma. After the founder there would be 
other leaders, he said. These leaders might be other outstanding men similar 
to the first leader in all respects. As true kings and p1ous imams, all would be 
living law: all could change and modify the legislation of the1r predecessors as 
they saw fit, for all would embody the same soul. 1r' As usual, he gives no exam
ples, but the reference must be to either a sequence of great philosophers in the 
same ideal polity (such as Socrates. Plato, and Anstotle) or a succession of 
prophets giving changing religio-political embodiment to the same eternal 
truth (such as Moses, Jesus, and Mul)ammad). Whatever the answer, al-Fariibl 
notes that it was not a common mode of succession, for it was rare for all the 
qualifications required in the m11s al-aruwal to be united in a s1ngle man. If no 
such individual was available, the city might be ruled by a less outstanding 
chief, who would govern by modelling h1mself on the leader or leaders before 
them. The laws that he or they had la1d down would 111 that case have to be 
written down and memorized, and all new law would have to be derived from 
it by means of juristic sc1ence (fiq!J). A ruler of this second type was called a 
m11s or malih al-sunna, a chief or kmg in accordance with the law. 1~ One would 
assume the rightly guided caliphs of Medina and other nghteous rulers of the 
Muslim world to fall into this category. But the various qualities that went to 
make a first chief m1ght also be dispersed in many people; if so, they could take 
the place of the first ch1ef and rule as a team. Th1s was how al-Farablunder
stood aristocracy (nytlsat al-a{clqilla!-ahhyiir): a virtuous regime in which 
several philosophically trained people managed things together, perhaps as 
king, viz1er, military leader, and advisers, though he does not say precisely 
how.5x In one of his works he also has a plurality of nt1as<i1 .rl-sumw, 'leaders 

<;:;.Ibid., So.-<;= p. 
';6. Mi/1<1, 49f (§H); SM, 8of. = F· 

'i7· Fu:jii/, §q/<;8; Mil/a, :;o (§9); SM, H r ·4 )7; MF, ch. r <;, §r; (whne he is just called 
,r/-rd'ls <11-thiint). 

<;S.Fu~ii/,§qls8;MF,ch. 1:;,§q. 
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in accordance with the law', to rule as a tt:am in lieu of the single mali/<. 
al-sumw, but they do not recur elsewhere.'') 

Tht: ideal ruler behind all these variations is a true king (al-malih fl '1-
~Jaq/ qa), meamng a philosopher whose understanding surpassed that of every
one else, so that everybody would follow h11n, or ought to follow him, while he 
himself followt:d nobody. Whetht:r ht: rose to propht:tic gifts or not, he was the 
source of right guidance, not its recipient. When such a man existed, he ought 
to rule in political no less than intellectual tt:rms, for it remaint:d axiomatic 
that monarchy ought to be govt:rnment by the most excellent indiv1dual.60 But 
like the ShT'ite imam, the true king was king and imam even if he did not rule: 
he was king by virtue of his mastery of the royal craft whether he actually 
practised it or not, as al-FarabT sa1d; it was not his fault if h1s contemporaries 
failed to appreciate h1s merits.(d How could he be said to be nwritorious if 
nobody saw him as such? al-FarabT does not answer this question. Like most 
people at the time, he probably thought of excellence as an objective quality 
which existed indt:pendently of its obsnvers. It was there evm if people could 
not see it because he could see it himself. In other words, the philosopher king 
whom nobody recognized was a private philosopher with a high opinion of h1s 
own worth. 

Al-Farabl may have seen himself as such a king-in-truth (al-malih /i '1-
f?aq/qa), or he may have credited himself with only some of the qualities 
required for government, so that he was destined to rule with others. Either 
way, he was adamant that the philosopher had to make his influence felt in tht: 
public arena. Theoretical virtue was not enough, one had to exercise one's craft 
to reach perfection, he said.('2 Since he also said that the kmg was king by virtue 
of his mastery of the royal craft whether he actually practised 1t or not, lw 
seems to be contradicting himself, but the inconsistency lies entirely in his 
metaphors. What he meant was simply that true power was intelkctual rather 
than material (one was king whether one ruled or not) and that the philoso
phers must seek to bring their intellectual influence to bear on the material 
world (one had to exercise one's craft). The philosophers should teach, advise, 
write, and seek to convert rulers to the cause of philosophy, in short strive to 

obtain the public place they deserved. The knowledge of the philosopher who 
did not teach was vain.1

'
1 And rulers should patronize them, consult them and 

defer to them, as they did to the 'zt!amil) and mutalwllims whom al-FarabT 

59· Fu~ii/, §54/58. 
6o. Cf. above, 34f.; below, 2.2.6. 

6r. Fu~iil, §2.9/)2.; 'J(Tfhhi~, 8 88; 'J(I~J~i!, §r;4 = 62. (cf. Plato, Retmblic, 489b). 

62.. Fu~iil, §2.5h8. 

63. Ta~1(il, §57 56. 
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regarclt:cl as his subordinates. The ultimate spiritual dirt:ctors of the Islamic 
world were the philosophers. 

In his view, no polity could flourish without some attention to the philoso
phers' directives. If the ruler lacked all the characteristics of a true king, the 
only way his polity could avert destruction was by attaching a philosopher to 
him; and if no philosopher could be found, the polity was bound to perish.6

·
1 

It has been Inferred that al-Farabl saw the Muslim community of h1s own time 
as in st:rious danger of dissolution and assigned to philosophy the task of res
cuing it: "Only by true philosophy, the trut: religion could be saved."1

'
1 But this 

seems unlikely. He must of course have been aware that tht: Muslim world was 
in a parlous state, politically speak1ng, but he did not think of philosophy as a 
mere instrument in the service of political restoration (a project which does not 
seem to have preoccupied h1111 at all), nor is it obvious that ht: regarded Islam 
as the only true religion. Rather, his doomsday talk sounds likt: wishful 
thinking: contemporary rulers had bettt:r patronize philosophy or else! 

Imperfect cities 

Imperfect cities were societies in which pt:ople pursued morally indifferent or 
reprehensible aims. Like their virtuous counterpart, they are singled out by a 
particular belief about tht: ultimatt: good, not a particular distribution of 
power. The corrupt constitutions familiar from Plato's Rcpu/;/ic and the com
mentators on it are bracketed as ignorant (jclhi/1): they pursued aims such as 
honour (/?._arc/nza), wealth ()'ilS!lr), domination (taghaf/11/J), fret:dom amrriyya), 
pleasure (ladhdha), or tht: bare necessities of life, wh1ch tht:y mistakenly 
regarded as the bt:st. To tht:se regimes al-FarabT kept adding new ones, which 
were not jilhi/1, but rather perverse in that they knew the nature of true happi
ness, or had once known it, but had forgotten or changed or suppressed it. His 
final statement on the subject enumerated the erring (t/ii//a), changed (mubad
dala), and corrupt ((iisida) c1ties, all clearly monotheist societies which failed 
to grant philosophy its proper role, as well as 'weeds' (wzwiibit) and pseudo
philosophers suffering from sp1ritual diseases such as scepticism and relativism 
who were found withlll the virtuous city itself.!'(' 

AI-FarabT clearly meant to capture the spiritual errors of h1s own t11ne with 
his new forms of imperfection, and as he modified his t:arly vit:ws, the virtu
ous and the imperfect citit:s ct:ased to be discrete entities. Onginally, ht: had 
envisagt:d tht: madlna (iicfila as a real polity, likt: Mul)ammad's 111 Medina 

64-MF,ch. 15,§r+ 
65. Endress, 'Defense of Reason', 2r. 

66. Cf. Mahdi, 'Aifarahi'. 
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(except that there could be several), and ruled that the virtuous man in a city 
bereft of philosophical leadership had to emigrate to one such polity in order 
to be saved (wajaiJat 'alayhi a/-hijra i/ii al-mudun al-{iicfila); if no virtuous polity 
existed, the virtuous man had to live like a stranger in this world, which would 
reduce his chances of salvation, for salvation depended on the perfection of 
virtue, and a virtuous constitution enabled both the ruler and the subjects to 
achieve a greater degree of virtue than was attainable clsewherc. 1'~ Just as a 
Muslim had to live with other Muslims under Muslim rule in order to achieve 
salvatiOn, so a philosopher had to live with like-minded people under philo
sophical government to reach ultimate happiness. Here the correspondence 
between Mul)ammad's umma and its philosophical counterpart is perfect. 

But there is also somethmg archaic about this correspondence, for by al
Filrilbl's time the Muslim lt/11/IUI was not a polity any more, nor was Muslim 
government synonymous with religious guidance. It is true that many scholars 
required or recommended emigration (hijm) within the realm of Islam when 
people lived in lands where wrongdoing prevailed, to avoid participating in it. 1'~ 

But that the highest truth could be pursued in a variety of political frameworks 
had been known ever since the secession of al-Andalus; by now, people were 
even debating whether one could pursue the highest truth in isolation rather 
than through communallife.69 In the Muslim heartlands, only the Sh!'ites still 
conflated political governance and religious guidance. Th1s is one reason why 
it is sometimes conjectured that al-Farilbl was a Shl'ite by background or sym
pathy.~0 (Another is that both he and the Shl'ites saw the imamate as a personal 
characteristic rather than an office, so that its possessor retained it whether he 
actually ruled or not.) But though the similarity between the two conceptions 
of the imam certainly helps to explain why Sh!'ites found al-Filrabl's 1deas con
genial, what it reflects in al-Farabl's case is probably not Shl'ism, but rather his 
presentation of philosophy as the other side of the message preached by the 
Prophet, cast as a true king and living law. 

(q. Fu~iil. §§S4, SS/R9, 93; cf. Socrates in Fa/sa(i1t 1\flii(lln, 19 = 64; and Plato in .Jan{, s,. 
6S. Thus Abu l:'fanlfa, Malik, Abu '1-Layth ai-Samarqandl, l:'fallml, and others on the 

jamiN side, ai-Qasim b. Ibrahim among the Zaydls (Cook, Collllllilll<li11g Ri,l!,ht, 7'i, 2.2.9 

!note r5], 309, 31.), 341, _>6If., :;So !note 169j, _)!\.f). 

69. Cf. above, 3of; below, 36::.. 
70. Thus for example Walzer, Fara!Ji o11 the l'er{ect State, csp. 5, ++::.; Najjar, 'Farahi's 

Political Philosophy and Shl'ism ', 6::.; Corb111, l'hiloso{Jhic islanuque, 2.2..1; Guerrero, 'Com
promiso politico' (Jmami). Daihcr ('Jsmaili Background' and 'Political Philosophy', S.JSf.; 

cf. also Corbin, l'hilosophie 1slannquc, ::.:.)IT) postulates Ismaili influence, not Ismaili sym

pathies, bur others have seen sympathies roo (cf. Guerrero, 'Compromiso politico', 464f., 

474f.). For criticism, sec Mahdi, 'AI-Farahl's Imperfect State', 705ff.; Lamcer, !1/-Ftlni/J/ mul 
Aristotelian Sy//ogistics, ::.SC,. 
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AI-Farilblmodified h1s position, however. There is no obligation to make a 
hiira in his later works. He did reiterate that "happiness is not attainable in 
every city",71 but for all that we hear of virtuous people who follow the rules 
of the first chief even though they live in a state of dispersal, because they have 
not yet formed a polity or because their city has broken up, as ai-Filrilbl 
explains; either way, they are strangers in their own land, but they arc virtuous, 
good, and happy (a/-(iicfili:ina um'/-ahhyiir tua '1-su' adif) without having to 
emigrate in order to perfect themselves, forming a spiritual anstocracy and a 
single soul regardless of their separation in space (or for that matter time).~2 

Virtuous people who lived in corrupt polities were like chimeras, having the 
head of one species and the legs of another, he said; the same was true of 
vicious people living in virtuous politics. The former ought to cmtgrate if a vir
tuous city came to be creatccF1 But virtuous people could live in corrupt 
regimes without losing their virtue, even if they were forced to act corruptly 
at times: they had to practise a combination of external conformity and 
internal resistance.~·' Conversely, even perfect cities had 'weeds' and pseudo
philosophers among their inhabitants. In other words, the more al-Farilbl 
thought about it, the more difficult he found it to endow truth and falsehood 
with separate political embodiments. In real life there would always be a mix
ture of both wherever one was. The virtuous city was not so much a polity as 
a brotherhood. 

Philosophy thus ceased to be a political prescription. It did not have to cre
ate a saving polity for itself any more; a fraternity of like-mmded men would 
do. Either ai-Farabl did not need the legitimating bridge any more or else he 
realized that the philosophers were not going to make it as the official elite. 
When it came to 1t, only revealed religion (mil/a) was a prescription for a polity 
such as that founded by the Prophet; philosophy transcended it. It was by 
accepting a mil/a that the philosophers lived in a socio-political community, 
however imperfect, but the city they formed themselves was a purely spiritual 
community above it. However dispersed they might live, in whatever degree of 
subjection to jiihi/1 or corrupt rulers, they could cooperarc as devotees of 
philosophy, forming a single soul and occupying the same rank (martaba) in 
the next world, to live for ever after in jubilant contemplation of the divine. 

71. MF, ch. r ), §>;taken by Galston to say the opposne (Politics ,nul Ewi'III'IICC, 17'\f., 
in polemics against E. Rosenthal). 

7::.. SM, So (reading )'ltd,dJ/Jiriilltl) = 17; M 1', ch. 16, § 1. 

73· Mil/a, <;'if. (§q, a). 

7+ A1F, ch. 16, §11. Contrast Chaziill, according to whome1111grarion was UlliH:ccssary 
as long as one was nor compelled ro P<lrtic1pare in wrongdoing, bur dearly prescribed if one 
could not stay away from it (Cook, Collllllill1di11p, Rtght, 432.). 
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The philosopher king as the new model of perfection 

Even without a public role, the philosopher prophet had his attractions: what 
he offered was a new ideal for the educated layman to aspire to. All Muslims 
tried to imitate the Prophet. What al-Farabl offered was a radically new version 
of the Prophet holding out the promise that whoever perfected himsel~ In intel
lectual and moral terms would rise to the level of king, or to that of· prophet 
in some low-key sense. Even a king-in-truth (al-malih (1 '1-f;aq/qa) was likely to 

fall short of prophetic gifts, but unlike the common mass of people, he would 
be his own master. 

Plato had said that divine wisdom and control should come from within, if 
possible; failing that it must be imposed from o:J_tside, but reasonable in:l~v~d= 
uals did not need the guidance of the lawgiver. ' In other words, as al-brab1 
commented, good and virtuous men did not need laws: the nawiiml sand summ 
were only for crooked characters.76 The sharl'a was the medicine of the s1ck, 
as one of the Brethren of Purity put it; having taken the medicine or never been 
sick, one was ready for philosophy, for whereas prophets treated the diseased, 
philosophers treated the healthy;-- and "when the power of the lawgive~ IS 
added to the intelligence of rational and good men, they do not need a ch1ef to 

lead them or to order them, forbid them, restrain them or impose decisions on 
them, for the intelligence and power of the lawgiver takes the place of the 
imam and chief."-H What the Brethren of Purity were saying was that if one 
internalized the wisdom and power of the philosopher-prophet-king, one 
could in effect become him- maybe not on one's own, but at least together 
with like-minded people, as a member of a philosophical brotherhood. 

This was the beguiling attraction of philosophy. Its rationalist portrayal of 
the universe and the place of the human soul in it enabled a man to transcend 
the restrictions that organized religion imposed on Individuality, to escape 
from the world of conformity, and to pursue salvation as an individual unfet
tered by the petty demands of local jurists, scholars, neighbours, family, and 
children, tied down by nothing except the limits of his own intellect. The bur
den of the socwl obligations that a medieval Muslim had to bear for the sake 
of general welfare and public propriety far exceeds anythi1!g imaginable by a 
modern Westerner. "In 1nfancy he 1s under the discipline of· his parents; when 
grown up, and in the prime of life, under the restraint of: the teacher and pro
fessor; and when a mature man, under the restraint of· the ruler, unable to 

75· Republic, 59od; l.atus, S7~c-d. 

76. Tal kh"i §, 41. 2.1. 
77· Maqdisl in Tawl~Tc!T, lmti{, ii, 1 r; d. JUS, ii, '\2.).11 Case, 157. 

78. IUS, iv, r 37; cited in Nctton, lvluslim Ncoplatrmists, <J<J. 
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dispense with his reform. When will this person free himself from the restramt 
of men?": thus Ibn 'Aqll, a religious scholar who had submitted to the restraint 
of men in his youth by publicly abjuring his Mu'tazilite convictions.-" It was 
not by means of philosophy that Ibn 'Aqll sought freedom, but It did commend 
itself as the solution for a great many people who, though educated, did 
not owe their livelihood to religious knowledge: secretanes, administrators, 
doctors, astronomers/astrologers, and other courtiers and professional men. 
Endowed With an all-round education, trained in the handling of information, 
and typically handsomely rewarded for the11· professional services, they were 
nor mclined to turn to junsts, theologians, or other religious scholars for 
instruction on what to believe or what they should try to make of themselves. 
They wanted control of the11· own lives. Freedom from political rulers was dif
ficult to achieve. The philosophers never advocated their abolition: chaos 
would prevail without them, for most people needed rulers even if they them
selves did not. Some said that a true philosopher should live as an ascetic, imi
tating Socrates by avmding kings and all the luxury and dissimulation that 
went with them.H11 But In practice it was ovcrwhelmmgly on the patronage of 
courts that philosophers depended for the1r livelihood, be it as bearers of prac
tical skills such as medicine or as court philosophers (professional philoso
phers holding teaching posts at educational mstitutions never made their 
appearance in the medieval Islamic world). So philosophy did not usually free 
a man from the demands of rulers. But it did hand the keys of salvation to the 
individual philosopher himself. 

Th1s was the fact to which ai-Razl gave such powerfulexpress1on when he 
rejected organized religion altogether. Al-Farabl toned It down: organized reli
gion was necessary, if only for socio-political and educational purposes. Those 
who had achieved intellectual and moral perfection could dispense with it. 
They could and, according to some, should continue to display their allegiance 
to Muslim society by partiCipating in the public rituals (such as prayer and 
fasting), bur they did not actually need them. Like Plato's guardians, they 
could live not just Without rulers/judges, but also without doctors, according 
to Ibn Bajja, if the polity were organized along ideal lines: for not only would 
perfect amity prevail among them, they would also cat the right things.s 1 The 
science of communal governance (siyiisa madanryya) was a utopian enterprise 

79- Makdisi, Jim 'Aqtl, 1117 (here with reference to people who L1il to live by reason, not 
to himself). 

So. Cf. the charges levelled at Rilzl, who did not imitate Socrates in thrs respect (Sira, >O<J 
= ~22). 

81. Ibn Biljja, 'Jiid/J/r, fol. 1 li6a-b 12.6; reiterated by Ibn Rushd, Commcllfill')' 011 

l'lilto's 'Repu/Jii,;', 57= 1 )7: rooted 111 Plato, RefJIIbiic, 404f. 
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exploring "the dispositions of soul and character which each member of <l 

social organization must have in order for them completely to dispense withal
huhf~ilm (rulers, judges)", as Ibn Khaldun puts it.x2 Unlike the ninth-century 
~narchists, the devotees of 'political science' never envisaged a society 111 which 
government was abolished altogether, for this presupposed that everyone could 
acquire all virtues, which was impossible. If all men could become philoso
phers, evil would mdeed be eradicated from human life and there would be no 
need for the constraint of the law, according to a Roman emperor as presented 
by the fourth-century Themistius; but people were not made that way (it was 
on that ground that Proclus and others ruled out the possibility of a good and 
virtuous democracy). x; If all men attained v1 rtue, all would become masters, 
and there cannot be masters without followers, as Ibn Rushd put 1t.X·I But all 
men of intellectual ability could become imams unto themselves in spiritual 
and moral terms, or even something resembling prophets; the only people in a 
position to dominate them would be the wielders of brute force. 

Philosophy, then, was a new way of bidding for freedom. But it was only 
suitable for highly educated men who did not owe their livelihood to religion, 
and it struck the Muslims at large as deeply offensive, partly because its adher
ents espoused views at variance with Muslim doctrine on questions to do with 
bodily resurrection, divine providence and the eternity of matter, but more 
particularly because they held ulrimatc reality to be accessible to human rea
son and treated revealed religion as its socio-political handmaiden, a utilitar
ian institution of lesser truth value than the rational deductions of the 
philosophers themselves. To most Muslims the philosophers came across as 
arrogant, as well as utterly abstruse; and contrary to what al-Filrilbl hoped, the 
philosophers never succeeded in inserting themselves above the mutafwllims 
and 'ulamii' as leaders of Muslim society. The common people remained 
beyond their controL and more often than not deeply hostile to them as well. 
Al-Farabl had hoped for a society in which the official religion was philosophy, 
widely diffused by means of rhctoricx 1 and generally accepted as the iron struc
ture behind revealed religion, which the vast majority would continue to culti
vate in public and private alike. What later philosophers had to accept, by 
contrast, was a society 111 which revealed religion was the only offic1al truth 
and educated people cultivated philosophy in private. Christianity had reduced 

82. Muqaddima, B<;f. = ii, I _18 (first noted by D. Gutas). 
8:;. Thcmistius in Dagron, 'Empire romain', L!.l)f. (drawn to my attention by Claudia 

Rapp~); Proclus below, ch. 17, note to); similarly Dio C:hrysostom, 'Pen hasileias', third 

oration, 47· 
84- Coml/lellfary, hl) I 89f.; cf. also 22f. = I I'· 

8 5. Cf. Daibcr, 'The Ruler as Philosopher', ro. 
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philosophy to an esoteric doctnne already in late antiquity, and al-Farilbl's 
efforts notwithstanding, this is what it remained in Islam. It soon exhibited 
a strong tendency to coalesce With other esoteric belief systems, notably 
Ismailism and Sufism. 

After {d-Piirii/ii 

All the maior philosophers who wrote on 'political science' after al-Filrilb! were 
deeply influenced by hun, but all treated philosophy as an esoteric truth for the 
few, not as the public elite culture that al-Farilb! had hoped It could become. 
Some accepted his spiritualization of the virtuous city. The Brnhrcn of Purity 
(wrote c. -,_r:;,o/960), for example, saw themselves as form1n12. one together with 
the1r readers, in whatever degree of dispersal they might live, in whatever 
degree of subjection to corrupt rulers. xr, Others, notably Ibn S!nil (Avicenna, d. 
42S/10)7), equated the ideal city with the Muslim community, abandoning al
Farabl's vis10n of a umvcrsal elite united by philosophy ahovc the confessional 
barriers. Ibn S!na's lawgiver is clearly Mul~ammad (and, implicitly, hun alone); 
Islam is (again Implicitly) identified as the only acceptable populanzation of 
the highest truth; and the sharl'a is analysed as the perfect embodiment of 
philosophical insight.x- The common people had won, not only in the sense 
that Islam had retamed its status as the only true revelation, hut also in the 
sense that it was better not to tell them that the revelation had a philosophical 
counterpart: it annoyed them ro hear philosophers treat the1r cherished sym
bols as mere signposts to h1gher things, Ibn Slna said. So although he rose to 
the vizierate, a posit1on beyond al-Farilbl's wildest dreams, he did not usc 1t to 
establish institutions for the teaching of philosophy or generally to make 
propaganda for his view of the truth . 

Ibn Slna's discussion of 'political science' (which is short) starts with a 
demonstration that humans cannot manage without a lawg1vcr prophet and 
proceeds to an analysis of what th1s lawgiver must do and why, 1n a new style 
of analys1s best described as functional sociology: prayer, pilgnmage, and holy 
war serve as regular reminders of God and afterlife, indispensable for social 
control; placing the nght to divorce in the hands of the male and keeping 
women secluded secures the permanence of marriage; prcscrih111g acts of wor
ship that can only be performed in the caliph's presence heightens the latter's 
importance; enslaving Turks, Blacks, and other inhabitants of unfortunate 
climes is sensible in that such people are natural slaves incapable of virtue, and 

~6. Cf. Fakhry, lsla111ic I'hiloso{Jhy, Ih')f.; Kraemer, 'The }i!Jiid of the Fa/,isi/ir', )0'\11. 

S7. This ts what causes the nnprcsston that his philosophy is more realistic than Fiiriibi"s 

(cf. Galston, 'Realism and Idealism in i\vicenna"s Political Philosoplw'). 
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so on.HH Throughout the analysis, he is writing as a social scientist interested in 
the way in which religion helps to make societies work, not as a theologian 
concerned with the way in which religion holds out the prospect of other
worldly salvation. For it was philosophy that held out the prospect of salvation 
to him. Revealed religion was simply how it was translated into social organi
zation. In short, ai-Fiiriibl's two-tiered concept of religion generated a philo
sophical approach to the higher level of religion and a sociological approach 
to the lower. (The second approach was to culminate, many centunes later, in 
the work of Ibn Khaldun.) 

Brilliant though Ibn Slnii's analysis is, it also conveys a sense of somewhat 
smug satisfaction with the existing order. Al-Fiiriib! was a troubled man With a 
mission who had had to learn philosophy from Christian teachers and who 
worked on the margins of high society to secure acceptance for his discipline. 
But to Ibn S!nii everythmg was easy. The son of wealthy lsmaili parents (though 
not an Ismaili himself), he was tutored in philosophy by a private teacher as a 
child and moved on to a glittering career as a court physician and vizier to a 
succession of rulers. Immensely gifted, he was the sort of man who could, and 
would, set about mastering a major discipline in a couple of days merely to put 
a critic in his place. The world was agreeably arranged for his comfort. Politics 
did turn his circumstances upside down from time to time, landing him in )ail 
or forcing him to flee, but this was a common price for a politically active life, 
especially for a man so given to advertising his own brilliance. His only serious 
problems as a philosopher were that he never had enough time to write and 
that he could not write freely lest it be misunderstood by the masses. It "is not 
proper for any man to reveal that he possesses knowledge he is hiding from the 
vulgar. Indeed, he must never permit any reference to this," he said, meanmg 
that it would undermine their religious beliefs.w1 This would be bad for the 
social order and also for the philosophers, for vulgar people were apt to take 
violent action against them. He refers to the need for secrecy in other works 
as well. 

There was nothing smug about Ibn Biijja, the Latin Avempace (d. 
I f. f I l l . I , ' ·1· . l . ' '111 I I s ')) 1138), the Irst o · t 1rec Anc a usians to cu tlvate po Itlca science . - e 

~~~) ro~e to the rank of vizier, bm for all that he saw the philosopher as a loner. 
In principle, it was only by cooperating that humans achieved the highest 
good; in practice, people seeking moral perfection had to isolate themselves 
(mentally and/or physically) because all cities were corrupt. The philosophers 

SS. Ibn S!na, Sf. x. Cf. lvlarmura, 'The Islamtc Philosophers' Conception of Islam,' <)Rf. 
and 'Avicenna's Theory of Prophecy', 172.f. 

S<). Ibn S!na, Sf. x, ++.> 10of. 
90. Cf. EF, s.v. 'Ibn Badjdja'. 
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were 'weeds', he said, using the word to mean any kmd of people at odds with 
their fellow-citizens, whether corrupt members of a virtuous polity (as in al
Fiiriibl) or virtuous men who had sprouted in a corrupt one (the usage he 
prders).'11 That the philosopher was a loner is also the moral of the celebrated 
philosophical tale, liayy b. Yaq~iin by Ibn Tufayl (d. <;8III I8<;f.), in which the 
philosopher withdraws to the desert island on which he has grown up after an 
unsuccessful attempt to Join a polity organi1.ed on the basis of revealed 
religion.'12 

lim Rushd 

By far the most important thinker in al-Andalus for our purposes was Ibn 
Rushd (Averroes, d. 59'1/r 198), who shared al-Fiiriibl's view of the relationship 
between revealed religion and philosophy: both were avenues to God; there was 
no conflict between them, as he showed by working both as a junst (and indeed 
judge) and as a philosopher who wrote vigorous responses to al-Ghaziill's 
attack on philosophy.''1 (In fact, it was primarily as a jurist that he was remem
bered in the Islamic world; his main legatees as far as philosophy is concerned 
were the .Jews and Christians of Latin Europe.) He agreed With Ibn S!nii that 
philosophy was only for a few, who had to keep quiet about It and conform 
externally: to attack revealed religion was attack sociallifc.'' 1 

Like al-Fiiriib!, Ibn Rushd was an Aristotelian who had to make do with 
Plato for purposes of political science, but in his case it was only because he 
could not find a translation of Aristotle's l'olitics that he did so.'1' The most 
striking feature of his commentary on Plato's Rcfm!J/ic IS his unflinching 
acceptance of Plato's proposals regarding communism and women and its 
attempt to relate the Greek constitutions to Islamic history, past and present. 
As he developed it, 'political science' was indeed about political organization. 

91. Ibn IHjja, "J(uf/Jir, fols 166bf = tqf.; cf. lvlarmura, 'The Philosopher and Sonety', 
; 17f., and, at greater length, Harvey, 'The Place of the Philosopher'; Leaman, 'Ibn Bajja on 
Society and Philosophy'. 

92.. Cf. J:J', s.v. 'Ibn Tufayl'; l•knmura, 'ThL· Philosopher and Sonetv"; Fradkin, 'The 
Political Thought of Ibn Tufayl', For an English tTanslation of the talc, seo: Coodman, Havv 
i/m Yaqzmr. 

'>'· Cf. /-:1', s.v. 'Ibn Rushd'. On his political thought, see Burrerworth, 'Polinschen 
Lehren' and Philosophy, Ethics 1111d VirltH!IIS R11le. 

94- Fierro, 'Legal Policies of the Almohad Caliphs', 2.42.f. 
9~· Ibn Rushd, Commel/lary, 2.2. = r 12.. 
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Communism 

To Ibn Rushd as to other philosophers, the virtuous city was a society devoted 
to the pursuit of ultimate happiness. One of the beauties of such a society was 
that it subordinated the individual to the collective good: the parts here existed 
for the sake of the whole, as the different organs existed for the sake of the 
body they made up; there was a sense of common purpose. In a tyranny there 
also was a single, overriding aim, however misguided, but this was not true of 
all regimes, and certainly not of democracy (siyi/sal a/-janut iyyalaf-Zmrriyya). 
Here the whole existed for the sake of the parts. The unity of such a society 
was accidental inasmuch as the different households of which it was composed 
did not have a common conception of the highest good, but were free to pur
sue whatever they took it to be. Government reflected the will of the subjects 
rather than virtue. Societies of this kind were mere 'household cities' (al
mudzm al-mcmziliyya). 9r' As described so far, the contrast sounds rather like 
that between the modern liberal \Xfest, in which the public domain is also a util
itarian sphere divorced from people's conceptions of the ultimate aim of life, 
and, say, Mao's China, in which there was a single public good for the sake of 
which the polity existed and to which all citizens were meant to subordinate 
their lives. But whether Ibn Rushd would have acknowledged this as a valid 
example or not, what he actually meant by democracy was a society in which 
the public sphere had turned into a private playground for big men, whose 
competition for power tended sooner or later to result in the establishment of 
tyranny: the privatization of public power and revenues was common to both 
regimes. Magnate families who plundered the masses had been characteristic 
of Iran and were also found "in many of these cities of ours"; most of the cit1es 
"today" were democratic, he said.'1- It was against this dissolution of the 
sphere of collective interest by private households that he endorsed Plato's abo
lition of the household for the guardians of the city (i.e. rulers and soldiers). 
People with access to public power should not have private property or w1ves 
and children of their own; rather, their lives should be collectivized: they 
should live together, eat together, and share their women and children, on a 
highly regimented basis (for eugenic purposes). This would promote love 
among them and ensure that their only interest would be the furtherance of the 
public good. 9~ 

')(;.Ibid., 45, 8 3f. = 1 <; 1, 212-14 and Com{Jcllllio de lvlcta(isica, §_c;9; Butterworth, 
l'!Jilosophy. Ethics 1111d Virtuous Rttlc, 76. 

97· Co!/111/Cillary, 84 = 21 + 
<)8.lbid., 54, 56-ll ,r;7, 169-7), See further below, .HM., 349f. 
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The transformation of regimes 

To Ibn Rushcl, the lowest form of common life was that pursued by al-mudun 
al-cfanlriyya, societies which pursued nothing but the bare necessities of life, 
but democracy merely added the fulfilment of private desires, the first thing to 
spring to people's mmds.'19 In one of the several developmental sketches found 
in his commentary on Plato's Republic he observes how a 'necessity society' in 
which everyone fights for h1mself may turn into a society in which kings col
lect taxes to pay for the troops, and 1n wh1ch democracy (as he understands 1t) 
appears to obtain. In agreement with ai-Eirab! he concedes that since all con
ceptions of the h1ghest good could be represented in a democracy, adherents of 
virtue could also spring up in it. He 1nfcrs that democracy could develop into 
a virtuous polity: it could abolish itsclf. 1110 It could in fact develop into any
thing. But usually it degenerated 1nto tyranny, the worst of all imperfect 
regimes because it aimed at the aggrandizement of a single man and reduced 
everyone else to slaves. 101 The best of the imperfect politics was timocracy 
(mad/nat a/-/::_ariinw), especially when the distribution of honour was hierarchi
cal, he says, again in agreement with ai-Farab!, because such a polity aimed at 
characteristics and actions that were virtuous at first sight. 1112 Timocracy was 
"frequently found among us", he says; one could understand Plato's comments 
on the transformation of virtuous governance into timocracy by considering 
that the Arabs began With virtuous governance (or at least they modelled 
themselves on It, as he cautiously puts it), then Mu'awiya transformed It into 
tnnocracy (not, as one n11ght have expected, a tyranny). Similarly, the first 
Almorav1d ruler had modelled himself on governance based on the law, but 
under his son the constitution became timocratic, With an admixture of love of 
wealth (charactcnstic of oligarchy); and under his grandson the constitution 
became one of pleasure, whereupon It pcnshed. 101 The Almoravids fell because 
the governance of their opponents (i.e. the Almohads) resembled that based on 
the law, though they had apparently turned timocratic too. 101 

99· Conmll'lllarv, 84 = c.q. 
100. Ibid., S;f., 91 21Jf., 229f. Cf. Fiiriibl, SM, wof. ~ 1 (echoing Plato, Republic, 

557-8). 
101. Commc11/ary, ll5, 94,96 = c.J 5, 2;2., L35· with government in Cordoba before and 

after )40I1145 as illustration. 
ro2. Ibid., 81, 82, 91 = 209, 21 1, ::.25; cf. Fiiriibl, SM, ')C\.1 >-'!4-L. 

10.1:. Conn11e1rlary, X2, }hJ, 92:::::: z.I I, 22.1, 22.7. 

IO+ Ibid., 92 2::.7, cf. X9 = 223 (where, after mcnrioning Mu'iiwiya's transformation 
of quasi-virtuous governance into umocracy, he adds that "such seems ro be the case with 
the constitution that exists now in these islands"). 
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Ibn Rushd was not the first to try to identify the classical constitutions with 
contemporary regimes: Ibn Slna had noted that "the constitution found in our 
land is a mixture of tyranny, oligarchy, timocracy and a remnant of democ
racy; in so far as there is an element of aristocracy I i.e. a virtuous regime J in 
it, it is extremely small." 10

' But Ibn Rushd was the first to think deeply about 
the transformation of constitutions with reference to historical evidence. His 
commentary on Plato's Republic may not have been widely read: the Arabic 
original is lost; the work only survives in a Hebrew translation (and a Latin 
one made from the Hebrew). But Ibn Khaldun's theory of the rise and fall of 
dynasties clearly owes much to it. 

'J'olitical scicm:c' in Iran 

At the hands of Ibn Rushd, al-Farabl's c ilm mad an/ came close to 'political sci
ence' in the modern sense. At the hands of Yal~ya al-Suhraward! (d. 587/r 19r), 
by contrast, it was wholly interiorized. In his work the corporeal world in 
which we live our everyday lives is reduced to a mere stage-set, a cardboard 
front ceded without further ado to the kings and sultans of this world, mere 
wielders of brute force (who made usc of that attribute to execute him). All the 
real action is in the world of images or archetypes, an invisible realm between 
this one and the next reminiscent of the Zoroastrian mcnoh, a spiritual Image 
of the world known as ciilanz al-mzthiil. The true rulers are those who have 
freed themselves from the shackles of their bodies in the here and now and who 
inform mankind of sacred knowledge: prophets, kings, philosophers, sages, 
pillars of the Ul1lverse. Their powers over the natural world in al-Suhrawardl's 
vision far exceeded that popularly ascribed to ordinary kings: they could raise 
earthquakes and tempests, ruin entire nations, cure the sick, sate the hungry, 
make wild beasts obey; some could ascend to the light and appear in any form 
they liked, or, with further light bestowed on them, walk on the water, fly in 
the sky, and traverse the earth. Even clear revelation might be given to them (as 
to Mul)ammad and, some said, to al-Suhraward! himself). Everyone could 
acquire the intuitive, visionary knowledge that would give them wisdom, 
divine power, and the special light of Iranian kings, for every soul had a por
tion of God's light, a little or a lot. This had also been Abu Bakr al-Razl's view, 
though he had put it differently. He had inferred that there was no such thing 
as prophets. Al-Suhrawardl's view was rather than we can all become prophets, 
though he prudently reserves the word for those who were specifically charged 
(nuz)lll/:ir) by God. 1111' 

105. Ibn Slnii, Ri(tlriqii, 42. 
ro6. Ziai, 'Source and Nature of Authority' and in /T, s.v. 'al-Suhrawardl'. 
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Al-Suhrawardl's philosophy was an amazing synthesis of Zoroastrian, 
Greek, Gnostic, and Muslim concepts (both Sunnl and Sh!'ite) of great vrsron
ary power and striking imaginative beauty, and like all spiritual systems which 
hand the keys of salvation to the individual, it was above confessional divi
sions. But it was much too esoteric to be concerned with mundane government. 
Al-Suhrawardl remarks that government was not normally enlightened, and it 
has been conjectured that he saw himself as destined to reform it as councilor 
to the prince who patronized him, a son of Saladin's in charge of Aleppo. But 
although it goes without saying that general adoption of his religious system 
would greatly have affected the external world, his attention was too strongly 
focused on the inner lives of humans for his thought to count as political. 

The unenlightened nature of contemporary government was also remarked 
on by Baba Af<;lal (d. 6wlr2r ~f.), a philosopher from Kashan sometimes, but 
probably wrongly, identified as an lsmaili. Among his many works is Siiz If 

fJ/r/iya-yi shclhiin-i tmrnulya (The Accoutrements and Ornaments of Worthy 
Kings), in which the role of the king, the perfect man, Is to enable l11S subjects 
to achwve full actualization of their intellect, but which displays no interest in 
government in the normal sense of the word. 1117 The same could be said of the 
Al:.hlclq-i Nclsirl (Na~rrean Ethics) by the philosopher and scientist Na~!r al-D!n 
Tus! (d. 672/r 274), an lmami who converted to lsmailism and back again, and 
who wrote the Ethics in his Ismaili phase. Devoted to all three branches of 
practical philosophy, ethics, household management, and politiCS, It Is both a 
work of 'political science' in the tradition of al-Fiirabl, who Is quoted and para
phrased at length, and a mirror for princes (of the ethic1l rather than the 
managerial type). 

The fJhilosophcr l:.i11g 

Some readers of 'polincal scrence' from al-Fariibl to al-Suhrawardl and Baba 
Af~bl will have a curious sense of dej;\ vu: the perfect kmg sounds familiar, JUSt 
not from Plato. Even in al-Farab! he looms much larger than he does in either 
Plato himself or the later Platonist philosophers. No doubt, thrs rdlects al
Farabl's need to build bridges: Plato's philosopher long grew rn stature because 
he was fused with the Prophet. But the very fact that such a fusion seemed pos
sible suggests that something had happened to him already before al-Farabl, 
for there really is nor much in the Rcfmblic itself to remind rhe reader of 
prophets. It is on turning to Eusebius, bishop of Caesarea (d. :;40), that one 

107. Nasr, 'Afdal al-Din Kashani', 2_'i_'i; Chittick in E11c. lm11., s.v. 'Bilbil Af~al-al-Din'; d. 
the translated portion in Chittick, /-/earl of Islamic l'hilosophy, r7Sff. 
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recognizes the ultimate source of his growth. When the emperor Constantine 
converted to Christianity, the Roman empire had to be endowed with a posi
tive role in the religion it had so far tried to suppress, and Eusebius responded 
by turning to that amalgam of ancient Near Eastern, Iranian and Greek ideas 
which goes under the name of Hellenistic ktngship (because tt is mainly from 
Greek sources of the Hellenistic period onwards that we know it). 11 '~ The 
Hellenistic king, attested in diverse forms and varying shades of humamty and 
divinity, was a supremely virtuous man endowed wtth a fullness of power over 
all things spiritual and material. As Eusebius cast him, he was the image of the 
supreme God, a copy of divine perfection, the representative (hyfJilrc!JOs) of 
God on earth, a bearer of divtnc light and carrier of the divine name (of king), 
a replica of the logos, a philosopher and an interpreter of God's word whose 
earthly court was an image of the divine realm and whose task it was to lead 
men back to the knowledge of God. Only the distinction of being living law 
(nomos empsychos) was denied htm. 109 Eusebius's ptcture of Constantine con
tributed substantially to the view of the emperor in Byzantium, where he was 
occasionally cast as living law as well. 110 J t was as such a supremely vtrtuous 
emperor of the Hellenistic type that Plato's philosopher king came to be 
understood. "There has been revealed in our age that time of felicity which one 
of the writers of old prophesied as coming to pass when either philosophers 
were kings or kings were students of philosophy," Agapetus told Justinian; 
"pursuing the study of philosophy, you I.Justtnianj were counted worthy of 
kingship; and holding the office of king, you did not desert the study of phi
losophy." 111 "A man who is a philosopher king and a king-philosopher, after 
the manner of the doctrine of Plato .. , will naturally seck, to the best of his 
power, to act as king in the manner of Him whose copy and image he is- oth
erwise he would not be a true king, but would only bear idly an empty name," 
as the dialogue on 'political science' from Justinian's time declares. 112 

It was on the same reservmr of Hellenistic kingship ideas that al-Farabl 
drew for the naturalization of philosophy in the Islamic world, assisted by the 

Io8. Compare the situation in the field of law: it is mainly from late Roman sources that 
the amal)!;am of ancient Ncar Eastern, Iranian, and Greek law which goes under the name 
of 'provincial law' is known. 

I09. Dvornik, Political Philosophy, ii, 6 I (i-22., and the sources cited there. For kings 
sharing their name with God, sec also above, I 53, note 28. 

no. Hunger, l'rooimirm, I I7ff. The formulaic identification of the ruler as 'the best of 
men' docs not seem to have made it ro Byzantium. 

I r I. Barker, Social and l'olitical Thought' sM., with reference to Plato, Repu/Jiic, 4nd. 
For a survey of the usc of this passage in late antiqm: and Byzantine literature, sec Pracchtcr, 
'Antikes in dcr Grabrcdc des Gcorgios Akropolitcs', 482f. 

112. Barker, Social and l'olit1wl Thought, 71. 
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fact that these ideas had already contributed to the Muslim conception of the 
imamate, perhaps from the start, certainly from the Umayyad penod onwards, 
and most obviously in its Imami Shl'itc form. 111 They surfaced in the Persian 
mirrors too, and played a role in Sufi notions of the perfect man as well. They 
are in fact so ubiquitous and multifarious that they are difficult to trace in any 
meaningful way in the present state of research. (We need an lslamtctst version 
of Dvornik's book on early Christian political philosophy, whtch starts where 
it should, in the ancient Near East, and ends with Justinian, hut which docs not 
consider the Syriac and Aramaic literature of such importance to cultural 
developments after the Arab conquests.) What can be sunmsed tn the present 
state of research is that al-Farabl and his successors created their verston of the 
philosopher kmg by reading the Hellenistic king as they knew hun from their 
own tradition back Into Plato and Aristotle. 

Like the early imam, the philosopher king expressed a hankenng for power 
so true and morally right that it must be absolute: everyone would have to sub
ordinate hts own mterests to it; tndeed, every nghteous person would fall into 
line with it of his own accord and model his own life on the supenor example; 
only perverted people would be able to restst it. The deep longing for such 
morally meaningful government ts one of the most striktng characteristics of 
medieval Islamic political thought. The Prophet and the caliphs in Medina 
exemplified it, or the Prophet and 'All did. Power proved corrupt 111 real life, 
morality had to be removed from the hands of the caliph, or the imam had 
to be removed from this world. But no sooner had thts operation been 
accomplished than the absolutist vision returned, in the form of lsmailism, 
philosophy, and the extremely htgh evaluation of kingship in Iranian literature. 

Unlike the other absolutist vtstons, however, that of the philosophers was 
never put to the test in communal practice. No philosopher kmg ever ruled in 
real life, nor was there a ktngdom in which the philosophers were openly 
accepted as the spiritual leaders of the Muslim world, except perhaps 11l the 
case of the Ismail is: their difls were carriers of philosophtcal ideas even though 
they did not see themselves as philosophers, and there were ttmes when they 
were rulers too. Elsewhere, however, the philosophers' hid for pre-eminence 
failed, for obvious reasons. By the time they appeared, the religious scholars 
had long been established 111 that role, while the slot for rationalist thmking 
about religion had been taken by the theologians (mutalwllims). The educated 
laymen among whom the philosophers recruited their adherents were limttcd 
in number, since by and large it was only at the court that there was a demand 

r r 3· \V'hcn the llmayyads and their successors applied the title h!.lililfai alliih to them
selves, they were expressing their claims ro the ancient Ncar Eastern tradition of 'divim: 
kingship·, as Morris quite nghtly remarks (The Master and the DisufJ!c, 207, note 2I4). 
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for them; and though secular rulers often patronized philosophers, they did 
not need their political thought as ammunition against the caliph, as they did 
against the pope in Latin Europe. Ordinary people had no use for their learn
ing, which they would dismiss as nonsense on stilts or infidel poison. By con
trast, religious scholars were in demand everywhere, as preachers, teachers, 
prayer-leaders, legal experts, administrators of chantable foundations, go
betweens, and more besides. That a small number of philosophers should suc
ceed in imposing control over so well-established an elite was clearly a forlorn 
hope. 

Accordingly, it was only in the individual that moral absolutes and power 
could come together. It was many case at the individual level that the vision of 
rising to the level of the angels had always had its strongest appeal. Just as 
every Muslim who ordered right and prohibited wrong was God's caliph on 
earth, so every Muslim who polished the mirror of his soul could hope to 
become a philosopher king unto himself, or even something resembling a 
prophet. 

CHI\ PTE!\ 

15 

THE ISMAILIS 

Ismail ism first came to the attention of the authorities in X9 I, when villagers 
from the countryside of Kufa were reported to have been Infected by a new 
heresy. 1 By then, as it turned out, lower Iraq had hosted an Ismaili mission for 
some sixteen years while other missions had sprung up, or were fast appearing, 
in Bal~rayn, Iran, Yemen, India, Syria. Egypt, and North Africa, and even in 
Baghdad itself. Where was it all coming from? The answer proved to be from 
Salamiyya in Syria, where a family, originally from al-Ahwiiz in Khuzistan, was 
directing a grand movement to take over the Muslim world in the name of a 
new creed. By the time the 'Abbiisids discovered this, the leader of the sect, the 
fourth member of the family to hold the leadership, had fled. He reappeared in 
909 in what is now Tunisia as 'Ubaydalliih al-Mahdl, founder of the Fatimid 
dynasty which ruled North Africa before moving to Egypt, where they held 
sway from 969 until r I7I, when Saladin removed the dyn;lsty.-' 

TllE EARI,Y DOCTI\INE AND ITS ADI-IEIZENTS 

The belieuers 

The founders of Ismailism were probably breakaway Imamis. Practically all 
the early missionaries were Imami Sh!'ites by origin, as were many of their con
verts. Their first mission, In lower Iraq, IS said to have begun Ill 26IIX74 or 

1. Tab., iii, 2 t 24ff. 
2. Cf. 1-Ialin, R('f(:h des lv!,,/;di (English tr. Empire of the !vli!IJI!i). 
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three years later, 1 either way not long after the eleventh imam of the lmamis 
had died without an apparent successor (in 26o/S74). One missionary explic
itly identifies the occultation as the key factor behind his conversion:1 The 
early Ismailis often jeered at the lmami belief in a hidden imam. "We are not 
like the stupid Riifi<;la who call to somebody absent or awaited," as a supporter 
of the Bal]rayn Ismailis seized by the Abbas1cl authorities said in )15/927f. 1 The 
Ismailis did not feel their own Mahdi to be lwJden, though he was absent and 
awaited too, for he was just about to return and had a spokesman in the here 
and now, initially the leader of the sect in Salamiyya (known as the ~mjja, 
proof). One could take political action on behalf of the Ismaili imam whereas 
the twelfth imam was wholly out of human reach whether one believed h1111 to 
exist or not, like Jesus after his ascension to the Christians.1

' It was apparently 
the complete depoliticization of lmamism that caused the Ismailis to break 
away. 

In social terms the Ismailis came from the most diverse milieux. The first 
converts were peasants and other villagers (in lower Iraq and north-western 
Iran). Others were settled tribesmen (in Yemen and North Africa), bedouin (in 
the Syrian desert and to some extent Bal]rayn), brigands (in Kirman), educated 
urbanites (in Iraq) and, from c. 900 onwards, local rulers and their courtiers 
(in Iran and India). These people must have envisaged the messianic age in very 
different terms, but as long as they all attached their hopes to the same immi
nent event, the missionaries could cater to the local needs of their particular 
constituencies without traducing the overall unity of the movement. 

Cosmology 

The doctrine to which the early converts committed themselves was a peculiar 
mixture of Gnostic beliefs and militant messianism. The Gnostic input was 
apparent above all in a cosmology which explained the origin of the world in 
terms of a cosmic fall. When God spoke the word 'be' (the Qur'anic hu11), His 
command acquired existence as an independent being, Klint. Unable to see 
God, who is beyond reach of the senses and indescribable in any terms famil
iar to humans, Klinl thought that he was god himself. His arrogance caused six 

3· Ibn Rizam in Ibn al-Nadlm, Fihrist, 2.)il i, 4(,4; Akhu Mul)sin in various works 
listed in Daftary, lsmii'rl/s, (,o(,, n.123. ·rhc Imami ch11m that already al-Fat.ll b. Shadhan (d. 
20o/Snf) had written a refutation of the Qaramita IS probably mistaken (paa Dafrarv, 
lsmii'rlts, 117). 

4- Ibn l:lawshab in Nu'man, 1/iitii(J, )c;IT 
5· Miskawayh, 'f{Iiiirib, t, tSt.-5 = iv, 2.04f. 
6. Cf. Abu '1-Fawaris, lmiima, to4r (ch. q). 
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dignitaries ((mdtld) to come forth from God, whereupon Klint realized his mis
take and testified to the unity of God. At God's command, Klint then created 
qadar, meaning '(God's) power' or 'determination'. The names of Klint and 
Qadar aclclecl up to seven letters between them, and God created everything 
through them. God, 'the creator of the creators' (biir? al-a!Jriyil'), is not 
directly responsible for the making of this world, then. The Implication IS that 
but for Klinl's mistake the world would not have come mto ex1stence.7 

It cannot be said that the implication is clearly brought out in the one rel
atively full account of the myth to survive, elating from the time of al-Mu'izz 
(951-75). Many Ismailis had by then replaced, or overhml, the myth with a 
Neoplatonist cosmology of an intellectually more upmarket kmd, but even the 
earliest Ismailis were bent on subduing the earth rather than escaping from It. 
The most striking feature of the oldest texts to have come down to us is not 
hatred of the world hut rather messianism and a Kabbalistic delight in num
bers and letters as the key to the secret meaning of things: as yt!' IS the last let
ter of the word al-mahdl, so the Mahdi will be the last of the speaker prophets 
and imams; since yil' is also the last letter of the alphabet, he will not bring a 
new law; the Qur'iinic reference to "seven nights and eight days" (Q.69:7) 
shows that he will come after a sequence of seven imams, as the eighth; and so 
on.H Such letter and number speculation is also found in later works, including 
those of a Neoplatomst bent. 

Hzmzm1 hzstory 

The Gnostic input is also apparent in the Ismaili account of history from the 
creation till the end. There would be a total of seven eras (,ulzuiir, smg. dawr); 

the current era was the sixth. Each era was opened by a prophet known as a 
mltrq (speaker). The prophet was followed by an executor (zua~l), or founda
tion (asL"is), who was followed in his turn by six Imams known as 'completers' 
(mutinnmin), making seven imams in all; or alternatively, the executor was 
counted as a separate figure followed by seven completer Imams. A full 
sequence of prophet, executor and completcrs exhausted an era. (Since an era 
had to be at least a thousand years long to make sense in astrological terms it 
was soon granted that there could be intervals ((at{mlt, sing. {atm) between the 

7· Abu 'lsa al-Murshid in Stern, Studies, ch, L For the ongtn and meantng of the 
Gnostic clements, see l-Ialm, Kosmologie rmd Heilslchre and 'Cosmology of the pre-Fatimtd 

lsma'lliyya'. 

8. K. al-mshd, 198f. = 41. 
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imams.)9 The seven speaker prophets were usually identified as (1) Adam, (2) 
Noah, (_1) Abraham, (4) Moses, (s) Jesus, and (6} Muhammad, to be followed 
in the future by (7) Mul)ammad b. lsmii'll. Each prophet was really the same 
person in a different manifestation: Mul:wmmad was the sixth Adam. 10 But 
they were not manifestations of God, only emissanes of His. Their executors 
were (r) Seth, (2) Shem, (3) Ishmael (lsmii'll), 11 (4) Aaron, (s) Simon Peter, and 
(6) 'Ali; the seventh speaker prophet would not have an executor. The seven 
completer imams who followed the executor were usually left unnamed until 
the authors reached Mul)ammad's era, 12 in which they were (r) al-f:lasan, (2) 

al-f:lusayn, (3) 'Ali b. al-1;-lusayn, (4) Mul)ammad ai-Biiqir, (5) Ja'far al-?iidiq, 
and (6) lsmii'll, who formed a heptad together with 'Ali, the executor; or alter
natively they formed a heptad with Mul)ammad b. lsmii'il, on the principle 
that the last imam of one era would return as the first person to appear in the 
next. After Mul)ammad b. Ismii'll, the last speaker (ml{iq), history would come 
to an end. (For a schematic presentation, see chart 7.) 

The relative roles of the prophets and imams reflected the lsmaili convic
tion that God's message to mankmd could be read at two different levels, the 
one plain, literal and exoteric (;;ci!Jtr, 'external'), the other spiritual. metaphor
ical, and esoteric (bcl(in, 'inner'). For example, the plain meaning of the injunc
tion to go on pilgrimage was that the believers must travel to Mecca to 

circumambulate the house of God located there, but the spiritual or inner 
meaning was that the believers must betake themselves to the imam, the true 
house of God. 13 It was only by following the inner meaning that one could be 
saved: the law in the plam meaning of the word was mere shackles and 
chains, l·l mere regulations of a socio-political kind. (In principle they meant 
the revealed law in its entirety, but in practice their concern was really with the 
'ibiidclt, ritual law.) The external meaning of the revelation had been brought 
by the speaker prophets. Some held that there had been no law In Adam's era, 
but thereafter each ml(iq had inaugurated a new era by bnnging a law which 

9· Cf. Sijistiinl, lthbiit, 192f. (The concept was familiar already to Abu l~liitim ai-Riizl, d. 
322/934, cf. Stern, Studies, 38; Madelunv;, 'lmamat', 104). Sijistiinl nonetheless says that the 
world can never be without an imam, manifest or hidden (l(tihhiir, 70). 

10. Ja'far b. Man~ur al-Yam an (attrib.), K. al-/::.ash(, 98. r (G, 97), cf. 'the first Adam' on 
the previous page; Pines, 'Shi'ite Terms :1nd Conception', 172.; 1-Jalrn, Kos111ologie und 
Heilslehre, 20. 

r r. Or Isl;tiiq (Isaac) in external reality (// 'l-;;iihir) and lsma'TI in inner truth (/i '1-bii(lll). 
12. Only the K. ai-Fatariit names all of rhem, cf. Hahn, Kos111ologie 1111d Hcilslehre, 31 ff. 
13. E.g. Sijistiinl, l(tihhiir, r28. 
14· Nawbakhtl, Fimq, 63f. 
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superseded that of his predecessor (if any). The inner meaning of the revelation, 
which never changed, was elucidated by the executor and the completer 
imams, who expounded it by allegorical interpretation (ta}tl'll). Since salvation 
lay in knowledge of the inner meaning, it would follow that the prophets were 
subordinate to the imams who brought the saving knowledge, or worse, that 
the prophets were emissaries of malign powers seeking to chain mankind to 
this world. 15 But here as so often the Ismail is seem to have shied away from the 
implications of their Gnostic heritage. They shared the normal Muslim evalu
ation of the prophets as the best of all human beings. The earliest lsmailis, or 
some of them, even seem to have cast 'AIT as one: he had taken over from 

l'vluhammad as messenger, they said. 16 

it was thanks to ;heir high valuation of the inner meaning of things 
that the lsmailis were called Biitinis by their opponents (their favourite self
appellation was ahl al-l}aqq, the people of the truth}. They responded by call
ing their opponents ahl al-:r,rlhir, a term with much the same connotations as 

'flat-earthers' today. 

The future 

Muhammad b. Ismii'll would inaugurate the seventh and last era. Like his pred
eces~ors, he would abolish the law of the era he had come to termmate, but he 
would not bring a law of his own, for he would come as the Mahdi and qcfim 
who would make the inner, spiritual meaning of things directly accessible to 

all. The shackles would fall away; there would be no more prophets, law or 
imams to interpret it. Organized religion would wither away and so, by impli
cation, would the socio-political order based on it; history would come to an 
end: the pure spirituality of Adam's Paradise would be restored. But first the 
Mahdi would conquer the earth and subdue the infidels. For the lsmailis were 
politicized Gnostics who expected to participate in a last apocalyptic round of 
violence before their messiah put an end to power and authonty altogether. In 
the last resort their combination of Gnostic beliefs and political ambitions was 
a source of incoherence, as will be seen. In the short run it made them highly 
dangerous to other Muslims, whom they regarded as mfidcls devoid of legal 

protection. 1-

Like the scheme proposed by Joachim of Fiore (d. 1202) of three world his
torical eras inexorably leading to the messianic age, or for that matter that pro
posed by l'vlarx, the lsmaili scheme of seven eras served first and foremost to 

1 <;. Cf. Hahn, Kosmologic rmd 1-leilslehre, wf. 
rei. Nawbakhrl, Firaq, 6r; d. M:1delung, 'The Account', 55· 
17. Nawhakhtl, FirtU], 64. For takflr, see below, 385ff. 
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predict that the revolution was imminent. Since all imams of the sixth era had 
been and gone, it was plain that the seventh era was about to begin. One had 
to make sure that one would find oneself on the right side in the future con
flagration, as a soldier on the Mahdi's side rather than on that of the infidels 
doomed to perdition. 

Exactly when the new era would start was uncertain. Since turns of cen
turies were traditionally held to inaugurate new eras, some proposed that the 
Mahdi would come in the year wo (corresponding to 912f.). 1x By then, the 
movement had already split up, but it was in preparation for this year that 
the Ismailis of Iraq pooled their property and moved to an abode of emigra
tion (diir al-hiira), where they exchanged their life as downtrodden villagers for 
one as soldiers on the 1\1ahdi's behalf; 19 about the same time, a sectim; of the 
Ismaili community in Yemen took to ritual violation of the law. 211 But no 
Mahdi appeared in either place. Astrology yielded an alternative date of 
316/928.21 In that year the Ismailis of Bal)rayn, jomed by Iraqi co-religionists, 
~nad~ what they expected to be the final attack on Iraq, carrying banners 
mscnbed wtth Q. 28:_'i, "We desire to show favour to those considered weak 011 

earth., .and to make them imams and hetrs. "22 In the following year the Bal)rayn 
lsmatlts demonstrated that the external rites of Islam had come to an end by 
slaughtering pilgrims in Mecca and removing the black stone. By then, many 
Iraqts had gone to Bal)rayn to be present when the messiah came,23 and this 
time he did indeed come. In 319/9) I the Ismailis of Bal)!'ayn recognized a 
Persian captive as the Mahdi and acknowledged all the radical implications of 
the11· doctnne. Thctr Mahdi was identified as a manifestation of God, not JUSt 
as His emissary; he cursed the prophets as malign deceivers; and he engaged in 
ntual violation of their ;;iihirllaw in as shocking and outrageous a manner as 
possible, with much recourse to Zoroastrian ideas.l·l . 

18. 'Abd al-Jabbar, 'liTthMt, 381; cf. Hahn, Reu·h, 225/J·:mfJire, 25o. 
19. Ibn al-Dawadiirl, Kmzz, vi, so (read 296 for 276), 5.1 (where 299 is correct); Hahn, 

Reich, 5 rff.!Empirc, 47ff. (placing it before the break wnh Salamiyya) . 

. 20. 'Aiawl, Simi al-Hiid/, .394f. (year 297); Hahn, Reich, 17Sf.!Empirc, 194f. (year 299); 
cf. also Geddes, 'Apostasy of 'All b. al-Fadl', 

, 2LBirlinl, Athiir, 213 r96f.; Kennecly, 'The World Year Concept in Islamic Astrology', 
38 (datmg the con)unctlon to 928); Madclung, 'Fatimidcn und Bahramqarmarcn', So (also 
316/928)/48 and note 254 (redatcd to 296/9o8). 

22. Thabit b. Sinan, Akh/Jiir, 53; Ibn ai-.Jawzl, Mznzta;am, vi, 21 sf. 
23. 'Abd al-Jabbar, Tathbtt, ii, 38 r. . 

24- On 311 this, sec Hahn, Rczch, 22<;-:;6/Empirc, 250-64-
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The great schism awi the rise of the Fatimids 

Going back to the R70s, one can see that in the long run the diverse con
stituencies were likely to fall apart. If the leaders in Salamiyya allowed the 
Mahdi to arrive, the single hope by which they were united would be replaced 
by conflicting and generally unrealistic expectations of what the Mahdi was 
meant to do; and if the leaders kept deferring the arrival of the Mahdi, the 
single hope would weaken as his return became as indeterminate an event as 
that of the twelfth imam In Imamism or the second coming of Jesus in 
Christianity. Since the Ismailis seem to have owed their existence to dissatis
faction with the Imami preference for the latter option, it is not surpnsmg that 
they opted for the former. Shortly before the year 900 the new ~mjja S;{ld b. 
al-l)usayn, later known as 'Abdallah or 'Ubaydallah al-MahdT, declared the 
Mahdi to be himself. But, strangely, he did so in a manner which practically 
guaranteed that the movement would split. 

Contrary to what one would have expected, he did not simply declare him
self to be Mul)ammad b. Isma'Tl. He declared himself to be the Mahdi as 
of71JOsed to Mul)ammad b. lsma'Tl. More precisely, he said that Muhammad b. 
Isma'TI had been a mere cover name of no significance in itself. Nei;her Isma'Tl 
nor his son had been Imams. Rather, the imamate had passed from .Ja'far al
$adiq to the latter's son 'Abdallah (ai-Afpl), normally assumed to have died 
childless), and from him to h1s descendants, who had lived Ill disguise as mere 
f;ujjas in Salamiyya and from whose ranks it had been known that the Mahdi 
would eventually emerge. (Sec chart 4.) Now that he had emerged, there was 
no further need for cover names or other forms of disgu1sc. 2' 

Why did 'llbaydallah al-Mahdl refuse to play Mul)ammad h. Isma'Tl? The 
answer may lie in the fact that the latter was a real person who had left real 
descendants outside the Ismaili movement; one of them, known as Sharif Akhu 
Mul)sin, wrote a refutation of Ismailism from which the bulk of our informa
tion on its early phase derives. It probably did not help that the leaders of the 
movement (known as ~mjjas) had lived for a long time in Salamiyya, where they 
had been known as descendants of 'Aqll b. AbT Talib and where people both 
inside and outside the movement had seen the future 'Ubaydallah grow up. He 
plainly was not Mul)ammad b. lsma'Tl in the straightforward, ;;,tlhirl terms by 
which most of us evaluate information. But why should that have mattered to 

Batinls? Whatever the answer, 'Ubaydallah 's revision of the doctrine had the 
merit (from a ;;,tlhrrl point of view) of filling the gap between Ja'far al-~1diq and 
the Mahdi with imams of normal life spans; but by upgrading the leaders in 
Salamiyya to imams he ruined both the elegance and the prcdicnvc value of the 

25. Madclung, 'Imamat', 6<;ff.; Daftary, lsmii'llls, I25ff. 
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cyclical history, for the number of imams in Mul)ammad's era now exceeded 
the normal seven, and he grossly violated the doctrine by changing the Mahdi's 
name and descent. Perhaps he thought that a messiah was a messiah whatever 
his precise name or ancestry: all that mattered was whether he could deliver the 
goods. The Kutiima Berbers who conquered North Africa for him may have 
agreed, but the vast majority of Ismailis certainly did not. The constituencies 
in Iraq, India, Iran, and Bal)rayn fell away, leaving the Fatimids with the 
Kutiima Berbers and Syrian tribesmen. Henceforth there were two forms of 
Ismailism, the Fatimid version followed by the subjects of 'Ubaydallah and his 
descendants, and the pre-Fatimid form (often called QarmarT in the modern 
literature) of those who retained the old doctrine. 2

" 

We do not know what the adherents of the old doctrine got up to in Iran 
or India in the years set for the Mahdi's arrival, but some of them would 
appear also to have produced a !-Aahdi of their own, for a former missionary 
by the name of al-Kayyiil presented himself in Transoxania as the qifim 
charged with the abrogation of Mul)ammad's law in 295/9o7fY But the 
Ismailis of Iran and India were eventually won back by the Fatimids, who read
mitted Mul)ammad b. Ismii'Tl as the Mahdi (or more precisely the first mani
festation of the Mahdi) under al-Mu'izz (95 '-75) and adopted descent from 
him as well. Yemen was also recovered for Fatimid Ismailism. But Fatimid 
Ismailism itself changed character as it came to preside over an increasingly 
complex polity, and the mountaineers within the movement gradually rejected 
the Egyptian leadership to form small communities of their own: the Druzes 
broke away in the 1020s, to survive in the Syrian mountains; the Nizarls broke 
away in the 1090s, to survive in northern Iran (eventually also in Syria); and the 
Tayyibls broke away in Yemen in the r r )OS. The Egyptian state itself was hard 
to distinguish from a Sunni sultanate by rhc time it finally fell in r 17 r. It is 
descendants of the Yemeni, Synan, and Iranran breakaways and their Indian 
converts who arc the Ismailis of today. (Sec chart X.) 

ISMAil;! POLITICAl, THOUC HT 

For practical purposes all Ismaili political thought is Fatimid, partly because 
most prc-Fatimid literature is lost and partly because prc-Fatimrcl Ismailism 
was so focused on the Mahdi that all it had to offer on the political front was 

26. Strictly speaking, the term 'Qarmatl' (pl. Qariimip) only applies to people con
verted by l~lamdiin and 'Abdiin Qarmat and his missionaries; but as It happens, most of them 
remained adherents of the old doctrine. The sources extend the term even further by using 
it indiscriminately of alllsmailis. 

2.7. Cf. /~[', s. v. 'al-Kayyiil'; Crone and Treadwell, 'Ismail ism at the Siimanid Court', 
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a messianic fantasy to the effect that the world was about to be turned upside 
down. In practice it was the old believers rather than the Fatrmrds who engaged 
in daring political experiments, impelled by therr messianic expectations, but 
they did not write about their thoughts. The only non-Fatirmd Ismailis to com
mit some political thought to paper (or at least the only ones whose thought 
survives) were Abu I~liitim ai-Riizl and al-Nasafl, Iranian mrssronaries actrvc 
before the Iranian constituencies were recovered by the Fatrmrds, and the 
Brethren of Purity (Ikhwiin al-~afii), a pseudonym for a group of tenth-century 
litterateurs in Basra who produced a collection of epistles explonng all aspects 
of learning known at the time. (The Brethren were not affiliated to any Ismaili 
community and their Ismaili allegiances are sometimes disputed.) But none of 
them takes us back to the earliest phase before the split. 

Fatimid lsmailis, on the other hand, had three m:qor questions to answer: 
first, why did government (i.e. the imamate) and law contrnue even though the 
Mahdi was meant to put an end to both? Secondly, given that government con
tinued to be necessary, why were the Fatimids rather than other clarmants enti
tled to exercise it? And thirdly, given that the Ismaili comnHmity of believers was 
not identical with the Fatimrd polity, just what was the purpose of thrs polity? 

Why did gouernme11t colllilllle? 

Government continued, according to 'Ubaydallah (909-'4) and hrs successors, 
because the messranic age had not actually come yet. The sixth era was still in 
progress. By way of playing for time he initially identified the real saviour as 
hrs son rather than himself. The latter had the right name (Mul~ammad b. 
'Abd/'Uhaydallah) and lumya (Abu '1-Qasim) and was officially grven the title 
'al-Qa'im' soon after the establishment of the Fatimid state. 'Uhaydalliih 
himself had merely been a mini-mahdi. There would be many Mahdis, he sard, 
citing .Ja'far al-~adiq. 2s His son al-Qa'im (9'4-46) also proved to he a mini
Mahdi. As long as the final redeemer was absent, government would be exer
cised by his deputies (hhulafii'), a felicitous idea which allowed the Fatimids to 
call themselves caliphs in the normal style. The fact that there were meant to 
he only seven imams in each era was no obJection, 'Ubaydallah was quoted as 
saying, for the seven imams were recurring types like the days of the week: 
there could he any number of them before the coming of the Mahdi. 2

'' Some, 
including the Iranian AhLI Ya'qLrh al-Sijistiinl, proposed that there would only 
be seven /:dllllafii) before he came, to match the seven completer Imams. lO But 

2.S. Hamdani, 'On the Genealogy', Arabic text I 2.f. 

2<). Ibid., Arabic text !..!· 
30. Sijistan!, Wellsprmgs of \Ylisdom, tr. Walker, §3o and I(likhiir, I 2.7, cf. 72, I 2S. 
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since the l<.hula{c1) included 'Ubaydalliih ai-Mahd!'s three predecessors in 
Salamiyya, now seen as imams and deputies in hiding, this only allowed for 
four Fatimid caliphs (cf. chart')), which was not gmng to suffice: the fourth 
caliph was al-Mu'izz (953-75), who duly argued against tawqlt, determmation 
of the time of the coming of the Mahdi, as reported to hlln by the missionary 
in India. 31 A more cautious formulation was that there would be seven, or in 
any case many, heptads of imams. God had favoured Mul)ammad with 'the 
seven repeated ones (matht111/)' (Q. I ):1\7), as al-Qii<;ll ai-Nu'miin explained in 
the time of ai-Mu'izz. That idea, too, is found in ai-Sijistiinl's work. 12 The sev
enth imam of the last heptad would be the Lord of the Resurrection, but when 
would that be? AI-Nu'miin dropped various hints, some pointing to al-Mu'izz, 
his patron under whom the Fatimids conquered Egypt, and others to "the suc
cessor of his successor" (who proved to be al-1:-liikim). n Writing under al
}:-Iiikim (9')6-I02I) against heretics who claimed that the resurrection had 
come, the chief missionary al-Kirmiinl stressed that there might be any m1m
ber of imams: thirty-five, fifty-nine, a hundred.H (C:f. chart 7.) Fatinud gov
ernment might go on for ever. But a chief judge wnting under ai-Mustan~ir 
(m36-94) expected this caliph to be the qtl)im on the grounds that the first 
seven Fatimid imams had now completed a set of matlulnl: al-Mustan~ir was 
the eighth, and also the nineteenth imam since the Prophet, a significant figure 
since it consisted of 7 plus 12; so now God would conquer the world for hlln. 
But the physical world, government, and law would continue." 

If the final redemption was receding into the distant future, there was con
solation in the fact that salvation had started already in the past. According to 
al-Nu'miin, the qtl)im had first manifested himself in Mul)ammad b. Ismii'll; he 
was still at work in his rightly guided deputies, and he would manifest himself 
again in the last of these caliphs, the eighteenth, who would preside over the 
end of the corporeal world as his (JUjja. Then the qtfim would appear 1n h1s 
final manifestation in the world of stars to sit in judgement over mankmd, 
abrogate all laws, seal the era of works, and rise to the World Soul, whence he 
would rule a Neoplatonist version of Adam's Paradise.>r, In short, redemption 

31. Stern, 'Heterodox Ismailism', in his St11dies, 2<;9ff. 
32. Nu'man, Asiis al-ta'n•il, in Madclung, 'lmamat', ~Lt; Malljl, ai-Maiiilis ,rf_ 

11/ltstmz~iriyya, 30; Sijistanl, 'Tul~fat al-mustajlbln', I'\3 (sal/a bi-sal/a milz al-hlm/,I{if); cf. 
Siiistanl, lthbiit, 4 (where it is unclear whether the math,/11/ are recurrent), 193 (il'imma 
kathlrln). 

33· Madclung, 'lmamar', S5, 87f. 
34- Kirmanl, 'al-Risala al-wa'iz:a', 143; cf. Dafrary, lsmii'llls, 21R and note r 'i5 thereto. 

Kirmanl clearly counts al-I:laklln as the seventeenth. 

35· Malljl, ai-Majii/is a!-mltsfilii?II'IV)'tl, 3of., _12, ;6f.; Daftary, lsmii'llls, 2rSf. 
36. Nu'man in Madclung, 'lmamat', 8Sf.; Daftary, lsmii'llls, 177f. 
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had started in the past and would be completed in the future, but did not 
greatly affect the here and now, much as 1n Christianity. 

Thts being so, humans were in need of imams providing spintual and polit
ical guidance. These imams were of the lmami type. They were instituted by 
God and succeeded by designation from father to son. There could be no ques
tion of an elective caliphate. The 'Abbiisid caliphs were not Imams, partly 
because they were (ulaqt1) (i.e. descended from a man whom the Prophet could 
have enslaved after hts conquest of Mecca), and partly beca usc they had been 
elected by the community rather than God.r Nor of course could the 1mam be 
deposed. He was God's deputy (as well as the Mahdi's), the ?,ate to God, a link 
between Him and mankind, infallible,m and endowed with superhuman 
knowledge. He knew "the secrets of God without having been taught", as a 
poet put it.39 

The lmu 

Unlike the Ismailis of Iraq and Bal)rayn, the Fatimids never tried to abrogate 
the law, nor do their Berber supporters seem to have expected them to do so. 
The Kutiima did come to doubt 'Ubaydalliih 's claim to be the Mahdi, but not 
because he left the law in place. In 2')1l/91 I some of them ratsed up a Mahdi of 
their own and "wrote a book containing a sharlca, claiming that it had been 
revealed to him":·111 what the rebels wanted was a community of thcu· own 
based on a new revelation, not a purely spiritual religion:11 

Antinomianism did come to the fore in the cities, however. In i0')/921 two 
hundred people were arrested 111 Qayrawiin, Tunis, and Bep for openly declar
ing forbidden things to be permitted and signalling that a new dispensation had 
arrived by eating pork and dnnking wine in Rama<;iiin. They included a slave 
dealer of whom it is implied that he regarded 'Ubayclalliih ai-Mahd! as a man
ifestation of God. It took a while before 'Ubaydalliih took action against them, 
but they were suppressed on the grounds that the ;;tlhrr and the INI(m between 
them constituted the true religion:12 That was now the offictalline. Charged by 

37· Abii '1-Fawans, lmiinw, Xw, wnh further argument agatnst the elective caliphate in 
ch. >:;. It is more commonly the Umayyads who arc taunted as (11/t~q,/', freedmen. 

,:-;. Cf. Ja'far b. Ivlan~iir al-Yaman, Asnir al-!llt(aq,i', 24!>, 2)), 2\7 (1, X:;, 94, 96 278, 

291' 292). 
.>9· Ibn Hiini' in Canard, 'L'impcrialismc des Fatimides', r6r, 
40. Ibn 'ldharl, Bay/i!l, i, 1 66f., on the basis of a source probably also rdlcctcd in the 

'Uyiin wa'/-~Jadti'iq, iv/r,r62 and Ibn L;:afir, Akhbiir, 10. Differently Nu'miin, lfiitii~J, 27'· 
41. On all of thrs, sec Halm, Reich, qS-62/Emfnrc, 159-76 (relating Nu'man's stereo

typed accusations to the practice of guest prosttrutlon). 
42.lbn 'Idharl, !3ayiin, rS<;f.; Halm, Reich, 222ff./Empire, 247ff. 
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ai-Mu'izz with the creation of a specifically Ismaili legal system, the judge ai
Nu'miin (d. 363/974) compiled a manual of Ismaili law and wrote an interpre
tation of its inner meaning, but he affirmed the importance of legal observance 
in both works: the ?Jihir was incomplete without the bcltin, and the obverse was 
equally true; it was not enough merely to know the imam:u That external 
observance and inner understanding alike were required for salvation remained 
the standard Fatimid doctrine. It actually made for greater consistency, given 
the Ismaili veneration of the lawgiver prophets, the founders of socio-political 
order. 

There was more antinomianism in the cast. In Bal~rayn the first attempt to 
abolish the law, by the Persian captive, ended in tears, but a second attempt 
must have been made later, for Bal)rayn had acquired a new political organiza
tion and abolished ritual worship by J0)6, when it was visited by the Ismaili 
Na~ir-i Khusraw: the locals did not pray, but there was a mosque for visitors:'·' 
Elsewhere in the east, the antinomianism was bookish. 

To bookish people, the key question was why one had to worship God by 
physical acts seemingly devoid of spiritual meaning. The practical value of 
ablutions, prostrations, fasting, alms-giving, pilgrimage, and holy war was 
obvious for anyone to see: they kept people clean, exercised their bodies, kept 
bad thoughts away, induced a spirit of humility, inured against hardship, coun
teracted laziness. distributed income, secured the defence and expansion of the 
Islamic world, and so on:15 Bm what did that have to do with the ineffable? As 
the Brethren of Purity saw it, the law was one of the five forces that reduced 
free and noble human beings to a slavery from which the only escape was 
death; one had to endure the hunger of fasting, the physical fatigue of prayer, 
the cold water of ablutions, the battle against avarice when alms had to be 
paid, the toil of going on pilgrimage and waging holy war, and the pain of for
going forbidden pleasures - all this because communal life was impossible 
without It. 46 The diverse interests of human beings were such that they could 
not live together without coercion and external commandsY But al-Sabiq and 
al-Tai! (alias Kunl and Qadar) did not worship God in so prosaic a manner, 
bound by legal fetters and bonds, as al-Sijistiinl said; rather, they praised and 

43· Nu'miln, Da'ii'im, i, 53f. and "IIt'rull al-da',l'im, i, ~3f (sic); cf. also Madelung, 
'Imamat', 89. 

4+ Na~ir-1 Khusraw, Traucls, 87ll. (also in Lewis, I slant, ii, no. 2.6). Cf. further below, '\2.). 
45· Sijistilnl, Ithbiit, 55, I79.17; IUS, ii, wM. Goodman, Case, 156f. (abbreviated and 

faulty in places); Ghazilll, !vlrmqidh, 4S 79. 
46. IUS, iii, 3o6ff. 

47· Abu l:Jatim ai-Razl, A'liim, 1 ri; Sijistiinl, Ithbiit, 176. Cf. further helow, 2.~If. 
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worshipped God by natural impulse (gharlza):'~ So also do the animals in a 
famous fable told by Brethren of Purity, in which humans are told that they 
needed the fetters and bonds of organized religion because they were sick:''' 
Unlike the animals, they could no longer manage with natural religion. 
According to al-Sijistiinl, ntuallaw had been introduced to remmd souls united 
with human bodies to worship God, to divert their attention from this world, 
keep them 111 a state of gratitude, and help them avoid envisagmg Him in terms 
of qualities derived from this world without falling into the other extreme of 
reducing him to an abstract principle; but when the Mahdi ami Qa'im came it 
would no longer be necessary to express things in the limiting medium of 
speech: things would return to pure thought, and so the bonds and fetters 
could be removed. m The Qa'im would bring spiritual resurrection (qiyc/ma), as 
later lsmailis said. According to al-Sijistiinl. he would not abrogate all of the 
law, for no society could do without the prohibition of homicide and theft or 
laws of marriage, sale and other contracts; that part of the law was rational 
('aq/1), he said, equating the rational with the universal (and, as we might say, 
the natural). But ritual law was conventional (rumf'l)" and differed from one 
religious community to the next; law of this type would disappear again. 52 

Like the philosopher Abu Bakr ai-Razl, then, the Ismail is dreamt of a world 
without orgamzed religiOn, tired now of its authoritarian character, now of its 
social demands, and now of its intellectual limitations. Some of them went so 
far as to claim that mankmd had originated without it. According to al-Nasafl 
(d. BOSI94os), supported by Abu Ya'qub ai-Sijistiinl, there had been no law in 
Adam's era, the longest of the six.53 As far as the onginal state of mankind was 
concerned, they thus agreed with Abu Bakr ai-Riizl: down to the Flood, humans 
did indeed know God without revelation, religion without· law, the truth 

48. Siiistiinl, Ith/Jiit, I7~· 

49· IUS, ii, 32.4ff. = Goodman, Cast•, 156ff. 
)o. Sijistanl, Ithht!t, 17~ll 
5I. The text wrongly has rl'a~/i. AI-Sijistiinl also distinguishes the two as mu(J!.:am and 

1111/I.Tsh,/hih, defined as indispensable and dispensable for the wcll-hL·ing of the world 
(lthh:it, 178). For a discussion, see Pines, 'Shl'ite Terms and Conceptions", c.12.f. 

'i2.. Sijistanl, Ithbdt, rnff. The chapter strangely ends by dcscriblllg the disappearance 
of the law as a process of corruption. A similar 1dca Is credited ro al-ZanJiinl, one of the 
authors of the Rast!'i/ Il.:./nut/11 a/-.~a{<l: the fact that the canonical penalties have ceased to be 
<lpplicd, that unlawful taxes arc collected, and that the law is being viOlated in other ways 
shows that the era of Mul)ammad is coming to an end ('Ahd ai-.Jabh;1r, "l(tth/Jit, .15'\f.; tr. 
Stern, 'New Information', in his Strulies, I 'i9). But the idea hardly fits 111 ai-Sijistiinl (simi
larly Pines, 'Shl'itc Terms and Conceptions', 2. cq). The whole chaptn seems to be somewhat 
lacking in clarity and coherence, possibly due to latn revision. 

q. Madclung, 'lmamat', ro2.f., 10M. 
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without social and political discipline, spirituality without hierarchy, and 
salvation by individual effort alone. 

To Abu Ijarim ai-Raz! (d. 322/92-4), however, this was too close to Abu Bakr 
ai-Raz!'s position for comfort. According to him, mankind had lived under 
external commands from the start of its earthly cxistct1Ce,5

•
1 for organized reli

gion was required for social and political order. "It is by these laws that elite 
and masses alike arc governed and that the affairs of the world arc maintained, 
for the welfare of the world in th1s life can only be achieved by compulsion, 
coercion and domination," he said, sounding rather as if he were speaking of 
secular law.55 The prophets had played so great a role in the governance of 
mankind, what with their protection of lives and property, their defence of the 
weak against the strong, and their management of things in general, that one 
would have to respect them even if one rejected their miracles and denied their 
prophetic status, he insisted, sounding as if the religious clement was of sec
ondary importance yet again.56 In line with this, he repeatedly stressed that sal
vation lay in the inner mcaning.5- Behind the polemics, then, he too was close 
to Abu Bakr al-Razl's position: people needed laws and got them in a religious 
form which he, like Abu Bakr al-Razl, deemed to be lacking in saving value. But 
whereas Abu Bakr al-Razl dismissed the religious element as fraudulent, Abu 
I:"Iatim al-Razl insisted on its reality. The laws brought by the prophets came 
from God, not from the prophets themselves, and their institutions formed an 
indispensable part of religion even if they had no saving role in themselves, as 
disciplinary measures and vessels in which the saving meaning was carried. 
There was apparently no other way in which this meaning could be conveyed 
to human beings in their present state. Abu l)atim would clearly have had an 
easier time if he had credited the external acts with a saving role in themselves. 
That was what the judge al-Nu'man did, and it seems eventually to have been 
accepted by the eastern Ismailis as well. 

For all that, antinomianism flared up again in the Fatimid realm under the 
caliph ai-I:Iakim (386-41 Ii996-1021), when the founders of what came to be 
known as the Druzc religion declared al-l:-lakun to be a manifestation of God. 
"Your resurrection (qiyclma) has taken place, your era of concealment (of the 
inner meaning) has run its course," the missionary al-Akhram proclaimed to 
the Ismaili community in 408/wr 7· The law was now empty shells and otiose 

54- Ibid., roc; f. 
55· Nliim, I Iof. 
56. Ibid., 89.17. Similarly the anonymous Ismaili, possibly al-Ivlu'ayyad (d. ·+?OI1o78), 

against Ibn al-IUwandl in Kraus, 'Ketzergcschichte', 109 = 118. 

57· Nliim, I ro.q, 112.2 (nwcii11lhii,,. allatl f'ihii al-llllJii/; mii j'lhi llilftltulm 111111 al
II u{/i 11/). 
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material.'~ "Our Lord has completely abrogated the slu11:ica of Mul)ammad," 
l:bmza al-Labbad clcclarcd.''1 This, as 1t proved, was Ismail ism suited for Syrian 
mountaineers defining themselves out of Muslim society. Another set of 
mountaineers, mainly in northern Iran, but also in Syria, accepted the 'New 
Mission' founded in the 1090s by l)asan-i ~abba!), who ensconced h1mself in 
the fortress of Alamut and broke with the Fatimids over the succession in 
487/1094· His followers, known to the Crusaders as 'the Assassms', were com
mitted to the destruction of Scljuq power, and having no armies, they resorted 
to what we now call assassination. In 5\91 r r 64 the great-grandson of l:bsan-i 
~abba!), the chief missionary (later imam) l)asan II, declared the resurrection 
(qiyclma) to have come and formally abolished the law by breaking the fast and 
drinking wine in a new 'Festival of the Resurrection' on the seventeenth of 
Rama<;ian. But by comparison with events in Bal;rayn it was a very decorous 
affair. The initiative came from the missionary; there were no long drawn-out 
expectations, eagerly followed predictions, no feverish pitch, and no excesses 
either. They returned to the law at the order of another leader in, or soon after, 
6o7/12lO.w 

Why this fwrtiwlar dynasty? 

Granted that there would be more than seven 1mams 1n the present era, why 
were the Fatimids entitled to the imamate? The answer was simple enough: 
because they descended from the particular son of Ja'far al-~adiq to whom 
they deemed the imamate to have passed. But their attempt to document rhc1r 
claim to the requisite ancestry was neither s1mple nor cons1stcnt. As (mjjas in 
Salamiyya they had claimed descent from a brother of 'All's by the name of 
'Aq!l; as imams they claimed descent first from .Ja'far al-Sadiq's eldest son, 
'Abdallah, and thereafter from lsma'll (cf. chart 4); and they were forever 
adjusting the names and positions of the 'imams in hiding', as the ~ujjas in 
Salamiyya came to he known.r" The Sunnis denied thc1r cla1ms to 'Alid status 
altogether, asserting that they descended from one Maymun al-Qaddal); for 
good measure they identified the latter as a descendant of the third-century 
Syrian Christian known to the Greeks as Bardcsancs and to the Muslims as Ibn 

sS. Kirmilnl, 'al-Risab al-wii'i~.a·. 142, L.f5; d. Madelung, 'lmamat', 12.1; Bryer, 'Origins 

of the Druze Religion (part 1)', 68. 
59. Bryer, 'Onpns of the Druze Religion (ch. :;) ', :c~o. 
6o. Hodgson, Assassi11s, qSff., 2.17ff. 

61. Consequently, most Ismaili sources omit the names of the llll<llllS hctween.Ja'far al
S:idiq (or Ismii'll or Mul!ammad b. lsmil'll) ami the Fatinmls, subsuming them as the 'later' 

or 'hidden imams' and resuming the names with 'Ubaydalliih. 
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Day~anY The result of all these manoeuvres was a dense fog which long caused 
the study of the Fatimids to be dominated by the problem of "the birth cer
tificate of the first Fa~imid ruler", as one scholar noted in disgust.r,; The issue 
mattered enormously to contemporaries. Medieval Islamic political thought is 
much concerned with the legitimation of particular dynasties, and as far as the 
Shl'ite imamate was concerned, legitimacy rested on descent, not because 
monarchic claims to particular lands were transmitted by heredity, as in 
Europe, but rather because the monarch's special relationship with God was 
thus passed down. The question of the imam's birth certificate has been unrav
elled by Madclung with great acuity from a mass of confusing informationt' 
but the reader of this book can dispense with the details. 

What was the Jnnposc of the Patimid state? 

The Fatimids were originally meant to conquer the entire world, or at least the 
entire Muslim world, before abolishing the ::;iihir. They began well enough by 
conquering North Africa in 909, Egypt in 969, and from there pushing into 
Syria, while also establishing control of the 1:-lijaz, Yemen, and Multan (in 
India). But they ground to a halt in Syria, and in ro4 r they lost North Africa. 
With or without North Africa, what was the purpose of Egypt as a polity in its 
own right, if it could no longer be seen as simply a stepping stone to Baghdad? 

The Fatimids never really answered this question. As Shl'ites they found it 
self-ev1dent that humans needed a spiritual guide. Why did the guide need to 

have political power? They treated that as self-evident too. The Prophet had 
ruled people in both political and religwus terms, and so had 'All, so this was 
obviously right. Humans must have prophets and imams "to keep people 
under control in this world and lead them in their religious affairs", as Abu 
J:-latim ai-Raz! said.(>' Even the ahl al-::;iihir agreed that the imam had originally 
combined both powers. This was a pan-Islamic hentage, and no lsmaili could 
see that there was anything to explain. 

But by the tenth century it was only in marginal communities such of those 
of the Kharijites and Zayd!s that the pan-Islamic heritage was still alive. In the 
heartlands the multi-purpose imam was out of date. The ahl al-::;iihir now 
operated with imams in two senses, that is to say rulers who had no claim to 

religious authority on the one hand and scholars who had no claim to political 
leadership on the other. In practice the lmami Shl'ites lived with the same 

62.. For a survey of the problem, see Ihftary, Jsm.l'tlis, 10Sff. 
63. Shahan, Islamic History, ii, rill>. 

64. Madclung, 'Imamat', 69ff. 

65. Nliim, 9·7· 
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division, since the one and only person entitled to power of both types had 
gone into hiding until the end of time. Of course, it was precisely because this 
person had gone into hiding that the early Ismail is took actton. What they ini
tially wanted, however, was not to restore the imamate, but rather to speed up 
the great Mahdic transformation of the world. They moved forward the end of 
history in the hope of doing away with imams of every kind. 

But just as twentieth-century communists vested all economic resources in 
the state in the expectation that 1t would Wither away, only to find that they 
had massively increased its power, so the Ismailis vested all authority in the 
Mahdi in the belief that he would abrogate it, only to find that they too had 
thereby lent enormous strength to the very institution they wished to remove. 
Far from having abolished the imamate, they had restored it in Its multi-purpose 
form. 

The new multi-purpose imam went well enough with the tribal environ
ment in which the Fatimids rose to statehood, but not with the1r other domains 
or spheres of influence. To most Ismailis, it seems mainly to have been as a 
spiritual figurehead that he made sense. He, and only he, knew the ultimate 
meaning of things; without him, one had no access to the /Jii(in: however 
closely the Ismailis identified the inner meaning with philosophy, they never 
agreed with the philosophers that one could reason one's way to the ultimate 
truth unaided. All saving knowledge came from the imams; the1r guidance 
encapsulated the entire moral and cognitive sphere that separated humans 
from animals, as al-Naysaburl said, putting paid to the idea that humans had 
the innate ability to save themselves: mankind would have ne1ther wisdom nor 
virtue but for the imams.1

'
6 One had to cling to them to benefit from the 

ongoing redemption, and to be wholly saved when the Lord of the Resurrec
tion came. The earthly hierarchy over which the imams pres1ded reflected that 
of the spiritual world. One had to model oneself on the occupants of th1s hier
archy to ascend along the ladder of salvation in the hope of approaching the 
rank of the imam l111nself. 

But what were spiritual leaders of such profound significance to mankind 
doing as rulers of Egypt? Their case was not comparable with that of the 
Prophet. He, too, was a figure of profound significance for mankind who had 
ruled a small part of the earth, but his polity had made sense because It was a 
community of believers, a saving vehicle headed by the savmg figure hH11self. 
By contrast, the Fatimid polity only overlapped with the Ismaili community of 
believers. Most Egyptians were Sunnis; most Ismailis lived outside the Fatimid 
state, under non-Ismaili rulers. What then was the polity for? 

(,(;. Naysahlirl, lmiima, .p. 
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The fact of the matter is that nobody knew. The missionaries could have 
cast the Fatimid polity as a sav1ng vehicle by requinng all converts to emigrate 
to the imam's domain. Back in the early days of the Ismaili mission, the believ
ers had indeed moved to abodes of hijm in which to prepare for the commg of 
the Mahdi,1'

7 and the sense that the imam's residence was a dclr al-hiira was still 
alive under the Fatimids. Thus the tenth-century J a<far h. Man~ur al-Yam an 
tells us that all the prophets ami imams had sent out missionaries to establish 
abodes of hijra, where they would later join them, or else they had established 
such bases themselves. This was how they had taken to fighting their oppo
nents, for it was wrong to rebel without an abode of emigration of one's own.1'H 
But Ja<far does not think of hijnr as a radical departure from a doomed society 
to a community of the saved, for he also calls the triumphant return to the 
metropolis a hijm,1

"! and he takes it for granted that one could be an lsmaili 
outside the imam's polity. He does rhetorically ask, "have you not been com
manded to stay with the imams wherever they are?" 70 but he is not speaking of 
a prerequisite for salvation. \X!hen the missionaries revealed the imam's name 
and whereabouts to their converts, he says, "those who could would travel to 
him", while those who could not "were ordered to live in hiding and secrecy 
and to move about on earth until the moment of the manifestation came"; the 
poor and the powerless (al-mttstar{afi:in) who were unable to leave were 
excuse(_F 1 The anonymous Kit/ib al-/:wshf felicitously explains hijm as a form 
of pilgrimage.72 

In practice, future missionaries would normally visit the imam, or even 
take up residence at his abode, and one of them explicitly says that he came to 
Egypt as an emigrant (muhiijiran). 71 But ordinary lsmailis rarely seem to have 
visited Fatimid North Africa or Egypt, let alone to have emigrated there on a 
permanent basis, despite the persecution to which they were often exposed in 
their native lands. AI-Naysaburl explains that they were the imam's army 
abroad,7·1 presupposing that the imam's polity was simply a platform for fur
ther conquest. This 1s of course precisely what a diir hijm normally was, but if 

(;7· For the abodes of /Jiim set up wherever a mission began, sec 1-lalin, Reich, 
ssff.!Empire, 51ff. It is only in Iraq that we sec an entire community move to one on the eve 
of the coming of the messiah. 

68. Ja'far, J\sriir a!-mt(aq:f, 233-6, 23:\f., 247, 248f., 25 I, 254f., 257, 259, 263. 
69.lbid., 237 (Mul!ammad's conquest of Mecca), 255 (of Abraham's conquest of his 

ancestral ~mmm). 
70. !hid., 240 (against lmamis). 
?!.Ibid., 260. 
72. K. al-kash( 1 I I+ 

73· Walker, Kirmiinl, I 7· 
74- Naysaburl1n Stern, 'Cairo as the C:emrc of the lsmii'lll Movement', 438. 
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one could be saved outside it, what was the purpose of Fa timid Egypt once the 
expansion had ground to a halt? 

The Ismailis could not answer this question because they had originated as 
Gnostics whose messiah was expected to abolish law and politics, not to sanc
tify them. As devotees of philosophy they could have played a round with ai
Farabl's polincal ideas, and some eventually did: Na~Tr al-dln Tusl cast the 
imams as rulers of the virtuous city in his Na~irean Ethtcs (c. 6,,;1235). But by 
then the Faumids no longer existed; the reference was to the Nizarl 1mams at 
Alamut, and the VIrtuous city that ·rusT placed them in w;1s not a concrete 
polity, but rather the world .-1 

In fact, the Ismailis had trouble seeing themselves as formmg a polity at all. 
Like the Imam is they were always speaking of the imam rather than the Tfii!IIUI: 

both applied the metaphor of Noah's Ark to the imams, not to the saving com
munity in which the believers travelled, for example.71

' But the lsmailis were far 
more given than the Imam1s to seeing themselves as a spiritual elite rather than 
a complete community. They did sometimes identify themselves as the only 
Muslims left in Mul;ammad's umllw, but they still thought of the Ttmma as the 
totality of Muslims, not as one constituted by themselves.-- What they were 
was rather the enlightened few who did not share the beliefs of the cclmma, the 
vulgar masses.7x AI-Sijistanl even spoke of af_cawilmm nnn al-umma, the (non
lsmaili) masses of the (shared) community_!" There was not really any Ismaili 
community at all, except at the local level: the missionary admimstered his 
flock in religious and worldly terms alike, much as Christian clencs and rabbis 
administered the dhimmls. Here the multi-purpose nature of the community 
made sense. But it did so precisely because most lsmailis were livmg like 
dhimmls, in communities of their own under non-Ismaili rule, and would 
continue to do so whether the Fatunid caliphate existed or not. 

The key question left unanswered by the Fatunid Jsmailis was the relation
ship between political organization and salvation. They rehearsed the familiar 
arguments: without an imam, chaos would prevail, the weak would have no 
protectors, whereas the imam defended the believers against their religious and 
worldly enemies alike; Without him, no two of them would survive.Ho But the 

75· Madclung, 'Na~lr al-Din Tiisl's Erhics', 95-7. 
76. Naysiiburl, lmiima, 7l; Malljl, al-!vlajiilis af-1111/SIIIIr~irivya, ~7; cf. above, 11 I, 1 I ~f. 
n.Ja'far, Asriiral-mt(aqii', 243.-7, 26o.14-
7S. i\bC1 I;Eitim ai-Razl1n Stern, St11dics, 36; Nu'miln, 'al-Risala al-mudhhiha', l0.14; 

Ja'far, Asriir al-mt(aqii', 26 I .2.. 

79· People who reJect rhe lsmaili view of the imam as a God-g1vcn f!.Uidc are a[Jaruiimm 

mi11 al-rmrlllil, "the masses of the community"; and the disagreement /i '1-1111/IIW, "in the 
community", is caused hy its failure to r~use up rhe rightful1mams (Sijisriinl, T(iikhtir, 7of.). 
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subjects of kings plainly did survive in this world, whatever fate awaited them 
in the next; indeed, it was under kings that most Ismailis were living. Whoever 
died without allegiance to an imam might well die a pagan death, as the Ismaili 
literature often stresses, but one could give such allegiance to the Fa timid imam 
anywhere in the Muslim world. Did people living under Fatimid rule have a 
higher chance of salvation? The literature never says so. Ultimately, it seems 
not to have mattered much who held power in the here and now. 

When the Egyptian stepping stone to world conquest proved to be a per
manent abode, it lost its point. More precisely, it came to function as what one 
might call the Ismaili Vatican: an area from which the pontiff directed his fol
lowers wherever they might be found, and which for historical reasons he actu
ally ruled, but which barely overlapped with the community of believers and 
played no role at all in their salvation. It merely enabled the pontiff to avoid 
dependence on other rulers and increased the prestige of his cause. 

Egypt was of course too btg a country to be relegated to Vatican status, 
and this soon caused political government to develop in a direction quite dif
ferent from that of the pontiffs spiritual leadership. Daylaml mercenaries, 
black African slaves and Turkish ghilmiln eclipsed the original Berber troops; 
the bureaucracy was largely run by dhimmls; four, possibly five, viziers of 
Fatimicl Egypt were Christians, while three were recently converted .Jews. All in 
all, from the reign of al-'Azlz (97:;-96) onwards, both military and civil 
government effectively ceased to represent the Ismaili cause. Ismailism and 
political government parted ways. Significantly, it was Sunnis (Ibn Zulaq, al
Musabbil)!, al-Qw;la'l) rather than Ismailis who wrote historical accounts of 
the Fatimids in Egypt, for to the Sunnis, the Fatimids looked much like any 
other Egyptian dynasty, except for their elaborate missionary and educational 
institutions and the ritual displays they went in for in the capitaJ.Xl But their 
failure to endow the polity with Ismaili meaning eventually affected the pon
tiff's spiritual leadership as well. Under al-l:-Iakim (996-1021) non-Ismailis 
began to receive religious office: a l:Ianafl was appointed chief judge; a former 
retainer, possibly freedman, of the Buyid ruler 'A<;lud al-Dawla was appointed 
chief missionary;x2 and under al-Mustan~ir ( 1036-94) a Sunni became chief 
judge and chief missionary, as well as vizier.x' At the same time the political 

So. Naysabtu .. l, Imilma, ·15· 52; similarly Siiistanl, Ifii/.:.hiir, 7'· 
R 1. Cf. Halm, 'Jimlitio11s o( Lcammg; Sanders, Ritual. l'olitics, awl the City•. 

R2. Walker, Kirmii1zl, 7f., where the tudge, Ihn i\hl '1-'Awwam, is identified as Hanball 
on the basis of Ibn l~laJar, Raf, 61o; similarly Lev, State awl Soczcty, q6f. But Maqrlzl's 
claim (in Lev, r 57n.) that he was a l~bnafl is both Intrinsically more plausible and confirmed 
by the fact that he wrote a hook on the virtues of Ahtl 1-:Janlfa (Ibn 1-:fapr, Rt~{', 612.5). The 

retainer was Khatkln al-l)ayf al-'A(Judl. 
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establishment, likewise often headed by non-lsmailis, displayed Increasing 
indifference to the sptritual branch that it was meant to serve: in 1041 the Zlrid 
governor of North Africa began a long drawn-out transfer of allcgtances from 
the Fatimids to the 'Abbasids; in ro7o-2 the governor of Alex;mdria tried sim
ilarly to restore Egypt to 'Abbasid allegiance; 111 1094 the Armenian soldier and 
vizier al-Af~lal caused large numbers of lsmailis outside Egypt to split off by 
elevating al-Musta'll rather than Nizar to the Imamate; in 1 r:; I al-Af~lal's son 
Kutayfat tned to substitute the Mahdi of the Imamts for the Fatimids; and in 
the rr.6os a former vizier seeking to oust his rival called upon the Sunni Nur al
Din to intervene in Egypt. In 1 171 Saladin, a commander in the service of Nur 
al-D!n, put an end to the Fanmid imamate.s-J 

In the last resort, then, the odd mixture of Gnostic/Neoplatonist beliefs 
and political messianism curdled. Thts is hardly surprismg. It IS more surpns
ing that there should have been such a mtxture at all, and tts existence testifies 
to the extraordinary tmpact of Mul)ammad's career on the Middle East: even 
Gnostics came to see religious state formation and conquest to he the way out 
of thetr problems, for all that their key interest was in indivrdual enlighten
ment. Ismaili conversion stories typically tell of young men Ill search of the 
truth who are picked out by sharp-eyed missionaries and subjected to difficult 
tests whtch they must pass to qualify for admission to the spmtual elite, much 
like Tamino in Mozart's masonic opera, The Magic Flute. The misstonaries are 
not trying to convert communities. "The lsma'ili dire/ does not gtve a public ser
mon, does not address l111nself to the multitude. His mission is to discover, 
from individual to individual, those tn whom he can detect the spintual 
aptitude to respond to the £lili(IC1," as Corbin observes wtth reference to two 
such stories.s' The young men join a sptritual brotherhood, not a community. 
Communal demands and family obligations are prectsely what they leave 
behind. 

For all that, the young men set out to conquer the world for the truth they 
have found, stirred by the prospect of adventure and herotc deeds. Here the 
story ought to have ended, and of course that rs prectsely what they mitially 
expected. The everyday political responsibilities they acquired did not fit their 
creed. It was only for the villagers and tribesmen tll the movement that apoca
lyptic politics worked, and they worked for them prectsely because thetr out
look was communal: Bal)l"iinls and Berbers alike succeeded Ill dramatically 
changing their collective lives. But the educated youths tll search of mdividual 

S;. Lev, State a11d Socictv, 117 (al-Yilzlirl). 
8+ EF, s.vv. 'Fatumds'; ·ai-Mu'izz b. Bad!s', col. 4Bp; 'ai-Must;lll~!r', col. 711; 'Shawar'. 
85. Corbin, 'The Isma'lll Response', 81; cf. ,,lso Cyclical Time, 1 )oil, on the quest of 

rhe imam. 
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enlightenment might have clone better in the long nm if lsmailism had been 
without political ambitions, as it was to the Brethren of Purity and as it ts 
today. What their ambitions brought them was a polity which was neither a 
brotherhood nor a community of believers and which ended up by destroying 
the spiritual organization it was meant to support. 

CH1\PTEI\ 

16 

THE SUNNIS 

The Sunnis have their roots in, and derive their name from, the partisans of 
{1adith who came to prominence in the ninth century under the name of ahl al
sumw z.ua'l-jmnita. It is probably safe to say that by the end of the ninth or the 
beginning of the tenth century the majority of Muslims had come to accept 
their political convictions. Numerous though the ShT'ites were m those cen
turies. most Muslims were neither ShT'ites nor Khiirijites; and most of those 
identifiable in negative terms could now also be identified in positive terms as 
accepting the four-caliphs thesis and holding communal togetherness to be 
more important than rightly guided leadership. But the adherents of commu
nal togetherness (jamii'a) were still divided over theology and law. They dis
agreed not only over concrete doctrines, but also over the rules by which 
doctrines were to be derived and explained. The partisans of (Jadith concen
trated all authority in God and His prophet: what came from them was author
itative information of super-human origin (sam') which had to be taken on 
trust, just as it stood (bilii l:.:.ay{), whether or not it made sense in terms of 
such rationality as humans possess. The jurists ({uqahii') and theologtans 
(mutahallims), both of whom had begun their system-building before the 
traditionalists appeared on the scene, maintained that one could not answer 
questions about either the law or the articles of fatth without employing 
human reasoning (which the Jurists initially called ra'y, sensible opinton, there
after qiyiis, analogy, while the theologians spoke of na::;,ar). And the philoso
phers (to whom qiyiis meant syllogtsm) insisted that all answers had to be 
based on human reasoning alone. The Sunnis are the members of the jamil'a 
who reached a compromise, or at least an agreement to disagree, on these 
questions. 

r 2I91 
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How and when this agreement was reached is still unknown, but the answer 
seems to be the tenth to eleventh centuries as far as law is concerned, somewhat 
later in the case of theology (insofar as the conflict between Traditionalism 
and kaltim was ever resolved). \'\fhen the dust had settled after the Mongol 
conquests, the Sunnis appear wid1 great clarity as those who belonged to the 
J:-Ianaf!, Malik!, Shafi'l, or 1:-Ianbal!legal schools, and who accepted the creeds 
associated with these schools, be it In Traditionalist form or in that of 
Ash'arite or Maturldite theology. In this chapter I shall take the existence of the 
Sunni community for granted. Neither the Mu'tazilites nor the philosophers 
were partners to the Sunni agreement, but in terms of political thought the 
Mu'tazilites were sufficiently close to the Sunnis (unless they were Sh!'ites) to 

be treated together with them. When Mu'tazilites and Sunnis are treated 
together I shall refer to them as }<llllitl Muslims. 

The caliphs and their masters 

The classical Sunni statements of the doctrine of the Imamate were formulated 
in the tenth and eleventh centuries, when the fortunes of the caliphate were at 
a low ebb. For practical purposes the caliph had not ruled since 8() 1, a short 
period of restoration apart, and In the tenth century it looked as if he was 
going to be removed altogether. A new caliphate was proclaimed in 909 in 
North Africa by the Ismaili Fatimids, who conquered Egypt in 9()9, as has been 
seen; in 929 the Umayyad ruler of Spain declared themselves to be caliphs too; 
and in 945 Iraq was conquered by Shl'ite soldiers of fortune from the Daylaml 
highlands on the Caspian coast. The Buyids or Buwayhids (94.)-I0'\5), as the 
new rulers were called, seem originally to have been Zaydls, but they veered 
towards the Imami camp after their arrival in Iraq; in any case they were 
Sh!'ites. Many expected them to abolish the 'Abbasid caliphate in favour of the 
'Aiids, but they could not have done so in accordance with either Zaydi or 
Imami rules, 1 and it would have led to trouble with Sunni Muslims while at the 
same time circumscribing their freedom of action. 2 As mercenaries, they were 
used to keeping their religious convictions private, so they allowed the 'Abbasid 
caliphate to continue. 

They did however treat the caliphs badly, partly by deposing and blinding 
them at will, and partly by keepmg them practically penniless. 1 \'\fhen the 

I. The Imam! imam was in hiding; the Zaydi. imam obtains his position by maktng a 

da'u•a and /.:.lmnli, not by bc111g enrhroned by others. 

2. Cf. Ibn al-Ath.ir, /Gimil, viii, 452f. (yr >34). 
. 3· They had no religious motive (/;d'it/J d/11/) to respect them, as Ibn al-Athlr potnts out, 

ibid. 
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caliph ai-Mu~ic was asked to supply funds for the holy war against the 
Byzantines in 1()2/972f., he denied that he had any obligations in respect of 
either holy war or pilgrimage on the grounds that he was under other people's 
control (ma~J?ilr) and barely had enough to live on. "All you allow me is men
tion of my name on the pulpit," he said, volunteering to abdicate (as in fact he 
did in the following year):1 One Buyid ruler, 'A<,lud ai-Dawla (d. i72/983), even 
omitted the caliph's name from the Fnday oration for two months.' The Buyids 
openly favoured the Shl'ites, giving them appointments, allowing them to cele
brate their festivals, and paying handsome sums to Shi'ite poets and littera
teurs. They also insulted the caliph by adopting the Persian title of shiilu111sht1h 
(king of kings) and treating him as if he were a mere h1gh priest in their 
service.1

' Allin all, the 'Abb:isids "are not seen and no attention IS paid to their 
opinion", as the geographer Maqdisl (better known as a!-M uqaddasl) observed 
in c. 98.).- AI-Blrunl, writing c. woo, cites astrologers as saying that the 
caliphate was now a matter of religious creed (amr din/ i'flqiidl) rather than 
worldly power (/clmulhl dtmyclwl), by which they seem to have meant, not that 
the caliph only had religious authority now (since he had none of that either), 
but rather that he only had religious significance: to mamstream Muslims, he 
still represented the community of believers founded by the Prophet.x 

Things improved in some respects with the nse of Turlosh rulers in the 
cast, first the Ghaznavids and next the Seliuqs. Unlike the Iramans, the Turks 
were not known to have had a period of pre-Islamic grandeur, and mitially 
most of them became Muslims by enslavement for military use: to be a Turk 
in the Muslim world was thus to be a nobody. Mal~mud of Ghazna 
(388-421/998-ww) resolutely cast himself as an Iranian king, tracing his 
descent to the Sasamd house and patronizing Persian poets; hut the only safe 
way to legitimate oneself as a Turlosh ruler was by services to Islam, preferably 
capped by caliphal recogmt1on. Mal~mud accordingly presented himself as a 
loyal supporter of al-Qadir ('8I-422199L-IOii), which suited ai-Qadir because 
the Buyicls were on the wane and he was attempting a come-hack with the sup
port of the Baghdadi I:bnbalites.'' Mal~mud received official appo111tment as 
ruler of Khurasan in '89/999, along with the title Yamin al-Dawla, 111 and 

+Hamdan!, ·lir/.:.mil<~, 21 I. 

s.Ibish, i\l-llaqillalli, 45· 
0. Busse, C!J<IIi( 1111d Grosshi111p,, 42off. and 'The Revival of Persian Kingship'. 

7· A(JStm, nr.2. 
X.At!J,/r, 1 :;2. = t2<J. They compare rhe caliph wnh rhe Jcwtsh exilarch . 

<).Above, 133. 
1 o. Bosworth, Ghazrulz•tds, 46. 
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proceeded to hammer wealthy infidels in India and to kill Ismail is, Muctazilites 
and other heretics at home. 

The Seljuqs, who arrived in Baghdad in ro~ s, were tribal leaders whose 
ability to defeat the Ghaznavids came as a shock and whose rapacious follow
ers inflicted great damage on the Muslim world. They too supported the caliph 
in return for legitimation, and they made life easier for him by rarely setting 
foot in Baghdad. But the first sultan, Tughril Beg (d. 4SSII06)), caused deep 
embarrassment by asking for an cAbbasid princess 111 marriage (somewhat like 
an African chief asking for the hand of a Victonan princess); Malikshah (d. 
48sho92) had a plan for evicting the caliph in order to have a Seljuq winter 
capital in Baghdad; and relations with the caliph were tense at other times as 
wcll. 11 Nonetheless, the Scljuqs went down in history as saviours of Islam, 
thanks to the Sunni effort to see the bright side of things. Apart from sweep
ing away the last remains of the Shlcite Buyids, they dealt a mortal blow to the 
Ismaili statclet in Bal)rayn, and defeated the Byzantines at Manzikert in 1071, 
putting a decisive end to their recovery of northern Syria and placing a ques
tion mark over the very survival of Byzantium by enabling Turkish tribesmen 
to pour into Anatolia. For all of this, the scholar al-.Juwaynl said, it was worth 
putting up with a bit of wanton destruction at home. 12 AI-Juwaynl's pupil, al
Ghazall, also cast the Turks as a blessing for Islam. 1 1 But the Seljuq empire was 
shortlived. After the death of Malikshah in 1092 it fell apart under different 
branches of the family, and eventually under other Turks. In eastern Iran the 
Seljuqs lasted down to 1 194· In Syria they were on the way out already when 
the first Crusaders arrived in r097. The many petty dynasties that faced the 
Crusaders here were eventually to be replaced by the Ayyubids, a dynasty with 
many branches founded by Saladin (d. s89h193), famed as the conqueror of 
Egypt from the Fatimids and of Jerusalem from the Crusaders. It was slave sol
diers of the last Ayyubids who halted the western advance of the Mongols at 
Ayn .Jalut in 6s8/ 126o. 

Constitutional law (al-al)kilm al-sul~aniyya) 

This was the situation 111 which constitutional law came to be written. Until 
then, the imamate had been covered, not in legal handbooks, 1.

1 but rather in 

11. Makdisi, 'The Marriap;c of Tur;hril Bcp;' and 'Lcs rapports entre califc ct sultan'; 
Bosworth, 'Political and Dynastic History', 101. 

12. Ghiyiith, §§492ff., esp. 496, 499f.; cf. Nap;el, Fcsltnt,lf., 27Xf. 

13. Below, note 93· 
r + l'aa Gihh ('AI-Mawardi's Theory', in his Studies, 1) I). The chapters on imlima that 

one docs find in (iqh works arc about prayer leadership, nor the 'p;reat imamate'. 
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works of kaliim and tt~iil al-din, where it continued to be treated thereafter too, 
usually at the end and almost always with some comments on how the subject 
did not really form part of theology. The imamate had onginated as part of the 
faith and had thus fallen to the theologians, but they no longer knew why. In 
the Buyid period the main theologians to deal with the subject were cAbd al
Jabbar (d. 41';/ro25), al-Baqillanl (d. 4o:Jror)) and al-Baghdadl (d. 429/1037), 
all three in polemics against Shlcites. After the Seljuq 111vaswns the main 
authors were al-Mutawalll (d. 478/w8s), al-.Juwaynl (d. 478/wX~), al-Bazdawl 
(d. 4•:nho99), al-Ghazall (d. 'o~/Hn), al-Nasafl (d. q71! 142.), al-Shahrastiinl 
(d. S48hiS)), Fakhr al-Din al-Razl (d. 6o611209), and al-Am1dl (d. 6)Iii2)3). 

But thanks to the Shaficite al-Miiwardi (d. 450/ 10'8) the imamate now came 
to be treated as a legal topic as well. AI-Miiwardi collected the rules pertaining 
to all aspects of government- the imamate, vizierate, taxation, Judgeship, holy 
war, the treatment of rebels, market inspection, and more besides - from a 
variety of genres and put them together in a ~ingle book, which he called al
a(Jhiim al-sultiiniyya, the ordinances of government, or more idiomatically, 
constitutional law. It was presumably because the constitution was now an 
endangered species that he set out to conserve it: all he says in his preface is 
that he collected the rules in a book of their own to make It easier for people 
in power to study them, and that this was in compliance with the wishes of 
someone who could not be disobeyed (usually taken to be the caliph). He may 
even have intended his collection as a blueprint for a caliphal restoration, as is 
often claimed. 15 At all events, he was a brilliant synthesizer who excelled at 
concise and orderly presentation of a mass of conflicting views. A contempo
rary of his, the I~Ianbalite Abu Yacla Ibn al-Farra' (d. 4sXIIo6<;), Is the author of 
a similar work, probably by reworking al-Miiwardl's for I~Ianbalite use, 11

' and 
al-Miiwardl's work rapidly came to be treated as authoritative. 1

- It has tended 
to dominate modern Islamicist discussions of the imamate too. But al-.Juwaynl 
mercilessly critiCized al-Mawardl as a mindless compiler in his Ghiyilth al
umam, an unusual work best characterized as a socio-political What to do in 
an Emergency, 1x and al-.Juwaynl's pupil al-Ghazall also had a vision of his 
own. We may start by considering the generally accepted rules. 

15. The idea was first proposed by Gibh, 'AI-Mawardi's Theory', 1 'i2f. 
t6. Thoup;h the: orip;inal work is normally assumed to be Milwardi's, np;htly in my 

view, the problem awaits systematic treatment (cf. Little, 'A New Look at ai-A(J!::.tlm al
Sul(iiniyya'). 

ry. Cf. the list 111 Mikhail, l'olitics and Reuelati011, 59f. 
dL Ghiyiith, §§1.09, w:;, cf. also §45. 
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The classical rulcs 1
'
1 

Like the ashiib al-hadith, the Sunnis saw the imamate as a surrogate institution, 
a seconcl-"t;est sul1stitute for prophecy, not as the alternative form of divine 
agency that it had been to the Umayyads. 211 Again like the l~ad!th party, they 
deemed the proper title of the caliph to be ldJiTII(al rasi/1 alliih, successor of the 
Messenger of GmF 1 (though by now there must have been something ntualis
tic about their opposition to hhafl{tll afhlh), and they held the legitimate 
caliphs in the past to have been AbLi Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthmiin, and 'Ali, deeming 
them to have been the most meritonous persons of their time In that order. The 
Umayyads were only kings, as they said, meaning that they were quasi-caliphs, 
and the same was true of the 'Abbasids, though it was customary to speak 
more politely about them: their actions could not he adduced as legal precc
dents.22 The lvlu'tazilites went further in that they did not regard the 'Abbasids 
as caliphs at all. 21 But whether there was a current caliph or not, the mstitution 
was obligatory when it was possible to establish it (nw'a '1-rmh.iiii).I-1 

The candidate 

The caliph had to be a free, male, adult member of Quraysh. The genealogical 
requirement, first formulated as Sunni doctrine by Ibn Qutayba, was assumed 
to have been laid clown by the Prophet in the I:hd!th "the imams are of 
Quraysh". 21 Countless books affirm it. But the books often read like insurance 
policies without the small print, in the sense that they will state the rules with
out qualifications even though the qualifications are sometimes such as to 
undermine the rules altogether. As far as the requirement of Qurashl descent 

19. For hej.;inners, then.: is a useful translation of the relt:vam section from Baj.;hdadi's 
U~iil in Gibb, 'Constitutional Orj.;anization', 7ff. At a specwlist level, see the nchly 
documented study by Dumayjl, al-lmtlma a!Ju:;mtl. 

20. Cf. Nagel, Rcchtleitrnrg tmd Ka/i/;11, et passim. 
21. Cf. Crone and Hinds, God:, CalitJh, 21, note Sh. 

22. Above, qy. Cf . .Juwaynl, Ghiyiith, §206: 1n h1s op1n10n it was lawful for the caliph 
to designate his son as successor 111 h1s opinion, bur this could not he decisively proved for 
lack of precedent, for the imamate had turned Into nut!/.: afrer the first four (who only des
ignated peers, not sons). 

2:;. Cf. above, 6'), notes 8-ro. 
2~. The expression is .Juwaynl's (Ghiyiith, § 15). Similarly 'Abel al-Jabbilr, lvluglml, xx/r, 

'i 1. For further attestations, see Dumayjl, ai-Jmiima al-'u:;nul, 45f. 
. 25. Ibn Qutayba, K. al-'am/J, 574J>- Adherents of the rule were to find many more 
reasons for it, cf. the battery of proof-rexts and arguments available to Dumayjl, who 
vigorously defends it (al-lmiima al-'u:;mtl, 26'iff.). 
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was concerned, the small print often said that if the worst came to the worst, 
one could dispense with it. The requirement of Qurashl descent had no 
grounding in either tradition or reason, ai-Baqilliinl opined.-'" According to al
Juwayn!, it was merely meant as a mark of respect for the Prophet's house. In 
practice, he said, nobody had ever claimed the caliphate without real or alleged 
Qurash! descent, but as a legal requirement it rested on surmise (~mm) rather 
than decisive proof, and if the only competent candidate was a non-Qurash!, 
he was to be accepted. 2- Many agreed, adducing the Prophetic tradition to 
obey even an Ethiopian slnve (ongmally meant In a quietist vein) in support of 
their position.2s 

The caliph also had to be free of physical and mental handicaps, in part for 
practical reasons, but possibly also because it was felt that only a perfect spec
imen could serve as the community's link with God. The same Idea was found 
in Byzantium, where mutilation was used to disqualify candidates for the 
throne. By the tenth century, the same method was used in the IslamiC world: 
three caliphs of the Buyid period were blinded rather than killed when they 
were deposed. 2

'' 

Further, the caliph had to be a man of probity ('adilla), 111 scrupulous obser
vance of the law (wara'), and sufficient knowledge of the law to practise inde
pendent reasoning (i/tihiid). 11 The eleventh-century Ibn al-Simniin!explained 
this last requirement as meaning that he had to know the law well enough to 
"resolve ambivalent cases, guide those in error, give responsa to those who 
asked for them, and adjudicate between disputing parties": here the imam 
seems to be envisaged as a teacher again, perhaps under Mu'tazilite mfluence.32 

On a less ambitious plane he needed to know the law so as to he allowed the 
discretion required for political decision making. 31 He did not have to be 
infallible, as the sources will say to the great merriment of modern readers 

26. Dumayjl, al-lmtlma al-'u;mtl, 27). 
2-7- Ghiyilth, §§lo(i-'), 4:;8-9; cf. also his lrsh,/d, 240 = 3'i<J; Hallaq, 'Caliphs, Jurisrs and 

the Saljiiqs,' 3Sf. 
2S. Crone, 'Ethiopian Slave', 6:;ff.; add Simnanl, /{awljat, i, §40 (some a~(,,//J a!-(Jadlth). 

2'). Al-Muktafl, ai-Qahir, and ai-Muttaql. 
30. Sufficiently to he accepred as a witness in court (e.g. Baghdi!di, lf,<ril, 277; tr. Gibb, 

'Constiturional Organization", <J). 
:; 1. Dumayjl, al-/miima a/-' upml, 24S, with dissenting voices at p. 2\0. 
·,2. Simnanl, Rawda, i, §i'i· For rhe Mu'tazilite view of the imam as a teacher, see above, 

(,6, l;ote 6; for the Mu~tazilite who taught hun lwliim, see below, note 97, 
33· For a concrete example, see Nasawl, S/ra, 52, where the Khwarizmshah accuses the 

Caliph al-Na~ir of keepmg members of the 'Abbasid family in pil for so long rhat they were 
procreating there: rhe response is that if the caliph's ijtiluld led him to conclude that the 
incarceration of some would benefit all, then their incarceration was 1usrificd. 
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(were infallible people in plentiful supply?); it is of course simply the scholars' 
way of saying that unlike the Shl'ites, they did not credit him with infallibil
ity.H Finally, he had to have a talent for war and government.15 But did he have 
to be the most meritorious man in his time? Under normal circumstances, yes, 
but were exceptions allowed? Some denied it, on the grounds that an imam 
who was not the most meritorious person would be a mere king (in the sense 
of a usurper).11

' But most now conceded it, meaning that Qurashl descent was 
not a prerequisite, or that the candidate could be inferior in other ways, at least 
when the alternative was civil warY 

In reality, nobody can have believed that the 'Abbas1ds were anywhere near 
the most meritorious men of their time, or even qualified at all in terms of the 
more concrete requirements, but then they were not real caliphs. True caliphs 
were models to be imitated, the ideal to which one should see imperfect reality 
as aspiring: it is such caliphs that the jurists normally describe. The 'Abbasids 
were just caliphs in the realm of imperfect reality who played by the rules with 
sufficient overt fidelity to be accepted as approximations to the ideal. Unlike 
the Bliyids, they could at least be seen as reflections of that ideal. 

The succession 

Like all rulers, the caliph was raised up by God: all power came from God, who 
gave it and took it away as He pleased (Q. C\:26). But what was the specific 
method whereby this particular kind of ruler was singled out? The Sunni 
answer was election, which a modern reader is apt to misunderstand. When the 
Sunnis say that the caliphate (or imamate) is elective, they simply mean that it 
is an office to be filled by the community, not a personal quality with which 
God has singled out a particular person above all others. Nobody was born an 
imam; one could not acquire the position without being chosen by someone 

34- Baghdadi, Farq, 341.6, with extended arguments 111 U~ril, ::.77-9; Baqill:inl, 'lrllllliid, 
r82.4, also with arguments (cf. Ibish, Al-Baqillalli, 99f.); Nasafl in Macdonald, Deuclop
melll, 314; Razl, Arba'ln, 433ff. Cf. also the arguments in the Mu'tazilite 'Abd al-.Jabbiir, 
lvlllglml, xx/ 1, 7 5. ro. 

35· Dumayil, al-lrmlma al-'H;;nul, 259ff.; also Nasafl in Macdonald, Deuelopment, 314-
36. Thus Ash'arl in Baghdadi, U~r/1, 293; followed by most Ash'aritcs according to 

Bazdawl, U~ti!, r88.14 (no. ()I); similarly .Jal)iz 111 Mawardl, Al;/.:.ilm, 9/8 = 7· 
37· Thus Qalanisl, another J\sh'arite, followed by most Shafi'ites according to Baghdadi, 

U~tl!, 293; by most Sunnls according to Bazdawl, U~tl!, rSS (no. 61); srmilarly most jurists 
and theologians In Milward!, A(J/.:.dm, 9/8 = 7· Cf. also Juwaynl Ghiy,l/h, ch. 6 (§§242ff.); 
'Abd al-Jabbar, MHg/ml, xx/1, ::r5-33 (with much scholastic detail); DumayJI, al-lmclma al
'll::pml, 296ff. 
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else (il<.htiyiir al-ghayr)Y Some Iraqis thought that if there only were one qual
ified candidate, he would automatically become the caliph, \'J and others agreed 
that this would be so if he took the position by force:111 But leaving aside the 
question of the usurper, most jurists and theologians held that although the 
clectbrs would be obliged to choose the only qualified candidate, the imamate 
could not be established without them, just as the position of Judge could not 
be acquired without appointment:11 Even the most mentonous man on earth 
would not be the 1mam without a contract of allegiance ('aqd al-ba;la). In 
other words, the pledge of allegiance was constitutive of the Imamate, not 
merely declarative of it, and the imamate was established by a contract 
between two parties, not by unilateral declaration. The two parties to the con
tract were the candidate and the commumty, represented by the man who made 
the formal handclasp ratifying the agreement. All this is what the Sunnis had 
in mind when they identified themselves as adherents of election (ihhtiyiir) in 
polemics against the Shlcites. 

How one came up w1th the person to be offered the contract of allegiance 
was another question. The fact that the candidate owed h1s office to election 
by the community (ikhtiytlr min ai-Tmmw).12 did not mean that the community 
played any role in singling him out, though there were some who held that it 
should. What it meant was simply that someone had to pick a candidate from 
the pool of princes if the caliph had not designated a successor himself. That 
the caliph could do so was fully accepted, on the grounds that Abu Bakr had 
designated 'Umar. (Contrary to what IS sometimes said in the Islam1cist litera
ture, there was no attempt to disguise the hereditary nature of the 'Abbasid 
caliphate:u) Either the caliph designated a successor or else it was up to elec
tors to choose and enthrone one. Some held that electors were requ1red to rat
ify the succession even when a successor had been designated, or at least when 
they had designated a son.+1 But who then were the electors? Known as ahl al
(;a/l wa 'I-' aqd (the people of loosening and binding) or as a hi ,z!-ihhtiyiir (elec
tors), they are envisaged as scholars and other men of em1nence,·15 and there 

38. 'Abel al-Jabbar, Mll,l!,lml, xx/1, 25o.Io. 

:>9· Mawardl, A(1kiim, 'Jf!S 7· 
40. Thus Juwaynl, Ghiytlth, §453; Ghazall, lqti~<ld, 238. 
.p. Milward!, NJ!.:.iim, 9f/8 7· 
42. For this expression, sec for example Baghdadi, U~r/1, 279.-5; MM, vi, 25 (iv, §2.2.57). 
43· See, for example, Binder, 'Al-Ghaziill's Theory of Islamic Gon~rnment', 231; d. 

above, 39; Juwaynl above, note 22. 
44- Milward!, A(lf<tlm, 1:; I 10 = '),on the: Basrans. 
·15· The sources rdcr to rhcm by terms such as ahl al-siyar wa'l-j.a/,1(; /('a'/-'ilm ('Abd al

Jabbiir, Mllglml, xx/r, 256. 16), '11lanul' mi11 ahl al-tad/Jtr (Bazdawl, U~til, T 8.10), a hi al
iitllild wa'l-wara< (Baghdiidl, U~t/1, 281}; a{tlcfil al-1111111111 (Baqillanl, 'lirmhld, 179). 
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were some who required them to be mujtahids,"1r' but for the most part, it is 
simply taken for granted that their identity would be obvious at any given time. 
In practice they were usually generals and/or viziers. There Is much interest in 
the minimal number of them required for a valid contract. The most radical 
view was that all potential electors in all provinces ought to participate in an 
election, which sounds like a bid for representative government, with the schol
ars as electors on behalf of their local constituencies. One would have liked to 
know more about the arguments used by its adherents, but the sources report 
it without further information, to dismiss it as impracticable:17 Others merely 
said that all scholars at the imam's residence should participate;'~ or that forty 
was the minimum:1

'
1 Most said that the requisite number was five, four, three, 

or two,'~> or just one, on the grounds that there was no fixed number and that 
it took just one person to make a contract with another.'' 

Deposition and the problem of rebellion 

If the imam had to be the most meritorious person (al-af(fal) of his time, it 
would follow that he had to be deposed if he lost hts superiority, for example 
if somebody more meritorious made his appearance. In that vein a Zaydl imam 
assured his followers that he would step down if he knew someone better qual
ified than himself. 52 To him as to other Shl'ites, the imamate was a quality that 
inhered in people, not an office that had to be filled: the more meritorious per
son would actually be the imam whether one reCO).!;nized him as such or not. 
This seems to have been how most early Muslims conceived the imamate, but 
one could not run an orderly polity on that basis, and perhaps for this reason 
all Sunnis decided against it. If the imam had to be the most meritorious per
son when he was chosen, he retained l11s office even if he lost his superiority 
thereafter.'' 

46. See the discussion in Juwaynl, Ghiyiith, §74ll 

47· Dumayjl, al-lmiima aiJu;mii, I?..fll; Crone, 'Shiir:i as an Elective Institution', 3~'· 
48. Thus Qala111sl in Baghdadi, U~t/1, z.S r. 7 (tr. Gibb, 'Consmutional Organization·, 1 r). 
49· Thus some Shafi'itcs with reference to the number required for a valid Friday service 

(cf. Juwaynl, Ghiyiith, §83). . 

50. Dumayjl, al-lmtlma al-'u:puii, 176ff. 

51. Ash'arl in Baghdadi. U~ti!, z.Sof.; in Bazdawl, U~til, dl9; !Hqillanl, '/(rmhld, 179; 
.Juwaynl, Ghiyiith, §85; Dumayjl, al-lmiima al-'u;mii, 177f. 

52.. Van Arcndonk, DC!mts, 2.34 (al-H!dl, c. 900). 

53· Biiqillanl, 'f{rmhld, 1 S6f. But according to hm1 a caliph who was mafi/tll at the time 
of his election would indeed have to be replaced. Similarly Ghazall, lqti~iid, 2.39, on the 
imam lacking in iitihiid, provided that it could he done without fighting. 
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But how low could he stnk? He could not renounce Islam and still retain his 
position: on that there was universal agreement. Nor could he continue in 
office if he suffered serious physical disability such as the loss of samty, sight 
or hearing, or was captured by enemies without immediate prospect of 
release.\.! No such cases seem to have arisen in practice, except in the sense that 
three caliphs of the Buyid penod were blinded for that very purpose and that 
all caliphs of thts period could be construed as captured (a construction 
implicitly rejected by al-Mawardl, as will be seen). But what happened if he 
lost his probity? This was more controversial. 

According to the Khariiites, 'Uthman had been deposed (by being killed) for 
his violations of the law; they upheld the right, or indeed duty, of the commu
nity to depose and, if necessary, kill a morally reprobate ruler, as has been seen. 
The Sunnis demed that 'Uthman had clone wrong, or that he had done so suf
ficiently to warrant deposition, hut that still left the question what one should 
do with a ruler who did. An Umayyad caliph, ai-Wal!d II (d. 744), had been 
deposed for his immoral behaviour, again by being killed, and this was 
endorsed by the Mu'tazilites, who agreed with the Kharijites that the commu
nity was obliged to remove a wrongful ruler.55 But the Sunnts generally held 
that whereas immorality ({isq) disqualified a candidate from election, he was 
not to be deposed for it if he developed it after hts accession. ' 1

' Armed revolt 
led to civil war, a source of worse disorder, bloodshed and immorality than 
anything a ruler could inflict, and was forbtdden. '~ A quast-caliph did not 
matter enough at the level of either everyday life or future salvation for such 
sacrifices to be worth it. One should admonish him, preach Hell-fire to him 
and refuse to obey him whenever he ordered somethlllg in disobedience to 

God, but for the rest one should put up with his oppression; the Prophet had 
laid clown that one had to obey even an Ethiopian slave." Conflicts between 
competitors for power were of mterest only to the competitors themselves. 
"We are with the winners," as the I:fanbalites sa1d.59 

This should not be taken to mean that the Sunnis were spmeless support
ers of the powers-that-be. What it does mean is that they attached enormous 

'i4- Dumayjl, al-lnurma al-'u;,nu1, 4c,sff. 
'i'i· Cf. above, 66, note<;; Bazdawl, U~t/1, 191, with an amusing storv. The Mu'tazilites 

accepted Yazld lll, the killer of ai-Walld II, as a legitimate caliph (above, 69, note Io). 
s6. Biiqillanl, 'lirmhld, r87.2., on what has been transmnn:d 'a11 m;(Jt11mu1. Nasafl in 

Macdonald, Deuclopment, '1 + 
57· Bazdawl, U~t/1, I'J2., nos. 6<;-6, citing Abu l)anlfa (cf. Cook, ConnJIIIIulin,l!. Rip,ht, S); 

cf. the review of the starements for and against In DumaYJI, al-lnulll<il al-'u;m.r, part iii (pp. 

46'iff.). 
sS. Biiqill:inl, 'firmhld, 186. 

59. Ibn l~lanbal citing Ibn 'Umar in Abu Ya'l;t, J\(71.:.,/m, 2.+ '· 
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importance to communal togetherness, and this they showed in their treatment 
of rebels too. The Qur'an prescribes draconian penalties for "those who wage 
war against God and His Messenger, and strive to spread corruption on the 
earth" (5:33). The llmayyads took this verse to be about rebels. As heirs to a 
long jama'l tradition of reading the Qur'an in an anti-authoritarian vein, how
ever, the jurists refused to equate God and His Messenger with the state; as 
communitarians, they took God and His Messenger rather to stand for Muslim 
society; and those who waged war against them they took to be brigands. As 
far as rebels were concerned, they Invoked Q. 49:9f., which docs not refer to the 
state at all, but merely lays clown that whenever two parties of believers fight 
each other, the party acting wrongfully (!Jaghat) must be fought, though peace 
must be restored with JUstice and fairness as soon as possible since the believ
ers are brothers. On the assumption that Muslim society was headed by a legit
imate imam, the jurists labelled rebels with a cause fmghiit, wrongdoers, and 
elaborated the law regarding their treatment on the basis of 'All's generous 
treatment of the Khariiites and other opponents in the first civil war.r'o 

Rebels against the regime were not enemies of God, however misguided, 
but rather fellow-Muslims who had gone astray and should be brought hack 
into the fold as soon and as gently as possible: this was the Sunni position. 
There were some who would not fight fellow-Muslims at all, invoking a 
Prophetic statement to the effect that "fighting a believer 1s unbelief (qitiil al
nut'min fw{r) ", but this was going too far, al-Qur~ub! said: if one always had 
to stay at home when conflicts broke out, it would be impossible to apply any 
(mdzid penalties or combat any falsehood, he reported al-Tabarl (d. vo/923) as 
observing; the verse clearly prescribed that the wrongdoing party must be 
fought; if one did not, profligate people would gang up against the Muslims 
and prevail. 61 But one should treat them in accordance with the generous rules. 

'Bear the ruler and spare the rebel': that is how one m1ght summarize 
the Sunni view. But iust as one could go too far in one's willingness to spare 
the rebels, so one could go too far in one's readiness to tolerate the ruler in the 
opinion of some. Thus ai-Baqillilnl knew of many people (fwtliir 111111 al-nils) 
who believed that a wrongdoing and oppressive caliph should be deposcd.62 

Go. Abou El Fad!, 'Islamic Law of Rebellion', i, 4off., 51ff., 6off. and 'Irregular Warfare 
and the Law of Rebellion', I_'ii ff.; cf. also Siilim, Eprstlc, II, 'i 3, and the commentary thereto, 
where 'Uthm5n applies one of the draconran penalties to the rebels against hnn with t:xplicit 

invocation of 5:33. 
6r. Qurtubi, .fiimi', xvi, 317 (cf. Ahou El Fad!, 'Islamic Law of Rebellion', i, 53, slightly 

out of focus). 
()2. 'limr{iid, r86. 5· 
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Al-Milwardi and al-Juwaynl knew of them ton: there were theologians 
(u~llliyyitn, probably Mu'tazilitcs) and jurists who argued that a reprobate 
imam would forfeit his office in the same way as a madman, the latter 
explained.<d When an imam turned oppressive and amassed property, it was the 
duty of religious leaders (ahl al-din) and the Muslims at large to depose him 
and replace h11n by another, the l:Janafl jurist Ibn al-Simnan! (d. 493/noo) 
declared; this was how the Muslims had customarily dealt with those who 
abandoned the nght path, he claimed. 6'

1 But how was the deposition to be 
effected? According to a!- Milward!, some held that the imam would recover his 
position without renewal of the contract of allegiance if h1s behaviour 
improved.1

'' His depositiOn was purely moral, then; one simply stopped regard
ing him as the caliph until he was deemed worthy of the title again. Hut others 
held that a new contract of allegiance would be required to restore him to 
office, implying that he had been ousted. They do not discuss the procedures 
for his removal, however. 66 AI-.Juwaynl docs report some as holding the electors 
(ahl a!-(Jal!wa'l-'aqd) to be responsible for his deposition/'~ hut this probably 
meant no more than that the electors had to declare him deposed. Agam, It is 
left unclear who was responsible for the actual removal of the wrongdoer. 

According to ai-.Juwaynl himself, one had to tolerate a certain amount of 
immoral behaviour in the imam, for he had to keep the company of rough sol
diers and handle large sums of money, neither of which was conducive to piety. 
However, there came a point where a wrongdoer would have to be stopped, 
and here one would have to remember the unportancc of getting one's priori
ties right. If it was likely to be more costly, in terms of human lives, to remove 
the wrongdoing imam than to put up with him, then it would be better to leave 
him in place. (Al-Juwaynl's pupil, ai-Ghazill!, was to argue the same with ref
erence to an oppressive sultan.)1

'
0 If not, the electors should depose him and set 

up another: it was the new imam who would be responsible for the actual 
removal of his predecessor, who should be treated as a rebel if he refused to 
step down.w Elsewhere, however, ai-Juwaynl seems to envisage the electors 

6>.Juwaynl, Ghiyiith, §q2. For M5wardl, set: below, note 6<'). 

6+ Rall'<fa, i, §s 17. For rhe name and datt:s of this author, see the bibliography, s.v. 'ai
Simnanl'. 

6s. M5wardl, A(1kii111, 26/17 = 17. Ht:re two kinds of Immorality are considt:rcd, 
inability to control on.:'s passions and the adoption of suspt:ct doctrrnes. Only the former 
necessitatnl deposition according to the Basrans. 

66. Ibid., he was 111 thrs camp himself. 
67. Juwaynl, Ghiyiith, § 14_:;. 

68. For al-Ghazall, sec his /(,yii', ii, 1 r s.-3; above, note q; Hillenbrand, 'Al-Ghazall's 
View on Government', 90. 

69 . .}uwaynl, Ghiyiith, §§q_'i-'i9, rS:;. Cf. below, 2.J'i. 
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themselves as taking up arms against the wrongdoing imam (or sultan: the 
term here is wall al-waqt, 'the ruler of the time', which would cover both). If 
the ruler engaged in wrongdoing and oppression and did not respond to moral 
admonition, the electors should stop him even if it meant going to war with 
him, he said in a brief discussion of the duty to command right and prohibit 
wrong.70 He does not mention deposition here, however. The reason why the 
Sunnis legalized deposition without explaining how it was to be achieved is 
probably that they wanted to have their cake and cat it. There had to be a point 
where even a quasi-caliph (not to mention a mere king) forfeited his position, 
but it was best not to specify where and how, so as not to create an obligation 
to take action. 

The fJO!itical unity of the umma 

By the eleventh century the community founded by the Prophet had split into 
several sects and several polities alike. To an adherent of jamcl'a, this was 
deplorable and had to be countered by compromise. The four-caliphs theory 
had been such a compromise, designed to unite as many believers as possible 
in a single community. Al-Maward! (d. 1058) now presented another compro
mise to preserve it as a single polity. 

Al-Maward!'s first problem was that the caliph who embodied the political 
unity of the believers was not in control of h1111self any more, but rather con
fined (ma~J~I7r), as the caliph al-Mu~!c had said of himself.7 1 Was there a caliph 
at all, then? Al-Maward! gives the reader a choice.~2 There were two ways in 
which an imam's freedom could be restricted, by wardship ((mjr) or by captiv
ity of vanous kinds, subsumed as brute power (qahr); as a ward the imam 
would retain his office, and as a captive he would lose it once it was clear that 
there was no hope of release. Al-Maward! does not say which category the 
caliph of his time fell into, nor is his formulation so loaded that the result is a 
foregone conclusion, but whereas capture was a possibility considered by other 
authors/3 wardship seems to be a category unique to al-Maward!, who proba
bly introduced it precisely because he needed a rubric under which the caliphs 
of the Buyid period could be legitimated. He did after all work for two such 
caliphs himself. 

70. Juwaynl, lrshiid, :>70; Cited in Cook, Commmulin,l!, R(l!,ht, 346. 
71. Above, note 4-
72. Milward!, A(1kiim, 3off. ( 19ff.) = wf. 

Tl· Cf. Biiqilliinl, 'J{nuhrd, 1 R6.-<;; .Juwaynl, G!Jiyiith, §§ 164, 171, both affirming that a 
captured imam unlikely to regain his liberty must he replaced. 
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Even if the caliph retained his office, however, he did not actually rule the 
lands of Islam. Al-Miiward! solved this second problem hy casting all local 
rulers as his potential governors. There were two kinds of governors, he said: 
by appomtment and by usurpation (a l-ist/Iii)). The latter were local rulers who 
had established themselves by force and whose position the caliph had regu
larized by formally appointing them to thetr positions (such as the Buyids, the 
Ghaznavids or even the Seljuqs, who took over from the Ghaznavids in eastern 
Iran in 1040 and to whom al-Maward! was sent by the caliph as ambassador in 
1042 and ro44; but he does not give examples). Regularization was highly com
mendable, he said, and should be practised as far as possible, though there 
were obviously cases where it could not be done (e.g. the Fatimids and the 
Spanish Umayyads who claimed to be caliphs themselves). This stratagem 
secured a fair measure of political unity, if only in formal tcrms.-.1 

Al-Mawarcll's 1miimt al-istllc? has become notorious in the Islamicist liter
ature because Gibb found it deeply shocking: it brought down the entire edi
fice of the law, he declared in sweeping and faintly hysterical terms for which 
he has often been castigated.-; His reaction is peculiar, for what could be more 
common in history than the recognition of usurpers? It was by casttng the bar
barian polities of Europe as subordinate kingdoms (rcgna) within the empire 
(imperium) that Christians such as Isidore of Seville (d. 6 '\6) maintained the 
theoretical unity of the Roman empire.7f' In ai-Mawardl's opinion the legaliza
tion of usurpers, far from hnnging down the edifice of the law, helped to pre
serve its provisions (qawiinln al-shar'), partly by keeping the caliphate going 
and the Muslims united and partly by ensuring that public authority remained 
valid in the provinces in question, so that the decisions and judgements (of gov
ernors and qiicfis) retained their legality, the canonical taxes could be collected, 
and the penalties known as the ~mdiid could be imposed.-" What al-Maward! 
recommended was moreover what had long been practised. It stmply had not 
been codified as law before. 

74- Milward!, A(,/.:.iim, 47, 66ff./3o, :nf. = 32, y>f. 
75· Gihh, 'Al-Mawardi's Theory', 164 and 'Constitutional Organization', 19; Mikhail, 

l'olitics and Reuelatio11, 43; AI-Azmeh, Muslim KingshifJ, 254f., noteS<; (in a tone not unlike 
Gibb's own). 

76. MeHall, l'olitical Thought, 18; d. the Cambridge l-listorv o( Medicml l'olitical 
Thought, 230, where the idea IS a commonplace already by Isidore's rime. For Gibb's reaction, 
sec also below, 255. 

77· Maward!, Az1kiim, 67f. (34) 36. For the assumptions behind the statement, see 
below, ch. 1 R. 
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Sewing the umnu: ai-Juwaynl 

Al-Mawardl's solution was undermined by the further Seljuq advance: as con
quen)[s who reunited the Islamic world from Transoxania to Syria, the Seljuqs 
were much too powerful to masquerade as governors.-x In 447/105 5 the first of 
them, Tughril Beg, received the titles of sultan and king of kings (slh11u1nslu1h) 
from the caliph; in 449/1058 he was formally appointed to all the lands placed 
by God 111 the caliph's charge and graced with the title of 'King of the East and 
West'; and in 45 4t 062 an official letter identified him as 'The great s/u1/u111shiih, 
King of the East and West, the Reviver of Islam, Deputy of the Imam and 
Right Hand of God's Caliph, the Commander of the Faithful'.-" In short, the 
sultan had now formally replaced the caliph as the polittcal ruler of the 111111/lil, 

by the caliph's own agreement. 
The second Seljuq sultan, Alp Arsliin, died in 4<Jsho72, leaving a minor 

son, Malikshiih, and for the next twenty years the real ruler was neither the 
caliph nor the sultan, but rather the vizier Ni?~1m ai-Mulk. This was when 
al-Juwaynl (d. 478ho85) wrote his Ghiyclth a!-tmlilnl. Dedicated to Ni?~1m ai
Mulk and written in a florid language strangely at odds with its steely mode of 
thought, it confronted the legal and practical problems arising from a situation 
in which, as al-Juwaynl saw it, there was no imam at all. The 'Abbiisid 
caliphate no longer counted as one; here al-Juwaynl had reached a Mu'ta;r.ilite 
position. But that was only half the problem, for he could foresee even greater 
disasters ahead: mujtahids might disappear, and JUrisprudence Itself might be 
completely forgotten one day. Unlike the Mu'tazilites, he felt obliged to come 
up with practical proposals. His message, formulated 111 "allusions to the lord 
of the time and foremost man of his age", was that Ni?jm al-Mulk should 
rescue Islam by taking over the imamate himself. XII 

The imamate, he said, existed to keep people together on the shared basis 
of Islamic law. Thts could not be done without power, and the key quality 
required in an imam was ki{tlya, the ability to take care of people and to get 
thmgs done, or competence for short. He stressed this point time and again. 
All other qualities were dispensable, if not to the same degree. The least impor
tant was Qm·ashl descent, which had no bearing on governmental ability. 
Ijtihcld did affect the imam's ability to make decisions, and al-Juwaynl did not 

78. If the Ghaznavids had not been so far away, the same would probably have been felt 

to be true already of them; they certainly liked to sec themselves as the caliph's protccrors 

rather than his governors (d. Nagel, 'Urspiingc dcr Rcligionspolitik', 244f.). 
79· El', s.vv. 'al-l~a'im'; 'Toghril (I) Beg'; Ibn al-.Jawzl, Mllltta;;,mr, viii, 223 (where 

'Commander of the Faithful' refers to God's Caliph, not Tughril himself). 

So. Hallaq, 'Caliphs, Jurists and the Saljiiqs', .>9; Nagel, Fest111zg, csp. 293-9 (with a 
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like the idea of an imam who had to consult scholars first, for competence 
included the ability to act on one's own (istiq/tT/). Nonetheless, the requirement 
of ijtihtld could also be dropped if the worst came to the worst.x 1 Even probity 
and scrupulous observance of the law (wan{) could be abandoned as long as 
the imam's immorality (fisq) did not stand in the way of proper decision
making. But an imam whose immorality caused him to neglect the fundamen
tal aims of government would have to be deposed, for it would be better for 
people to be left leaderless than to follow such a wrongdoer;x2 and an Imam 
who failed to secure obedience for himself would likewise have to be deposed, 
for he fell into the same category as one who had been captured without 
prospects of release, that is, he lost l11s office.x 1 This was clearly the category 
in which ai-Juwaynl took the 'Abbiistd caliph to fall. . 

How then was deposition to be effected? AI-Juwaynl envisages three possi
bilities. First, the caliph could be declared deposed by the men who had elected 
him, the ahl aHmllwa'fJaqd, as already discussed. If it was easy for them to 
set up a new imam with the right qualities, they should do so. He would be 
charged wtth the removal of his mtquitous predecessor; if the latter resisted, he 
should be treated in accordance with the rules concerning rebels (/mghZit) set 
out in the law books; and if it would be more costly in terms of lives and suf
fering to remove the wrongdoer than to endure him, then one should leave him 
in place (without acknowledging him as caliph).x-l . . 

This gtves us the second situation: the electors can do nothing, etther 
because they cannot find a new imam with the right qualities or because it 
would be too costly for the new tmam to remove hts predecessor, whose wrong
doing is such that it would be better for people to be left leaderless. At this 
pomt one would deem people to be living without someone engaged In uphold
ing the truth (al-qiyt'im bi'H;aqq), and it was with this emergency 111 mmd that 
he wrote his Ghiy11th.xs The imam of his time was not a terrible wrongdoer; 
rather, he was a nonentity whom nobody obeyed, but the result was the same. 
Without somebody to restrain people and keep them on the paths of truth, 
society would fall apart, he thought.xr. How then were people to cope when 
there was no imam? ('inda l:.huluww al-zanuln 'an al-a'imma)? They would 
have to apply God's law on their own, he said; if the worst came to the worst, 

8 r. Ghiyiith, §§ r 13ff., 440. It is difficult to avoid the impression that he contradicts 

himself here. 
82. Jim!., §§I 5 I f. 
H_:;.lhid., §§164£., 177, 4<;>· 
84- Ibid., §155-7 (cf. above, note (,9). 

Xs.lbid., §153. 
86. Ibid., §r9. For this conviction, very common at the rime, sec below, 2.70. 
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they would have to manage without mufils qualified as mujtahids, too, such 
jurists having disappeared as wdl.x-

But there was a third possibility: somebody might take action without 
being either one of the electors or someone enthroned by them. AI-Juwaynl did 
not have ordinary people in mind: private individuals (al-ii~Jiid) were not 
allowed to rebel, he said; all sorts of evils would ensue if they did.xs But if a 
powerful man (mjul 11111(in endowed with many followers would anse com
manding good and prohibiting wrong (mu~Jtasi/Jan), then he should go ahead, 
for although private individuals were not normally allowed to use arms in the 
performance of the duty to command good and prohibit wrong, they were 
indeed permitted to do so when rescuing others in emergencies (such as 
attempted robbery or murder). A fortiori, they were allowed to do so when it 
was Islam itself that had to be rescued.x'J Again, the same clearly applied if the 
problem was an incompetent ruler rather than an immoral one. No doubt, al
Juwaynl added, "our lord, the cavern of the nations, and user of both sword 
and pen" would be able to take the hint.'m In short, ai-Juwaynl allowed the 
caliphate itself to be acquired by usurpation. 

AI-Juwaynl's argument suffers from the weaknesses that a powerful man 
might simply be a private individual who had used arms to buildup a position 
of strength, and that most people who rebelled claimed to do so for the sake of 
Islam in some way or other, so that the difference between his ii(Jtld and his 
rajul mu(tlc was less than obvious. In effect, he prohibited revolt, yet applauded 
It when It was conducted for purposes that he approved of and was likely to be 
successful. Or, as one could also put it, he prohibited it to some would-be res
cuers of Islam while allowing it to others on the grounds that the person who 
truly wanted to rescue Islam, and had the wherewithal to do it, could dispense 
with the normal rules. The judge of true intentions was al-.Juwaynl himself. In 
other words, the distinction between legality and illegality seems to lie entirely 
in his personal convictions. 

For all that, his diagnosis was right. It was to the profane power of bar
barian invaders, not to Mul)ammad's successor, that the Muslims owed their 
partial unification and recent victories against external and internal enemies. 
Such power was now too massive and too dominant a presence to be dealt with 
by perfunctory legitimation. Translated into the idiom of medieval Europe, al
Juwaynl was saying that the majordomus should proclaim himself kmg (as 
Charlemagne's father had done in medieval Gaul); translated into the idiom of 

87. Ghiyiith, §I 53· 
88. Ibid., §I6). 

Sy. Ibid., §§r63, 478-8 I, 4S4f. and lrshiid, 370. I (Cook, Co/1111/illllfing, Rig,ht, _>46). 
yo. Ibid., §§I66, 483. Hy 'cavern' (kahf) one would assume hnn ro mean refuge. 
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medieval Japan, he was saying that the shogun should take over the position of 
emperor. More precisely, he was saymg that the deputy of the llltlJOrdomus or 
shogun should do so, for what he was hinting seems to be that Ni~~1m al-Mulk 
should assume the position of caliph himself, not that he should set up 
Malikshah as such. Either way, he was secularizing the caliphate.'11 But Ni~~1m 
al-Mulk did not act on al-.Juwaynl's advice, and the invaders themselves began 
to split up after his death in 48,/Jo92. What then was the solution? 

Sewing the umma: al-Ghazii/1 

AI-Ghazall accepted most of his teacher's premises. In fact, there are strong 
echoes of the Ghrviith in his Fadcl'ih al-biitinivva (also known as the 
Must;r?.-hirl), his fir~t work on the ~ubiect, th;JUgi1. he mentions neither ai
Juwaynl nor his books by name. Like ai-Juwaynl (and many others, ll1 fact), he 
held that people left without an imam would perish Ill imernal disunity and 
contlict.'12 The imamate existed for the unification of people and the defence of 
their religious community. For this purpose the imam needed military power 
(s!JIItlllw), and such power was now supplied by the Turks, who were beloved 
by God and working for His cause, however terrible their behaviOur might be.'n 

Al-Ghazall's caliph 

AI-Ghazall also agreed with his teacher that most rules regarding the imamate 
rested on mere surmise (?111111) rather than categorical proof in the Qur'an and 
1-:bdlth, meaning that there was room for much rethinkll1g;'H but he did believe 
that there was one authontative statement (na~~) on the subJeCt, namely the 
Prophetic statement that "The Imams are of Quraysh", generally understood 
as a prescription rather than a simple description. Unlike his teacher, he did 
not think that Qurashl descent was dispensable.'15 He was ready to accept 
ai-Juwaynl's imamate by usurpation, but only if the usurper was a Qurashl.')(' 

91. Cf. Hallaq, 'Caliphs, Junsts and the Saljiiqs', 10; Nagel, Fcs/1111,1!,. ;o;f. , 
.92. I-iufii>i(J, ch. <J, esp. Jo(,f. and lqt1~iid, 2;6 (summanzed 111 Laousr, l'olitique de Gazii/1, 

216f.). C:f. below, ch. 17,270. 
. '13· Facfcl'il;, I 13; d. llilk-nbrand, 'Al-Ghaziill's Views on Governmenr', S;f. Cf. Juwaynl, 

above, note 12. 
94- Ftufifi(J, I Il) (in the discussion of the imam's 'i/m); Hallaq, 'Caliphs, Jurists and the 

Saljiiqs', wff. 
l)'\. Fmfii>i(J, 119.2; cf. 112, where he paraphrases Juwaynl, GlnviitiJ, §I oX, on how all 

past· claimants have been Qurashls, treating it as further evidence rarhcr than a concession. 
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This seemingly minor disagreement reflects a fundamental difference 
between them. To ai-.Juwaynl, the imam was first and foremost a political and 
military leader whose descent had no beanng on his competence; to ai
Ghazall, he was first and foremost a religious figurehead singled out by sacred 
descent. According to ai-Ghazall, the imam also had to be distinguished by 
scrupulous observance of the law (tuarac), and he really ought to have learning 
to the level of ijtihitd, but this reqmrement could be relaxed: here ai-Juwaynl 
and ai-Ghazall agreed. But whereas ai-Juwaynl was rhinkmg of a military com
mander who consulted jurists for lack of personal knowledge when major 
decisions had to be taken, al-Ghazall had in mind a religious figurehead who 
was meant to embody the law in everything he did and who would have to do 
so by constant consultation with jurists. Both would have preferred an imam 
who could work out right and wrong for himself, but again for different rea
sons. Al-Juwayn! wanted an effective ruler: this was why the current caliph did 
not qualify. Al-Ghazall wanted a legitimate imam: this was why the current 
caliph had to qualify. The requirement of learning to the level of ijti/}(/d had to 
be relinquished for reasons of necessity (cjmiira), ai-Ghazall said, for if it was 
not, the current caliph, ai-Musta?.hir (487-s 12II094-Iu8), would fall short of 
the qualifications for the imamate, and so would the caliphs before him. 

In ai-Ghazalfs view, one needed a legitimate imam in order to have a valid 
public sphere. Most authors on the imamate, he s:ud, wrote in a vein implying 
that there was no lawful caliph today and that past periods had also been with
out one. This was presumably a reference to Mu'tazilitcs such as 'Abel al-Jabbar 
as well as his own teacher, and he was not the only scholar to be worried by 
views of this kind. A Mu'tazilite by the name of al-Karkhl (d. 478ho8sf) is 
reported have argued, much as al-Ghazall was to do, that the reqwrement of 
learning would have to be relaxed since there would not otherwise be a legiti
mate imam any more. In al-Karkhl's view the imam had so many other things 
to do that he could not master the law without neglecting h1s governmental 
duties; all one could require was that he be a man of discernment, intelligence, 
and good judgement.'F The reason why al-Karkhl relaxed the requirement, 
however, is that he wanted an imam who was both legitimate and effective, 
much as did al-Juwaynl. By contrast, ai-Ghazal! did not think of the 1mam as 
a ruler at all. In his view the reason why one needed an imam was that the 
absence of such a figurehead would mean that all public offices (al-ruiliiyiit) 
were invalid, that God's rights and l;udt-:id could not be effected, and that all 
dispositions regarding lives, sexual relations and property would be void, 
for "judges owe their authority to their appointment by the imam (ma~dar 

97· Simnanl, Rat.ucfa, i, §37, on his reacher Abii 'All Mul~ammad b. Al~mad b. al-Wal!d 
(al-Karkhl). 
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al-qucfiih tawliyat al-imilm); if the imamate is void, their appointment is also 
void, their authority dissolves, and they become private individuals (ilta(mqr-:i 
bi-iil;iid al-hhalq)."9x The carpet of the law would be rolled up 111 its entirety, 
as he put it. 9'' He expresses himself in similar terms 1n his lqtt~c7d and, more 
briefly, the ll;yc1': if there were no caliph, all public appo111tments (wilc7yc7t) 
would be invalid, marriages would not be lawfully contracted, all the disposi
tions of all officials in all parts of the Muslim world would be void, and all 
humans would be engaging 1n forbidden acts. There were only three possible 
ways of handling the problem, he says: one could prohibit marnages and other 
dispositions requiring judges, which was impossible; or one could declare the 
forbidden marriages and other dispositions to be valid by overnding necessity 
(cjari:ira); or one could declare the caliphate itself to be valid on grounds of 
overriding necessity. Once more, he deems relaxation of the rcqmrcment of 
ijtihiid to be the only acceptable solution. wo 

AI-Ghazall seems unduly perturbed by the idea of the 1mamate being 
vacant. In principle, of course, everyone agreed that all legitimate power 
flowed from the imam, so that all public offices would he void in his absence, 
including those of judges. One of the advantages of recognizing usurpers as 
caliphal governors was precisely that it ensured the validity of official appoint
ments and legal judgements made in the areas under their control, as al
Mawardl had said. 1111 But al-Ghazall does seem to go to extremes. For a start, 
he appears to overstate the need for judges. They were indeed required to con
tract marriages on behalf of orphans and other girls without guardians 
(according to the schools which did not allow women to contract marriage for 
themselves), and this must be what al-Ghazall has in m111d. 102 It is possible that 
all marriages were normally concluded w1th the assistance of judges in his 
time; 101 but in stnct law neither marriage contracts nor commercial transac
tions required judges for their validity, and it was likewise by custom rather 
than legal requirement that retaliation for killing and wounding was dealt with 
by public authorities rather than the victim's kin, as al-Gha!.all's own teacher 
had pointed out.HH It was only the (mdiid penalties that could not be applied in 

98. Fcufii'i(J, IO~ (opcninF, of ch. 9). 

99· Ibid., IO'i. 
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the absence of an imam (whether in the sense that no imam existed or that he 
was in hiding). 105 

Even if judges were indispensable, moreover, the Muslim world had been 
ruled by kings and sultans for so long that people had in practice come to think 
of judges as deriving their authority from them, and/or from the community 
at large. 101' In fact, ai-Ghaziil! shared that view himself, if only by recourse to 
cfari:ira: "Every judge appointed by a powerful man (~ii~Jib shmulw) can make 
valid judgements, because of overriding necessity," he conceded in his Wajlz. 10~ 

'Abel al-.Jabbiir incidentally remarks that if the imam could not appoint gover
nors and judges, the community could do so by way of deputizing for him 
(niyZibatan canhu); 10s in the same vein al-Miiwardl says that a local community 
could appoint its own judge on an interim basis if there happened to be no 
imam at the time; 1119 and it was precisely by tracing the authority of judges to 
the community rather than to the caliph that the Ijanafl al-Kiisiinl (d. 'i87/u89) 
eliminated the problem two generations after al-Ghaziil!. 1111 By then, the Malik! 
ai-Miizarl (d. 5 36h 141) had gone so far as to rule that the verdicts of judges 
appointed by infidel rulers in Sicily were authoritative. 111 Yet ai-Ghaziil! con
tinued to speak as if all public offices would be void for lack of a valid caliph. 

Finally, if al-Musta~hir absolutely had to be legitimate, why did al-Ghaziil! 
not simply deem him to be a mujtahid irrespective of fact? Earlier caliphs such 
as the soldier ai-Mu<ta~im (d. 227/842) or the pleasure-seeker al-Muqtadir (d. 
294/908) can hardly have possessed the requisite learning, yet nobody seems to 
have questioned their legitimacy on those grounds. There were obviously 
Mu<tazilitcs who regarded them, and most other caliphs past or present, to be 
illegitimate, but their precise grounds for doing so arc unknown. The Sunnis 
who accepted them must have deemed such caliphs to be mujtahids by virtue 
of their office or alternatively else regarded the requirement of learning as 
unimportant. Yet ai-Ghaziil! writes in tones so alarmist than he sounds like a 

105. Sec further below, ch. 1 H. 

ro6. Ni("jm ai-Mulk blithely identifies judges as the deputies of kings, adding that they 
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Sh!<ite (or a first-century Muslim) to whom dying without allegiance to an 
imam was tantamount to dying as a pagan. God's rights ((mqtlq) would remain 
unfilfillcd, the entire carpet of the law would be rolled up, he says, though he 
plainly docs not think that ritual law (except perhaps for the Friday prayer) 
would be invalidated. One would not guess from his account that Kharijites, 
lmiim1s, Zaydls, and Mu<tazilitcs had long debated how to cope without an 
imam or that Sunnis had now begun to do so too, let alone that his own teacher 
had devoted a whole book to the question. 112 

It 1s hard to avmd the suspicion that ai-Ghaziil! had been affected by the 
Jsmailism he wrote against and the attractions of which he understood all too 
well. What he wanted was some counterpart to the Ismaili 1111am; Without it, 
he seems to have felt, Sunnism would not be a real alternative. Since the Ismaili 
imam was by now identified first and foremost as an infallible source of 
religious instruction (tacllm), a caliph endowed with genuine learning was 
required for purposes of counterbalance, and ai-Musta"?hir clearly did not pos
sess such learning. "You cannot claim that this requirement IS fulfilled," as al
Ghaziill has a hypothetical opponent dcclare. 113 Possibly, the lsmaili stress on 
tcO/m had also affected the Mu'tazilites: it was well before al-Ghaziil! that ai
Karkhl tried to save the legitimacy of current imams by relaxing the require
ment of learning; it was eight to nine years before ai-Ghaziill's first statement 
on the subject that al-Karkhl's pupil defined the issue as ijtihiid in a maxunal 
sense and denied that one could have an imam without It (though he did not 
spell out the implications for the current caliph); and other M u<tazilites of the 
eleventh century are well known to have been among those who declared the 
imamate to be vacant. 11 '1 In other words, it would seem that the Ismail is caused 
other people to focus their attentions on a requirement that they might other
wise have disimssed as a mere formality. Under pressure from extreme adher
ents of the view that the imam was a source of religious instruction, jami'N 

Muslims were now forced either to abandon the requirement of learning or 
else to see to it that it was actually observed: the only other option was to con
cede that their imam was as illegitimate as their opponents declared him to be. 
Under such pressure it cannot have taken ai-Ghaziill long to decide that the 
requirement had to be abandoned. In his later works he explains that learning 

1 12. Cf. also al-Karkhl's l)anafl pupil Ibn al-Simniini, who explicitly asked what would 

happen to the law if there was neither an Imam nor a nghtcous usurper, described in terms 

rem111iscent of Juwaynl's (Simni\nl, 1\au•tfa, I,§§ I I,_, 5). 
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to the level of ijtihcld belonged in the rubric of maziiyii '1-ma~clli(J, desiderata 
over and on top of the basic reqlllrements of welfare- mere icmg on the cake, 
as we might put it - and that it would be absurd to reject the entire cake for 
lack of icmg. 115 The cake he wanted to keep was clearly a communal life that 
continued to be valid by Islamic law. 

The role of the imam in the validation of the community will be discussed 
in detail in Chapter 18. Here it will suffice to say that there were three views 
on what would happen to the community if there ceased to be an imam. The 
first was that it would cease to exist altogether, not in the sense that it would 
fall apart (though it might do that as well), but rather m the sense that it would 
lose its moral footing. It would turn into a haphazard collection of human 
beings who merely happened to live together, instead of being a community of 
believers set apart by their devotion to God's law. The saving vehicle would dis
appear; the abode of Islam would be indistinguishable from that of unbelief; 
everyone would die as a pagan. The imam of the Imami and Ismaili Sh!cites 
retained this role in ai-Ghaziil!'s time, with the result that he could not be 
allowed to disappear. One way or the other he existed, if only in hiding; the 
true community was constituted by his followers. 

The second position was that a community without an imam would con
tinue to exist, but that it would lose its public sphere. All public functions 
would be suspended: there would be no Friday prayer, no collection of taxes, 
no missionary jihcld, no judges, and no execution of the ~udr-:id; or all these 
functions might still be fulfilled, but they would not have any validity. One 
would however still be able to live an upright life along with other Muslims by 
following the law in the regulation of one's private life, avoiding the powers 
that be to the best of one's ability. In effect, one would live as if under non
Muslim rule. This was the view of the Imamis and lsmailis (on the under
standing that the imam actually existed even if he was not present), and also 
of the Zayd!s, Muctazilites, and (probably) Khiirijites, as well as at least some 
Sunnis, such as the I:Janafl Ibn al-Simniin1. 11 c' AI-Miiward! also adhered to this 
view, if only up to a point. 117 But the Sunnis typically avoided the problem by 
never getting into a Situation in which no imam existed, first by acknowledg
ing every caliph as the legitimate imam even if he fell short of rightly guided 
status and next by accepting secular kings in the imam's role, or by deeming 
the legitimacy of public life to depend on the community rather than its leader. 
There had however long been ascetics and Sufis who were prone to seeing 

1 r 5· Iqti~iid, 239; l~yil', ii, 116. Compare Juwaynl's vu:w that evcrythmg over and above 
competence is fl ~ukm al-istikmiil wa'l-tatimma lahii (Ginyillh, §449). 

n6. Cf. above, note 112. 

117. Cf. above, notes 77, 109; below, 293. 
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public life (or even the Muslim community altogether) as invalidated by the 
transgressions of the quasi-caliphs, and there were many more who took this 
view when government fell to the Seljuqs and their ill-behaved followers. 

The third view was that the community would continue to exist in the 
absence of an imam and that 1t would even retain its public life, or some of it, 
because the imam's functions, or some of them, would devolve to the jurists: 
they would take over the convocation of the Friday prayer, the collection of 
taxes, and perhaps other functions too. This was a new idea propounded on 
the lmami side by ai-Mufid (d. 4r~/ro22) and al-Tus! (d. 4\9/1067), and on the 
Sunni s1de by ai-Ghaziil!'s teacher al-Juwaynl (d. 478/108\) in I11S Ghiyilth. 

AI-Ghaziill's tone IS so alarmist that one initially takes him to adhere to the 
first position, but what he actually outlines is the second v1ew, without ever 
mentioning the third, though he must have known It well enough. In other 
words, he identifies hnnself as a Sunni of an unusually imamocentnc type: nei
ther kings nor jurists would do in the imam's role; quas1-caliph though he was, 
ai-Musta~hn· had to be legitimate. One would assume his alarmism to reflect 
the fact that the moral basis of public life was now under attack from both out
side and inside the Sunni camp, from the Ismailis against whom he wrote his 
Musta:?hirl on the one hand, and from the ascetics and Sufis to whom he set 
out the rights and wrongs of the public order in his !(Jytf on the other. 11 ~ 

Caliph and sultan 

AI-Ghaziil!'s caliph had a novel feature in that he was not meant to rule his fol
lowers in political terms. Unlike the Ismailis, or for that matter his teacher, ai
Ghaziil! acknowledged that the Muslims now belonged to two different 
communities, one religious and the other political, one the t/11111/Cl and the 
other the secular kingdoms into which it was divided. The rmmra had been 
founded by the Prophet on the basis of his law and was still headed by one of 
his descendants: this was the community of believers or congregation to which 
all Muslims (as seen by ai-Ghaziil!) belonged, the Sunni version of the catholic 
(all-embracing, 'big-tent') church; and this was the community that the caliph 
represented. But as subjects the Muslims were now distributed in ephemeral 
kingdoms headed by profane rulers, to whom they paid their taxes and on 
whose armies they relied for such security as they had. Th1s was the commu
nity or communities (regna in medieval European parlance) represented by the 
sultan(s). AI-Ghaziill would clearly have preferred to live without this duality, 
but unlike his teacher, he saw that it had come to stay. AI-Juwaynl had still 

118. For the latter, sec below, 34~;, 
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thought of the imam as the leader of a community that was both political and 
religious: it was for this reason that he wanted to replace the titular caliph with 
a real ruler. The Ismail is also thought of the imam as the head of a community 
that was both political and religious: what they wanted was a rightly guided 
imam in charge of both spheres. Al-.Juwaynl's solution amounted to secular
ization of the community of believers, while that of the Ismailis left the Turkish 
invaders out of the picture, or alternatively required the1r military power to be 
sanctified. AI-Ghazall found the only solution to lie in a division of labour. 

The divisiOn of labour proposed by al-Ghazall was quite simple: the secu
lar ruler supplied the power, the caliph supplied the moral purpose for which 
power was to be used. Differently put, the caliph was now head of the religious 
community alone. This was the only community to matter in moral terms, for 
unlike the ephemeral kingdoms into wh1ch it was cliv1ded from time to time, it 
was the community in which one travelled to eternal salvation. But 1t lacked 
military power. The imam needed such power (shawlw), al-Ghazall said, so he 
had to collaborate with a secular ruler or, as he terms it, a strongman (dlnl 
shawlw), who would set him up. If there was a smglc powerful man com
manding general obedience, the candidate became imam by virtue of receiving 
allegiance from him. If there were several, they would have to come to an 
agreement and the same would apply. The key point was that the military ruler 
or rulers should lend their power to the imam, by undertaking to serve as h1s 
executives. 11 'J 

Al-Ghazall calls this undertaking ta{uilcf, delegation, 120 a startling term in 
that it acknowledges upfront that the power came from outside the religious 
institution. The term is more commonly used of the imam's delegation of 
power to his underlings, such as viziers and governors, but al-Ghazall did not 
try to present the Seljuqs as owing the11· power to the caliph. On the contrary, 
the caliph owed his power to the Seljuq ruler and paid him back by legitimating 
his position. "Public authority (,zf-wil<iya) today follows nothing but military 
power (a!-sharu/.w). Whoever receives allegiance from the holder of military 
power is caliph (fa-mmz biiycl ahu ~~~~Jib a!-shawlw fa-huwa a!-hhafl(a)," as he 
said in his final statement on the subject; "and whoever exercises independent 
power while obeying the caliph as regards the Friday oration and the coinage, 
he is the sultan whose decision and judgement n1LISt be carried out in the 
provinces"; "the public authority of the sultans in the distant lands who pay 
allegwnce to the caliph is effective (al-wi!iiya nii(idha li'!-safcl{ln (1 aq(iir a!
bilcld af-nzulxiyNna !i'!-l:.hallf;l)." 121 Sometimes ai-Ghazall envisages the 

r l9.lqt1~iid, 2._)8; huft!'i(J, 110; d. Lambron, 'Internal Srructure', 2.07. 

12.o.lqti~c"id, 2._38.2. and elsewhere. 
t2.1.lljyii', ii, 1u1. 1, (,. 
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strongman as paying allegiance to a candidate chosen by the electors; at other 
times, he casts the strongman as the elector h1111self. One elector would do pro
vided that he was powerful and not opposed by anyone who mattered, he says. 
When 'Umar gave allegiance to Abu Bakr, his imamate vvas contracted by 
virtue of that one allegiance alone, because the Muslims 111 general followed; 
Abu Bakr would not have become caliph if they had resisted or been divided. 122 

To the reader accustomed to thinking of the caliph as a ruler, ai-Ghaziill seems 
to be saying that one needed a ruler ('Umar) in order to acquire a ruler (Abu 
Bakr). Why not make do with the first? But the first ruler is JUSt a person who 
happens to be powerful, like the Seljuq sultan. It is his role that 'Umar illus
trates as elector of Abu Bakr. The second ruler is the properly constituted 
imam, elected to serve God's purpose by keeping the lvluslims together on the 
right path, a man of Qurashl descent and other characteristics which as it 
happened 'Umar had also possessed, but which the sultan could never acquire. 

The Seljuqs had arrived as wielders of brutal and destructive power with
out anything that counted as a moral purpose from the po111t of view of the 
world they overran. The best one could do was to tame them, to put thell· 
power to constructive use and give them a positive role by harnessing them to 
the cause of Islam. It was in that spirit that ai-Juwaynl had lauded them for 
their services to Islam agamst the Byzantines and the Qaramip of Bal)rayn, for 
naive he most certainly was not, and he will not have taken It for granted that 
it was with the intention of pleasing God that they had embarked on the cam
paigns in question; rather, he was habituating them to the idea that they had a 
moral role to play. 123 AI-Ghazal!, too, is engaged in the task of taming them. 
His strongman is a brute enrolled in the service of Islam. Like the Byzantine 
emperor, the brute elects a man of God to serve as the moral leader of the com
munity; and like the Byzantine patriarch, the moral leader rewards the brute 
who has chosen him by legitimating his military power. Communal life thus 
continued to be based on the service of God under properly constituted 
authorities, now two rather than one. Both political and moral anarchy were 
avoided. 

AI-Ghazall pays no attention to the question how the strongman, or the 
two or three strongmen who divided up the community between them, might 
emerge. Their power cannot be regulated by humans, he says; that is up to 
God. 12·1 Political power is left- to chance, in other words. The only constitution 

12.2.. F(/(fii' i(J, I I 0. 

12.3. Cf. above, note 12.. 

1 2.4- Fmf,"i' i(J, 1 1 of. 
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that interests al-Ghazal! is that of the religious community, the congregation. 
His concern IS not with the political realm, only with moral life. 

Secular government and society 

Like his teacher, al-Ghazal! is quite brutal about the nature of shatuha. His 
tone has been deemed to be frank, realistic, disillusioned, and even cynical, and 
so it is, but not quite as normally undcrstood. 12 ' He is indeed realistic in his 
open confrontation of the fact that the caliph was no longer the ruler and in 
his admission that al-Musta;;.hir lacked learning to the level of ijtihc7d, but con
trary to what is often implied, he should not be seen as sacrificing his princi
ples and selling out to Scljuq might, suppressing his scruples in order to 

legitimate a secular government for which there was no room in the classical 
doctrine. On the contrary, he devotes page after page to the legitimacy of the 
calitJh, not the sultan, whose status he either takes for granted or settles in a 
couple of lines with reference to his recognition of the caliph. He docs speak 
in cynical tones about secular government. The reason why he does so, how
ever, is not that he is sacrificing his scruples 111 order to accommodate it, but 
on the contrary that he is putting it in its place: shatuka is mere muscle power, 
mere brute force, and there is nothing exalted or elevated about it, though one 
cannot do without it. Far from selling out to secular power he is going out of 
his way to belittle its moral significance. 

Political and military government was secular. It had been seized by for
eigners, but it was not worth crying over it, let alone removing the caliph for it, 
whether in favour of an Ismaili imam or a secular leader such as Ni?-<1m al
Mulk: this seems to be the message. The moral foundation of the community 
was guaranteed by the caliph, not by the king, and the caliph did nor need to 
be a secular ruler himself; conversely a secular ruler could nor guarantee the 
moral foundation. All that a secular ruler had was coercive power, and con
trary to what the Ismail is and Neoplatonists said, coercive power had no place 
on the ladder of salvation. One was not to envisage the relationship between 
religion and government after the fashion of, say, the courtier Ni?iim! 'ArusiT (d. 
after 547h 153), who saw the king as forming a continuum with the imam, the 
Prophet and God. 126 Unlike the caliph, the king was not the leader of the com
munity founded by Mul)ammad, or his representative, JUSt a crude soldier 

r2.5. Gihb, 'Constitutional Organization', 19 (bllt contrast z.o); von Grunehaum, 
Medieual Islam, r()i\; Lamhton, State ami Got'CI'II/1/I'IIt, 110; Lewis, l'olitical Langua,l!,c, ror; 

Hillenbrand, 'AI-Ghaziill's Views on Covcrnment', S'if., 90 (where he is also deemed ro 
engage in prous dishonesty). 

12.6. Ni~~\ml 'Ariidl, Chahtir J'vlaq,i/a, wf. 
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given to self-indulgence, abuse of power, misuse of funds and other violations 
of the law. One did not gain virtue by frequenting the courts of longs or work
ing for their cause. On the contrary, one should avoid the company of rulers 
(:p.J~Jbat a/-sulttln), as so many ascetics and a~l;c7b al-~mdlt!J had said. 127 But 
though secular government was ugly, oppressive, and immoral, there was no 
question of managing without it. Oppressive rulers had to be left in place if 
they were roo powerful to be removed without civil war; 12~ and one had to be 
grateful to God for raismg up the brutes who took it upon themselves to pro
vide some minimal order in allegiance to the caliph. But the power they exer
cised had no positive moral meaning in itself. It was only as a sword wielded 
on behalf of Islam that it acquired value. The only legitimacy the secular ruler 
could hope for was instrumental, as a mere tool of the religious institution. 

What deeply worried ai-Ghazal! was nor the legitimacy of secular govern
ment, bur on the contrary that of Muslim society. \X!hen he discusses the valid
ity of public offices, his concern is not for the sultan, but for all the ordinary 
Muslims who might find themselves unable to marry, divorce, conduct business 
and otherwise pursue their daily lives on a lawful basis. He wants the caliph to 
be legitimate to ensure that they can live in accordance with God's will. He dis
plays the same concern for the moral status of Muslim society in his discussion 
of the question whether one could cross bridges built by rulers, handle the 
coins they issued, or accept money from them. Here as there, the question is 
how far the community could be said still to be based on the law: had the pub
lic order which distinguished the abode of Islam from that of unbelief survived 
the transfer of power from Mul)ammad's descendant to barbarian invaders? 
His answer was that it had, as long as the invaders recognized the caliph and 
thus allowed their power to be used in the service of the law again. One could 
use their coins, cross their bridges and accept money from them, provided that 
one had a legal title to it. 129 Bur one could not rely on the invaders to enforce 
the law in more than a basic sense. It is private individuals that al-Ghazal! sees 
as the ma111 performers of the duty to command right and prohibit wrong, 
allowing them to use force where necessary. 130 In short, the caliph and the 
community over which he presided represented Islamic morality; the best the 
barbarian rulers could hope for was to serve it. 

127. I(,y,/>, ii, 12.4f.; cf. Lamhton, State i/11(/ Goucmment, 3 r 4f. 

12.8. l(JyiF, ii, 115.-2. (tr. 111 Gihh, 'Constrtutronal Orgamzation', 19) 

12.9. l(Jy,7>, ii, book 4, ch. <;, .:sp. 11 'iff. 
130. Below, ch. rS, 302.. 
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Umma and state 

Al-Ghazal! was the first clearly to articulate the fact that the Muslim world had 
developed something similar to the division between state and church 1n 
medieval Europe. There were now two types of community, one of believers 
and another of subjects. The former was pan-Islamic (the umlllil), the Luter 
usually took the form of a plurality of kingdoms. The one was intrinsically 
holy, the other secular. God had "given one power to the prophets and another 
power to king; and He has made it incumbent on the people of the earth that 
they should submit themselves to the two powers", as the historian Bayhaq! (d. 
470/1077) observed in terms recalling the famous statement by Pope Gelasius 
(d. 490) on the two powers, the authority (auctoritas) of popes and power 
(/JOtestas) of kings, by which this world was rulcd. 1" The scholars had to obey 
the sultan in everything that fell under his authority iust as the sultan had to 
obey the scholars in everything that came within their jurisdiction, al-.Juwayn! 
was reported to have said, 132 raising the question what the precise division of 
labour between them was. AI-Ghazal!'s praise of the Turks has been inter
preted as a veiled warning to the caliph not to interfere in the sultan's sphcre,u> 
and there were certainly others who explicitly told him not to do so. "If the 
caliph is the imam, his constant occupation must be prayer ... There is no 
sense in the caliph's interference in the affairs of ephemeral earthly rule. This 
is the business of sultans," the guardian (atabeg) of the last Seljuq sultan, 
Tughril Ill (d. 5901! 194), is reported to have declared,LH voicing sentiments 
with which most European kings of the same period would have agreed. There 
were two kinds of government, one external and the other internal; kings and 
their deputies were in charge of the former while the latter fell to the c ulamii\ 
as we arc told by Fakhr al-D!n al-K'iz! said (to whom the caliph barely existed, 
except as a moral idcal). 111 All were operating with a division between secular 
and spiritual government reminiscent of that in Europe. 

But there were two major differences. First, the caliph had no ecclesiastical 
machinery within the kingdoms into which the Muslim community was 
divided, only an amorphous body of scholars who might or might not look to 
him for guidance. \'V'hen there was tension between him and a political ruler, 
it was usually because he was trying to recover his own former position as 

131. Cited in Bosworth, Glwwa[lids, 63; d. Gclasius 111 the Cambrid,l!,l! History o( 
Medieual Political Thought, 2.ll8f. 

132.. Cited by 'All I~fahanl in Marlow, 'Kings, Prophets and the 'Uiama'', I I sf. 
133. Hillenbrand, 'Al-Ghazall's View on Government'.};(,. 

134- Rawandl in Barthold, Turkesta11, 372.; in Lew1s, Political l.t111,l!JUIJ!,C, .f7f. The 
statement was directed against the caliph al-Na~ir. 
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political ruler, not because he was using the local scholars to collect funds or 
execute directives on behalf of a separate religious agency. The coexistence of 
caliph and sultan, in other words, led to political competition of the normal 
kind, not to attempts at ever-sharper definitions of the relationship between 
their jurisdictions. Secondly, the scholars and kings of the Islamic world ruled 
the believers/subjects on the basis of the same law, the Sharl'a, not, as in the 
Latin West, on the basis of two different legal systems, canon law and Roman 
or common law, dev1sed by different sets of authorities. So from that point of 
view, too, the cards were stacked against a sharp separation of the two spheres 
of government on the Islamic side of the fence. 

A/-N,/~Ir and 'Umar <~1-SuhrmuardJ 

Tension between the caliph and a secular ruler came to a head with the acces
sion of al-Na~ir (_<;7'i-62.2!t 1 So- I 2.2.'i), a caliph determined to recover his full
ness of power. By his time, the Scljuq sultanate had collapsed completely, 
leaving behind a profus1on of minor dynasties, notably the Ayyubids in Syna 
and Egypt, and the Ghunds and Khwarizmshahs in eastern Iran. Al-Nasir cast 
himself as the ultimate ruler of the Muslim world, aided and abetted .by his 
coun theologian ai-Suhraward!, with a modicum of success everywhere except 
in the case of the Khwarizmshah, who emerged as his chief nval. 

'Umar al-Suhraward!, not to be confused with 'the Suhraward! who was 
killed' (a/-S. al-nzaqtii/), was a Sufi. Of Sufism it can be said that it began in the 
ninth century, though its roots stretched far hack in the pre-Islamic Ncar 
East, and that it had a bearing on public life from the start in the sense that it 
counselled withdrawa I from this world, but that it had not so far meshed 
directly with thought about government. This 1s what it came to do now. Al
Suhrawarcl! cast al-Na~ir as an intermediary (wiisi(a) between man and God, 
claiming that God had singled our His caliph for the highest perfection a Sufi 
could attain and that the caliphate was deputyship of God on earth to lead 
mankind to God.u6 He thus reinvested the caliphate with relig1ous authority, 
clearly with a view to !llStifying a political come-back, by casttng the caliph as 
a Sufi shayhh on whom all Sufis had to model themselves, all Muslims being 
his disciples. Given that the caliphate had developed in isolation from Sufism, 
it was an apt way of endowing it with significance in an Increasingly Sufi 
world, but one may of course wonder how seriously it was taken. 

I -,6. Hartmann, 1111-NiiJir, 1 I 2.ff., Al-Na~ir duly called himself kha/if;ll ,Tf/ah 'alii kii((trt a hi 
al-isliim in an inscriptiOn at 'Arafa (RCEA. ix, no. '4~5, cf. Lewis, l'oliti<"al Lall,l!,llil.!!,l!, 46). 
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If al-Suhrawardi's ideas were grandiose, al-Nii~ir's methods were bizarre, 
and his general behaviour behind the sugary fa<;:ade was brutish.u7 He tried to 
restore his position of primacy by enrolling other rulers in chivalric organiza
tions, pigeon clubs, and shooting associations, of which he secured a monop
oly by outlawing all except his own. He did his best to control education and 
culture, too, and spied on everyone. Saladin dutifully requested a document of 
investiture from him, as did some Scljuqs in Anatolia. But the Khwiirizmshiih 
Tekish (d. uoo) clashed with him 111 Western Iran, on which both had designs, 
and Tekish 's successor Mul)ammad (d. 1220) turned up the temperature by 
declaring al-Nii~ir to be deposed and setting up an 'Aiid anti-caliph. In 1217 he 
marched on Baghdad, but snowstorms in Kurdistan forced him to turn back. UN 

Meanwhile al-Nii~ir, repeatedly ignoring requests by the Ayyubids for help 
against the Crusaders, was rumoured to be inviting the Mongols to take action 
against Mul~ammad. 1 19 ln 6s6/J25~ the Mongols sacked Baghdad and killed 
the last Abbasid caliph, al-Musta'~im. The reaction awaits a study, but the 
sources are not exactly brimming over with grief. 

Westem Islam and S111mi mahdism 

The Seljuq unification had stopped short of Egypt, let alone North Africa and 
ai-Andalus. Egypt was recovered for eastern Islam by Saladin 111 U71, but 
North Africa and al-Andalus continued to have their separate history, domi
nated by two great reformist movements, the Almoravids (a!- Muriibitun) and 
the Almohads (ai-Muwal)l)idun). The Almorav1ds were ~anhiija Berber tribes
men from the southwestern Sahara united by the scholar 'Abdallah b. Yiisln (d. 
45o/ro58). They reached Morocco after Ibn Yiisln's death, founded Marrakesh 
in 454/1062 and crossed over to ai-Andalus in 479/1086, to rule it clown to 
54r/n47· The Almohads who succeeded them were Ma~muda Berbers from 
the Atlas mountains in Morocco who were united by the scholar Ibn Tumart 
(d. 524/II30). They captured Marrakesh from the Almoravids in 542/1147 and 
occupied the rest of North Africa as well as al-Andalus soon thereafter. In the 
early thirteenth century, their North African possessions fell to new dynasties, 
and by the middle of the century they had lost the whole of ai-Andalus, apart 
from Granada, to the Christians. It was when the first of these two Berber 
movements was petering out that Sunni Mahdism rose to political importance. 

r 37· Ibn al-Athlr, Kiimil, xii, +tO (year 622), dcscribmg him as abhorrent. Ibn al-Jawzl 
wrote a dlwmm al-imiim al-Nii~ir (Hartmann, an-Nii~ir, 117). 

r )8. For all this, sec Barthold, Turh<'slan, 372f., 402f.; El', s.v. 'Kh'\lrizmshiih'. 
139·l·:l', s.v. 'al-Nii~ir' (A. Hartmann, who likes him a good deal better than did Ibn al

Athlr). 
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From the later Umayyad period down to the end of the Fatnmd caliphate, 
Mahclism had been an overwhelmingly Shl'itc phenomenon. There may well 
have been equal interest in the Mahcli as an eschatological figure 111 Jamii'l and 
Shl'ite circles: both certainly wrote about him. But it was only to Shl'ites that 
he was of political significance. When janutl Muslims produced messianic 
leaders, they were marginal figures, and they did not usually call themselves 
the Mahdi, as opposed to 'the Sufyiinl', 'the QalHiinl', or the like, With reference 
to different apocalyptic models. 1"111 By contrast, Shl'ite Mahdism generated the 
'Abbiisid revolution, the Ismaili movement, and numerous 111111or Ivlahdis in 
between. With the failure of Ismailism, however, it was played out. From now 
onwards it was primarily the Sunnis who put the 1dea to political usc. 

The first to do so was probably Ibn Tumart, the leader of the Almohad 
movement in North Afnca who has gone down in history as "the well-known 
Mahcli and the infallible 1m am" (al-mahdr al-mc{ lr~m wa '1-inu/m al-ma'~~~~~~). 
The mahdic role may however have been bestowed on him posthumously by h1s 
successor, 'Abel al-Mu'min (d . .')'i~/n63), under whom the Almohads con
quered ai-Andalus; and the first Sunni to make a b1d for power as the Mahdi 
may 111 that case have been Ibn Qasl, a Sufi rebel in ai-Andalus who struck 
coins with the legend "God is our Lord, Mul1ammad is our prophet, and the 
Mahdi is om imam" in 5)91! 144, using a formula also found on undated 
Almohad coins. 1·11 Whoever may have been the first, their conception of the 
mahdic role comes across as strikmgly different from that of the Shl'ites. None 
of them predicted (or was posthumously made to predict) an Imminent, total, 
and violent transformation of the world; none of them declared the resurrec
tion to be imminent, be it 1n the literal or a spiritual sense; and it was not with 
a view to being on the right side in a coming cataclysm that any of them took 
to fight111g. The Almohads did sec themselves as making a drastiC break with 
the past, but there docs not seem to have been anything apocalyptic about 1t: 
Ibn Tumart was the Mahdi in the sense of a reformer rather than a redeemer. 
This is true of most Sunni Mahdis, for they were usually tribesmen and thus 
orientated towards external organization rather than mner spirituality even 
when they were Sufis. Salvation lay in stnct application of the law, the strength
ening of organized religion, and the perfection of collective affairs, not in the 
spiritual redemption of individuals. Doing God's will meant getting people 
into line, makmg them ohcy, supprcssmg internal strife, and setting about 

qo. Fierro, 'Lc mahdi Ibn T\m1art', 119 and 'al-A~far Agarn'; Cobb, Whrtl' Bannas, 
ch. 4; Madclung, 'The Sufyiini' and 'Abu '1-'Amaypr'. 

qr. Cf. Fierro, 'Lc mahdi Ibn T\unart', csp. 109f. (the earlier Mahdis in ai-Andalus 
were caliphs using the title in the old style as a caliphal epithet; d. 116f.; above, 7'i). For the 
formula used on the coms, sec also Crone and Zimmermann, E{Jistlc, 2qff. 
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subduing the infidels. In short, it meant returning to the model of moral 
puritanism and military activism represented by the Prophet and the Rashidiin. 

One may well ask why such a restorer should call himself the Mahdi. The 
answer seems to be that only as the Mahdi would he be authorized, and indeed 
expected, to take action against the political and religious leadership of his 
time. Religious authority is notoriously dispersed in Sunni Islam. Every scholar 
has much the same authority as any other, and though some arc more persua
sive than others, they cannot depart from the consensus in maior ways without 
thereby losing their scholarly credentials. Moreover, revolt against the powers 
that be was condemned. By what authority could Ibn Tiimart claim the right 
to overturn the Almoravid establishment, itself established in the name of reli
gious reform? One answer was by means of the Mahdi, who offered a way of 
concentrating religious authority again. As far as Ibn Tiimart's Berber follow
ers are concerned, it may not have mattered very much what role he claimed as 
long as it made hun a holy man of some kind or other, but Ibn Tiimart was a 
genuinely learned man with supra-local ambitions who had to justify himself 
and the new elite he created in the eyes of the wider world, or maybe it was his 
successor who felt the need to do so when he conquered al-Andalus. 1

•
1
" Either 

way, Ibn Tiimart was the Mahdi in a new reformist sense of someone who 
guided the believers to God's path, or in other words to His law (al-mahdi i/ii 
sabll alliih), and whose mahdic status conferred infallibility on his legal rea
soning (iitihc7d).H3 He does not seem to have set a trend as far as infallibility is 
concerned, but of Mahdis there were to be plenty after him, especially in his 
own North Africa, but also elsewhere. 

The hing as califJh 

When Ibn Tiimart died, his successor, 'Abd al-Mu'min, styled himself hhallfa 
and amlr al-mu'minln; it was the only title that made sense for a successor to 
the Mahdi. H·l It aligned them with the Umayyad caliphs of al-Andalus, but 
contributed to the devaluation of the caliphal title, which was to be adopted by 
a variety of minor dynasts after the 'Abbas1d caliphate was suppressed by the 
Mongols. 

In the cast, caliphal epithets were bestowed on secular rulers well before the 
Mongols, but not yet as actual titles. Kings appear as h.hall(at alliih and/or 
God's shadow on earth in mirrors already from the eleventh century 

142. Fierro, 'Le mahcli Ibn Tfnnart', 1 I). 

I43· Ibid., 1 I 2f. and 'Legal Policies of the Almohad Caliphs,' 2:;2f. 

I++· Compare the successor to the Mahdi in nineteenth-century Sudan. 
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onwards. 1
•
1
' Unlike the Latin assertion that "the king is emperor 1n his own ter

ritory", the claim that the king was caliph in his own kingdom was not meant 
as an assertion of sovereignty. Sometimes the intention was simply to stress 
that the ruler must be obeyed: "the king is God's caliph in His lands, and his 
caliphate will not be nght if he is opposed," al-Maward! said, quoting a say
ing that came to be attributed to Aristotle. Hr, More commonly, the mtention 
was to educate the kmg by means of flattery. One presented h1111 as having 
achieved a state of moral perfection In the hope that he would respond by actu
ally trymg to achieve it: only the nghteous ruler was God's proof ((mjja) and 
shadow on earth, al-Blriin! explained; but if he was JUSt, ai-Kirmiln! added, he 
was caliph "even if he was an Ethiopian slave". 1•1- Every man who commanded 
good and prohibited wrong was God's caliph on earth according to the jurists, 
and every man could also aspire to the position of true kmg, Imam, and God's 
caliph on earth according to the philosophers, since that position rested on 
mastery of the royal craft (as they understood it), not on the possession of 
power. 1·IX But it was of course particularly important for the actual wielders of 
political power to acquire the intellectual and moral perfecnon involved; and 
when they did so, their combination of power and perfection raised them 
above all others. The ruler who had acquired both knowledge and justice pos
sessed one of the ingredients of prophethood, according to Ibn ai-Balkh! (c. 
sooh wo). 1

'
19 In the opinion of Daya, God had made David !·lis caliph on earth, 

instructing him to rule with justice (cf. Q. 38:26), to show not only that king
ship is khi/ii(a of God and that justice is of its essence, but also that kingship 
over men may be joined to the rank of prophethood; He thereby gave the lie to 
kings who claimed that the duties of kingship in this world left them unable to 
cultivate their rcligion. 1511 It was as a king who had risen to prophethood that 
Ni?~1m! depicted Alexander in his Ishandamclme. 

The application of the caliphal title to kings, accepted as counterparts to 
prophets, testifies to a progressive blurring of distinctions between rulers of 
the Islamic, the Iranian, and the Greek traditions. It is about the same time that 
the different literary genres devoted to these rulers began to merge. Constitu
tional law came to be rehearsed in mirrors for princes, which In their turn came 
to include accounts of the king drawn from the philosophers, frequently with 
an input of Sufism too, so that It IS often difficult to tell where the reference is 

145· CL above, I q. 
q6. J'vlaward!, '/(rsh/1 al-rra;ar, 202 and the editorial note thereto. 
147. Blrunl, A;liil, S 45; Kirmanl1n Fouchecour, !VIomlia, 4>>· 
I 4S. Above, I 2.8f., I So; 'Amirl, I'hinr, 155 .2; Tusl, 1-:thic:s, 192. .. 
149· Lambton, 'Justice', 100. For the king as God's ~ujja, see also above, ch. 1 '\, 153L 
I <;o. Daya, God:, llolf(/smcn, 197-9; cf. Marlow, 'Kings, Prophets and the 'lllama'', IO?f. 
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to the historical caliphate, where to contemporary kings, and where to real 
rulers as opposed to moral ideals. In the Iranian cast the secular ruler fell heir 
to all three political traditions - the monotheist, the Persian, and the Greek. 
Fakhr al-Din ai-Raz!'s ]ilml af_cufilm, a Sunni work originally written in 
Arabic, is an early example of this synthesis; a more famous example is Na~lr 
al-D!n Tlisl's Nasirean Ethrcs (!\1'-h/iiq-i 11il~irl), which is Sh!'ite and written in 
Persian. 151 

The Sumri ruay 

The merger of the caliphal and the royal titles also testifies to what one might 
pick out as the single most striking difference between Sunni political thought 
on the one hand and that of the Kharijitcs and Sh!'itcs on the other: the Sunni 
determination to keep the present legitimate. All three parties believed that 
moral ideals and power politics had coincided in the Prophet's Medina and all 
had to confront the fact that they did not do so anymore. \Xlhat were they to 
do about it? The Kharijite answer was that one had to get the two together 
again by fighting wrongful rulers until they saw the light or were eradicated, 
or at least until one had a rightly guided polity of one's own. As has been seen, 
this and the Zaydl equivalent rapidly ceased to carry conviction outside the 
tribal fnngcs. The Imami answer, by contrast, was that morality and power 
could never come together again: one had to choose between them. People pur
suing power had too many shon-term interests in this world to care for what 
was true and right, so the best one could do was to leave politics to the wrong
doers and seek to live an upright life in an apolitical community of one's own. 
God and Caesar were kept apart, not because this was viewed as a positive 
good (as in the modern West), but rather because it was the best one could do 
in the circumstances. 

The Adherents of I~lad!th sometimes came very close to the lmami view. 
Ibn 1-;Ianbal and his associates, for example, also saw political power as irre
deemably corrupt and tried to live an upright life in an apolitical community 
of their own. But there was no denunciation of the rulers as usurpers, and no 
veneration of the losers either, in their case. Instead, there was cold recognition 
of the fact that the rulers one had were the best one was ever going to get. God 
would never replace or abolish them, nor did God approve of those who spent 
their lives weeping over the political oppression of the righteous. Rulers 
certainly had to be avoided, hut they also had to be accepted as legitimate. 

151. On which, see above, 193, 2.1 <;; cf. also Fouchecour, lvloralia, 443, on Sirai al-Din 
Urmaw!'s La(ii'i( ai-!Jihma (completed 111 655/12.57 and modeled on Fakhr al-Din IUzT, 
discussed in Marlow, 'Kin)2.S, Prophets and the 'Uiama''). 
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It might be thought that Ibn l:-lanbal merely described as half full a glass 
that the lmamis described as half empty, but this reflects a fundamental differ
ence between their attitudes. Where the lmamis tried to separate moral ideals 
and political reality, the Sunnis were trying to keep the two together by stretch
mg the principles to keep reality within their domam. The caliph was really a 
king: the Sunnis accepted him as quasi-caliph. Upstart rulers usurped the posi
tion of caliphal governors: the Sunms responded by casting them as caliphal 
governors. The caliph himself lacked a crucial qualification for office: the 
Sunnis recognized him as legitimate with reference to overnding necessity. 
Kings usurped the position of the caliph: the Sunnis responded by encouraging 
them to sec themselves as incumbents of the caliphate. The caliphate disap
peared: the Sunnis responded by extending the title of caliph or imam to rulers 
of any kind. 

It is this constant strctchmg of basiC pnnciplcs that Cibb found so 
shocking m ai-Maward! and which comes across as cynicism or pious fraud to 

some Western scholars of al-Ghazall. It also shocked, or rather disgusted, the 
Kharijitcs and Shl'itcs, to whom the Sunnis came across as unprincipled peo
ple ready to pay allegiance to any tyrant and oppressor. Like modern Westerners, 
the Sh!'ites and Khariiites thought of moral principles as rules by which peo
ple were to be judged, so that some would pass and others fail. 1(> the Sunnis, 
by contrast, the moral principles were in the nature of nets which had to be 
cast wide to ensure that everybody was caught in them. If the nets had to be 
enlarged to encompass sinful rulers, so be it. Compromise was always better 
than conflict: everyone stayed together, and those caught In the net might 
sooner or later learn to abide by the rules of their own accord. 

Differently put, the Sunnis reacted to power by trying to tame it, by bring
ing it lllto the house in the hope that it could be domesticated. It did not really 
make much difference whether the rulers were their own caliphs or barbanan 
invaders. It was only against Infidels that the barriers went up, excluding the 
possibility of compromise. 
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THE NATURE Ol:i GOVl~RNMl~NT 

As seen in Chapter 1, early Muslims tacitly assumed humans to have originated 
in a politically organized society based on revealed law, and to have recreated 
such a society whenever God sent them a messenger with a new law. In the 
ninth century they began to enquire into their own presuppositions. Why do 
humans live social lives? Must their societies be based on religious law brought 
by a prophet or might man-made law and morality suffice? Could one manage 
without a monarch? lvlust government be monarchic, or mdecd autocratic, or 
could alternative forms of political organization be envisaged? Their answers 
mostly, though not always, endorsed the assumptions with which they had 
started out, but they did so with a plethora of explicit argumentation which 
often raised new questions and which continued beyond the penod considered 
in this book. The debate was dominated by philosophers, mutakallinzs, and 
Sh!'ite thinkers rather than by religious scholars from the Sunn1 camp, but the 
latter accepted many of the ideas it produced. Since the arguments are scat
tered in works of the most diverse genres and the study of them is still in its 
infancy, what follows is merely a preliminary survey. 

Why do humans live hz societies? 

Most educated persons in the Near East before the rise of Islam knew the 
answer to this question, ultimately from Aristotle and other Greek philoso
phers. "Because of the arts and sciences and the useful things to which they 
lead, we have mutual need of one another, and because we need one another 
we come together in one place in large numbers," as Nemesius of Emesa (c. 
400) explained in a widely read treatise on human nature (which was eventually 

[ 259] 
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translated into Arabic too}; "to this human assemblage ... we give the name of 
city (polis), for man IS a naturally sociable animal (/JO!itilwll zoon). No single 
person is in all ways self-sufficient." 1 Most educated persons in the Near East 
gave the same answer after they had become Muslims. It Is first encountered in 
;1-Jal~it,: (d. 255/869), the first Muslim author known to have considered the 
question: it is in the nature of humans that they need one another and must 
cooperate to survive, he says, adding "God, exalted Is He, has not created 
anyone who is able to fulfil his need on h1s own."2 The Muslims could soon 
read the same in Arabic translations of Greek works, which they rapidly took 
to citing.' Humans must come together to cooperate, especially as they also 
need to associate in order to live virtuous lives, al-'i\mirl (d. 38 r/992) declared, 
paraphrasing Aristotle; exceptions would be in the nature of gods or beasts.·1 

"For this reason it is said that man is sociable by nature (al-msiin madanl 
bi'l-taff)," Raghib al-I~fahanl (c. 4oo/ww) observed.' The same argument was 
used in varying versions, now with and now without the Aristotelian tag that 
man is a social animal ((Jayaruiin insrlmadmrf), by the philosophers ai-Razl 
(d. prob. 113/925),1

' al-Farabl (d . .)39/9so),l Ibn Slna (d. 4281Io37),x and Ibn 
Rushd (d. 595III98),~ the secretary Qudama b . .Ja'far (d. prob. 337f948),H1 the 
polymath ai-Blrunl (d. 440/1048), 11 the religious scholar Fakhr ai-Din ai-Razl 
(d. 6o6II2o9), 12 the Shl'ite Mu'tazilite Ibn Abl 'I-1-:-Jad!d (d. prob. 6551! 257)/1 

the Ismaili philosopher Na~lr ai-Din Tusl (d. (,72/1274) 14 and, after our period, 
by authors as diverse as Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1 u8) 1' and Ibn Khaldun (d. 

1. Nemesius, §52. = :q_>. 

2..l~layawii11, i, 42.ff. 
>· Plcssncr, Brvsrm, Arabic text, qM.; Themistius, Risiila, 2.8f.I<Jo; cited in Ibn A hi '1-

RabT', Su/rik, 78f. C:f. also Plato, Rc{m/Jiic, .169bf, and the Aristotelian passa)!.es in the next 
note. 

+ 'i\mirl, Sa'iida, 150 (cf. Aristotle, l'olitics, I2.5P· 12.78b). For the question whether 
'i\mirl is really the aurhor of this work, sec the biblio)!,raphy s.v. 

5· Dharl'a, 37+ Adam had to perform a thousand tasks to eat bread, as Na~lr ai-Din 
'fusl says (Ethics, 189). 

6. Riizl, al-Tib/J al-nl/;iin/, 105f. = 88f. (ch. 17). 
7· Fiiriibl, MF, ch. 15, §r; cf. 'fii~J~tl, §r6 =§IlL 

8. Ibn Slnii, S/, x, 441 = 99· 
'J. Ibn Rushd, Commcltfary, 2.2. = 1 1 3· 
.To. Qudiima, Khariii, 4pf.; cf. also Milward!, A dab al-drmyli, I 35f. '/(rsl;tl al-na;;ar, 97· 
1 I. fawiilnr, 6f. = 6. His dearhdare is placed later by some . 
.1 2. .. Riizl, al-Mabii~Jith al-maslniqryya, ii, 52.3; cf. also Lamhton, State and Society, 132.f.; 

Fouch6cour, Mom/ia, 42.6, on his /linri' al-'ulrlm, ch. 56. 
13. IAH, Shar(J, xvii, 49f. 

I+ Ethics, 189f. 
15. Al-l:lisba fl '1-is/iim, 4 = z.o. 
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8o8/qo6}Y' It was also a popular argument in medieval Europe. It docs not 
impress a modern observer, for occupational specialization comes late in the 
development of civilization: simple societies have little or no division of labour, 
except by age and sex. Producing a loaf of bread is indeed beyond the ability 
of a single person wholly on his own, as the literature often says, but it is not 
beyond the capacity of a household, and there the division of labour may stop. 
Even Ibn Khaldun, who had a strong sense of the differences between simple 
(tribal) and complex (urban) societies in North Africa, overlooked this objec
tion, however, and the traditional explanation had the mcnt of stressing the 
cooperative nature of society. Raghib ai-I~fahanl interspersed his account of 
the division of labour with Prophetic dicta on the solidarity of the believers. 

Wlhy must hummr societies have laru? 

Though the need for cooperation meant that humans had to live in societies, 
their nature was such that that they could not do so without some kind of 
restraint. God had impnntcd a desire for good thmgs on all humans, and 
indeed animals, an epistle credited to al-.Jal~it,: says; He has implanted a desire 
for self-preservation in people, as ai-Maturidl (d. ') ~/944) put itY Humans 
were competitive, brutish, swayed by strong desires, and avaricious too: unlike 
animals, they were for ever hoarding things they did not need. Left to their own 
devices they would ruthlessly pursue their own interests and diverse passions, 
engage in constant nvalry and strife without affection or altnllsm, ignorant of 
their true interests in this world and the next, and thus bring about their own 
ruin. 1x "There is nothing as social by nature and as anti-social by corruption as 
the human race," as St Augustine had put it. 1 ~ This was the Muslim view 
entirely, except that they did not usually credit the anti-social streak to later 
corruption. But whether humans had been created defiCient or were corrupted 
at some later stage (by Adam's fall, 2° Cain's murder of Abcl, 21 or the like), 

r6. Muqaddima, 46f. = 89ff. 
17. 'Al-Ma'iish wa'l-ma'iid' in his Rasii'i/, i, 102.f.; Miiturldl, 'Iinl'(Jtd, I7?. 

18. In addition to the references in the previous note, see the Zaydi view 1n Jiil)i~., 

'Maqiilat ai-Zaydiyya wa'I-Riifi<)a' (also known as 'Bayiinmadhahib al-shl'a') Ill his Rasii'il, 
iv,, 18f.; ai-Qasim b. Ibrahim in Madelun)!., Qiisim, q; Abrahamov, 'I~iisim', 85; Abu l)iitim 
al-Riizl, Nliim, 110f.; .Juwaynl, Ghiyiith, § 19; Ghaziill, lqti~iid, z.:;6; Tur(ushl, Siriif, 41 f. 

19. In Markus, Sacculllm, 95. 
2.0. JUS, iv, I 66; cf. ii, 2. I; iv, IlL 

2.1. Thus Blrunl, who also debits the envy and rivalry to the mixture of comradictory 
clements in human nature (]awiihir, 6f., 2.4 = 6, 2.6). 
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practically all medieval Muslims envisaged life in what Westerners call the 
state of nature as nasty, brutish, and short. 22 

The idea of human life in its unmodified form as lacking in morality, co
operation, and social cohesion had long roots in the ancient world. It had how
ever once been balanced by a countervailing belief to the effect that the original 
state of mankind was a golden age of freedom and innocence which had lasted 
until avarice caused coercion and inequality to appear. This view, promoted 
above all by the Stoics, fused with the biblical story of the Fall and went on to 

a long career in European political thought, where it placed a question mark 
over the necessity of statesY In the hugely popular Roman de Ia Rose (c. 1270), 
for example, Jean de Meun tells of how people had once lived in mutual 
amity, without agriculture, work, private property, rulers, marnage, or other 
restraints on free love until a host of vices, including covetousness, appeared: 
this was when human nature turned so nasty that a ruler had to be elected for 
the maintenance of order.2'1 But though a strikingly similar concept of a golden 
age was current in India, it is not clear that there was an Iranian version as 
well/' and in its Greek form, the myth seems to have lost prominence in the 
eastern Mediterranean before the rise of Islam. Al-Birlinl, it IS true, knew it 
from the astronomical poem of Aratus of Soli (d. 240 nc) and compared it with 
the Indian version of the myth; but he wrote as a scholar, not as somebody to 

whom the myth was alive. 26 As live tradition it may be reflected in the Brethren 
of Punty, who tell a story of how humans lived carefree lives in mutual love like 
a single family until they started hoarding; but this story IS meant to illustrate 
the divine world from which we have fallen (thereby becoming human), not a 
primitive stage of human history that we have lost, that is, its import Is Nco
platonist or Gnostic, not socio-political. 27 Elsewhere, too, there are suggestions 

22. The parallel with Hobbes's Leviathan is drawn in Pines, 'La loi naturelle et Ia 

societe', 167; implicitly, also in AI-Azmeh, JV!uslim Kingship, 1 15f. There is no Arabic term 
for 'the state of nature'. It IS evoked with statements like 'if people were left on their own' 

(i.e. withour divine Intervention), or 'If God left them alone with their natures'. 

23. For all this, sec the references )!;Iven 111 Crone, 'Ninth-Century Muslim Anarchists', 
6-ll. 

24. Cf. Milan, 'The Golden A)!;e and the Political Theory of Jean de Meun'; George, 
'Jean de Meung and the Myth of the Golden Age'; also Cohn, Pursuit o( the Millellium, 
195f. 

25. Cf. Crone, 'Zoroastrian Communism', 459. 

26. Blrunl, I-li11d, 192.12 = 383 (ch. 43); cf. Sachau 's comments ad.loc., and Lovejoy and 
Boas, l'rimitruism and Related Ideas i11 A11tiquity, Hff. (Aratus), 4.:uff. (Indians). 

27. R/S, IV, 37f.; cf. ii, .126 Goodman, Case, '57· where the animals pick out human 
avarice and hoarding of superfluous things as one reason why humans need rclipous laws; 

Abu IYitim ai-Razl, A'/iim, IRS, where the contrast between amma!s and humans in this 
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that the Brethren of Purity and other early Ismailis thought in terms of an abo
riginal state of human innocence, especially when they speak of law and gov
ernment as punishment, ls but they never explicitly state that mankind had 
once been free of their many vices, and they do not focus on this question in 
what survives of theu· debate regarding the existence or otherwise of law in 
Adam's era. 29 If the concept was there, it certainly was not promment. In 
short, the Muslim view of abonginal life was overwhelmingly that of Hobbes, 
without any admixture of positive views of the state of nature. 

Unlike Hobbes and other contract theorists, however, the Muslims usually 
saw the state of nature as having come to an end thanks to divine intervention 
rather than human action: God in His mercy sent a Prophet With a law, to 

found a polity. Differently put, the social contract was With God, not with a 
human being. Without God's law, there could be no civiliz.ation, indeed 
humans would not survive at all, as Shl'ites above all were prone to claiming. 111 

Why must the law be God-gwen? 

Hobbes took it for granted that humans can devise moral and legal codes on 
their own. How then did the Muslims explain their conviction that God had to 
send a prophet with a law in order for social order to appear? There were two 
answers to that question. 

No natural law 

The first explanation was that no human had the right to Impose obligations 
on other people. Nobody was authonzed to tell anyone else what to do or what 
to believe, be he a ruler, parent, husband, schoolmaster, or even a prophet: God 
was the only source of legal/moral obligations; before revelation, humans had 
lived in a state of fundamental non-obligation (barifa a~liyya). 11 Nobody had 

rcspecr 1s one reason why humans must have imams. Compare the role of ;h;, covetousness, 

in Mazdak's vision of the abolition of private properry and pair-hondin)J; (Crone, 'Kavad's 

Heresy,' 28; add Firdawsl's presentation in Davis, Epic alld Seditilm, 10). 

28. Cf. above, wo, 201; below, C\)6, on the animal fable. 
29. Cf. Madclung, 'lmamat', ro2-4, ro6-S, where ai-Nasafl docs broach the question, 

hut the argument docs not make sense. 
30. The reason why God had made humans dependent on prophcrs instead of implant

ing a religious instinct 111 them (conrrary to Abu Rakr ai-Razl's danns) 1s thar self-sufficient 

humans would fight one another to death; "if it were not for religion and the laws of the 

Prophets ... people would pensh" (Abu I~Iatim, A'lii111, 190). Similarly Ja!w .. 'Ma'ash wa'l

ma'ad', 103f. 
5'· Thus Ghazall in Laoust, l'ulitique de c;aziili, I 5 3f. (citing the !vlust<~d;·n. 
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the right to inflict punishments on anyone else either; only God could do so:12 
For only God could determine what was right and wrong or, as medieval 
Muslims preferred to put it, what was permitted and forbidden. Without 
revelation, humans would not have any morality or law at all. 

The expression 'before revelation' (qab!a tu;mld al-shar') with which peo
ple exammed the nature of obligations did not refer to a historical stage. Nor, 
stnctly speaktng, does the Western concept of 'the state of nature', though 
there has been a strong tendency to envisage it as such. Both expressions stand 
for thought experiments in which human nature IS imagined in the raw 
stripped of divine guidance in the one case, of civilization in the other. Th~ 
Muslim thought experiment focused on the moral status of human acts 
whereas the Greek experiment focused on the moral nature of humans them
selves, but the issue was the same: how far was morality natural, how far con
ventional? Like other Ash'arites, ai-Ghaziill subscribed to the view that it was 
entirely conventional, in the sense of established by God: no human act had 
any moral value in itself; all acts were good or bad only because God had 
defined them so to us. It followed that humans could not have an inner moral 
c.ompass, o.r any "law written in their hearts" (Rom. 2: rs), enabling them to 

live moral lives on the basis of their own unaided reason. All morality took the 
form of positive law enacted by God.ll Humans might still be able to devise 
rules of their own (the possibility is not discussed in the context of this debate, 
which was not directly concerned with socio-political organization); but such 
rules would not be moral, nor would they lead to otherworldly salvation. 
According to this view of things, in short, it was only by divine intervention 
that humans could escape from their amoral state of nature. "For when the 
religion of God was taken away, they lost also the knowledge of good and 
evil," as the church father Lactantius (d. c. 320) says in his account of how the 
golden age (here envisaged as an age of perfect monotheism) came to an end. 
"Thus community-living perished among men, and the compact of human 
society was broken." 1

"
1 This was how the causal connection between God 

morality/law and human society was envisaged in Islam as well. ' 

Human abilities insufficient 

T.he second explanation was a modified version of the first, reshaped as a 
dtrect answer :o the question why societies had to be based on laws brought by 
prophets. It chd not claim that human actions have no moral value 111 them-

32. 'Abel al-.Jabbar, lvluglnii, xxh, r ~2.13. 
33· Cf. Reinhart, Before Reuelation, 7off., ct passim. 
34· Lactantius, Diuhre Institutes, v, 'i· 
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selves: certain things were indeed mtrinsically good or bad. But humans did 
not know what was best for them or how to achieve it, according to this argu
ment. Only God could supply the wisdom, the authority, and the sanctions 
required for a community based on true morality. 

As regards wisdom, people were not intelligent enough to know what was 
best for them in this world, let alone the next. They needed a superior intelli
gence to tell them. It was thanks to divine intervention that they had acquired 
their knowledge of right and wrong, and also of many other thmgs: how 
would they have worked out the difference between edible and poisonous sub
stances, for example, without perishmg in the attempt? How could they have 
known about agriculture? Prophets were not just founders of politics, but also 
culture heroes. 

As regards authority, people were too similar to submit to one another. 
They were always competing, for ever thinking that they had a better nght to 
power and wealth than anyone else. They needed a superior authonty to defer 
to. It was thanks to divine intervention that some were raised above others, 
boosted with divine authority, as everyone knew from the story of the rise of 
Islam: it was by divine Intervention that government had been created for the 
egalitarian tribesmen of Mul~ammad's Arab1a.15 

Finally, as regards sanctions, humans needed a strong incentive to submit, 
and again, the solution lay with God, who had instituted otherworldly rewards 
and punishments. 1

(' "We know that people cannot defend themselves against 
their own natures or act contrary to their desires except by a strong deterrent, 
the long-term threat of eternal punishment over and on top of pu111shment in 
the here and now," al-.Jiil~i::-: has the Shl'ites say. 17 God had instituted Paradise 
and Hell as the carrot and the stick (al-targhth wa'l- al-tarliib), and without 
them society would go to rack and ruin, he (or somebody mistaken for h11n) 
says 111 another cpistle. 1~ Ibn S!nii agreed, with implicit reference to the phases 
of Mul~ammad's career: the lawgiver prophet should start by telling the masses 
that they had a maker who had prepared eternal rewards and punishments for 
them; this would make them obey. Next the lawgiver should institute acts of 
worship that would constantly remind them of this; and finally he should reg
ulate the social and political aspects of his polity.19 Religion diverted people 

35· Cf. Blrtinl, below, 285. 
36. Cf. Jil~i:c-, 'Maqalat al-Zaydiyya ·, 3 rSff. and 'al-Ma'ash wa'l-ma'ad', w2.ff.; 

Maturldl, 'li1tl#d, r77ff.; Mawardl, A'liim al-mtlmwzt•a, 49; Ibn Slna, Sl, x, +P = 91; Fakhr 
al-Din al-Razl, lvl~t(uz~§al, r76. 

37· 'Maqalat al-Zaydiyya', 32.0. 
38 . .}al)1:(., 'al-Ma'ash wa'l-ma'ad', 104. 

39· Sl, x, 442ff = rooff. 
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from their desires and turned their hearts away from their selfish wishes "until 
it comes to dominate their innermost soul and exercise restraint on their con
science, supervising their soul in its inner solitude, and giving it sincere advice 
in its misfortunes", ai-Mawardl said in a good description of internalization:111 

In short, religion enabled people to suppress selfish inclinations incompatible 
with communal existence, as Durkheim was to say centuries later in the West. 

But whereas religion has formed part of all human societies, prophets have 
not, and medieval Muslims were well aware of this fact. How then had soci
eties without prophets come to live by what the societies in question consid
ered to be right and wrong? One might have expected the answer that they too 
owed them to belief in the supernatural, for people obviously did not need 
prophets in order to believe in gods, cosmic order, or an afterlife. But this 
would have implied that any religion, even paganism, could supply social and 
political organization, however misguided it might be. The philosophers did in 
fact hold this to be the case, and ai-Blrlinl seems to have thought so, too:11 But 
it was not wise to air this opinion openly; and besides, many Muslims, like 
many Christians, had trouble seeing paganism as a religion at all. When they 
declared all kingdoms to be based on religion, the reference was to monotheist 
religion:12 Insofar as pagans were perceived to have laws, they were assumed to 
have devised them of their own, by conscious legislation rather than imper
ceptible development. On the rare occasions on which the problem of non
prophetic laws was openly confronted, the alternative to revelation was human 
reason, whether in the form of common sense or philosophy, not religion of 
other types. 

Human and divine wisdom compared 

Thus al-Jal~i~ tells a story in which a commander of the Umayyad period meets 
with the Turkish hhiiqiln to compare their respective laws, to find that they 
agree on some things and disagree on others. "You arc a people who trace your 
laws to what reason permits and what seems to be a good idea," the com
mander concludes, "but we think that we are not fit to manage the servants (of 

40. Ada/; al-dunyii, q6. 
4r. It is implied by al-Fiiriibl's theories (above, 173) and explicitly stated by the 

philosopher in Judah 1-Ialcvi, Radd, 5 = 34 (I, § 1 ), while Blrunl had no trouble seeing the 
rcligrous basis of socio-political organization in India in his Hind (esp. chs 9-ro); ami he 
dispassionately notes the similarity between Muslim, Zoroastrian, and pagan Tibetan and 
Turkish ways of invoking religion to single out the ruler in his Jau•iihir (24f. = 26, cf. below, 
note I2S). 

42. Thus NM (M), 67; cf. Abu Ya'qub ai-Sijistiinl, above, r3, note 20. 
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God)." Only God knew the true nature of things that was hidden to people:11 

AI-Jal~i( intention here IS not to idealize the Turks as people who followed rea
son of their own accord, without the need for punishment, for the Turkish laws 
discussed include the penalties for theft, murder, and cutting off people's cars 
and noses. Nor is he trying the opposite, to depict them as amoral, for as a 
Mu'tazilite, he took it for granted that reason could provide moral guidance, 
and his commander speaks with respect of the Turkish laws. AI-Jal~i~' position 
is simply that revealed law is better, not because otherworldly sanctions had a 
good effect on social order (which is not discussed) or even because revelation 
provided for otherworldly salvation (the discussion is only about this world), 
but rather because revealed law was rooted in supernatural wisdom: its insti
tutions were intrinsically better in his view. But he evidently did not assume 
revelation to be the only option. Humans could devise their own rules on the 
basis of common sense. 

Similarly, philosophically inclined Iranians held their ancestors to have 
instituted kingship by deducing its necessity from the anti-social nature of 
human beings and enthromng Gayomard (the first, or almost first, man on 
earth): government here owes its existence to a social contract of the 
Hobbesian type, and the result IS a virtuous polity based on philosophy.+! If 
people would follow rational laws, they would not need prophets to bring them 
law, as Aristotle's father was supposed to have said:15 We do not know whether 
Ibn al-Rawand!, al-Sarakhsl, ai-Razl and others who rejected prophethood 
considered the socio-political Implications of their own views; but if they did, 
they must similarly have held that society could be based on human reason, or 
indeed that it was so based. 

Nonetheless, the assumption that only a prophet could bnng a law suitable 
for the organization of a society was rarely challenged in our period. People 
only saw the cases which confirmed it. Thus it was noted that several African 
peoples lacked both religion and socio-political organization, whereas the 
Nubians and the Abyssians had somethmg 111 the nature of both, which fitted 
the theory in that they were Christians thanks to their former proximity to 
Byzantium:16 It was not noted as a problem that India and China had complex 
societies of the most sophisticated kind, which did not fit the theory in that no 

43· 'Maniiqib al-turk' in his Ras,l'il, i, Sof.; tr. Walker, 692; cited in Pines, 'La loi 
naturcllc et Ia societe', rS)n. 

44- MM, ii. ro6f (i, §531). 

45· Pines, 'La loi naturalle er Ia societe', 18411., citing 'Amirl, Sa'iida, 178.8. 

46. Cf. Igakhrl, Masiilik, 4, penult. (drawn to my attention by Adam Silverstein). 
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prophets had been sent to either them or their neighboursY One has to go all 
the way to Ibn Taymiyya for a straightforward statement that polities did not 
have to be based on religion;1x and all the way to Ibn Khaldun for a refutation 
of the view that they did have to be thus based. Most people had acquired gov
ernment without receivmg either prophets or books, according to Ibn Khaldun, 
which showed that laws suppressing selfish mclinations could be devised by 
reason and imposed by force. Such rational governance (siyiisa caqliyya) could 
be either of the philosophical type which had been practised by the ancient 
Iranians (i.e. under Gayomard), but which was not otherwise encountered in 
history, or of the selfish type practised by all rulers nowadays whether they 
were !vluslims or not. God had however made manmade law unnecessary for 
the Muslims by means of that which the Prophet had instituted and the caliphs 
had upheld, and this was preferable because a divine law served both this world 
and the next."19 The type actually practised was simply a perversion. In short, 
Ibn Khaldun agreed with ai-Jiil~i?.: revealed law was not indispensable, but it 
was certainly better. 

Why docs the lmu necessitate mlcrs? 

Granted that human society owed its existence to the division of labour and 
that it had to be regulated by a revealed law, why did there have to be rulers? 
Could one not live by the law alone? One would have expected this to be a 
much debated question, given that the !vluslims traced their spiritual ancestry 
to stateless Arabia. Ancient observers had commented on the political freedom 
of the northern Arabs, now in a negative and now in a positive vem; the Arabs 
had boasted about it in their poetry themselves; and the specialists in Arabian 
antiquities who collected their poetry along with their stories about tribal wars 
(ayylim afJarab) were clearly impressed by It too: before the rise of Islam the 
northern Arabs (Mu~lar, Nizar), and above all the Prophet's tribe Quraysh, had 
been laqii(J, free people who did not obey any kings or pay any taxes, they tell 
us with pride.50 But as seen already, neither the pre-Islamic Arabs nor the 
tribesmen who continued to inhabit the peninsula after the conquests were 
regarded as a model of inspiration or imitation for Muslims as far as political 
organization was concerned." The scholars who did field work in the desert 

47· Cf. the striking example of Sijistanl above, r 3, note 20. 

48. Al-l}isha f'i '1-is/iim, 4 = 20: people without divine books or religion obey their kings 
in matters they think will serve the1r worldly interests. 

49· Muqaddima, 48, 212f., 241 f. = i, 93, 389f., +f8f.; cf. above, note 44, and ch. r, r .>f. 
50. Cf. the attestations 111 Wiirterlmch, s.v. 'laqii(J'. 
51. Cf. above, 7, 68. 
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were philologists eager to record the language of the bedouin, assumed to be 
the purest version of Arabic, not utopianists seeking mspiration in tribal 
organization. Pious people without an interest in pre-Islamic lore assun~ed the 
pre-Islamic Arabs to have lived in a state of ignorant barbansm (Jtlhrlryya), 

fighting each other and generally exemplifying the anti-SOCial side of human 
beings, except insofar as the Qurashl guardians of God's house had pr~serv~d 
some monotheism among them; and the later bedouin were effectively hvmg In 
the Jiihiliyya too, as people who crossed paths with them knew all too w~l,l. For 
political models one looked to Medina, where the Prophet had worked. ~ 

This is not to say, of course, that the tribal tradition contributed nothmg to 
Islamic political thought. On the contrary, as seen already, It domi.nated the 
thinking of the first two centuries and is discernible behmd most hbertar~an 
and communitarian thinking 111 classical Islam. But it owes Its overncltng 
importance to the facts that it was islamized in Medina. and that the con
querors were tribesmen whose values went into the foundations of Islamic cul
ture. not to a memory of tribal organization as a model of admiration and 
imitation in its own right. A fourteenth-century work does preserve an undat
able argument in favour of doing without rulers in which the bedouin are 
invokecl as an example, but this is very unusual.51 Since the Muslims did not 
have a notion of an aboriginal state of freedom and innocence, they were not 
inclined to credit members of simple societies with the preservation of virtues 
thev had lost, after the fashion of the Greeks, whose fascination with Scythians 
ancl other tribal peoples (Arabs included) did not reach them; and the many 
tribal peoples they encountered in the course of their conquests did not strike 
them as any better than their own. Ibn Khaldun did admire the Turks for their 
preservation of the martial values once possessed by the Arabs, hut tl~e Turks 
in question were Muslims serving as soldiers in the Middle East, not tnbesmen 
hack 111 their pagan arcadia. The Persian tradition did say that the earth had 
been devoid of kings, whether Persian or other, every now and again fn~m the 
death of Gayomard onwards, but it did not say so in an anarchist vein.,., Had 
one asked how people coped in the periods without kings, the answer would 
probably have been ammhrmr shr:trcl, that is, that they settled their affairs by 
consultation, a Qur)iinic expression which came to stand for anarchy In the 
sense of chaotic conditions." 

In short, there was no question mark over the need for rulers in the Islamic 
tradition, the Khiirijite and Mu<tazilite anarchists notwithstanding. The 

~z.. Cf. below, 31 Sf. 
q. ljl, Maruiiqif', viii, .>47· 
S+l)anlZa, 'Ji1'rlhh, 14f. (C, 10). 
55· E.g. Chazall, Fmfii'il;, roli.ult. 
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normal answer to the question whether one could live without rulers was that 
one could not, and this seemed so obvious that many argued directly from the 
anti-social nature of humans to the need for rulers. without first explaining 
how social life generates a need for law. For those who wanted the full argu
ment, however, the explanation was that bringing together the diverse natures 
and ambitions of humans in a single society created a need for rules, which m 
their turn created a need for somebody to uphold the rules. There had to be a 
ruler to apply the law, to judge, and to maintain order with the sword, which 
induced fear and deterred the wrongdoer, for people would not obey the law 
of their own accord: just as somebody had to teach them the law, so somebody 
had to reward and punish them for their obedience or disobedience to it, in this 
world as well as the next.56 

One needed both religion and government for an orderly society, then: 
without religious injunctions to obey, the ruler's authority would be weak; and 
without a ruler to enforce the laws of the religion, people would abandon 
them; this was why Ardashlr said that religion and government were twins. 17 

The ruler on his own was better placed to enforce the law than either religion 
or reason on their own because selfish desires tend to overwhelm moral inten
tions, al-Maward! noted; "God restrains (people) more through the sul(iln than 
through the Qur'an," as the Prophet had said.sx Without a king, sultan, or 
imam, people became disorganized, power passed to whoever was in a position 
to take it, chaos prevailed, trust disappeared, and the community disinte
grated, just as flocks pensh without a shepherd.'~ "Civil strife results when 
there IS no imam to take charge of people. "('11 Moreover, political leadership 
was natural, as was dear from the subordination of the body to the soul, of 
women to men, of slaves to the free, and of children to adults, ai-'Amirl said, 
crediting his views to Aristotle.61 Al-.Jiil)i?. also found it natural: even animals 
have leaders that they follow. 62 By contrast, the Ismaili Abu Ya'qub al-Sijistanl 
held political leadership to be unique to humans because he equated It with 

s6. E.g. Qudama, Klwriij, 436; 'Amlrl, Sa'iida, 179· 185.2, I 86f., citing Plato, Aristorle, 
and Ps.-Aristotle's H siyasat al-mudrm, §3.1; Ghazall, Iqti~.ld, 236f.; Shahrastanl, Nihiiya, 
490 = 155; Abrahamov, 'ai-I~asim ibn Ibrahim·, 86. 

57· 'Ahd Ardashlr, §4 (p. <;.)); cned in countless works, e.g. Qudama, K/umlj, 436; Ibn 
Wahb, Bllrh,lll, 401. 

58. Mawardl, Ada/; al-drlll)'<l. 1 37.C1. The saying (not always attributed to the Prophet) 
is also adduced in Ibn 'Abd Rabbih, 'Iqd, i, 7.6; Qudama, Klll1r,lj, 440. r 3; Juwaynl, Ghiytlth, 
§r9; Ghazall, Qis(cls, 90.-5; Naysaburl, lmilma, 86, and no doubt elsewhere. 

59· Jiil!i~, 'al-Nisa'' in his Rasii'il, iii, 149-51. 
6o. Ibn l-;lanbal in Abu Ya'la, Al?kiim, r<J. 

6r. Sa'clda, r87f. 
62. 'AI-Nisa'', 150; d. Dio Chrysostom, 'Peri basileias' (third oration), §so. 
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religious leadership, which animals did not have: unlike humans, they were 
equal because they all had the same mstinctive knowledge of the basic things 
that animals needed to know.1

,; 

I-lotu do tue /.:.110/ll mlers to be prescribed by t!Je /,nu? 

All these rational considerations apart, one could of course settle the question 
by an appeal to authority: the law made it obligatory for Muslims to have an 
imam, as everyone except for the Najdiyya and the Mu'tazilite anarchists 
agreed. But appeals to authority merely took you back to reason, for how was 
the imamate known to be a legal duty? 

Many Mu'tazilites said that it was known from reason ('aql), meaning 
from considerations of the kind just reviewed, or from both reason and supra
rational authority (shal, sam', also translated 'revelation').~>-~ But according to 
the Traditionalists and the classical Sunnis, and many Mu'tazilites too, the 
obligation rested exclusively on supra-rational authority.('' By this they did not 
usually mean that the obligation was grounded in the Qur'an or l~lad!th (though 
some found evidence for it there as well), but rather that it rested on iimcl', the 
consensus of the community, starting with the agreement of the Companions 
to have the institution.(,(, This may sound like a retreat from reason, and so it 
was, in the sense that there comes a point where particular ways of doing 
things can no longer be explained in terms of universal rationality: secularists 
will then shrug their shoulders and say that this is how we happen to do things, 
while believers will point to their books or sacred persons and say that this is 
how God happens to have instructed us. Revelation typically works to justify 
the particular, as Ismailis, philosophers, Sufis, and others who distinguished 
between organized religion and the universal truth above it all had occasiOn to 

note. Reason could demonstrate that humans needed government of some 
kind or another; it could not demonstrate that they needed It 111 the particular 
form of the imamate: it was only on the basis of supra-rational authonty that 
the specific form of government enjoined on the Muslims was known to be 

63./thl}{lt, 174; Abu I~latim, A'ltlm, r8s. Cf. also below, .116£. 

6..;. Cf. !AI-I, ii, _:;oS, on Jal)i~, the Baghdadis, and Abu '1-l)usayn (reason); Madelung, 

Qiisim, 143; ljl, Mawdqi(, viii, H5 (reason and revelation). 
65. Thus 'Abd ai-Jabbar, M11p,/ml, xx/r, 17ff., 41, and the Basrans rn !Al-I, ii, 308. Ir 1s 

identified as the position of most Mu'tazilites in Razl, Mu(Ja?~al, I?(,.lJ and Arba'Tn, 426. 
66. Cf. Juwaynl, Ghiyiith, §§17-rS, and again §66 (in the context of elcctton vs. 

designation), cf. Nagel, Festrm,g, 2.98f.; Shahrastanl, Nihiiya, 47Sff. = r <;of. In Mawardi, 
A(J/.:dm, 4 (s) = 5, those who ground the obligation in revelation adduce Q. +59 and a 

quietist traditton. 
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indispensable for human welfare, as Ibn Khaldun said, summarizing earlier 
arguments.67 

On these arguments, humans could see government to be in their interest, 
but God could see further and added instructions that they could not have 
worked out on their own. This line of reasoning rested on the assumption that 
there was a basic congruence between human needs and the ultimate nature of 
reality. The Greek philosophers, firm believers in that congruence, had called 
it providence. But what basis could there possibly be for such wishful thmking? 
On purely rational grounds we 1111ght well infer that God wished to destroy His 
creatures, as al-Juwaynl said; there was no way in which we could second-guess 
His views. Since He allowed the world to be without prophets at tllnes, it 
would have been reasonable to infer that He also permitted people to go with
out imams at times, but He did not. All this went to show that It was only on 
the basis of revelation that we knew the imamate to form part of God's law.1'x 

In Abu Ya'la's formulation it had to be on the basis of revelation that one 
knew it, for one could not know whether anything was obligatory, indifferent, 
permitted, or forbidden on the basis of reason at alJ.I'9 

Al-Juwaynl's outlook was in line with the worldview of ancient 
Mesopotamia, which confronted the moral arbitrariness of the universe With 
extraordinary openness.70 But this was much too austere for the Rafi<._lls. The 
Imamis accepted the providential nature of ultimate reality and claimed the 
imamate to be indispensable in terms of reason and revelation alike. This 
was also the Ismaili position, except that they put it in even more extrava
gant terms: the imamate was obligatory by nature, reason, consideratiOns of 
governance (sryc/sa), revelation and custom, in every religion and community."' 

Why must gouernment be mmrarchic? 

Granted that we must have rulers, why could there only be one ruler at a time? 
Could one not have several, be it in the form of joint rulers forming a council, 

67. Ibn Khaldi"m, Muqaddima, 212 = i, :1S9f.; cf. above, norc 49; Maward!, 1\d,r/; al
dunyii, 138 and A(1/<ilm, 5f./5 = 3, where reason docs not even demonstrate the need for 
government, only for farrness and JUstice in mutual dealings. 

68. Juwaynl, Ghiyiith, §§w-s; cf. Nagel, Festun.l!,, 21)7. 

69. A(Jkiim, 19. Cf. Reinhart. Bej(;rc Reuclation, 24 (where the same positwn is reported 
for his Mr/ tamad), :nff., on hrs ambivalent< Udda. 

70. Cf. Bcaulieu>Theodicy, Theology, Philosophy: Mesopotamra'. It was not only in 
Juwaynl that it lived on; cf. Cook on the bleak conception of the relationship between man 
and God in Islam (Mul!itllllll<lil, 83). 

71. Naysaburl. lmiima, 28f. 
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or semi-autonomous rulers forming a federation, or even wholly independent 
rulers dividing the Islamic world between them? Some Mu'tazilites considered 
the first two options and endorsed them, as has been scen.72 But the vast major
ity of scholars rejected all three options without much attempt to distinguish 
between them. There was nothing wrong with the idea of several rulers from a 
rational point of view, 'Abel al-Jabbar said, but authoritative Inst-ruction (sam') 
was against it.71 Some adduced the Qur'anic statement that heaven and earth 
would go to ruin if there were several deities (21 :22): it stood t~J reason that a 
plurality of human rulers would have a similarly dire effect. ·I Others mar
shaled l)ad!th: the Prophet was on record as having said, "when allegiance IS 
given to two commanders, kill the second";71 and when the Prophet died, the 
Companions rejected the An!ji:lr's proposal that they and the Muhi:ljirun shou~d 
have a leader each.71' "Two amirs: the people have perished!" as Ibn 'Abbas 
reputedly exclaimed on hearing of the appointment of two leaders by the 
rebellious Medinese in 6i/682f. One leader would be able to disobey the 
other·7

H there would be rivalry and strife between them, even havmg several 
vizier~ was dangerous: too many cooks spoil the broth or, as the Arabic version 
of the proverb cwent, too many sailors caused the ship to smk.-" For all that, 

there were some who disagreed. 

Several imams 

Al-Asamm's idea of a federation was never fielded again, but a plurality of 
calipl1s, each fully autonomous in his own sphere, was occasionally deemed 
acceptable. In 929 the amir of al-Andalus, 'Abel al-Ral)man Ill, declared hm1-
self to the caliph. Absurd though it must have sounded to most Muslims 111 the 
east, many Ash'arites were ready to accept him as such, presumably as an anti
dote to the Fatimids, who also claimed the caliphate. They proposed that there 
could be several imams if their domains were separated by a barrier obstructing 

72. Cf. above, 68. 
73· 'Abd ai-.Jabbar, lvl11glmi, xx/ I, 241. 
74· Thus Qudama, KhariiJ, 437; also cited in Ahli '1-Fawaris, lmtlmil, ch. S. 
7~· Ibn I)azm, Fa~!, iv, 8S.1::.; cf. IGshif, Siyar, ii, 26<i. 

7(;. Adduced in .JalJi~, '.Jawahiit', in his Fl.asii'il, rv, 29of.; 'Abd al-.Jahhar, lvl11glmi, 

xxlr, 24+ 
77· Khallfa, 'lir'rihh, 290.~. 
78. 'Abd al-.Jabbar, Muglmi, xxl I, 244-S. 

79 . Jiil)i:(., '.Jawabiit', 204f.; 'Nisa'', iii, q<J, I~ r (nos. ro, 1 I); l's.-Tidiilibl, '1/t(l/irt al-

W11zarii', ~ c;. 
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cooperation between them, such as for example the sea. No If there could be two 
prophets in the same community, as there was in the time of Moses and Aaron, 
or even three, as hinted in Q. 36:.q, a fortiori there could be two or more 
imams, they said. HI This view unsurprisingly proved popular with Spanish and 
Maghribl scholars,N2 though the Spanish Ibn I:bzm affirmed the classical posi
tion,N1 and it gained sufficient currency for the Fatimid missionary Abu '1-
Fawiiris (d. 411ho2J) to find it necessary to explain why it was not allowed to 

have two or more imams when distances required ir.H·I Most Sunnis rejected it, 
too.xs Of those who accepted it, some were outraged when the Karriimiyya 
accepted 'All and Mu'iiwiya as equally legitimate imams in their separate 
domains. 'Ali had been imam in accordance with the sunna and Mu'iiwiya 
imam in violation of it ('aiel hhiltif al-sumw), the Karriimiyya said, and the fol
lowers of each had been obliged to obey. AI-Bagh&idi marvels at an alleged 
duty to obey {I hhihlf al-sttl/1111, though the Sunnis operated with just such a 
duty themselves: even al-Ma'mun had to be obeyed, as Ibn I~Ianbal had said. 
But ai-Ivla'mun had just been a quasi-caliph whereas 'All was a real imam, 
someone whose acts embodied God's law so that everyone had to follow him.x1' 

There could perhaps be two quasi-caliphs at the same time, but real caliphs 
could not coexist, be it with each other or with quast-caliphs.H7 

A plurality of kings and sultans was a different matter. This was what the 
Muslims had come to have in actual fact, but it was the leadership of the reli
gious community, the church, that preoccupied them. The issue was whether 
more than one leader of this community (more than one pope, in the termi
nology of medieval Europe) could be acknowledged under exceptional cir
cumstances in which some believers were isolated from the rest- the question 

So. Baghdad!, U~rll, 2.74 and l~rrq, 341; Ash'arl and lsfara'inl in Juwaynl, Ghiv:ith, 
§257; Juwaynl himself favoured this view in his lrshiid, 42.5, bur not in his Ghiyiith, ~58ff. 
(summarized in Hallaq, 'Caliphs, Jurists and the Saljuqs,' 35). -

8r. Simnanl, Rawcfa, i, §§56f. (lsfar:l'inl and some Shafi'ites); for Juwaynl's view that one 
cannot argue from prophets to imams, see above, note ()8. 

82..lbn Khaldun, Muqaddima, ed. Quatremerc, i, qS = 1, 393. The section is miss1ng 
in the Beirut edition. . - . ' 

83. Mu(Jal!ii, ix, 360 (§r771). 
84. Abu '1-Fawaris, lmiima, ch. 8. His reply was "one God, one imam". 
85. Cf. Sanhoury, Cali(at, rwff.; cf. also Baqillanl, "lclluhld, 18o; 'Abd al-.Jabbar, 

lvluglml, xxfi, 2.44f.; Simnanl, Rarvcfa, 1, 58, and the discussion in Mawardl, Adab al-drmvii, 
138f. . 

86. For this distinction, see above, 139· 

87. Baghdad!, U~1il, 274f.; Shahrastiinl, Mila!, Ss; Ibnl)aZin, Fa~!. iv, 88, where the same 
view is said to been held by Abu '1-Sabbal! al-Samarqandl (on whom, sec van Ess, TG, ii, 
s6z.f.). For Ibn l)anbal, sec above, 137. 
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to which the Zaydis and Ibii~lls had already given a positive answer, and which 
some Sunnis now answered in the affirmative too.Hx The fact that secular rulers 
had divided the Muslim world between them was also problematic, as has been 
seen, but it did not affect the religious unity of believers as long as the upstart 
rulers were willing to cast themselves as servants of the caliph. There was no 
question of recognizing them as ultimate rulers of the believers' souls. One 
could perhaps elevate one of them to the position of caliph, along the lines 
suggested by ai-.Juwaynl. One could also think away the caliph altogether. This 
would leave a plurality of de facto sovereigns in the political sense, but they 
still would not be sovereigns of the particular fragment of the religtous com
munity that happened to be in their charge. The religious community would 
simply be acephalous. Perceptions changed when the caliph disappeared in 
actual fact, bur the secular kingdoms (regna in the terminology of medieval 
Europe) never succeeded in breaking up the rcligtous communtty so as to turn 
each kingdom into a sovereign church of its own. 

Conciliar government 

So much for independent rulers. The conciliar model also found occasional 
adherents after ai-A~amm. Thus al-Fiiriibl acknowledged that tt was difficult to 
find a man endowed with all the characteristics desired in a VIrtuous ruler. If 
two men possessed the characteristics between them, they should rule together; 
and if the characteristics were dispersed in many men, then they should jointly 
form the government. He took that to be what the Greeks had meant by 'aris
tocracy' (riyiisat al-ahhyiir), as has been seen.x~ 'Abd al-.Jabbilr may be arguing 
against this proposal when he says that the Companions had Insisted on a sin
gle imam even though they knew that every candidate lacked qualities present 
in others: for example, Abu Bakr was strong in religion, but not physically, 
whereas it was the other way round with 'Umar.'10 Al-'Amirl also argued against 
the conciliar idea, on the grounds that one or the other had to be the superior 
if the arrangement were to work.'> 1 But it was accepted by Ibn Slnii and Ibn 
Rushd, who agreed with al-Fariibi that the common aim would cause the rulers 
to function as a single soul. 92 The Brethren of Purity similarly held that when 

83. Cf. above, 6rf., 106. 
S9. Fiirabl, Fu~rll, §54/58 (reproduced in Na~lr al-Din Tusl, Ethics, 2.16, and in Ibn 

Rushd, Comme/1/ary, So= wS) and IVJI:, ch. I), §§rz.-q (pp. 2.47ff.); above, 179f. 

90. 'Abd al-Jabbar, Muglml, xx/r, 2.43·14· 
91. Sa'iida, r94f.; d. Arberry, 'Arabrc Treatise on Politics', 1 'if. 
<)2..lbn S!na, Rl(tlrlqtl, 41 and SIVJ. uiii, 62f. (siytlsal al-ahhyclr); lhn Rushd, IVJcta(isrca, 

§_19 (madl11al al-al:.hy,lr). 
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the forty-six qualities required in a prophet were dispersed in the community 
rather than united in a single /~hal/fa, the members of the community could 
cooperate to preserve and implement the law;~1 but they were talking about the 
distribution of intellectual and moral perfection rather than power: the aristo
cratic regime (dawlat ahl al-hhayr) that such a group of people represented 
was their own brothcrhood.'1-1 There is a stronger sense of concern with real 
power in Ibn Sinn's discussion of aristocracy, and even more so in Ibn Rushd's, 
but it was still highly theoretical, and none of their suggestions had any polit
ical effect. The Qarilmip did set up government by a family council Ill 

eleventh-century BalFayn, but their institution was rooted in the local tradition 
rather than in the views of the philosophers.'11 The local notables who jointly 
ruled Seville in the ro2os and Cordoba in the ro·ws seem to have done so by 
default, and they were soon replaced by monarchs. 91

' 

Why must the ruler halJC absolute fJower? 

Most medieval Islamic political thought proceeded from the assumption that 
power could only be delegated, not shared. This was so whether the ruler was 
seen as de!-;'ignated by God or elected by humans, by however great or small an 
electorate. He received it in full or lost it in full, even according to the Iba91s. 
There was no halfway house. Presumably, this conviction reflected the fact that 
political power was fragile, all the surface grandeur notwithstanding: govern
ment had to be absolutist merely to survive. At all events, the view was deeply 
entrenched. Obviously, the ruler had to delegate most of his power to others, 
and he was strongly encouraged to consult, both in order to obtain expert 
views and to learn about the wishes of his subjects (in the sense of the elite). It 
was well known that it was difficult for him to ascertain their needs, especially 
in distant provinces.'17 The early <Abbasid caliphs had surrounded themselves 

93· IUS, iv, 125 (tr. in Net-ron, Muslim Neopl,ltollists, I02.). 

94- Ibid., iv, I2.5 (tr. in Nctton, Muslim Neoplato11ists, Io2.); cf. iv, dl7.-+ 

95· Cf. Nii~ir-i Khusraw, Tmt'l'ls, S7. Following Lewis, the translator takes the kinship of 
the six brothers to have been metaphorical, bur it seems more likely that the number is sym

bolic (seven with the absent Mahcli). Two.Juland:i brothers were JOint rulers of Oman in the 
time of the Prophet (Tab., i, r68(,; Ibn 1-:lazm, famhar<l, 3S4- q; Ibn Sa'd, ih, r S [B, i, 2.62.[, 

where one is singled otlt as the king); and two .Julandii brothers arc also said to have ruled 

Oman when al-l:lajjiij sent an expedition to subdue it (Salimi, '/it(J/;1, i, 74; cf. 1-lamidullah, 
'Rcgnc conJoint', rorf .. which aims to prove that it is lawful). 

96. Stern, 'Islamic City', _:nff.; Wasscrstein, l'arty-Kin.~s, r _19; Fierro, 'The Qii</1 as 
Ruler', 79, Io6. 

97· Sec, for example, the stress on equal favours to the ncar and the remote in Yazld Ill's 

accession speech (Tab., ii, IRi5.h), Ibn Abl Du'ad's insistence that distant subjects had the 
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with formally appointed companions who served as spokesmen of his subjects 
(alsinat mciyyatihi), according to Ibn al-Muqaffa<,'IX and it was perhaps in an 
effort to secure better representation of local interests at the centre that some 
scholars argued that all potential electors 111 all provinces ought to participate 
in the election of the caliph.~9 But once elected, the caliph was free to ignore 
all the advice he received. The consensus was that he could not be made 
answerable to anyone apart from God. 

God was assumed not to call the ruler to account until the Day of 
Judgement, or at least not until he was dead, but why should He wait so long? 
If l-Ie could be represented 111 the here and now by a ruler who executed the 
law, He could also be represented by monitors who would call the ruler to 
account for his performance. The modern argument (used hy conservative 
Muslims against democracy) that Muslims arc ruled by God, not by the peo
ple, was alien to medieval Muslims because it rests on a tacit assumption th<:t 
God can only display His will through the state- an abhorrent Idea to the reli
gious scholars, who had gone out of their way to disprove it. As they sa~ it, 
Muslims were not ruled by God as opposed to the people, but rather by C.od 
in the sense of the people, or more precisely in that of the community. The 
ruler represented both God and the community because they were two sides of 
the same coin; and it was precisely because the imam was the "representative 
and agent of the community" (wal:.rlli'l-umma wa-ml'ib can/Jil) or "the agent 
of the Muslims" (ml'ib can al-muslimln) that he had to be deposed when he was 
guilty of wrongdoing, according to those who held that an oppressive ruler 
must be removed. 11111 It was the scholars who formulated the law that the Imam 
was meant to execute; by their own account, it was also they who elected and 
deposed him on behalf of the community. One would have thought that there 
was only a short step from all this to the view that the scholars should al~o 
monitor his performance, for example by forming independent councils 
authorized to signal when the rules had hccn breached, to strike out illegal 
decisions, and to block their execution. 

Small though the step may seem, however, there were few who took it. In 
Khurilsiln on the eve of the <Abbasid revolution a rebel by the name of al-l~ilrith 
b. Surayj forced the Umayyad governor to set up a commission charged with 

same claim to al-Ivlu'ta~im's ancnrion as rhosc close by (Tab., iii, 1 :;2.6), and al-A~amm's 
explanation of the need for several Imams (Crone, 'Ninth-Century Muslim Anarchists', 1R). 

9s. Ibn al-Muqaffa', .~a(J,/ba, 2.I 5 (P, §+f); cf. Zaman, Lmcrgcllcc, S :;n., showing that rhc 

institution survived ar least until al-Ivlu'ta~im. 

99. Cf. above, 2.2.!\. 

JOO. Hiiqillanl, Tamhld, Il-i.J..-); Simniinl, Raw£/a, i, §<;I7, On the equation of God and 

the conununity, sec further below, 39_,f. 
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the task of nominating sub-governors and drawing up the rules and norms 
(siyar, sunmz) they were to follow. Some of the members were scholars, the oth
ers arc unknown. Al-l:-Jarith's aim was to reduce the governor's control of local 
appointments and procedures rather than to monitor his performance, but the 
key point is that he tried to place institutional limits on the governor's power. 
Whether the commission actually got to work is unclear, and the idea did not 
survive the 'Abbastd revolution. 1111 Some forty years later, as we have seen, a 
participant in the election of the Iba<;ll imam 'Abd al-Wahhab (c. r6478o) in 
North Africa would only endorse 'Abel a!- \'{!ahhab's election on condition that 
the latter "would not take any decision except in the presence of a specified 
group (dtina jmmta nu{/iima)": 'Abel al-Wahhab would have to rule in concert 
with a council. This proposal struck the other members of the electoral com
mittee as monstrous, and their negative vtcw was endorsed by the !bad! lead
ership in Basra: the election of 'Abel al-Wahhab was valid and the co;1clition 
was void. 102 AI-A~amm considered replacing the ruler altogether with a coun
cil of scholars, as has been seen. 1111 \'{!ho would have monitored them? Maybe 
he thought that there was safety 111 numbers. In any case, after him there is 
silence for a long time. Neither the Sunnis nor the philosophers who accepted 
the possibility of a plurality of rulers were motivated by dislike of absolutism, 
and though the merits of consultation continued to be praised, the idea of 
imposing control on the ruler seems to have been abandoned. 

It was briefly resumed in Almoravid Anclalus, however, when a certain Ibn 
'Abdun, writing around soo/ uoo, proposed that the judge should supervise a 
number of government functions, including tax-collection and the vizier's 
administration. He also expected the judge to serve on a consultative body 
along with other jurists and worthy men with whom the ruler (a/-m'ls) would 
meet on a regular basis, and he required the judge to consult with other jurists 
in the performance of his own JUridical functions too. His primary concern 
seems to have been with the local government of his own Sevilla. Like al-Harith 
b. Surayj, he was interested in practical reform of the world on the grmm~l, not 
in grand moral visions, and his ideas were remarkably concrete; they were pre
sumably meant for replication in other cities, including the capital. But what
ever notice the Almoravids may have taken of them, he was also like al-Harith 
b. Suray] in that h1s ideas were swept away along with the political lanLlscape 
he wanted to reform by a revolution, in his case the Almohad conquest. 11

H 

101. Crone and Hinds, God:, Cali{J/;, 1oS; Crone, 'Shiira as an Elective Institution', 

24-(,· 

102. Above, 59f. 
103. Above, 68. 
104- Ibn 'Abdiin, 'Risiila', 4.ult., 7, 9, qf. 7, l), 18, 29fl.; Fierro, '"T"he Qiid! <lS Ruler', 
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No libertarian Greek heritage 

In this connection it may be noted that the Muslims did not inherit a republi
can or democratiC tradition from the Greeks. How much difference it would 
have made if they had is difficult to say, but in any case, Plato was an authori
tarian thinker, and what the Muslims knew of Anstotle's political views 
seemed to go the same way. They inferred that the VIrtuous polity could have 
either a single ruler (ma/ih, zmiirn, ra'ls) or several (the ah.hydr, a{llifil), the for
mer being kingship and the latter aristocracy; either way the power of virtue 
was absolute. The Muslims did not know that the Greeks had lived in cities in 
which sovereignty was vested in popular or aristocratic assemblies rather than 
in kings, or that the Romans had begun by expelling their kings to be ruled by 
such assemblies down to the time of Augustus. Their Greek history reduced to 
Alexander the Great and his Immediate successors, and the1r Roman history 
began with Augustus (because Jesus was born under him). Of Alexander they 
had interesting things to say: he was the greatest king on earth, indeed a 
prophet, who eventually renounced power altogether;'{}) or alternatively, he 
was a mere hooligan who conquered for the sake of it, without bothenng to 
devise any proper administration of his domains, in order to satisfy his own 
ambition rather than the demands of truth (unlike the Prophet). 1116 Augustus, 
by contrast, was JUSt a name to them. But whatever their views on these pivotal 
figures, they missed out on the republican city states wh1ch had preceded them. 
The word fJolis, arabized as madrna, they took to mean a politically organized 
society of any kind, or just a society, or even just a city in the normal sense of 
the word, not a self-governing city state. Had they known the concept, they 
might have applied it to pre-Islamic Mecca (as modern histonans sometimes 
do), though it was actually stateless. Given that Muhammad rejected Mecca 
for a theocracy 1n Medina, it would not necessarily !,'ave endeared the notion 
to them, but in any case the concept did not reach them. 

They did learn about democracy, hut they knew it as a reg1me of imperfec
tion, since this was how Plato and Aristotle described it, and also how the 
Neoplatonists saw it. 10~ In fact, of the three forms of constitunon the worst 

IO'i. Cf. Biirp.cl, 'Kricp. und Frieden im Alexanderepos NizanliS', 

Io(). Bayhaql (findinp. the Ghaznavids superior) in Meisami, Historio.l!.ra{;hv, 8:;f., cf. 
Abu l)atim al-Razl, J\'lclm, 89, where the ephemeral nature of Alexander\ achi~vement 1s 
contrasted with the Prophet's. 

107, Produs, Alcibiadcs, 2.)'\; lamhlichus in O'Meara, 'Aspects', 71. 
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was democracy (riyiisal afJmuclmm), Aristotle says in the Arabic translation of 
his Nichomachean Eth1cs, though this is not what he says in the original. 10

N 

The democratic city (al-madlna a/-janutiyya) was one in which "the aim of its 
people is to be free (a/.mlmn), each one of them doing what he wishes without 
restraining his passions in the least", al-Fiiriibl observed, characteristically 
equating freedom with licentiousness rather than participation in political 
decision-making. 1119 Nobody was suhiected to any restraint, but rather each did 
whatever he wanted, within the limits of the law, Ibn Rushd observecl. 1111 It was 
a constitution under which people were equal: in the slyiisat al-l;urriyya the 
chief would be slapped for every slap he gave. Nobody had any merit over any
one else, so that the virtuous and the vile had the same nghts 1n respect of 
offices, honours, and punishments, and power was obtained by chance rather 
than by virtue. The leadership 111 al-drmilqrii(lyya went to whomever they hap
pened to agree on. 111 It was an absurd idea to philosophers convinced that the 
distribution of political power ought to reflect gradations of virtue. On top of 
that, democracy was a regime without a common purpose, as Ibn Rushd 
observed; it allowed every household to pursue whatever it regarded as its high
est goal, typically (then as now) material goods: on this ground he deemed 
most cities of his own time to be democratic. 112 As has been seen, this absence 
of a common purpose was its greatest demerit in Ibn Rushd's op111ion, for the 
beauty of the ideal city lay precisely in Its tight coordination of everyone for 
the pursuit of a single aim, ultimate happiness (as in the communist regimes of 
the twentieth century). But it was also where the escape from democracy lay, 
for the freedom with which everyone was left to pursue their own ideas meant 
that adherents of every conceivable regime could be found it democratic cities, 
including virtuous people. As Ibn Rushd saw it, they might eventually succeed 
in replacing democracy with a Virtuous City of the tightly coordinated kind. 1u 
Freedom always includes the option of putting an end to freedom (as we 

10R. Ahhliiq, 29_:;.ult.f. (translated in Rosenthal, Classicall-leritagc, 112), corrcspondinp; 
to 11 6oa of the orip;inal, where the worst of the dm~e is timocracy. It seems to be a mere slip 
on the part of the translator. 

109. Farah!, l\111;, ch. 15, §17 (p. 25(;) and SJ'vl, 99 ')o; cf. Najjar, 'Democracy 111 Islamic 
Political Thoup;ht'. 

rro. Ibn Rushd, Coiii/1/CIIIarv, 8 )f. 212f. 
1 11. Farah!, SM, 99 50; Il;n Slna, Ri{iirlqii, 37; Ibn Rushd, K/Jil(ii/Jil, 1 :;6; ed. Aouad, 

r, S, 1; 1, R, 3 (ad Aristotle, Rhetoric, l_i6d1; Arabic Version, 1, 40.24, where it IS described 
as a repmc in which public offices wen: distributed by lot). 

112. Above, 190. 
1 13. Jim Rushd, Connnentary, 1':; = 212f.; d. Farah!, SM, roof. 
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might say, though they never put it that way). The Virtuous Polity was both 
authoritarian and totalitarian. 

The Sharl<a as a constitution 

The perfect polity of the scholars was a good deal more liberal than that of the 
philosophers 111 that the scholars regarded all rulers as subJCct to the law rather 
than sources of it. "Islamic government is neither tyrannical nor absolute, but 
constitutional ... 1n the sense that rulers arc subJect to a certain set of condi
tions in governing and admmistering the country," as Khomeilll put this 
point. 11 ·1 But he was a revolutionary. Pedantic scholars have to observe that 
although one could well characterize the Shar1<a as a constitution, 1t docs not 
follow that government based on it was constitutional. 

The Shari<a was, or rather included, a constitution 111 the broadest sense of 
the word: a set of rules that allocated functions, powers, and duties among the 
various agencies and offices of government and defined the relationship 
between them and the puhlic. 111 Al-Mawardl's aN::.clm su/(,/nrvya 1s a collection 
of such rules. But a constitution in this sense of the word is simply a frame of 
government or political order: a set of rules wh1ch orgalllze, but do not 
restrain, the exercise of power. In order for the rules to yield constitutional 
government they have to Include restraints, normally Identified as a bill of 
rights and institutional devices for securing their obscrvancc. 111' The Sharl<a 
does not 111clude a bill of rights, let alone of rights perceived as common to all 
mankind, but it could still be said to guarantee personal freedoms for Muslims 
and people under their protection, and to seek to restrain arbitrary power. 

Of course, words such as 'rights' and 'freedoms' are Western, but medieval 
.Muslims certainly had a concept of both. They tended to v1ew human rela
tions in terms of duties, however, and they did not think that membership of 
the human species conferred any rights or duties 111 itself. Rather, rights and 
duties were conferred by God on His servants. It followed that there was no 
concept of human rights in the modern sense. Infidels had no legal existence 
except insofar as they were protected by Islamic law, as dhimmls or 
musta>mills (roughly permanent and temporary res1dents). 11 -- When the jurists 
spoke of human rights ((mqi:iq a/-,/damiyylnlaf_cibiid), they meant the clauns 
that individuals had on each other, not rights vested in human he1ngs by virtue 
of their human nature. The opposite of human rights were God's rights ((mq(tq 

1 q. E.p;. Khomcini, Islam and Rcuollltioll, S'i· 

11 'i· Cf. Finer, 'Notes 'fi:>wards a History of Constitutions', 17. 
116. Sartori, 'Constitutionalism', ~'i6f. 

117. Cf. below, ;'il-:. 
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alhih), meaning the claims that the Muslim community as represented by the 
ruler had on them. The distinction is close to that between civil and public 
(including criminal) law today. For example, certain penalties were owed to 
humans. meaning that they were carried out only if the aggrieved party 
demanded it. 11 H The offenses were seen as pnvate. Other penalties were duties 
owed to God, meaning that they had to be carried out whether anybody 
demanded it or not (thus the so-called (mdtid). They were crimes against God, 
or in other words the Muslim community, not against individual Muslims. 
Penalties apart, God's claims included the canonical taxes, holy war, ritual 
worship such as prayer and fasting, and other things, such as the duty of giv
ing advice to the ruler (or so at least according to an Iba~l! scholar). There were 
also institutions which involved duties to humans and God alike. 11

'' 

It was under the heading of 'human claims' that the lives, property, per
sonal freedom, family relations. and commercial transactions of Muslims and 
dhimmls were protected. One might call them 'civil rights' if this did not imply 
a consciousness of rights against the state which is not present in the sources. 
One could certainly call them 'civil clauns'. The jurists discuss them from the 
point of view of dealings between private people, not between private people 
and the state, and no special attention is paid to them in works on constitu
tional law such as ai-Mawardl's. For all that, the law was perfectly clear that 
the lives, property and internal relations of the subjects were sacrosanct as long 
as they observed the law themselves. The Jurists paid less attention to public 
law, but they did cover subjects such as taxation, the conduct of holy war, the 
suppression of rebels, the punishment of criminals, and the appointment of 
judges. It certainly cannot be clal!ned that they gave no guidance on matters of 
government. 120 The law left much to the discretion of rulers, but its letter was 
often detailed and its spirit was unmistakably protective of the believers. It is 
for this reason that one can call the SharT'a a constitution in the fuller sense of 
the word. Nobody could. or did, have any doubt that most of what rulers did 
was illegal. 

But the constitution was not enforceable. Allied with scholars, the ruler 
could compel his subjects to live by the law in respect of ritual worship, fam
ily relations, commerce, and inheritance (insofar as compulsiOn was needed). 
But whether they were allied with scholars or not, the subjects could not com-

rr8. Thus Milward!, Ahhiim, 390!22.9 249, on qadhf (one of the (mdiid that were 

human rather than divine clauns in his view). 
119. Milliot, llllroliltctioll ,) /'hude de droit mustt!man, §19(); .Johansen, 'Eigenrum, 

Familie und Obrigkeit', 386f., 409ff. and 'Sacred and Religious Elemenrs in Hanafite Law', 

2.89f, 299ff; Mul~ammad b. M<Il~bttb m !Gshif, Siyar, ii, 249.I5. 
I2o.l'acc Finer, 'Notes towards a History of Constitutions', IS. 
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pel their ruler to observe the law in the exercise of government. The ruler had 
agents backed by force among his subjects, the subjects did not normally have 
any among the wielders of political power. There is a remarkable exception in 
eleventh-century Samarqand. In 488/1095 the inhabitants of this city, "both 
officers and subJects", agreed to kill Al~mad Khan, a local dynast who ruled as 
a subordinate of the Seljuqs. They suspected him of heresy, seized hl!n, and put 
him on tnal in a court of jurists and judges, who condemned him to death on 
charges of Ismailism and apostasy; or, according to another version, the jurists 
and judges first met with leaders of the army and issued a {attuii declaring it 
licit (or obligatory) for anyone to kill Al,lmad, and next, when he was caught, 
put him on trial and condemned him to death agam. 121 

The key to the subjects' power here is clearly their alliance With the leaders 
of the army. The result was a noteworthy attempt to handle power by lawful 
procedures. Military commanders did not usually stage tnals or solicit fatwiis 
before killing a ruler; nor, for that matter, did rulers normally bother to stage 
trials in order to jail, kill, or seize the property of their commanders or civil
ian subjects. There is a famous exception in the caliph ai-M u'ta~lll1 (8 :n-42), 
who found it prudent to have his powerful general, the Afshln, convicted of 
apostasy before havmg him killed. 122 The generals in Samarqand now found it 
necessary similarly to dispose of AI) mad Khan by lawful means (perhaps 
because he had an overlord who might have punished them). We do not know 
whether the charges they brought against him were seriously meant, let alone 
true, or merely a pretext, though the latter seems more likely: Al;mad Khan was 
oppressive (qaliil; al-slra) and extortionate, and it was the second time that the 
Samarqancl!s tried to nd themselves of him. The first time they wrote to the 
Seljuq sultan Malikshah, inviting hHn to take control of Samarqand, which he 
duly did, but he reinstated Al]mad Khan some years later, and this was when 
they brought charges against him; Al,lmad Khan flatly denied them. 

But though the trial is unlikely to have been fair, it does give us a glimpse 
of what one might call constitutional government. It is typical, however, that 
the charges were of apostasy, not of illegal appropriation of other people's 
goods. No medieval Muslim ruler, or for that matter governor or generaL is on 
record as having gone to trial for having killed. tortured, Jailed, or robbed 
innocent Muslims, though a fair number of Sunni junsts held that the Imam 
should be deposed for such crimes, as has been seen. 123 Violations of this kind 
were apparently too commonplace; many jurists denied that the ruler could be 

I2t.lbn al-Athlr, !Gimil, x, ::4:;f. (year 488), cf. I7rff. (year 482.) for the pre-history; 

Narshakhl, Bu/.:.hiinl, 21M.; Barrhold, 'Tltrh.estan, '39· 
12.2.. Cf. /·:!', s.v. 'Afshln', 

!'!..).Above, 22-Sff. 
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deposed for them; to secure the removal of extremely powerful people only the 
ultimate charge would do: loss of status as a Muslim. Remarkable though it is 
Ill retrospect, moreover, the episode did not attract much attention at the time. 
Only two historians report it, one dispassionately and the other outraged by 
the Samarqand!s' behaviour: how strange that people of Sunna and .J ama'a 
who hold Q.4:59 ("Obey the messenger and those in authority among you") to 

refer to kings should nonetheless rebel against kings, as the latter excla1ms. 11.1 

Al)macl Khan had clearly managed to alienate most members of the elite, 
mcluding his own army. Elsewhere, too, it happened that people agreed to 

remove a ruler by mviting another to take over. But most rulers managed to 
retain sufficient support to go on oppressing the powerless. When such rulers 
violated what we would call the civil rights of its subjects, all the subjects could 
do was to turn to the state itself, petitioning the ruler for justice in the special 
court for the redress of grievances (mdd al-ma::pilim). It was a poor substitute 

for the independent councils with which al-l~Iarith and the North African lba<,ll 
had wanted to restrain government. AI-Maward! tells an edifying story in 
whiCh a woman in rags accuses the caliph's own son of usurping her land and 

wins the case. 125 This was how things ought to be; between them, the divine 
authority of the law and the personal virtue of the ruler would ensure that jus
tice won out even when this flew in the face of the immediate interests of the 

ruler. One could not call this constitutional government even if virtue did 
occasionally win out, or always, as it is said to have done under the Rightly 
Guided Caliphs or 'Umar II. Rather, it was government by appeal to the ruler's 
conscience. With no authoritative devices for signaling breach of the rules, and 
no official mechanisms for the imposition of sanctions either, attempts to 

enforce the rules inevitably led to mutual recriminations and civil warY1
' It was 

preCisely because sustained attempts to enforce the rules always led to civil war 
that most people eventually decided to live with such government as they had. 

Political illusion tricks 

Once it was accepted that government had to be absolutist, and indeed that 
rulers needed more power than they actually had, there was some interest in 
how they went about creating the illusion of possessing it. Humans are com
petitive because they are similar, al-B!runl observed; all descend from the same 
ancestors and have much the same s1ze and shape, so there is no obvious rea-

r2-4- Narshakhl, Buhhiirii, 237, For the verse and its interpretation, see above, 1 >X, 1 ~~f. 

r25. Af:;hiim, 144/x~ = <J'i, 
126. Cf. Finer, 'Notes Towards a History of C:onstiturions', r8f. 
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son why any one of them should lord it over others; everybody thinks he has a 
better right to wealth and power than everyone else. The difference between 
one man and another "is not so considerable as that one man can thereupon 
claim to himself any benefit to which another may not pretend as well as he", 
as Hobbes was to put it six centuries later in unwitting agreement with ai
Blrun1.1T The trick, then, was to make one person seem quite unlike the rest. 

For a start, one could declare rulership to he the monopoly of a single tribe, al
Blrunl observed, or of a particular mclividual within it, with reference to some 
celestial genealogy or divine designation after the fashion of the S:1sanids with 
their Kisras, the Muslims with their limitation of the imamate to Quraysh, the 
Tibetans with their belief that their lduiqilll descended from the sun, and the 
Turks with their myth about their king emerging from a cave. Next there were 
ways of magnifying the physical presence of the ruler: tall palaces, spacious 

courts, raised seats, thrones, crowns, other headgear, arm-extensions, and 
more, all symbolizing elevated ambition and extended power. It was also 
important to thmk of adornments conveying an impression of great wealth, 
and so beautiful as to sway the hearts of the beholders. For the rest, the ruler 
had to seem to know more than anyone else about what was going on, be it 

locally or far away, among the elite or among the masses, for which purpose he 
needed to devise clever means of communication. 12~ Abu Ya'qub al-Sijistanl 
had a strong sense that coins and public prayers served to disseminate aware
ness of the ruler's power, though it was only the association of the ruler's name 
with the Prophet's on and in them that he singled out as s1gnificanr. 129 Ibn S!na 
laid down that the lawgiver prophet must magnify the position of h1s suc
cessor by prescribing acts of worship that can only be performed 111 his pres
ence, adding that the legislator must also see to it that the ruler IS involved (via 
the Judge) in fundamental social acts such as marriage. 1311 Here as elsewhere, 
the philosophers were sophisticated sociologists of religion. 

127, Leuiat!J,m, ch. r 1, r. 

r2X. Blrunl, Jawiihir, 24ff. = 26ff. For another sociolof;icalexplanation of thc limitation 
of the rmamate to Quraysh, see Ibn Khaldun, J\iluqaddima, r rsff. = 1, ><J<JI{ 

12')./th/Jiil, 17+ 

130, Ibn Slna, Sf, x, 4F = 10S. 
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THE FUNCTIONS OF GOVERNMENT 

What services did medieval Muslims expect from the state? Religious scholars 
often answer the question in the form of lists of the ruler's sl}{ll.cl functions (i.e. 
those required by the Sharc!a}, along the lines of "the Muslims must have an 
imam to execute their laws, apply their f?udiid, despatch their armies, marry off 
their (female) orphans and distribute the booty (fay') among them". 1 But such 
lists are too concise to be meaningful to a modern reader, and they do not men
tion any non-shm.cl functions, nor do they say what would happen to the shm.cl 

functions if the imam disappeared. \'\!hat follows is an attempt at a fuller 
answer. 

S H 1\ Rei DUTIES 

Validatimz of the connnzmity 

A modern Westerner would answer the question of what government is for 
by starting with internal order and external defence, but medieval Muslim 
scholars never did, for government to them was first and foremost about the 

1. Baghdadi, U~ii/, 2.71. Or "there must be an imam to execute their laws, apply their 
(mdrid, protect and guard their territory, despatch their armies, distribute their booty and 
alms, deal with their disputes and their marriages, supervise their communal prayers 
and feasts, do justice to the oppressed and exact vengeance from the oppressor, set up 
judges and ).!.Overnors in every area, and send Qur'an-readers and missiOnaries to every area" 

(Shahrastiinl, Ni!Jiiya, 47S = 151 ). 
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maintenance of a moral order, a law. It is with the moral order that we shall 
have to start as well, then. 

The early Muslim community was constituted by allegiance to its imam 
(originally the Prophet, thereafter the caliphs). Without this leader, there was 
no saving vehicle in which to travel along the legal highways revealed by God: 
the law would not be in use; differently put, it would be suspended. If the Imam 
was replaced with another type of ruler, the result would be the same, for 
whereas any kind of ruler would do for the avoidance of anarchy, only an 
imam would do for the avOidance of amorality. Without him, such community 
as existed would not be based on Islamic law. All the social and political 
arrangements of the Muslims would cease to be distingtnshable, m legal as 
opposed to de facto terms, from those of infidels. The abode of Islam would 
merge with that of unbelief. 

Initially, then, it would seem that the first and foremost role of the imam 
was to validate the law on which the Muslim community was based. The 
umma and the imamate thus went together: neither could exist without the 
other. But this is not how thmgs remained. From the first civil war onwards an 
increasing number of Muslims deemed the head of state not to be an imam any 
more. They would rebel on behalf of real imams when they could, but this was 
not always possible, and all went through periods in which they had no imam 
at all. How then could they hope to be saved? 

It is difficult to find an answer to this question. The early Kharijites and 
Shtcites formed commumties by affirming their loyalty (waliiya) to imams of 
guidance in the past, dissociating from all imams of error and their supporters 
in the past and present, and accepting the obligation to establish a true imam 
as soon as circumstances would allow it. This seems to have sufficed, in the 
sense that it was only in terms of public law that the community merged with 
the abode of unbelief (dilr a/-hufr). In the absence of an imam the sectarians 
had no legitimate Friday service, courts, army, or other emblems of political 
organization, but for the rest the law remained valid, or so they seem to have 
assumed. They must in that case have operated with a distinction between the 
private and public aspects of the law, but they do not seem to have thought too 
deeply about it, for if one could live a morally upright life without political 
organization of one's own, what would be wrong about living In diir al-hufr? 

The parallel between the Umayyad polity and dZir al-lwfr was brought into 
the open in the second civil war, when Kharijite extremists deemed life in this 
polity to be mcompatible with Muslim status: if all non-Kharijites were infi
dels, they said (and all Kharijites agreed that this was so), then there was not 
and could not be a Muslim polity unless the Kharijites left to establish one 
themselves, and all Kharijites who refused to leave the abode of l::..ufr were infi
dels. Their emphasis was on physical separation as a rightly gt11ded community 
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rather than the establishment of a rightly guided leader, but they clearly saw 
the two as going together: they made their hijra from the garnson cities to 
establish imamates of their own. This had the merit of consistency. Other 
Kharijites responded that Mul)ammad had lived for ten years in Mecca, which 
was dilr al-hufr at the time. or that in fact no imam was necessary for a valid 
community, since the imamate had never truly existed, or that other Muslims 
were only infidels in the sense of hypocrites." But if hypocrites sufficed to val
idate the community, why did one have to rebel against them to establish 
another when one could? Again, it is hard to find an answer. 

It was not JUSt the Khariiites who preferred not to th111k too hard about 
the problem. The Andalusians never explamed how they could claim to be 
Muslims, and indeed to live in a politically organized society with Friday 
prayer, courts, armies and so on, when their Umayyad governor stopped pay
ing allegiance to the cAbbasid caliph without adopting the status of imam him
self.1 By what avenues did the Zayd!s, who explicitly declared all precepts of 
the law to flow from the imamate;' reach the position that the law was valid 
whether there actually was an imam or not as long as people acknowledged the 
imamate to be prescribed by the law (so that it was for purely practical reasons 
that none existed) ?1 We do not know. As late as the tenth century, jamii'l 
Muslims retained a feeling that there would be no Islamic community and no 
(public) law without the caliph, though they did not often say it.1

' The only 
imams, apart from the Prophet, whom they unanllnously deemed indispensa
ble for purposes of putting communal life on a moral basis were by then the 
first four. For the rest, the imamate was obligatory in the sense that one had to 
establish it when it was possible to do so, not in the sense that one would die 
as a pagan if circumstances forced one to live without it. They must have 
reached this position early, for nobody seems to have questioned that the 
Andalusians were Muslims, nor do the Muctazilite anarchists seem to have 
found it necessary to explain that one could remove the imam Without sus
pending the law and dissolving the Muslim community thereby. But opmions 
seem to have developed stealthily, as if people were ashamed of them. The 

2. Thus the Bayhasiyya, Najdiyya, and Ihil<Jiyya respectively. 

3· For their resolute silence on their ruler's (and thus also their own) status, see Fierro, 

'Adopci6n des titulo califal', 36. 

+ Strothmann, Staatsrecht, 5. 
5· If there was an imam and one did not know him, one died as a pap;an; if there was 

none, the imam was the Prophet, the Qur'iln and the Commander of the Faithful (i.e. 'All), 
and one escaped a pap;an death by knowinp; the doctrine of the imamate (al-Hildl ilil '1-I:Iaqq, 

A~J/.:.iim, i, -t66f.; cf. also Strothman, Staatsrecht, 9I). 

6. Cf. Nap;el, Festung, .35· 
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same is true of opinions on the parallel question whether one could or could 
not live in the abode of unbelief (diir a!-lwfr).-

Only the Rafi<)l Shl'ites opted for an explicit assertion that the validity of 
the law depended on the imam. When he disappeared, his continued existence 
in hiding ensured that the world was not totally drained of morality, so that the 
Muslim (i.e. Imami) community continued to exist even though public law was 
a dead letter in his absence. By then, the tight concatenation of the imam and 
the law characteristic of Shi'ism must have come across as an aberratiOn rather 
than a strong formulation of what had once been a shared VIew. 

Validatio11 of fm/Jiic worshifJ 

Whether or not a saving vehicle existed without the imam, his presence (or that 
of his governor or other deputy) was required for the validation of the Friday 
and the festival prayers in Umayyad times.H This was also the view of the 
Zaydls,'J Imamis,H1 Ismailis, 11 I-.bnafls,I 2 and Iba<;lls.u It was for that reason that 
the Baghdadis would smash pulpits and declare that "they had no prayers" (fer 
~a!muclt !a/non) when they found al-Muqtadir (d. 912) too useless to count as 
their caliph.,., The Shaficites held it more suitable for the Fnday prayer to be 
validated by judges rather than governors, or so at least according to al
Maward!.15 Since judges were also delegates of the caliphs, this did not make 
much difference 111 JUristic theory, but other Shafi'ites freed the Fnday prayer 

7- Such views as survive from the first four centuries are norablc for their ambivalence, 

as Abou F.l Fad! points our ('Islamic Law and Muslim Minorities,' 14RL). C:f. furrher below, 

.'> )')ff. 
R. Crone and Hinds, God:< CalifJh, 33, cirinp;Jarlr. 
9· Strothman, Staatsrecht, 511., d. 97 (a 11llf0tasi/J Imam did not suffice). 

Io. Tusl, Ni!Jiiya, IO). 
I I. When the Ismaili missionaries lost touch with their imam, they s;ud that they had 

''no prayer, no fasrinp;" (lvanow, 'lstitiir al-im:lm", 93 r5R). 
I2.. Milward!, A~Jkiim, 6'i/n.S y;; Bap;hdiidl, U~t/1, i, 2.72..9 (the Iraqis); 'Abd al-.Jabbilr, 

Mug/ml, xxh, 4~L9; Calder, 'Friday Prayer and Juristic Theory', >7· Compare Ibn IJanbaL 
who counted 'All's leadership of the prayer amonp; the proofs thar he had been caliph 

(Zaman, l~mcrgptce, I69f.), and Ibn Slnil, accordinp; to whom the lawp;rver must prescribe 

worship which can only be performed Ill the caliph's presence (S/, x, ·f5"- = roR). 
I 3· Imams were needed, amonp; other thinp;s, "to hold our prayers", as the Ibal,lls of 

North Africa said when they elected Abu 'l-Khanab (Ibn ?ap;hlr, 'Chromque', 9); if you 

depose the rip;hrful imam, the new imam's jum'a will be invalid (Bisy:inl In 1\iishi(, ii, I R6). 
The Ibil<_lls of .Jerha had no Friday prayer due to the absence of the JUSt Imam, al-Tijilnl 

noted in 706/ I 'o6 (Ri~J/a, I 2.7). 
q. I~lamza al-Isbahilnl, I 5 :;, 1 q (G, wz.f., 2.04). 

I'i. Milward!, A~Jhiim, 65/33·7 = >5· 
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from its association with government altogether. It was customary, according 
to ai-Juwayn!, for the imam to supervise events which served as an external 
emblem (shi'iir) of Islam, such as the Friday prayer and the pilgrimage, and he 
ought indeed to pay attention to anything involving large numbers, but in law, 
people were free to organize the rituals themselves. 11

' According to the I-;Ianaf! 
Ibn ai-Simnan!, all duties that fell on the believers as Individuals, such as ritual 
prayer and alms, continued whether there was an imam or not. Whether he 
included the Friday prayer under this heading, not just the daily five, he does 
not say. 17 

.JamZi'l scholars who deemed the validity of the Friday prayer to depend on 
the presence of the ruler, in person or through his governor, held his presence 
to have the requisite effect whether he was morally upright or not; 1 ~ but Sh!'ites 
would not pray in the Friday mosques of illegitimate rulers, 19 and the Imam Is 
ceased to have a public Friday service when their twelfth imam went into 
hiding. 20 This briefly changed under the Sh!'ite Buyids, when al-Mufld (d. 
413ho22), followed by his pupil al-"fus! (d. 459flw66f), postulated that the 
imam had delegated his authority to the jurists: they were permitted to con
duct the Friday and the Festival service on his behalf, provided that they could 
do so without getting into trouble. 21 But later scholars such as Ibn Idr!s al-l:-Iilll 
(d. 59S/uo2) disagreed.22 There was no Friday prayer 111 early ~afavid Iran; to 
conduct it was to identify oneself as a Sunni_ll 

In al-Juwaynl's opinion, no physical act of worship required validation by 
the imam. 2

·
1 That the pilgrimage remained valid regardless of the moral status 

of the ruler is explicitly affirmed by the 1-:-Janbal! Ibn Barta and the Zayd! 

r(;. Juwaynl, G!Jiyiith, §§2R9f., S53; d. Shirazi in Calder, 'Friday Prayer and Juristic 
Theory', 41. 

17. Simnanl, Rawcfa, i, §r 14; cf. §115. 
rS. Ibn Batp. Pro{<>ssilm de f(Ji, 67 = 127; cf. Lewis, Political La11guagc, 101. 
19. Already under the Umayyads we arc told that the adherents of 'All would stay away 

from Friday service and other public prayers (Tab. ii, 2.34); such absence counts as a sign of 
mf(f in a Prophetic tradition cited in SN, ch. 4 1, § 14. 

20. There were no Friday prayers in Qumm in Buyid times until Rukn al-Dawla forced 
the Qummls to rebuild and use Friday mosque (Muqaddasl, A(JSt111, 395). Kullnl (d. 
329/94of.) has the imams make provisions for performance of the Friday prayer by oncscl f, 
or prayers in lieu of it (Newman, Formatiue Period o{'llue!t>cr Shl'ism, 16R, 170). 

21. Mufld, Muqni'a, Sn; Tlisl, Ni!Jiiya, 302, d. 107. For Mufld on the law during the 
ghayba, sec also Arjomand, 'The Consolation of Theology', 562f. 

22. Ibn Idrls, Sarii'ir, i, .3o2ff. 
23. Enc. lm11., s.v. 'ium'a.' 
24-Juwaynl, G!Jiyiith, §§2S9f. (d. above, note 16). 
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lv!ajmil' ,25 and everyone else seems to have taken it for granted. As regards fast
ing in Rama<;lan, only the Ismail is held it to be suspended in the absence of the 
imam, presumably because they relied on him to announce its hegmning and 
end, calculated by astronomers.2

'' Other Muslims simply relied on the appear
ance of the new moon, which did not require expert knowledge. (This did not 
prevent the Malik! al-Wanshar!s! from adducing the fast of Rama<.Jan among 
the ritual obligations that Muslims would he unable to fulfil if they stayed on 
in al-Andalus after the fall of Granada in 1492: without imams and their 
deputies, the sighting could not he accomplished, he declared, urging them to 
leave.) 27 

Finally, obligatory alms (zakiih, ~adaqa) remained payable to any ruler 
whatever his moral status according to some Sunnis, hut here there were dis
senting voices, above all (though not only) among the Shafi'ites: obligatory 
alms on gold, silver, and easily h1dden things kept at home could or should 
always be paid directly to the recipients, listed in Q. 9:6o, the dissenters said, 
rather than to officials (who would violate the privacy of the home); and the 
same was true of obligatory alms in general when the collecrors were unjust, 
or even when they were not, according to some. 2~ In the absence of a ruler of 
any kind, everything to do with public money would have to be managed by 
the scholars, according to .Juwayn!, who does not explintly mention alms. 
According to Ibn al-Simnan!, zakiih would contmue to be payable because it 
was a duty which fell on the believers as individuals, whereas the imposition of 
jizya would stop because the duty did not fall on them, but rather on the 
imam.2~ 

The Iha\l!s and some Imamis also held that people could disburse the alms 
directly to the recipients, at least if there was no legitimate imam or one could 
not rely on the money reaching him. 111 What happened if one gave one's alms 
to a wrongful ruler, voluntarily or under duress? The Iba\l!s and some Imamis 
said that one would have to pay them again, assuming that there was someone 
to pay them to. But there were also Imamis who said that it was lawful to pay 
them to rulers such as the Umayyads, and that they were not 1n any case to be 

2s.l'ro{essio11 de j(Ji, (,7 = 12S, cited in Lewis, l'olitical Lt111J!Jta.<.!,e, 101', Zayd (attrib.), 
lvlaimii', 2.'\6, no. 8 53· 

26. Above, note 1 1; cf. Walker, ai-Kir111iilll, 3 5. 
27. Wansharlsl, Mi'yiir, ii, qSf. 
28. Ibn Bana, l'rof{>ssio11 de /oi, 67 = 1 28; cited 111 Lewis, l'ulitwd La11guagc, 101; 

Aghnidcs, Theories o( Fiwma, 296ff.; Milward!, A\JI::iilll, 209/12.1 = 1:; ~. There were even 
some who held thar one could kill unjust collectors, cf. below, nore '>'· 

29 . .Juwaynl. Ghiyiith, §s6o; Simnanl, Rawcfa, §§r 14f. 
30. Cf. Bisyanl, Mukhta~ar, 93; Newman, Formatiue Period o( 'lil'ell'er ,\'hl'islll, 1 (;6f. 
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paid twice. 1i The Zaydls and lsmailis held that (the true) :::,ahiih was suspended 
in the imam's absence, l2 and so apparently did some lman11s, on the grounds 
that ordinary believers lacked the knowledge to hand it directly to the rightful 
recipients, and that three of the categories of recipients listed in the Qur)iin 
presupposed political organization: the lmami al-Mufld and his pupil al
Tus! brushed aside these objections, arguing that :::,akiih was payable to the 
jurists, who did have the requisite knowledge, and that the three problematic 
categories were simply suspended. u 

Execution o( the law (tanf!dh al-al)kiim) 

Executing the law was the essence of the imam's shall functions. It was to 
implement the moral and legal rules (sumw, &ulvn, ~mdiid, (imficf, ~Jilqilq) 
brought by the prophets that God had raised up caliphs, as al-Walid II said in 
744·H All lists of the imam's functions mention this duty, and all the functions 
listed separately can be seen as subdivisions of it. In the early days the caliph 
would execute the law in person by adjudicating in person, and whether he did 
so or not, it was generally agreed that only the imam (or a delegate of his) 
could appoint judges. 1

' 

It followed that if there was no imam, people would have "no judgements 
(a~Jkiim)", as the Umayyad poet .Jarlr put it.u' One would have make do with 
~~~~~J, private agreement or settlement out of court.1~ The Imamis had no courts 
capable of enforcing their decisions even back in the days when their imams 
were present, and their traditions sternly warn the believers not to use the 
courts of the opponents, telling them to submit their dispute to a traditionist 
or junst and accept his )migement of their own accord.'~ When al-Mufld, 

31. Mul~ammad b. Mal~buh to the Norrh Africans in l<ilshif, Siyar, ii, 25of. (where the 
wrongful officials arc lbii~ll, not Sunnl); Tusl, Nihiiya, I S5; Newman, Forma/rue Period o( 

Twcluer Shl'ism, I74• I77. 
32· Cf. Qiisim b. Ibriihlm in Strothmann, Staatsrccht, <;n; Abrahamov, 'al-l~asim', S6; 

not even a mrr(Jtasib imam could collect them (Madelung in U', s.v. 'imiima'); Nu'miin, 
Da'li'im, i, 263f. 

33· Mufld, !vluq11i'a, 252.; Tusl, Nihiiya, IS<;; Calder, 'Zakiit in Imam! Shl'l 
Jurisprudence', 469. 

3+ Tab., ii, 1759ff.; tr. Crone and Hinds, God~' Crliph, I 2 Iff. 
35.Ibn ai-Muqaffa', .)a~iiba, Il)7f. (P, §I7); Sanhoury, Cali(at, r6Sff.; Tusl, Khilii(, v, 

343.h. Cf. above, 238ff., on Gha;~\11. 
36. Above, noteS. 
37· Cf. 'Abel al-.Jabbiir, lvlll,l!,fml, xx/I, 53 f. 
38. Kullnl, Kii(i, vii, 4IO-I2; Madclung, 'Authority ll1 Twclvcr Shiism', r66, citing Ibn 

Biibawayh; Newman, Forma/rue l'criod o( '/'r{!e/ucr S!JI'ism, I Sof. 
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followed by al-Tus!, proposed the theory of delegation to the jurists (ta(wicf), 
they affirmed that it was up to the Jurists to take over the functions of qclcf/s.l'1 

Al-Tus! added that a person appointed by the wrongful regime should try to 
use his position to apply lmami law; under duress he might even apply the 
law of the opponents, but only as long as it did not cause lwn to take lives: 
taqiyya (dissimulation under duress) could not legitimate unlawful killing:10 

On the Sunm side ai-Miiwardl agreed that there could he no execution of 
the law (and also no collection of taxes) in a community wtthout an imam, 
whereas an imam raised up by rebels would in his opinton validate Jts execu
tion in the rebel community: he did not deem the (mostly Sunni) subjects of the 
Fatimid caliphs to be living in sin, one infers, though he does not mention any 
examples:1i Here as elsewhere, the idea is that the public domatn is created by 
God, the only power capable of overruling private Interest, and that God has 
to be represented in the here and now by a single person, a deputy. But al
Juwaynl argued along the same lines as ai-Mufld and al-Tus! that the scholars 
could take over the execution of the law in the absence of a such a deputy: they 
could marry off women without marriage guardians and administer the prop
erty of orphans, for examplcY Al-Ghaziill, his star pupil, disagreed, as has 
been seen: all transactions dependent on judges would be Invalid in his view, or 
alternatively validated by overriding necessity (4an"Jm) alone, for the sultans to 

whom most judges owed their appointments had no moral nght to appoint 
them unless they were authonzed to do so by the caliph. Later Sunnis solved 
the problem by tracing the authority of the sultan to the community, thus 
reversing the original relationship between the community and its head, and/or 
by seeing the sultans as imams themselves:13 

Exewtion o( the l)udud 

The modern state is often held to be an agency for the maintenance of inter
nal order and the conduct of external defence distmgutshcd by Its monopoly 
on the right to use v10lence, where vwlcnce means force of the type required 
for physical damage, Imprisonment or death: people may still slap the1r 

39· Mufld, !vluqrri'a, S r 1.5; Tusl, Ni!Jtlya, :;or. The view was affirmed again Ill the 
$afavid period, cf. Calder, 'Judictal Authority tn Imiiml Shi'I.Junsprudencc,' IO'i. 

40. Tusl, Nilhlya, :;oz. 
..p. Miiwardl, A(JI:!.tlm, l)<,l5l) = h<,; cf. Mikhail, l'olitrcs and Rcucldtion, 23 (wrongly 

having Miiwardl speak of the religious duttcs in general); Abou El Fad!, 'Islamic Law of 
Rebellion', ii, 205f. 

42.juwaynl, Ghrytlth, §5<;7-X. 

4.>· Above, 2 :;Rff. 
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children (if only just), but in most countries they may not bear arms (except by 
special licence), and nowhere may they physically injure, detain or kill other 
people, except in self-defence (narrowly defined). If the state were to lose this 
monopoly, it would not simply be sharing a function with, or ceding a function 
to, private citizens; rather it would cease to be a modern state. Contrary to 
what one might have expected, given the level of violence they had to tolerate, 
some medieval Muslim jurists operated with similar notions, or so at least 
al-Juwaynl. Private individuals (ii(;iid al-niis) were not allowed to unsheath 
weapons against each other or their rulers, or only in self-defence and the res
cue of others, he said, adding that this did not apply if there was no govern
ment. (Using arms against infidels was also another matter.)·'·' Many jurists 
disagreed, as will be seen. There was, however, complete unanimity that the 
imam had a monopoly on the right to use force in one key area. 

The area in question was that of the l;udiJd, penalties prescribed in the 
Shar<la wh1ch resulted in physical damage (by lashing). mutilation (by ampu
tation) or death (by stoning or decapitation):11 That only the imam could 
apply or authorize the application of these penalties to free persons was 
affirmed by all Muslims with rare exceptions, such as the ninth-century anar
chists, to whom they were a major problem:11' Many jurists went further by 
crediting the imam with a monopoly on all punishments, including discre
tionary flogging (tclzlr), torture, imprisonment, and banishment, which are 
not prescribed in the Shar<la;-~" but only of the (mdiJd can it be emphatically 
said that if he ceded them to others, he would cease to be the Imam, or alter
natively the penalties would cease to be l;udtid. They were penalties for funda
mental transgressions of the moral code which held society together and had 
to be inflicted by a representative of God, that is to say a representative of col
lective interests, because there would not otherwise he anything to distinguish 
them from private vengeance. If everyone had the right to kill or maun other 
people, there would be no legal order to uphold: power would lose its moral 

44- Ghiyiitb, §§J(1_:J, 479f., 4S~f., 554 and lrshiid, 370.1 (Cook, Con/lllilltdinp, Ri,I!,IJt, ·q6). 
45· The penalties arc classically Identified as those for unlawful sexual relations (zilul), 

false accusations of such relations (qadh(), h1p;hway robbery (qa( al-tarlq), theft (sanqa) 

and winc-drinlonp;; but many others count as (mdiid in medieval works, mcludinp; those for 
apostasy, blasphemy, and homicide; and there an: times when (Htdd seems to mean capital 
punishment. 

46. Cf. above, ()7f. 'Ahd ai-Jabhar knew of Mcdinese Jurists who would allow all mdi
vicluals to perform them on behalf of an imam unable: to do it himself (Muglml, xxh, 1 ~5). 
For the question whether slave owners could perform them on their slaves, sec Johansen, 
'Mise en scene clu vol,' 46; Naysahurl, lm<lma, 67. 

47· Cf. Cook, Commanding Right, 268, note TO) (Murta<;lii), :142, note 21 (l~lallml); 
Naysaburl. Jnulma, 67.5. 
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purpose, anarchy would prevail;·!s and one would be back 1n the proverbial man 

'a:::.za bazza ('whoever has power takes the spoils') which had prevailed in the 
Jiihiliyya. The lmamis added a consideration likely to appeal to modern oppo
nents of capital punishment: one needed infallibity to impose such penalties:''~ 
But with or without mfallibility, the authority behind them had to be public. 

Consequently, the imam's monopoly on the (mdtid is frequently affirmed 
in the literature, whether Sunni,511 Mu<tazilite, 11 Shl'ite,52 or Ihii<;ll.53 Since the 
~Jt.uhid could not be applied by unauthorized people without ceasing to be 
l;udiid, they could not be executeclm the imam's absence. Th1s was the prob
lem that the ninth-century anarchists had struggled with. When the twelfth 
imam went into hiding, the lmamis duly declared the (ntdi:id to be suspended, 
pending his return.5•1 Not all held the suspension to be total, however. A tradi
tion in al-Kullnl allows self-help in the case of unlawful sexual relations, as 
long as the penalty was carried out in secret.55 Several jurists of the Buyid 
period tried the alternative method of ruling that if an lmami official 
employed by a wrongful ruler was in a position to apply the (mdiJd in accor
dance with lmami law, then he was authorized (or even obliged) to do so, for 
he would in fact be acting on behalf of the true imam and should think of him
self as doing so.56 This ruling reflected the fact that the wrongful rulers at the 
time were Shl'ites; living under Sunnis, thirteenth-century jurists tended to dis
agree with it.57 Al-Mufld and al-Tus! held that the Jurists were allowed to apply 
the (mdi:ul even without holding office. by delegation from the imams, when 
they were able to do so. as within their own households: they were authorized 

48. Cf. Naysahur!, Jnulma, 67, cxplaminp; what is implicit elsewhere. 
49· Cf. ·rus!, Ma!Jsii{, vii, 41.6, Cited in Sachedina, Just Ruler, 10of. lt was also 'Abd ai

Jabhar's understandinp; of the Imami position (Mu,l!,lml, xx/ 1, 74). 
50. Bap;hdad!, U~rll, 272.7. As he observes, some held that slave owners could impose 

them on their slaves ( cf. above, note 46). 
~ 1. 'Abel al-Jabbar, Muglml, xxl 1, 41, 74, notinp; that if there is no 1111am, the (mdrld must 

be suspended (1,1/mdda min suqtl( al-l;ru{rld); Mankd!m1n Cook, Conmtalulin,l!, Right, 21 ~· 
)2. Below (lmami); Strothmann, Staatsrecht, <;n, cf. <)7 (Zayd!); Naysahurl, lnu/m,t, 67 

(lsmaili: not l'Wn slave owners). 
'\~. Hisyan! and Mul~ammad b. Mai)hub in Kashif, Siyar, ii, 1<)7f., 21<). 
54· Murta<;lii 111 Sachedina, '1i·catise on the Occultation', 124, and other Imamis 111 

Madelunp;, 'Treatise', note 2); Sllnilarly 'Abd al-Jahbar, Muglml, xx/1, 74f., on the Shl'ites. 
55. Newman, Formattue Period ol 'fi!'eluer Shl'ism, 177f. 
~6. Murta,la in Madclunp;, 'Treatise', 23 = 26, With other Imamis in note 25; Mufld, 

!VIrtqni'a, Sro; Tusl, Nihtiya, )01, :;o2. 
57· Thus Ibn Idr!s and Mul~aqqiq al-l~lill!; cf. Calder, 'Lep;ttimacy and Accommoda

tion', y6f.; Madelunp;, 'Treatise,' note 25. 
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to apply the penalties to their own wives, children, and slaves.5H Here their 
attempt to save public authority ended up as an endorsement of self-help, if 
only for jurists, and perhaps only in their capacity as domestic tyrants. It was 
in any case a far cry from the infallible public authority that had once been 
required for the task, and it was too much for Ibn Idr!s al-l:liiiT: it was only to 
his slaves that a man could apply the (mdi:id in his view. 5

'J 

According to ai-Mufld, people who took it upon themselves to kill blas
phemers and other apostates 'out of anger on God's behalf, would be free to 

do so, apparently whether the imam was present or not.60 His Mu'tazilite con
temporaries agreed, though only if there was no imam, or so 'Abel ai-.Jabbar 
ins1sts.61 The people in question should probably be envisaged as applying ver
dicts formulated by the jurists rather than acting on their own accord; in other 
words, the reference is to laymen acting as the jurists' henchmen. This was a 
role which laymen were often encouraged to take, by Jil11lii'l and Sh!'ite jurists 
alike (and which became infamous in the West when Khomeini used it to deal 
with Rushdie). "Anyone who meets him and kills him is acting on my order," 
as an early 'Abbasid judge declared with reference to an alleged crypto
Manichean (zindlq) .62 The occasions on which scholars acted as rabble-rousers 
against theologians and philosophers are legion. As long as the decision was 
reached in accordance with the law (as formulated by them), they did not mind 
appealing directly to the community for execution. It was how outlawing 
functioned in medieval Europe too. 

Authors connected with the government, however, were well aware of the 
overriding importance of reserving the infliction of physical punishment to the 
state and its officials. A model letter of appointment instructs a military com
mander "not to apply a ~add or a rule concerned with retaliation, whether 
involving loss of life or limb, without asking the Commander of the Faithful 
for h1s opinion and awaiting his reply" /'3 A military commander should always 
execute major physical punishments himself, or at the most delegate 1t to a 
close associate, according to a military treatise.6

'1 Anyone who beheaded, 

_<;8. Mufid, Muqnla, 8 ro (the imams qad /illuwaifii al-na;ar /ihi i/ii /uqahii' slii'atihim 
nw'a '1-imkiin); Ttrsl, Nillllya, 3oof., clearly on the basis of Mufid. 

59· Ibn Idr!s, Saril'ir, ii, 24-
6o. Mufid, Muqnla, 7--t3• with reference to blasphemers (1111111 sab/){1 raszll allah <Ill! a(md 

min al-a'imma). They are deemed to be outlaws on the ground that they arc apostates, so 
the rule presumably applied to other apostates as well. 

61. 'Abel ai-.Jabbiir, Mup,/mT, xxh, 1 ~6.1, 8. 

62. Wakl', iii, 265.4; cf. van Ess, TG, iii, )4, on Sa'Td b. 'Abd ai-Ral)miin ai-Jumal)! and 
his victim, I)iriir. 

63. Thus Qudiima, I<lumlj, 45· 
64- Harthaml, Mukhta,,ar, 17. 
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mutilated, castrated or otherwise punished anyone else without the long's per
mission, "even his own servant or slave", should be punished according to 
Niziim ai-Mulk. "so that others may take warning and know their places".''' 
Wl~at then would happen if there were no imam? AI-.Juwayn! av01ds the issue, 
but Ibn al-Simnan! concedes that the (mdt-:id would have to be abandoned.'''' 

.l ihtld 

Holy war was one of several types of warfare regulated by the junsts. AI
Maward! called the other types 'wars of public welfare' ((nmib al-ma~a!if?), by 
which he meant the suppression of apostates (mt.frtaddt:ill), rebels (fmghat) and 
brigands (mu(lclri{;z-:in). 67 Only jiluld will be treated in detail1n tl11S book. The 
mam account will come in Chapter 21; what follows is concerned only with the 
relationship between the imam and holy war. 

If one could have a valid community while temporarily depnved of an 
imam, one was also entitled to defend it by force of arms: defensive warfare 
remained legitimate whether there was an imam or not according to all 
(though not all counted such warfare as jihiid, except in the case of emergen
cies).6H But the legitimacy of jihiid in the sense of warfare for the spread of 
Islam was more problematic. The only reason why Muslims were entitled to 

invade the lands of other people to impose their own government on them was 
that they were doing God's will, and this was not self-evident if they were led 
by sinners. Companions are sometimes said to have had their names removed 
from the military roll after the death of 'Umar or that of 'Uthmiin, or whenever 
they took right guidance to have come to an end,w and the question how far it 
was lawful to participate in jih(ld under sinful rulers was hotly debated. A neg
ative answer implied that the activity was suspended, not because it had ceased 
to be obligatory, but rather because circumstances made it impossible for the 

obligation to be discharged. 
The ahl al-sumw tua'/-januta took the view that jih{ld could and should be 

waged behind the ruler of the time whatever his moral status; the activity 

65. SN, 98 76 (ch. r r, §4). 

66. Razutfa, §1 r 5· 
67. Miiwardl, Ab/<<7111, ch. 5 (caption and introduction); d. Sarakhsl, /vla{Jszt!, x, 2, where 

the generic term for all types of licit war is siyar. On wars against rebels and brigands, see 
Abou El Fadl, 'Irregular Warfare and the Law of Rebellion', and 'Islamic Law of Rebellion'. 

68. /iluid and border defence appear as different rubrics (nos. ~ and 6) in Miiwardl, 
A(;kiim:·23lr6 = r6; similarly i\htr Ya'li'i, A(Jf<,/m, 27; .Juwaynl, Ghi~,,1th, §§;oS-ro. The idea 
that jihad was primarily defensive is of apologetic origin and did enter Jurrsuc writings in 
medieval times (though one does encounter it elsewhere, cf. below, .;S2.). 

69. Crone, 'Qays and Yemen', 40, note 223. 
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derived its validity from the law, which was validated in its turn by communal 
agreement, not by him, and whether he was sinful or upright was of no conse
quence to anyone except himself. 70 Nor would the duty be suspended in his 
absence, for it was imposed on the community, not on him. Holy war was a {anf 
ki(iiya, a collective obligation, and such obligations could not be suspended.- 1 

If those who normally fulfilled them stopped doing so, they would devolve 
to others and eventually become individual obligations (sing. (arcf 'ayn) on 
everyone until somebody fulfilled them again. 

A collective duty was not primarily a duty for the state. But given his role 
as the upholder of the law on the one hand and the vast resources at his dis
posal on the other, the ruler was naturally expected to take a leading role in the 
organization of holy war. He was in effect all Muslims in a single person, or 
the agent of their community (1zifib cclll jamiicatihim), as eleventh-century 
jurists put it.72 But did the imam, when there was one, have an actual monop
oly on the conduct of war, in the sense that only he could authorize the mcep
tion and termination of campaigns? The answer may once have been yes. All 
the other items on the standard lists of the imam's duties are activities that 
only he could perform or authorize others to undertake, and Ibn al-Muqaffa' 
(d. c. 757) explicitly says that only the imam was entitled to obedience in mat
ters of "starting campaigns and marching back (al-ghaztu wa'l-qu{z:il), collect
ing and distributing (booty) ... and fighting the enemy and making truces 
with him".73 Sunms often express themselves in similar terms.7

·1 For all that, the 
Sunnis held that laymen were free to initiate campaigns on their own. 

Participation in jih1ld was highly meritorious for everyone, and civilians 
would often join the official campaigns as volunteers (muta(awtula) or go to 
live on the frontier for extended penods, attaching themselves to fortified set
tlements of a private nature known as ribZi(s. The jurists make it clear that such 
volunteers would often set off in small raiding parties, now from the regular 
army and now "from a town in Syria or elsewhere" ,75 to campaignm enemy ter
ritory on their own, without permission from the imam or his representative. 

70. 'Abel ai-Razzaq, Mu~amwf~ v, nos. 96 ro-I .>; Ibn Bana, l'ro(essio11 de (r1i, 67 = 127; 
Ibn 'Ukasha, and others, above, 136, I)?: Malik in Taibi, {mimi agh/ahide, 4I7n. (also in 
Mottahedeh and Sayyid, 'Idea of Jihad', 26, who link it with the debate over the obligatory 
nature of jihad); Sarakhsl, Siyar, i, Ttlo, no. r6r. Similarly Zayd b. 'All, Mainut<, 236, no. 
85 3: the dominance of the wicked docs not invalidate holy war. 

71. Cf. Juwaynl, Ghlyt1th, §553. 
72. Ibid., §307; Sarakhsl, Siyar, i, I 89. 
73· Sa(Jiiba, 197f. (P, §r7). 
74- 1-Iamidullah, Conduct of State,§.> I 2 (Abu Yusuf, Mawardl): Baghdadi, U~ii/, 272; cf. 

also the Mu'tazilite Mankdlm (d. 425/ ro34) in Cook, Commanding, R1ght, 215. 
75· Abu !Janlfa in Tabar!, Il<.hti/iif~ 79· 
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They do not condemn the practice. They do have their reservations about it 
with reference to the safety of the participants, the mamtenance of military 
discipline, or the problematic status of the booty (could they keep It, or was 
the imam entitled to his fifth?). 71

' The Malik!s said that if the Imam had pro
hibited fighting for the sake of general welfare, then nobody was allowed to 
fight unless attacked (in which case no permission was needed to fight back).77 

But no school prohibited unauthorized campaigns outright. "We allow volun
teers in holy war to penetrate the land of obdurate infidels on their own, 
though it is better that they should do so at the Imtiative of the Imam," as al
.Juwayn! observecUx The question how the Imam was supposed to enforce 
truces and otherwise manage relations with the enemy if the frontier popula
tion was out of control does not seem to attract attention, perhaps because 
unauthorized expeditions were usually too small to make much difference. 
When a religious scholar who campaigned with great success against the Turks 
in Tahirid !Churasan was denounced by envious people, the ruler accused him 
of ;,going out and gathering this army around you and disobeying the assis
tants of the government". Perhaps he had overstepped the limit by gathering so 
large an army, or maybe his detractors had accused him of rebellious mtentions 
(he was released when the ruler was convinced of his loyalty).79 In any case, 
private warfare was lawful as long as it was iihtld. 

The Kharijites held jihtld to be highly meritorious whether they had an 
imam or not, but how they explained its validity In his absence is unknown.xo 
The Sh!'ites, on the other hand, held that jihiid in the sense of missionary war
fare could only be waged under the imam's banner; nobody was to participate 

7(,. Abu Zayd al-Qayrawanl (d. _:;SM996) in Bredow, Hci/igc Kncg, Arabic text, I Rff. 
(drawn to my attentron by Christopher Melchert): Tabar!, 1/<.hti/ii(, 7Rf; Qaffal, l:fi/ya, vii, 
657: Abu l:lanlfa prohibited unauthonzed expeditions unless they were at least ten men 
strong; al-Awza'l allowed the commander to punish or forg~ve men who went off on their 
own as he wished; the Shafi'itcs disliked expeditiOns undertaken without the imam's per
mission because of the risk, bur did not hold them to be forbidden whatever their strength; 
the Malikls said that troops were not allowed to undertake unauthorized expeditions 
whereas people along the frontiers could do so if a good opportunity arose and it would 
take too long to a watt the imam's permission. 

77· Bredow, Heilige Kneg, Arabic text, 2.0. r. 

7s. Ghiyiith, §4sc;. 
79· Dhahabl, Nu/)(1/ii', xi, 34 (drawn to my attention by Christopher Melchert). The 

scholar was AI) mad b. !Jarh (d. 234/849). Compare Ibn ai-Athlr, vi, y, I, year z.os, where an 
earlier volunteer is suspected of rebellious mtenrions because he has gathered a large army 
on his own initiative 111 order to fight Khariiites. 

So. Cf. Crone and Zimmermann, Epistle, 2.81. Salim tells people gomg out to holy war 
to appoint 'imams' for the duratron. 
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unless he was summoned by him or his representatives: thus the lmamis, 
Ismailis, and Zaydls alike.x 1 The activity was suspended in his absence. "\X1hen 
no imam is manifest and nobody appointed by the imam is present, it is not 
allowed to fight holy war against the enemy, for jihi!d with imams of inJustice 
or without an imam is an error for which the agent Incurs sin," al-Tus! said; 
there could be "no fighting to make them (namely the unbelievers) adopt 
Islam", only to protect the Muslims, and no sojourn in military settlements 
along the frontier unless the warfare was defensive, until the coming of the 
Mahdi.x2 It would have entailed mixing with and taking orders from the oppo
nents. AI-Mufid did think that Imam is holding office on behalf of illegitimate 
rulers could, indeed must, wage jihiid against infidels and sinners alike, and 
that the community had to assist them.x; But al-Tus! omitted holy war from the 
functions delegated by the imam to the jurists, be it with or without appoint
ment from the wrongful regime. Later scholars also held missionary jihiid to 
be suspended, though here as so often the coming of the ~afavids caused them 
to rethmk. X·l 

Commanding right and f(nbiddinp, wron,l!, 

Islamic law obliged its adherents to intervene when they saw other believers 
engage in sinful behaviour and to persuade them to stop, or even to force them 
to do so if they could. This was called 'commanding right and forbidding 
wrong' (al-amr bi'l-nw(nif wa'l-nahy (an al-mTmlwr), and it was often com
pared with holy war: like jihiid, it was a call to Islam backed by force where 
necessary; fighting sinners and fighting infidels were much the same. xs Some 
saw government in its entirety as a type of 'commanding right and prohibiting 
wrong',x6 presumably on the grounds that the ruler's function was in essence 

S1. For the lmamis, see the next note. For the lsmailis, see Nu'miin, Da'ii'im, i, 2.64-7; 
Naysabiirl, lmiima, 66 (no iihiid except under his banner, no expedition unless sent by hnn 
or his representative); cf. also Abtl 'I-Faw:1ris, lnulma, 7 = 2.) (S5v). For the Zaydls, sec 
Strothmann, Staatsrccht, <;n., 97, cf. l)6n. (the mu(Jtasib imam can usc the sword in the per
formance of al-ann· /Ji'l-ma'rii(). Differently Zayd b. 'All (attrih.), J\!laJIIIII', 2.36, no. S)), bur 
this manual played no role in classical Zaydl law. 

82.. Tiisl, Nilulya, 2.l)of; cf. Kohlberg, 'lmiiml Shl'l Docirme of Ji/Jild', 79ff; Sachcdina, 
}ust Rtdcr, 1 1of. There is no reason to think that defensive warfare was ever regarded as 
suspended. 

S3. Muq11i'a, S w. 
8+ Kohlbcrg, 'Imam! Shl'l Doctrine of ]ih.ld', Sif. 
85. Cook, Comma/l(fillg Right, Il)S, note 21 (Mas'lidl), :;41 (l~Iallml). 

86. Al-sal(mUl hiya hiidl}(/, as l:lallml says in Cook, Conn11attdi11p, Right, 342.11.; cf. 
.Juwaynl, Ghiyiith, § r r _). 
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to apply the law, but Sunni lists of the ruler's functions do not normally 

mentiOn it. 
The duty was usually (though not always) seen as collective, and the ruler 

for his part fulfilled it by appointing a nm/:Jtasib (censor and market mspector) 
who would patrol the streets with armed assistants to ensure that people 
obeyed the law in public, for example, by attending Friday prayer, fasting in 
Rama<;liln, abstaining from wine, and observing the rules regarding relations 
between the sexes. What people did in the pnvacy of their own homes was 
their own business as long as their actions did not affect others, directly or 
indirectly (e.g. by their behaviOur coming to be known). But the existence of a 
public censor notwithstanding, it was meritorious, or even obligatory, for pri
vate citizens to take the duty of enforcing public morality upon themselves 
when thev were able to do so. As in the case of jihad, the question arose as to 

how far tl1ev had to act under the Imam's control. Since performers of the duty 
normally tt:ok spontaneous action at the sight of what they deemed to be 
wrong, rather than responding to fatwiis issued by the learned, the Jurists now 
had to consider the wisdom of allowing laymen to trespass on not only the 
imam's territory, but also their own. 

The earliest material is dominated by the problem of the sinful behaviour 
of rulers rather than that of fellow-citizens, and the key issue is the legitimacy 
of revolt: may one use the sword against the wrongclo111g of caliphs and gover
nors?x~ The answers became increasingly negative with the passage of time, 
and by the ninth century only the Mu'tazilites, the Khilriiites, and the Zaydls 
said that one couldY There remained the question how far one should attempt 
to rebuke them (given that one might nsk one's life thereby): most scholars said 
that it was not obligatory, and not necessarily even meritonous, especially in 

public.s9 

How far could private individuals go in their action against the wrong
doing of their fellow-citizens, then? Some scholars would prefer them not to do 
anything at all. Thus al-l~lal!ml (d. 1012), a Shafi'ite Jurist, held the perform
ance of rhe duty to be so closely related to the infliction of punishments that it 
would be better for the ruler, in h1s case the Silmilnid am1r, to take It over by 
appointing an upright and learned man in every town and village to execute It. 
If the ruler did nothing, the duty devolved onto the scholars, he said, though 
he allowed upright laymen to intervene when the law involved was simple.'

111 

S7. Cf. Cook, Comm,mdillg Rig,ht, chs 2.-;. 

RS. Cf. ib1d., chs l), 10, 1 ~· 
Sl). Cf. Cook's own summary in his Forlmldill,l!. Wnmg, ch. 7· 
90. Cook, ComnwJulill,l!. Right, 342.f.; there is also a Prophetic tradition prohibiting lay 

performance (p. 4 ), note <;6), and Ma'mtm is said to have done the same (p. 71) . 
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Other scholars agreed that the common people should stick to simple cases, or 
they preferred them just to disapprove 'in their hearts', without taking any 
action; and many of them placed the usc of violence, or at least armed vio
lence, in the ruler's hand. forbidding it to laymen or requiring them to obtain 
the ruler's pcrmission.'J 1 Even the f:"Ianbalites came around to this view. In the 
early tenth century they were notorious for their street violence in Baghdad, led 
by the rabble-rouser ai-Barbahilr!: in a famous incident in 935 they raided pri
vate homes, poured away wine, broke musical instruments, beat up singing 
girls, thrashed men unable to convince them that the women or young boys 
with them were lawful companions, and organized assaults on Shilfi'ite schol
ars, causing first the chief of police and next the caliph himself to intervene. 
But thereafter their relationship with the government warmed, and by the time 
we reach 'Abel ai-Qadir ai-Jill (d. I 166) and Ibn al-.Jawz! (d. 12oo). the ruler's 
permission had come to be required for the use of viOlence in performance of 
the duty.'Jl 

But there were some notable exceptions, especially in the Shafi'ite schooi,'J 1 

and above all in ai-Ghazi111 (d. JIII), who authorized private individuals to 
take up arms in fulfilment of the duty, to collect armed helpers (a'wiin), and 
even to form troops (tajnld al-jumid). He insisted that unjust rulers had to be 
endured, but he saw their subjects as direct executors of Islamic law, bypassing 
government officials. This was too extreme for most. His discussion of al-amr 
bi'l-ma'rr:i{ was enormously influential, but few later scholars shared his vision 
of every Muslim as his brother's keeper, equipped with permission to usc force 
in the maintenance of the public morality that had once been, and in principle 
still was, a key concern of the state. 9·1 

Outside the Sunni ranks, the Zayd!s, the Khariiites (insofar as they wrote 
about it) and the Mu'tazilites held laymen to be free to use armed violence 
when it was needed. as one would expect, though one Mu'tazilitc would only 
grant them this right in the absence of a legitimate imam (whose monopoly 
would otherwise be infringed). 95 The imamis were closer to the Sunni position. 
They were often accused of declaring al-amr bi'l-ma' riif to be suspended in the 
imam's absence, but the accusations were false; m fact, they affirmed its 

91. Cf. Cook's summary in his Forbidding Wrong, ch. _:;, §§91-6. 
92. Cook, Comma/1(/ing Right, 1 17f., 1_:;8, qo. 

93· Thus Qaff:il (d. 97!i) and Kiyil al-Harrilsl (d. 1 r 10) held it lawful to kill offenders; the 
latter (inspired by the Mu'tazilite al-Ja~~il~) singled out collectors of illegal taxes as legiti
mate targets. Milward! permitted the recruitment of (armed?) assistance in one work, 
though he forbade it in another (Cook, Commandinp, R1ght, )41, 344f., 347). 

94- Cook, Commanding Right, 431, 441, 45!iff. 
9 5. Cook, Forbidding \XIrong, ch. 3, §§94, 96. 
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continuing validity. Indeed, they sometimes went so far as to affirm the right of 
private mdividuals to use force in the course of its performance; but the major
ity, including al-Mufld and al-Tus!, ruled it out by requinng the pcrn11Ssion of 
the (absent) imam for killing, wounding, or for the use of violence of any 
kind.% This is in line with the quietist nature of the sect, but they must have 
been motivated by a concern for internal order as well, for like al-Ghazill!, they 
could have authorized laymen to usc force against each other Without thereby 
authorizing revolt against wrongful rulers. Empowering pnvatc Individuals to 
usc force on a spontaneous basis in everyday life was however to mvite chaos, 
and particularly dangerous Ill a community living under alien authorities. 

Preseruation of the religion (!)if?- al-d!n) 

It was the imam's duty to maintain orthodoxy (nght belief) and orthopraxy 
(right behaviour) among his subjects. The mufJtasib played a key role in both. 
He secured observance of the law in public, as seen already. He also checked on 
beliefs propagated in public. "If an innovator appears or a holder of suspect 
views goes astray, the imam should explain and clarify the correct view to him, 
and make him undergo the penalties appropriate to him, so that the religion 
may be preserved from flaws and the community preserved from error. "97 The 
mu~Jtasib was to ensure that people performed their ritual duties. He was also 
authorized to test relig1ous teachers and correct anyone engaging 111 false inter
pretation of the Qur'iln, the transmission of bad traditions, and the dissemi
nation of doctrines contrary to the scholarly consensus. If the culprit repented, 
no further action was needed; if he persisted in his ways, the censor was to pass 
him on to the rulcr.'m It was the ruler's duty to examine h1111 and either make 
him repent or execute him, according to jurists and mirror wntcrs alike.99 

There is plenty of attestation of the procedure in practice, sometimes with the 
judge taking mu~Jtasib's role. Most culprits were probably denounced by their 
neighbours or colleagues, or brought to the attention of the mu~Jtasib or the 
qlicfl by an outraged mob. They included Mu'tazilitcs, dualists, materialists, 
philosophers, Sufis. Sh!'itcs, would-be prophets, deviant Qur'iln reciters, and 

96. Cf. Cook, Com1nmufing Right, 270, note 1 16, 2!i6ff. 
97· Milward!, A(;/<.iim, 2_>/15 = 16. Similarly Abu Ya'la, A(Jhiim, 27 
98. Milward!, A~hiim, 4o8ff., 4' sff./243ff., 247ff. = 263ff., 268ff.; Abu Ya'la, A(11<iim, 

287ff., 292f. 
99. Shahrastilnl, Nihiiya, 478; Ps.-Ghazall, Na{i(Ja, 'i9f., where the culpnt may also be 

exiled. 
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blasphemers. Active hunts for heretics on the part of the government, though 
not unknown, were rare, 100 and there was little prying into people's homes. 

Some authors recommend more active steps to secure orthodoxy: the ruler 
should send out missionaries and Qur'iin readers to every area under his con
trol.101 But though the government would eliminate heretics, it does not often 
seem to have engaged in internal missionary activity. 

Fiscal seruices 

The imam was expected to collect and distribute three taxes, the poll-tax 
(jizya), land-tax (/<.haraj), and tithe (<ushr, often called ~adaqa). If there was no 
imam, they could not he lawfully collected. Generally speaking, this was both 
the Sunni and (until the Safavid period) the Imami position, with the usual dis
agreement over who or what the imam was: one paid one's taxes to the ruler 
whether he was righteous or not, according to the Sunnis, hut there could be 
no such thing as an unrighteous imam for the Shl'ites. 102 The imam was also 
entitled to a fifth of all moveable booty (kiJ11111S), but he was not supposed to 
collect any other taxes. In practice he always did. Attempts to suppress 
uncanonical impositions (muldis, sing. maks) are a constant feature of Islamic 
history. 1m 

Two <.l.f the above-mentioned taxes, the poll-tax and land-tax, were classi
fied as fay), revenues from immobile booty. This had interesting implications 
for people's view of them. When the Arabs conquered the Middle East, we are 
told, they distributed moveable spoils (ghanlma) among themselves as they 
went along and considered doing the same with land taken by force (all such 
land having passed into the ownership of the conquerors), but decided to leave 
it in the hands of the original occupants in return for taxes. The government 
admmistered these immobile spoils on behalf of the conquerors who were 
their real owners and passed them their income In the form of stipends. Who 
then were the owners when the first generation of conquerors died? The chil
dren of the actual participants in the conquest of the lands involved, all Arab 
soldiers in the garrison city administering them, or all free Muslims there? By 
the ninth century it was agreed that the fay) was the common property of all 
Muslims regardless of whether they were descendants of the conquerors or of 

100. The best known example is al-Mahdts hunt for 'dualists' (cf. Chokr, Zmrd<UJa). 
101. Juwaynl, Ghiyiith, §z8z; Shahrastanl, Aqdiim, 478. Compare l~lallml's v1sion of 

official enforcement of orrhopraxy, above, nore 90. 

102. Milward!, Al;hlm, 55/34 = ,c,; Simnanl, Rau•tfa, i, §115; Ibn Batta, l'ro(cssirm de 
fi>i, (;7 = 128; Madclunp,, 'Shiire Discussions of the Lep,ality of the K/Jilnli'. 

10'\. Cf. Ap,hnides, Theories o( Fi11,111cc, .17hff. 
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later arrivals, and whether they were Arabs or non-Arabs, settled people or 
bedouin, male or female, slaves or free: all that counted was membership of the 
Muslim community. By then the debate was academic in the sense that only a 
tiny number of Muslims were registered for payment of stipends, but it estab
lished the fundamental principle that public revenues should be spent in the 
interests of all, not of rulers or privileged groups. 11

H "There is no doubt that 
the treasury belongs to the Muslims while you spend much of it for yourself," 
as Harlin ai-Rash!cl's wife tells her husband in a story told by Ni'{-<lm al-Mulk, 
"they are quite justified if they complain about you." 10

' When ai-Ghaziill 
renounced his chair in Baghdad and gave away most of his wealth, he justified 
his retention of enough to maintain himself and his children on the grounds 
that the revenues from Iraq (which had been conquered by force) were ear
marked for g.ood works, since they were a pious foundation (waqf) for the 
Muslims; such money was absolutely clean, he claimed (many, especially Sufis, 
will have disagreed) . 10r' Just as conquest had established a sense of common 
ownership of land in many early Greek communities, so it created a sense of 
common ownership of the proceeds of land in that of the Muslims. 

The imam was also expected to strike coins, but this function did not 
achieve shm.cl status, though it was an unquestioned monopoly of his and of 
well-known symbolic significance too: the very first thing a rebel claiming 
sovereign status would do was to strike coinage of his own. 111

-

NON :·niAIZ'T DUTIES 

lllternal security 

Most lists of the imam's shm.cl functions mention that the ruler must defend 
the community against external enemies (whether or not they count it as 
jihiid), IIJX and some add that he must suppress evildoers, but this is mostly 
treated as self-evident, given his responsibility for the execution of the law. One 
has to turn to the non-legal literature to find internal safety spelt out as a fun
damental desideratum in irs own right, often with reference to the roads. 
Ensuring the safety of the roads was one of the three things that the common 
people really wanted government for according to al-Man~ur, and one of the 

104. Madelung, 'Has the Hijra come roan End?', 2'\6f. 

IO).SN, 192. = 145 (ch. 40, §5). 
I06.lv1rmqidh, 3X = r, 1 (Wart's rranslation IS not entirely rip,ht here); d. below, q~. 

107. E/', s. v. 'sikka '. 
1oS. Cf. above, note r,s. 
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two tasks that rulers were appointed for according to Ibn ai-.Jawzl; both sin
gled it out along with external defence. 10

'J It is also one of the duties mentioned 
in practically every mirror for princes. 

Roads, bridges, inns, walls, mosques, and other infrastructure 

The construction of roads, as opposed to their safety, rarely figures among the 
services expected of rulers, 110 but the building of bndges, mosques, madmsas, 
and fortified centres (ribii(s), is often mentioned. The imam had to budget for 
such activities under the rubric of general welfare according to ai-Ghazal!. 111 A 
proper king would build underground canals, bridges across great waters, inns 
along the highways. fortifications, and new towns, and would restore ruined 
villages and farms to cultivation, according to Ni?~1m ai-Mulk. 112 Muslim kings 
and governors often did so, generating the question how far it was permissible 
to use their bridges and other amenities when they were oppressors.' u Head
men and other notables often did so as well. ll·l Insofar as there was a formal 
division of labour, the treasury was responsible for the upkeep of the water 
supply, mosques and defensive walls in a particular locality when funds were 
available, but the responsibility devolved to the local men of means when the 
treasury was empty, or so according to al-Maward!. The local men would need 
the ruler's permission to destroy buildings of importance to all, such as the city 
walls or the Friday mosque, but ordinary mosques were private. 11 ' 

W9. Above, IsS; Ibn al-Jawzl, Tall/is, I29 = IV, I72. 
rro. But "Greek rulers were always building level roads through difficult territory, 

filling hollows, cutting through high mountains and banishing fear of them," the eleventh
century Mubashshir b. Fatik said in an accoullt in which the Greeks typify the good old days 
(Rosenthal, Classical Heritage, _iS); and Transoxanian nobles were famous for their upkeep 
(Ibn J:lawqal, c')iimt al-anf, ii, 466.2o). 

IT I. F(f(fii'i(J, r I8 (ch. 9, under the rubnc of wara'). 
n2.SN, nf. = 10 (ch. r, §3). Compare the budget in Tiirl/::.h-i S/stii11, 1If. = 2If.; the 

Greek longs who in the good old days "were always constructing various kinds of bridges, 
erectmg strong walls, building aqueducts and diverting rivers" (Rosenthal, Classical 
Heritage, 35); and Milward!, 'f(lshtl al-11a;ar, 2r4, 279 (bridges, water supply, safe roads). 

r l). Ghazall, l&yii', ii, 125.2I (mosques, ribilts, bridges, watering provisions). For the 
worries, see below, 348. 

I14- Thus notables of Transoxania (Ibn l)awqal, .')iirat al-anf, ii, 4M1.2I), the headman 
in SN, I97 = 149 (ch. 40, §q). 

r15. A(JI<.iim, 41 1f.!245f. = 266; discussed in Aghnides, Theories of Fi11<mce, 3'ioff. 
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Poor he/fJ, disability fJensions, famine relie{ 

Helping the poor was a share/ duty fulfilled partly by the government and 
partly by private individuals. It was the ruler's duty to distribute the obligatory 
alms, paid once a year by all adult Muslims, to the poor and the indigent. 
slaves buying their freedom, debtors, travellers, holy warriors, collectors of the 
alms, and 'those whose hearts have been conciliated' (i.e. enemies placated by 
financial largesse), these bemg the recipients mentioned in the Qur'iln, 9:6; and 
he also had to distribute the fifth (khums), which was collected from moveable 
spoils taken in warfare and similar windfalls (such as mines and treasure 
troves), and which the Qur'an, 8:41, assigns to God and His Messenger (repre
sented by the ruler), kinsmen (understood as the Messenger's), orphans, incli
gent people, and travellers. 111

' But the ruler might, and frequently did, assign 
further funds to chanty, for the Imam had to help every needy Muslim he heard 
of. The same was true of private people: the wealthy were guilty of s111 if they 
neglected the poor among them. 117 

In the early centuries there seems to have been a conception of a system of 
regular government support for the poor and the invalid. This conception was 
rooted, not in the institution of obligatory alms or the fifth, hut rather in the 
stipend system of the Umayyad period. Registered soldiers disabled in service 
would receive an invalidity pensiOn, and some sources claim that similar pro
visions were made for the disabled and poor in general in Umayyad times. 
Thus a!-Walle! I allegedly assigned payments, in cash or kind (arziiq), to the 
poor, the blind and the crippled (or lepers), or he supplied the blind with 
guides, giving servants to cripples, and paying pensions to all disabled people 
with pensions so as to spare them the need to beg. 11 x Others say that it was ai
Wal!d II who gave money and clothes to the blind and cripples, supplying the 
latter with servants. 119 Still others say that it was 'llmar II who did so. 120 There 
were also some who held the 'Abbasid caliph ai-Mahdi to have been the first to 
give stipends to the poor, the maimed (or leprous) and others, 121 though he 
defends the absence of funds for such people in another story: a Byzantine 

rr6. Cf. Aghnides, Theories o{ Fi11mrcc, 207ff., 407ff., 46Iff. In lmilmllaw the 1::./nnns 
was an income tax payable to the 1mam, who was meant to distribute it to the Qur'anic 
recipients. 

1 I7. Juwaynl, Ghiyiith, §:;,sf. 
II8. YT, ii, 348; Tab., ii, I 196.); 'lqd, iv, 424-4 (in Syria only?). For the hospitals with 

which he IS also credited by Ya'qiibl and others, sec Conrad, 'First lslam1c Hospital?', 
1I9. Tab., ii, I754·~ (in Svria only), 1799.14; Ibn l)amdiin, ·1~1dhl<ira, i, no. 1102. 
I20. Tab., ii, I :;67.12; Ibn ai-Jawzl, S/rat 'Umar b. 'Ahd ai-'J\zlz, I qf. 
121. Sadiisl, l;ladhf~ 12 (adds foundlings); Ibn al-Athlr, Kdmi/, vi, 57, yr 162 (adds 

prisoners). 
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emissary who came to Baghdad saw cripples begging on a bridge on his way to 
al-Ru~iifa and commented that the ruler (then ai-Man~ur) ought to do some
thing about them; a secretary said that the revenues did not suffice for that, but 
al-Mahdl hotly denied this; according to him, the reason why the caliph did 
nothing was that he did not want to monopolize merit making: his subjects too 
should have a chance to gain rewards by giving to beggars. N~edless to say, the 
Byzantine accepted his point. 122 This story takes us away from the Umayyad 
stipend system, but all seem to envisage the funds as coming from the taxes in 
general, not just from the obligatory alms or the fifth, and those reflecting the 
stipend system rest on the conviction that the {<zy' was communal property. 
Precisely how much truth there is to them IS debatable, but they do testify to a 
concept of what one might call a welfare state. 

The idea persisted, too. "Give pensions from the treasury to the blind," 
Tahir b. al-l:fusayn, the governor of Khurasan, advised his son in 206/82rf. 
when the latter was appointed to the governorship of Raqqa. The son was also 
advised to provide assistance to noble houses fallen on hard times, Ill to look 
after the poor and destitute in general, to he careful not to overlook victims of 
oppression unable to complain to him and wretches ignorant of how to claim 
their rights, and to assign pensions to victims of calamities and the orphans 
and widows they leave behind "in imitation of the Commander of the 
Faithful" . 12

'
1 Similar advice is given In an Imami and Ismaili testament. 121 Both 

al-Farabl and Ibn Slna assigned funds to cripples in the ideal city. 126 

The ruler was also expected to provide help on a one-off basis, especially 
in times of famme. Pseudo-Aristotle told Alexander to examine the state of the 
weak ones in his realm, to assist them with funds from the treasury when they 
were starving, and to store up grain for distribution in years of drought. 12~ The 
ruler should store up food supplies for a year 111 every region for emergencies 

l22. Zubayr b. Bakkiir, Mllt/Jaffilqiy)'ilt, liSf.; Jahshlyiirl, WIIZIII'<I', rn; Ibn I:Jamdun, 
"J{u{h/::.ira, ix, no. 6)7. 

u3. Cf. above, 158, note 58. 

124- Tab., iii, 10)8.14, !059.2, 5. At 10)4. q he could be taken to say "Grant all Muslims 
a share and portion of your (i1)r, hy emendation of the word niyyatilw to (i1y'ilw (rhus the 
Addenda et Emendanda, followed hy Bosworth in The History of al-'fa/)(lr/, xxxii, 119 
[though differently ll1 'Arabic Mirror', _>6!; also in Ibn Khaldlm, Mttqaddima, )40.-S = ii, 
148). Bur It is not entirely conv111cing: the firy' was nor "your (t1y'", nor were the 1;ormal 
words for a share 111 it (HIZZ or na~tfJ. 

125. IAH, xvii, Ssf.; tr. Chmick, A1rtho/ogy, 77; Nu'miin, Da'ii'im, i, no. 1478; tr. 
Salinger, 'A Muslim Mirror for Princes', 37· 

12.6. Fiiriibl, F11~tll, §62/iiii; Ibn Slnii, Sl, x, 447 I04, condemning the suggestion that 
incurable people should be killed. 

r 27. Sirr al-asriir, 8 I f. 
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and move grain to needy provinces, Ibn al-Daya advised. 12~ Pseudo-Ghazall 
stresses that the ruler was obliged to help his subjects when they fell into 
poverty and distress, especially in tunes of drought, specifymg that he had to 
supply food and financial help alike, and stop oppression, since they would 
otherwise leave and thereby deplete h1s treasury. 12~ (Peasants were not legally 
tied to the land.) Al-.Juwaynl advised ncb people to store up gram for a year 
and give the rest to the needy, for It fell on them to look after poor people over
loolu:d by the Imam; if burying the dead was a collective duty, a fortiori the 
same was true of preservmg the lives of the poor. 1311 In practice, rulers did 
sometimes help communities stricken by disaster with measures such as the 
remission of taxes, importation of food, and chantable payments. Ensuring 
that everyone had enough to eat was after all a good way of keeping the sub
jects orderly. l.ll Devasta tlng fa mines are nonetheless reported from time to 
time, and generally speaking, pnvate charity seems to have played a far greater 
role than government measures in the alleviation of poverty and Imsfortune. 

Medical seruices 

Tahir's letter of advice to his son, which was published to immense acclaim, 
included the statement, "Set up establishments (di:irmz) for sick Muslims where 
they can find shelter, and appoint custodians who will be kllld to them and 
physicians who will treat their illnesses. Comply with their desires as long as it 
does not lead to the treasury being squandered."u2 The lepers, cnpples, and 
blind to whom al-Wal!d I, 'Umar II, ai-Wal!d II, or ai-Mahdl were reputedly 
the first to assign stipends are not said to have received medical treatment, 
except in the claim, probably false, that a!-Walld I founded a hospitaJ.L'l But 
from the late ninth cenrury onwards hospitals were all the rage, and the money 
for them seems often to have come from the treasury. By the reign of al
Mu'ta~iid (d. 289/902) one had been founded at public expense In Baghdad.I.H 
By 304/916f. there may have been five. In )06/918 the pagan court physician 
Sinan b. Thabit added another two in the name of the caliph al-Muqtadir and 
his mother; in 31 r/923 the vizier Ibn ai-Furiit founded one as well. So too did 

12S.lbn ai-Daya, 'Uhiid, q.-<J, ,~.-X. 

129. NM(G), to!. 

t)O. Ghiyiith, §13S-42. 
I:) I. C:f. Sirr al-asriir, X2.~, and the dialogue between a Byzantine and a Persian king 

cited in Kraemer, Philosophy, I 9. 
132. Tab., iii, 1059· 
13:>· Conrad, 'First Islamic Hospital?'. 
1 H· Cf. below, note r 50. 
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the Buyid rulers Mu'izz al-Dawla in 355/965 and 'A<;Iud al-Dawla in 37r/9R7. 13 ' 

There were hospitals in tenth-century Basra, 111' Shlraz, and Rayy; the inhabi
tants of tenth-century Nishapur asked for one, but were told by their governor 
that it was more than the treasury could bear, or maybe he did build one after 
all. 137 Hospitals had also been established in Mecca and Medina by the early 
tenth century, and a tenth- (or eleventh-) century Zaydl imam composed a 
manual for censors instructing them, in words similar to Tahir's, that the hos
pital (dclr al-manjd) should have a skilled phystcian and that the expenses 
should be charged to the treasury, if it could bear it. ux In the western Ivluslim 
world it seems to have taken longer for hospitals to appear. 

All the hospitals of the tenth and eleventh centunes were founded by mem
bers of the ruling elite, and like the libranes and other public amenities to 
which Iraqis above all were treated in the tenth and eleventh centuries, they 
must have been a function of the competition for power in the politically frag
mented and highly unstable world of the time. Why the competitors should 
have chosen to advertise their status in terms of hospitals, as opposed to 
some Muslim version of bread and circuses or, as in the Seljuq period, 
madrasas is another question. But hospitals did have the advantage of giving 
the philosophers (who often made a living as doctors) a much-needed populist 
face. 

There was more to the medical craze than hospitals. At a time of much 
sickness in Iraq, 'All b. '!sa, 'the good vizier' (d. 334/946), wrote to the pagan 
court physician Sinan b. Thabit suggesting that some doctors be assigned the 
task of treating the inmates of prisons, who were bound to be riddled with dis
eases "in view of their numbers and the harshness of their whereabouts". This 
done, 'All b. 'lsa despatched another note, saying that there must also be sick 
people who went without treatment in the Sawad, the countryside of southern 
Iraq, so would Sinan send a mobile medical team to tour this area? Sinan com
plied. The team soon encountered the problem that not all the inhabitants of 
the Iraqi countryside were Muslims. Sinan inquired whether Jews were to be 
treated too, adding that in his own hospital treatment was given to Muslims 
and Christians alike. The answer was that it was certainly right to treat 
dhinnn/s, and cattle too, but Muslims came first, dhimmls second, and 

135. Mez, Remrisscmce, 377; El', s.v. 'blmiirisran', 
1.36. Taniikhl, Nishwiir, viii, no. 102. no. 81. 
f37, E/', s.v. 'blmarisriln'; Muqaddasl, _wo, 4_10; Jim Babawayh, 'Uyiin, ii, 2.86, no. 12.. 

The governor was J:lamawayh b. 'All. 
T)S. El', s.v. 'blmanstan'; Serjeant, 'Zaidi Manual', 30.16, identifying the imam as ai

N~Iir li'l-l)aqq (d. Daylam, 304/917). 
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animals last. 1 ~'' Whether these justly famous servtces continued beyond the 
tenure of the good vizier is unknown. 

In 319/931, however, the death of a patient by medical misadventure caused 
ai-Muqtadir to Instruct his censor to prevent doctors 111 Baghdad from prac
tising unless they had been authorized by the same Sinan b. Thabtt, who was 
instructed to examine them. No fewer than R6o-odd doctors are said to have 
shown up for the test. 1•

10 A stmilar story is told of the caliph ai-Musta~IT' 
(s66-7sh r.7o-Ro) and his Christian court physician Ibn ai-Tilm!dh. 1•11 In 
Fatimid Cairo the court physictan Ibn Ri~lwan (d. 453lto61) would have liked 
more state control of doctors along these lines. "I shall tell you some stories 
about these docto'rs, their deceit and ignorance, so that you will be wary of 
them," he told his reader. "The government (a/-sul(c!1r) might look Into their 
affairs and prevent anyone from making a living by this profession unless he is 
skilled, and single out the best of them for the rest to emulate." 1"12 This was 
also the view of the Aleppan doctor ai-Shayzarl (d. 5R9/ t 19 3) and the peri
patetic 'Abd al-Latlf ai-Baghdadl (d. 629h231), who both had dealings with 
Saladin. According to al-Shayzarl, the ancient Greeks had set up a chief physi
cian in every city for the examination of doctors and ongoing quality control; 
doctors were required to provtde written accounts of the treatment they pre
scribed and to give copies to their patients' relatives so that if a patient died, 
the chief physician could decide whether the doctor was at fault and, if he was, 
order him to pay compensation. I·!.\ According to al-Baghdadl, good practices 
still prevailed in Constantinople, where people took proper care that only com
petent physicians were allowed to practise by holding medical examinations 
and imposing the Hippocratic oath on the candidates, or so at least until the 
Franks conquered the city (in 1204), he said. 1·l·l Back in the good old days, 
Greek rulers had also supported the development of new drugs, and tested 
them before releasing them, according to the eleventh-century ai-Mubashshir 
b. Fatik; public funds were always available for that. 1

•
11 But nowadays was a dif

ferent story. In the absence of a chief phystcian it was the muzlt a sit; who had to 

139. Ibn ai-Qiftl, !Julwmii', 1 <nf. 
J40.Ibid., 191f. 
141. Ibn Abl 'U~aybi'a, 'Uyiin, i, z.(; 1 f. 
142.. Gamal and Dols, Medicml lslomrc Medicine, 2.4 r2._~. Gonein, i\t/editerrmrcan 

Society, ii, 2.47, claims that there was a licensing system for doctors 111 Egvpr, adducing Ibn 
Ric)wiln (in Ibn AhllJ~aybi'a); perhaps it was 'Abd ai-L1tlf al-Baghdadl he had in mind (cf. 
below, note 147). 

143. Shayzarl, Nih,/yat al-rutba, 97ff. 
1 4+ Stern, 'Collection of Treatises by 'Abd a I-Latif', 6o. 
qs.Rosenthal, Classical Heritage, 35· 
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test the competence of doctors, armed with books by Galen, Paul of Aegina, 
ljunayn b. lsl)iiq, and others, according to al-Shayzarl; he would administer the 
Hippocratic oath to them.l·lr. No such procedures arc mentioned by ai
Baghdad!. According to him, one needed a certificate signed by a leading man 
(or men) of the profession to practise as a physician in Cairo, Damascus, or 
Baghdad, but chaos prevailed in Aleppo, where he was writing. 1.17 All in all, 
rulers seem to have found it more attractive to found hospitals than to 
maintain control of doctors or their drugs. 

Education, culture 

Children learnt to read and write on the basis of the Qur'iin In elementary 
schools (sing. kuttiib) run by a single teacher. Higher education in subjects rec
ognized as valid by the religious scholars took place in private homes or in 
mosques, where one would join a circle (~alqa) of pupils around a particular 
scholar; from the tenth and eleventh century onwards one could also study in 
madrasas, residential colleges attached to mosques which specialized in law. 
For more rarified subjects such as philosophy (including science) one studied 
in private homes or on one's own, though one could also be attached to a hos
pital for the study of medicine. Most teachers charged a fee, and living 
expenses also had to be met. Schoolt-eachers were usually hired and paid by 
parents, and neither the Umayyad nor the 'Abbasid caliphs seem to have con
cerned themselves with education at so elementary a level, but later rulers 
sometimes did. 1·IX According to the }:lanbalite Abu Ya'lii (d. 1066), the Imam 
was obliged to provide basic religious instruction for his subjects, women 
included, and to make public funding available to both teachers and pupils; 
this, he said, was more important than waging jihiid. 1.19 Even so, it was more 
commonly to higher education that subsidies went. Mosques, madrasas and 
hospitals were usually paid for by waq(s, charitable endowments established by 
the ruler and other members of the elite with funding from private sources or 
the treasury, though some were maintained directly by the treasury. 150 The 

r 46. Shayzarl, Nihiiya I al-mt/;a, 9Sil 
147· Stern, 'Collection of "II·eatiscs by 'Ahd al-Lat"if'. 6o; d. Goitein, Meditcrr<TI1Ctlll 

Society, ii, 2.47, for the certificate. 
148. Nur al-Din supplied elementary education for orphans (Elissceff, 'Document 

contemporain,' q8; cf. Talmon-Heller, 'Relig1on in the Public Sphere', q). 
149. Abu Ya'lii, K. al-amr hi"l-nw' rii(, fol. r 14b (I owe th1s reference, along with a xerox 

of the passage, to Michael Cook). 
1 ')O. Cf. El', s.v. 'wa~f'. The caliph ai-Mu'tat,lid paid the running expenses of the ~'i'idl 

hospi~al directly out of the treasury, at 450 dinars a month (Busse, 'Hofbudget', 2.9), and the 
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great libraries in which the Muslim world abounded in the tenth and eleventh 
centuries were usually also financed by charitable endowments. They were 
public in the sense of open to all. Many served learning of a type that the reli
gious scholars disliked (notably philosophy and various types of Shl'ism), but 
no teaching seems to have gone on In them. 

What rulers and other magnates did above all, however, was to patromze 
poets, scholars, litterateurs, and philosophers and other men of learning once 
their education was completed. No list of the ruler's shm"l dunes mentions this 
function directly, but it was implicit in 'preservation of the religion': as the 
army guarded the religion w1th their swords, so the scholars guarded it with 
their arguments and proofs, and the imam had to ensure that both were ade
quately funded, as ai-Ghaziil! said. 151 Besides, rulers needed religious scholars, 
jurists, poets, litterateurs, and, when they were thus inclined, philosophers for 
their own advice, edification and entertainment; and they also liked to have 
some control of what was being said, not only in the sense that poets and 
chroniclers could have great propaganda value, but also in the sense that they 
needed to gauge, and where necessary to influence, intellectual trends in order 
to stay on top. As patrons of learned men, rulers had a greater say in the shap
ing of the cultural orientation of Islam than anyone quite realized, not only 
because the court conferred wealth and prestige on those who frequented it, 
but also because some branches of learning depended on patronage for their 
very survival. Religious scholars could always find some source of income or 
other, however lowly, because they served needs common to all Muslims; but 
poets might find it more difficult to make a living, and only the elite found at 
courts appreciated the services of philosophers and mutalwllims (who reacted 
to the competition for scarce resources by being at each others' throats). 

C 011 C fttS I 0 II 

All in all an amazmg number of services were supplied by the ruling elite at 
various times. It was, however, rare for all of them to be supplied at the same 
time, for the costs were high and political stability was low. Of the Buyid ruler 
'A<;lud ai-Dawla (d. 372/9S )) we arc told that he swept Baghdad clear of thieves, 
restored order in the troubled deserts of Arabia and Kerman, provided a quick 
news-service, dug wells on the pilgrim routes, constructed Cisterns, and built a 
wall around Medina, renovated the half-ruined Baghdad, built mosques and 

undated budget in 'f,/r/l<h-i S/stii11, F = 2.2., assigns 1o,ooo dirhams a year to hospirals. The 
upkeep of prisons is considerably more costly 111 both budgcrs. 

151. Euf<i'iQ, 117 (ch. 9, on tl'ara'). 
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bazaars, repaired the bridges over the great canals, put railings on the bridge 
over the Tigris and appointed guards to it, made the wealthy repair dilapidated 
weirs, redug canals that had silted up and built mills along them, repaired 
dams and transferred people to the land thus reclaimed, established a richly 
endowed bazaar in Fars and made arrangements for the cultivation of fruits 
there, and introduced the cultivation of indigo in Kerman. On top of that, we 
are told, he loved learning and gave stipends to theologians, jurists, philolo
gists, physicians, mathematicians, and engineers, as well as to preachers and 
muezzins, and built a huge library in Shlrilz. He also founded a hospital in 
Baghdad, made provisions for the poor and the strangers who lived in 
mosques, and gave away much money in charity. His governors engaged in sim
ilar deeds. 152 Or so we are told. One certainly would not characterize this as 
minimal government, which was what rulers normally dispensed in the 
medieval Islamic world or indeed in pre-modern times in general. 153 But in 
return he is said to have extorted money in every conceivable way, and there 
may have been less to the result than advertised. People would complain, the 
vizier Ibn Sa'cliln ( c;n-5/98 3-5) was told, of mterference with their lives and 
property, disturbat~ce of their tranquillity, and confiscation of their homes and 
land; they would lament that money was counterfeit, taxes doubled, business 
slack, soldiers and police swaggering about, mosques in ruins, hospitals deso
late, enemtes rabid, and more besides, quite apart from all the things they 
did not dare to say for fear of the whip. 15

·
1 What people really wanted rulers to 

supply was more and better government at lower cost, without violence or 
oppression. It sounds familiar. 

1\2. Summarized from Mez, Renaissance, 25-7. 

r ~ <. Goitcin, 'Minority Selfrule', 1 o2; Crone, Pre-industrial Societies, 49f., 57. 
r5~. Tawl~ldl, lmhl', iii, 88, quoting his teacher (who was patronized by 'Ac,lud al

Dawla), in Kraemer, I'hilosophy, 252. 
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VISIONS OF FREEDOM 

In practice, government was more often than not both weak and oppressive: 
weak in the sense that it could not get much done, oppressive tn the sense that 
rulers would freely sacrifice the lives and property of their subiects in order to 
stay in power and keep some semblance of order. It was normal for members 
of the elite, scholars included, to spend time in jail; most high-ranking gover
nors and generals died violent deaths; and torture, assassination, poisoning, 
confiscation, and extortion were matters of routine. Yet the desire for freedom 
remained. Not that medieval Muslims used that term. They did speak of polit
ical oppression as enslavement, 1 but they did not call the opposite freedom, for 
the choice as they saw it was not between slavery and freedom, but rather 
between slavery to other human beings and slavery to God. No humans had 
the right to impose obligations on other humans, whether they were rulers, 
masters, fathers or husbands, or for that matter prophets; only God could do 
so. 2 To be governed in accordance with God's rules was to be protected from 
other people's arbitrary desires (hawii). In other words, it was to live as an 
autonomous person under the law, which is also how political freedom has tra
ditionally been understood in the West. Living in accordance with God's rules 
was what most Muslims desired. In practice, however, this freedom only 

1. Above, 45f., 52; for post-Umayyad examples, sec Ps.-Nashi', §H < (of non-Muslim 
regimes); 'Amirl, 1'/iim, 175 (of the Persians); Marin-Guzman, ''llmar ibn l~Iahtm', I'J4 (of 
al-Andalus). 

2. Ghazall in La oust, l'olitrque de (;azii/1, 15 3f. (citing the Muslil?f.l). 
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obtamed in the sphere of life untouched by the state. The law controlled the 
details of daily life, but not the institutions of power. 1 

KeefJillg 11/J ii/J/lCill"illzccs 

People typically coped with this situation by keeping quiet about it, not just in 
the negative sense of avoiding involvement, but also in the positive sense of try
ing to draw a veil over the ugly things that went on. Most chromclcrs write In 
a dispassiOnate tone and deliberately unspecific terms about the misdeeds of 
rulers even when they are not patronized by them. Embarrassing episodes are 
passed over lightly, or dropped altogether; criticism tends to be muted, indirect, 
or very general. In part, of course, this was because open criticism was dan
gerous, but the restraint seems to hold even when it would have been safe to 

speak out. (I have to stress, though, that no systematic work has been done on 
this.) Ibn ai-Athlr comes across as unusually outspoken when he bluntly char
acterizes the policies of the caliph al-Na~ir as detestable and supplies some 
illustrations of what he means. But even he speaks in terms too general for a 
modern historian to reconstruct exactly what ai-Nil~ir did."1 Some people were 
actually paid to criticize rulers thus preachers of hellfire sermons and mirror 
writers, for example. But they too tended to speak generically, concentrating 
on standard sins and describing them in formulaic terms, using past figures as 
examples. Here again there are exceptions, especially Persian works such as the 
Siyclsatmlme and the Qclbzlsmlnzc. Though they too usc past figures as exam
ples, their accounts of the ways 111 which power was abused are extremely vivid, 
in no way flattened by the moralizing purpose for which they are told. But the 
overall impression is one of restraint. By contrast, people were happy to usc 
vituperative language of people regarded as heretics. But their abuse also 
tended to be formulaic. The prevalent attitude seems to have been that all the 
terrible things people said and thought were only to be discussed insofar as 
they could be used for moral edification, preferably in unspecific terms that 
would not shock the pwus or give ideas to the impious. For the rest, it was 
better not to delve into them. 

It is not just in connection with rulers that this attitude is apparent. Turn
ing a blind eye to other people's failings was in general a virtue, as indeed was 
covering one's own. He who covered the shame of a believer (man satara 

mu)minan) would receive the same consideration from God, according to a 
Prophetic tradition; such a person was like someone who rescued a female 

3· Gellner, Co11ditio11s of Uberty, 2.6f.; cf. Crone, Sl<~ues, X I, on rhc moral gap (referring 
to the same conrrasr, rhough widely misundcrsrood). 

4- Sec rhe reference given above, 2.50, note I .37· 
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infant buried alive.5 "Cover me, cover me," a hapless secretary implored of 
God in a graffito left on a mountamside, describing himself as dressed in rags, 
afraid, in flight, and oppressed. The dishonour he wished to hide may simply 
have been poverty.6 "May God sec to it that (the faults of) Muslim youths are 
covered," an eleventh-century scholar wrote in his diary, grieved by the news 
that a young man had had a hand and a foot amputated for theft.- Whatever 
the type of dishonour involved, nothing would have been more distasteful to 
medieval Muslims than the modern Western idea of publicly revealing one's 
inner weaknesses in all their concrete detail, or of exposing other people's 
inability to live up to public norms, or washing dirty linen in public. "Most of 
what is known about people has to be left unsaid because of the importance 
attached In the religious law to preventing slander," as ai-Chazilll observed, 
adding that this was so even when the information could be verified.~ For one 
thing, drawing attention to other people's failings was bad for social solidanty. 
The believers were supposed to stick together and support one another: help
ing the morally weak to remain respected members of the commumty was one 
way in which one did so (provided, of course, that no innocent parties were 
wronged thereby). For another thing, shared norms arc undermmed by 
repeated disclosure of how easy it is to violate them, and how often it IS done. 
Keeping up appearances Is a good way of enforcmg them, for if everybody 
speaks as if the norms arc generally accepted and observed, those who find it 
difficult to abide by them, or who positively dislike them, will perceive them
selves as lone misfits who must try their best to conform so as not to be ostra
cized. "A sin that is kept secret only harms the person who has committed it, 
but if it becomes public and Is not denounced, it harms people In general," as 
a tradition says." Of such protection of public norms by silence and dissimu
lation (hypocrisy in popular parlance) there was much m the medieval Muslim 
world, some of it under the name of taqiyya, but most of it JUst by way of a 
general tendency to conform. Dissimulation was also called for in the form of 
flattery in polite society, where one could not get on without mouthing praise 
apt to make even American hype sound mild. Not all forms of dissimulation 
enjoyed a high moral status, but covering up one's own and other people's fail
mgs certainly did. Nakedness, physical or moral, was repulsive. Hidden sins 
were no less odious for being hidden, but as long as they did not affect third 
parties, they were between the sinner and God alone. Once things were into the 

5. Cook, Conllllillllfilrp, Right, 44 and note 6 I. 
6. Abu 'I-Eua1 al-l~hah:inl (anrih.), Glnmr/;ii', §r,;. 

7· Makdisi, 'Autograph Diary', III, §Io+ 
X. Iqtr~iid, 2.44-

9· Cited by Ihn Taymiyya, Siyiis.r, I67; tr. (slightly differently) Peters, Jihad, <;o. 
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open, they had to be reproved and punished, by fellow-Muslims and/or by 
rulers, but it was better if it did not have to come to that. 111 

Most of the failings of rulers were all too public, of course, but one could 
still keep quiet about them. Not even scholars were obliged to speak up like 
Old Testament prophets against the iniquities of kings likely to respond by 
cutting off their heads. 11 The danger apart, it went against the grain of author
ity, and also against the desire to keep the community clean; bad though the 
ruler might be, he was still its guardian. Just as one did not take guests into the 
private quarters of one's home or violate the privacy of one's neighbours, so 
one did not throw dirt at one's own king, or not unless one was a zealot. If 
there was filth to dispose of. it was into the quarters of heretics and infidels 
that it should be cast. 

Puritan reformism 

Nonetheless, the urge to reform imperfect reality never disappeared. It was 
kept alive by a great utopian vision of enormous mfluence from early times 
until today, that of Medina in the time of the Prophet and the Rashidun, the 
rightly-gtuded caliphs. 

Medieval Muslims did not write utopias in the sense of imaginary travel 
accounts or other descriptions of ideal societies which do not exist, such as 
Iambulus' City of the Sun or Thomas More's UtofJia, nor did they often usc 
exotic peoples or noble savages to illustrate social and political ideals. As noted 
before, they were not given to seeking ideals outside their own civilization at 
all. 12 But they did place a golden age right at the beginning of their own hts
tory, and their numerous accounts of this age add up to a detailed utopia of 
great emotive power. It was a primitivist utopia, both !11 the sense that it pre
sented the earliest time as the best and in the sense that it deemed a simple, 
society to be the most virtuous.u In patriarchal Medina, we arc assured, things 
were right because society was small, simple and poor. Government was mini
mal, wholly just, and without any kind of oppression or vtolencc, except of 
course against evildoers. There were no palaces, wide courts, crowns, thrones, 
head or arm extensions such as those described by al-B!run!, no jails or door
keepers, no taxes, confiscations, or forced labour, and no differences between 
elite and commoners: everybody lived much like everyone else. 'llmar's attire 
was a torn old shirt, which he preferred to a new one offered to hun by the 

ro. Cook, Forbiddi11g Wro11g, ch. 'i. 

rr. Ibid., ch. 7, sc.:c. 2.. 
12.. Above, 2.69. 
r3. Cf. Lovejoy and Boas, l'rimitiuism and Related Ideas i11 A11tiquity, ch. r. 
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bishop of Ayla; and even in extreme heat he would personally count the camels 
sent to Medina as tax, wrapping a bit of clothing around his head. 1'1 "How 
blessed and how golden would be the condition of human affairs if, through
out the whole world, meekness and devotion and peace and innocence and fair
ness and temperance and faith should tarry!" as the Latin church father 
Lactantius (d. c. 120) wrote with reference to the golden age of the Stoic tra
dition. "There would not be need of so many and such vanous laws for ruling 
men, when the one law of God would suffice unto perfect Innocence. Nor 
would there be need of prisons or the swords of guards and the terror of pun
ishments, when the healthfulness of the heavenly precepts infusedtnto human 
hearts would instruct men willingly to do the works of justice." 1' Tl11S is pre
cisely how the patriarchal period went down in the Sunni tradition: all obeyed 
the law of their own accord. It was the time when the Muslims had all the 
virtues of tribesmen and none of their vices, for thanks to Islam there was no 
feuding, no factionalism, and no disorder, just austerity, solidarity, and total 
devotion to the truth. 

This ideal polity, we are told, was ruined by the misdeeds of 'Uthman, 
under whom the tribal bias in favour of kinsmen resurfaced, and/or by the 
conquests, which exposed the tribesmen to massive wealth and foreign ways. 
'Umar wept at the sight of the booty from the battle of Qadisiyya, explaining 
that no people had ever been given such wealth without developtng mutual 
hatred and enmity. 16 The Persians and the Byzantines marvelled at hts tattered 
clothes and at his habit of distributing the treasures of the earth among his 
people instead of storing them up; when somebody suggested to htm that it 
might be a good idea to store up this wealth, he had replied that thts was a sug
gestion made by the devil, predictmg that the money would be a trial (fitna) for 
his succcssors. 17 He had also warned his subjects against the comfortable 
lifestyle of the Pcrsians. 1x Muslims warriors had ridden their horses over the 
cushions of the Persians at Qadisiyya, shredding their silken covers with their 
swords and voicmg egalitarian sentiments which inflamed the Perstan masscs. 1 ~ 

But for all their efforts to combine the simplicity of Medina with possession of 
the world, the rightly guided polity with its egalitarian fraterntty vanished. 

14- Tab., i, 2.<;2.2.f., 2.7i6f. 
I). Lactantius, Diumc lllstitutes, v, H. Cf. also i\1-Azmc.:h, 'Utopia and Islamic Political 

Thought', rsf. 
16. NM (M), 68. 

17. 'Abd al-.Jabbar, 'lirthliit, ii, _12.Sf. 
18. Cf. Morony, Iraq, 2.62.; add .Jill)i~, Bayii11, iii, 2.3f. (against strrrups). 

.1 9· Tab. i, 2.2.7off. 
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This image of a simple society nourished by prophetic revelation and the 
virtues of the desert was irresistible to non-Shl'ite Muslims. It was above all 
'Umar, the hero of jamii'l Muslims and Khiirijites, who epitomized it. It is 
scattered all over the sources, in accounts of the Prophet, chronicles, epistles, 
mirrors, and above all in 1-:bd!th, much of it canonized as Islamic law. It lies at 
the heart of Arabism, the belief that the Arabs and their heritage occupied a 
special place in Islam. Its essence could be defined as puritan reformism. 

Puritan reformists called for the restoration of the law (i(;yi/> al-sumza) and 
a return to the ways of the pious ancestors (sala(), seeing the law as a set of 
liberating rules, a constitution to be invoked against tyrants, corrupt officials, 
and other abusers of power (including foreign powers), not as a system of con
trol imposed by clerics. It was not always against tyrants that their call was 
directed, however. Like commanding right and prohibiting wrong, of which it 
was a collective version, reformism might focus on the moral Improvement of 
Muslim society on its own, without attention to the government, or even in 
alliance with it. 

Sometimes, however, attempts were made to force rulers to observe the law. 
It is a striking characteristic of such attempts, as of commanding nght in gen
eral, that they usually address the head of state as a private individual rather 
than a king, in the sense that the habits he is told to abandon are those per
taining to a life of luxury rather than those specific to political decision
making: wearing silken clothing, drinking wine, listening to music, and the 
like, as opposed to jailing political opponents, confiscating other people's 
property, executing people without due cause, tolerating corrupt officials, and 
so forth. 211 It is puritannical attitudes that drive the activity. 21 The only mal
practice specific to rulers regularly singled out in reformist movements is the 
collection of uncanonical taxes (muhiis). 

Rebels of the Umayyad period had regularly denounced the tyrannical 
ways of Umayyad rulers, too, if not usually to their face. What the Ibii~il Abu 
1-:-Iamza (c. qo/747) held against the Umayyads, for example, was not just their 
dissolute habits, though they did not escape his hostile attention, but also that 
"they arrest on suspicion, make decrees capriciously, kill in anger, and judge by 
passing over crimes Without punishment ... (saying), 'This land is our land, 
the property is our property, and the people are our slaves"'Y A year or two 
earlier, when the military commander al-Kirmiinl took over the government of 

2.0. Cf. Cook, For/Jiddill.l!. Wro11g, ch. 7, sec. I. 

2.1. Ibid., ch. 9, sec. 5. 

2.2.. In Crone and Hinds, God:, Caliph, qz.. Compare Tab., ii, 2.66, where Ibn 'Aq!l 
denounces the bloodthirsty ways of Ziyad to Ibn Ziyad; ii, 62.4, where a follower of ai
Mukhtar tells the Kufans that their hands and feet have been cut off, their eyes blinded, their 
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Khurasiin claiming to want only the Book of God, a daring scholar promptly 
asked him whether it was in the Book of God to tear down houses and seize 
wealth.21 But when Sufyiin ai-Thawrl assumed the role of Old Testament 
prophet in relation to al-Mahdl (d. 169/785), it was only the caliph's luxurious 
style of pilgrimage, contrasted with the frugal practice of 'Umar, that he cas
tigated;2·1 and apart from the usurpation of the property of orphans, there is 
not a single political Item among the malpractices that Ibn Tumart (d. 
.')24IJ 130) is reported to have denounced in his encounter with the Almoravid 
ruler, against whom he was soon to rebel as the leader of the Almohad 
movement. 25 

Puritan reformism did not often inspire revolt, given that the victims of 
oppressive government were typically lacking in military power and that the 
Sunnis disapproved of rebellion. Down to c. soo! 1 wo a rebel with a cause (as 
opposed to a participant in mere power games) was more often than not a 
heretical tribesman, such as a Zayd! in Yemen, a Khiirijite 1n North Africa, the 
Jazlra or Oman, or an Ismaili in North Africa, Bal)rayn, or the Synan desert. 
He was usually a tribesman thereafter too, but he ceased to be a heretic. The 
Almoravids mark the first appearance of reformism as an ideology for the 
mobilization of militant tribesmen in Sunni Islam, the role it played again 
under Ibn Tumart's Almohads. It was thanks to Ibn Tumart that the Mahdi 
became a puritan reformist, too. 

The outcome of such movements (of which there were more after the end 
of the period covered in this book) was typically government With greater mil
itary strength, but not usually less autocracy. On the contrary, those who seize 
power by force everywhere tend to be more autocratic than the tyrants they 
overthrow, since a very high degree of coordination from the top is needed to 
carry out the venture: what rebels claim is a version of emergency power, a 
well-known destroyer of civil rights. Insofar as the new rulers were felt to be 
more bearable, it was only because their state structures initially retained some 
of the simplicity of their tribal homeland. But the changes they wrought rarely 
lasted for more than about a hundred years, as Ibn Khaldun ohserved. Within 
three generations or so, he noted, the conquest elite would be thoroughly 
undermined by the luxuries of urban life so that a fresh set of tribesmen would 

bodies hung on tree trunks; ii, 9'J'J, where Mutarrif denounces '1\hd al-Malik and ai-J)ajjaj 
in words that recur in Abu l)amza's speech. 

2.3. Tab .. ii, I930, where It is Muqatil b. l:layyiln who asks hn11; cf. 191), where it is 
Ibrahim (ai-::Xl'igh), on whom see Cook, Comma11di11g Right, ch. 1. 

2.4- Cook, Comma11di11g Right, r;s. 
2.5. The accounts are summarized in Bourouiba, lim 'lbumart, 45ff., further references 

in Cook, Comma11di11g R.ight, 45R, note 2.2.6. 
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oust it. (A modern reader would not stress the role of luxury so much: with or 
without it, tribal tics were unlikely to survive under the new conditions. But 
luxury had a prominent role as a solvent of virtue already in Plato's Refmblic, 
and it went beautifully with the history of early Islam.) Within a century or so, 
Ibn Khaldun said, the dynasty would be ripe for destruction, new tribesmen 
would take over, and so it was bound to go on, except insofar as slave soldiers 
were an alternative: the Turkish tribesmen imported as slaves were a substitute 
for a tribal conquest elite, he acutely remarkcd. 21

' 

Ibn Khaldun's argument rested on the assumption that tribesmen (whether 
settled or nomadic) on the periphery of politically organized societies, or 
'cities', as he calls them in the tradition of the philosophers, would always be 
stronger in military terms than people ruled by states: non-tribesmen could not 
be effective soldiers. A Roman or a Chinese would have been astonished by this 
assumption; in their version of the argument, the disintegration of the tribal 
conquest elite would have been followed by a resumption of imperial govern
ment, not by another tribal conquest. But given that military power had been 
handed to tribesmen and slaves in the Muslim world, Ibn Khaldun was right. 
Dynasties rarely did last for more than a hundred years, whether by origin they 
were tribal or servile or something else again: the point is that whatever it was 
that held them together, it was usually something that set them apart from the 
world they ruled and which was accordingly doomed to dissipate in contact 
with their far more numerous subjectsY In short, political power in the 
medieval Muslim world tended to be a wasting asset. So too did such reduction 
of autocratic oppression as was experienced from time to time. 

No amount of abstention from wine, silk, luxurious food, grand palaces, 
or the like could restore the simple nature of the society in which the Rashidun 
had been active and on which the libertarian aspect of government had rested. 
The substitute for tribal virtue would have had to be formal organization, but 
the evolution of government in the first two hundred years had been such that 
this was not possible: state and society had parted ways. There were times 
when they came closer again, above all in holy war against infidels, when they 
pursued the same aim, on the basis of the same religious law. But by and 
large people had to accept that the Sharl'a was only the constitutional law of 
everyday life, not of the government appointed for its protection. 

2h. Cf. Crone, Slaues (devoted to the same theory), 8yff. and the references given there. 
27. Mamluk Egypt (1250-15 1 7) ts the major exception. But then, some attempts at 

heredity notwithstanding, evny generation of rulers and soldiers was freshly imported here. 
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A ntinom iant sm 

There was another road to freedom, however, of a diametrically opposed kind. 
The alternative to reform was escape. The escape could be literal: peasants 
would respond to oppression by fleeing from their land; merchants would 
respond to it by moving from one state to another; and one Arab tribe, the 
Banu 1-:-Iab!b, responded to l-:bmda111d oppression by leaving the Jaz!ra with 
their families, slaves, and livestock for the Byzantine empire. 2x (InJustice was 
harder to bear than unbelief, as everyone knew.) Other people left their homes 
to become wandering ascetics, mendicants, hermits, inmates of Sufi lodges, or 
holy warriors in fortified settlements where they could fight real infidels 
regardless of what went on at home. But the escape could also be effected in 
the spirit alone. It was common for medieval Muslims to cultivate detachment: 
the true believer was a stranger to this world. And some dreamed of ultimate 
freedom in the form of escape from all external commands, by transcending or 
abolishing the law along with all the socio-political arrangements based on it, 
individually or collectively. 
, It was first and foremost Sh!cites who indulged in this vision of utopia, but 
It appealed to Sufis and philosophers too, insofar as one could distinguish 
between them: by the end of our period, most philosophers were either Sufis 
or Sh!citcs, or both. To Rafi~11 Sh!'ites, things had gone badly wrong as soon as 
the Prophet died and the only rightly guided caliph was cAll, who had ruled in 
Kufa, not in Arabia. This drastically reduced the scope of Arabism. It did not 
eliminate it, nor did it rule out primitivism. Both affected the Sh!cites too (if for 
no other reason, then because they were so prone to sunnificat10n), but neither 
is a prominent feature of Sh!citc tradition. Where cumar champions the simple 
ways of patriarchal Arabia, cAll by contrast stands for a universalist vision in 
which there arc no Arabs any more, only Muslims for whom lcarmng and piety 
take pnonty over wealth, noble birth, and Arab ethnicity alike. 2

" And where 
the Sunnis typically hankered for puritan solidarity, the Sh!cites tended to crave 
individual spirituality over and above, or even instead of, communal perfec
tion .. For the socio-political world was irredeemably corrupt, and would 
~·emain .so until the Mahdi came. If one could not reform the world of organ
Ized religion and external conformity, one could try to put an end to it; and if 
that was not possible either, all that was left was cultivation of that inner spark 
of the divine which every Gnostic, whether Sh!cite or Sufi, knew him or herself 

28. Ibn IJawqal, ,'iii rat al-anf, 21 o. 
29. Cf. Marlow, 1-liemrchy, L.ff., 28ff. But for a passage 111 which he too objects to Persian 

luxury, see Morony, Iraq, 262 (against silk). 
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to carry, so as to retrieve the heavenly home of origin, in this life or the next, 
individually or as member of a spiritual brotherhood. 

Antinomianism could be said to be the Muslim counterpart to \'\!estern 
anarchism. Both are convictions to the effect that humans can live without 
authority, that they once did so (in Paradise or in some golden age), and that 
they will again, when they have perfected their nature (in this world or the 
next). Both typically sec the individual as shackled and wish to liberate 
him/her. But anarchists arc out to remove the law of the state, whereas antmo
mians wish to eliminate the law on which a relig10us community is based. The 
myth of a golden age of freedom and innocence, which was to play a key role 
in the development of European anarchism, appears as a charter of religious 
antinomwnism already in Eusebius of Cacsarea (d. i40), who from a medieval 
Muslim perspective sounds like an outnght Ismaili. According to him, the 
Hebrews originally lived in accordance with nature (lwta f7hysin), exhibiting a 
form of piety that was free and devoid of constraint (eleutheron lwi 
aneinzenon), for they had reasoned their way to true monotheism at a time 
when all other peoples were lost in error, and for this reason they had no need 
of laws (which were only for the sick, as every philosopher knew). They were 
corrupted in Egypt, however, so Moses now gave them a law formulated as a 
constitution (tmliteia) suited to their gross habits, but he formulated some of 
it in allegorical form: it was not the naked truth, but symbols and shadows that 
he told them to observe. This was how things stayed until the advent of Jesus, 
who made the law unnecessary again. 10 

The Christians having abrogated Mosaic law, their antinomianism could 
only be directed against moral precepts thereafter. In that form it played a role 
of some importance in the later middle ages, sometimes in combination with 
anarchism.11 But it was anarchism (usually including commumsm) that went 
on to acquire major political significance in the Christian \'\fest. In the 
Islamic world, by contrast, it was antinomianism that commanded people's 
attention. Anarchism is represented only by the Naidiyya, al-A~amm, and 
other Mu'tazilites, and their views on the state were not animated by a desire 
to remove shackles, whether political or religious: they did not sec the state as 
an intrinsically repressive institution. By contrast, antinomianism was repre
sented by a large number of Gnostics, Shl'itc or Sufi, philosphically Inclined or 
otherwise, and all did wish to remove shackles, hut only of the religious kind: 
all asserted that religious law was dispensable for salvation, not that one could 
live without law or government in d1c here and now. They did not usually spell 

30. Euscbius, l'racp. Euang., book vii, csp. ch. 3; ch. 6, 3-4; ch. S, .17-40. 

31. Cf. rhe classic account by Cohn, 1'11rsllil o( the !vlillcllllillm, esp. chs 8-I :;. 
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out the implications of their views for the socio-political order at all. Most of 
them dearly held that one should leave the world as it is, by withdrawing from 
it, transcending it, or JUSt playing along with it under the guise of taqiyya. 
They were not usually political activists, let alone anarchists. Their utopia was 
spiritual. 

The Qarami~a 

Just occasionally, however, the antinomian vision was socio-political too, most 
obviously Ill the case of the early Ismail is. Their Mahdi was expected to abro
gate the law, and we arc left in no doubt that he would abrogate the established 
order along with it. What sort of socio-political organization, if any, did they 
think there would be after his arnval? We do not know. They probably did not 
know themselves. Like twentieth-century Marxists, they envisaged the revolu
tion as so sharp a turn for the better that the nature of life thereafter could 
barely even be glimpsed. 

As devotees of Adam's Paradise, they implicitly cast themselves as anar
chists (and indeed commumsts), but this was hardly their Intention. Their 
vision of the antinomian future seems to have functioned first and foremost as 
a solvent, in the sense that it de-legitimated existing institutions without 
amounting to a model of what was to follow. According to Sunn1 sources, the 
first missionary to Iraq promised his followers that they would be kings, not 
that government would wither away (let alone that cverythmg would be held Ill 
common): "I was ordered to cure this village, to enrich its Inhabitants, and to 
deliver them and empower them over the kingdoms of this world, replacing the 
people now in charge," he is reported as saying to 1-;Iamdan Qarmat;. The ban
ners of the I.blFayn Ismailis carried the mscription, "We desire to show favour 
unto those who were deemed weak on earth and to make them Imams and the 
heirs" (Q. 28:')).12 Apparently, people were promised that the existing political 
roles would be reversed, not that they would be eliminated. All social and 
political arrangements would indeed be abolished, but the reversion to a state 
of chaos would be followed by the birth of a new order 111 which the Ismailis 
would rule. Beyond that It seems unlikely that anyone knew what to expect. 

The Mahcli did change the world for some of them. In the 290SI';)IOS the 
Ismaili peasants of the Kufan countryside were ordered to surrender increas
ingly large proportions of their wealth to their local missionaries, and eventu
ally to hand over their moveable property altogether, on the grounds that this 

32. Ibn ai-Dawiid:irl, Kanz, vi, 45 (from Akhu Mul~sin); Ibn ai-Jawzl, lvlrmta;am, vi, 
215f.; Thiihir b. Siniin, AI.:.!Jhiir, 53· The vnsc had previously been used by the I-Iiishllnire 
n:volunonaries (AA, 285), and Mul)ammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya (Tab., iii, 209). 
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constituted the true harmony (u/fa) mentioned in the Qur)an. (No reference 
was made to the absence of pnvate property from Adam's Paradise.) Having 
pooled their resources, the villagers abandoned their fields and moved to an 
abode of emigration (diir al-hijra), where they took to a new life as warriors on 
behalf of the Mahdi and maintained themselves, one assumes, on the basis of 
the communal chest established by the missionaries, plus booty. This, then, was 
how the weak on earth were favoured in the new dispensation. In 317/9w the 
Ismailis of Bal)rayn sacked Mecca, massacred pilgrims, and removed the black 
stone as a sign that Islam as we know it was coming to an end. and in 319;911 
the Mahdi manifested his presence in Bal~rayn in the form of a young Persian 
captive. He initiated the abolition of the law by issuing strange and. by normal 
Muslim standards, repulsive rules, but it ended badly: having turned against 
the pillars of the local community, he was soon killed himself. A s~cond 
attempt seems to have been made at some point, however, for a strikingly new 
socio-political order was in existence some hundred years later. Muslim ritual 
and dietary law had vanished, there were no mosques, except for visitors, and 
social relations were egalitarian. In socio-economic terms, the polity was a 
welfare state. Politically, it exhibited the novel feature that several members of 
the same family ruled together as a council. The army was furnished by the 
lsmailis themselves and everybody participated in annual campaigns against 
non-Ismaili Muslims, contributing to a sense of participatory politics. How far 
Adam's Paradise had been invoked as a model in all this we do not know, but 
it is in any case hard to believe that it could have worked on a larger scale, in a 
more complex society and metropolitan environment. It came to an end in the 
46osho7os. n 

The Fatimids did not engage in any socio-political experiments of any 
kind. They simply postponed the end of the world, as has been seen. This was 
also what the early Christians had done, but unlike the Christians, the Fatimids 
kept the law. Their Nizarl offshoot did abolish the law at Alamut in 559/r 164, 
but there was no real animus against it any more, and they returned to it 111 , or 
soon after, 6o7lr21o."~ Once again it was made clear that even as an Ismaili, 
one had to live in this imperfect world of externality. One might as well be a 
Sunni in that case, or alternatively, one could withdraw into one's inner self to 
cultivate the higher truth behind a mask of taqiyya. The antinomian utopia 
turned purely spiritual agam. 

33· On all this, sec above, wrf.; Haltn, Reich, 52ff., <;7f., 225-_<6/Empirc, 4Rff., q, 
250-64 (hrs understanding of the events in Iraq differs from mine); Nil~ir-i Khusraw above, 
276, note 95; de Goe)c, 'Fin de !'empire'. 

34· Cf. above. 211. 
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The Brethren of Purity 

Among those who took to cultivation of the inner self were the tenth-ccnturv 
Brethren of Purity, who offered a new version of Ismaili antinomianism in thetr 
epistles. They told their readers that one day, when they had been perfected by 
philosophy and shed their bodies, they would live together and worship God 
without any need for external compulsion at all, driven by mncr impulses 
alone, as angels. There had been no law in our original home, the madina 
{iiifila from which we have fallen, nor would there be in the perfected state.35 

True religiosity was devoid of books, mosques, alms, <ufmnii) and all the para
phernalia of organized religion, as they have the animals say in the fable in 
which the animals take the humans to court. But what about the here and now? 
The answer was that as long as they had bodies, humans had to accept their 
enslavement to the law, JUSt as animals had to accept their enslavement to 
humans, since it was from the union of body and soul that evil inclinations 
stemmed. It was by obeying humans that animals could hope to he reborn as 
humans, and it was by obeying God that humans could hope to acquire 
immortality as disembodied souls. The law was one of five oppressive forces 
which dominated human existence and could not be escaped. At least, it could 
not be escaped in the present era. The Brethren hint at a great collective trans
formation in the future, but it docs not seem to have been messianic hopes that 
sustained them. They also hint that select individuals could achieve the perfec
tion that would render the law redundant already in this life, and this comes 
across as what they really hoped for. Their liberation from the law would be 
spiritual: they would behave as if they were sources rather than subjects of the 
law by living as they saw fit; each one would be king in the sense of acknow
ledging nobody as morally superior. There was no vision of an orgamzed 
society managing without rulers here, let alone an incitement to revolt. 1r' 

The Brethren of Purity probably typify the most common form of educated 
antinomianism, whether lsmaili, philosophical or Sufi: the aim was to reach an 
individual state of perfectiOn in which one could Ignore the law, usually in the 
sense of abandoning ritual worship and certain features of dietary law (such 
as the prohibition of wine), occasionally ignoring sexual restnctions as well. 
Externally, the perfected person might go on observing the law, so as not to get 
into trouble with his family, his neighbours, or the authorities, but privately he 
would live as he pleased. 17 What mattered was in any case the inner sense of 

35· For their mad/1111 (<"iifi/a, sec JUS, iv, _"l8._"l, 171.-7. 

36. Cf. below, 355f.; IUS, iii, w7f. 
37· Cf. GhazillT, Munqidh, 4X = 7Rf. 
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freedom. But whatever the variations, the freedom was envisaged as individual, 
not as a grand collective transformation. 

The freethinkers 

Abu cJsa al-Warraq, Ibn al-Riiwandl, Abu Bakr al-Riizl, and others who denied 
the existence of prophethood exemplify another form of antinomianism, 
though the term is not normally used in connection with them: unlike the 
Ghuliit, the Ismailis, most philosophers, and the Sufis, they denied the very sta
tus of the law as revealed, not just its necessity for salvation. They could have 
condemned it as a positive obstacle to salvation, especially with reference to 
the bloodshed that it legalized, and perhaps some did. On the whole, though, 
the unpression they convey is that they deemed It to be neither an obstacle nor 
an avenue to salvation, but simply a set of human conventions without any 
bearing on salvation at all (or so at least al-Riizl). Their own relationship with 
the divine was spiritual, internaL and wholly private, devoid of any entangle
ments with social and political organization, which they saw as purely man
made institutions. But they did not usually have anything against these 
mstitutions, and most of them moved freely 111 polite society behind a mask of 
taq1yya. Like other antinomians, they were apolitical.3 ~ 

Ni?A"iml's communities 

The degree to which antinomianism remained separate from utopian visions of 
political freedom is neatly illustrated by Ni:t,"jmJ's Alexander epos. Towards the 
end of his life, according to Ni?.1ml, Alexander the Great came across a devout 
c~mmunity of mountaineers who were Muslims without prophets; through 
divine mspiratiOn (i/hclm) and analogy (qiycls) with their own circumstances 
they had come to believe in God.l'' Here then we have a people illustrating ai
Riizl's contention that humans had a divinely unplanted instinct (i/hclm) which 
enabled them to reach the truth by rational enquiry when they set their minds 
to it.'

10 
Like another literary figure, Ibn Tufayl's 1-:-fayy b. Yaq?.;_ln, they had 

come to know God and devised ways of worshipping Him entirely by their 
own intellectual efforts. They also resemble 1-:-fayy b. Yaq?~'in in that they imme
diately recognized the truth of revealed religion when It was explamed to them, 
here by Alexander, whom they recognized as a prophet. Al-Rii;t.l had reJected 

38. Cf. above, ch. q, I 72f.; Stroumsa, Freethin/::.ers. 

, . 39· Iqbii!niime, 224-4 = S.>8 (drawn to my attention by Mohsen Ashtiany); cf. Biirgcl, 
Kneg und hieden Im Alexanderepos Nizamis', I02. 

40. Cf. above, I 72. 
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prophethood in the name of reason, but Ni?~"iml's point is rather that reason 
makes all of us potential prophets, if not all equally great: Alexander knew 
more than the people he encountered; Mul)ammad knew more than Alexander. 
But Ni?aml's people have a stronger affinity with al-Riizl than with 1-:-Iayy 
b.Yaq?jn to the extent that they do not seem to have found rationalist religion 
to be incompatible with social life. I:fayy withdrew to the unhinhabited island 
on which he had grown up after discovering that life in a community based on 
revelation ruled out open cultivation of philosophy, but Ni?jml's mountameers 
form a community. The reader now waits with bated breath for an account of 
their social and political institutions. But we are not given any. 

Shortly after his encounter with these people, Alexander comes to a city 
where the mhabitants had no locks on their doors, no walls around their gar
dens, no shepherds to guard their flocks, and no police, for there was no crime 
among them, and no human blood was ever shed. "We consider each other 
members of a smgle family," they explained. Nobody coveted wealth, people 
were satisfied With necessittes, property was distributed equally, and everybody 
would help a fnend in need:1I What Ni?~'iml is describing here is a utopia 
rooted In pre-Islamic Iran: pacifist, egalitanan, marked by even distribution of 
material goods, unaffected by the Lie, this was the community that a third
century Zoroastrian heresiarch had devised, that Mazdak (d. before qo) had 
tried to bring about, and which lived on thereafter among the Khurramls of 
medieval Iran:12 Unlike Mazclak's vision, Ni?jmfs is only quast-communist, 
but in return it is anarchist, which Mazclak's was not. A Western reader reacts 
by wanting to merge the two stories: the people who knew the truth without 
prophets ought to be the people who lived in quasi-communist equality with
out authority precisely because they were innocent of the prophetic law on 
which conventional society rested. But this was not how Ni?~"iml saw It. He does 
not Identify the religion of the quasi-Khurraml city at all. Antinomianism 
belonged to a different cultural strand from Khurramism, and Insofar as one 
can tell they never met, in literature or elsewhere. 

T!Je fundamental models 

Basically, there arc only two ways of relating a universal truth to a particular 
socio-political order. We may call them the Judaic and the Buddhist. The 
Judaic model merges the highest truth with the social and political arrange
ments of its adherents by recourse to the idea of divine choiCe. There is only 

41. Iqbiil11iime, 224 = 53~L 
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one God, who is true for all human beings, but who has chosen one particular 
people as His special treasure and who has thus sanctified their ethnicity, 
polity, and law, which form part of the religion and have to be adopted (in a 
very etiolated form these days) by all converts to the God in question. This is 
the model one encounters Ill the first century of Islam. It uses a universal truth 
to sanctify the particular, and it does so by means of a revealed law: this Is the 
institution that ties people to a specific place of worship, specific ways of 
doing things, a specific type of leadership, and a specific people and prophet. 
By contrast, the Buddhist model separates the truth from the social and polit
ical arrangements of its adherents by replacing God with an impersonal con
cept. There is only one cosmic law, which is true for all human beings, and it 
operates indifferently with respect to the various groups into which mankind 
is divided. To profit from this law one has to sever one's ties with this world, 
including one's ethnic group, polity, and law, to work on one's inner self to 
achieve enlightenment. The universal is here used to desacralize the particular. 
This is the model one encounters in Gnostic glm/uwtu. 

Most religions have taken a stand in between the two extremes, with a 
certain flexibility in both directions. This is true of Islam as well, both in its 
Shlcite and its Sunni versions. Both are products of the Judaic rather than the 
Buddhist model in that they operate with a unique God who legislates about 
this world and the next alike, and both were in principle blueprints for a polity, 
Sunnism much more so than Shlcism. There was also some veneration of the 
Arabs as a chosen people in both, though again much more so in Sunnism than 
in Shl'ism. From there onwards, however, they diverge, Sunnism continuing on 
the line of the Judaic model and Shlcism moving towards that of Buddhism. 
One sees the contrast on the tribal margins: where Sunnism produced 
Almohads and Wahhabism, Shlcism produced Druzes and Ahl-i haqq. But one 
also sees it in the cities, especially in Iran. 

Thanks to its Zoroastrian and Gnostic heritage on the one hand and vari
ous features of early Islamic history on the other (notably the fact that Iran was 
not arabized), the tension between law and spirituality was stronger among 
Iranians than elsewhere. It was evident long before Iran became a Shlcite coun
try, in men such as al-Warraq, Ibn al-Rawandl, Iranshahrl, al-Sarakhsl, Abu 
Bakr al-Razl, al-Farabl, Ibn Slna, the many Iranians among Ismaili thinkers;u 
Suhrawardl maqtft!, and the many Iranian Sufis whose individualist spiritual
ity was perceived as a threat to the established order."H It also showed m the 
antinomian, or indeed anti-social, movements of wandering ascetics founded 

43· Abu l)iitim al-Riizl, al-Nasafl, Abu Ya'qub al-Sijistiinl, Abu '1-Haytham al-Juriiinl, 
al-Kirmiinl, al-Mu'ayyad al-Shlriizl, Niisir-i Khusr~lw, and Na~lr al-Din Tusl. 

44- Al-l~lallaj, Abu Sa'ld al-Khayr, 'Ayn al-Quc_lah al-Hamadhanl. 
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by Iranians at the very end of our period."'' But the sixteenth-century imposi
tion of Shl'ism as the official religion of Iran did nothing to reduce the tension, 
which now produced the Nuqpvls, the Bahls and, via them, the Baha'Is. The 
Baha'Is did what the Ismailis had shied away from doing outside Bal)rayn: they 
universalized and spiritualized Islam by abrogating the law, severing all con
nections between the faith and socio-political organization. They thereby con
stituted themselves as members of a new religion, preosely as the Christians 
had done when they abrogated Jewish law, and as in effect the Ismailis of 
Bal)rayn had done as well. It IS hard to imagine anything like this coming out 
of Sunnism. Certainly, nothing did in the case of Al)madism, the parallel in 
Sunni India to the Shlcite Bahls from whom the Baha'Is sprang. Since then the 
pendulum in Iran has sprung in the opposite direction, towards collectivist 
legalism, but it is hard to believe that we have reached the end of the story. At 
all events, the tension was both taut and creative in medieval times. It gave 
Iranian Islam, and above all Iranian Sufism, a multi-dimensionality all of its 

own. 

4'i· Karamustafa, God's U11ntly Fricll(ls, esp. 3 (for the Iranian origin of the two mam 
founciers), 91 (the characterization as 'anarchist individualism"), 99 (the Iranian and other 

non-Arab appeal). 
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THE SOCIAL ORDER 

To the Arab conquerors, people were first and foremost members of descent 
groups such as tribes and nations rather than of social strata or classes. The 
key distinction was between Arabs and the rest, that is, the cajam or barbarians 
(especially Iranians). Arabs were free, autonomous tribesmen chosen bv God 
to be the carriers of His last revelation and rulers of the world. Everyoi~e else 
was misguided and (already or soon to be) defeated. There was no room in this 
simple view of things for non-Arab Muslims, yet converts soon appeared in 
significant numbers, introducing new ways and ideas which the Arabs not 
unnaturally felt to be wrong. "This community will take to innovation when 
three things come together: perfect prosperity, the attainment of adulthood by 
the children of captives, and both Arabs and non-Arabs reciting the Qur'an," 
'Uthman is said to have predicted.' The children of captives (afmii' al-sabiivil) 
whose dire Influence is here being deplored were the offspring of Arabs by n:m
Arab concubines, a by-product of Arab domination; the non-Arabs reciting the 
Qur'an were mostly slaves and freedmen, also a product of Arab might, and 
both undermined the very order on which Arab power rested. Could nwtui'ill 
(clients), as non-Arab Muslims were known, hold positions of authority over 
Arab Muslims? Most Arabs were outraged by the idea. Did they have the same 
chances of salvation as the people who had brought them the truth? The schol
ars affirmed it, but there was a strong sense that non-Arabs, like women in a 
male job market, had to be particularly good in ord\Cr to succeed, and stories 

I. Tab., i, 2.8o3f. For other traditions blaming the childn:n of converts, sec Sayf, Ridda, 
18, no. z.r; Abu Zur'a, no. 1339. 
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depicting non-Arab converts as better Muslims than their Arab counterparts 
abound. 

By early 'Abbasid times, non-Arab Muslims were in a position sufficiently 
strong to generate the Shu'ubl controversy over the relative status of Arabs and 
non-Arabs in lslam. 2 The Shu'ubls were those who felt the Arab orientation of 
Islam to be dated. Just as today modernity is fast becoming a global culture 
which merely happens to be of Western ongin, so Islam was fast becoming a 
universalist religion which merely happened to have its roots in Arabia, or at 
least this was how the Shu'ubls saw it. They fully accepted that the truth had 
originally come in Arab packaging, but they held this to be a historical fact of 
no religious consequence. True universalism was not compatible with ethnic 
favouritism; the Arabs were a people like any other, and Islam was a religion 
that you could combine with any ethnicity and culture. The Shu'ubls were 
however up against the fact that God's own word was in Arabic, that His house 
was in Arabia, that His deputy was an Arab, and that many held love of the 
Arabs to be part of the faith. 3 There was massive resistance to the Shu'ubls, 
who were generally denounced as impious, especially by filmiFi Muslims, 
though by origin the latter were mostly non-Arabs themselves. Both Kharijism 
and Shl'ism had a Shu'ubl streak to them, the former in its claim that the caliph 
did not have to be an Arab {let alone a Qurashl), the latter in its insistence that 
the caliph had to descend from a lineage so sacred that other people's ancestry 
ceased to matter. "c Ambiyya is not the father or progenitor of anyone, just a 
language," as the Sh!'ites said, meamng that classical Arabic had nothing to do 
with ethnicity, but was simply the medium in which the high culture was 
expressed (like Latin in the medieval West or international English today):' But 
the controversy was never really settled. It died down to flare up again from 
time to time, most recently in the twentieth century, when the arguments in 
favour of the special status of the Arabs were recycled in support of Arab 
nationalism while its opponents were branded as 'Shu'ub!s'. i 

2. 'T'hc best account is still Coldziher, !vlS, 1, chs ;-5. 

'·For a convenient collection of l:lad!rh to this effect, sec Zayn a I- Din al-'lriiql, ai
Qura{; (i ma(Ja{;/;at afJ,mrf;. One IS surprised by the claim in Richard, .'i/n'J/1' Islam, 1, that 
Islam is no more Arab than Chnstianity IS .Jewish. 

4- Kullnl, Kiifl, viii, 2...f6, no. >42.; Nu'man, Da~l'im, ii, no. 72.9 (father or mother). 
). For a nice example of the former, see al-Bazzilz (prime minister of Iraq 1965-8) in 

Donohue and Espos1to, Islamnl 'Jhmsiticm, 86; for the latter, sec 1:1-', s.v. 'Shu'ubiyya'. 
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Prom egalitarianism to hierarchy 

Among themselves, the Arab conquerors prided themselves on their egalitarian 
ways. Arab tribes had no closed aristocracies or castes, only fluid hierarchies 
which were often challenged and contested. The present was inegalitarian, but 
it was always open to reshuffling, much as in modern America, which also 
manages to combine an egalitarian outlook with a deeply inegalitarian reality 
by keeping the hierarchy open.1

' The monotheist tradition remforced the egali
tarian ideal. As the fourth-century Lactantius had deemed the pagan Greeks 
and Romans incapable of justice because of their social differentiation ("for 
when all are not equal, there is no equity"),7 so the Muslims now deemed the 
pre-Islamic Persians to have lived in oppressive mequality. Islam had come to 
move people "from the service of servants (i.e. other humans) to the servtce of 
God", as the Persians were told in one of the many accounts set on the eve of 
the battle at Qadisiyya in which the stmple ways of the Arabs are lovingly con
trasted with the decadent opulence of the Persian nobles. "People are sons of 
Adam and Eve, brothers born of the same father and mother," an Arab 
explained. Another Arab boasted that "we Arabs are equal. We do not enslave 
one another, except in the case of somebody at war with another"; when he 
condemned the fact that some Persians were lords (arbc7b) over others, the 
lowly people reacted with applause, whereupon the nobles realized that their 
subjects ('afiidunii) had heard things they would never forget.x All this, of 
course, is to tell us that the Arab conquest of Iran was a good thing: just as the 
British brought proper government to the Indians, so the Arabs brought social 
equality to the Persians. 

Social egalitarianism is still among those gifts brought by the Arabs to Iran 
in the tenth-century philosopher al-cAmirl, htmself an Iranian. Like so many 
others, he tells us that the Persian kings forbade their subjects to progress from 
one rank to another; they oppressed them and reduced them to chattels; and at 
the same time, he says, the Zoroastrian priests kept divine wisdom (i.e. phi
losophy) to themselves lest their subjects use it to scrutmize the absurd claims 
of Zoroastrianism. But Islam did away with all that. "All men are of Adam, 
and Adam is of dust," the Persians were told; this removed the harner to social 
mobility, and divine wisdom now became freely available." Social equality is 

6. Cf. Lindholm above, 44, note 41. 
7. Diuine Institutes, v, 14, in Garnsey, Ideas of S!auery, 79· 
S. Tab., i, 2268, 2.2.74f. 
9· 'li.mirl, 1'/c!m, r6o, 174-6; cf. Marlow, Hierarchy, S8ff. Compare Tab. i, z.z.69, where 

the Persian general says that "since Ardashlr came to power the Persians have not allowed 
anyone from among the lowly people to leave their occupations". 
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also among the gifts brought by the Arabs in many modern accounts of the 
Arab conquest of Iran. 111 

In short, just as the Muslims saw themselves as replacing non-Arab mulh 
with inu1ma, so they prided themselves on putting an end to social hierarchies 
by bringing a new egalitarianism. But unlike the imamate, egalitarianism did 
not make it as an arttcle of faith. Sectarian divisions are not associated with 
different concepts of the social order, and whereas the transformation of the 
imamate was tenaciously resisted, there are no complaints about the loss of 
egalitarianism, except insofar as it could be subsumed under the reappearance 
of nnt!h. Perhaps it was too tted up with ethnic issues to be seen as a develop
ment in its own right. Even after the cAbbasid revolution, when everybody 
agreed that ethmc chauvinism was wrong, questions concermng the social 
order continued to be overshadowed by, or posed in terms of the relative status 
of Arabs and non-Arabs. It was only in the tenth-century that people began to 

describe their society 111 terms of tabaqiit, soctal strata, wtthout reference to 

ethmc divisions. 
By then, Muslim society was thoroughly elitist in organil'.atton and outlook 

alike. There still was not much in the way of closed soctal groups such as aris
tocrats or serfs. It ts true that the members of the Prophet's family (initially 
both cAl ids and cAbbastds, but in the long run just the cAl ids) had come to form 
a nobility monitored, tn the major cities, by a 'marshal of the nobles' (naqlb 
al-as/m7{), who kept records of their births and deaths, weeded out intruders, 
watched over their behaviour, including their marriages, and helped them pur
sue financial claims. It is also true that there were caste-like formations, or 
indeed real castes, in marginal areas such as South Arabia and India (best 
known from modern anthropological studies) . 11 Here the descendants of the 
Prophet sometimes came to form the top caste, as what one n11ght call Muslim 
brahmans. But there were no castes in the Muslim heartlands, nor did the 
as/nil( here constitute an aristocracy in the European sense of a group wtth a 
hereditary right to land and a role in government. For all its prommence in pre
Islamic Iran, an aristocracy 111 that sense did not emerge in the Islamic world 
at all, thanks to the tendency for military power to be assigned to men of 
servile or tribal origm. Its absence gave the higher bourgeoisie, in the loose 
sense of wealthy, educated townsmen, an unusual cultural prominence. 

In the absence or dearth of closed groups, medieval Muslims usually oper
ated with a broad division of society into an elite (al-hhii?~il) and common 
people (a/-' 17mma), or with a number of social strata or occupational groups, 

10. E.g. Bausani, The Persi1111s, r;. 
11. Cf. El', s.vv. 'nal}ih ;11-ashrilf', 'sharlf'. 
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ranging from three to seven, identified according to the author's tastes: all were 
simply analytical devices, not estates or other groups endowed with corporate 
ident1ty. 12 But whereas Arabian tribesmen had carried the entire culture they 
shared in their heads whatever their socio-economic status, the dire and the 
common people were now divided in both socio-economic and cultural terms, 
the former being schooled in the cosmopolitan high culture of which classical 
Arabic was the vehicle, whereas the latter were uneducated members of the 
many parochial cultures underneath; and the entire inegalitarian edifice tended 
to reproduce itself from one generation to the next, with little social mobility. 
Elevated descent was highly regarded, and new men were taunted with their 
uncouth origins. Inherited wealth was the hest.u 

Even so, one has to grant al-'AmirT that Muslim society comes across as 
more egalitarian than that of Sasanid Iran, for social mobility did exist, and all 
believers were still equal in the eyes of God -or almost so: the ShTcites could 
not help singling out the Prophet's kinsmen for special favours, and Sunni schol
ars could not help doing the same for themselves. God might forgive a scholar's 
sins because of his knowledge, as even ai-GhazaiT said; l·l or He would forgive 
seventy of their sins, hut not one of those of the ignorant, as a twelfth-century 
scholar put 1t. 15 Such exceptions notwithstanding, the general sense of equidis
tance from God remained. Al-BiriinT, who recognized the similarity between 
the Iranian hierarchy and the Indian caste system, held the greatest barrier 
between Indians and Islam to be the Muslim insistence that people are equal 
except in terms of piety. 11' 

In fnaise of hierarchy 

By the tenth century, social stratification was generally held to be a good thing, 
not least by Ismailis and other thinkers influenced by philosophy. Hierarchy 
pervaded the universe from the cosmos at large to the human body and should 
therefore be exemplified at the level of human society as well, they said. With
out subordination of the inferior to the superior, there would be no order. 
According to the Ismailis, mmerals were subordinated to plants, and plants 
were subordinated to animals, which were subordinated to humans, and 
withm the human speCies, ordinary humans were subordinated to prophets. In 
fact, all humans were horn with different abilities: even twins reared on the 

12. For details, sec Marlow, Hierarchy, :;8, 'sfl, 12>11 
13. Cf. Ibn Slnii, Sf, x,1o, 449 10\. 
r 4- Ghaziill, lvl11nqidh, 55 = 91. 
15. Meisami, Sea, 121. 
r6. Marlow, 'Muslim Views of the Indian Caste System', r s. 
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same food and taught by the same teacher would prove to have different gifts, 
they said. Hence there had to be subordination, which was the principle 
whereby things were maintained. 17 The hierarchy that the Ismail is had in mind 
was based on religious knowledge, not on wealth or military power. To Aris
totelians, the hierarchy was based on virtue (cultivated by the study of philos
ophy). What both were discussing, In other words, was a cham of spmtual 
leadership, a ladder of salvation, which ought to be reflected Ill the distribution 
of wealth and power, but which was more important than the distribution of 
worldly goods. It was moral and religious leadership rather than wealth and 
coercive power that tended to preoccupy other people too, notably the Sufis. 

That leadership based on spiritual or moral excellence ranked more highly 
than the mere possession of wealth or power was generally agreed (at the level 
of theory). But should moral excellence be rewarded with high social and 
political status? Ought the moral, social, and political hierarchies to coincide? 
Most people thought so; Indeed, most people automatically assumed that by 
and large they actually did: then as now, they tended to equate the great with 
the good. It was because the great were morally superior that one had to treat 
nobles with love, common people with a mixture of carrot and stick, and the 
lowly with fear-inducing measures; IX one should apply the ~mdiid according to 
people's rank and their deserts, as Tahir told his son. 1

') To he lowly was to be 
vile. Even if one held kings and their henchmen in moral contempt, it came 
naturally to revere high-rankmg JUrists and judges, whose social status could 
be presumed to rest on moral deserts. Only by conscious adoption of an alter
native set of ideas could one declare the socio-political hierarchy not to reflect 
any kind of moral merit at all. 

lsmailis, philosophers, and Sufis all made this declaration: all denied that 
the normal world of oppressive kings and Pharisaic jurists rewarded true merit 
and knowledge. According to the Ismailis and the philosophers, this was 
deplorable: the distribution of worldly wealth and influence ought to rest on 
mastery of the truth and righteousness (as they understood them). The Ismail is 
succeeded in bringing this about in places, too, for it was the missionaries who 
took the social, political, and religious leadership of Ismaili communities. The 
philosophers would have liked to take a similar role in Muslim society, but they 
had to make do with statements of principle. The philosopher kmg and 
prophet should assign people to the positions for which they were suited, they 
said. According to al-FarabT, there were five basic groups 111 the ideal city, 

.17. Abttl:liitim al-Riizl, Nliim, 6ff.; Abii Ya'qi:ih al-Sijistiinl, Ithbiit, 1(,, 24ff.; IUS, i, .;21ff.; 
iv, 121; Abtr '1-Fawiiris, lmilma, '):!.r.ff.; d. Pines, 'Shl"itc Terms and Conceptions', r81ff. 

rS. Above, r <;7, note 4'>· 
19. Tab., iii, 1010. 
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namely the three he found in Plato's RejJublic (philosophers, soldiers, and pro
ducers of wealth such as peasants, pasroralists, and traders) plus two that he 
added himself (bearers of revealed religion, meaning religious scholars and 
theologians, and professionals such as doctors and astrologers). 20 Ibn Sina 
only has the three basic groups of Plato's Retmblic: rulers, guardians {(;afa:;;.a), 
and people working with their hands, whom he calls craftsmen (al-:jt.mnii') in 
apparent oblivion of peasants and pastoralists, possibly because he thinks of 
his polity as a city in the literal sense. 21 According to both, all professional 
groups and sub-groups ought to be ranked on the basts of merit under leaders 
of their own in order to cooperate like the limbs of the human body and to be 
rewarded, in this world and the next, by the sort of felicity, if any, that went 
with their rankY Everybody ought to work for the common good, as all 
philosophers agreed; idlers ought to be bamshed, and those who could not 
work due to physical disability ought to be maintained by the srareY Presum
ably, then, everybody would be well provided for. Bur this is not stated. Socio
economic organization did not interest the philosophers much. 2•1 In any case, 
the entire edifice was theoretical. 

Sufism 

Unlike the Ismailis and the philosophers, the Sufis fully accepted that the 
moral and the socio-political hierarchies were separate, and always would be. 
They had no wish to bring them together; on the contrary, it was precisely by 
spurning the things of this world that one set out on the Sufi path. Nothing 
delighted them more than showing up the vast gap between the worldly estab
lishment and the bearers of genuine truth and morality. "This very hour I have 
learned true Islam from an old woman, and true chivalry from a water carrier," 
as Dhu '1-Nun exclaimed at the court of the ultimate guardian of the Islamic 
establishment, the caliph, to whose presence he has been summoned on a 
charge of heresy. "!learnt sincere belief from a barber," as Junayd declared. 25 

As the Cynics of the ancient world had shocked their contemporaries by their 

20. Eirab!, Fzt,'l/1, §53/57· 
21. Ibid., §53/57; Ibn S!na, Sl, x, 447 = 104; d. also Marlow, Hierarchy, 52f 
22. Ibn S!na, above, note 21; id., Rl{iirlqii, 4of.; Farah!, SM, Sr = 07f. and MF, 15-4-
23. Plato m Farah!, '1(1!/.:_h/~, .19f.; Farah!, Fu~rll, 6zl66; Ibn S!na, above, note zr; cf. also 

Marlow, Hierarchy, 58ff. 
24- Such interest as they display in it mostly arises from their desire "to demonstrate a 

consistent and rational pattern by which the whole universe IS governed", as Marlow 
remarks (Hierarchy, 51). 

25. Arberry, Muslim Saints and Mystics, 91, 207. 
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outrageous behaviour and paradoxical statements calculated to bring out the 
moral irrelevance of conventional institutions, so the Sufis now delighted in 
violating the strict conventions of their own highly rule-bound world by look
ing disgusting, speaking strangely, and behaving like madmen. Like the drop
outs of the 196os, they were dirty, long-haired, dressed in tatters, and often of 
no fixed address. "0 God, how dirty are your friends - nor a single one of 
them is clean," as the maid of a Baghdadi Sufi is said to have sighed. 21

' Real 
Sufis were as kings in ragsY They would dismiss wealth, homes, fine clothes 
(or clothes altogether), good food (or food altogether, insofar as compatible 
with life) as irrelevancies or positive obstacles to friendshtp with God, and 
write off gender, social status, and even slavery, as distinctions of no conse
quence on the grounds that "freedom is freedom of the heart, norhmg else";2~ 
they would often belittle the value of book learning too on the grounds that 
knowledge of God was to be found inside oneself: ink pots should be broken 
and books torn up, one should be a Sufi rather than a Klifl (i.e. f:-lanafl jurisr). 2~ 
All Sufis were strangers to the normal world. 

As ascetics who sought to withdraw from this world, the Sufis raised the 
question how far the spiritual needs of individuals could be pursued at the 
expense of social obligations. To renounce this world is to shed obligations to 
family, children, friends, students, and ultimately society at large; it is what is 
popularly known today as dropping our. Was it right to disappear from this 
world, permanently or temporarily, or did social obligations always have pri
ority over individual desires? Where was God to be found, deep inside oneself 
or on the contrary in public life? Widely divergent answers were gtven to these 
questions. At one extreme, the individual soul was potentially God and the 
cultivation of inner life rook prionry over everything in this world. At the other 
extreme, the cultivation of inner life was reduced to mild asceticism and 
humility coupled with dedication to the maintenance of moral standards, by 
commanding right and prohibiting wrong. 

It goes without saying that no society can survive on the view that individ
ual need overrides that of the collectivity. Like the lsmailis and the philoso
phers, the Sufis had to swear obedience to the law, or in other words to accept 
the organized religion on which the soctal and political order rested. Bur agam 
like the lsmailis and the philosophers, they often combined acceptance of the 
law as a socio-political necessity with belief in indivtdual exemption from it, 
seeing themselves as a spiritual elite who had progressed beyond the stage 

26. Schimmel. tvlystiwl Dimensions, 37 (in slightly heavier language). 
27. Arbcrry, Doctri11e of the Szl(ls, 2.. 

28. Thus Shibl! (d. 334945) 111 Sulam!, '('a/Jaqiit, 347· 
29. Schimmel, tvlystical Dimensions, 17f. 
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where sin could touch them. Sufi extremists went in for all the transvaluation 
that their Gnostic forebears had engaged in, including dismissal of the law as 
so many shackles tying them to the social conventions of the society into which 
they happened to have been born. Such antinomianism was dangerous: it 
encouraged criminal behaviour and gave Sufism a bad name. AI-Qushayrl (d. 
465/1072) wrote a widely read manual of Sufism repeatedly stressing the need 
for observance of the law; ai-Ghazall also wrote a treatise against ibi7(ul, as 
antinomiamsm was called; and many other Sufis were to distance themselves 
from antinomian attitudes thereafter. One could cultivate one's inner spirit 
tnovided that one was a good citizen; the external forms of worship had to be 
the starting point for higher exploration. 

But even if this was accepted, the question how far one could go was far 
from solved. Was it commendable to violate social conventions of all kinds? 
Was it healthy to spend so much time in preoccupation with one's inner self? 
What was wrong with conformity and common sense? If one did seek to tran
scend this world, did one still have to marry, indeed could one do so? Was it 
right to seek isolation (c uzla) from normal society to live as a hermit? If yes, 
did such avoidance rank higher on the moral scale than assisting a large num
ber of people, for example an entire polity? Such questions were debated from 
the ninth century onwards, and with particular mtensity in the eleventh.30 

To a greater or lesser degree, all Sufis stepped out of their social roles for a 
realm of freedom, permanently, temporarily or JUSt momentarily, to escape 
from the endless demands of family and friends and the rigid rules of social 
etiquette, seeking to find a deeper meaning to life. Onginally, they did not form 
a hierarchy themselves. But all places of escape fill up as news of their attrac
tions spread, and all develop organization in the process. By the end of our 
penod the Sufis were no longer back-pack111g tourists In an untouched and 
exotic world. The great Sufi orders were under formation and there were now 
Sufi hierarchies in this world reflecting the angelic hierarchies of the next. The 
leaders of such hierarchies, though wealthy and influential, still did not have 
actual political or military power, but that too was to come, especially in tribal 
areas, if only after our period. 

.Justifying socio-political inequality 

Ladders of salvation apart, how was one to make sense of social inequality as 
it existed in the real world? "If God is wealthy, generous and magnanimous, 

30. Cf. Dankoff's introduction to the Kutadgu lli/ig, in which it is a burning 1ssue 
(Yusuf, Wisdom, 23ff.). 
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why has He favoured some of His created beings with wealth and made others 
poor?"31 Granted that th1s was how He behaved, He could hardly expect every
one to worship Him. "Prayer is not for the poor but for the rich and powerful," 
as a tenth-century poet said, "Why should I pray? Where is my power, my 
house, my mounts, my harness, my jewelry, my girdles, my moon-faced slaves, 
my pretty charming slave girls?"12 The poor were for ever envious of the rich, 
Ibn ai-Daya and Mubashshir b. Fatik agreed. Indeed, there was constant "war 
between the poor and the nch, the weak and the strong", according to Ibn ai
Daya's testaments.ll "The masses loathe the government (al-sul(i/11) as school
boys loathe their teacher," al-Kind! said, casting the conflict as political rather 
than socio-economic, which was more common. H Unlike tyranny, social 
inequality did not generate a major debate, but from the tenth century 
onwards, one does find a standard argument In its justification. 

Humans needed to cooperate in order to survive. This theme, which forms 
the standard prelude to demonstration of the necessity of the government, also 
serves to explain why we need to be different in order to form a whole. We must 
be different because we have needs so diverse that they can only be fulfilled 
by division of labour. Everyone has to make somebody else subservient 
(sakhhhara) to himself, as al-Jal)i?. had put it,35 alluding to the Qur'anic verse 
43:32: "We have divided between them their livelihood in the present life and 
raised some of them above others in rank so that some of them may take oth
ers in servitude (li-yattal<.hidha !Ja<quhum bt{cjan suldmyyan)." God had made 
people different in terms of appearance, character and livelihood so that they 
would serve one another, as ai-Tabarl said in explanation of the same verse. 36 

By cooperating as specialists in diverse things, all humans could be servants 
and served alike: everyone, however lowly, benefitted from other people's labour 
in some respects, the philosopher ai-Razl said.17 People were born with differ
ent abilities and aspirations that caused them to choose different occupations, 
and this was proof of monotheism, for if every man wanted to be a builder or 
tailor or scholar, the world would not survive, the Imami exegete al-Qumml 
explained, also with reference to Q. 43:32.3

H God made everyone subservient 

3 r. Raghib, Dhari'a, :;7lL 
32. Mul)ammad b. Al)mad al-lfrlql in Tha';\lihl, Yatima, iv, r46, and elsewhere; tr. Ill 

Mez, Re11aissallcc, _:;.uf. 
_:13.lbn al-Daya, 'Uhud, r6; Marlow, Hiemrchv, 6:;. 

3+ Cited by Ibn Wahb, Burhiizz, 423. 

35· JiiiJi~, l:layawiill, 1, 42ff. 
36. Taharl's 'Ii1(sir, xiii, 67 (where the early exegetes take the verse as a reference ro 

slavery and service in the literal sense); similarly Fakhr al-Din al-Razl, '/(r(,ir, xxvii, 209f. 

57· Razl, Tibb al-riiljiizrl, ro6 = ll9 (ch. 17). 
3ll. Qumml, 'J(rjslr, ii, 257. 
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(sah.hhhara) to a particular craft by giving people different natures, so that 
everyone liked his own occupation, as was true even of weavers and cuppers 
(whose work was regarded as demeaning); if God had not done this, we all 
would have chosen the same occupation, al-Raghib al-I~fahanl said. 19 Al-Blrunl 
agreed (adding an explanation of why things had prices). The Indian caste sys
tem struck him as an example of the ranking and servitude mentioned in the 
Qur'an.40 

So far, the argument only shows that we must have occupational special
ization, not that there must be differentiation of wealth, prestige and privilege 
as well (though the Qur'anic verse takes this for granted). If the many needs we 
have are equally important, why should those who fulfil them be so differently 
rewarded? Indeed, why should some people be positively despised for engaging 
in occupations indispensable for our comfort? This last question was not con
sidered at all. 41 As to why the rewards had to be different, the answer was that 
without poverty or the fear of it, people would not endure hard work or under
take tasks such as weaving, cupping, dyeing, and sweeping: thus al-Raghib al
I~fahanl, taking it for granted that such work was despised and forgetting his 
earlier argument that people chose these occupations because God has made 
their natures suitable for them:11 If God gave everyone what he wanted, every
one would belong to the highest rank and nobody would need other people 
any more, so they would stop cooperating: thus the Shl'ite secretary Ibn Wahb, 
illustrating the mfinite exchangeability of cause and effect in teleological argu
ments designed to vindicate the world as it is (we must cooperate in order to 
fulfil our different needs; we must have different needs 111 order to cooper
ate) :13 If all were equal, nobody would be in a position to help anyone else, al
Mawardl agreed. To him, too, cooperation was a value in its own right, not 
simply a way of making up for the deficiencies of human nature: God made 
humans weak and needy precisely because He wished them to assist one 
another and anything that made them do so, including poverty and wealth, 
existed by divine favour.+' "If all be wealthy, they will not serve one another, as 
equally they will not if all be poor," Na~lr al-Din Tusl observed:15 Poverty was 

39· Dh,rrl'a, 375; similarly Na~iir al-dln Tilsl, Ethics, 190; cf. Marlow, Hierarchy, qSff., 
citing Raghib 's 'li1{~/l al-11ash'atay11 as well, and Ghazall at I'i2f. 

40. Blrlinl, ]atuiihir, M. = 6; id., Ui11d, 271.1 1 ii, 137 (tr. wholly misunderstood). 
41. Noted by Marlow, Hierarchy, 155· 
42. Raghib, Dharl'a, 377; Marlow, 1-liemrchy, 1 'i>· 
43· Burhiill, 271f. 
4+ Milward!, Ada!J al-dul1)'•1, 144, 147 and "J(rshtl al-11a:;ar, 97; both cited in Marlow, 

Hierarchy, 146. 
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required not only to make the poor keep working for the rich but also to keep 
them in their place, as Ni;:-~1m ai-Mulk had the Zoroastrian pnests argue 
against the communist Mazdak: "if a man is poor he is out of necessity com
pelled to enter the service and hire of a rich man; thus h1gh and low rank are 
manifested; when all property is shared, differences of rank will disappear 
from the world. The meanest wretch will be equal to the king."-11

' The long and 
the short of it was that "if all men were equal, they would perish", as the 
Prophet and the philosophers were believed to have said.-'7 

To a modern reader, all these arguments come across as self-serving, circu
lar, and incoherent. But the incoherence, at least, disappears the moment one 
considers the kind of society they were meant to justify. In the medieval 
Muslim world, as in most medieval societies, people tended to be either wealthy 
or productive. There was not much in the way of a middle class distinguished 
by both work and a comfortable life. "If all be wealthy" translated as "if all 
settled down for a life of leisure based on other people's labour", which was 
obviously impossible. The only occupations that people would stay 111 when 
they were rich, according to al-Raghib al-I~fahanl, were kingship (presumably 
meaning political and military leadership of all kinds), trade and secretarial 
work; all other occupations required poverty for their performance:1 ~ There is 
some truth to ai-Raghib's argument even under modern conditions, as is clear 
from the need for immigrants to service the middle classes in the wealthy West; 
and in a society in which wealth was generally unproductive, it seemed obvious 
that poverty was God-given. Society would collapse without It; nobody could 
imagine an alternative, or at least not on the assumption of society remaining 
civilized. One could thmk away civilization and arrive at what al-Farabl called 
a mad/nat al-tjanlm, a primitive society in which people only collaborated for 
the basic necessities of life. Ibn Rushd implicitly took the tribes of pre-Islamic 
Arabia to have formed such a society (and Ibn Khaldun made it explicit):19 but 
who would want to live like them? Desert-dwellers were not fully developed 
human beings.50 Just as one could not have civilization without tyranny, so one 
could not have civilization without mequality. It was a fact that one simply had 
to accept. God had it in His power to make all men rich, Kay Ka'lis says, but in 
His wisdom He decreed that some should be rich and others poor." This was 

46.SN, 266 203 (ch. 44-13). 
47· Raghib, Dlwrl'a, _>76 (the Prophet); Na~lr al-din Tlisl, Ethics, 190 (the philosophers); 
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not much of an explanation, but at least it assured people that it was all to 

the good. 
That, of course, was the ultimate monotheist argument. Whatever existed 

was created by God, who knew best, so everything had to be for the best sim
ply because it existed. Or so it was commonly felt.' 2 This is why arguments in 
justification of the world as it was tended to be circular; it is also why they 
tended to be persuasive. Muslim tradition says that when God created Adam, 
He took out the seeds of all future human beings from Adam's loins and made 
a covenant with them (cf. Q. 7:1 72.). In one story, He shows the seeds to Adam, 
who sees that they are all different."() Lord," Adam says, "if you were to cre
ate them after a single model, with the same size, nature, temperament, kind, 
life-span and fortune r arzi1q]' then they would not oppress one another, and 
there would be no envy, hatred or disagreement about anything among them." 
God responds that Adam does not know what he is talking about. "I have made 
some damned and others saved, some sighted and others blind, some short and 
others long, some beautiful and others ugly, some learned and others ignorant, 
some rich and others poor, some obedient and others disobedient, some 
healthy and some sick, some crippled and others free of disease. The healthy 
will look at the one diseased and praise me for what I have saved him from; the 
diseased will look at the healthy and pray to me, ask me to cure him, and 
endure my trial with fortitude, and I will put him down for a generous reward. 
The rich will look to the poor and praise me and thank me, while the poor will 
look to the rich and pray to me and ask me," and so on; and in any case, as we 
are reminded, God is the great king whose prerogative it is to do what He 
likes.51 It is difficult to warm to this portrait of God as a praise-addicted auto
crat, but formulated in more abstract terms the message is that there could be 
no experience of pleasure if pain did not exist, and that in any case ultimate 
reality is what it is whether you like it or understand it or not. There is some 
sugar-coating of the bitter pill in the promise of future rewards, but since God 
starts by announcing that He has created some humans saved and others 
damned for reasons of His own, this is not much of a consolation. Yet by the 
sheer fact of casting ultimate reality as a personal being endowed with infinite 
wisdom and justice the story manages to convey a sense that evil has a moral 
purpose; it is simply that we cannot see the purpose, we have to take it on trust. 

In another tradition the poor complain to the Prophet that the rich are bet
ter off not only in this world, but also in the next, for the rich can pray, give 

<;2. Not all theologians agreed (cf. Ormsby, Thcodicy in Islamic Tl}()ll!!,hl). 
~3· Kullnl, Kii/1, ii, 9f; Ibn Biibawayh, <lfaf al-sluml'i<, 10f. (bah 9·4). Ibn I:Ianbal, Z11hd, 
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alms, go on pilgrimage, manumit slaves, and so on, thus gaining merit in all 
kinds of ways, whereas the poor can only pray. The Prophet responds by teach
ing the poor something which will be better for them than "owning the whole 
world and spending it in God's path": after each ntual prayer they should say 
"glory be to God" thirty-three times and other phrases of a similar nature up 
to a hundred times. Th1s ultra-democratic road to salvation was however also 
open to the rich, who were soon usmg it too. When the poor complamed that 
the imbalance remained, the Prophet brushed them off with the observation 
that "That IS God's generosity: He gives it to whomsoever He wills."q It sim
ply so happened that some could serve God with both their persons and their 
property while others could not; there was no rhyme or reason to it. But agam 
the sheer fact that it onginated in a superior being that one could relate to and 
love, even if one could not understand it, helped to make the seeming injustice 
bearable. 

Unlike Latin Christians, medieval Muslims were not predisposed by their 
myths about the origins of mankind to think of the social order as unjust. The 
Stoic (ultimately Cynic) notion that pnvate property and slavery (and origi
nally marriage too) were conventional rather than natural Institutions, and had 
been absent back in the days when humans lived by natural law, became a com
monplace in the Latm West thanks to its fusion with the story of the Fall; but 
as noted already, it did not pass to the Muslims, though there may be echoes 
of it here and there.55 More precisely, the Muslims followed their eastern 
Chnstian forebears in being more interested in the Stoic concept of moral slav
ery- being at the mercy of one's own passions- than in social and political 
inequality.51

' Freedom was the rejection of desire: how strange that a slave 
would try to purchase his own freedom whereas a free man would not try to 

escape the slavery of desire, which would save him in this world and the next 
alike, as the philosopher al-cAnurl quotes earlier authorities as saying. 57 It is 
clear that the existence of poverty and misery was a cause of much debate 
(though it does not seem to have affected Sunni scholars much). Insofar as it 
was perceived as a social rather than an ethnic issue, however, it was debated 
under the rubric of theodicy (justification of evil) rather than that of social 

S+ Diiya, God~' Ho/1(/smcn, 401f.; cf. Q. 62+ 
55· Cf. Dawson, Citrcs o{thc Gods, chs ;-4; Lovejoy and Boas, l'rimiltf!ism i/1/({ Related 

Ideas in Antrquity, chs 4, 10, and the references given m Crone, 'Ninth-Century Muslim 
Anarchists', notes 17-21; above, 262f. Schneider, Kirrdcruerlwuf~ 28ff., suggests that the 
maxim al-a~llmwa "1-~mrnyya is a residue of such notions. 

:;6. Cf. Garnsey, Ideas o( Slaf!ery, IO')f.. 1.1 Iff., 150ff. The v1ews of the Greek (and 
Syriac) church fathers still await systematiC research. 

57. Sa'ada, 166£. 
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order. The poor and wretched were an admonition to the rich, who would 
increase their praise of God, they said, crediting the poor with religious virtues 
and assuring them that they would receive compensation in the next world. 
Others were not so sure: the poor and wretched would have been better off if 
they had never been born, they said; God did not care about them, or their 
misery was inflicted by evil forces, or the stars, rather than by God, or it was 
punishment for sins they had committed in earlier eras. >x 

Priuatc fJrofJcrty 

Though the Stoic idea of private property and slavery as foreign to natural law 
remained unknown to the Muslims, they did inherit a communist tradition 
from both their Greek and their Iranian forebears. Plato abolished private 
property and marriage alike for the ruling elite in his RcfJtt!J!ic: the guardians, 
who are both men and women, share their property; their mating is collective 
and regulated by the state, and the same is true of the upbringing of children; 
the food-producers continue to have private households with their own 
women, children and fields. Mazdak abolished private property and marriage 
for everyone in sixth-century Iran, seeking to implement the vision of a third
century heresiarch: peasants and aristocrats alike were to share everything; 
land and women were to be distributed equally and everyone who had less than 
others could freely help himself to more. His ideas lived on among the 
Khurramls of early Islamic lran.59 Between them, Plato and Mazdak might 
have generated a strong communist tradition in Islam, but this they did not. 
Mazdakism and its Khurraml bearers had a reputation so scandalous that 
nobody even remotely associated with them could hope for intellectual 
respectability. The similarity between the Platonic and the Persian ideas had 
been noted by the sixth-century Agathias (in a vein hostile to the Persians),60 

but no Muslim commented on it. AI-Filriib! docs not mention Plato's commu
nist proposals at all, and al-'Amirl merely has Plato recommend an ascetic 
lifestyle for the guardians; of the collectivization of their property, women, and 
children he says not a worcV' 1 It is only when we reach Ibn Rushd on the mar
gins of the Muslim world in twelfth-century Spain that the proposals are sud
denly taken seriously, in very much the spirit in which they had originally been 
made: it was by their pursuit of wealth and power for their own private satis-

sS.IUS, iii, 4z.9ff. 
59· For all this, see Dawson, Cities o/ the Gods, 87ff; Crone, 'Kavad's Heresy' and 

'Zoroastrian Communism'. 
6o. Crone, 'Zoroastrian Communism', 452.. 

6 r. Sa'iida, 399ff. 
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faction that families caused strife and fragmentation; only by abolishing pri
vate households altogether could the city achieve its true unity of purposc.62 

That the private household stood in the way of internal peace and unity 
seems to be the fundamental idea behind all communist proposals in antiquity 
and early Islam, including Mazdak's. When Mul)ammad and h1s Compamons 
moved to Yathrib, they were paired with local Yathribls by pacts of brother
hood (mu'iihhiit), and each pair would share everything except their wives. 
(One man is said to have ceded one of his wives to his 'brother' as well.)l' 1 The 
aim of that too was social unity. Apocalyptic expectations tended to bring out 
a desire for such sharing. "The earth is God's, people are God's servants, and 
God's wealth should be divided among them equally," a tradition triggered by 
the fourth civil war in the early ninth century has a heavenly voice proclaim.1''1 

Fired by expectations of the imminent coming of the Mahdi, the Ismailis of 
tenth-century Iraq pooled their moveable property, as noted already, much as 
the early Christians had pooled theirs in the expectation of the imminent 
return of Christ, and they explicitly declared this to be the ultimate expression 
of social harmony (ulfa).(' 5 But socio-economic experimentation was rare and 
communism even more so. Most people undoubtedly agreed with Ni?~"im ai
Mulk that "religion exists for the protection of wealth and wives",('1' meaning 
that it was a major purpose of the SharT'a to declare both of them sacrosanct 
and that accordingly it was the duty of the state to protect them. One could 
renounce both, as Sufi ascetics did, but one could not force anyone to share 
them, or even share them voluntarily as far as women were concerned, though 
Sufis sometimes did that too to show that they were above the things of this 
world. The standard response to other people's poverty was to be charitable: to 
give freely was what all preachers cn)mned. But as noted already, the old 
Khurraml idea of a society 111 which all members form a s1ngle household 

()z. Cf. above, I90; cf. Dawson, Cittes o/ the Gods, 43· 
63. El", s.v. 'mu'iikhiit'. The tradition deemed Mul)ammad himself too elevated for pair

inp; with an An~iirl and mad<: 'All his brother Instead. 
64- Aqomand, 'Islamic Apocalypticism', 2_16, cninp; Nu'aym b. l~bmmiid, Fitmt, I211 (S, 

§591). 
65. Cf. above, 2.02., 32.5f.; al-Nuwayrlm Lewis, Islam, ii, no. 2.5. For the Christians, sec 

Acts of the Apostles, 2:44f.; ):I-TO. The sources claim that the ismailis shared their women 
as well, if only for a single orgiastic night, but for a variety of reasons th1s 1s unlikely to be 
true. 

1111. SN, 2.63 = 2.00 (ch. 44, 8). God created possessions for people Ill order that they use 
them in obedience to God, Ibn Ra1ab was later to note (Kister, 'Land Propnty and .fihiid', 
2.8)). 
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re:-tppe:-trs in Ni?~1ml's description of the remote city discovered by Alexander 
on his return from the land of Gog and Magog.1'

7 

If such ideas were alien to share/ circles, there was a strong tendency instead 
to worry about private property not being legitimately held. The key problem 
here was the state, which vitiated property relations by its violations of the law. 
All the money it collected was tainted because of unlawful revenues, all the 
money it spent was thus tainted too. Some traditionists of ascetic inclinations 
declared it wrong not just to accept stipends from rulers, but also to handle 
coins struck by them, cross bridges or pray in mosques built by them, or even 
to work in the torch light emitted by their police at night.1's Some declared 
Baghdad to be di7r al-gha~b, an abode of usurpation, because its establishment 
had involved violation of what they took to be the fiscal status of the area, and 
deemed it unlawful to live in it or to make money by letting or selling property 
there, except under circumstances of overnding necessity (qariira).w There 
were ascetics, Mu'tazilites among them, who held the entire abode of Islam to 

be an abode of unbelief (di1r al-hu{l-), and all property relations to be so viti
ated that it was unlawful to make one's livelihood in any way at all: one could 
only beg, and then only in extreme need when overriding necessity (qan:im) 
made it lawful to accept even contaminated money or food. Like the anar
chists, they identified the state as the chief violator of the law, the core of the 
evil from where the corruption spread.70 But they did not see anything immoral 
about property as such. Nor did they see any way of removing or reforming the 
state, with which they lived in sullen coexistence. They were heirs to a long 
tradition 1n the Middle East of coping with fore1gn rulers. Like the ultra
orthodox Jews of Jerusalem today, they preferred their own inward-turned 
communities to participation in the society around them even when the rulers 
were their own. 

Women 

Women's place was at home. "Their purpose is the continuation of the lineage 
of the race," as Ni?ilm ai-Mulk says, his point being that the wives of kings 

67. Above, 32.9; cf. Btirgcl. 'Krieg und Frieden im Alexanderepos Nizan11S', 102.f. ("cine 
Art kommunisticher UtopH:"). 

68. Cf. Cooperson, Classiwl i\m/Jic lliop,mphy, rr :~f., I 76. For more moderate views, 
see Ibn Barra, 67 Iz.S; Ghazall, l&yii', ii, 115, rz.sf. 

69. Cooperson, Classrcal Ara/;ic lliogmphy, 178, citing 'f'H, i, 4ff. 
70. Crone, 'Ninth-Century Muslim Anarchists', z.rf. Ibn Barra. <>7f 129, once more 

stands for modt~ration: buying, selling, and all trades and occupations are valid no matter 
what the moral status of the amir. 
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should be prevented from meddling in their husbands' affairs (he does not dis
cuss women as rulers 111 their own right).- 1 Their intelligence was generally 
deemed deficient, but at the same time, they were full of wiles, so one should 
beware of them. One should not teach them to read and write, a tradition 
ascribed to 'Umar said, and numerous authors concu1-re<.i.72 For all that, highly 
educated women are certa111ly attested (and not JUSt in the ranks of slave-girls). 
If one consulted them, one should act contrary to their advice, the mirror 
authors say, invoking a famous Prophetic statement to this effect.-1 According 
to Kay Ka)iis, "it were best for a g11·l not to come into existence". One should 
not sell her, but one should get rid of her as fast as possible.-.1 

The philosophers' attitude tended to be no different, despite their devotion 
to Plato's Retmhlic. AI-'Amirl deemed the subordinatiOn of women to men to 
be natural, like that of slaves to their masters and children to adults, and he 
tacitly rewrote Plato's guardians as men alone, saying nothing about their rela
tions with women.75 Ibn S!na explained why the lawgiver must prescribe that 
women should be veiled, secluded, dependent on their husbands for their 
income, forbidden to divorce them, and limited to one each, whereas men 
could have several wives. All this was in accordance with w1sdom: "he must 
own her, not she him," as he put it, explaining that 1t 1s deeply shaming for a 
man to share his spouse with someone else.7r' 

Only Ibn Rushd paid serious attention to Plato's radical suggestions, again 
in the very spirit in which they had first been made. Since there was nothing 
more harmful to a city than its citizens' saying "This is m1ne and this is not 
mine", holding women, children and property in common was conducive to 
virtue: it would turn the city into an organic whole.7x If the 'weddings' were 
not repeated, each man would be left with a particular woman and the city 
would turn into one consisting of private households, he pointed out in 
polemics against Galen/" seemg with great clarity that it was for the sake of 

71. SN, ch. 42., §r. 
72.. 'Umar in Ibn Qutayha, 'Uyi/11, IV, 78.6; Jiil)i:(. Bayiilr,ii, r8o.6; Ma'arrl in Nicholson, 

'Meditations', nos. 32.6-7; N!VI (G), I6:;; QN, rz.5; Na~lr al-Din Tiisl, Ethics, I73· Similarly 
the (1isba manuals of al-Shayzarl (d. 589/r I93). Nihiiyat al-nrtba, 104, and Ibn al-Ukhuwwa 
(d. 72.9/ 132.9), Ma'/im al-qurba, z.6 r f. 

73· Cf. above, I 57, note 50. 
74· QN, 12.5, 12.7. For the sale of children, cf. Schneider, Kilrden•crl.:au(, :; I 7ff. and the 

traditions at 37<>, 379, 3X5f, .C\92.. 
75·Sa'titla, r87f. 
?6.Ibn S!na, Sl, X, 449ff. = rosf. 
77- Co/1111/Cillill')', sz.-8 = r64-73/5?-66. 

7x. Ibid., pf. = r7z. /65 

79.Ihid., sM.= 17o/63f. 
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communal unity that Plato had abolished the households, and accepting that 
mating had to be regulated to ensure that the guardians produced offspring of 
the same quality as themselves. He also accepted that women could be war
riors, philosophers, and rulers, for though he granted that men and women 
had different natures, he agreed with Plato that the difference was one of 
degree rather than of kind, and he regretted that "the competence of women 
is unknown ... in these cities [i.e. in ai-Andalusj since they are only taken in 
them for procreation and hence are placed at the service of their husbands and 
confined to procreation, upbringing and suckling"; for "since women in these 
cities are not prepared with respect to any of the human virtues, they fre
quently resemble plants." He held their unproductive lives to be one of the 
causes of poverty in al-Andalus.xo The contrast with Ibn Slnii's blithe endorse
ment of conventionality could not be greater. 

Among the religious scholars, al-Tabarl (d. 923) stands out for holding that 
women could receive appointment as judges.x 1 The 1-;Ianafls almost agreed: 
women could serve in all matters on which their testimony was accepted. but 
not in questions to do with retaliation and the penalties known as ~mdiid. 
(Broadly speaking, one could have female judges ll1 civil, but not criminal 
courts.) But according to the Shafi'ites and Miilikites, they could not serve as 
judges at all: if they could adjudicate in matters of property, they could also 
adjudicate in matters of retaliation and the l;udiid, meaning that they could 
even be imams, al-Shiifi'l said, and this was obviously an absurd ideaY Though 
the attitudes of thinking men were not as uniform as might be thought, the 
prevailing view was that women should be confined to the domestic sphere. 
ExclusiOn from public life (al-junla wa'l-janulca) was one of the numerous 
afflictions with which God had pumshed Eve for her sin, as a misogynist 
account of the Fall informs us.x 1 Only men could move freely in the public 
world, let alone hold office !11 it. 

Slaues 

Unlike the Stoics, Plato had not impugned slavery, and no medieval Muslims 
did so either. They did hold freedom to be, so to speak, the default condition 

So.ll)ld., 54= 166/s9 
81. Mawardl, A(1kiim, 1o7/65 13 !172. 
82. Simnanl, Rarucfa, i, §§ro-14, with the retort that one could be qualified for the qacfii' 

without thereby being eligible as imam. He docs nor memion Tabarl's view, bur claims 
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inference from the (unreliable) report that they would accept women as Imams, which he 
mentions in §38 (cf. above, 57, note 11). 
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of human beings (al-a~/ huwa 'Hmrriyya),H·! meaning that people should be 
presumed to be free unless there was evidence to the contrary. But the rule did 
not generate stories about the aboriginal freedom of mankind or of how slav
ery had first emerged. Like government, it was assumed always to have existed. 
The Qur'iin takes the institution for granted. There is no reason to believe that 
Mulpmmad intended to abolish slavery,H5 and the idea that humans could 
remove so entrenched a feature of the human condition did not occur to later 
Muslims either. Slaves merely wished to escape from their own slavery when 
they rebelled. not to abolish it for mankmd at large, just as rebellions inspired 
by poverty never envisaged that the condition as such could he eliminated. 
Servile revolts were uncommon, however, for barrack slavery was rare. H~> We do 
hear of slaves (caliid) who cultivated large estates in Umayyad Arabia, but like 
the blacks who cultivated the oases of Arabia and the Sahara in recent times, 
they were probably in the nature of serfs rather than barrack slaves (i.e. they 
lived much like free people, but could not leave the land and were financially 
exploited by their owners)Y Plantation slavery properly speaking does not 
seem to have existed at all, nor clo we hear of slaves workmg In mines, or as 
rowers. Rather, we find themm private homes, usually urban rather than rural, 
in urban professions, and above all in and around the ruling elite. Most slaves 
were domestic servants. Some worked for their masters outside the home, as 
their apprentices or agents, or as independent craftsmen and traders paying 
regular sums to their masters, much as they had done before the nse of Islam. xx 
Still others were soldiers, from common troopers to commanders, in the pub
lic army and private retinues alike. When such slaves found their conditions 
unbearable, they typically killed their masters and/or ran away. 

Like their Christian predecessors, the jurists accepted that all believers 
were equal in the eyes of God: neither status libertatis nor ethlllcity, gender or 
any other human distinction mattered for purposes of salvation; in moral 
terms, slavery was irrelevant. A Muslim slave was not just a piece of property, 
but also a believer endowed with ritual obligations, if not quite like those of 

84- Cf. Rosenthal, Muslim C:o11cept o( Freedom, u; Schneider, Ki11derl'erl:.auj~ 23ff., 
who sees a Stoic residue here. 

85. Pace Khadduri, Islamic C:o11ception o( Justice, 2.34- Com pan: tht: conviction of a 
ninett:enth-century Christian scholar that the Church opposed it (Garnsey, Ide<7s o( Slauery, 
7n.). 

86. There is a famous example in the Zani of lower Iraq in the sevenrh to ninth centunes 
(cf. El', s.v. 'Zandj'). 

87. Crone, Roman.l'rouincial and lslamrc Lazu, I2')f., notes 9, u; Lcckcr, 'Biographical 
Notes on Ibn Shihiib ai-Zuhrl', '\2, cf. '\'\. 

88. Cf. Garnsey, Ideas o( Slauery, 2f, 6. 
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free men.H9 The jurists stressed that slaves had to be treated well, just as they in 
their turn had to serve their masters faithfully, and those who converted (as 
most of them did) were likely to be manumitted sooner or later. Once free, a 
Muslim could not legally be enslaved, whether by capture in war or other 
means, nor could Muslims lawfully sell themselves or their children into slav
ery, and there was no debt bondage or contract of indenture. The law did not 
grant the state, or anyone else, the right to tmpose forced labour (tashhtr) 
either.90 But the jurists did not go so far as to deem all Muslims to be free by 
definition, since thts would have enabled slaves to free themselves by convert
ing. It is only when a community is defined by features beyond individual con
troL such as ethnicity or citizenship, that its members can all be deemed to be 
free by definition, and the Muslim community was no longer of that type. 

It had however started as a community of Arabs, and for Arabs slavery was 
indeed abolished. "It is repulsive that Arabs should own each other now that 
God has made things ample and conquered the non-Arabs (for us)," cumar is 
said to have declared on his accession; he and other Muslims agreed that 
"nobody can own an Arab" and that captives already taken should be 
redeemed.'!' The history of this idea awaits a study. It is not clear whether it 
was known under the Umayyads, who routinely enslaved the women and chil
ch·en of defeated rebels (executing the men) whether they were Arabs or not, 
and who do not seem to have been blamed for thts, only for enslaving 
Muslims.'J2 Yet the idea came to be accepted even by the tribesmen of Arabia 
itself, though they had been happy enough to enslave each other, or at least 
each others' women, before the rise of Islam and were not normally given to 

obeying Islamic precepts that greatly changed their way of life. Outside Arabia, 
the rule was perhaps not of great importance in practtce, but it is interesting as 
one out of many residues of the special status of the Arabs. 

The Arabs apart, some tension remained between the institution of slavery 
and the tdea that all Muslims were slaves of God. A slave-owner was somebody 
who turned God's property into his own, as a fourth-century Greek church 
father had said (in a homily against pride rather than slavery).91 But although 
some slaves were Muslims, all had been reduced to servile status thanks to 

89. El", s.v. ''abd, 3 '; cf. Garnsey, Ideas of Slauery, 31, 70. 
90. Cf. Rosenthal, Muslim Crmcept o( Freedom, nff. 
91. Tab., i, wrz.; Abu 'Uhayd, Amruiil, 197 (who thinks that Arab men were never 

enslaved 111 the .Jahiliyya either). The rule IS also credited to the Prophet (Hamidullah, 
Co11duct o( State, §446). 

92.. That Arabs could not be lawfully enslaved is however known in a story about 
Marwan and three tribesmen who sell themselves to hun in a fammc (Aghiinl, x, 73). 

93· Grc~cH·y of Nyssa m Garnsey, Ideas o( S/auery, 8 r, d. 8+ 
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unbelief, and this made the institution acceptable. Slavery could be seen to 
exist for the same reason as holy war, its most important source of supply, 
namely that some people obstinately clung to their own erroneous beliefs even 
when they had heard about Islam. Slavery was a punishment for the refusal to 
acknowledge God, as the I-:-lanafl jurist ai-Bazdawl said.'J.l In an Imamt source 
'All makes the ringtng statement that "Adam was not born as a slave or a slave
woman; all people arc free (al-niis /::.uffuhum a~n·iir) ",but he contmucs that God 
has enslaved some to others and merely recommends patience.''' This is pre
sumably a reference to the same view. It is also an illustration of the fact that 
ethnic egalitarianism got tn the way of social tssucs, for 'Ali's concern 111 that 
statement is not so much with the rights and wrongs of slavery as wtth the 
equality of all ethmc groups, which he here endorses regardless of how they 
came to form part of the Muslim community. 

The philosophers were inclined to justify the institution 111 different terms, 
with reference to the idea that some peoples (such as Africans and Turks, 
according to Ibn Sina) were natural slavcs.'J1

' Known from Aristotle and 
Bryson's Oilwnomilws, this idea became sufficiently wtdesprcad to enter man
uals of slave purchase.97 It would have soured race relations tn Islam, had it 
won out, for it built the servile status of the African or Turk mto their physi
cal features, so that they could never escape it. There was indeed a tendency in 
that direction already. Since it was mostly via enslavement that different
looking people entered the Muslim world, ethnic and soctal prejudice blended: 
to be a black in the Middle East was to have a slave somewhere tn one's ances
tralline.'Jx But it was only among the bedoum that servile status actually fused 
with ethnicity. TiJ them, slaves ('abld) were blacks and blacks were 'abld for 
ever, even when they had been freed; no Arab woman could ever marry them; 
freedmen formed clearly demarcated populations under Arab protection.'!'~ The 
philosophers' idea of natural slavery would have had the same effect in the set
tled Muslim world, but it did not become prevalent. The iunsts tted slavery to 
faith, which was changeable, and people generally saw mastery of the high 

9+ Cited in Schneider, Knrderucrhau(, 2.7; cf. also Junanl in Roscnrhal, Muslim Collccpl 
o( Freedom, 2.5n. 

95· Kullnl, Kiif/, viii, 69, no. 2.6. 
96. Thus 'Amirl, sa<iida, rH7f., 363·5 (reflectin~ Aristotle, l'olitics, Iz.qb); Ibn Slna, Sf, 
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Slm•ery, 17of. 

97· Plessner, Bryson, r64ff.; Ritter, 'I-Iandbuch des Handclswisscnschafr', !..f· 
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culture as a passport to respect and prestige whatever one's colour. Three gen
erations of freedom sufficed to remove the traces of slavery according to the 
jurists, whose views here seem to have reflected social reality. There was much 
interbreeding between people of all colours, and though the number of slaves, 
both black and white, taken by the 1\lluslims over the years was very high, it was 
only in the desert that the populations of servile origin rcmamed discrete. 
There is nothing comparable to the black population of America elsewhere in 
the Middle East today. 100 

Animals 

The most menial of all slaves were domestic animals. Like the Jews and the 
Christians, medieval Muslims assumed God to have granted humans dominion 
over animals, or more precisely over other animals, for they fully accepted that 
humans were animals too; but they held humans to be superior to other ani
mals by virtue of their faculty of reason and/or their immortal souls, and this, 
in their view, entitled mankind to lord it over the rest of God's creation. 1111 

Still, even dumb animals were sentient beings and animal suffering gener
ated more discussion than slavery, or more precisely more than human slavery, 
for animals were seen as reduced to slavery too. Sympathy for animals is 
attested already in the pre-Islamic Ncar East. Leaving aside the Zoroastrian 
veneration of cattle and reluctance to kill them, the sectarian circles to which 
Mazdak belonged (the later Khurramls) held it wrong to inflict suffering on 
living beings and so were vegetarian. The 1\llanichean position was similar. 
Vegetarianism was also advocated by the Ncoplatomst philosopher Porphyry, 
a Hellenized Syrian, who adduced a pupil of Aristotle on the aboriginal form 
of human life in his support. (Like many other lovers of animals, both Greek 
and Iranian, he also believed in the transmigration of souls from animals to 
humans.) Muslims, too, were generally sympathetic to animals. They displayed 
a stronger awareness of their suffering than Latin Christians, though there was 
a tendency for the animal sympathizers to be heretical or marginal figures. 102 

roo. Lewis, Race and Slauer)', 84 (assigning only a limited role to concubinage and 
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Abu 'I sa a!-Warraq, a ninth-century Iranian Mus lim heretic generally held to 
have been a crypto-Manichean. wrote a Book of Laments ewer Aninuzls, prob
ably about animal suffering. Several ninth-century Mu'tazilites held that ani
mals would be compensated in Paradise for undeserved suffcnng even though 
they might not live for ever. The poet and freethinker Abu 'I-AI a' al-Ma'arrl 
(d. 449hosS) was a vegetarian (indeed a vegan); so too was the Iranian mystic 
and philosopher al-Suhrawardl (d. s87h 191). 103 Another Iranian philosopher, 
al-Razl, stressed that one should not maltreat domestic animals and that the 
philosophers were divided over the human right to slaughter them. People did 
not in his view have any right to inflict pain on any sentient creature unless it 
deserved it, or unless the purpose was to avert from it still greater pain. As a 
believer in transmigration, however, he held that killing cattle could be justi
fied on the grounds that slaughter released the animal soul for transfer to a 
human body, from where it could reach immortality; and like his Zoroastrian 
forebears, he held the killing of snakes, scorpions, hornets, and other noxious 
insects to be positively meritorious. 11 H But the father of the Iranian mystic 
'Abdallah al-An~arl, (d. 48 Ilw89) would not even kill noxious animals: he once 
spared a scorpion 111 his shop. 105 Much of this was alien to the Sunnis, but 
Prophetic 1-:{adlth also lays clown that domestic animals should be treated well, 
while enjoining the believers to kill noxious animals (snakes, scorpions, and 
hornets among them); and Sunni jurists hold the nnt(ltasi/; (market inspector 
and censor) responsible for ensunng that animals (and slaves) were not 
abused. 106 

Were humans actually wrong to treat animals as they did? This question 
was debated by the Brethren of Purity in a riveting fable, referred to several 
times already, 111 which humans and animals go to court over the human claim 
that the animals "were created for us, for our sake, and arc our slaves". The 
animals indignantly deny it, graphically describing the many terrible ways in 
which humans inflict suffenng on them, and denying that humans have any 
superiority over them. That the Brethren held it wrong to maltreat animals is 

IO). Stroumsa, Frcethi11hers, 44; Hecmskcrk, Su(/i:ri11g ill the Mt/tazilite Theology, 
1S7fl; Nicholson, 'Meditations', nos. 320f.; cf. Marp;oliouth, 'Abu'I-'Ati al-Ma'arrT's Corn:
spondcnce on Vegetarianism'; Hodp;son, Velllllrc o(lslant, ii, 236. Note also that humans 
originate as vegetarians 1n 1\/S, ii, 203 = Goodman, Case, 51, but tt is not a central point 
here. 

104. Razl, S/m a/-f(lisa(iyya, >r4f./1o4f. = 327ff./231f. 
105. Laugier de Beaurccucil, '1\bdu//ii!J An~iirl, 26f. 
106. Cook, 'Dierary Law', 263n. and the references p;iven there; Mawardl, A(lkiim, 

429h57 = 279; Shayzarl, Ni!J,/yat al-rutba, 117f. (cf. also the fourtccnth-cenrury Ibn al
Ukhuwwa, Ma<fim al-qurlw, 77); Haq, 'Islam', 122ff. 
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abundantly clear, but this was not all they had to say. They accepted that supe
riors had a right to enslave inferiors, so the issue was whether humans were 
superior to other animals. The animals deny this and demolish the arguments 
of their human opponents with great eloquence until, shortly before the end, 
the humans adduce the immortality of their souls and win the case, with an 
unobtrusive proviso to the effect that the animals may be liberated in the next 
cycle. 107 The message of the fable seems to be that just as animals are subjected 
to humans even though they worship God directly, without prophets, books, 
mosques, ritual, and all the other paraphernalia of organized religion, so 
humans are slaves to the law even though they also have it in them to worship 
God without organized religion. The animals stand both for themselves and 
for the natural religion that humans have lost. For the moment, both they and 
the humans had to endure their subjection, but humans would eventually be 
liberated from the law, to live by natural religion again, and the animals would 
be liberated by becoming humans themselves: like ai-Razl, the Brethren held 
that the souls of animals used by humans would pass into human beings, 
enabling them to achieve immortality. 10x 

The end of the fable is so abrupt that the Brethren forget to admonish peo
ple to treat animals better in the present cycle, but they tell other stories in 
which they declare their sympathy for all living beings, saying that they do not 
wish to harm any of them. 109 The Persian poet Ni?~1ml (d. c. 1200) also disliked 
the use of vwlence against all living beings, animals included: "Not even an 
ant's wing will be harmed by me ... better that you be injured than that others 
be," he said. His Mul)ammad was first and foremost a missionary: "That one 
man should accept Islam is dearer to me than the killing of a thousand unbe
lievers," he presents him as saying. 110 The inhabitants of his quasi-Khurram! 
city avoided bloodshed to the best of their ability: they did hunt animals, but 
only for sustenance. Wild animals were not afraid of them, he says, picking up 
a theme beloved of mystics. 111 Wild animals were not afraid of the Sufi Rabita 
al-cAdawiyya either: she did not eat meat. 112 Nor did Ma)nun, the mad lover 
who symbolizes human love of God, according to Ni?11m!; like IUbica, he 

107./US, ii, 2.03-377 = Case, s r-2.02 (Goodman's translation of the final paragraph 
omits the proviso! It is however also mentioned at the beginmng of the case; cf. 1\/S, ii, 2.33 
=Case, 77). 

ro8. 1\/S, iv, r2r; cf. Pines, 'Shl'ite Terms and Conceptions', r82ff. Cf. above, 209, 327· 
roy. Cf. below, 377-
ITO. Biirgel, 'Nonviolence in the Epic Poetry of Ni?~1ml', 67f. 
nr. Ni;:-~1ml, lqbiillliime, 230 54.>· 
n2. Ritter, Meer der Sec! c. 32~L 
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roamed about and "lived with the animals always at peace" . 11 : Persian minia
tures typically depict Ma1nlin sitting naked in the desert With wild animals 
around him. 

The ancient Ncar Eastern Gilgamesh epic tells of how Enkidu, a wild man, 
came to sleep with a temple prostitute sent to him by king Gilgamesh, where
upon the wild animals shied away from him: E;1kidu had been mitiated into 
human civilization; he had eaten of the tree of knowledge. Near Eastern Jews, 
Christians, and Muslims similarly say that the animals rebelled against Adam 
and Eve after the two had eaten the forbidden fruit, or that the animals ceased 
to speak, having previously talked in the same language as humans. 11

"
1 The 

unity of being had been lost. Was civilization worth it? The Sufi answer was 
that it was not. Kings, cities, hierarchies, books, social life, wealth, material 
goods, hard work, marriage, and death: as madmen they rqected it all, trying 
to undo the seduction of Enkidu. 

Il_l. Biirgel, 'Nonviolence in the Epric Poetry of Ni(~'iml·, 7~. quoting his Lay// 11 

Majniill. 
r q. Tennant, Fall, r<;of, 197• 19:; (citing lkreshith Rab/Ja, pseudepigraphica, Philo, and 

Josephus); Solomon of Basra, Book of the Bee, 24; JUS, ii, 2:;0 Case, 74-
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MUSLIMS AND NON-MUSLIMS 

Human beings were divided into Muslims and infidels (huffiir, sing. hiifir). A 
Muslim was someone who surrendered to God and lived as His servant ('abd 
allah, pl. 'ibiid alliih) in a society based on His law. Infidels were rebels against 
God whose societies could never be more than the robbers' nests with which St 
Augustine had compared kingdoms devoid of justice. 1 Since they did not live 
by God's law, nothing they did had any moral basis. Relationships established 
by them were not legally valid, compacts made with them did not have to be 
honoured, they themselves could be freely killed, "like wild animals before the 
arrows and spears", as a famous thirteenth-century poet put it; their property 
could be taken as booty, and "all their wives and children are free spoil", as 
the poet said, meaning that they could be taken as slaves. 2 Bereft of divine 
guidance, mfidels were not what we would call truly human. 

Some infidels came closer to true humanity than others. Unlike pagans, 
indiscriminately known as polytheists (mushri/<.t/11) and idolaters ('abadat al
awthiin), the Jews and the Christians had received revelations from God, the 
Pentateuch (al-taumlt) in the case of the Jews, the Gospels (al-infi/) in that of 
the Christians. They were ahl al-hitiib, People of the Book. But they were still 
infidels, for they denied that Mul~ammad had brought a new revelation from 
God, and they had perverted their scriptures and their original faith: their 

r. City o( God, IV.+ 
2. Rum!, Mat/maw/, i, _:n rSf.; cited (in slightly different wording) in Blirgcl, 'Nonviolence 

in the Epic Poetry of Ni~1\ml', 6+ 
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monotheism was no longer pure. Those of them who had not been brought 
under Muslim sovereignty were outlaws on a par with the pagans. 

Diir al-(JarlJ 

Muslims lived in dtlr al-islam, the abode of Islam, or what one might more 
idiomatically call the Muslim world. This was the world in wh1ch Islamic law 
held sway and in which there were rights and duties, human warmth, peace, 
and brotherhood. Infidels lived in dar al-l<.ufr, the abode of unbelief, also 
known as diir al-harb, the abode of war, or what one might more fashionably 
call the realm of ·,The Other'. This was the world in which there was no legal 
(as opposed to de facto) order, in which no Muslim could live 111 the early view, 
and with which no Muslim could transact. The relationship between them was 
deemed to be one of war, whether latent or actively pursued.; 

The antithetical relationship between the two abodes could be softened by 
a limited grant of rights and dut1es to the infidels whereby they were enabled 
to transact with Muslims. (For a full grant they would obviously have to con
vert.) Thus there could be truces with infidel politics, though there was dis
agreement both about the circumstances in which they were permitted and 
about the maximum period for which they could run (from three months to ten 
years or more):1 Infidel polities could also be brought 1nto a tributary rela
tionship with the Muslim world on a long-term basis, causmg some jurists to 
postulate the existence of an intermediate category of diir al-'ahd, the abode 
of trcaty.5 And individual denizens of the abode of war, known as (u11-liis, could 
obtain safe-conducts (sing. anuln) enabling them to venture Into Muslim terri
tory as traders, pilgrims, ambassadors, and other travellers under the technical 
label of l!nfsta>mins. Those of them who were People of the Book could even 
live on a permanent basis in the Muslim world, for hit/ibis were eligible for 
dhimma, legal protection to match that of the Muslims themselves even if they 
did not want to convert, provided that they were willing to recognize Muslim 
sovereignty and display their position of inferiority by paymg poll-tax (jizya). 
Whether pagans were eligible for dhimma was more controversial, as will be 
seen. 

Muslims could also venture into infidel territory, subject to such conditions 
as the mfidels might impose, but could they live there on a permanent basis, 
assuming that the infidels would have them? First-century Muslims took it for 

3· In general, sec J\ghmdcs, Theones of Finance, 3_nff.; Khadduri, War and l'eace. 
4- Ibn Rushd, Bidiiya, i, 'i·f'lff. (tr. in Peters, }ihiid, 38ff.); Qaffal, Hilya, vii, 718ff. 
5. On which, sec El', s. v. 
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granted that they could not. 6 In Mecca they had lived by pagan law, much like 
the early Christians in the Roman empire, but when the Prophet moved to 
Medina to create a Muslim polity there, emigration (hiim) became obligatory: 
a believer living under infidel rule was henceforth obliged to move to a place 
where Muslim law was applied and holy war conducted; separation from poly
theists (firiiq al-mushrikin) was a fundamental duty. When the Arabs con
verted to Islam, they duly moved to Medina and other abodes of emigration 
(diir al-hijra), that is, the garrison cities in the conquered lands. When the 
Kharijites of the Umayyad period deemed their fellow-Muslims to have turned 
infidel, they left the garrison cities for camps of their own. 

But as so often, the mitial simplicity was shortlived. Many Arabs, and even
tually non-Arabs too, converted without moving anywhere. They, or at least 
the Arabs, were deemed to be 'bedouin', translatable as quasi-Muslims: since 
they did not participate in the congregational prayers and holy war, except on 
an ad hoc basis, they did not count as full members of the Muslim community. 
Non-Arabs who stayed in (or were sent back to) their villages in the Umayyad 
period did not officially count as members at all. But the umma could not 
remain in the nature of a military camp for ever. From the later Umayyad 
period it began to be argued that the Prophet had abolished the duty of hijm 
when he conquered Mecca. One could now be a Muslim anywhere, "even in a 
fox hole". By c. 8oo this had been generally accepted. 

The fox hole was however envisaged as located within the caliphate. Could 
one be a Muslim even in the abode of unbelief?7 By c. 8oo there were Muslims 
who lived on a largely or wholly permanent basis outside the caliphate, usually 
as traders. What were their chances of salvation? Answers are hard to come by. 
Envisaged as a move from the countryside or desert to a garrison city, the obli
gation of hijra generated massive discussion and clear answers in the two cen
turies. Envisaged as a move from territory ruled by infidels to the abode of 
Islam, it generated little debate in our period, and certainly no clarity. Even 
after our period the ambivalence remained. s Living under infidel rule was 
apparently a subject that the jurists preferred to avoid unless they were in a 
position simply to forbid it. Some jurists in al-Andalus did forbid it in response 
to the Christian advance: one should not enter non-Muslim territory even for 
trade; It was generally forbidden for Muslims to reside in non-Muslim terri
tory, except temporarily, or, according to others, it was strictly forbidden to 

6. For what follows, sec Crone, 'Higra'. 
7· For what follows, sec Ahem El Fad!, 'Islamic Law and Muslim Minorities', 
8. Abou El Fad!, q8f., r82.. 
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enter or live in the abode of war under any circumstances.') If the infidels con
quered Muslim land, all the Muslim inhabitants had to make a /;ijra to a place 
under Muslim government, and to engage in holy war for the recovery of their 
lost land from there, according to such jurists. But hijm and jihdd for the recov
ery of lost land, which was to figure prominently in the Muslim response to 
European colonialism, still played only a subsidiary role in the penod covered 
by this book. 10 

It was probably with reference to merchant cliasporas that jurists discussed 
the problem of living under non-Muslim rule in the east, where al-Maward! 
was among the first openly to confront it in a permissive vein: it was lawful for 
Muslims to live in the abode of unbelief as long as they could openly practise 
their religion there, he said. Or more precisely, this is what he meant. What he 
actually said was that all lands in which Muslims could openly practise their 
religion formed part of the abode of Islam. 11 Since full practice of Islam 
included Muslim sovereignty, he could claim to be saying no more than that all 
lands under Muslim sovereignty formed part of the Muslim world- a safe fall
back position in case he was accused of innovating. But in practice it is clear 
that he is making a concession: one could be a Muslim anywhere 111 the world 
as long as there was no persecution; one did not have to live under Muslim 
rule if the infidels were tolerant. Conversely, some jurists required or recom
mended emigration (hijm) from lands where wrongdoing prevailed within the 
realm of Islam. 12 What al-Mawardl and such jurists were conceding was that 
socio-political and moral borders had ceased to comcide. 

Things became even more complex in 1258, when the Mongols killed the 
last 'Abbas1d caliph, thereby transfernng the entire eastern Muslim world to 
infidel sovereignty. A popular tag, eventually a Prophetic saymg, had it that 
government could endure unbelief but not injustice. As al-Miiwardl said, this 
was merely meant to highlight the importance of justice, not to legalize infidel 
government, but the Mongols in Baghdad cleverly asked an assembly of schol
ars for a responsum (fatwil) on the question whether a just infidel ruler was 
better than an unjust Muslim. The scholars had no choice but to answer in the 
affirmative.u They clearly did not mean it. But nor did they want to declare the 
eastern Muslim world to be infidel territory for lack of a Muslim ruler after 

9· Thus Ibn l~lazm, Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, the older Ibn Rushd (the grandfather of the 
philosopher), and Abu Bakr b. ai-'Arabl in Ahou El Fadl, 'Islamic Law and Muslim 
Minorities', [ 49· I sof.; Meier, 'Umstnttende Pflicht'' 69f. 

ro. Meier, 'Umstrittcne Pflicht'. 7off.; further references in Crone, 'Higra ', _382.. 
II. Abou El Fad!, 'Islamic Law and Muslim Minorittes'. 150. 

I 2.. Cf. above, I 82., note 68. 
,i.J. Sadan, '"Community" and "Extra-Community"', ro8ff. 
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the fashion of the first-century Kharijites. Lands that had once formed part of 
dclr al-rslclm remained part of it for ever, the l:-Ianaf!s and Shafi'ites said, at least 
for as long as just a single Muslim law was applieclm them. 1•1 Moral rectitude, 
once established, could not be eliminated as long as it could find expression in 
at least partial practice of God's law. Political sovereignty was dispensable. 

Within two centuries of the conquests the ahf al-srmna wa'l-Januta had 
ruled that one could be a Muslim without a rightly guided imam. Now they 
concluded that one could be a Muslim without a Muslim ruler of any kind. 
They did not say it directly, or very often or clearly, nor did they confront the 
next question in line, whether one could be saved even without a Muslim com
munity, as an individual living alone among infidels. Most of them implicitly 
put their foot down here: morality was embodied in a law, and the law presup
posed communal life. But the need for communal life was sometimes ques
tioned, too, if only in other contexts. It was after all as strangers that the true 
believers lived among their own co-religionists, as the Sufis said. 15 Islam did 
not quite reach the point of becoming wholly detachable from its original 
social and political setting, and rhus capable of combination with any kind of 
social and political order. It still has not reached that point today and perhaps 
it never will. But it had moved much further in that direction, by r25R, than a 
historian of its earliest period might have thought possible. 

J ihild 

Whether one could live in the abode of war or not, the abode itself was illegit
imate. It had no right to exist, like states denied diplomatic recognition in 
modern times. Though truces could temporarily suspend hostilities between it 
and the abode of Islam, the relationship between them could never be one of 
real peace. Muslims were legally obliged to wage holy war agamst dclr af-(71lrb 
until it ceased to exist or the world came to an end, whichever would be the 
sooner. It was commonly held that Jesus would return at the end of times to 
complete the task by breaking the crosses, killing swine, destroying churches 
and synagogues, and converting all ahf af-l<itclb by persuasion or the sword. Or 
the Mahdi would see to tt that everyone on earth became either a Muslim or a 
tributary, this being how God would fulfil his promise to make Islam prevail 
over all religion. 1 ~> 

14- Abou El Fad!, 'Islamic Law and Muslim Minorities', 16rf., dl). 

15. E.g. Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, lvladiirij al-salik/11, iii, 194ff . 

.r6. E/', s.v, ''lsi\ b. Maryam', col. 84r; Arjomand, 'Islamic Apocalypticism', 242; 
Maqdis!, Bad', ii, r83. 
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'Holy war' is a modern term sometimes said to be a borrowing from Greek. 
Islamicists often voice dissatisfaction with its use as a translation of jihcld ({I 
sab/1 allclh), which literally means 'striving (in the path of God)', 17 and it cer
tainly does not have anything in common with the Greek concept. 1x It does 
however seem a perfectly adequate term for warfare enjoined by God, fought 
for His sake, and rewarded by Him. jihcld was not holy in the sense of ritually 
distinguished from profane activtttes. Neither the soldiers nor their weapons 
were consecrated, 19 no special rules of ritual purity applied to the camp, no 
sacrifices were offered for victory, and no mobile sanctuaries or sacred objects 
were brought along to indicate God's presence. 211 The holiness lay entirely in 
the fact that God's will was being done. Participants who fought with the 
wrong intentions were not engaged in iihcld and God would not reward them. 

All the classical schools of law, Sunni, Sh!'ite and Khariiite, identify holy 
war as an obligation wtth reference to Q. 2:216 ("Prescribed for you is fighting 
[ al-qitii/], though it be hateful to you"). Here as elsewhere, the Qur'an refers to 
the activity by a derivative of the verb meaning to fight (qdtafa), not of that 
meaning to strive (jdhada). It often mentions striving in the path of God as 
well, in a manner suggesting that the two activities were related (esp. 9:41), bur 
it never actually identifies the two, and it is a bit of a mystery that jihcld came 
to be the technical term for holy war. 21 Altogether, the early history of the duty 
ts in need of further research. In the Umayyad and early 'Ahbasid periods, holy 
war seems to have been widely regarded as an obligation comparable to prayer, 
fasting, pilgrimage, and the payment of alms, that is, as a duty Incumbent on 
every adult individual capable of fulfilling it (meaning every free able-bodied 
male in this particular case, though some Kharijites would mclude women and 
slaves as well) .22 All these duties were 'pillars of Islam', tt was said .11 But there 

17. E.g. Noth, Heiliger Krieg, 22f.; Peters, Jihad, 3f. 
r8. Cf. Thucydides, l'clep. War, 1, 112; Aristophanes, Birds, 5 )6, where rt is war for the 

conrrol of a sanctuary (Delphi). Since these appear to be the only arresrations of the term 
hieros polcmos in Greek, including Byzantine, writings (Dennis, 'Defenders of the Christian 

People,' 33f.), one wonders if medieval Latin bellum sacrum is nor more likely to lie behind 

the modern term. 
19. The early Kharijites seem to have been somethmg of an exception: they would shave 

their heads before going rnto battle (Goldziher, MS, i, 24Sff.). 
20. Contrast the partrcrpants in the 'wars of Yahweh' (von Rad, Holy War ill Ancil~t!l 

Israel, 42). 
2.L Cf. Sachedina, 'Development of ]ihad', 37f. 
22. Cf. Makl;ul and Sa'!d b. al-Musayyab in Ibn Abu Shayba, lvlttsalltlil/~ v, 35rf. (in later 

works Sa'!d h. al-Musayyab is said to have regarded holy war as a fimf'ayll, e.g. Qaffal, I:filya, 
vii, 645, but it may be doubted that he knew the term); Crone and Zimmermann, Epistle, rSof. 

23. Cf. below, note 25. ]ihiid rem;lined a pillar of Islam wrthout remaimng an individual 

duty in Imami Sh!'ism (Tusl, Nihiiya, 2.89). 
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were also some who denied that jihiid was a pillar, arguing that it was not 
obligatory for everyone, or not obligatory at all/1 only commendable ((Jasa11). 2' 

Both sides apparently lacked the concept of a communal duty ({tmj hi{t7ya) by 
which the disagreement was eventually resolved. In classical law the obligation 
does indeed fall on all Muslims, but collectively rather than individually, 
meaning that some can fulfil it on behalf of all. 

Since the communal obligation to wage holy war was officially discharged 
by the ruler and his troops, civilians could in principle have left it at that, 
except in emergencies, when jihiid became an individual duty again. But vol
unteering remained highly meritorious, and as mentioned before, civilians 
would often join the official campaigns as volunteers (muta(awwica) or go to 
live on the frontier for extended periods, attaching themselves to fortified set
tlements known as ribii(s, in the hope of earning a place in Paradise. 21' They 
fought for God's community, not the ruler's, and their zeal never generated a 
system of military conscription. They were also a mixed blessing from the 
point of View of the authorities in that they were prone to disruptive behaviour, 
even to the point of turning against fellow-Muslims. Those who lived in the 
frontier areas often seemed to have more in common with their close enemies 
than with their distant co-religionistsY For all that, few activities 'in God's 
path' were as highly esteemed as jihiid, which is praised in the most extrava
gant terms in the religious literature. 

The earliest concept of holy war 

In classical law jihiid is missionary warfare. 2~ It is directed against infidels, who 
need not be guilty of any act of hostility against Muslims (their very existence 

24- Cf. 'Abd al-Razziiq, Mu?illllltl/~ v, no. 9271; Ibn Abu Shayba, lvlu?atnwf~ v, 352, where 
'Atii' and 'Amr b. Dinar profess not to know whether the duty was universal. 

25. Thus Ibn 'Umar, bracketing it wtth voluntary alms, in 'Abd al-Razziiq, Mtt?l1111111(, v, 
no. 9279 (where Islam has four pillars), and in Ibn Abu Shayba, Mu~amwf~ v, 352 (where it 
has four 'props'), 353 (five pillars). Similarly 'Abdallah b. al-l:lasan, the father of al-Nafs al
Zakiyya (both d. 145/762), in Ibn Rushd, Bidiiya, 1, 533 (tr. in Peters, Jihiid, 29). Sufyiin al
Thawrl also demed that holy war was a duty, except when the Infidels attacked (Sarakhsl, 
Siyar, i, r87), and Ibn Shubruma is said also to haw identified it as voluntary (Mal)ma~anl, 
Atuzii'l, 352· without reference). 

26. Above, 298. 

27. Cf. Darling, 'Contested Territory', esp. 145ff. For Khurasani mujiihidr/11 attacking 
Rayy (like Christian crusaders attacking Constantinople) in 355/966, see Miskawayh, 
Taiiirib, in Eclipse, ii, 222ff. = v, 234ff. 

28. See below, 368. In connection with the Ottoman expansion it is sometimes said that 
iihiid stood for defensive warfare whereas giJi/Zil' was irregular raiding in which infields often 
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is a cause of war), and its aim is to incorporate the mfidels in the abode of 
Islam, preferably as converts, but alternatively as dlnmmls, until the whole 
world has been subdued. Islamicists generally assume this to have been the 
nature of jihc7d from the start. Thus they will debate whether the Arab con
quests were motivated by a universalist conception of Islam or hy worldly con
siderations, taking it for granted that if the conquerors were not trying to bring 
Islam to all mankind, they cannot have been fighting for religious reasons at 
all. 2~ The sources regularly present the Arab invaders as inviting the infidels to 
convert before fighting them, suggesting a universalist conception, but their 
testimony is not weighty since they were compiled long after the event; and 
whatever the Arabs may have done during the conquests, they certainly did not 
display much interest in converting people after they had conquered them, 
except in the case of fellow-Arabs. For these reasons it has been concluded that 
the early conquests were not jihc7d at all. 111 

But this approach rests on a misconception. Religious and political univer
salism arc not natural partners. Universalist religions do not normally gener
ate attempts at world conquest, as is clear from the peaceful spread of early 
Buddhism, early Chnstianity, Manichacism, and Bahaism. Conversely, con
querors setting out to subdue the world are not normally animated by a desire 
to save souls: one need only think of Alexander the Great, the Romans, or the 
Mongols. And why should a missionary intent be the only way in which a reli
gious motivation could display itself?31 The opposite of Ulllversalism is not 
materialism but rather particularism, and holy war is well known to have been 
an institution of great antiquity in the Near East Without having anything to 
do with proselytization. 

Holy war in the ancient Near East was holy in the sense of its being 
enjoined by the gods and fought for the extension of their land (identical With 
that of their servants}. "The god Ashur (and} the great gods who magnify my 
sovereignty ... commanded me to extend the borders of their lands," the 
Assyrian kmg Tiglath-Pileser I (d. 1076 Be) announced in one of his inscrip
tions.12 "At the command of my lord Ashur my hand conquered from beyond 

participated too (cf. Darling, 'Contested Territory', 137). No source known to me espouses 
thts view. In the period covered by this book, ghazw was stmply the campaigning, irregular 
or otherwise, by which missionary ]ihiid was carried out. Whether infidels JOined or not 
made no difference. 

29. E.g. Gabrieli, Muhammad i/11(/ the Cotrquests o( Islam, ch. (,. 
)O. Thus Watt, l'olit ical Thought, 18. For hts apologetic mtent, see his 'Theory of 

Jihtl;l', 390: showing that the conquests were not religious in nature helps to dear Islam of 
the charge that it is a rcligton of violence. 

, r. Cf. the sensible remarks of Housquet, 'Observations sur Ia nature et les causes,' 44ff. 
~2. Oded, '"The Command of the God" as a Reason for Gotng to War', 225. 
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the Lower Zab River to the Upper Sea ... I made bow to my feet thirty kings 
of the Nairi countries ... I imposed on them (regular) tribute," he declared 
elsewhere.B "I was acting only upon the trust-inspiring oracles given by Ashur, 
the great lord, my lord ... l swept over Hatti in its full extent, making it look 
like ruin-hills left by the flood," Shalmanassar III (d. 824 Be) boasted. "The ter
ror and glamour of Ashur, my lord, overwhelmed them ... pillars of skulls I 
erected in front of the town," he says in another mscription.H "I have given 
into your hand Sihon the Amorite, king of Heshbon, and his land; begin to 

possess it and contend with him in battle," the god of the Israelites told Moses. 
"We took all his cities ... and utterly destroyed the men, the women and the 
little ones," Moses reports.31 "Kamosh (god of the Moabites) spoke to me and 
said, Go and take (the town of) Nebo from Israel, so I went to it by night and 
fought it from early dawn to midday and took it and killed everybody, 7000 

men, boys, women, girls and slave girls": thus a stele by a Moabitc king.;(, 
In all these examples the warfare is linked with a particularist concept of 

religion: each people has its own patron deity, a sacralized version of them
selves, whose command entitles or indeed obliges them to destroy or subdue 
their neighbours; each deity cares only for his own people. whom he furnishes 
with a divine right to conquer without concern for the fate of their victims. 
Each ethnic group sees its deity as bigger and better than other people's gods 
and find proof of this in victory. Much later, when the number of true gods had 
been reduced to one, the feeling of the believers was that the one and only deity 
had chosen them above all others: v1ctory furnished the proof yet again. In 
short, holy war in the Ncar East was divinely enjoined imperialism. So it still 
seems to have been in the time of the Sasanids. "The Zoroastrians say, We do 
not force anyone to convert to our religion, nor do we encourage anyone. It is 
a religion with which God has chosen us. We do not prevent anyone from 
adopting it, but we only fight and usc the sword against the nations to make 
them pay tribute and render obedience. "37 

The Arab conquerors seem to have thought of holy war along the same 
lines. "God says, We have written in the Psalms ... my righteous servants shall 
inherit the earth," the commander of the Arab troops tells his men on the eve 
of the decisive battle of Qadisiyya in Iraq in 637; "now this is your inheritance 
and what the Lord has promised you: He permitted you to take it three years 
ago, and you have nourished yourselves on it, eaten off it, killed its inhabitants, 

33· Pritchard, AllciCIIf Ncar East em Texts/ 2.7). 
34· Ibid., 2.77 

3 5. Deut. 2.:2.4, 34· 
36. Weippert, "'Heiliger Krieg" in Israel unci Assyrien', 4S4f. 
37· 'Abel al-Jabbilr, 'Jirthbit, i, 185. 
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collected taxes from them, and taken them prisoners until today."lH In other 
words, the earth which God had promised His righteous servants was, or 
included, the Persian empire, which the Arabs had been living off for the three 
years since the invasion of Iraq began, from which they had taken rich spoils, 
and which they were now proposmg to take in its entirety. In another story, also 
set before the battle of Qadisiyya, a Persian general asks an Arab prisoner-of
war what the Arabs have come for. "That which God has promised us," he 
replies. When the general asks hun what that is, he replies "Your land, your 
children, and your lives if you refuse to submit (to our God)." 39 Here as in the 
ancient Near Eastern examples, a deity has told his people to go take the land 
of other people, who arc casually written off as booty along with their pos
sessions, though there IS one major difference: the intended vtctims can now 
abandon their own community to jom that of the invaders. Some non-Arabs 
did convert in the course of the conquests, to be incorporated in the new com
munity as allies of Arab tribcs:10 But with or without conversion, the con
querors' understanding of Islam was particularist: religion was being used to 
validate the dominion of a single people, or to expand thctr ranks, not to unite 
mankind in a single truth above ethnic and political div1stons. "I want them 
(Quraysh) to profess a single creed by which the Arabs will accept them as their 
leaders (tudlna lalnmz biha) and the non-Arabs will pay them jizya," as the 
Prophet is supposed to have said:11 Whatever Mul~ammad may have preached, 
jihiid as the bulk of the Arab tribesmen understood it was Arab imperialism at 
God's command. Their universalism was political. 

That they should have understood their religion in a particulanst vein is 
not surprising. Arab tribesmen were notorious ethnic chauvinists. The 
extremes to which they could go in their sense of being the only real people on 
earth is well known from the behaviour of the early twentieth-century Ikhwan 
of Saudi Arabia, whose naturally high self-esteem was also driven mto a higher 
gear by religion. But the Ikhwan were at least defeated when they attempted 
conquest outside Arabia. By contrast, the early conquerors went from one 
astonishing victory to another for about a hundred years, mcreasingly con
vinced that God was in league w1th them to the exclusion of all others. Since 
the league, as they saw it, was between God and Arabs, they were offended by 
the existence of Arab adherents of other faiths, notably Arab Christians, 
whom they subjected to attempts at forced conversion from time to time while 

38. Tab., i, 2.2.89. The quotation is from Q. 2.1:105, citing Ps. >Tz.<J. 

39· Ibid., i, 2.2.54. 
40. Cf. Crone, Rom1111, l'rouincial and Islamic Luu, S'). 
41. Ibn l)anbal, Musnad, i, 2.2.7.-2.. 
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leaving non-Arab Christians in peace;·12 and converts of non-Arab origin had 
to adopt not only the Arab God, but also the political membership and (ini
tially via an ally, thereafter via a patron) the tribal organization of the Arabs:" 
One could not gain access to their God without becoming one of them. There 
were also practical considerations behind these rules, but this merely goes to 
show that the massive success of the conquests rc111forced the particularist 
interests of the conquerors. 

Intelligible though their outlook was, however, it was certainly archaic. 
Holy war of the ancient Ncar Eastern type might still survive among the 
Zoroastrians, a species of pagans, but the monotheist ancestors of Islam had 
left it behind. It is true that when Chnstians fought non-Christians, they had a 
sense of fighting for thetr own religion- their own way of life, as we would say 
today. Heraclius gave a strong religious colouring to his campaigns aga111st the 
Persians in the 62os, when the very survival of the Byzantine empire was at 
stake; he is even said to have told his soldiers that they would fall as martyrs 
assured of eternal life, much as the Qur)iin says to the believers.+' But such 
ideas still fell short of the belief that God had chosen one people over others 
and ordered them to go conquer the earth. The Christians found the early 
Muslim concept of holy war deeply offensive, both in its postulate of a bla
tantly partial God and in its unthinlong endorsement of violence, though they 
were familiar with the concept from the Old lcstament. It was a very tribal 
notion. It matched the archaism of the multipurpose polity and was one of the 
many areas where the injection of ancient, outdated tdeas by tribal conquerors 
into a sophisticated world was the starting point for massive rethinking and the 
emergence of new institutions. The classical concept of jihcld is an example, 
for it is not a mere variant on the ancient Near Eastern idea, but rather a novel 
conception unique to Islam. 

The classical conce{Jt of jihad 

"We have written in the Psalms ... my righteous servants shall inherit the 
earth": like the commander at Qiidisiyya, al-Tabarl begins a discussion of 
jihad with Q. 21:105, but the spirit in which he does so is quite different, for he 
continues by citing 34:28, "We have not sent thee but as a bearer of glad tid
ings and a warner to all mankind." According to him, all earlier prophets had 
been sent to a particular segment of humanity, but Mul)ammad was favoured 

42. Cf. Robinson, Empire and Elites, 6of. 
43· Cf. El', s.v. 'mawlii'. 
4+ Howard-Johnson, 'Official History of 1-Ieraclius' Persian Campaip;ns', lh, 85; cf. Q. 

2:154; ):'57, r69, 195; 4:74 (where the term 'martyr' is not used). 
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with a general message and a universalmtssion (al-risilla al_ciimma wa'l-da'wa 
al-l~i7{fa):15 Holy war as he saw It was still imperialism at God's command: to 
him, as to all classical jurists, its purpose was to make Islam sovereign on 
earth. But God's command was no longer understood as addressed to an eth
nic group, only to the believers whoever they might be; and it was now linked 
to a religious mrssro11 ciui/isatrrce rather than the satisfaction of Arab chau
vinism. As the British conquerors saw themselves as bringing good government 
to the natives and as the French saw themselves as bnnglllg them higher civi
lization, so the Muslims saw themselves as bringing salvation:11' World religton 
and world conquest had married up. 

Islam or death? 

It is thanks to the classical definition of jihad as missionary warfare that the 
Arab conquerors were once depicted in Western literature as warriors fighting 
with the Qur'iin in one hand and the sword in the other. The stereotype has its 
roots in the sources. Thus the jurist al-1-:-lallml (d. 4o~IIoi2.) describes jihiid as 
calling people to Islam and backing the call with violence (qihil) where neces
sat")(17]ihiid is "the forcible mission assisted by the unsheathed sword against 
wrongheaded people who arrogantly refuse to accept the plalll truth after it 
has become clear", according to al-Juwaynl (d. 478lto8~);1 x God sent 
Mul)ammad "to call to belief in God's unity by the sword" (da'iyan ilii 
taw~iidihr bi'l-say{), the fourteenth-century Ibn Rajah says:''' "If they adopt 
our creed, well and good. If not, we put them to the sword," as a seventeenth
century Indian hagtography puts it, popularizing the Image that was to pass to 
the British.5° For all that, the stereotype is misleading, not only in connection 
with the conquests, but also later, when jilu7d had indubitably come to be 
understood as a missionary enterprise. 

As the jurists saw it, holy warriors called to God's unity with the sword 
by venturing into diir ai-~JarfJ in order to summon the infidels to Islam. The 

45· Tabar!, Ikhtilii( al-(uqahii', r, discussed in Sachedina, 'Development of ]ihad,' 3ll. 
46. Cf. John Stuart Mill on the sacred duty of intervention in "nations which are still 

barbarous" where it was "likely to be for their own benefit that they should be conquered 
and held in subiection by fore1p;ners" (cited in Makdisi, Culture o( Scctaru111ism, Sf.). Or, as 
Cecil Rhodes put it, "We happen to be the best people in the world ... and the more of the 
world we inhabit, the better for humanity"' (quoted 111 Porter, Lirm :, Share, 1 i4). 

47· Cook, Commmufilzg Right, 341. 
48. Ghiyiith al-umam, §304 (al-da'wa al-qahriyya al-mu'avyada bi'l-sav( al-masliil 'alii 

'1-miiriqln alladhlna aban• wa'sta/c/;arzl/)(l'da ll'lufzil? al-baqq al-mu/;/n). 
49· Ibn Ra1ab (d. 79'i/q93) in Kister, 'Land Property and Jihad', 2S). 

50. Darlinp;, 'Contested Territory', I47· 
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summons, if actually delivered, were meant to be peaceful, and if the infidels 
accepted them, the war was over. In practice, they did not, of course, and the 
summons might not even be delivered, on the grounds that the infidels had 
heard them before. They were in that case to be fought until they surrendered 
politically. The departure from the stereotype starts here, for whether the 
defeated infidels should be forced to convert depended on what type of infidels 
they were. The key point was that all infidels had to be brought under Muslim 
sovereignty, not that they all had to accept Islam. 

People of the Book (a hi al-hitiib), meaning Jews and Christians, were to be 
distinguished from pagans, according to most junsts. Since the Jews and the 
Christians had received earlier revelations from God, they could be allowed to 
exist. They were to be offered status as protected people (ahl al-dhrmma) in 
return for payment of a demeaning poll-tax (jizya), the iunsts said, adducing 
the Prophet's precedent and Q. 9:29: "Fight those who do not believe in God 
and the last day and do not forbid what God and His messenger have forbid
den and do not practise the religion of truth, from among those who have been 
given the book, until they pay ji:;:,ya out of hand, in a state of humiliation. "\I 
The jurists must have been hard put to find an appropriate verse, for Jews and 
Christians arc hardly people "who do not believe in God and the last days". It 
would in fact have been easier for them simply to lay down that all infidels 
without exception were to be given the choice between Islam and death, for the 
Qur'an also says, "Fight them (i.e. unbelievers) until there is no (itna, and the 
religion is entirely God's" (8:39), and "Kill the polytheists wherever you find 
them" (9:5; Christians were often and Jews occasionally deemed to be poly
theists). But the Jurists did not want so draconian a rule, so they chose to over
look the problematic aspect of the first verse and to limit the application of the 
two uncompromising verses to pagans. 52 

On pagans they were less inclined to compromise. The Qur'iinic verses 
apart, a famous J:Iad!th declared Mul)ammad to have been sent to fight people 
until they said "there is no God but God", which was compatible with the sur
vival of Jews and (probably) Christians, but not with that of pagans. 11 The 
Prophet was remembered as having given them the choice between conversion 
and death. But it was only Arab pagans that he had eradicated: did their non
Arab peers have to be similarly treated? After some debate, the jurists decided 
that the Zoroastrians (al-nwjils) of Iran were an exception, on the grounds that 

51. The meaninp: of iizya <all yad is uncenain (cf. most" recenrly Rubin, 'The case of "'an 
yadin"). 

52.. Cf. Ibn Rushd, Bidiiya, i, 534, q6 (tr. in Peters, Jihad, 30, 4I); .Ja~~a~, A(J/.:.iim ai
Qur'iilr, i, 548f. 

53· Cf. Ibn Rushd, Bidiiya, i, 546 (tr. in Peters, .fibad, 4r). 
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they had once possessed a book (meaning a scripture in the .Judeo-Christian 
tradition: the Avesta did not count), and/or that the Prophet had accepted jizya 
from Zoroastrians (in eastern Arabia), instructing his followers to treat them 
as if they were People of the Book (srmm7 bihim sunnata a hi al-l::.itilb). "~But the 
jurists could not agree on other pagans. Some took the Prophet's eradication 
of Arab idolaters to mean that all pagans had to be given the choice between 
Islam or death, whatever their ethnicity. This was the position of the Shiifi'ites, 
for example.15 Others argued that the Arabs were a special case and that it was 
the Prophet's treatment of Zoroastrians which had universal significance: all 
non-Arab pagans should be treated as Zoroastrians. This was the position of 
the Malikls and the J:-lanafls. 51

' In deference to the Prophet's precedent most 
jurists accepted that Arab pagans should be given the chotec between Islam 
and the sword, but this was a purely theoretical concession since Arab pagans 
did not exist any more, and there were some who brushed even that aside, 
arguing that all unbelievers were eligible for dhimml status, full stop. 17 

Practice was a good deal simpler than theory. Ourstde Arabia and Berber 
North Africa, successful iihiid seems never to have been followed by coercive 
measures against infidels refusing to convert. Ivlale captives might be killed or 
enslaved, whatever their religious affiliation. (People of the Book were not pro
tected by Islamic law until they had accepted dhimma.) Captives might also be 
given the choice between Islam and death, or they might pronounce the con
fession of faith of their own accord to avoid execution: the Jurists ruled that 
their change of status was to be accepted even though they had only converted 
out of fear. 5s Women and children captured in the course of the campaigns 
were usually enslaved, agam regardless of their faith. But the conquered pop
ulation at large rarely seems to have been given a chmcc between conversion 

5+ Friedmann, 'Classification', I79ff.; Salim, EfJistle, II, §2.9 and the commentary 
thereto. Since Zoroast"nans were only quasi-hitiihls, Muslims could nor car thcrr meat or 

marry their women, as they could those of Jews and Christians. 

55· Mawardl, A(Jhiim, 2.4l\/q3 159; Shafi'l, Abu Thawr, Ibn I~Iazm and others in Ibn 

Rushd, Bidiiya, i, q6; t"r. in Peters, .Jihad, 40; Friedmann, 'Classification', IS'· 

56. Friedmann, 'Temple of Multan ', I 8r and 'Classification', IS 1, 1 S 5. It was also the 
position of Awza"', Abu 'Ubayd and others, cf. (in addition to Friedmann), Morabia, Cihdd, 
2.67, 

57· Thus the founecmh-century Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, on the grounds that the iizya 
verse (Q. 9:2.9) was simply revealed roo late to benefit the pap:ans of Arabia (Fnedmann, 
'Classification', r85). The view that even Arab pagans would be elip:ibk for dhimmi status 

if they existed is also attributed to Malik and Abu I)anlfa (Fnedmann, 'Classification', 183, 

IS)n.). 

58. Ja~~a~, A&hiim, I, 550 (t~d :::2.56), who says he docs not know of any disagrcemem 
about this; cf. also Tabar!, I hht iliif; 162.f. 
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and death, and it is by omitting this point that the stereotype misleads. Once 
the war was over, people received dhimma in return for the payment of jizya 
and were generally left in peace, again whether they were pagans or People of 
the Book. One should not think of jihad as something conducted along the 
lines of Charlemagne's forced conversion of the Saxons. 

If this disposes of the stereotyped misconception, it lands us with the 
opposite problem of explaining how the Jurists could see holy war as a mis
sionary enterprise at all..! ihild was still in the nature of divinely enJoined impe
rialism. The fact that the troops were meant to summon the enemy to Islam 
was largely symbolic; the missionary phase of the warfare came to an end the 
moment the invitation was refused; some male captives apart, all conquered 
peoples were in practice allowed to retain their religion once they had been 
enslaved or placed under the political control of the Muslims. How then could 
the jurists see the enterprise as a call to Islam backed by violence? In what way 
did it promote the spread of the faith? The answer, of course, is that captives 
apart, it did so indirectly. 

Holy war spread Islam first and foremost in the sense of extending its sov
ereignty. Muslim rulers would move in along with qlicjls and scholars to build 
mosques, apply Islamic law, place restrictions on the building of non-Muslim 
houses of worship and introduce other discriminatory measures against the 
original inhabitants, who were reduced to tributaries in their own land. 
Inevitably, they sooner or later began to convert .. They were not necessarily 
persecuted: the Muslim record of tolerance is generally good. But those who 
stuck to their faith were apt to feel that history was passing them by, which eas
ily turned into a conviction that the truth must lie elsewhere. "The dhimmlliv
ing among the Muslims sees the beauty of the Muslim faith and is exhorted to, 
and often does, accept islam," as a }:-Ianaf!lawyer put it: it was for this reason 
that conquered people could be allowed to persist in the worst of crimes, unbe
lief, in return for a mere monetary consideration, the poll-tax (i.e. where it 
might have seemed more commendable to force them to convert or to kill 
them).59 Nor should the importance of captives be underestimated. Muslim 
warnors routinely took large numbers of them. Leaving aside those who con
verted to avoid execution, some were ransomed and the rest were enslaved, 
usually for domestic use. Dispersed in Muslim households, slaves almost 
always converted, encouraged or pressurized by their masters, driven by a need 
to bond with others, or slowly becoming accustomed to seeing things through 
Muslim eyes even if they tried to resist. Though neither the dhimml nor the 
slave had been faced with a choice between Islam and death, it would be absurd 

59· Sarakhsl, Mabstl(, X, n--5; cited in Aghnides, Theories of Fiwmce, 356. 
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to deny that force played a major role in their conversiOn. Nor do medieval 
jurists generally attempt to deny it. They did hold that "one should not say of 
someone who converts after warfare that he has been converted by force 
(muhmhcm), for he is not forced when he consents (in his mner self) and 
becomes a genuine Muslim"; there had not 111 fact been any coercion at aiL 
some said, for true belief is what is goes on in the heart, not the public confes
sion of faith. But tlus was to square the use of force With the Qur'anic state
ment "there is no compulsion in religion" (Iii ihriih (I '1-d/n) (z.:256), or to spare 
the feelings of the convert, not to deny the role of coercion 111 enabling him to 
sec the light. 611 

The mom! status of coerchm 

Generally speakmg, medieval Muslim jurists did not worry about the legiti
macy of using violence as long as it was used in accordance with God's law . 
.fihc1d was prescribed in the Qur'an itself. so its moral status was not open to 
doubt. The Qur'an did admittedly also make the above-mentioned declaration 
that "there is no compulsion in religion" (2:256), and It contains a host of 
other statements advocating peaceful debate with religtous adversanes.1" But 
2:256 was commonly held to prohibit forced conversion of dhnnm/s, not the 
warfare whereby dhimml status was imposed on them, and some said that both 
this and the other verses enjoimng toleration had been abrogated when holy 
war was prescribed in Medina. These views must have crystallized early, for 
they are entrenched in the exegetical literature from the moment of its 
emergence in the mid-eighth century.62 

When the jurists of the eighth and ninth centuries evinced doubts about the 
legitimacy of holy war, they typically did so with reference to the qualifica
tions of the warriors. If things were in order on the Muslim side, they were sat
isfied that holy war was in the best interest of the victims themselves. The 
infidels were "dragged to Paradise 111 chains", as ljad!th so graphically puts 
it. 1>~ But if the Muslims were led by a wrongful ruler, did I11S Illlqlllty invalidate 
the holy war fought by or under h11n? As has been seen, the Sh!'ites thought so, 

6o . .Ja~~a~, A(Jkiim, 1, qS; Razl, 'Jir{slr, vii, 1 (;; Tusl, Tibytln, ii, '1 1, Ququbl, Abkiim, ii, 
2.81 (all ad 2.:2.56). 

6 r. Cf. Sachcdina, 'Freedom of Conscu:nce and Rclipon in the Qur'an', csp. 74ff., with 
a modernist interpretation to activate them. 

62.. Cf. Muqatil, 'lil/slr, 1 _Hf.; Tabar!, 'J(r(,lr, iii, 1 3ff.; cf. also the cngagmg discussion in 
Cook, The Koran, rooff. 

63. Bukharl, ,'ia(Ji(J, ii, 2.50 (K. al-iihad); 'Jqd, iii, 412..16. 
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but the Traditionalist, eventually Sunni, answer was that it did not.64 Were very 
small numbers allowed to fight, thereby courting death? An early form of this 
question is said to have presented itself to the 'good' Umayyad caliph 'Umar II 
(717-20), who reportedly ordered the evacuation of the Muslim populations in 
Spain and Transoxania, the extreme western and eastern borders of theM uslim 
world at the time, and prohibited further warfare when they refused to lcavc.1

'
1 

He did not set a sumw thereby, however, for the jurists rarely debate the safety 
of settlements, only that of the participants in battle. Holy warriors had to 
have a reasonable chance of success, for although it was highly meritorious to 
fall in holy war, it was forbidden to commit suicide. Nonetheless, there were 
Sunni jurists who permitted people to seek martyrdom more or less at will. 61

' 

Above all, however, the warnors had to have the right motivation: they had 
to fight with the Intention of serving God's cause, not for the sake of booty. 
This view is amply represented in the accounts of the conquests, compiled as 
they were with a view to legitimating the expansion (and other things). When 
the Arabs are asked what they have come for, they do not usually reply "your 
land and your children", but rather deny being moved by material considera
tions. In the exchanges between the Arabs and the Persians at Qadisiyya, for 
example, the Persians often declare themselves convinced that the Arabs have 
come in search of sustenance and booty, whereupon the Arabs insist that they 
have only come to spread Islam.67 Sayf b. 'Umar even goes so far as to have the 
Arabs offer to go home if the Persians would convert, as has been seen.6~ It is 
partly because the Jurists sec religious motives as the opposite of a desire for 
material enrichment that the Islamicist literature abounds in debates whether 
the conquerors were animated by religious feelings or rather by a desire for 
booty, but Western scholars are also habituated by their Christian background 
to thinking of religion and worldly success as mutually exclusive. Medieval 
Chnstian jurists, much like their Muslim counterparts, ruled that the partici
pants in 'just war' were not to fight for booty, and there is something of a tra
dition for thinkmg of jihcld as the Islamic version of just war.69 All this is 
unhelpful, however. The conquerors plainly did not see a conflict between God 
and material rewards, but on the contrary a causal connection: the one led to 

64- Cf. above, ch. 1 S, 2.97f. 
65. Crone, 'Qays and the Yemen', 2.3. 
66. Kohlber).!;, 'Medieval Muslim Views on Martyrdom", 2.9f.; for an lmami view, sec 

above, 12.~, note 'i r; for the Assassms, sec below, 39of. 
67. T,~b., i, z.}52.. The Byzantines were also convinced that they had come for booty, cf. 

Dennis, 'Defenders of the Christian People', 32.f. 
68. Cf. above, ch. 2., 31. 
69. Cf. Kelsay and Turner Johnson, ]ttst War and Jihad. 
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the other; booty was among the good things with which God rewarded His fol
lowers. And just war was quite different from jihtld in that it did not include 
war for the dissemination of the faith. Like jihcld, It could he fought for the 
recovery of rightful possessiOns, but whereas jihiid was always directed agamst 
infidels, the medieval theory of just war was mostly meant for the regulation 
of conflict within the Christian world itself. 70 

The tenth- and eleventh-century qualms 

The conquered peoples, above all the Christians, Mamchaeans, and other 
Gnostics, always held the Muslim reliance on the sword to be wrong, and this 
did eventually affect the Muslims themselves. As early as 6H a Greek tract had 
declared that the so-called prophet must be an impostor because prophets do 
not come with armed with the sword; some sixty years later a Syriac patriarch 
supposedly told the caliph 'Abel ai-Malik (d. 705) that Islam was "a religion 
established by the sword and not a faith confirmed by miracles''/ 1 and the 
Christians continued to express themselves in this vein for ever after, both 111 

their vernaculars and, from the nmth century onwards, in Arabic. The 
Muslims do not seem to have been greatly bothered by the charges as long as 
their empire lasted, but things looked different when it broke up. It began to do 
so already in the 75os; the process accelerated in the 86os, and by 950 the entire 
area once controlled by the Sasanids had come to be governed by Iranians 
again. Islam now had to make sense as a set of beliefs independently of Arab 
power, and it had to do so to Muslims whose own ancestors had more often 
than not been Christians or adherents of other religions opposed to the idea of 
religious war. This was when the non-Muslim accusations regarding Islam and 
the sword began to hurt. 

According to a story told by the Mu'tazilite ai-Khayyat (d. c. 91 3), an 
Indian kmg once asked Harlin ai-Rash!d to send people for hun to debate 
with. "I've heard that you spread it with the sword ... ," he said. Harlin sent a 
traditionist who recited the usual "I've heard from so-and-so who heard from 
so-and-so," which unsurprisingly failed to impress the Indians; they concluded 
that Islam did indeed owe its success to the sword. Then Harlin sent a 
muta/wllim, who demolished the Indians with hardhitting dialectical argu
ments, so the story had a happy end: Islam was true all nght; It was just the 
traditionists who were stupid.72 Slightly later, the philosopher al-'Amir! (d. 996) 

70. Cf. Cambridge History of Later Medieual l'hiloso{1hy, 771ff. On the whole 'booty 
vs religion' 1ssue, sec also Crone, Meaan Trade mrd the Rise of Islam, z.44. 

?T. Hoyland, Seemg Islam as Others Saw It, 57, 2.03. 
72.. Ibn al-Murraslii, Tabaqiit al-mu'tazila, 55· 
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took issue with 'pseudo-sophisticates' (muta:{,arri{a), apparently in eastern 
Iran, who argued that "if Islam were a religion of truth, it would be a religion 
of mercv· and if it were a religion of mercy, the one who calls to it would not 
attack ~e,ople with the sword,L arbitrarily strip them of their property, capture 
their families and enslave them; rather, he would proselytize by words and 
guide to it by the force of his explanations."71 In other words, true religion was 
spread by peaceful proselytization whereas holy war was just a cover for rapa
ciousness, whatever people might say about the purity of their intentions. Or 
again, the Ismaili Na~ir-i Khusraw (d. c. 1075) describes how he searched for 
the truth among Christians, Jews, Manicheans, and Muslim sects of all kinds: 
"they said that the injunctions of the slurrlca do not conform with reason 
because Islam was established by the mere force of the sword."7

"
1 

Here as in al-'Amirl, it is impossible to tell whether the charge is made by 
Muslims, non-Muslims or both, but there were certainly Muslims (or ex
Muslims) such as al-Razl who rejected all established religions, not just Islam, 
on the grounds that prophets were impostors who stirred up war, as has been 
seen?' The Companions only followed Mulpmmad out of a desire for raids, 
plunder, and worldly goods, the (Qarmari) Shl'ites said according to 'Abd al
Jabbar, who rightly saw that there was a meeting of minds between non
Muslims and heretics here, and devoted much effort to refuting accusations that 
the Prophet and his followers had been motivated by worldly considerations.76 

Few adopted so extreme a position, but the legitimacy of religious imperi
alism is questioned elsewhere too. A tenth-century Iranian regarded Ibn 
Karram, the founder of a religious movement in eastern Iran, as worthier of 
prophethood than Mul)ammad because he, Ibn Karram, had lived ascetically 
and not conducted wars.77 Several stories in the epistles of the Brethren of 
Purity voice disapproval of religious violence of any kind. One, also told else
where, contrasts the narrow-minded bigotry of a Jew (a thin disguise for a 
legalistic Muslim) with the universalist attitude of a Zoroastrian, a member of 
a despised minority who is here made to play the role of the good Samaritan 
by rescuing the bigoted Jew even though the latter abuses his kindness. "As for 
those who do not share my religion and views, I regard it as lawful to take their 
lives and property and unlawful to help, advise, assist them or to feel mercy or 
pity for them," the Jew says. The Zoroastrian by contrast wants good for all 

73· 'Amirl, 1'/iim, rl\(). 

74· lvanow, Nasir-i Klmsraw, 2.3. 
75· Cf. above, 172.. Stroumsa, freethinkers, 96, ro6. He claimed that disputes and war

fare would disappear without religion (Abu l:latim, Nliim, r86ff.). 

76. 'Abd al-Jabbar, i, 7ilthblt, Sff., .'15· 
77· VanEss, TG, iv, 91. 
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mankind whether they agree with him or not; "I do not wish ill for any created 
beings (Ia urldu li-a~?ad mm al-khalq su'an)," he says.7x "I believe in mercy to 

all living beings," he adds in one version?') True to his principles the Jew steals 
the Zoroastrian's mule and travel provisions, abandoning him in the desert; 
and true to his, the Zoroastrian saves the Jew when he later finds h1111 wounded 
on the road, the mule having thrown hun off. The Brethren of Purity also tell 
a variant version of this story in which the dialogue is between a redeemed 
friend of God and someone doomed to perdition who pndes himself on fight
ing God's enemies, meaning those who "disagree with my persuasion and 
creed": if he defeats them, he will call them to his own faith and consider it 
lawful to kill them, take their property and enslave their offspring if they 
refuse; if he fails to establish control of them, he will curse them, which makes 
him feel good. The friend of God pronounces him spiritually s1ck and declares 
that "I do not wish ill for any created beings" (hi urldu li-a~md min al-l<.halq 
su'an). xo "There are people who profess as part of their religion that it is law
ful to shed the blood of everyone opposed to their beliefs," they elsewhere 
note, giving 'Jews', Kharijites, and infidels in general as their examples. Oth
ers, they say, "profess mercy and compassion to all people as part of their reli
gion, expressing regret for sinners and praying for forgiveness on their behalf, 
feeling sympathy for every living animal (hu//i dhl r{i~J mh1 a!-~Jayawt1n), and 
wishing well-being for everyone. That is the doctrine of the pious, ascetic, and 
upright believers, and it is the doctrine of our noble brethren."x 1 God's friends 
and righteous servants "are at peace with themselves and people are at 
peace, and safe, with them. They do not wish anyone ill (/cl yurldfma li-a/:Jad 
su'an) and do not harbour evil for any created being, fnend or foe, opponent 
or fellow-believer."x2 

Q. 2:2')6 reconsidered 

The tenth- and eleventh-century qualms changed the debate about the moral 
status of holy war. It now came to focus almost entirely on the victims rather 
than the warriors; and what the early Muslims had simply taken for granted
that it was right to use violence against them- now had to be argued at length. 

7~L JUS, i, 3o8; Tawl!ldl, lmtii', ii, r58 (tr. 111 Blirgcl, 'Zoroastriamsm', 2.o7f.); Sirr al
asriir, r 4of. A genu me Zoroastrian docs in fact say precisely that in a fourteenth-century 
work (Zartusht-i Bahram Pazhclu, 'Lariitushtniime, poem 2.4, lines 'i4'-~). 

79· Sil.,- al-asriir, .14 r. 
So. IUS, iii, JI2.f. 
81. Ibid., iv, 44· 

82..lbtd., iii, 3 12..5, cf. 312..2. for the subject. 
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In this context there was renewed discussion of /a ihriih (I '/-dill, "There is no 
compulsion in religion" (2:256). The view that it referred to the rights of 
dhimmls, or that it had been abrogated, continued to be mentioned, and some 
left it at that. Hl But others now read the verse differently. 

How could holy war be right if there was no compulsion to religion? Many 
responded by interpreting the verse with reference to the distinction between 
inner and outer man and the different levels of religion that it entailed. At one 
level, religion was a prescnption for collective order in this world with its do's 
and its don'ts, its morality, its law and its war; at another level, it offered spir
itual, philosophical, or esoteric truths for individuals. This conception had the 
merit of marrying up well with the received account of Mul~ammad's career. 
As pure spirituality, Islam was exemplified by the period in Mecca, where 
Muhammad and his followers had lived under a pagan regime. God and Caesar 
her~ had separate domains, as one would have said if there had been a Caesar 
in Mecca. But in Medina, Muhammad had created a new law and polity in the 
name of Islam so that henceforth both the inner and the outer lives of the 
Muslims were governed by the same set of rules. God had filled the place of 
the absent Caesar. What the Christians saw as two separate departments, the 
religious and the secular, now had to function as two levels within the same 

department of religion. 
It followed that the Qur'anic declaration "There is no compulsion in reli

gion (Iii ihiih (I '/-din)" could only be concerned with religion at the spiritual 
level. It was only here that there was not, or indeed could not be, any coercion. 
One might well wonder what had been the point of giving Arab pagans the 
choice between Islam and death when inner conviction (i<tiqiid) was beyond 
compulsion, the J:Ianafl jurist ai-Ja~~as (d. 370/98r) said in his comments on 
the verse, clearly with reference to the forced converts of his own time; his 
answer is that they were only forced to conform externally (innamii uhrihi:i 'alii 
izhiir al-islclm), but that there certainly was a point to this, for inner conviction 
~ould eventually follow: the convert and/or their children would sooner or 
later become sincere believers. X·! In a similar vein the Shafi'ite scholar Abu Bakr 
ai-Qaffal (d. 36 5/976) says that forcing people to convert by threatening to kill 

83. E.g. Mawardl. 'I!Tt:,lr, i, 2.7rf. 
84. Ja~~a~, 1\(Jkiim. i, 54') (ad Iii ikrah); followed hy Kiya al-l:larrasl, A(1kiim, 34of. Com

pare St Augustine's legitimation of Christian warfare, here with reference to the wielder of 

the sword rather than the victim, by a distinctwn between "the deed, which rakes place pub
licly", deemed unimportant, and "the preparation of the heart, which is internal". deemed 

crucial (Cambridge History of Later !Vledieual l'hiloso{Jhy, 772.). 
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them is excellent, for the victims will gradually get to love the true religion and 
so escape eternal clamnation.x5 

The Brethren of Purity also took the declaration to mean that compulsion 
was valid at the external leveL though inner conviction could not be forced. As 
far as socio-political order was concerned, they said, religion and political 
regimes were twins: this was why there were so many wars of religion.x6 What 
they have in mind does not seem to be jihcld, but rather reli[!;ious warfare within 
the Muslim world, viewed as a regrettable, but inevitable consequence of the 
fact that polities were based on religious law. But they fully endorse the obli
gation to fight for one's faith in other passages,x7 explaining that holy war is 
not motivated by hostility to infidels but rather by a desire to bring them to the 
truth, or at least subject them to iizya so as to ensure the safety of the Muslims 
- for the very existence of infidels is dangerous, and the best form of defence 
is attack. xx Though normally a ruthless activity, war as conducted by the 
Prophet was characterized by both mercy and kindness, for he would always 
start by summoning the infidels to the truth or the payment of iizya, and he 
instructed his followers not to kill old people, children, women, or religious 
personnei.H'~ There was no denying that people sometimes had to be cured 
against their will, they noted elsewhere, and prophets were doctors of souls.90 

All this pertained to the lower level at wluch people were sick, which the 
Brethren clearly considered themselves to have transcended. 

All the interpretations of Q. 2:256 considered so far try to restrict the 
meaning of the verse: it had been abrogated, it only concerned dhimmls, or it 
referred to the spiritual realm beyond the reach of legislation. But one could 
also use it to widen the scope of religiOus freedom. This had been tried already 
in the eighth century, when some adduced it to prove that Zoroastrians and 
other non-Arab pagans were eligible for dhrmml status even though they were 

85. In Razl, 'f(T(slr, viii, I')2. (ad_:;: riO). Cf. 'Amirl, below, _>85. 

86. IUS, ii, 368 = Case, r <J+ 
87. God revealed "How is it with you that you do not fight in the way of God ... " 

(Q.475) when the Muslims in Mecca were persecuted by the pagans and wrote to 

Mul;Jammad in Medina for help (R/S, iv, 23f.). The lawgiver would engage in al-(lilrb wa'l
qitiil against infidels (iv, r:; _:\), without it there could be no unification of people in a single 

doctrine (iii, 165), and iihiid was one of the heavy, but inescapable legal dunes (iii, 308.1). 

88./US, iii, r62. (epistle 3 r), with the adage "when Rum is not raided it will raid." Com

pare Shahan's VIew of Sulayman as a pacifist who wanted to pur an end to war by conquer
ing the Byzantine empire (in his Islamic History. [i], 12')), and the British VIew that only 

when there were no foreigners any more would Bntain be secure (Porter, Lro11 :, Share, r 3 r ). 
8'). R/S, iii, I62f.; cf. also i, 326f., on the qualifications of soldiers. 

<JO. Ibid., iv, 15, r6. 
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not People of the Book.'J 1 Others now used it in a spirit of tolerance again, 
above all the Ismailis. 

Thus Abu I:-latim ai-Razl tells us that the verse was revealed 111 Medina after 
holy war had been prescribed: first God had told Mul)ammad to fight the infi
dels until all the religion was His, and next He had ordered Mul)ammad to 
leave people free to pursue the inner meaning of the revelation in which salva
tion lay. In other words, the verse established religious freedom, not for infidels, 
but for Muslims: anyone who conformed externally was to be left in peace to 
interpret the revelation as he wished. Like al-Ja~~as, Abu I:-latim distinguished 
between external conformance, which could be imposed by force, and inner 
convictions, which were beyond compulsion. But unlike al-Ja~~as, he took the 
inner convictions to be beyond compulsion in the sense of protected by the 
law: even if they were articulated, one takes it, it was forbidden to use force in 
order to change them. 92 

This is also how the Fatimid Ismailis understood the verse, and not only to 
protect their own beliefs. When a Malik! in North Africa asked to be excused 
from a debate with an Ismaili which was likely to culminate in his forced con
version or death, the missionary Abu 'Abdallah ai-Shl'l (d. 9II) told the 
debater to leave the Malik! alone, citing "There is no compulsion in religion". 91 

The erratic caliph al-l:Iakim (1021-36) cited the verse in the same vein, though 
his record of tolerance was none too good.'J.l At the ::;iihiri level of religion peo
ple were made to obey by compulsion and deference to authority (bi'f-Jabr 
wa'l-taqlld); at the bc1tini level they followed the truth voluntarily, moved by the 
promises and threats relating to afterlife, not by force, as the missionary al
Maybudh! (c. 980) said. 95 (The Fatimids also used the verse to forbid attempts 
at forced conversion of dhimmls.)'1" 

The Ismailis had another argument for tolerance within the Islamic world 
as well. Trying to explain why 'All had not taken up the sword against his 
co-religionists when they deprived him of the caliphate, Abu '1-Fawans (c. 
390/rooo) cites "There is no compulsion in religion" and observes that jihc7d is 
only a duty against people who have abandoned the confession of faith and 
public acts of worship, that is, apostates and infidels. He explains that nothing 
done under duress carried any moral meaning: it merited neither reward nor 
punishment and therefore did not affect the victims' chances of salvation. 

9r. E.g. Qatiida and others in Tabar!, 'liz(slr, iii, r6; Muqatil, Ta(slr, I35· 

92. Abu ~liitim, A'liim, IIo-r2. 

93· Maclelung and Walker, Adtll'lll o( the Fatimids, 70 = 123. 

94- Hahn, 'Der "fi·euhi1ndlcr Gottes', 37· 
95· lvanow, Studies ill Early Persia11 Ismailism, qo. 

96. Thus the caliph al-i;':iihir (d. ro36) in Lewis, }ews o( Islam, 42. 
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Moreover, he said, shifting his attention to the agents, the trials and tribula
tions of life were due to the devils who had been given a free hand with humans 
for a specified time: in other words, one was rewarded morally for withstanding 
and enduring such hardship, not by killing the people who embodied it.97 

This argument reappears in the Sunni theologian Fakhr ai-Din al-Razl (d. 
6o6lr2o9) as an argument against holy war. He identifies It as Mu'tazilite, 
naming Abu Muslim (ai-I§bahanl, d. c. 320/932) and the above-mentiOned ai
Qaffal among its adherents. There are problems with the attribution, but we 
can leave them aside. ~H The argument here goes as follows. The verse "there is 
no compulsion in religion" means that God did not base fa1th on compulsion 
and coercion, but rather on al-tamak/.um wa'l-ikhtryiir, enabling people 
to choose (here al-Razl seems to be citing the Mu'tazilite exegete al
Zamakhsharl).99 By now, he continues, the proofs of monotheism have how
ever been presented so clearly that people have no excuse for remaining infidels 
any more: forced conversion and compulsion arc the only methods left for 
dealing with them. But it is not allowed to use such methods in tl11S world, 
which is an abode of trw! (dc1r al-ibti/11'), for this would nullify the meaning of 
trial and testing, or, as he puts it in his own reformulation, it is incompatible 
with moral responsibility (ta!dlf) .100 

Wherever this argument originated, it was a powerful one in that it denied 
that coercion carried any reward for either the agents or the victims. The infi
dels would not benefit, since nothing done under duress carries any moral 
meaning. The holy warriors would not be rewarded either, however pure their 
intentions, not because all opinions were equally valid, as modern pluralists 
would claim, but rather because erroneous views were meant as a test of 
Muslim fortitude and thus had to be withstood rather than removed. Learning 
to tolerate the intolerable formed part of one's moral education. By this 

97· Abu '1-Fawiiris, lmiima, 98r. The difference between religious laws is also construed 
as a test (imti(7t111), and moreover one for which we should be grateful, in Abu l)atim ai-Riizl, 

A'lam, 157f.; but the reference here is to the differences between religions, not within them. 

98. The two statements anributed to Qaffal by ai-Riizl on the suhi<:Ct contradict each 
other. Qaffal is indeed said to have been a Mu'tazilite In h1s youth and to have wntten h1s 
'](1(slr before he repented. But if this ta(slr is ai-Riizl's source of mformanon here, where did 

he find the statement in favour of forced conversion mentioned above, note 85? One would 
have expected that, too, to come from the Ta(s/1: Was Qaffalmuddlc-headed? 

99· Cf. Zamakhshar!, Kashshii(. i, 387 (ad 2:256), where the wording 1s almost identical 
and ro:99 IS also invoked ("If your Lord wanted it, all those on earth would have believed 
together. Will you then force people to become believers?"). 

roo. Riizl, Ttl(slr, vii, r5 (idh (i '1-qahr wa'/-ilviih 'alii '1-drnlm(ldnma'nii al-ibtila' wa'l
imti(7iin). 
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complicated route the verse came to be read in what a modern reader takes to 
be its prima facie mcaning. 101 

AfJAmirl's defence of jihad 

Whatever Fakhr al-Din al-Razfs motivation may have been, his view was 
uncommon. Most scholars held that people had to be forcibly saved, with or 
without mvoking the two levels of religion, and most philosophers agreed. Al
Farabi did know of people (possibly Abu Bakr al-Razl) who deemed it wrong 
for members of the same species to seck to dominate each other, 102 but in his 
own opimon it was legitimate to use war "to induce and force people to what 
is best and most fortunate for them ... when they do not know it themselves 
and do not submit to those who do know" . 103 The legislator must lay clown that 
people opposing his law should be fought, Ibn Slna said. 11

H Nations whose con
duct was not good had to be coerced to adopt the virtues, as Ibn Rushd quotes 
Plato as saying, noting the agreement between the Sharl'a and philosophy here 
(though he seems to have regarded his contemporaries' devotion to holy war as 
cxcessive). 105 But the topic did not preoccupy the philosophers much. Only one 
them, al-'Amirl, wrote at some length in defence of holy war, and he did so as 
an apologete for Islam rather than a philosopher, by way of response to the 
arguments of the Pseudo-Sophisticates (mttta?-arrifa). 

Al-'Amirl's response makes no mention of Q. 2:256 or the two levels of reli
gion. Rather, he starts by offering a minimalist definition of jihad: it is defen
Sive and religious in a narrow sense (concerned with the defence of temples, 
churches, mosques, religious books, and the like in his examples). This enables 
him to claim that all religions have it, even the Christians "who believe that one 
should assist one's religion by proselytization without usc of the sword", and 
that the Muslims differ only in being keener to fulfil the duty than othcrs. 106 

IOL The further history of the verse is worth a study. Ibn Kathlr (d. 774/r373) also 
starts by expoundinr; what is in effect ai-Zamakhsharl's position, listing all the classical 
interpretations as other people's vit:ws at the end, though he docs not have Fakhr al-Din al
Razl's unusual continuation. The modernist interpretation of the verse may have longer 
roots than usually assumed. 

ro2. MF, ch. 18, § 1 5, presenting it as ancient view. 
103. Farabl, FH?iil, §63/§67, where unJUSt war ((Jar/; imlfr) is war conducted in satisfac

tion of the ruler's personal desires; cf. also 7:1(1~11. §43; Mahdi, 'Alfarabi', 173ff.; Kraemer, 
'The .fihiid of the hd(lsi(a', esp. 303, 31 2f., 319. 

ro4. Sl, x, 45 _:;f., cf. 444 roSf., cf. 102. 
ros. Ibn Rushd, Comme11tary, 26 = 118f.IITf.; Black, Islamic Political 'l'IJ011ght, 124, 

citing his commentary on Aristotle's Nicomachaemt Ethics. which only survives in Lattn. 
ro6. J<liim, 147ff. 
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But how is this to be squared with Mul~ammad's warfare and the conquests, 
the reader wonders: is he really gomg to present them as defensive after the 
fashion of modern apologctes? 107 The answer is no. Whether because his sense 
of history was too strong or because his sense of logic was too weak, he falls 
back on the misswn civilisatrice argument. Mul~ammad fought for the welfare 
of mankind. Mul~ammacl would not of course have used the sword if people 
had obeyed him of their own accord, but since they so stubbornly resisted hun, 
he had no choicc. 10

H It was for their own good that he fought them. He was not 
animated by a desire for power and wealth, as is clear from the fact that he 
spent thirteen years suffering for his convictions 111 Mccca. 10'1 But like a good 
manager (s/fis), he had to use the sword and the wh1p to save people from their 
own mistakes, and in this he was a mercy to mankind. The Iranians should be 
grateful, as al-tAm1rl tells them 111 another chapter, for the conquests liberated 
them from the oppressive Sasanid polity. 1111 In addition to eliminating the Iran
ian aristocracy and allowing for social mobility, Islam enabled the Iranians to 
reach the spiritual perfection that Zoroastrian pnests had denied them; and it 
also made it possible for the Iranians themselves to "go to adjacent nations to 
appropriate them in accordance with the rules of iihiid, and to make their 
countries flourish with the booty they acquire and to move thc1r (victim's) chil
dren to the protection of their homes, to train them 111 good manners, bring 
them up with praiseworthy characters" and eventually to manumit them and 
make them say for ever, "0 Lord, forgive us and our brethren who preceded us 
in the faith and do not place any rancour 111 our hearts against those who 
believe" (Q. 59:10). In other words, the Iranians could gain religious and 
worldly advantages by waging holy war against their mfidclnc1ghbours them
selves (in practice meaning Turks). Once converted, thc1 r captives would seek 
to forget the rancour they felt against their captors and come to venerate them 
as earlier bearers of the true faith. "These are the ways of the Persian nation in 
the days of this religion," as he says. 111 

Al-tA.mirl's argument against the Muta:prrifa rests on the axiom that Islam 
is true: this is what JUstifies the Prophet's usc of force to impose it. Since it was 
precisely the truth of Islam that the Mutaprrifa denied with reference to the 

107. E.g. Shaltut 111 Peters, Jihad, ch. 7· 
108. J</iim, rs6f. 'Amu"l's here speaks somewhat like the Briush antHmperialists who felt 

resentment "against those uncooperative peoples whose recalcitranet: had forced Britam to 
take them over (as it seemed) against her will" (Porter, Lio11 s Share, 'iO). 

109. The sufferings endured by Mulpmmad and the Muslims as a weak minority in 
Mecca arc also much stressed by 'Abd al-Jabbiir, 'f(tthbtt, i, 8, 16, 20. 

r 10. Cf. above, 33+ 
r 1 1. 1'/iim, 174-7. 
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Prophet's use of the sword. ai-'Amirl's response amounts to a most unphilo
sophical circular argument. For all that, it is extremely interesting in two ways. 
First, he finds it impossible to think of infidels as autonomous human beings. 
Since it was self-evident to him that humans had to obey God (as conceived by 
the Muslims), forcing infidels to obey did not come across to him as funda
mentally different from disciplining animals or children. To him, infidels are 
bemghted natives much as they were to well-meaning Europeans of the eigh
teenth and nineteenth centuries, who likewise set out to save them from them
selves. Earlier Muslims had more commonly thought of infidels as rebels or 
outlaws who had to be brought to heel. Either way, it was impossible to con
ceive of them as endowed with rights. All rights came from God (as conceived 
by the Muslims). What right could one have to hold out against the only force 
and power in the universe? "Come willingly or unwillingly (tawcan aw 
karhan)?" as God Himself tells Heaven and Earth in the Qur)an (4r:II). Every
one in the heaven and on earth submitted to Him "willingly or unwillingly" 
(3:83; q:rs). "Some of us embraced Islam willingly, others as a result of coer
cion," Arabs told Persians at Qadisiyya, adding that all were now pleased that 
they had done so. 112 God had sent Mul~ammad with the religion of truth "to 
make it prevail over the whole religion whether the infidels like or not", as the 
coinage of the Umayyad period proclaimed, quoting Q. 9:33; 61:9. The pur
pose of holy war was to bring Islam to all mankind. voluntarily or by force. as 
Ibn Khaldun was to say. 1u The long and the short of it was that people had no 
real choice in the matter. 

Secondly, al-'Amir! knew that if you captured an infidel child, he would 
convert and come to be grateful to you for having enslaved him. Most people 
knew that, and this made it difficult to entertain serious doubts about the legit
imacy of holy war. Ultimately, most people liked the result. If the victims of 
the Western colonists in modern times had been as grateful for their Western
ization as were the victims of the Arabs for their Islamization. Western 
thinkers would probably also have found it difficult to doubt the legitimacy of 
their own imperialist expansion. But for a variety of reasons, the Western con
querors could not in the long run persuade their victims that their missron 
civilisatrice worked to the good of everyone concerned. Being dragged half
way to industrial modernity in chains was not comparable to bemg dragged to 
Paradise. Nor, of course, did the Western imperialists concentrate on children. 
It was in their internal jihcld conducted by charitable agencies and social work
ers against their own lower classes that they removed children from their 

II2. Tab., i, 2240, 2284. 
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families in order to save them, and it was here that most people liked the result 
(and still do). 

To most scholars, the fact that Muslims were willing to risk their lives m 
order to drag reluctant infidels to Paradise was a source of great pride. "Who 
does you a greater favour than the person who kills hunself so that you may 
live?" as they asked the Shu'Ub!s. 1 H Far from trying to l11de their use of force, 
they often stressed that jihlid was more strongly enjoined in their own sharlca 
than in that of other people. 115 Actually, as Ibn Khaldun (d. 784/1382) noted, 
again with pride, Islam was the only religion to enJoin It. He inferred that 
Islam was the only universalist religion. The purpose of jihiid, he sa1d, was to 

bring Islam to all mankind, voluntarily or by force: this was why Islam united 
religious authority and political power; other religions were not addressed to 
all mankind and therefore separated the two, so that the religious leaders did 
not have anything to do with politics or war while the political rulers only 
fought for non-religious reasons. 116 There can be no better illustration of the 
fact that the Muslims had created a new concept of holy war by fusing reli
gious and political universalism. It must be thanks to Ibn Khaldun that the sec
ondary literature so regularly identifies the conquests as motivated by either a 
universalist understanding of Islam or non-religious ambitions. 117 

MU.SUMS A.S INFIDELS 

When Muslims disagreed among themselves, they often denounced each other 
as infidels. This act, known as tak{lr, was a good deal more serious than it may 
sound to the modern reader. To declare people to be infidels was not JUst to 
insult them (though it certainly was that), but also to declare them outlaws 
expelled from the community of believers, so that henceforth they could be 
freely robbed and killed by anyone who cared to do so. Nobody necessarily did 
anything of the sort. The accusers were usually scholars from one group hurl
ing charges at another, and both parties might go on livmg much as before, dis
sociating from each other and studiously avoiding mteracnon except, when the 
authorities were weak, for purposes of fighting in the streets. But where the 
government took (or was made to take) an interest, tah(ir amounted to a call 
for execution; where the culamcr> controlled the mob, 1t amounted to a call for 
assassination or lynching; and where tribal groups were involved, it amounted 
to a call for warfare against the miscreants. The relative roles of the state and 

114- 'lqd, iii, 412.18. On the Shu'libls, sec above, ch. 20. 

r 15. Qaffalm Fakhr al-Din Razl, above, note 85; 'Amirl, I'liim, 14ll. 
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117. Cf. above, y15. 
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self-help in the enforcement of beliefs is difficult to assess, but kings and 
crowds were the two main dangers to independent thinkers. The Brethren of 
Purity claimed not to be afraid of either: if they were secretive, it was because 
they did not want to cast pearls before swine, they said. 11 x Socrates, too, had 
been fearless in his time: one of the remarkable aspects of his lifestyle was that 
"he did not practise dissimulation with either the common people or those in 
authority". 119 When adherents of unpopular views such as mutakallims and 
philosophers had to flee from a city, it was usually because the local scholars 
had acted as rabble-rousers. It was the masses that al-Suhrawardl (d. Ll9l) saw 
as the main enemy of theosophcrs, undoubtedly correctly, though it was by a 
ruler that he was killed. 120 

The Khilrijitcs 

The first Muslims to engage in tak{lr in a systematic way were the Kharijites. 121 

They held themselves to be the only believers. All other alleged Muslims were 
infidels who could in their opinion be killed and/or enslaved, exposed to ran
dom slaughter (isti'riicf), and robbed of their possessions, just like the infidels 
beyond the borders. One could not intermarry with them, inherit from 
them, cat their meat, pray for their salvation or otherwise treat them as co
religionists, for they were not members of the Muslim community. One could 
not even live alongside them in physical terms, one had to make a hijra to a 
Muslim centre of one's own if one could, as the Prophet had left pagan Mecca 
for Medina. Views of this kind were systematized by the Azariqa (with whom 
they have come to be associated ever since) and also by the Na1diyya. Both the 
Azariqa and the Najdiyya left Basra for abodes of hijra of their own in the sec
ond civil war, proclaiming imamates of their own In Iran and Arabia respec
tively, and both waged holy war against their former co-religionists until they 
were defeated, in 78/697f and 73/692.f respectively. 

The Kharijites started a protracted debate about the status of people in 
error: were they believers or not? To a modern reader it is an odd question (why 
shouldn't they be?), but to first-century Muslims belief was first and foremost 
a claim to membership of the saving community. The believers were those who 
travelled together in serried ranks, forming a single caravan, following the 
same imam of guidance, moving by the same routes to the same destination. 
All would eventually arrive at Paradise, for "God has promised the believers, 

I r8. IUS, iv, r66. 
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men and women, gardens underneath which rivers flow, forever therein to 
dwell, and goodly dwelling-places in the gardens of Eden", as the Qur'an says 
(9:72.). Believers were ah! a!-jmma, people destmed for Paradise, and if a man 
was allowed to stay in the caravan, he would get to Paradise along with the 
rest. How then could he be said to be in error? Conversely, if he went astray, he 
ceased to form part of the caravan of believers. What then could he be but an 
infidel? The original scheme did not have any gradations. But gradations were 
precisely what was needed, and from the mid-Umayyad period onwards they 
began to be made. 

All Kharijites stuck to the classification of their opponents as infidels. In 
their view, the believers were few, closely knit, and chosen above all others: typ
ically they were as tolerant of sinners withm their own ranks as they were 
intolerant of outsiders. But after the second civil war they modified the mean
ing of 'infidel'. The Iba<;l1s denied that erring 'people of the qib!a' were infidels 
in the sense of pagans (nntshrihtln, (abadat af-muthan), claiming that rather 
they were infidels in the sense of hypocrites (muniifiqun) or, as they added at 
some point, scorners of God's grace (kuffi'ir 11i(ma). This solution, which was 
also adopted by the Zay(ils, 122 made a major difference, for hypocrites had 
rights and duties under Islamic law whereas polytheists and idolaters did not. 
It followed that one could live among non-Kharijite people of the qib!a, inter
marry with them, inherit from them, cat with them and so forth, as the 
Muslims of the Prophet's time had lived with hypocrites 1n Medina. One 
should still rebel when one could in order to establish sovereignty over them. 
J ihiid against evildoers was a cardinal duty. But one could not subject them to 
random slaughter, nor could one enslave their women and children. One could 
kill their men in battle, but their property was sacrosanct and not to be taken 
as booty. 

Other Kharijite sects arrived at the same accommodation by different 
means, notably a differentiation between abodes of concealment (kitmiln) and 
openness (a(filniyya). The abode of concealment was the area under 'infidel' 
sovereignty: here one could live among the 'infidels' and treat them as Muslims 
for the duration. But all tics with them had to be cut the moment one made an 
exodus (hhuriij) to establish a sovereign community of one's own, for in the 
abode of openness one treated the 'infidels' exactly as the extremists said one 
should. All in all, the I(harijites never abandoned the principle that the umma 
consisted of people destined for Paradise (a hi a!-jamw). They merely mitigated 
the legal consequences of classifying all others as huffiir. 

122. Ibid., 201. 
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The Murii'a 

The Murji>ites, who appeared from c. 700 onwards, began by taking a new 
stance on the relative status of 'Uthman and 'All. 12·

1 To 'Uthmanls, 'Uthman was 
a believer and 'All an infidel; to 'Aiawls it was the other way round, and to 
Kharijites both were infidels. The Murji>a said that they did not know. 12•1 That 
people were either believers bound for Paradise or infidels bound for hell they 
did not initially doubt, but since they could not tell which one of them was 
bound for heaven and which one for hell, they refused to throw in their lot with 
either of them. 

By the later Umayyad period they too had come to introduce gradations. 
Infidels were still bound for hell, but believers were not necessarily bound for 
paradise, for even people in error were believers, they said: they now professed 
not to know whether such 'ernng believers' would go to Paradise or hell. This 
position scandalized their contemporaries. How could there be such a thing as 
an ernng believer (mu)min cfa/1)? It sounded like a contradiction in terms. If 
people in error went to Paradise along with the rest, what was the point of 
being law-abiding? And if they went to hell, in what sense were they different 
from infidels? The Murji>ite answer was that they were believers in the sense 
that faith had nothing to do with acts; they were not to be excommunicated 
merely because they failed to behave as others said they should. But this did 
not dispose of the outrageous fact that their solution would send sinners to 
heaven or believers to hell, for ever after, l<.halidina fihil, as the Qur>an says. 

The obvious thing to do with a sinful believer was to send him to hell for a 
limited period until he was ready for Paradise, but it was with sentencing poli
cies as with everything else at first: there were no gradations. One could not 
punish erring believers by a short spell in a corrective institution, he went to 
hell for ever or not at all. The Murji'ite response to the question where the 
believing sinner would go thus had to be that they did not know: God would 
send him to Paradise or to hell as He saw fit. There was perfect Qur'anic 
authority for this: God punishes and forgives as He wishes (Q. 48:14; cf. also 
s:II8; 33=24). But it turned afterlife into a kind of Russian roulette: if the sin
ner was in luck, he would get eternal felicity; if not, he was damned for ever. 
Some Murji>ites unsurprisingly responded by sending all sinful believers to 
Paradise, but this sounded almost antinomian. 

123. Ibid., ch. 6. 
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Others 

The other attempts to introduce gradations left the equation of believers and 
ahl al-janna intact. Faith included works: one had to live by the law to count 
as a member of the saving community. But how then did the sinner avoid being 
expelled from it? The Mu'tazilite solution was that he was neither here nor 
there, so to speak; the sinner ({iisiq) was in a position in between (manzila 
bayna manzilatayn), meaning that he was treated as a member of the com
munity of believers in this world and sent to hell in the next. 12

' The Tradition
alists (ahl a!-~Jadith), on the other hand, said that sinners were still Muslims: 
there was no question of expelling them from the community. But whether a 
particular Muslim was also a believer they could not tell, for a believer was still 
a person destined for Paradise in their view. They famously professed not to 
know whether they themselves were believers. If one asked them, they would 
respond 'God willing (in shif alliih)', which struck the Murji>ites as absurd: 
did these people doubt their own faith? But the ignorance was Important for 
purposes of social peace. Nobody knew who was saved or damned, within cer
tain limits. There were positions (such as Qadarism) which had been branded 
as infidel in Prophetic f:ladlth, and anyone who adopted them could thus be 
safely denounced as an infidel by the Traditionalists. But for the rest, the sheep 
wmdd be sorted from the goats on the Day of Judgement. Allupnght Muslims, 
that IS, believers, would go to Paradise; all sinful Muslims would go to hell. 
Meanwhile, all must live together. What is more, even the sinful Muslim who 
was sent to hell would eventually get out, for though the concept of a graded 
sentencing policy never seems to have caught on in medieval Islam, it came to 
be accepted that all Muslims would eventually be released thanks to 
Mul)ammad's intercession. In the last resort, then, hell remained a place for 
infidels: believers were indeed ahl al-janna, sinners and all.'"~> 

The significance of all this lies in the fact that it marks a transition from a 
tribal to a complex conception of society. To tribesmen, societies were cultur
ally uniform: all members shared the same values; each member carried one 
and the same culture In his head. Muslim society could not possibly go on ful
filling these requirements after the conquests; diversity was now inevitable. 
This was more than the Kharijites could accept. By expelling all dissenters as 
infidels (or in other words by opting out as the only true believers) they hoped 
to create a Muslim society as uniform as the tribal one from which they hailed. 
But mainstream Muslims came fully to accept that the wnma had to consist of 

125. VanEss, TG, ii, 26off.; E/', s.v. 'Mu'tazila', and the literature cited there. 
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a wide variety of different and even antagonistic groups pursuing diverse aims 
and objectives under the same general Islamic umbrella. The umnw ceased to 
be a caravan takmg everyone by the same route to the same destination. Sin
ners and upright people, believers and sinful Muslims, adherents of one legal 
school and the other, people moving in quite different directions under intel
lectual imams of their own: all these and more came to form a single commu
nity eventually known as Sunni. There was of course much more to the 
formation of this community than the agreement to accommodate sinners, but 
this was the first step allowing Islam to become precisely the kind of broad 
umbrella that the Kharijites could not tolerate. 

Tak{lr 

For all that, the Muslims retained their propensity for outlawing their oppo
nents. The early Ismailis are said to have classified their opponents in the 
Kharijite style, as infidels whom one might eradicate by random slaughter 
(isti'n14) . 127 But like the Kharijitcs, they toned down their claims: actually, non
Ismailis were hypocrites at worst, mere 'weaklings' (musta4'afi:in) at best; 12X 

their lives and property were sacrosanct, and they were to be left in peace as 
long as they conformed to the law. 12" The much later Ismailis of the 'new mis
sion' (da'wa jadlda), sometimes known as Assassins, were to revise this posi
tion. Although they do not seem to have practised random slaughter, they did 
practise assassination (a word derived from their by-name), which some early 
Kharijites had endorsed as well and which they brought to a fine art by train
ing young men for suicide missions in the hope of undermining the Seljuq 
establishment. 110 The young men were told that by dying for the cause they 
purified their souls for the realms of light (lsmailis did not believe in bodily rcs
urrcction)Y1 Unlike today's suicide bombers, they could only kill one person 
at a time, typically high-ranking officials such as Ni?~1m al-Mulk (their most 
famous victim), and they were killed by those who witnessed the event, not 
by their own weapons; but then as now they struck terror among their 
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opponents. Though suicide was unanimously forbidden, there was a long 
tradition of fighting to the death in battles, and of vowing to do so, and 
generally speaking, the dividing line between suicide and martyrdom was 
thin. 112 

Assassination, secret killing, random slaughter, not to mention the ritual 
strangling practised by some Gnostics: all these were the weapons of people 
who had been cornered. Most Muslims regarded them with abhorrence. But It 
was not JUSt marginal people who continued to practise tahfir. Religious schol
ars did too, though they did not necessary mean that the alleged Infidels were 
outlaws who should be killed: the import might simply be that they were 
bound for hell and that one should not marry their women, cat their slaugh
ters, and so on. In that spirit some Ash<arites branded as Infidels those who 
deviated from Ash<arite doctrine, or who did not understand /wlam, while 
most Mu<tazilitcs deemed regions dominated by Sunnis to be dt'ir al-hu{r. 133 

"The leaders of the mmates of hell have assembled around you," as a 
Mu<tazilite Judge joked to Ni?~1m al-Mulk when the latter brought hm1 
together with a J:-Ianbalite and an Ash<arite, explaining that "we declare one 
another to be infidels" . 114 But not all tah{lr was benign. A scholar such as al
Tabar! (d. 923) branded anyone who declared the Qur)an to he created as an 
infidel who could be lawfully killed (kii{ir ~;a/ill damuh). So did the caliph ai
Qadir in his creed of w18.U' <Abel al-Qadir al-.Jilan! (d. 1 166), the l:Ianbal! 
founder of the Sufi order known as the Qadinyya, added that this was true 
even of someone who merely held his own pronunciation of the Qur)anic text 
to be created: "He is an unbeliever in almighty God whom one should not mix 
with, eat with, intermarry with, or have as one's neighbour; rather, he should 
be shunned and treated with contempt; one should not pray behind him, 
accept his testimony, he cannot act as marriage guardian, nor should one pray 
over him when he dies. If one gets hold of him, he should he asked (up to) three 
times to repent, as one does an apostate. If he repents, then well and good. If 
not, he should be killcd." 1

l
1
' 

Many regretted this eagerness to define people out of the community, and 
there was much discussion of the grounds on which one could do it, most 
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famously by al-Ghazal!. m Rejection of key articles of faith was generally held 
to make a person an infidel, though people disagreed over precisely what they 
were, whereas the disagreement over legal doctrines such as that found within 
and between the schools was held to be acceptable, or even commendable. ux 
But some held that disagreement over points of law could make a person an 
infidel too, and others said that neither could. That one could not denounce 
anyone as an infidel on matters either doctrinal or legal is said to have been the 
view of jurists such as Abu J:Ianlfa, Sufyan ai-Thawrl, ai-Shafi'l, and Abu 
Thawr. 139 

The Brethren of Purity took the simplest view of things. In their opinion 
it was due to mere confusion that people had taken to "declaring one 
another infidels and cursing one another" . 1

·10 Here is what a rightly guided per
son would say: "I have surrendered my beliefs to my Lord (aslamtu li-mbbr 
madhabi), my religion is the religion of Abraham, peace be upon him, and I 
say as he did: 'Whoso follows me belongs to me; and whoso rebels against me, 
surely Thou art all-forgiving, all-compassionate' (Q. 14:36). 'If Thou chastisest 
them, they are Thy servants; if Thou forgivest them, Thou art the all-mighty, 
the all-wise' (Q. 5:II8)."HI 
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EPILOGUE: RELIGION, GOVERNMENT, 

AND SOCIETY REVISITED 

As we have seen, medieval Muslims generally held the best polity to be one 
based on religion because people had to subordinate their mdividual interests 
to those of the collectivity when they lived together and could best be made to 
do so in the name of higher things. The highest of all thmgs were God and the 
next world. Forming a single polity thus meant submitting to God and whoever 
represented Him as leader of the polity in question; vice versa, submitting to 
God meant entering a polity in which God set the rules of human interaction, 
laying down how one was to behave with other people and with Him. 

In other words, revealed religion was first and foremost about collective 
interests. "Religions are never established for private benefit or individual 
advantage but always aim at collective welfare," as al-(Amirl noted. 1 "The 
meaning of religion (din) in Arabic is communal obedience to a single leader," 
as the Brethren of Purity observed.2 Modern Westerners, conditioned to think
ing about religion as a relationship of spiritual love between God and an indi
vidual, or as a set of convictions about the metaphysical world, usually have 
trouble with this view of things, and of course there was much more to religion 
than collective organization by the time these statements were made. But what
ever else God was about, he stood for common interests, the public order, 
the Muslims at large. Mill al/iih, God's money, was synonymous with nu11 al
muslimln, the mon-ey of the Muslims, or in other words the treasury: being 

r. J<liim, 105 (a!-lta(' al-khii??t, al-(ii'ida al-juz'iyya, al-masla~Ja al-kulliyya). 
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God's, it did not belong to any human being, but rather to all of them (or 
rather all those who served Him); and since it belonged to all of them, it was 
administered by the public authority, the government. l:Juqiiq alliih, God's 
rights, are similarly obligations (such as the l.mdiid penalties or the canonical 
taxes) which are owed to God/the Muslim community, not to any one or sev
eral members of it, and which were likewise administered by the government. 1 

The imam was the deputy of God and of the Muslims, and might appear now 
as the one, now as the other, in one and the same work:1 "Wherever there is a 
general need, there the obligation is to God," as Ibn Taymiyya was to put it.' 
"All private matters belong to the human sphere, all concerns of society to the 
divine," as tAll is reported to have said.6 God served to remove something from 
the control of private individuals. In antiquity people would free their slaves by 
selling them to a god: as the slave of that god they would not belong to any 
human being. The same is true of anything owned by God in Islam. Whatever 
is God's has been withdrawn from the sphere of contending human beings; it 
is beyond individual interest, unaffected by private desire (hauhl), neutral, 
unbiased, and of equal importance to all, a public good, and thus administered 
by public authorities, the representatives of God. In short, it was by recourse 
to God that one created a public sphere. 

Dividing ufJ the governmental task 

It was by recourse to God that Mul~ammad had created a public sphere in 
Medina, but as it proved, there could be leaders of many types in that sphere. 
Rulership could be divided up in a variety of manners, mcluding that conven
tionally known as the separation of government and religion. The reader 
should note that this expression is open to misunderstanding. As far as 
medieval Islam is concerned, it stands for a change in the manner in which 
God's government was executed on earth, not for a process whereby govern
ment was emptied of religwus significance. It means that there ceased to be a 
single person endowed with the fullness of God's delegated power: scholars 
took over the task of guiding people; the deputy of God was left with the coer
cive role, which eventually passed to kings. This was a separation of power and 
religion comparable to that which obtained in medieval Europe, in which God 
kept His sword in one institution and His book in another. But in both cases 

3· Johansen, 'Sacred and Religious Elements in 1-Janafite Law', esp. 2.97f. 
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the sword and the book alike continued to be God's. He just did not assign 
both to the same keeper any more. Similarly, when amirs, sultans and kings are 
referred to as secular rulers, it means that they were rulers of a type that could 
appear in any society rather than rulers of the specific type called for by the 
Shar!ta: there was nothmg specifically Islamic about them. It does not mean 
that they had no religious role to play. However external they were to Islam by 
origin, and sometimes outlook too. their prime role was still as protectors of a 
religious institution. 

It should also be noted that the dividing line between the two institutions 
always remained fuzzy. There was no gradual establishment of a clearer demar
cation between them. AI-Ghazall's efforts in this direction notwithstanding, 
medieval Muslims never acquired the sense of living in two distmct organiza
tions, devoted to different aims, governed by different norms, and headed by 
different people, the king and his agents in the one case, the caliph (if any) and 
religious scholars in the other. In other words, one cannot speak of a separa
tion of church and state such as that which developed in Europe from the great 
ecclesiastical reforms of the eleventh century onwards. Still less were the two 
domains separated to the point where religion was privatized and the socio
political order secularized, as was to happen in Europe in modern tllnes. In the 
modern West, government devotes itself largely or wholly to secular aims by 
general agreement, not by failure to fulfil a supposedly religious role. Secular 
aims are held to override those of religion when they clash. In the modern West 
it 1s secularism that articulates the common good and religwn which belongs 
in the realm of private interests that have to be curbed for the sake of collec
tive welfare. Islam has itself come to be seen as a form of such pnvate interests 
m the context of the growth of Muslim minorities In the West. But in the 
Muslim world there was no such development. Here the public domain 
continued to be God's. He just ceased to govern it via a single Institution. 

The institution that really mattered to medieval Muslims was the religious 
one, not the state, to which books on political thought are customarily 
devoted. Indeed, as observed above, they often saw the state as a kind of 
excrescence on the society formed by religion. It was something that came into 
being for the execution of religious directives and which was to that extent gov
erned by the thinking men who formulated the directives, not by the muscle
men who executed them, for all that it was the musclemen who had the power 
to kill, fleece, and maim the believers, including the thmkers in question.7 Reli
gious leaders certainly had far more regular dealings with the believers, on a 
much more intimate basis, than the wielders of swords. Indeed, in millas of 

7· Above, 170, 2.46f. 
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unbelievers under Muslim protection they sometimes ruled the believers in all 
respects except that they had little or no coercive power. 

From this it should be clear that a book on medieval Islamic political 
thought cannot deal with the domain pertaining to kings alone, but must 
rather cover the entire public order, inclusive of all those who directed or 
wished to direct the believers without being wielders of the sword, such as the 
religious scholars, Sufi thinkers, philosophers, and saints. The degree to which 
their thinking amounted to political thought can of course be disputed. Most 
modern scholars would probably say that a great deal of it was political even 
when It was not focused on the agency that we call the state. Certainly, were 
one to limit political thought in the Islamic world to thought about that 
agency, one would be left with little but mirrors for princes, sermons admon
ishing princes, and constitutional law. Much absorbingly interesting thought 
about power and its uses in the public domam would be left out. Considerable 
effort notwithstanding, the chances are that much has been inadvertently left 
out of this book as well, given the vastness and the diffuse nature of the 
subject. 

The three circles 

If we think of the domains of religion, state, and society as three circles, 
Islamic history starts with a situation of perfect identity: only one circle is vis
ible, it encompasses all three domains, which are completely identical. Religion 
had spawned a society and its government. This is the situation in the 
Prophet's Medina. We then have six centuries of development in which the cir
cles gradually come apart. At the end of our period, as far as government is 
concerned, the overlap with religion was minimal. The Sharl'a did cover the 
caliphate, holy war, taxation and other aspects of public organization, but its 
rules on these subjects were commonly ignored, and there was in any case a 
good deal more than that to politics. Government now formed an almost com
pletely detached circle of its own, devoted to the upkeep of Islam but not gen
erated by it. But as far as society (or at least urban society) was concerned, the 
overlap remained almost total. Insofar as one can tell, society continued to be 
based largely on the Sharl'a in respect of marriage, divorce, succession, and 
commercial transactions, an admixture of customary law notwithstanding; 
and it continued to display its loyalty in visible ritual law.x In short, Muslim 
society was now in the nature of a church: a congregation of believers 
protected by a state instead of forming one on its own. 

8. It is not known how far this was true of village society in our period. Among the 
tribes of the desert, customary law continued to prevail and ntuallaw was often ignored. 
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It is not customary to speak of Muslim society in this manner, for one usu
ally thinks of a church as a religious organization distinct from lay society. A 
church is after all simply an assembly: the ehhlesia of God as distinct from the 
el~h!esia formed by the Athenian people, for example, as Origen explained.') 
Differently put, the church is that assembly which is devoted to worship. But it 
was precisely as an assembly devoted to worship that Muslim society had orig
inated, complete with Its own army and government; and though it had ceased 
to govern itself, it had not been divided into a religious institution and a lay 
society. States were too superficial in nature to generate permanent communi
ties to match them. In the terminology with which this book began, they were 
mere governmental agencies, and never generated countnes. The populations 
successively ruled by the Tahirids, Saffarids, Silman ids, Ghaznavids, and Seljuqs, 
for example, did not see themselves as members of an enduring kmgdom of 
eastern Iran, or of Iran as such, within which dynasties rose and fell (as did 
dynasties in Byzantium or medieval England, for example); rather, each 
dynasty represented a shortlived kingdom of its own within the Community of 
Believers. The populations brought together by a common ruler were not suf
ficiently affected by the experience to be set apart from others on a long-term 
basis. The umma did contain groups formed without recourse to religion, such 
as ethnic communities, tribes and clans - all based on kinship, real or imag
ined. But kin groups aside, practically all the organizatiOns that medieval 
Muslims belonged to were simply sub-divisions of the umma, such as legal 
schools, doctrinal movements, or Sufi brotherhoods, not communities based 
on alternative pnnciples. In short, Muslim society remained an assembly 
devoted to worship; unlike the state, it was still organized on a religious basis. 

At the end of our penod we thus have a situation of minimal overlap with 
the Sharl'a in government and maximal overlap as far as society IS concerned. 
The only way the circles could continue to separate was by progressive secu
larization of Muslim society itself, meaning mcreasing reliance on manmade 
laws for the regulation of not Just political but also social affairs and a corre
sponding relegation of religious life to the pnvate sphere as something 
optional embodied in separate institutions of its own. This is what al-Razl and 
others dimly perceived when they rejected prophets as impostors: they saw reli
gion as private and the socio-political order as secular, not as a church under 
royal protection. It was also what the early Ismailis perceived when they pre
dicted a new era in which Mul~ammad's law would be abrogated and orgamzed 
religion replaced by private spirituality. 

Their visions were far too radical for other Muslims, of course, but for all 
that the circles did contmue to separate. On the one hand, customary law rose 

9· Cf. Ongcn in Harker, Alcxmrder to Collslalllille, 440. 
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to increasing prominence from the thirteenth century onwards, to be formally 
acknowledged as a source of law (at least by the I-:Ianafls) and eventually to 
generate an entire civil code, the Ottoman Mejel/e promulgated in 1877. 111 On 
the other hand, the growth of the Sufi orders from about the same time 
onwards resulted in a profusion of optional religious institutions distinct from 
wider society. In the 1920s the predictions of the early Ismailis were fulfilled in 
Turkey, when Atati.irk abolished Islamic law, though it was not as the Mahdi of 
the Ismailis that he did so, but rather as the secularizer of an unwilling Sunni 
society. This somewhat ambivalent example notwithstanding, secularization is 
also what many Muslims would like to bring about today, not by rejection of 
the Prophet, and not by messianic revolution or coercion either, but rather by 
peaceful reform resulting in the privatization of religion. They are the adher
ents of laicisation who perceive the remaining overlap as an archaism and hold 
that life would be freer, easier, and more progressive if the socio-political and 
the religious spheres could be made to separate completely. They would prefer 
to remove religion from the socio-political order to optional organizations, 
and they have come some way. Today, the only part of the Sharl'a completely 
to have escaped the ravages of modernity is ritual law; and the Sufi orders do 
form a kind of church, in the sense of a religious assembly separate from soci
ety at large. But for all that, many Muslims, perhaps most, resist seculariza
tion. They want to keep society at large in the nature of a religious assembly, 
without any, or at least without complete loss of the overlap to which they arc 
accustomed, which is entrenched in their heritage, and canonized by centuries 
of use. Collective concerns still seem to them best treated as God's. Funda
mentalism poses the problem in an acute form, for if the secularists want to do 
away with the last remains of the overlap, the fundamentalists want to restore 
it as much as possible. Nobody can predict what the future will bring, but it is 
a safe bet that the issue will remain contentious for a long time. 

ro. EF, s.v. ''urf'. 
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CHART L THE CENEAJ/_1GY OF THE UMMA, FROM AN 
UMAYYAD PERSPECTIVE 
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Prophet 

Abu Bakr 'All Raf~tfis 

'Umar 

I 
Kharijitcs Murji'itcs 1-~-------,l 

I 
'Uthmanls 

Ibn al-Zubayr 

'Urhman 'All 

I 'All 'Aiawls 

Mu'iiwiya 

Yazld I 

l 
Llmayyads 
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Parties are shown in bold under the last imam they share with other Muslims. 
Column 3 gives the succession as perceived by an 'Uthmanl of the pro
Umayyad variety: 'Uthman is succeeded directly by Mu'awiya, 'All was just a 
rebel. 

The 'Uthmanls' party split when Ibn al-Zubayr refused to accept the suc
cession of Yazld I (line f), but no sect emerged from this schism: the adherents 
of the Zubayrids died out; the adherents of the Umayyads continued, but it 
became rare for them to be described as a religious party. The 'Uthmanl party 
shown IS that of the Traditionalists who saw 'Uthman as the last rightly guided 
caliph. 'All appears three times in the chart, first as the 'caliph in exile' who 
was imam to the Rafi~ils (line b) and next as the caliph who was imam to the 
'Aiawls, some of whom rejected the caliphate of 'Uthman (lines d) while others 
recognized the first part of it (line e). 

All doctrinal developments above line e took place after those below it. The 
heresiographers, however, operate on the assumption that sects emerged at the 
time of the imam over whom they split off from the main body, so that their 
presentation often inverts the chronological sequence. (A modern sect that 
rejected all imams other than the Prophet himself would appear in the 
heresiographers as having originated at the time of the Prophet's death.) 
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CHART 2: THE GENEAtOGY OF THE UMMA, Fl\OM A SHI'ITE 
PEJ\SPECTIVE 

h 

c 

d 

c 

2 4 5 6 

Prophet 

Abii Bakr al-'Abbiis Rawandiyya 

'Umar 

Kharijitcs Murji'itcs 

'Uthmiin 

'Uthmanls 'All 'Aiawls 

Mu'awiya 

r----1 I 
Ibn al-Zubayr Yazld I ljasan Ibn al-I:Ianafiyya 

I I 
ljusayn Abii Hashim 

j 
shl'at 'All 'Alid imams 

(chart 4) 
'Abbasid calip.hs shl'at B. ai-'Abbas 

(chartS) 

Here column 3 shows the successiOn as perceived by a Rafi<oil Shl'ite: 'All is the 
Prophet's successor, not 'Umar's or 'Uthman's, and remains so till his death. To 
more moderate Shl'ites, he only became caliph after the death of 'Uthman, 
whose caliphate some rejected and others accepted, in part or in full. Most 
Shl'ites agreed that 'All was followed by his two sons, Ijasan and Ijusayn, but 
al-Mukhtar identified 'All's successor as Ibn ai-1-;Ianafiyya. 

The 'Abbasids owed their rights to Abu Hashim according to some (4, g), 
from ai-'Abbas according to others (5, b), though they were eventually to 
accept Abu Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthman, and 'All as their spiritual ancestors. The 
Sunni four-caliphs thesis is not shown here. 
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CliART 3: THE GENEAI,OGY OF THE HASH I MITES 
('ABBASIDS AND TAUBIDS) 

AL-'ABBAS 

I 
'Abdallah 

'Abbastds 

HASHIM 
I 

'Abel al-Mut;t;alib 

'Abdallah 

Fat;ima 

Hasan Uusayn 

l:lasanids J:lusaynids 

ABUTALIB 

I 
'ALI 'Aqll 

Ibn al-l)anafiyya 

I 
Abu Hashim 

I 
Ja'far 

The eponymous ancestors behind the terms Hishimites, 'Abbasids, Talibids, 
and 'Alids are written in capitals. The Prophet is asterisked. 
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CHART 4: THE 'ALIDS TlU 874 

2. l;lasan 
(d. c. 670) 

'Abdallah 

Mulpmmad Ibrahim 

I. 'All 

3. Husayn 
(d. 680) 

I 

(d. 661) 

4. 'All Zayn ai-'Abtdln 
(d. 712f.) 

slavc:girl 

I 
Muhammad 

Abu Hashim 

5. Mui)ammad al- Baqir Zayd 
(d. c. 735) 

I 
6. Ja'far al-Sadiq 

(d. 765) 

'Abdallah ai-Afral) Isma'll 7. Musa al-IOzim 
(d. 799) . 

Mul)atmnad the: Mahdi 
I 

8. 'All ai-Rida 
(d. X68) . 

I 
9. Muhammad al-lawad 

(d. 8'!8) .. 

I 
10. 'All ai-Hiid! 

(d. 868) 

I 
11. Hasan ai-'Askarl 

(d. X74) 

I 
12. Mul~ammad rhc: Mahdi 

The chart only shows the main 'Alids mentioned in this book. The twelve 
imams of the Imamis are numbered and shown with deathdates. 
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CHARTS: Tf-1 E 'ABBASI D.S TI l,t, 861 

ai-'Abbas 

I 
'Abdallah 

I 
Mul~ammad 

'All 

Ibrahim al-imiim 1. Abii'l-'Abbas 

(750-4) 
2. al-Man~iir 

(754-75) 

I 
3. al-Mahdi 

(775-85) 

4. al-Hicli 
(785-6) 

6. al-Amln 

(809-13) 

5. Harlin al-Rashid 
(786-809) 

7. al-Ma'miin 8. al-Mu'ta~im 
(8LH3) (833-42) 

9. al-Wathiq 10. al-Mutawakkil 
(842-7) (847-61) 

The chart is much simplified. The caliphs are numbered and shown with 
deathdates. For a full list of the caliphs, see chart ro. 
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CHART 6: THE GENEALOGY OF THE .SHJ'ITE SECTS 

2 3 4 5 6 

a HASHIM I-lashimitc Shl'itcs 

I 
b 'Abel al-Mutt;alib 

c IUwandiyya AL-'ABBAS 'Abdallah ABU TALlB Talibl Shl'itcs 

d 

c 

f 

h 

I 
'Abdallah 

I 
l~lasan 

(sec chart 5) 

I 
,,_ Mul~ammad''· I 

I 

J~lusayn 
I 
I 

(sec chart 4) 

'Alawl Shl'itcs 'ALl 'Aqll .Ja'far 

I 
Ibn al-l~lanafiyya Ghulat 

I 
Abu Hashim 

'

a'far 
. I 
'----.--~--...,1 

Ismailis Isma'!l 'Abdallah Musil Imamis 

(sec chart 4) 

1 sh!'at b.'Abbas 'Abbiisids 
' ' 

k M ul)ammad Twclver Shi'itcs 

I 
1-:Iasanids l:lusaynids Zaydis 

f f 

This chart shows groups formed around a real descent group rather than a line 
of caliphs, as in charts r and 2. The groups are shown in bold next to the 
imams in whose name they branch off from the janul'a, or from other Sh!'ites. 
The fact that the Hashimites were a real descent groups made Shl'ite sects 
much better suited to genealogical presentation than thetr non-Sh!'ite counter
parts: sects proliferate as the family tree branches out. Since real descent group 
arc also much more ramified than a succession of caliphs, this chart is greatly 
simplified. In column 3 we have the direct ancestors and descendants of the 
Prophet. As before, eponymous ancestors are printed in capitals. 
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CHART 7: THE I SMA I Cl CYCCES 

speaker prophet (ncltiq) 

I. Adam 

3· Ibrahim 

4· Musa 

5. 'lsa 

6. MulJammad 

as/is and imams 

Shlth (Seth) 

7Imams 

Sam (Shem) 
7 Imams 

IsiJaq or lsma'll (Isaac or Ishmael) 
7 Imams 

Harlin (Aaron) 
7 imams 

Sham'un al-~afa (Peter) 
7 imams 

'All 
7 imams: 

I. I:fasan 
2. I:fusayn 

3· 'All Zayn al-'Abidln 
4· MulJammad al-Baqir 
5. J a'far al-Sadiq 
6. Ismail 

7· Mulpmmad b. Isma'll 

7· MulJammad b. Isma'll returning as the Mahdi, end of history 

The seven imams in the first five eras are not usually identified by name, 
though there is occasional reference here and there to past imams and other 
dignitaries. It was only the ones in the current era- the sixth- that mattered. 
Under the Fatimids, the cycles eventually came to be revised as follows: 

I. Adam 

2. Noah 

3· Abraham 

4· Moses 

5.Jesus 

6. MulJammad 

7· the Mahdi 

asils and 7 imams 

astls and 7 imams 

ascls and 7 imams 

ascls and 7 imams 

ascls and 7 imams 

ascls and 7 heptads (i.e. 49), or an 
indeterminate number, of imams 

Charts 

CHART 8: THE JSMAICIS AND REJ,ATED SECTS 

Zaydls 

extinct sects 

SI-Il'ITES 

lmamis 

extinct seers 
' ---------I 

IS MAILlS 

Twcr, h 
Qaramita Pro-Fatimid 
(extinct) 

Nizarls 

t 
Tayyibls 

j 
mainstream 

(extmct) 

Ghulat 

Nu~ayrls''. Ahl-i l)aqq 

~ 

Druzcs 

j 

,,. Also known as 'AlawTs, which is somewhat confusing to a novice in that they arc very 
different from the 'Aiawls of the first two centuries, and cmerp;c much later too. 
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CHART 9: THE IM/\M$ OF THE PRO-FATIMID l$M/\1Cl$ 

asiis (1) 'All, d. 661 
1 (2) ai-Ijasan, d. c. 670 
2 (3) al-Ijusayn, d. 68o 
3 (4) 'All Zayn ai-'Abidln, d. 712 or 713 
4 (5) Mul)ammad ai-Baqir, d. c. 735 
5 (6) .Ja'far al-~adiq, d. 765 
6 (7) Isma'll, d. before 76') 

7 (1) Mul)ammad b. Isma'll 

The l;ujjas in Salamiyya/imams in hiding: 

I 'Abdallah the elder, fl. 87os 1 

2 Ahmad b. 'Abdallah, 
3 Abu '1-Shalaghlagh, d. c. 8992 

4 Sa'ld/'Ubaydallah ai-Mahdl, 899-909l 

Fatimid caliphs: 

I 'Ubaydallah al-Mahdl, 909-34 
2 Abu '1-Qasim Mul)ammad ai-Qa:>Jm, 934-46 
3 ai-Man~ur, 946-53 
4 ai-Mu'izz, 953-75 
5 al-'Azlz, 975-96 
6 ai-I:Iakim, 996-ro21 
7 al-Z.ahir, 1021-36 
8 al-Mustan~ir, 1036-94 
9 al-Musta'll, 1094-1IOI 
10 al-Amir, nor-30 
II aJ-Jjafi?-, 1131-49 
12 al-Zafir, 1149-54 
13 al-Fa>iz, 1154-60 
I4 ai-'A<;Iid, 1 r6o-71 

I Known to opponents of the Ismailis as 'Abdallah b. Maymiin al-Qaddal~. 
2. His real name was Abii 'All Mul~ammad b. Al~mad. 
3 A nephew rather than a son of his predecessor, but married to the latter's daughter. 

Though this was also the relationship between 'All and Mul~ammad, it was problematic to 

Sa'ld, alias 'Ubaydallah, in hts role as imam, gtven the requirement that imamic succession 
be from father to son. 

Charts 

The first segment gives the imams shared by the Imamis and the Ismailis. The 
latter sometimes number them in the same way as the !maims, but more often 
they count 'All separately, starting the line of imams with al-l:bsan. There is a 
gap of about a century between the disappearance of M ulpmmad b. Isma'll 
and the emergence of the Ismaili sect, led by 'Abdallah the elder. Whether or in 
what sense there was an Ismaili sect before this 'Abdallah is uncertain. The last 
(mjja (later Imam) of the Salamiyya period was the first Fatimid caliph. 
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Rashidun, in Medina: 
Abu Bakr, 632-4 
'Umar, 634-44 
'Uthman, 644-56 

in Kufa: 
'Ali, 656-6r 

Umayyads, in Syria: 
Mu'iiwiya, 66r-8o 
Yaz!d I, 68o-3 
Marwan I, 684-5 
'Abel ai-Malik, 685-705 
al-Wal!d I, 705-r 5 
Sulayman, 715-r7 
'Umar II, 717-20 
Yaz!d II, 720-4 
Hisham, 724-43 
ai-Wal!d II, 743-4 
Yaz!d III, 744 
Marwan II, 744-50 

'Abbasids, in Iraq: 
Abu !-'Abbas al-~affal), 750-4 
ai-Man~ur, 754-75 
ai-Mahd!, 775-85 
al-Had!, 78 s-6 
Harlin ai-Rash!d, 786-809 
ai-Amin, 809-13 
al-Ma'mun, 813-33 
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ai-Mu'ta~im, 833-42 
al-WatlmJ, 842-7 
ai-Mutawakkil, 847-61 
ai-Munta~ir, 861-2 
ai-Musta'!n, 862-6 
ai-Mu'tazz, 866-9 
ai-Muhtadi, 869-70 
ai-Mu'tamid, 870-92 
ai-Mu'ta~iid, 892-902 
ai-Muktafi, 902-8 
ai-Muqtadir, 908-32 
ai-Qahir, 932-4 
ai-Rasii, 934-40 
ai-Muttaqi, 940-4 
ai-Mustakfi, 944-6 
ai-Muri', 946-74 
ai-Ta'i', 974-91 
ai-Qadir, 991-1031 
ai-Qa'im, 1031-75 
ai-Muqtadi, 1075-94 
ai-Musta"?hir, 1094-rr r8 
ai-Mustarshid, 1118-35 
ai-Rashid, 1135-6 
ai-Muqtafl, rq6-6o 
ai-Mustanjid, 1J6o-7o 
ai-Musta~ll', 1170-80 
ai-Na~ir, 1180-1225 
al-~ahir, 1225-6 
ai-Mustan~ir, 1226-42 
ai-Musta'~im, 1242-5 8 

c. 570 
622 

632 
6_)2-4 

634-44 
644 
656 
656-6r 
661 
661-7')0 
66r-8o 

683-92 

694-714 
705-15 

744-50 
750-1258 
750-2 

754-75 
756 
762-3 

765 
767 
778-909 
794-893 
796 
798 
800-909 
809 
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CHART II: CH 1\0NOI,OGY 

birth of Mul)ammad 
hijra to Medina 
death of Muhammad 
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caliphate of Abu Bakr, suppression of the ridd<i, beginning of the 
conquests 
caliphate of 'Umar, conquest of Syria, Egypt, Iraq, Iran 
'Uthman elected caliph by shr~ri1 
'Uthman killed by provincial malcontents after a srcge of his house 
first civil war, 'All's caliphate in Kufa 
'Ali murdered by a Kharijite (Ibn Muljam) 
Umayyad dynasty in Syria 
caliphate of M u'awiya, conquest of North Africa 
second civil war; Ibn ai-Zubayr rebels against the Umayyads in 
Mecca as docs al-Mukhtar in Kufa, while the Azariqa and 
Najdiyya Kharijites leave Basra to rebel in western Iran and 
Arabia respectively; but the rebels do not cooperate 
the Umayyads reconquer Mecca from Ibn al-Zubayr, who is 
killed; their bombardment of the Ka'ba goes down as one of their 
many misdeeds 
caliphate of 'Abel al-Malik, builder of the Dome of the Rock in 
Jerusalem 
governorship of al-J:lajjaj in Iraq 
caliphate of a!-Walid I, conquest of Transoxania, ai-Andalus, and 
Sind 
third civil war, Hashimitc revolution 
'Abbasid dynasty 
first Iba<;li imamate in Oman 
caliphate of ai-Man~ur, builder of Baghdad 
al-Andalus secedes under 'Abel ai-Ral~man I 
revolt of the 'Aiids Mul)ammad ai-Nafs ai-Zakryya (Medina) and 
Ibrahim (Basra) 
death of the 'A lid scholar .J a'far al-~adiq, sixth imam to the Imamis 
death of Abu 1:-Ianlfa, foremost jurist in Kufa 
Iba<;li imamate in Tahert (Rustumids, modern Algeria) 
second Iba<;li imamate in Oman 
death of Malik, foremost jurist in Medina 
death of Abu Yusuf, pupil of Abu J:lan!fa 
Aghlabid dynasty in Ifriqiya (modern Tunisia) 
death of Harlin ai-Rashld 



8II-l3 
817 
818 
820 
821-76 

833 

842-7 
847-61 

855 
86! 
861-945 
86os 

900-I005 
906-89 
909 
912-61 

923 

925 
934 
944-1004 
945-1055 

950 
969 
976-97 
999-I030 
I oro 
1022 
I03I 
1037 
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fourth civil war pitting ai-Ma'mun against al-Amln 
Ma'mun announces the succession of 'All ai-Ri<;la 
Ma'mun leaves Marw for Baghdad. arriving in 819 
death of al-Shafi'l 
Tahirid dynasty in Khuriisiin and Transoxania 
Ma'mun institutes the inquisition (mif?na); he dies four months 
later 
reign of ai-Mu'ta~im; mif?na of Ibn I-:-lanbal, introduction of 
caliphal slave soldiers 
reign of ai-Wiithiq; mif?na actively maintained 
reign of ai-Mutawakkil, abolition of the mi~ma 
death of Ibn Ijanbal, Traditionalists scholar and hero 
assassmation of al-Mutawakkil, slave soldiers take over 
break up of the 'Abbiisid caliphate 
rise of the $affiirid dynasty in S!stiin (till 1003) and of the Tulunid 
dynasty in Egypt (till 905) 
death of al-Qiisim b. Ibrahim, leading Zaydl scholar in Medina 
death of al-.Fil)i?-, Mu'tazilite litterateur 
disappearance of the twelfth imam 
establishment of the Zayd! imamate Ill Yemen (on and off till 
1962) 
Samiinid dynasty in Transoxania and Khuriisiin 
I-:-Iamcliinid dynasty in Mosul 
Fatimid conquest of North Africa 
'Abel al-RaiJman III, founder of the Umayyad caliphate in 
al-Andalus 
death of al-Tabarl, exegete, jurist, and chief source for the history 
of the Islamic world up to his own time 
death of Abu Bakr al-Riizl, philosopher, and physician 
death of Abu Ijiitim al-Riizl, lsmaili missionary 
Ijamdiinid dynasty in Aleppo 
Buyid dynasty in Iraq; other branches (with slightly different 
elates) in Rayy, .J ibiil, Fars, and Kerman 
death of the philosopher ai-Fiiriibl 
Fatimid conquest of Egypt 
Sebiiktegin founds the Ghaznavid dynasty 
MalJmud of Ghazna 
Shiihniinie of Firdawsl 
death of ai-Mufid, Imami scholar 
end of Umayyacl caliphate in al-Andalus, political fragmentation 
death of the philosopher Ibn Slnii 

I040 
1048 
105.'\ 
1058 
1062 
1063 
1063-72 
1067 
107.1 

1072-92 
108'\ 

I086 

1092 
1095 
I099 
1105-18 
1111 
IriS-57 
I.127-125I 

1130 

1147 

II50-I220 
1157 
1169-1252 
1171 
I 178-1260 

JJ87 
JI80-I225 
1198 
1252 
1256 

1258 
I26o 

Charts 

Oghuz Turks led by Seljuqs defeat the Ghaznavids at Dandanqiin 
death of the polymath al-Blrun! 
Seljuqs enter Baghdad under Tughril Beg 
death of the Sunni scholar al-Miiwardi 
Yusuf b. Tiishufln, leader of the Almoravids, founds Marrakesh 
death of Tughril Beg, great sultan of the Seljuqs 
sultanate of Alp Arsliin 
death of the lmami scholar al-Tus! 
Oghuz Turks led by Alp Arsliin defeat the Hyzantines at 
Manzikert; Turks overrun Anatolia (modern Turkey) 
sultanate of Malikshiih 
Toledo falls to the Christians; death of the Sunni scholar 
al-Juwaynl 
Yusuf b. Tiishufln, Almorav1d leader, begins the conquest of 
al-Andalus 
death of the vizJCr Ni?.iim al-Mulk 
Pope Urban preaches the first Crusade 
the Crusaders conquer Jerusalem 
sultanate of MulJammad Tapar 
death of al-GhaziilT, foremost Sunni scholar 
sultanate of Sanjar 
Zengid dynasty in Mosul, other branches 111 northern 
Mesopotamia; Zengids in Aleppo and Damascus, 1 r 47-8 3 
(conquered by the Ayyubid Saladin) 
death of Ibn Tumart, founder of the Almohad movement 
the Almohads evict the Almoravids, continuing till1269 (when all 
of Spain apart from Granada falls to the Christians) 
expansionist Khwiirizmshiihs 
end of the great Seljuq sultanate; smaller branches continue 
Ayyubid dynasty in Egypt 
end of the Fat1mid caliphate in Egypt 
Ayyubid dynasties in various Syrian cities, falling to the Mongols 
or Mamluks In 1260 or shortly thereafter 
Saladin defeats the Crusaders at Ijattln, retakes Jerusalem 
the caliph al-Nii~ir 
death of the philosopher Ibn Rushd 
beginning of the Mamluk regime in Egypt 
the Mongols led by Hulagu capture Alamut, putting an end to the 
'New Mission' 
the Mongols storm Baghdad, putting an end to the caliphate 
the Mamluks defeat the Mongols at 'Ayn .Jalut 
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ai-Amin, Y1, -ID·I· .po 

amir al-muJminin (Commander of 
the Faithful), tX, 62, ttl, "52 

aJ-<i\mirl (philosopher), 16H, ~45· 

W\ 

on government, 260, 2.70, 27) 

on ii!J.ld, 175f., 1H2-4 

on Persians, VH· 1 ~<l. 1H 3 
tomng down Plato, _q6, q9 

11/-amr bi'l-macriil sec commanding 

right 

amruhum shitrtl, !b~; 

anarch1s111 

and antnwmianism, 124~9 

mnth-cemury, s2, (-)7, 2.71, 2HH; 

lin11ted impact of, 2ll9f.; ;md 

~mdrul, 29) 

J\natolitl (now 'lln·kcy), 221. 

ancient Ncar East 
holy war and, ,6,~H 

other cultural roots in, Hn., '5· 

19-Jf., 19511., \.\7 

ai-Andalus (Muslim Spain and 

Portul(al) 

Almoravids and Almnhads 111, 

2,)0-2. 

caliphate in, 220, 27_1 

evacuation of, proposed, P-t 

and reconquista, 291, 160 

SeceSSIOil of, \Of., SS, 2SS 

animals, 271,354-7 

in Ism:1ili fahle, 209, ~27, _15)f. 

An~lr, 1S 

;lntillOilll<llliSill 

Sh(<ite, H2, j2oTf., l.O.f!, 207-1 1; 

Sufi, qyf.~ educated, 127f. 

and an;Hchrsm, ~2 •• ~9 

apocalypttcism, 75f., 7X, l79f.!, 147; 

set' 1dso al-qalim 

none 111 Sunni mahdism, 2.) 1 

apostasy, apostates, !tuJ, 29-Jil., 

2l)6, 297, 1Ho 

of Arabian trihes, ~of. 

trials for, 2X,f. 

appearances, keeping up, _H<l·~·JH 

'Aqil h. A hi T:ilih (brother of 'Ali), 

H9, 2o ;, '1 402, 40) 

t11ql St't' reason 

Arahia, "\Of., , 11, 12\, , n. '.llj 
creation of ~m'ernmem in, 1 2f., 

26_), W-t 

slaves 111, 151, 112, !.111! 

somhem, ; H; Shl(ism and, ;of., 

7Rf.; holy men 111, 71 
statelessness/polincli frecd<llll <)f. 

12, 26H; st'l' also trihal 
tradition 

Amhic, 11\, 1'6 

Arahism. ~2o, 121 

Shritcs less prone to, 1_11 

:\r;lhs, Christian, -~67f.~ pagan, 171, 

17X; sottthcrn, ;of., 7Xf. 

as God's own people, s.lf., \,'\:!., 

}67 

;tnd non-Arahs set• non-Arah 

tvluslims 

Ar:Hus of Soli, "6" 

Ardashlr (Sasanid emperor), Jt;tJ, 

2./0 

aristocracy, l.l·h ~.15 

philosophers' idea of, 179, 1 ~ \, 

192, 275f. 

Aristotle, 14, 166, 170, '7·l• 175, 

179, ll)), 2,)l)f., 279, 2Ho 

Politics of. 169, 170, I ~9 

(attrih.), T)l, 165,167, 17H, 25_~. 

10H; cf. also 267 

•li-A~amm (1\1uctazilite theologian), 

66--9, 271, 271, 27X, 124 

t~slis, 199 

ascetiCS, _~2.1, .1.19. 147, qH; 
lv1uctazilite, 60, ~4H 

<1$~JI'i!J ai·~Jadith see ·rr:lditionalists 

Ash<ansm, Ashtantes (theological 

school), 220, 1.64, 2.7_), 391 

11shrt1l. qs; naqih a/-, .l.H 

Assassins (lsmailis of the 'New 

Miss1on'), 211, 390; sec also 
Niz3rls 

assasinanon, 21 1, ~R 5, 190 

astrologers/astronomers, I.J6, 16) 

Atatiirk, 39H 

Athens, 166 

Augustine, St, 261, _15H, 17Hn. 

Augustlls (first Roman emperor), 

~.l. 279 

autocracy sec absolutism 

A\'esta, I.JH 

al-Awza~ (jurist), I 1 1 

ci\yn .J3Ii'it, 222 

tryyiim al_ctirtlh, 20H 

Ayytthids, 2L2, 2.19f. 

Aziiritp (Kharijite extremists), 55-7. 
t'J, 2S7f., 1X6 
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Azcrh;lyjan, 90 

ai-(Azlz (Fatmlld caliph), 2.16, 

"40X 

!\aha Afdal, '9' 

Bahak, 96 

1\ahis (followers of 19th-c. rvLlhdi/ 

divllle manifestation in Iran), 

'II 

1\al(hdad, SH, 97, 110, ty, ""· l'"· 
\t1f. 

as illegllnnate domam, _qS 

J\1ongols in, 2,0, ;(11 

ai-Bal(hdadi (theolof.\ian), ""l· "74; 
st•c trlso <Ahd ai-Laflf al

llaghdadi 

Btlhil1s, Bahii'ism (offshoot of 

B:ihls), ~.~ 1, V;5 
Bal_lrayn, lsm:1ili, 197, 19S, 204, 

121 

;lhrog;ltJon of the law in, 202, 

wS, JLt7J, l"(,, >.11 

government of, 270, ;2ll 

Sdjuq campaign against, 222, 

245 
Balkh (ctly in Afghanistan), 151 

al-llaqillilni (theologian), 221, 2"5, 

210 

har1lJa set' dissoCiation 

hart.fJtl a~liyya, 261 

al-llarhaharl, 102 

Ba rdcsa ncs, 21 1 

Battle of the Camel (AD 6;(,), w 
Basra (al-lla~ra, ctty 111 S. Iraq),;;, 

6_), 7lJ. 95· 128, 20), \10 

ihl(in ('inner', esoteric), 200, 207f., 

21 ~ 

Ba~inls sec Ismail is 

Batrls, JOO-.f, 107 

1\ayan (heresiarch), X2, X>f., 

1\ayhaqi (historian), t6X, 24S 

llayhaStyya (Khariiite snh-sect), 

2XXn. 

al-llazdawi, 22.\, 15.1 
ai-Bazzaz, l.l.\n. 

bedouin, 269, 1_q; vs en11grant, ~6o 

'hcfore revdauon', 1.64 

Be1a (town 111 Tunisia), 207 

Berbers, Kutiima, 20.J. 207, 21<l, 

217~ Ma~ml~tla and $anhiija, 
:!.)O, 2,\2; Sl'l' also North Afnca 

hest/most excellent man of his 

time (khayr al-ntls, al-t~f{fal), 

\4• S7• 66, 101, 102, 106, rSo, 

226, :!.27 

llcllenistic comnwnplaee, q 

hiltll.:.ayf~ 219 

ai-Birlml (polymath), 221, 2S.l 

\'Jews of, on caste,~ ~6; on division 

of onlahour, -q2; on golden 

ag.e, 2.6!; on human sociability, 

260; on power, 206, 2S-tf. 

Bishr a!-Marlsl, 1 '1 
Bishr h. al-iV1u't:unir, I0"\11. 

black stonl', 2o!, u0 

Blacks. 1X7, 216, H\ 

blasphemy, blasphemers, 2.9-Jll., 

296, ~04 

Book of ( ;od ;md Sunna of 

Prophet, 12 

honty, ~ 19, p.Jf.; legal treatment of 

St't' fayJ, ghanlma, khums 

Brethren of Purity (lldJt(lilflal-§11/~l), 

! I, 167, 174,205, .19"\ 

animal fahlc hy, w9, u7, 155f. 

spiritu;d comnmnity of, t H7, 

I!!SI; cast as an ·anstocracy', 

"75L 
v1cws of, on jihad. 179; on law, 

1 s.1, wX, 127f.; on pre-Fall 

condinons, 262f., ~27~ on 

tolcr;lllCe, p6f., 192 

hrtdl(eS, lOI>f., qS 

hrig.ands, 2 w 
Bntish, the, '69, p9n., 1S~n. 

Brrsnn, 1 'i 1, \ 'i ~ 

Buddha, the, 12 

BuddlHsm, :;f1) 

Buddh1s1 model, ~29f. 

lmghtlt ('wrongdoers') set• rebels 

Bl1yids, 1) ), 22of., :!2), 2 ~ 

and Slfi"{ites, 119f. 

Byz:lnlllllll, Byzantmes (al-riim), 

'-If., -16, t6;f., 1"1· .197 
holy w:1r in, l6H; :1gainst, 221, 

Cain and A he!, Clf., 261 

C:11ro, 'tl2 

caliphate 

(caliphal office) SJ'<' khilafa 

(caliph;ll realm): :1 modern 

lsLunJL"ISt usage, ; 

caliphs (Nm/41', Sl(. khali/(1, 

· depu! it's', 'successors') 

d)'ll;lStlcS of Sl't' <J\bb;islds, 

Fat1111ids, llmayyads 
end of the <Abhits1d, 2)0 

lcgnnnatJnn of St'l' legitimation 

past, :.7f., 6911., St'l' also ra(tf 
patriarchal sc!' ivkdina 

personal sanctity of, .p f., 96f., 

t1>1f. 



caliphs-con/ 'd 
present, 44· 56, 69, .!2-Jf., 1.1X, 

240; dwindling importance of, 

owsidc Shrism, .1o-<\. 

as surrogates for the Prophet, 

LL.f 

tides of sec• amfr al~m11)minin; 

khali/ill allah; hh,difill mstll 
ai/,Jh 

as tyrants sec• quasi~caliphs; 

tyranny 
as upholders of truth and 

morality, Sl'l' imamate, purpose 

of 

Calvin, J5 

captive, caliph as, 211. 

captives, l?tf., _~g,(. 

caravan, umma as sec• umma 

Caspian Zaydis, 105f. 

castes, .l.H· 3J), l."\6, .H2 
censor sc•c nml}tasib 

charity, .l07-9, l I 4• .147 

Charlemagne, 2yl, .l72 

Charles I, 19, 154 

chief, first/ultimate (al-1u'fs 

,rf-tlll'tl'al), 17X, 179, 1X1 

chiefs, tribal, "· 17 

children, iih,Jd and, 17'· .179. lR\, 

1R4, .1R7 

China, Chinese, 11, ;6, 190, 26f, u2 

Christianity, 165 

comp~tnsons with, n•. 

anonomianism, X, V~4; God 

and Caesar, •.1. [16[, 119f.. 

[24.\• 24Sf.[, 254, [16o[; 17S; 

mcss1ahs in ,e.hayha, 198, 

2.o:;; pooling property, .\ .. p; 

pagamsm, \"'ew of, 266; war, 

374f; SCI' also Augustme; 

Lactamius; Europe 

Christians 

in Afr1ca, 267; Egypt, 16,, 216; 

lraq, Lf9i Spain, 250; Syria, 165 

Arab, .167f. 

and holy war, .175f., JXL 

status of, .us f.. l70; st'c' also 

People of the Book; dlnmmfs 

chur·ch, 396f.; command structure 

of, 42f. 

City 

changed, corl'llp!, crnng, tSJ 

household, 190 

ideal SCl' virtuous 

(madtna), in sense of polity, ·I· 

172, 174, 2.79; of the 

best/aristocracy, I/'J, 18 ), 192, 

276; of domin:Hionltyranny, 
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rSr, 191, 192.; of freedom sec 
demiKTacy; of 

honourltJmocr;Ky', JXI, 191, 

192.; of pleasure, d-lt 

wealth/olig;m.:hy, 1 X 1, 192. 

minnnal (for ncccssJtJc~ alone), 

Iff, !XI, 545 
(()()lis),+ If!, 17X; not 

remembered <lS 

self~govcrnJng, 2.79 

\'irtuous, 16y, 177·~8 1, 190, 2.1), 

2Xof. 

nvil war (/illl•l), O)f. 

desm .. · to :woid, 67, 1 .1.\f., 1 l7 

L'oins, .!X), "\05, qX 

collt:ctivc nHCJ"Csts, Cod :ls arbiter 

of, .l9;f., _wx 
coloma!ism, European, "\61~ sc•c 

also Europe 

Ccll<mization lllll\'ement, (;reck, 

170f. 

Commander of the Faithful St'l' 

amlr :1l~mu'mmin 

commanding nghr and prohihiong 

wronr,, 1 O), JOD-], _u.o 

use of arms 111, .!~(,, "\O.:.!.L 

C<lllllllOil <lWilCI'Shlp Sl'l' 

COillllllllliSill 

communal solid;~nty, 

comnmnalisuc st•c /tllllt111, 

/il11lt1f 

commun1s111 (modl'rn), l.l.lt 2Xo; 

sc•e ,rlso 1\l ao 

commun1snt (p!T-Ill<>dcrn) 

111 apocalyptic mm·emcms, ~47; 

111 lsmaili; Iraq, u'\f.,ml.atin 

\'\'est, )2-f 

of Greeks and (rani:lnS, [ ."\0,.'\ J, 
H6; KhwT;lmis, "\.!9, .l.frl 

Ibn Rushd, 1 S•Jf., q6f .. 149f; 

COillllllllllt;HJ;lll Sl'l' /d111ili 

Commumty of Belicn~rs set' 

lt11111lil 

CtHnpanions (:,·d{J.iiM) 

of 'Abh:is1ds, 2.7f 

of Prophet, ll.l, 147• pfi; 1\Jfic.fi 
view of, 71. 110 

'cnmplctcrs', 191) 

consensus 

as leg;tl pnnciplc (ijmtl' ), (i 1. 1 u, 

l.J0 1 .!71 

as prcrcqlllslte for V;llid una mate, 

[61[, 6;, 6S 

as proof of obligatory n;HUIT of 

Imamate, 2fl 

Ill tribal context, 51 

Constanune, IY.J 

Constantinople, 7(l, ~ 1 1, ~(,.pl. 

C<H1Stltllt!Oil 

imperfect set' imperfect regimes 

Sh;trl(a as (in Greek sense), If.!, 

176, ."\2.4; (in modern sense), 

2X 1-4, .)20, .\.:.!..:.!. 

constitutional law, 1.:1-f., 1.'\ ~ 

C<lnstitutH)!lalism, ideas 111 direction 

of, 6o, 2fXf. 

consulratum, .!f(l; set• ,dso sluJr:i 

COil\TI'SIOil, forced, \69-7 ), .~7R·-X.:.!. 

ctmperatlon, human need f<lr, 17f, 

2.59-6 j' 141 

Corbin, 217 

Cordoba, 1 '\R. 1.76 

council 

go\'ernment hy a, :.72., .!7)f., 11.6 

government sharc.·d with a, llo, 

27X 

COlll'lS, 2X7, z.SX, 292.; Sl'l' also 

judges 

crowns, ·f(l, 1 5 "\ 
<.:rusades, (:rusaders, 21 1, 2.22 

Cy111c(s), J(lf, \_;H, -145 

Dahtq, 9; 

ditis S<'t' missionaries 

Damascus, \12 

Daniel, Book of, ;6, 166 

dar (:thode) 

,t/~'ahd ('of treaty'), "\59 

al~a'l.tmyytl ('of openness'), {X7 

al~?,h.t~b ('<lf usurpati<>n'), _:qH 
ai~~Jdrb ('of war'), l)9·-~(l.!, \69 

al-hiint ('of emigration'), 10, )tl, 

.!02, z.q, \2.6, .\60, 1H6; St't' 

also hi ira 

,lf-isl.im ('of Islam'), 241., .!Sf, .l.'\9 

al~f~t/!11.111 ('of COJKeillment'), 1Xf 

al-lwfi ('of unbelief'), 242, 

2X7-S9, _)4H, \S9-ll1., }91 

D:tnus, .14 
t/ariinl sec• necessity 

David, 11, 1 R, 2.1' 

al-dd'tt•a t~l~thilwytl, t)"\ 

al-da'U'illt'd'l~khttrilj, 104 

dtlll'la, 4, 79, XX, 94· Yf 

'Day of the Portico', 18 

Dav:~. 21' 
Dayl:1rn, Daylami, 119, 2.16, 1.2.0 

democracy, 1 X 1, 191, 192, 279f. 

Ibn Rushd on, 190·-2., 2Ho 

deposition of ruler, 5X, 6j, 66, (q, 

lOX, 2.07, 229-32, !."\.), 277 

.Juwayni on, 2~ 1 f.,.! \5f 

:we also rebellion 

deputy of God sec khalif:tt :tlb\h 

descent st't' heredity; leg1timati<m 

designation, 110, 117; 1111pli(.:it, 101 

determinism, .~.'\ 

d!Jimma (lq!,;d protL'Ction), ~.'\9· 

l71' 172 

dil'ibilitv for, J;of., 179f. 

dhimmis (non- Muslims under 

lv1uslim rule), 1 "\2, .!1'\,281, 

1.H2, "'10, "\6), uo-"l 

in Fatimid F.gypt, 21(,, 

internal government of, 21 ), 31J(l 

no forced converston of, p ), 

.l7H·~Xo 

Dhft '!-Nun ai-Misri (9th-c. Sufi), 

I• 12[, .ns 
dtu~Aii, etc, 2ll 

I)irar [b. 'Amr[, 66 

disabilities, 22.), 22.9, 

dissociation (/JanlJa: sevcrance of 
tics of loyalty), 25, ).l, z.X7 

divinity, conceptions of, 164 

doctors/physicians, 146, t66, \O<J~-12. 

Druzc, Druzes, 204, .!IO, 1 "\O, '}407 

du:dists sec zmdtqs 
Durkheim (E., sociologist), 2Ml 

Dvornik, 195 

dynasties, lifespan of, ."\ 1 1 f; and 

states, .l97 

educated laymen, 146f., 1 X\ 

educ:ttton, \12f. 

eg:1lit:tnamsm, ~-q-6 

Egypt, 19, 16.s. 12211., .l2.J 

lsmaili, llJ7, .!O.f, 206, 212-17, 

220, .!SO 

elective raliphatc, election, y;.! s;l. 
6sf.. 1oX, 2.26f 

electors, 57, 227f., 2H, .!Hf.. 277 

emergency power, .121 

emigr~H1on see hijra 

English, lntern:ltHmal, 1\1 

Enktdu, 1.17 

E11nt'ads, 167 

Enoch (Idris), 6 

ethics, as part of gm·ern;mce, I ·t9f.. 
!61), 19_1 

Ethiopian slave tradition, 1 "\6, .!2S, 

.!29, 2.\."l 

Europe/the \'Vest, comparisons 
with, rc. 

{general) anardHsm, _"\24; 

aristocracy, ,1.~5; descent, rok· 
or. 2.12; golden age ide:1,2.62, 

~ IY 
(medieval, early modern) 

alllmals, _)54; combming 

heredity and election, lX; holy 
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warriors, l"i1111paging of, "\.\.fll.~ 

high cultur:1l language, _1 \ 1~ 

philosophy, 169, Jf6; religiOUS 

COJlllllUillt)' VS kingdoms, 24_~; 

24Xf.; 274f., 19-!f.; removal of 

sacred monarchs, 1. "\M; soc!;d 

inequality, ~.;.s; st'l' also 

C:hristtanHy 

(modern) children, rescutng, 

"\X.Jf.;dl'<lfHlli(S, \_lt); 

rolonialism, 169, "\X.f; 

(;od/uhun:ttc values and 

Caesar, 190, .!'\.f, J95: nature 

of pnnciples, 25.); public 

e<mfession, outing, "\17; social 

function of religwn, 266; 

unin:rsalizarion of culture, 

"\.\,; \vcalrh vs work, 14.1: Sl'l' 

also Hnosh, the; Amenca 

Eusebllls (bishop), 176, 19"\f.~ as 

proto~lsmaili, \.!4 

Eve, 110; and Ad:tm, 4-(,, 1.10 1.17 

excellent, most sec best man 

Fakhkh, 101, toR 

Fakhr ai-Din al-Razi (Sunni 

theologian), thy, z.:.l, 2-JS, 1.q, 

260 

on iihttd, '\X1 

the Fall, o~f.. 261,262, 1-fl, 1.10 

f;rls~T(.r sec philosophy 

family of the Prophet, X9f., 94, [96[, 

9f, lOf, "\_l,) 

famine, 1 S9· \OXL 

ai-Far;\hi (philosopher), 167-89, 

191-5, 21 S, "\OX, "\_"\0 

on ·aristocracy', 2f5; imperfect 

regimes, '77· 1X1-l, ~.u; 

philosophy atH.I rclig1on, 

172-7; sociability of man, 177. 

26o; social order, wS, "\ l?L. 

q6; VIrtUOUS city, I f7-X I; war 

Ill the servtcc of virtue, 1X2 

t:mf 'aynl/.:.i(dya 
(individual/collcnivc duty), 

21JX, .\64 

/;1rr-i rz11df (di\'lne effulgence), 

!'\."\ 

F:trs (province in S.\X'. Iran), "\14 

/;lrilq (redeemer), 19, 76, ;X 

F:i.~1ma (Prophct 1s daughter), 

descendants of, l)l, 100, 101, 

101, t 10, >:·401, .f05 

Fatlnlld, FatimiJs (lsmaili caliphs), 

197· 204-8. 210--17, 251, 2fl. 

2'Jh "\26, •:·4oR 

/;IInl, 199 

{<tlll'd (legal responsum), 44, 2X J, 

"\01, ~61 

{t1v) ('hooty'· I!Kome from 

conquered lands), )2, 2~Ul, .lO.f, 

wX 
fcder;Hion, :; 1, 6H, 27"\ 

(irtlq ,r/~mttshrikin, \llo 

fifth (hhums), \0-f· 107f. 

(ir'tlfl'fl (pl. f;ml'ina) see Pharaoh 

fi'sq Sl't' inllllor~llity 

{iftlil (test, tnal) st•c• civil war 

tbttcry, \17 

Hood, the, 6f., X, 2.09 

forh1dding wrong (al-11a/Jy 'au 
al~mun/~,n) scl' commanding 

right 

four~ct!iphs thesis, 2X, "\ 1. 65, 99, 

<.15, 2i<),J22-fJ, L\2 

Franks 

(Europe;llls), \1 1 

(J\lerovlllJ.dans), ~X 

freedom 

leg:tJ, 110f. 

philosophy and, 1 X6~ sc•c• also 
democracy 

poliucal. 97, ~ 15f., st•c• also 
Arah1a; spintual, l.W. \.J5 

Sufis and, qo 

ultim;He, ~21, 1.!"\ 

freedoms st'c' nghts/datms, human 
French, the, ~69 

Friday prayer (jumcil), 2..p, 2-J.!f., 

2X7·~t]o, w 1, ! _1{lol; St'l' also 

public worship 

functions, ruler\, 121, 286-314 

jirqa!J1f (sg. j;ltJf!J) Sl'l' !llt"'StS 

Cahnel (:111).\el), to, H2, 9\ 

(;alcn (dtlClOI', philosopher), 166, 

167. '1.!, {.fl) 

Gaul, ~x. :.'6 
(;ayomJrd (I raman Adam), 267, 

26X, !69 

Gelasius, 24X 

Ghadlr Khumm, 71. 7-t 

,v,hanfma, \04 

,t?,hav/Ja (occultatiOn), J Jflf., I.!.!, 

I(J7r., 29011.; sec lllso 1mam, 

livlllg without 

al~t;haz:\11 (Sunm theologian), 22.l, 

264, ~ 16, )40, 192, .195 

on commanding right, "\02 

on lea\'lng things unsau.l, _"\ 17 

and philosophy, 16H, 189 

on sult;\llS and 1mams, 16:;, 22,1, 

:.11, 2]7-48, 2),), 106, .~I 1 

on thl' Turks, 22.2, 2\f, 24H 
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ai-Gh;w\li (Sunn1 

thc:ologian)~c(Jil/l/ 

on the wealth of Iraq, lO) 

(pseudo~ ) , 1 52., 109 

Ghaznavids (Turk1sh dynasty), 

21.Jf., 2..'.1. 27911. 

?,hilnhln (sg. ,l!,hui.Jm, 'boy': slave 

soldier), 216 

p,/mliit, glntltm'tt' (l-xtrcmists, 

extremism), Shttitc, ''·tO'\, .t07 

and Gnosticism, X 1 f.; sec• also 
kingship, Hcllc!llstlc 

and imams, Xz.-4 
and lmamism, I 12f., 115, 117 

and non-Arahs, Hof., 9; csp. 

Iranians, 94-6, 110, l.lof. 
Ght1rids, 249 

Gihh, 2.n. 2.55 
Gnosticism, Gnostic, Hlf., qH, J6.f, 

l6l, lllf., _140, 171 

poJitiCIZCd, 201 1 217 

and IUficfi Shicism, Hz., 1 12.f., 1 1), 

I 17; sec• also Ismailism 
golden age, 262f., 264, U-4 

in Ntcdina, S, 11 Sf. 

!'olden calf, 'A lids as, 14 

v,ovcrnmcnt 

forms of, ahsolutJst, 276f., 

constitutional, 2.H 1--.t; imnt Sl'l' 

council; monarchic, 272f 

functions of set• functions, ruler's 

God as source of, h, 39."\f.~ as 
distinct from religion, for Hs 

protection, ~o-1., qh, 2. . .n··-7, 

.)9-tf; as part of religion, 1.1-:;, 

L5, l7If., LH7 

human need for, 2.59-71 

non-Muslim, liv1ng under, y11f. 

particular form prescribed 111 

Islam sec imamate 

primordial nature of, 6 

weak, }15 

Granada, 250, 2.91 

Greek tradition, 145, t.p, 151, 

165-96. 2.5 _:;f., 2.62., 1.79f., q6 

Greeks, 165, 305, 3o6n., J 11 

l:lahth, Banii, .l2.) 

ai-Hadi (Zaydi imam), 101, 10Hf. 

J:ladtth (report from a past 

authority, dass~eally the 

Prophet), 125-9 

Hadith party (il1'>~Jtlb al-sunu~t 
wa'l-ttwu"ta) sec Traditionalists 

l:ladith transmitter S('t' traditionisl 
l~af, [ai-F:mll, 66 

}J;l(.Jramawt, 61L, 71 
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al-l;lajjiij (llmayyad g11vernor), 10, 

1.7lln., \.!Ill. 

ai-Hakam II (Andalusian ruler), 

15Xn. 

al-l;liikim (l'atnnid caliph), 16\, 20r., 

210, 1.16, ~Xo, ':4oS 

ai-I:J;tliml, 101, _169 

Hamdan (~.trma\ (lsmaili 

missHmary), 2.0.p1., 12.5 

l~Iamd;\ntds ( JOlh-c. dynasty), u 1 

I:Iamza al-1\.h;lrijl, 61 f. 

Hamza al-!.ahh;\d, 211 

Hanafis (legal sch1111l), ~16, 220, 

l9X 

on femak jml!!,eS, )_'iO 

on Fnday prarcr, 2}h; 

Hanhalites (legal school), 1 11, l!O, 

l.ll, l2l), ~02, 191 

al-Hanth h. SurayJ, 277f., lH-t 

1-tirtm ai-Rashid ('Ahh;ts!d caliph), 

HH, 9-1"·· 101, 171, ".lo·l· .po 
l~larUrls set• Khiirijitcs 

al-Hasan (son of 'Ali), 
as caliph and im;tm, 20, fll)ll., 

?If., S;, 101, IJOf., 200, 

''-tO!-J, -101, 40H 

and hcrcdit;lf)' Slll"CCSSIOil, ~Sf 

l:lasan II (Niz;\ri imam), 211 

al-l~lasan ;t!~'Askarl (eleventh 

imam), liS,': 401 

l:fasan-J $abh:ib, 1.1 1 

ai-Hasan h. ;xtlih h. Han·, 101 

al-l;lasan al-ll\rtlsh, 105 

al-l:fasan h. Zayd, 101 

l~fas:1nids, 100, 102., ''"-tol.f., 40'\ 

I·IJshnn (ancestor of H:islmnnc 

clan), H7, '' -JOl, -105 

H;lshunne (cAhbilstd) revolution, 7\, 

SJ, !·h;, 91, 109, :.'._'iT 

rerun by al-fvbcmlin, ~n 

ll:ishnnuc Shlcism, 72f., S9f. 

ll:ishimites (dan compnsmg cAiids 

and cAhhiisids), 19, 71.f., 79, S9, 

t;N, 99, ': 402, 405 

non-Arabs and, H5, 96f. 

Ilishulllyy;t {;tdhcrellls of 

1-l:i.shimucs), S7, St.]·~92, 9'\11., 

,U'\11. 

hmt•d ('whim, desire') S('l' ahfl•t"V 

l)ayy h. Yaq{.;.ln, t S9, .\2Sf. 

Hebrews, 176, u .. J 

l,fcllcntst!C kingship see kingship 

Hcraclius, ~(lS 

heredity, 70 

moralqu;llities transmitted hy, 

70, 109, 211.~ Sf't' ,z!so 
succcssi<Hl 

hierarchies, sOCial, l '(r·S 

Hij;\z (W Ar:th~<t), 212 

hijr,l (emigratmn). 10, l6of. 

Eirahi on, dbJ. 

Ismail is and, 202, 2Lf 

Kh;iriiitc e.xtren11srs ;1!1d, ')6, 2.SS, 

'6o, ,s6; sec also d,lr dl-hiird 
bil.:.m11 (w1sdom), 16X 

Hippocratic oath. '11 f. 
llisham (Umarrad caliph), JlYil, 

Lf9, I)I, 16_), ':410 

Hishitm ai-FuwJtt, 66f. 

Hish;im h. ;t!-l)alctm (lmami 

theologian), II-{. 117, J:..l 

llobhes, 2.h2.11., l.(q, 2.67, 2:-\) 

I lodgson, 2.9 

llomcr, I7S 

household, priv;Hc, q7 

Cities, 190 

management, 149. 1) 1, I 69, 1 '); 

hospitals, _w9-12, \14 

lmdlld (sg. l!''dd) 

(divinL' emanations), 199 
(penalncs requ1ring puhlic 

authonty), ll7, 105, 121,2,0, 

2\ ,, 2 ~Sf., 242, 2S2, 1.1-\6, 

294-?· q?. _)50, .l94 

lmii<l (proof), 

of !smailis, 19X, 201,206, 1.11, 

•:'409 

kings flattered as, 1 nf., 2~ l 
iJuir h. <Ad!, 7l 

~uhi/, X2 

l~lumayma, 91 

Hu!la)"ll h. lshaq (doctor), 112 

~Jllt]fut allah $l'l' rights/cbims, God's 

burriyya, m~ulfndl a!- Sl'l' 

democracy 

al-Husarn (soil of 'Ali), ~-1· 41· 72, 

?l. 7S, ll!. 

as caliph (in exile} and nnam, 

6911., Nl, 101, 110f., 200, 

::-401··~:;, 40), 40S 

and hereditary succession, l6f. 

as m;tnyr, TLt 

:d-I:Ius;tyn ;ti~'Ayyil.nl, 107 

I:Iusaymds, 100, 102., 110, 4o1.f., 

4°5 
l~lusayniyy;l (Yemeni sect), 107 

hypocrnes (mun,1(iqiin), 110, 2HX, 

1H7 

lamhlichus, t67 

Lunhulus, 11S 

lh:it,ll, lh;ld.ls, 54-62, 291, 2l)\ 

having several imams, 61 f.. 27-;; 

unlimited power of, 1..76, 27S 

and living wtthout imam sec 
Kh:irijitL'S 

and other 1\1uslims, 1S7 

ti!Jtldilt ('acts of worship') sec ruu~1l 

l.tw/worsl11p 

i/Jti~Jtl, _\40 

I hils, 4f. 

Ibn 'Ahbas, ('Ahdalliih), "I' ''-to~, 

.JO·I 
Ibn 'Ahdlm, 27Hf. 

lhn Abi '1-Hadid (Mn'tazilite 

ShJ<itc). 11.1, 260 

lhn A hi '1-Rahl', 16'! 

Ibn 't\qil 

('Aiid), .llOn. 

(l;bnhali scholar), 1 Hs 

Ibn al-Athir (IHstonall), 116 

lhn l\ajja (Avempace, philosopher), 

167, 1S_'i, tHHf. 

lim al-!lalkhi, 2~1 

lim !laga, 290 

Ibn ai-IXiya (!oth-c.lillerateur), 

l)I,,\09 1 \41 

lhn Days\n, 211f. 

Ibn ai-Furat, 109 

lhn al-l;lanafiyya sec Muhammad h. 

al-l:fanafiyra 

lim Hanhal Cli·adiuonalist scholar, 

ancestor of I~tmhall school), 

1_,1, 1_,7, z.ssf.. 274 

lim Hazm (i\ndalus1an scholar), 

I h), 274 

Ibn idris al-Hilli (Imam! JUnst), 

1.90, 29(1 

lhn al-Jawzi (l;l;mldi scholar), JN, 

,a6 

Ibn Juran (~lccc<1n scholar), 111 

lhn K;Hrilm, _:;76 

Ibn Khaldlm (N. African lwaonan), 

1SS, 1'-Jl, 26of., 26S, 272, _~21f., 

.14.1 
on jibtld, ~x4. _,s, 
on state formation, I -;f., 1 };(1, 1.6S 

lim ai-Muqaffa' (Iranian secretary), 

9·h I ."\of., 1 -.:;S, 277, 29X 

works of, 1 '1 

Ibn Q;tsl, 2.'1 

lhn Qntayba, 22.1 

Ibn R:qah, 16y 

Ibn alfiltlwandl (theoln!!,ian, 

apostate), 175· 267, llO 

Ibn Rit,lwJn, '11 

lhn Rushd (Avcrroes, philosopher), 

11'17, l?·h dUl, IHl)-92 

;md Ibn Khaldlin, I'-)2., q_~ 

views or. on '"anstocracy', !.J'); 

comnwnism, 1 H')f., q6f.; 
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democracy, 19o~-2., 2Xo 

soct;lbility of man, 2.ho; 

transformation t)f rcg1mes, 

191; war 111 the service of 

virtue, "lX2.~ women, I X9, q9f. 

lhn Sa'dan, 114 

ibn ai-Simnanl (l;lanafl (Urist), 221, 

!2.pj, 1.42., 2.,l,!.l)O,!.(jl, 2.97 

lhn Sin;\ (Av1cenna, philosopher), 

1ll7, 169, 1H7f., ,ox, no. 
11H 

as socu>logJst of reli~ion, 1 X;f., 

L(l"j, 1.(1o, z..Xs, 
views of, on regimes, 192, 275; 

slavery, namral, X7f., 15_); 

sooal order, .wX, ~ _1S; war 111 

the service or \'irtue, ,s2; 

lhn T:lWllS, I son. 

lhn Tayn11yya (l~anhalite scholar), 

2.c'1o, 26S, YJ.J 

Ibn ai-Tilmidh, 111 

lhn TuLtyl (philosopher), 1t'17, d·h;, 

uS 
Ibn Tiimart, 2)o·~2, _12.1 

lhn 'llmar (son of caliph cumar), 

l_l? 

lhn 'llkasha Cli-:tditionalist), 1 16 

lhn W<1hh, Ill, 16H, .142 

Ibn ai-Zuhayr 

'Abdallah (d. 69"), 24f. 1M., 72, 
,, 199~"401 

tvtu~<ah (d. t'191), 2'1 

Ibn Ziilaq, 216 

lbse11 (II., playwright), 1.10 

Ibrahim, hrother of ai·Nafs 

ai-Zak1yya, 6911., 79, .. , 40_\ 

IhrJhlm al-imJm, S7, •:-.JO.J 

Jdolatcrs sec pa~ans 

!drh (Enoch), 6 

i~JydJ t~l-swma, 320 

i;ma< stc consensus 

ijti!Jtld Sl'l' lllllll:lhid 

il.:.htiytlr sec• election 

lkhwan, Saudi, ll'7 

Jhhu•lin al-;.a{ll sec Bn.·thrcn of 

Punty 

ilham (inspJr;HJon), .J211, 104, 1 ~of., 

172, ~2H 

rilm (n:ligious learning, csp. of 

l:fadith), sec knowledge, 

unam\; schobrs 

inugc of (;od, 40, 16·h 194 

1mam (imiim, pl. aJimma: head of 

the Community of Believers 

fulfilling the requirements of 
the Shari'a) 

dictionary ddinH!Oil of, 17, 22. 

'm cxilc'/;lpolitlcal. 2S, 1 1of., 

I 12--1 X 

hiddL·n/;lhscnt, 107, JJS, 19S, 

1.41., 2.~9~ set• also r.hayha 
know!cdv,c of Sl'l' knowledge, 

im;lm's 
li\'lng without, 22, s6f.. 6?-9. 

105, J..H, 2.p-:;, 287-.-WS 
philosopher kmg as, 17X···So 

plur.dity of, (,If., 6S, 1.71-6 

and sah·ation, 21-,, 2S7 

siJ111fi reqUirements of, ace to 

fmam1s, 1 10f.~ lsm;1ilis, 1.07; 

1\hiirijilL's, )7f., Sunnis, 224-H; 

Zaydls, 99, 101-.~ 

temporary, llX 

twelfth Sl'l' hidden/absent 

sec 1t!so caliphs; klulifat allah 
imamatL' (imdma: leadership by an 

Jmam), 6f., 17, 1.22f. 

ohlig;Hory nature of. 224, 271f., 

~HH; denied by Natdiyya, 62f.; 

hy some J\lu't;lzilites, 6M.; 

based on consensus, 271 

pcrson;ll quality vs office, 41, 

2.2.6f., 22.X; in Faraht, 1 so, 1 X1., 

1 S.J; and HellenistiC kmgship, 

{-1, ·10, '9-tf. 
pervcr~Jon of Sl'l' tyr;lllll)' 

purpose of, .!H, 2_~7. 21), 

286-\0~ 

Sl't' also khil(fa 

lm;unis (lmt"imivvll), \If.,'\.!, 100, 

IJD-24, 1.12f., 220, 2.71., :c·!O'\, 

.f07 
and hereditary succession, "\6, 

ll'JI, I I" 

and lsmailis, 197L, 2..1.'\ 

and !i\'ing wllhout imam sec 

imam 

compared with Traditionalists, 

~s.tf. 
Zay(.h~. 1 1 of. 

imllrdlld-tsti/t"i) ('governorship hy 
usurp;Hion'), 1._q; Sl'l' also 

tlSlll"p:llHlll 

immorality (/lsq), 229, 2.U 

Imperfect regimes, JSJ~), I<JTf. 

1mpen;1lism, di,·indy CllJOJncd, 

\llM., \C19, _)72~ \'(/estern, "\N.f 

impostors, prophets ;ts, !111, 172.f., 

:r;'), :r;'(l, 197 

India, Clql' in, ns. _\_lh; golden age 

in, 2.62..; lsmailis in, 197. 19X, 

1.0.,, 1.06, 2.12; lungs without 

prophet~ in, 1 ), 2.67 

uu:qualiry. soc1al, :qo-6 
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infallibility ('isma), infallible 

(nrtf~tim),i4o/,;X, III, Ill, 

122, z.o;, 22_)f., 251 f., 295 

mfidcls (ku({.ir, s~. k,Jfir), 2HH, 2~.j, 

Js8-6z 
inquisition (miljna), SS, 132 

intcrnalizarion, 2.66 

invalidity pcns1ons, ~07 
Iran 

(prcMislamic) S{'(' Mazdak; 
S;1si\nid empire 

(Islamic), Ghuliit in, 94-6; 

lsmailis in, 197, 198,204, '·'o; 
Khurramis of, .l29, _146; law vs 

!-ipirituality in, nof. 
lriinshahrl (1oth-c. philosopher), 

no 
Iraq, Ismaili, 197, 198, 202, 204, 

Jzsf., 347: irregular caliphs"''' 

quasiMcaliphs; S:isi'inid, 149, 

165; Umayyad, 47 

Isl.clq (Isaac), 20on., '' 406 

Isidore of Seville, 2 r' 
Islam, abode of Sl'l' dar al-1slam 
c;~11w Sl'C infallihiliry 
lsma9"1 

(Biblical Ishmael), 200, "406 

(son of Ja'far al-&!diq), 200, 201, 

21 J, '~40j, ..JO) 

Ismailis, lsmailism, 197-2IH, 2.22, 

2. •. jjf., 2)1, 271, 2f2, 100, .Ul, 

147· 390, 397 
and Ghaz;lll, 2..p, 243, 246 

and Gnosticism, H2, 19Hf., .z.o1, 

217 

and livtng without imam, 2.p., 

289, 292, 29)11., -~00 

and philosophy, 167, 187, I'>S· 

21; 

and quest for morally perfect 

power 195 

and social stratification, ~.Hlf. 

and tolerance and intolcmnce, 

201, .~8of., jt)O 

see also 1\ssassins; BaiJrayn; Iraq; 

Niz~lris 

isuiid (chain of authorities), 126 

isti'rticf (random killing), _~86, ~87, 

.~91 

lthnii~(asharis (''T\vclvcrs') st•c 

lmamis 

}dbbiir (pl. iababim), despot, 7, 56 
Jiibir h. Zayd (scholar), 114 

.Ja'far lb. i\bu Tiilibl, H9, '' 402, 

401 

.Ja'far b. Manjlir al- Yaman, 214 
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Ja'far ai-S;idiq ('A lid scholar, Shi'ite 

1111;1111), 8), 9'), Ill, 11.,-tR, 

1.00, 20_), 20'), 211, ,:.40), 40,f.; 

jahdi, in Eir:lhl's usage, 174• 1R1 

death St'(' pagan death~ 

Jahiliyya (pagan harh;uism, 

pre-IslamiC i\r;thia), 7, JO), 

269 

ai-Jiil!l? (tvlu'tazilite litterateur), 

1.60, 261, .z.(l6f., 270, 268, q I 

on Shr:ites, 1oo, 10~, 26) 

Boo/~ o{ tin• Crol{'n att rihuted to, 

1)2. 

Jahmites (adherents of a theolo)!.y 

denounced as heretical), 1 )2 

jllmil',r (unny, communal solidarity, 

comnutnltananism), 22, 52f., 

219 

'li·adirionalists and, 126, t_H .. -7 

tribal roots of, 51--~ 

llmayy;tds and. 42; cAhhasids 

and,')~. 9411.; Jncompatihle 

with lihcrty, 5.1. 69,97 

jamtl't Muslims, z8f., 11 ~. 220, 2l2, 

.z..p, 2110, ~1.o, _n ~ 
.Jarir, 1.92 

J;irl11Jis ('stron~ Zaydis'), 1oo~2, 

104, !O(l, IOf, 116 

ai-Ja'f~l0, 17H 

.Jazira (northern i\'lcsopotamia), 61, 

Ul,12.l 

Jean de l\1cun, 262. 

Jerha, 2.X9n. 

Jerusalem, 222, qH 

Jesus Nsa), 19X, 2.00, 2.01, 279, U4, 

J62., ,, .J06 

Jews, 216, J.!S, J)Xf., 170, 176: (in 

sense of lc~alisuc tvluslims), 

17M. 

jihiid (holy war), I2.I, 2.21, \2.2, Vi\, 

-~60, \61, .)6j-85 

dcvdopmcm of, l6.J-9 

defensive, 297, lOO, ,lX2f. 

imam and, 297-_100 

I111SSH111;11")', l.t)/, l.~}l}f., l(qf., 

l69-71· 172 

of philosophers, 174, ~X2 

film, ·~ 
jizya (poll tax), 2~ 1, 10-J, J59· \(>f, 

170, .171, 172, 179 

Joachim of Fiore, 201 

imnt rule St't' council 

Joseph, I 21 

Judaic model, ~29f. 

judges (qtl4is), 2X9, p2 

in absence of imam, !2.11 j, 
218-.10, 2.J2, 2')2f. 

women as, 1\0 

Juland:l, 276 

Julian the Apostate (Roman 

emperor), .p, 1 r:; 1 

jwnca Sl'C Fnday prayer 

Juuayd (Sufi, d. 910), 11H 

jurists {fitqaba'), 9, 219, 292; 

delegation of powers to, 24.1· 

290, 291. ~00 

Justinian (6th~cent. Byzantine 

emperor), ''>4• JlH 

;ti-Juwayni (Sunni scholar), 22.1. 

2_14-7. 272 

conception of Imam in, 162, 

oqf., 21X, 2.uf., 24X 

views of, nn deposition, ::.~I f., 
294; iihdd, ~69; livmg without 
1mam, 2-fj, 290,291, 297; poor 

hdp, ~09; private usc of arms, 

2lJ4; Qurashi descent, 22), 

2 ~.~;Turks, 222; unauthonzed 

campa1gns, 2.99 

k,l/am Sl'l' theology 

KarhaJa>, 24, 124 

al~Karkhi (J\,1uttazilitc), 2_7,N, 241 

Karr:lm1yyn (Iran tan sectan;lns), 

274• Sl'l' ,rfso lhn Karriim 

ai~K:lsiini (jurist), 2.JO 

Kashiin (city 111 central Iran), 19\ 

Kay K:lYts h. Iskandar (author of 

(Jiilntsniimt•), ,,2, 156. rr:;7f., 

lfl2, )16, \.!.) 

Kaysiinis (adherents of Ihn ai

I;Ianafi)')'a), 117 

ai-Kayyiil, 204 

h!Jali{.1 (pl. klmlol{.i', 'deputy', 

SUCCCSSOI ; 

tide of imam who is not a 

pmphet) 

as ruler set' caliphs 

as occupant of high moral 

posH ton, 

sec tmam; khalt{tit allah 
h!Ja!i{.t of the Mahdi, 205, 212 

k!Jali/;11 alld!J 
;md earliL·r traditions, ancient 

Near Eastern, 1'))11.; 

'Hellenistic", q, 40, 194f. 

every human/upright J\luslim as, 

129, 196. 2,_, 
grcatunam as, tH, .p, 5H, JO.f,2 .. W 

l.::ingas, 15_), 2r:;2f. 

111 the Qur'iin, 1H, 12Hf., 2)3 

scholars on, 1 X, I 28f., ;.24 

sec ,If so caliphs; imam; kh;liiLu 

rasi1l a ll:ih 

l~h,tli/;TI r.rsill allah (successor of the 

rvkssenger of Cod), I X, 12X 

as surrogate for the Prophet, :'..2.J 

kh.lqiilf (chief), 2Ml, 2.Xr:; 

kharoli set• land~tax 

Kh:irijites, 2o··'), .u; 54-64, '.U• 212, 

219,229, 2~o. \21, _177, _~xs 

under cAhhasids, 51., 97 

'""''infidels, 1H6f., 1H9f. 

• md living wit hom tmam, 22, r:;M .• 

2.p, !..f2, 1.H7f., 299, WI, ~0!. 

no messianism among, 75 

primitivist utopia of, _\20 

and iilii 'l~i!mr, 1 ~8 

vs Sunnis, 2 1qf.~ Zaydis, IO\, 106, 

I07~9 

Sc'l' 1rlso IhJLJis; Na1diyya 

Ha,a (elite),·' l5 

in lman11 and lsmaili usage, 115, 

11.2, 21) 

ai-Kha)')':l\ •. 175 

khii.J{.1 (caliphal office), 1 

;ls ruling posH JOn sec caliphs 

as high moral quality set• tmam~ 

khali(at allah 

I~!Jiltl(dt al~mtlnm•u•allll~mulk, 1_\'1 

Khomcini, 122, 2H 1, 296 

ldmms st'l' fifth 

Khurasan (E. Iran), KhurJsJnis, 100, 

221, 2.77, 299, _,ox, .u1 
:tnd the tAhbJsids, 71. 87~9, lJ\, 

'14~(1, 97, I ~0 

Khurramls, 129, ,146f., .154. 156 

Khusraw I, q 

KhwJrizmshah. 22511., 2-t'>f. 

hi~lyd (competence), 2qf. 

:11-Kindl(philosopher), 166,167,141 

King of Kings (s!Jiih.lHshab), I.JH, 

151.221,!..~4 

kin!( (ma/ik, pl. multlk), 7 

conrrasrcd with rm.Zmi/:.IMii/;1 St'(' 

l)'l'dllll)' 

:lS k!Jali/;11 a/1.1/J, 151, 16.1o 212f 

more good than had through, 

J)(l 

;\lld natural order, 159f.. J(1_~r 

lrtlt', 174· lfX, 179~8J, IH2, IX.J, 

11)2, 19l-,S; ;md Sht<ite Jlll;lm, 

1 So, 1 ~h; see t~lso chid, 
first/ultimate 

kingship 

I Icllcmsl!L', qf., .JO, 19.ff.; 

Chnstianrt.cd, lt).Jf.; 

Cnosncizcd, X2 

Pcrsi;ln, qf, 14H-64 

SUn'IV;d of, Wllh 

Ullhclid/iniUSI!Cl', i(lO, {2~ 
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vs caliphate/imamate sec tyranny 

kinsh1p and n:lig10n, main bases of 

group format Jon, _197 

Kirman (province inS. lr;tn), I\'), 

198, 'I ,f. 
ai~Kirm:i1t"i 

(Fatimid missionary), 206 

(Khur;isJnl general), _\20 

(Sunni secretary), 2) \ 

bsr.l,.Jhll . 

ktssing ruler's hands, feet, etc, 16~ 

bttlhis Sl'l' People of the Book 

k1wwled!(e ('ilm), imam's, 1-!2111, 

102, 104, 11:., 12X, I ~o~.~. 207 

Kufa (ai-Kilfa, cit)' inS. Iraq), 1;, 

77,90, I06, 117f., I2X 

capital under <Ali, 20, ~2l 

Kharijism 111, 55 
Shlcism in, 20, 2.J, 70·-2, 77~'1. 

1 10; ismailis in coumrystde of, 

JlJ7, ~25f. 

lw(r sct• unbelief 

al-l<ulaynl, 291 

al-l<umavt (d. 741), 72,74 

l~tmya (name 111 the form 

'Father/IVIother of X'), 201 

Kurdisran, 2)0 

Kut;\ma Sl'C Berbers 

K11tayfiit, 217 

Kmhan·1r <Azza, 74, X:.f. 

l.i/mlwtail/,Jli'I!.JIJ,q,(,l 

{,) ikr.J!Ja (i '/-din, 17l. l7X 

labour, divJsJon of, 25y-61, _141 

Ltctannus, 264, \19, '\4 

land-tax, w.J 

laqtl~J, 2.68 

bw 
customary, .1'>7f. 

execution of, 292.f; functional 

;malysis of sec sodolo,l!,y 

human need for, 2(11-8 

living, 179, 182; Sl'l' ~t!so Homos 

Clll{JSVC/ms 
;ts medictnc/shackles, 1 X.J, 201, 

2.09, 12 •• , ~40, 'uo\; $('(' ~lfso 

antJnom!allJS!ll 

natur;d, 2(1.~f. •. H5 

rat ion a! \'S cnm'l'ntJonal, 20') 

rcwalcd (shar', shtrri'tl), Xf., 21; 

ahrogatton <lf, 201, 204, 207, 

21of.~ by corrupuon of, 20911. 

society and, .196, wX 

st•c also ritual bw/worsl11p 

la\\'f!.IVl'r (mmrothcti!s, wtltfi' a/~ 
ndmitsldl~shorf'll), 172, 17\f., 

176, 17X, 1X.t. 187, 26), 2X) 

!.aria Aklll':tli)')'a, 21 

Layth h. Abl1 Sulaym, 74 

lc)!.itimatJon (dynasuc) 

llllp()f(;\Jl(t' ()f, ~ ~. 212; role or 
descent 111, !7ol. 21:. 

of l !m;tyyad~. '~-···); tAhbasids, 

X9~94; E11 imids 21 1 f; 
( ;hat.navJds and Seljuqs, 2.2..1 f. 

lcgJtllll:ltHlll (posJtJonal) 

of <Ahh:ts1d vs upstart rulers, 

1.12, :>... \7~-f6, 249; Fatimids vs 

Mahdi, 201-? 

lihcrtari;m, liherL1rianism, ) 1-~. 

1>1L 

lihranL'o.;, ;1 ), \I.J 

LudlCr, \\. 

ai~J\rta<arri, 162 

Madeluug, 2 to 

madtnt~ sec cny; 1\lcdina 

11111drt~sd (nluctttonalmstltlltlon), 

\06, , 12 

,tl~maf(fiil (less outstanding 

candidale), 101, 10~ 

Mahdi, the (a/-m,t/Ji/i, 'the ri!(htly 

guH.Ied one": the J\'1uslim 

11H.'SSJ,lh), 19, 2.J, 75-80, _l62 

(Ahhasids and, 87~9 

role of, in lmamism, I I sf., 11Xf., 

217, i2\; in ism;lilism, 19H, 

!~)(), 2.01·-4, !O'i~7, ~!)f., {47~ 

111 Kh:trijism, 7); 111 Sun111sm, 

2)0··!., 11.1; 111 Zaydism, 1o6f. 

two Shlcite conceptions of, 79f. 

llmayy;ld c1liphs as, 4'• f)·-7 

ai-Mahdl 

('Ahh:isid caliph), 90, 92f., 117, 

w;f., \09, \21, ':.JO.J, .flO 

(Zaydi im;un), 107 

Mal)llllJd of (;ha:t.na (Turlush 

ruler), 1 1 \. 15.!1".. 221 f.; aud 

old woman, J)t) 

Map1lm, n·tJf. 

mal~s. \O.~ 

mal anthlmalal~muslimtn, y;l 

m111ih (klllg) sci' kmgship; tyranny 

J\-talik (Xlh-c. jurist, ;mccswr of 

J\L\Jiki ~dwo(), I I~ 

tVIiilikis, 220 

lvlalikshiih, 222, 217 

m.dil~ d(~slf111lil, 178f. 

al-~la'mr-ul ('i\hhiisid caliph), HX, 9l. 

9711., 107, IOl), 27·l• '·'404, .pO 

and milmt~, t l 1 

and J\tu'.lwiy.l, 1 :;2 

J\'lan1chaean~, 1\ bnH:hactsm, l.J8, 

29(J, \\4. H'i. ~6), 275f. 



al-Man~lrr 

('Ahhasid caliph), H9, 92, '1·1''· 

I 5H, .105, 10H, ''.JO.f, .po; 

deification of, 95,1 1 ~. I I'\ 

(Zaydl11nam), 106 

m,m ktmlummd,llm~ f), 90 

t\1anzikcn, 222 

lvlao, 190 

Maqdisi (Muqaddasi), 221 

J\1arrakcsh, 250 

marna~c. _).16 

manrrs, martyrdom, 9S· )t'lX, P4· 

391; Imarm, 12.4 
JV!arwan I (llmayyad caliph), \1•, 

>:·.po 

IV1arx, J\~larxists, 20I, '2' 

mac:<iiYtl ('disobedicm:e') :Wt' Sill 

ma',,im set' infallibility, mfalliblc 

Mas1ld of Ghazna (Turk1sh ruk·r), 

r 55 
m:Hcrialisrs (dahris), '\O' 

nttithl11i, 206 

ai-Miituridi (Snnni theologian), 261 

J\11;\turidism (theological school), 

220 

m,ttutili (smg. llltltUlci, diems) Sl'(' 

non-Arab tvtuslims 

;ti-Miiwardi (Sunni scholar), 152, 

22~, 2!-h, 2!'Lt, 'oh 
view of, on the imamate, 229, 

231, 232f., 2:q, 242, 2'i5· 2.wf., 

2S9, 2~n; on kinw'ruler 111 

general, 2.n. 270; on living in 

daral-~Jarh, '\61; on local 

obligatmns, _,o6, '61; on snci;ll 

function of religion, 266; on 

soCJal inequality, ~42; on war, 

rypes of, 297 

Mayhndhi, ,1Ho 

Maymiin ai-Qaddal). 211 

ai-Miizari, 240 

11IIl?J.llim ('grievances'), C<ltll't (Jf, 

159, J(1I, 2X4 

Mazdak, 329, H.l· qr.f., .lH 
Mecca (al-1\lakka), 1of., IN, 202, 

279, _,2.h, .'(io, _17X 

medical services, _,09-1 2 

Medina (formerly Yathrih), 16, 

!.12!, llo, 116, 12N, 11.1 

brotherhood in, '47 

emigration to, _:\(10 

God and public order in, V>4· \96 

lvtul)ammad in, 1of., 12f., V>4· 
jl)6; later constructions of, 

lji, Ill!, pX, 'Xo, 1X7; ;lS 

mopia, !.5·!. 269, 31Hf.~ :>f't' 

also Rilshidlin 
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M<'i<'ll<', wN 

merchants. V-1, 1:~6oJ, ;61 

mcntoniHIS, most, (lll~tlf(/a/) sec 

best man 
llH..'sscngcr prophet (nlsiil), 10 

messiahs, institutionalized, 7'\ 

messianism S('l' Mahdi, the 

metempsydH>sis sec re1ncarnatHlll 

J\lcthuscbh, 6 

mi~mil (inqt~isition), XX, 1) 1 

J\·tihriian and Nawrl1z (lrani;lll 

festiv.1ls), 159 

milia (religion), 17:; 

(religious communuy), ,, '9'f. 
mi!lenllllllll, 7h, 79 

lllliTOrs for pnnces, 149-64, r6Sf., 

19,, '9.~. 2.n 

mission, new (dii'H'd jadidtl} Sf'l' 

Nizarts 

miss1onancs (thi'is), lsmaili, 19), 

.:.!.J4, .'.If, :U7 

lmarn1 background of, 197f. 

monarchy, 272f. 

money, acceptmg rulers', qS 

monopolr on right to usc violence, 

29 \f., JO! 

tvlongob, 109, 122, .'.2.0, 21.1., 2.)0, 

\(l}' )6) 

moral purpose of powLT, II)\, 2.X7, 

29-!f. 
domg without, lmam1s nnd 

'Ibdition:llists on, 121, L.).tf. 

see also quas1~caliphs; tyrants; 

rebellion 

morality 

1111:1111 :\"sole source of, 1.X9 

king's, ;1nd natural order, 16:;f. 

puhlic, wrf., 117f. 

rereLuion as sole soun.::c of. 264f. 

More, Thomas, ~ 1 S 

J\!1orocco, L)O 

i\'1oscs (Ml1s:i), 1 1, ;;f., 200, 2.74, 

=:·..Joh 

as Greek-style lawgivn, 174, lf(l, 

U-1 
and J\lul}amrnad, 10f., 15f. 

l\"lu\lwiya h. A hi Sufy;ln (first 

llm<l\'Y'"I caliph), 20, 21f .. 11, 

4·h I H· 1\9. J(l6, ':410 

and tAbwis, q, 71 f. 
wore no crown, .f(1 

cursinp; of, I '2f. 

and dynastic SliCCeSSIOil, '6f{, 72 

as seen hy lhn Rushd, 191, and 

Karr:imJn·a, 274 

mosques, dl, 111., ;2.(1, Uf, HH, \7.:.!. 

mtltimahit, X 

mttdttn (pl. of madiu11) st'l' city 

mH{tl!J!Mm, 122 

al~Ah1fld (lmam1 Junst), 69, 2.f '' 

290, 292, .:.!.tHL, wo, 'o1 

mufli (junst g1ving f~ztu•tls), 2 ~6 

al-;v!ughira (heretic), H2 

muh,uldithiin Sl'£' tr:tditionists 

ai-Muhallah, '111., ,w. 
l\lul_ukkinu Sl'£' Khilriiites 

tdulpmm:HI (the Prophet), S, 

10-IJ, 19), "·17· '5'· =: \99. 

.JOlf., 406 

lsmai!i VIew of, LOO, l..O!, 1.06, 212 

and A·foscs, tof., 15f. 

philosophers and, 174• t7hf., 1X+ 

rR7, JtJ2 

religion and puhlic sphere under, 

:Ul'j, ~94, ,l)6 

and war, 2.79, U'\f., pX·-Xo, lX l 

fvluhammad (twelfth 1mam and 
mahdi of lmam1s), 1 1X, ''401 

;\!uhammad h. 'Ahdall.ih ai-Nafs 

ai-Zakiyya ('A lid rebel), 6911., 

79f.. X9. 92, 101, 114, I I'\, 

~l.'\ll., =:·.to:; 

Muhammad al-llalpr ('Aiid scholar, 

im:11n), x,, 9~. r r 1, IJ]-I_'i, 

2.00, >:-401, 406 

Muhammad b. al-l~lanafiyya 

(d. 700), '-!· 77f., Ho, HJ, 91, 

115, 117, ''401, .JO) 

fv1ubamm;H.I h. Ismaf)l (lsmaili 

Mahdi), 200,201,201,206, 

''-!OJ, .JOif .. -108 

lv!uhammad h. Ja'far ('Aii,l), 111, 

I 16 

J'vlul)ammad b. 'leklsh, 210 

mtr~J/irilnf1t (brigands), 297 

mu~Jtasi!J (m;uket inspector, 

censor), '\OI, '\O~. UT, \.)'\ 

mtt~Jtasi/J imam, JoC1, 2X9n. 

alwMu'izz (Euimid Clliph), 199, 

204, 2.06, 20X, ,:. -JI o 

mujaddid, 77 

11111JIIlhid (practitiO!lL'I' of ijtihtid, 
independent rcas<>ning) 

(caliph), '"<J, 221, 2qf., 21X, ".JO, 
2.41, 246~ COilCI'L'(e ex:tmpic of, 

2.2.)11. 

(junsts), 104, 129, 2.1.H, 2'4· 

2~6 

(other). (>J, 11.1 

al-i\lukhtar (Kufan rebel), >.J. 77-9, 
H2, X\, S7, 91, \2011. 

mulk (kmgsh1p) st•c k111g; kin~ship; 

tyranny 
Multan, 212 

I1Hlh1~purpose comnHmity/imams, 
I (l, :!,2, .JO, (l(l, I 07, 212f. 

11111lrtl~ (kings) S{'l' king; k1ngsh1p; 

tyranny 

muJmin ~fall, ,xx 
al-;\luqtadir ('Ahh:isid caliph), "·JO, 

2H9, '09, ) 11, '<.f 10 

:11-i\tur.l.dl, I\:. 

1\ I urji>itcs ('suspenders of 

Jtu.lgemcnt'), ,:.'\99 

on the Luc of sinners, ,ss 
hostile term for the majonty, 

>Hf. 

on I'L'\ult, 1;7 

on 'lhhm:tn and cAll, 2"":'f., 'i ,, 

I 14f., 12H 

1111/rt,tdd S('f' ;tpostatc 

J\liisil ni~Kit?-1111, ll.f, nsf., 11S, ':40~ 

i\!!JS:i h. Talha, 2.p1. 

l\lu~(:1h h. ;ti-Zuh:tyr, 2'\ 

ai~J\·Iusahhihi, 21(1 

music, \1.0 

A·hiSOilltiS, .fO 

,Ji.J\lllSI<l<Ji' ('t\bbiisid caliph), \1 1, 

.po 
:ll~i\tusracll, .:.!.17, ':4oH 

lllttSfll)111111, 2X1, ~.'\9 

ai-Ahtstan~ir, 206,216, ''4oX 

al-;\!usta';un (last 'Ahhasid caliph), 

2)'0, ''·110 

al-~!nsta?_hir ('Ahh;isid caliph), o1H, 

2 •• 1. 2.0 • 1..16, ·~ .1, o 

ai-Mu'tadid ('Ahh,lsid caliph), 1 '"f., 

'09, ':.flO 

mtttd:.allims sec theologi:tns 

al-~lu'ta~lln ('Ahh:iSJd caliph), HH, 

166, 2.JO, 2.7711., z.X.~, =:·40·!• .po 
al-~!utawakkil ('Ahhasid caliph), 

HH, 111f., "40·!• .po 
ai-Mutawalli, 221 

muta~tlll'tula set' \"olumcers 

lmtta?.mTif;,, p6, ,x2f. 

J\1uctaJ.ilite(s), 65-9, IH'\, ,o,, qS, 

1X9, '9I 

(AhhJ.s1d relations with, 1 ~ J·~ { 

<Ahhasids not caliphs/im;Jms to, 

224f., 21H, 240 

were jam.ti"s, not Sunnis, 2Hf., 

lH, 220 

views of, on deposition of ruin 

and rcvoh ;tg;linst, M1, 2.29, 

2. ~I, ~0 I; h:lVIllg Sl'\'LTaJ, (lR, 

27 ~; 1111:1111 as tL'achn, l1(1, 21.~; 

liv!llp; without im;llll, 24I, 2.12 

;t\~Atuqt (cAhha .. ,d c:tliph), 221, .:.po 

llllltibtHlll, 2!'\ 

mutimmiiu sec 'complctcrs' 
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11af,i St'l' prophet 
;11-Nafs ai~Zaklyya sec J\luhamm;ld 

h. 'Abdallah 

Naida h. 'Amir (0. (,Has), <.o 

N;qdiyya (or Na)alL"lt, suh-sect of 

the Khilrijitcs), 2w. 55-7, ~Xn, 

6of., 62-4, 6;, <.Hf .. l•;oJ, 
[2(HJ!, .:.!.7I, .!.Slln., ;24 

ndmils, pl. lttlll'ilmi"s (1:1\\', Creek 

1101110s), 172., 1N4 
ai-Nasafi 

(fsm;li!i mission;lry), .:.!.0'\, 209 

(Sunni scholar), 221 

ll!lfl(hl ('advice') sec :1dnce 

litnaturc 

ai-NaSJr ('i\hhasid caliph), ' \ ;, 

.!.l._'\11., 249f.. 'I6 

N:1~lr ;ti-Dln "fils! Sl'C Tltsl 

ai-N;isir li'I-Haqq S<'t' al·l~lilsan 

al-lltr!JSh 

NJ~ir-i Khusr;l\V, 20X, '76 

11.1:~:~ 

(design;Hion), 110, I I7 

(explicit statemellt in Qur);ln or 

Hadith), 217 

nationalism, Arah, ';:; 

n!l(iq ('speaker': bwgi,·er pn>phet), 

199, 200 

11111l'tlmis St'l' nilml1s 

ai-Nawhakhti, 1 17 

;d-Naysahtir"l (lsmaili missionary), 

.!.I}, 214 

llili..tr (rational enquiry), 21l) 

,J!~Na?-?~l.m, 66 

necessity, overriding, (fjarFm1), 21H, 

2. ,9, 2-JO, 291, qH 

NemesJtts of Emesa, 259 

Ncoplatomsm, Neoplatonists, I6.J, 

i66f., 172,lt7~\. lj6, 199 • .:.!.06, 

.:.!.411. 262 

'New A·iiss1on' sec Niz:l.rls 
Nish;~pur (city in E. Iran), 1 qf., 110 

Ni<;im ;~l-1\tulk 

as ;ltlthor, I'\.:.!., I '\6, I);, 1.97. 

106, 1-ll· 1-!7, 14Nf., 

scntnnentality of, 1 () 1 

as vizier, 1.14, 2U, .:.!..f6, ~90, 191 

Ni"(jml (Pt'I"SJ:lll poet),!'\.), :;2Sf., 

~4x, 156 

Ni;:-jml Arlit_ll (secrewry), J(,H, 2-f(, 

Niz;\r (Enimid prince), 1.17 

Ni:;arls (adherents of Niz:ir and 

'New !\liss10n'), 1.1 '\, uc~. \90, 

''-!07 

set• 1rlso Ass;lssins 

Noah (Nl1l_1), 6, 200, ': .jO(l 

Ark of, 1 1 1, 1.1 ~ 

n:--
nomo_.; 1'111{'-""(/ms ('animate bw'), 

.,o, 194; set' 1dso l:tw, liYing 

1to11tothl'ti's ('Lm·g1ver'), 171 

non-t\Lth 1\lu...,Jims 

and r\r:lh<>, 1ssue of relative status 
of, {{!f.,{\'\ 

as clients, S.:;, 1:;1., '6X 

clir,ihility for Jmanute of, 'i7f.. (l{l 

:md Shl(ism, Mukhtar's, ;X, Xof., 

S.tf~ L'Xtremist, s,, tJT,IJ-t··-6; 

ll:i~hnnue, l)M. 
Nonh :\fric.1, (J.!.., XX, .:.!.'\0~.!., Ul~ 

Bnhn. ;~~~ J...,maili, JtJ?, 19S, 

W.J. l2o7J, 212, 217, no 
notable<>, !(Jed, 2".'"6, 'o(l 

Nuhi;tns, .:.!.(1-

nuhttll'lf'd sec proplwthood 

Nukk:ir (lh,idi sub-sect), I<Jf., JoN 

ai-Nu'm:in, ;~!-Qadi (lsmaili JUdge), 

I)'.:.!., 206, 20~, .:.!.10 

Nuq~;l\'i'!m (1-.m;lili~trpc heresy), 

n1 
N111· ,d-Din, "17 

occult;ltH>Il st't ,l.!,hav!Jtr 

oih.-;tl's (founder of colony), 170 

Om;m ('Um:l.n), 6o·- 2, 276n., '2 I 

Ongen, ,9.., 
tlrph;ln-., 2{9, 1.S(1, 1.91, '1.1 

orthodo:-.:y, nLlintenancc of, 101f. 

omLlwing, outlaws, .:.!.tJ6, ,x, 

p:tg;m de:uh. 22, IO'\, 117, 216, 2.p, 

2.12, 2NH 

pap.an'>, lq.!,.d '>Lllus of, HX, \?Of., 

ptJ, ;S~ 

Arab, 1-1. r-:-S 

pagalliSill, 2f16; see :t!so jdhiliy'l.'il 

JUrttetdar. rc\'l'lauon and the, :.71 

parttcuL1ris1 rl·ligion, ,6,-X 

patron:1gc, literary, ~ 1 ~ 

Paul of Aq!,ina, ; 11. 

P;tulthc Pcr-.ian, H 

peasant.<., 1 )'tJ, \09, '\2~, ).:.!.~, q6 

Pcnttl'Jlt" (}';1\\'Wilhlin), 1 !.f 

People of the Hook (tth! !il~hihif,, 

bhihi\), ;w, ~6.!., :;jO,_l/1, \SO 

Pcrsi;lll 

emp1re sec· S:iS:ir11d empire 

l.1ngu.lgl·, ,.,x, 16ll 

J\Lthdi ill lbl_lLlvn, 202, '\.:.!.6 

tr.tdiuon, q'\, q:-. qS--(q, 16'\f. 

z.;;;f.. q(1 

Pl'r-.i;tn•.llr.lllian-., {Jl), \\Of., ,.,6, 
;-.,; "'l'L' :1!"o Khura":tn"ls 



Pharaoh (godless tyrantL 6, 12.1, 

J60 

Philo of Alexandria (Jewish 

philosopher), 17ll 

philosopher kmg see kmg, true 

philosophers 

disappearance of professional, 

t66f., ,s, 
as doctors, 166, ~ 1 o 

patronage of, 1R5, 196, ;1; 

period of prominence of, 1.p, 2.)~) 

philosophy, 165-96~ St'l' also 

lsmailis 
attractions of, J~Ltf. 

in Byzanrium, 166f. 

csotcricism and marginal status 

of, 167f., 1X6--9, '9)f., 2.2.0, 

\0\ 

mirrors and, 1 so. HJ1, 2'l \f. 
revealed religion and, 172-), 175, 

1Hj, tS 5~9 
Pko della J\1irandola, 169 

pilgrimage 

leadershtp of, ·I' f., 9711. 

validity of, 290 

'pillars of Islam', 161f. 

Plato, '5'· '7·h rl).~-s. 279, l2.2 
;wailability in Islam, 166 

Farah! and, 170-2., '75-7· 17Xf .• 
dh, dLtj sec also king, true 

lim Rushd and, 1 S9-9L 

myths of, 175f. 

Republic of, '7'• tSt, 1.1R; 

COillllllllliSill in, \.f6, q9f. 

Platonism, Plaronists, 16y, 171; see 

also NcopLuonism 

Plotinus, 167 

Plutarch, 40, 41 

polytheists (musbrikrm) sec pa{;;lns 

poor help, .)07-tJj see also pon-rty 
Porphyry, 167 
polis sec city 

'political scicm.:c'l 167, 169f., 1H7 -9, 

19Lf. 

Byzantine dialo~uc on, 176f., 194 

poliucs, ccononHcs and ethics, LttJ, 

1ll9, 19) 

poor help, _)o;--y. 

Porphyry, .154 

postal system (/Mrld), 117 

povcrt)', the poor, .~.o-··(1 

prc~Socr:nics, 167 

primitivism, .\I H, _)2.:~, 

pnvacy, .~oJ 
probitr (tadtila), 22.5, 2.2.9 

Prod us, 167, 1 H6 

professionals Sl'C educated la\'IHL'n 
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propcl'ly, private, .H.\• q6-H; St't' 

lllso comnHJnism 

propherhood (nulmwu•a), 10; 

colllJmtous, H:.!; final, H, 10 

prophets (nabl, pl. aulny.J'), yf. 
;ts culture heroes, 2.6); <1S 

founders of politics, 1 \f., 2tl); 

st't' ,t/,;o bw{;IVtT 

lsmaili \'icw of, 2.oof., 21 o, 2 L!. 

philos<lphcrs and, 17S, rH4, It):.!, 

[L65[ 

Prophet, rhc set• !vtul)anHnad 

pnlstratJng t<l rulers, 161 

providence, 272 

prm·incJ;lllaw, lt).Jil. 

puhlic 

domam, 121, :.!')J. J'J4 

law, :.!X2 

lihrancs, ~ 11 

morality, ~01 

worship, 121, .!.X')-l):!., [JOI, )60\ 

punishml'nts, 29·! 

puntamsm, 2~.::.. ~2of., ':.!., 

(~;ttbrism. '-'· :~,H9 
qadh( (faJ..,e accusation ()f 

unchastity}, 1.H2n. 

al-(~;\dir (':\hbiisid caliph), 1\l, OLJ, 

~91' ,: ·110 

tJtitfis sec judges 

Q:tdisiyya, b;utlc of, ''• ll9, _:~,q, 

\66f., 17·1• 1X4 
al-(~all!l, 17X, 1X 1 

Qaln;lnl, the, :!.~' 

t~l~qii'im (apocdyptic messiah), Xo, 

201, 2.0--f, 20(l, .!.Ot), [21)[ 

ai-Q;I'im (Fatimid caliph), W), "409 

(~arakhanids Clttrkish rull'l's), 15.1 

Q;tr:imit;t, Q;lrmatl {ntm~Fatimid 

Isnwilis), 204, 2..4.), 276, :Psf.. 
'ftl, •:..J07 

ai-Qiisim h. lhriihim (Zaydi 

authority), 100, JO.J, 106 
QJsiml imams of Yemen, 106 

tJt11l'I1J, )6 

Qayraw;ln (city in Tun1s1a), 1.07 

(lib/a {prc~crihed prayer direnion), 

9·h I )0 

qivtlma (resurrection), 209,210, .!II 

q1yiis (analogy), 2.19, uR 

quasi-caliphs/imams, tl7, 6y, 1]9, 

2L.J, [oo6[, LO'), L\0, L.JI, 01.5, 

"7-1 
ai-Qw,IJ.C"i, 216 

(~udama b. Ja'far, 1Ml, 260 

qtuctism St'l' rebellion, atwudes to 

QunHn (cuy m Iran), 1 10, .!t)Oil. 

ai-Qumml, 1,41 

Qur'.ln rc:1ders, lO,, 1,04 

Qmaysh, Qurashis (t\!uhammad's 

tribe), 1 X, 16, L6Xf. 

I'L'Striction of caliph:tte lo, '7-·9, 

72; 

1\irlml on, 2.H1; GhazJII on, 

2.l7f.~Juwaynl on, 2Hf.; 

rejected hy KharijitL·s, ·'7· 57· 
.u.~; and s<>me J\~tu'tazilitt•s, 
66; narrowed down hy 

Shltites, ;o. JH; Sunm new 

of, 97f.; 2:!..tf.; restored by 
SO!lle /.aydis, 10'. 

a!-<~urtuhi, L.\O 

al·<~ushayri, qo 

r;tbblc-rousers sec schobrs 
IUhic.t ;ti-'AdawJyya, 1_16 

Ra"lwJ, Mount, Ho 

r.lj(./ (rejection of Ahlr B<lkr ;1nd 

'Umar), ?J-s; and 'Ahh;!sids, 

90~2, 1 10, 1 'li and lmamis, 
11of., II_); and Zaydls, 101~ sec 
also Ghul:\t 

R:ifi~II Shltitcs, 19S, 1.72, ~21, ''401; 

St'l' also lnumis; lsm:i<Jiis; 

J;!rttdis 

IU.fii.JI view of religHHlS knowledge, 

IO.f, I 1,0, 2X9 

Rii~hih al-l,fahiini, t6S, o6of., qL 

ram, prayer for, 42; failure of, 1 )9 

al~ra'is al-au•u•dl (ultunate chief), 

17H, 179 

rl-l'islmalik al-smma (chief/king 

obeying the law), 17Sf. 

RamalJiin, L1st111g 111,291, 1,01 

Raqqa, wS 

ai-Rashid sec llariin a I- Rashid 

IClshidlm ('rightly gu1ding', because 

:rightly gtnded', the more 

l·ommon translation: the first 

four caliphs as seen hy the 

Sunnis; often 'patnarchs· 111 

mmk'l'n works) exemplify true 

imama, H, 1 ,xf., 191, 212, 2H.t. 

2HX; form the golden age, 

JtSf., 120; till the first cil'il 

war, '' 
F:irJbl's \'l'rsion of, 179 

Sl't' 11/so J\lcdinn 

R:twandiyya, l'Xtrcme supp11rters <lf 

the <AhhJsids, 2H, 9 ;, 9)f., 

''401, ''.JO) 

r.zjy (opinion), IO.f, 127, 1.19 

Rayy (clly now repbn·d by 
'li:hran), 110 

IUzi Sl'l' Ahii 1\akr al-, 

(phihlsophLT); Ahl1 1-:-Lltllll 
al-, (missionary); Fakhr al-din 

;11-, (theolo~tan) 

J'e:tsoll (';~q/), !71 f. 

rebellion, ;Htllmles to 

(actinst) Khiiriiite, ;S, 1S;; early 

rvturji'itc, I )7; t\fuCt;lzilite, 66, 

!67\~ Traditionalist, 1 r;~ tribal, 

)2, 2'\.!., 1,21; Z:tydl, 107, lOt), 

\OJ, u.1 

{quietist) lm;uni, 12~f.; Sunni, 

u~l.. hm St'l' also dcpo~ition; 
'J'r;HiitJonalist, '.w·-H; mirn)rs, 

1.:;4~6; the trend, )OJ 
rchds (lm,r.htit), fighting ;tgainst, 

1 ~(lf., .!)0, .!_1), 2(j-;' 

ref<)i'lllJsm, punt an, :~,:.!of. 

l't'.f,?,Jitl, 1.\~. 1..u. :::.7' 
reincarnation (t<~niisukh), H1., 117 

rdigJon, natural, u6; organized, 

201, zo9f., .!7'!, _1,27, 356; and 
philosophy, sel' philosophy 

religious ;wthnriry 
of caliphs, 40, 12H·~~1; llmayyad 

exercise of, 42-4 

of lmami imams, 111; cxcrctsc 

of, 42, 119 

in Kh:trijism, 59, 10:1{; l\lu'tazili~m. 

(.,(1; Sunnism,j127\, z.;;z.; 

Z;tydism, JO.f, 107f. 
I'L'Slll'fCC!I(lll 

denial of, So 

spiritu;tl, :.!.09, 210,2.11 

rihii( (fortified scttknwnt), 1.9X, ~oo, 

w6, -,(~4 

d!~thf.l ('person diciung consent'), 

72f.,(H,H7,H9,91 
imdm d!-, TO.), 106 

od~Ri<.,IJ. Sl'l' <Ail h. i\llisii. 
rightly gtudcd caliphs set• 

R:tshidlm 
rights/cbims amqiiq) 

(;od's, .!.fi, 2H2, 19·1 

human, 2H 1 f. 
ritual Ll\v/worshq-, (ti!Jildtlt), Xf., 

:.!oo, :.!o9, 241, 12:--. wll, wH 

ritual nolauon of bw, 2.0:.!. 

RizJmls, 1 n 

roads, w1L 
Ronuncmpire 

command structur'l' of. ;md 

church, 4'\ 

maintallling t hl'orct 1cal unJt y of, 

2H 

philosophy :md, 17(, 

republic, end of, :q 
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Romans, :~,6'\ 

H.oS!', /{ont.zlf de lit, :.!.(12. 

Rttdaki, 111 

Rukn ai-Dawla (1\liyid ruler), L'JOil. 

Rlnn ('Rome, Romans') St'(' 

By7_antium, Byz:1ntincs 

nnnifz (nddles), 174 

Rushdic, (Salm;m), 296 

Rustumids, 6o, (,Jf., 10X 

Saha)iyya (Shi'itcs), 74 

?tldtltJil St'l' ;tl!ns, obligatory~ tithe 

)afa\·1ds (Iranian dynasty, 
1~0!·-17:!.2), JO(l, 12.!, 12.1, 21)0, 

lOO, :;o4 

Sil/f"rs, I I X 

S;thar:l, _1,51 

:d-Saffah, S7, ''.po 

~ab.l/Jil $('{' (:(H11pa11HlllS 

Sa'id h. ai-Husayn ('llhaydalliih 

ai-Mahdi), LO\, '' 409 

.s;Jims, Sufi, 127 

Saladin (~alah ai-Din), t'J\, 197, 

~rl~s,d,tf: 126, uo 
Sabmiyy;l (town 111 Syna), 197, ~<JH, 

:.!OL 211, ':-4oHf. 

:).!lih h. ~!usarril), ;Rn. 

Salim (secrct;lry}, 1) 1 

ai-Sah h. 1\!iilik, 10X 

al-s<111tt (alllhontativc 111formation 

of divine origin), 12H, 219, 

SJmJnids (1oth-c. rulers, E. Iran), ~o 1 

S;tmarqand, 2H'\f.~ king of, 7(1 

Samarm, 119 

StliJI{tr, )•au•m 11!- Sl't' 'Day of the 

Portic<l' 

;ti-Sar;Jkhsl (philosopher), 167, 172, 

no 

SJsJmd empire (Iran <111<.1 Iraq, 

LLI>- 6)1 ), qf., qXf., 150, li'J, 

I t6o[, 11>1 

Arah conquest of. :1s social 
liher:ltion, 'q, :; ,(,, _,x, 

ruling family of, Birlml on, :!.X.); 

c;hazn;l\'id claim to descent 

from, 21.1, 

Sayf h. 'Umar (illstori;m), \1, 174 
Stryvids (descendants of the 

Prophet), 107f. 

S;txons, 172 

Scept tcs, 167 

sdmbrs, rdigwus (cu/,mt~"i): men of 

Tradition;tlist lcarnmg), I.J6, 

1.)0, 2.)9 • ., )6 

in lnumism, 1 19 

vs lc:trncd laymen and 

philosopher'>, q6f., 1 (17, 1 Hof., 

I /.;(1, l9)f.~ 

~1s r.thhlc~rouscrs, 296, 1H '\ 

nsc of, -1:.!.--.J. 1:.!.)-·9 

schools, ; 1..:. 

scrupullllls llh<;LT\':lnce (tt•.rrilt), .!..!.), 

:.!H 

Scythi:tns, 2t19 

Schiilucgm (Turkish ruler), 1 '\7, 1 ~9 

sccrctarws (brtt.r/J, sg. k~uib, 

'writers'- cwil Sl'J'\';lJHS, 
hure.mcrats), 14ll, 1 .;;o, 1) 1, 

I )"(l, I b) 

lh?;lntnw, 16~ 
sccul;tr rulers, scculan'f.ati(lll, past 

;md prL·sclll meaning of, 1.16, 

19·t ·X 

Sdjuq'>, 12.2, 1 q, L.ft)f., 211, 24_1. 

2)0, :;90 

arri\'.d of, :.!21, 222 

rc<>pon..,t• w, 2 \.f~.p; sec tdso 
Ass;l'>'>in.., 

Sent•ct, q 

Seth (Sh!th), •if. 200, ::-4o6 

Scthi;~n-;, (), S 

Seville-, o-(, 

Sld,ih h. 'Auna (Xth-c. lhiidj), 

! ~-. 162.. 

Shahih h. Yazid (;th-e. Khiirijite), p 

sh;!!..low of (;od (;;ill ,,nrh), 12S, 

I)), I 6-f, 2)2f. 

ai-Sh:ifi{"i (9th-c. JUnst, ancestor of 

Sh:tfi'itt' school), 1 :~,(,, 1 1R. ~92 

Shafi'itt•s (lqJ;<d school), ll,f1, 21.0, 

!Sy. !91, 1,02 

shtihiln."htih St'(' King of Kings 

ai~Sh;thr.t~tJnl (theologi;m), 22_1 

s!J<tlf, sh~ll'i',l, (rcvebtton, re\'e;tlcd 

Llw) 8('t' !;tw; 

sh116: pl'rLllning tolfonmng part of 

the rt.'\'l':dcd law 
ai-Sharil t\khii Muhsiu, W\ 

ai-Sharif .d-IUdi, 1 L \ 

:ti~Sh.tp .. lr), ) II f. 
Shch;t, Queen of, 45 
Shem (S:im), ..,on of Noah, 200, ''-to(, 

s!Jitil (party) 

of dll' 'Ahh:l..,ids. Hy, 99. ''401 
of (All, 2of., 27, R9, =: .fOI (sec tdso 

'AJ.n,·!~) 

of cr !thman, 20, 2.7, n4oof. 

Shl'ism, Shi'ites {though g!ohal, tlw 
tLTill tend~ to he used of IU.fil,ll 

Shicitc..,, e..,p. lm;tmis), 20, :.7, 

~If. )2, 70-98, 12(l, IR1., 2'\9, 

;o,, )I'· ~)(l, ''4o~,.J07 



Shl'ism, ShT'itcs~~--cout 'd 
under Blir1ds, z.z.o· ... -~ 

imamate of, no civilization 

withom, 26~; law and, 2X9; 

personal quality rather than 

office, .p, 227 

and power, cormpt nawre of. 

2)4f. 

and spirituality, {2{···,, \l.7f. 

on zlltl 'l"llmr, 1 1X 

sec t1/so ghuluww~ l·l;lslmnite 

ShT'ism; lmamis; lsmailis; soft 

Shlcites; Zaydism 

Shiraz, ·' 14 
Shu'ha b. ai-HajjaJ (tradiounist), 111 

slnlnl (electoral procedure), 2.0, _q, 
{6-X, _s:::., 102. 

end of calls for, 97; sec ;dso al

ritft"i 

of Hashimites, 72f., 7H, 17~1. S7, 

101f., ll.f, 115 

Shu'lJbis, Shu'tihism, H3· ,~-:, 

~iHin, battle of (AD 657), w, L\, q 

silk,-~ 19, .~2o, -~1.2., \l.~n. 

Simon Peter (Shim'fm al-saf.l), wo, 

"406 

simple societies, 2.cl 1, 2.69 

ai"Siiist:ini S('l' Ahl1 Yacql1h 
ai-Sijis£:\ni 

sin (ma(~·iya), 6; rulers as 

punishment for, !12.0j, 1 ,U. 156 

Sinan h. Thahu, _,oy-1 1 

sinners, status of, 3X6-9o 

$jq,lya (supplying water to 

pilgnms), 92. 

,\'hTal-asn"ir('Sccrct of Secrets'),''' 
Sist:in (region of S.l:::. Iran),(, 1 

siyt"isa (aqliyya ('rational 

govern;lncc'), 2.6S 

stytisat al-~mrriyya ('governance or 
(reed om') sec denwcracy 

siytisamadantyya (governaJH..:e <l( 

the city/community), 169, JS''\ 

slavery, .145· J.!6, 150-.1 

moral, .1-J.'\ 

polit~eal oppression :1s, '\1., '1 t; 

slaves 

barrack, 351 
and ealiphal office, .17 

of God, H, .111, _152, 15S; of a 

god, 394 

~mditd on, z.y.pm., 2.9511., 296 

jihiid mam source of, .Ln. 171. 

natural, 1X7 

revolts or, HI 

as soldiers, professional, XR, 1-t{l, 

1.2.2., ~2.2., })I; volunteers, )6.~ 
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soctalcgalitarianism, 'q-6; 

mobility, \\6, lR l 

obligations, 1 X.J 

org:lllJzatJon, viii, -~.1.'..-.'\7 

S<JCi<llogyls<JCJnlogists tlf rcligi<m, 

(unctional, 1X7f., l2oX, .'..661, 

.'..X5 

Socrates, 179, 1 x, 
soft ShJfitcs, 72, yy, 12X, 1_qf. 
Solomon, 11 

Spam sn· ;d-t\mblus 

stare 

(governmental atJ,cncy), ,r., 106, 

:.'.l).Jf. • .{I:J7; subsidiary nature 

of, 170, 2..f)f.. J~Hf.; St't' 11/so 
secubriz;ltion 

(polity), 3f.. )97: Sl't' 11lso regna 

state of ILHUre, 2.6z.f., 2.64 

stipend sysrcm, llmayyad, \07 

Stoic, Srmcs, 167, 2.62., 1 IIJ, HS, 

)46, .Hsn. 
Sllt:CeSSIOJl, '2 

hereditary, Umayy:1ds and, ,6- t;; 

Shl(ites and, 70 

in lmam1sm, 110, 117f. 

in Ismail ism, 207 

111 Kh:irijism, )7f. 

Ill Sunnism, yJ, ~26· 

in VIrtuous Cit)~ 179f. 

in Zaydism, 104f., Jot) 

Sufism, Sufis, 1X7, 11)5, :.'...J.l) • .?..~.~. 

1.71, :;o.1. JjS-40, .{62. 

lralllan, ~{of. 

and law, ~y;f., '2; 

~md legality of puhlic domam, 

z.:i!..L, .ws 
orders of. .qo, .19X. 

~ii/(yyaltrl-mtltazila, 66 

~lfNJtlt tr!-sul{l"i11, L.f7 

Sufy:tn ai"Thawrl (Ii·adiuonalist 
scholar), 11 ), '2.1, .:\1)1. 

Sufyiinl, the, 2.' 1 

~ufrls (Kh;lrijitc suh-sc·ct), )If., 1X, 

61 

ai"Suhrawardi 

(a/-maqtitl), Iy2f., '~o. 55S· JX6 

(Sufi), L.J~L 

SiliCide, ll"l, !!4J, \74• \YOf. 
Sulaym h. Qays, hook of, X 5 
Sulaymiin (lJnLl)'}'.td caliph), Hll, 

·'.po; as the Mahdi, 751'. 

Sulaymau h. Jarlr ai-Raqql (Zaydi 

authority), 101. 

~u/~, (pri\'ale agreemeJH), 2.9.! 

suhan (sul(iln, ';tutlwrity'), 14fl 

Seljuq, \'."caliph, L q, 2.4 ;- 9 

sul(.lu j.fir (lmami), 11.0 

Sumenans, 1' 
Slf1111tl (pi. Sltlltlll) 

(nghl practice, esp. the 

Proplwt's), )2, 126f 

(law, translatmg Greek 110111os). 

I H4 

Sunn1s, Sunmsm, 2.of., 219-54; 1.71, 

29.1. 21),, wo 
and 'j;tm:i'l 1\·luslims\ 2Xf. 

and liv1ng without inLllll, 2.5·1· 

"11 • ~ 17 • ~ 1S-4o, "421'., 
2Xy··~9 I, l.~H. 2.9.1f., 29X, \04; 

scl' .dso caliphs; tmam 

and principles, 2.).'\ 

sinfulness of rukr and public 

order m, 2.90, 1.97f.~ St'l' ttf.w 

deptlSitHm; rebellitHl 

wtde umbrella of, 590 

Syri;t, ,c;,, ~tJ7, 2.11., 2.22 

Syri:tn desert, \1.1 

(,rbaqiit, \.\5 

ai-Tahari (Sunui scholar), 210, H 1, 

;so. 16X, 191 

Tabarisr:in set' CaspJ;tn Zaydls 

tdlnlt (chest, Ark of the Co\'en;lnt), 

7X 

lil(ll'hf (de!cg;Hion), :.'..f4; of unam\ 

power to Jlll"ISts, 2.p, 2.9\ 

T:ihcrt (town in Algena), 6o 
'f;illll' h. al-l;lusayn (~th-e. 

governor), 1 :;2, wX, W'J, ·' 10, 

\\7 
T"hll'Jds (dynasty foundl'd by Tl. 

1.99 

1<~1'/lr, 1S.;f., 190-2 

T;llb;t (Qurashi Companion, 

comendcr in first ctvil war), 

z.o, S5· 1 {.1; son of, sec J\llts:i h. 
Talha 

Tali bids (descendants of Ahl1 Tali h. 

cAll's father), X9, 90, lJ·h 99f., 

402, 405 

ltlnl"isu/.:.h set' reincarnation 

ltUfl}')'l.l (diSSilHUiatHlll), l2Jf., 21)), 

'17, :;25, .\.?..6, _ux, -tH6 

/ll)tl'il, 1.01 

ftltl'tfil, 2.06 

taxes (canolllcal), collection of, 1 2.1, 

2..\~. 2..1,1. 21)), .'9·1 

(ti!H:anomcal, mtd:.il.o;), W.f, ~2.o 

T;tWW;lhUn (1\.·nJtants), 24 

ltl(::ir (dio;LTetJon;Hy punishment), 

2')4 
'li:kish, 210 

testaments .o;cc wa~iyy.1 

ai-Tha"liJ,j (litterateur), 'I" 

Themistius (philosopher), 151, 1 S6 

tlwoo·;Ky, .f6 

theology, rationali7.111p; (kaliim, 11$iil 

al"din), theologians 

(muta!.:.tlllims),G'\, 126, :.'.\1, 1.)9 

;lnd coverage or the llll;l!ll;ltt:, 

14cl, 170, 1.1.2f. 

and philosophy, 1Xo, 1X6, 19'), \I 1 

olnd ,li·aditlonalism, 12.7, !II), 2.2.0 

set• ttl so Ash<arism; Milturldism; 

Mu'tazilites 

Tihetans, 2.X 5 

ai-Tirunmiil), 45 

ttthe (cus!Jr, also ;;adaqa), ~04 

traditJ(ms (reports from past 

;lurh<JrttJes, esp. the Pn1phet) 

set• Hadith 

traditionists (mu/lllddithtin: 

transmitters or J:ladlth), ll.,f. 

Tr;H.littonalists (a~~JJ"i!J al-~lildith: the 

1:-bdlth party, hclievers in the 

authority of Hadlth), 2Hf., q, 

125-41,2.19, 22.f, 247· 1.'-J., 2.71 

and philosophy sec scholars vs 

thc<Ji<lgtans Sl'l' theology 

on sinners, ,~h)f. 

transmigration of souls st'l' 

reinctrnatJon 

'Ii·:msoxama {now Turkestan), 2.0.,, 

174 
translations, 1Mlf., z.llo 

transvaluation, R2 

trihal chtcfs sec chiefs 

tribal tradition, contribution of, 

11-1,70, 145, ~6Sf., 11,g 

trihe.sn1e11 

Arab, cthmc chauvinism of,!' '1.1, 

'67; Berber St'c Berbers; 

Turkish, l.!l., z.6y, ~l.l. 

aCIIVISlll of, J121, 121, J1H1J 

not cast as r ree or noble people, 

except in !v1cdina, 6X, 2.Cl9, 

"{tS, ,19 

vision and, lsmaili, 19X; 

Khariiitc, 59··-61; Zaydi, 107 ~9; 

Sunm, .?..t;0-·2., {!.1 

'fuf;hril lief;, 22~, 21-1 

Tu!(hril Ill, L.JH 

(llliltfd1
, 2.07 

Tums, 207 

Tunisia, 11)7 

'l'urks, 

(in the caliphate), 1R7, 216, 261), 

\2.2., \,,;as Independent 

rulers, 21.1 L 
(of the steppe), 1 \, L(,(,f., 2X1, 

299. \X\ 
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sc•c also Scljuqs 

;ti-Tur~fishl (t\ndalusi;m scholar), 

I _'\2., I '6 

Tiisl 

(Nasir a I- Diu, philosopher), 1 <)1, 

:'.I,, 2.54, 260, J·l2. 

(a/Mshtt)1l.:.h ,d-, jurist), 120, 2..fJ· 

2.90, 292f., 295· {00, {0~ 

two-lcYd religion, 17), 271, )7S, 

,xo; Sl'l' also philosophy and 

J'CVL";lled rcligHlll 

tyranny 

(mull.:. vs tmt"ima), 6f., 44-7, ,M., 
5X, 66, 97, 109, l..J.5• .\~); Sc'C 

also deposition; quast-caliphs; 

rebellion 

philosophers on, ll)lf. 

tyratmJCH.Ic, ,~-: 

'llhaydallah h. 'Abdallah h. 'Pim, 

I _'\2. 

'llhaydallah ai-Mahdi (founder of 

Fatnmd dynasty), JtJ7, 20,, 

2.ofl, •:- 4oX; as Sa'ld h. 

al-l;lusayn, LOl, "40X 

(ttlam1r (s~. cdlim) sec scholars 

ulf,I, p_r,, 1-17 

,;[,;'/-ann (Q. 4:59), 11S, 155, 2H4 

cumar (second caliph), tXf., 1.7, ,x, 
•:·_\99, 401, .po 

and golden age, {I X f., \2. T, _{2 1 

and Arab slaves, .)52. 

v1ews on set• Ahlt B;lkr and 

'Umar 

'Umar 11, ..J.J, 6911., 12X, 1.)9. 1.1-Lt. 

107, .109, 175• '' 40H 
as the Mahdi, 75·"7 

;ls the muiaddid, 77 

Umayy;tds, .lJ-47• _'\l., X4, IOL l.'JI, 

12.0, {52, •:·.po 

Ill aiNAndalus, 2.2.0, 2\1, 2'\1., z.XX 

Imam is on, 12.1 

and llllliS"ticc vs unbelief, T(lo 

ttmma 
(a people, n:Hion), 1 1 

(the Comnnmity of Believers), 

11,171, 1H2., 1.15, 2X7, W7 

;ls a car;wan, 21-·1, 11., l.ll, .1XM., 

.wo 
controversv over nature of, :;}.:I) f. 
and kmj!.doms, 2..u. 24X, \97 

;lnd Pbtoll!c nty, 17Jf.,177, t;R, 

,g,f. 

sec 11lso multi-purpose 

C<lllllllUilJty 

Ull;\llllllity St'l' C<lllSL'llS!JS 

unbelief, ;thode of Sl'l' d.lr al"kufr~ 

charges of (l<~h/i.r), 1Ssf .. 390--2 

unbelievers (kuf(tir, sg. kt'i{ir} Sl'C' 

infidels 

unlvL·r~;tlism, rdigmus vs poliucal, 

\6,, ~r17, I \691. ,xs 
cushr St'l' tithe 

tf{>ill tii-dfH ('foundations of the 

rcliguHl'), sec theology 

uSLlrpt·rs 

as acceptable strongmen, 22.7, 

~16, ~\7 

caliphs 111 the sense of mulid.:. -"l'C' 

qT;mny; dJ.r al-gha~h~ raf~..l 

governor~ .1s, l.~~. !_11), 1.55, [27'\l 

'llthman h. 'Allin (tllll'd caliph), 1 y, 

fll)n., \19, Hl., ,XX, '·'.191), 401, 

.po 

and firs! civil war, 19f., 1.~·-X, .p, 

party of set' cllthnliinis 

view:-. on, of <Ahh:istds, 9211., 94; 

of lm:uni~.! tJOI; or Ibn 

ai-Zuhayr, 2.'); of Khiirijites, 

2), ~;, )6, ,x, 229; of Shf=ites, 

L';trly, ,;, 7~. 7-1• 99; of 

Tradition;llists and Suimls, 

1 qf.; "~·I·~~'); of llmayyads, 

q, \6; of Zardts, 101 

'UthmJnls, 1.!-:, q, 7+ ·'XX, •: .)99~40 

'roy;t!ish' (glohal), 1.0, 2.7, 2H, _q, 

J.f, ,:-::-:;(supporters of 

lJmayyads, nor Zuhaynds), 

24 
upholders of 'llthmiin as last 

nlshid caliph, 6,, 12.H, 

': WIJ· 401; lhn <lJm;tr 

nwuthp1ece of, 1 ~7 

utopw~. 11X, \2.), \2,, '1.9 

'u;:/<1 (liVIng .1s a hermit), qo 

vcget;Hi;llh, H.f, ! H61 

vengc:tlll"L', ,\Vt:llgl'r, or the a/.r/ 
tr!-!Jtn•t, 7H, X;; of ai-Hus;lyn, 

~'\;of non"Arah lv1uslims, ~-:,; 

of cl It hmiin, 2.0, q 

VlrtliOliS City Sl'C L"ll)' 

VIZKT ol the Mahdi, 77, X; 

\'ohJillt'L'I"" (muld~lW'tl'i(ll), 1.Xy, Yl4 

ll'<llfci (c<lll\'t'!llional, posited), 209 

ll'tlki/s, H•if.:d{tT, I I,, I II) 

tt•trldvtt Sl'l' .tffili;Hion 

ai-Walid I (llmayyad caliph), 10, 

.,2, {o-, ~09, ': .po 

al- W.did II (l huay1·ad caliph), 16, 

1."!-l)ll., .:'..1.9, ~07, 'Ot), ':-410 

:d-\\'/;m..,h;lrhJ, 2.1)1 

tl'tlq/. Wt;, ;J.!. 



war, abode of st't' dar al-harh; holy 

sec• jihad;'"" (Christian), l7·1f; 

for public welfare, ~w7; in the 

ser\'lce of \'lrtue, '\Xl. 

lt'il1'tf sec scrupulous <>hscrvann· 

wardslllp(i.J,Ijr), 2 u 

ai-\X!arraq, Abu<Isa, uX, {\O, ~5~ 

tl'a~i (legatee), 7'\f., 90, 110, 199 

tt•a~ryya (testament, 1<1St 

mstrucrions), 90, r ·J9, 151 f. 

designation by, JJO, 117 

St'l' also Ahli 1-filshnn 

water supply, \06 

ruazir see vt?.ter 

al-\XIazlr ai-M;1p;hrihl, 152. 

'"weeds' (nall'iilnt), 1 X 1, r X,, d{y 

rl'i/.:.a/a (agency, proxy) set' wakll 

window, metaphysical, ro, 12.7, 170 

wine, 2.9411., ,{or, uo, U!., ll.7 

ll'inltha, 92. 

woman, poor/old, vs ruler motif, 

159, z.X4 

women, 34H-5o 

adv1ce of, I 57 

education of, 3 Jl, _qy; Ihn Rushd 

on, 1H9 

and iihiid, as victims, ~71, )/9. 

j87; as warnors, '\6 '\ 

selling, .149 

shanng, ~49f. 

Index and Glossary 

Yamin ai-Dawla, 22.1 

Y;Hhrih, 11.; ."l't' also lvfcdina 

Yazld I (Umayyad caliph), 2.J, 1(,-~, 

sz., 71. ':- \99. 410; dt·signation 

of, \6, 72, 7l 

Yazld II (llmayyad caliph), 129n., 

''410 

Yazld Ill (llmayyad caliph), 16, 

6911., ':'·flO 

Yaiid h. ai-J\IIIhallah (gc11cral and 

rdwl, d. 720), pn. 

Yemen 

Z;tp.l!, 71, 10\, 10~~-9, 12.1 

Ismaili, PJ7, z.o1., 1.04, 212 

Ylcsuf Khii~~ l;liiiih, 112 

?J'ihir ('external': liter;t!, exoteric), 

200, !.11. 

tthl ,t/- (litcr:llists), z.o1, z.o;f., Z.Jl. 

al-Zahcr (Fallmcd caliph), 1Hon., 

''4oS 
zttl.:.ah SCl' alms, obligatory 

ai-Zamakhsharl, 1H 1 

Zayd b. 'All ('A lid, d. 740, 

eponymous ann:stor of 

Zaydism), ll9n., 72, 7-h 99, 

100; inKuf.l, I 17f. 

Zaydism, Zap.l!, u, 65,99-109, 

!.12, !.!.0, '\10, ::·40,, 407 

activism of .'>t't' rebellion 

and Imamis, [1o7l, r1r, ''4· 12l 

liv1np; wit hom imam in, [22j, 

101, 2.p, 2.12, [2~7[, 2~S··92, 

[29) /. 100, 101.; li\'ing with 

Se\'eral lOll, 1./li 

and opponents, status of, 1X7 
'strong' and 'weak', 100, 11R 

w1thdraw:1l to periphery of, )!., 

2H 
.'>l't' ,z/,.;o l\;urls; JilrCJths; imam 

Zlrid dyn;lsty, 217 

Ziyiid b. Ablchc (llmayyad 

governor), 15X 
zmdiq (heretic, esp. dualist), \O); 

.'>l't' .r!so J\lamchacJsm 

Zoroaster, 14X 

Z<>n>astrian, z()J'(l:lSlrJ:llliSill, l4S, 

164, 192f., 202, 1 q, l·U 
and annnals, H4f. 

holy \\';11' in, ;6X 

legal status of, 170f., 179f. 

Zoroastrian ;lllll Jew, story of, 

l;M. 
al-Zuhayr (Qurashl Companion, 

contender in first ci\'il war), 

!.0, .'\5• I ~4 

Zuhaynds, 2.tf.. _1X, 97, ''4oo; Sl'l' 

also Ibn ai-Zuhayr 
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